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Chapter 1

1–1a MASTER AND COMMANDER: THE FAR SIDE OF THE 

WORLD (U.S.A., 2003), directed by Peter Weir. 

1–1b GOLD DIGGERS OF 1933 (U.S.A., 1934), 
choreographed by Busby Berkeley, directed by 
Mervyn LeRoy. 

1–3 HEARTS & MINDS (U.S.A., 1975), directed by 
Peter Davis.

1–4 PARADISE NOW (Palestinian Territories, 2005), with 
Kais Nashef and Ali Suliman, directed by Hany 
Abu-Assad.

1–5 MR. DEEDS GOES TO TOWN (U.S.A., 1936), with 
Gary Cooper, directed by Frank Capra.

1–6 THE SEVENTH SEAL (Sweden, 1957), with Bengt 
Ekerot and Max von Sydow,  cinematography by 
Gunnar Fischer, directed by Ingmar Bergman.

1–7 ALLURES (U.S.A., 1961), directed by Jordan Belson.

1–8a RAGING BULL (U.S.A., 1980), with Robert De Niro, 
directed by Martin Scorsese. 

1–8b CONSTANTINE (U.S.A., 2005), with Keanu Reeves, 
directed by Francis Lawrence. 

1–9a THE POLAR EXPRESS (U.S.A., 2004), directed by 
Robert  Zemeckis.

1–9b MARY SHELLEY’S FRANKENSTEIN (U.S.A., 1994),
with Robert De Niro and Kenneth Branagh, 
directed by Branagh.

1–10 JUNO (U.S.A./Canada, 2007), with Ellen Page and 
Michael Cera, directed by Jason Reitman.

1–11a BLOOD & CHOCOLATE (U.S.A., 2006), directed by 
Katja von Garnier.

1–11b WAR OF THE WORLDS (U.S.A., 2005), with Tom 
Cruise, directed by Steven Spielberg.

1–12a BONNIE AND CLYDE (U.S.A., 1967), with Faye 
Dunaway and  Warren Beatty, directed by  
Arthur Penn.

1–12b THE LIVES OF OTHERS (Germany, 2006), with 
Sebastian Koch and Martina Gedeck, directed by 
Florian Henckel von Donnersmark.

1–13a THE TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE: THE 

BEGINNING (U.S.A., 2006), with R. Lee Ermey, 
directed by Jonathan Liebesman.

1–13b BATMAN BEGINS (U.S.A., 2005), with Christian 
Bale, directed by Christopher Nolan.

1–14 HOW GREEN WAS MY VALLEY (U.S.A., 1941),
cinematography by Arthur Miller, directed by  
John Ford.

1–15a 12 ANGRY MEN (U.S.A., 1957), with (standing, left 
to right) E. G. Marshall, Henry Fonda, and Lee J. 
Cobb, directed by Sidney Lumet.

1–15b INCEPTION (U.S.A., 2010), directed by 
Christopher Nolan.

1–16a RED (France/Poland/Switzerland, 1994), with 
Irene Jacob and Jean-Louis Trintignant, 
cinematography by Piotr Sobocinski, directed  
by Krzysztof Kieslowski.

1–16b MR. BROOKS (U.S.A., 2007), with Kevin Costner, 
directed by Bruce A. Evans.

1–16c CRIES & WHISPERS (Sweden, 1972), with Liv 
Ullmann, directed by Ingmar Bergman.

1–17a DOUBLE INDEMNITY (U.S.A., 1944), with  Barbara 
Stanwyck and Fred MacMurray, directed by  
Billy Wilder.

1–17b KISS KISS BANG BANG (U.S.A., 2005), with Robert 
Downey Jr. and Val Kilmer, written and directed by 
Shane Black.

1–18 THE RETURN OF THE JEDI SPECIAL EDITION (U.S.A.,

1997), directed by Richard Marquand.

1–19 COACH CARTER (U.S.A., 2005), with Samuel L. 
Jackson, directed by Thomas Carter.

1–20a BRAVEHEART (U.S.A., 1995), with Sophie Marceau 
and Mel Gibson, directed by Gibson. 

1–20b THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES (U.S.A., 1946), with 
Harold Russell, Teresa Wright, Dana Andrews, 
Myrna Loy, Hoagy Carmichael, and Fredric March, 
directed by William Wyler. 

1–21a AMERICAN BEAUTY (U.S.A., 1999), with Kevin 
Spacey and Mena Suvari, directed by Sam Mendes.

MOVIE LISTING
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1–21b SAVAGE NIGHTS (France, 1993), with Cyril Collard 
and  Romane Bohringer, directed by Collard.

1–22a THE AGE OF INNOCENCE (U.S.A., 1993), with 
Michelle Pfeiffer and Daniel Day-Lewis, directed 
by Martin Scorsese.

1–22b THE GOD FATHER (U.S.A., 1972), with Marlon 
Brando, directed by  Francis Ford Coppola.

1–22c LIFE IS  BEAUTIFUL (Italy, 1998), with Roberto 
Benigni, directed by Benigni.

1–22d LETTERS FROM IWO JIMA (U.S.A., 2006), with Ken 
Watanabe, directed by Clint Eastwood.

1–23a FOUR WEDDINGS AND A  FUNERAL (Britain, 1994),
with Andie MacDowell and Hugh Grant, directed 
by Mike Newell.

1–23b DARK VICTORY (U.S.A., 1939), with Bette Davis and 
George Brent, directed by Edmund Goulding.

1–24 STARMAN (U.S.A., 1984), with Karen Allen and Jeff 
Bridges,  directed by John Carpenter.

1–25a ALIENS (U.S.A., 1986), with Sigourney Weaver and 
 Carrie Henn, directed by James Cameron.

1–25b BIUTIFUL (Spain, 2010), with Javier  Bardem, 
directed by Alejandro González Iñárritu.

1–26a RUNNING SCARED (U.S.A./Canada/Germany, 2006),
with Paul Walker,  directed by Wayne Kramer.

1–26b CINDERELLA MAN (U.S.A., 2005), with Russell 
Crowe and Renée Zellweger, directed by 
Ron Howard.

1–26c DARK BLUE (U.S.A., 2003), with Michael Michele 
and Ving Rhames, directed by Ron Shelton.

1–26d SCHINDLER’S LIST (U.S.A., 1993), with Liam Neeson 
(outstretched arms), directed by Steven Spielberg.

1–26e RUMBLE IN THE BRONX (U.S.A., 1996), with Jackie 
Chan, directed by Stanley Tong.

1–26f A CINDERELLA STORY (U.S.A., 2004), with Hilary 
Duff and Chad Michael Murray, directed by  
Mark Rosman.

1–27 THE BATTLE OF ALGIERS (Italy/Algeria, 1967), 
directed by Gillo Pontecorvo.

1–28a THE GREEN WAVE (Germany/Iran, 2011), directed 
by Ali Samadi Ahadi.

1–28b AVATAR (U.S.A., 2009), written and directed by 
James Cameron.

1–29 THE MATRIX (U.S.A., 1999), with Keanu Reeves and 
Hugo Weaving, written and directed by Andy and 
Larry Wachowski.

1–30a MULTIPLICITY (U.S.A., 1996), with Michael Keaton, 
Michael Keaton, Michael Keaton, and Michael 
Keaton, directed by Harold Ramis.

1–30b KING KONG (U.S.A., 2005), with Naomi Watts, 

directed by Peter Jackson.

1–31a STAR WARS (U.S.A., 1977), written and directed by 
George Lucas. 

1–31b STAR WARS  SPECIAL EDITION (U.S.A., 1997).

1–31c STAR WARS: EPISODE II ATTACK OF THE 

CLONES (U.S.A., 2002), written and directed by 
George Lucas.

1–33 THE EMIGRANTS (Sweden, 1972), with Liv Ullmann 
and Max von Sydow, photographed and directed 
by Jan Troell.

1–34a THIS IS ELVIS (U.S.A., 1981), with Elvis Presley, 
directed by Malcolm Leo and others.

1–34b TRAFFIC (U.S.A., 2000), directed by 
Steven Soderbergh.

1–35a MURIEL’S WEDDING (Australia, 1995), with Toni 
Collette, directed by P. J. Hogan. 

1–35b SOLDIER (U.S.A., 1998), with  Jason Scott Lee and 
Kurt Russell, cinematography by David Tattersall, 
directed by Paul  Anderson. 

1–35c DAYS OF HEAVEN (U.S.A., 1978), written and 
directed by Terrence Malick. 

Chapter 2

2–1 MANHATTAN (U.S.A., 1979), with Woody Allen and 
Diane Keaton, written and directed by Allen.

2–2a INDIANA JONES AND THE KINGDOM OF THE 

CRYSTAL SKULL (U.S.A., 2008), directed by 
Stephen Spielberg.

2–2b NOTORIOUS (U.S.A., 1946), with Leopoldine 
Konstantine, Ingrid Bergman, and Claude Rains, 
directed by Alfred Hitchcock.

2–3a THE GOOD THIEF (Britain/Ireland/France/Canada,

2003), with Nick Nolte and Gerard Darmon, 
 written and directed by Neil Jordan. 

2–3b THE GOOD THIEF (CROPPED)

2–3c FINDING NEVERLAND (U.S.A./Britain, 2004), with 
Johnny Depp and Freddie Highmore, directed by 
Marc Forster.
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2–4a LAWRENCE OF ARABIA (Britain, 1962), with Peter 
O’Toole and Omar Sharif, directed by David Lean.

2–4b THE HONEYMOONERS (1955), with Jackie Gleason 
and Art Carney, produced by CBS  Television.

2–5a & b  HOUSE OF SAND AND FOG (U.S.A., 2003), with 
Ben Kingsley, Ron Eldard, and Jonathan Ahdout, 
directed by Vadim Perelman.

2–6a NAPOLEON (France, 1927), directed by Abel Gance.

2–6b UNLEASHED (France/U.S.A./Britain, 2005), with Jet 
Li (center), martial arts choreography by Yuan Wo 
Ping, directed by Louis Leterrier.

2–6c LITTLE CHILDREN (U.S.A., 2006), with Kate Winslet, 
directed by Todd Field.

2–7 2001: A SPACE ODYSSEY (U.S.A./Britain, 1968), 
directed by Stanley Kubrick.

2–8 THE INDIAN IN THE CUPBOARD (U.S.A., 1995), with 
Litefoot, directed by Frank Oz.

2–9 YOU THINK YOU’RE THE PRETTIEST…(BUT 

YOU’RE THE SLUTTIEST) (Chile, 2009), with 
Francisco Braithwaite, written and directed by  
Che Sandoval.

2–10a GREED (U.S.A., 1924), with Gibson Gowland and 
Jean Hersholt, directed by Erich von Stroheim.

2–10b DREAMGIRLS (U.S.A., 2006), with Anika Noni Rose, 
Beyoncé Knowles, and Jennifer Hudson, directed 
by Bill Condon.

2–11a CUCHERA (Philippines, 2011), with Maria Isabel 
Lopez, directed by Joseph Israel Laban.

2–11b THE END OF AUGUST AT THE HOTEL OZONE 

(Czechoslovakia, 1969), directed by Jan Schmidt. 

2–12a MYSTIC RIVER (U.S.A., 2003), with Sean Penn, 
directed by Clint Eastwood.

2–12b WORLD TRADE CENTER (U.S.A., 2006), directed by 
Oliver Stone.

2–13a OF GODS AND MEN (France, 2010), directed by 
Xavier Beauvois.

2–13b CRY WOLF (U.S.A., 2005), directed by Jeff Wadlow.

2–14a MACBETH (U.S.A./Britain, 1971), with Francesca 
Annis and Jon Finch, directed by Roman Polanski.

2–14b MACBETH (U.S.A., 1948), with Peggy Webber, 
directed by Orson Welles.

2–15 THE DECLINE OF THE AMERICAN EMPIRE (Canada,

1986), with Louise Portal, Dominique Michel, 
Dorothée Berryman, and Geneviève Rioux, 
directed by Denys Arcand.

2–16 RUSH HOUR 3 (U.S.A., 2007), with Chris Tucker and 
Jackie Chan, directed by Brett Ratner.

2–17 SUPERMAN (U.S.A./Britain, 1978), with Glenn Ford 
(seated),  directed by Richard  Donner.

2–18 HUGO (U.S.A., 2011), with Asa Butterfield, directed 
by Martin Scorsese.

2–19a THE GRADUATE (U.S.A., 1967), with Anne Bancroft 
and Dustin Hoffman, directed by Mike Nichols.

2–19b THE GRIFTERS (U.S.A., 1990), with John  Cusack and 
Anjelica  Huston, directed by Stephen Frears.

2–20a MICHAEL CLAYTON (U.S.A., 2007), with George 
Clooney and Tom Wilkinson,  directed by  
Tony Gilroy.

2–20b A HISTORY OF VIOLENCE (U.S.A., 2005), with 
Ashton Holmes and Viggo Mortensen, directed by 
David Cronenberg.

2–21 THE 400 BLOWS (France, 1959), with Jean-Pierre 
Léaud, directed by François Truffaut.

2–22a & b  BROKEN FLOWERS (U.S.A., 2005), with Bill 
Murray and Sharon Stone, written and directed by 
Jim Jarmusch.

2–23 BIBLIOTHÈQUE PASCAL (Hungary/Germany, 2010), 
directed by Szabolcs Hajdu.

2–24a THE BLUE ANGEL (Germany, 1930), with Marlene 
Dietrich, directed by Josef von Sternberg. 

2–24b THX 1138 (U.S.A., 1971), directed by George Lucas.

2–25 GRAND ILLUSION (France, 1937), with Erich von 
Stroheim, Pierre Fresnay, and Jean Gabin, written 
and directed by Jean Renoir.

2–26a SONS OF THE DESERT (U.S.A., 1933), with 
Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy, directed by  
William Seiter.

2–26b THE MANCHURIAN CANDIDATE (U.S.A., 2005), 
with Liev Schreiber and Meryl Streep, directed by 
Jonathan Demme.

2–26c GEORGE A. ROMERO’S LAND OF THE DEAD (U.S.A.,

2005), with Eugene A. Clark, written and directed 
by George A. Romero.

2–26d THE ARTIST (France/Belgium, 2011), with Jean 
Dujardin and Bérénice Bejo, directed by Michel 
Hazanavicius.

2–27 THE GIRL WITH THE DRAGON TATTOO (U.S.A.,

2011), with Rooney Mara and Daniel Craig, directed 
by David Fincher.

2–28 ALL OR NOTHING (Britain, 2002), with Timothy 
Spall, directed by Mike Leigh.
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2–29 RED DESERT (Italy, 1964), with Carlo Chionetti and 
Monica Vitti, directed by Michelangelo Antonioni.

2–30 MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING (Britain, 1993), with 
Michael Keaton, Keanu Reeves, Robert Sean 
Leonard, Kate Beckinsale, Emma Thompson, 
Kenneth Branagh, and Denzel Washington, 
directed by Branagh.

2–31a HUSTLE & FLOW (U.S.A., 2005), with Taryn Manning 
and  Terrence Howard, directed by Craig Brewer. 

2–31b GARDEN STATE (U.S.A., 2004), with Natalie 
Portman and Zach Braff, written and directed  
by Braff. 

2–31c AWAY FROM HER (Canada, 2007), with Julie 
Christie and Gordon Pinsent, directed by  
Sarah Polley.

2–31d ZABRISKIE POINT (U.S.A., 1970), with Daria  
Halprin and Rod Taylor, directed by  
Michelangelo Antonioni. 

2–32 PERSONA (Sweden, 1966), with Liv Ullmann, 
written and directed by Ingmar Bergman.

2–33a THE GOLD RUSH (U.S.A., 1925), with Charles 
Chaplin and Georgia Hale,  directed by Chaplin.

2–33b CITY LIGHTS (U.S.A., 1931), with Charles Chaplin, 
directed by Chaplin.

2–34 MRS. SOFFEL (U.S.A., 1984), with Diane Keaton, 
directed by Gillian Armstrong.

2–35 THE GARDEN OF THE FINZI-CONTINIS (Italy,

1970), with Dominique Sanda, directed by 
Vittorio De Sica.

2–36 THE WEATHER MAN (U.S.A., 2005), with 
Michael Caine and Nicolas Cage, directed by  
Gore Verbinski.

2–37a THE BRAVE ONE (U.S.A., 2007), with Jodie Foster, 
directed by Neil Jordan. 

2–37b HOSPITALITÉ (Japan, 2010), directed by 
Koji Fukada. 

2–38 FULL METAL JACKET (Britain/U.S.A., 1987), directed 
by Stanley Kubrick.

2–39a PIECES OF APRIL (U.S.A., 2003), with Katie Holmes, 
 written and directed by Peter Hedges.

2–39b A NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET (U.S.A., 1984), with 
Robert Englund, directed by Wes Craven.

2–40 M (Germany, 1931), with Peter Lorre, directed by 
Fritz Lang. 

Chapter 3

3–1b BATMAN BEGINS (U.S.A., 2005), with Christian 
Bale, directed by Christopher Nolan. 

3–1c CRY WOLF (U.S.A., 2005), with Julian Morris and 
Lindy Booth (in doorway), directed by  
Jeff Wadlow. 

3–2a TEMPTRESS MOON (China/Hong Kong, 1997), with 
Gong Li (white dress), directed by Chen Kaige.

3–2b ANY GIVEN SUNDAY (U.S.A., 1999), with Al Pacino, 
directed by Oliver Stone. 

3–3a OKLAHOMA! (U.S.A., 1955), choreography by Agnes 
de Mille, directed by Fred  Zinnemann. 

3–3b AN AMERICAN IN PARIS (U.S.A., 1951), with 
Gene Kelly and Leslie Caron, choreo graphy by 
Kelly, score by George Gershwin, directed by 
Vincente Minnelli. 

3–3c SEVEN BRIDES FOR SEVEN BROTHERS (U.S.A.,

1954), with Jacques D’Amboise (flying aloft), 
 choreography by Michael Kidd, directed by  
Stanley Donen. 

3–4 ENTER THE DRAGON (Hong Kong, 1973), with Bruce 
Lee (dark trousers), directed by Robert Clouse. 

3–5a SHALL WE DANCE? (Japan, 1997), with Koji 
Yakusyo, directed by Masayuki Suo. 

3–5b THE AVENGERS (U.S.A., 2012), with Robert Downey 
Jr., written and directed by Joss Whedon. 

3–6a X2: X-MEN UNITED (U.S.A., 2003), with Hugh 
Jackman (flying aloft), directed by Bryan Singer. 

3–6b THE NINTH GATE (France/Spain/U.S.A., 2000), with 
Johnny Depp, directed by Roman  Polanski. 

3–6c RUN LOLA RUN (Germany, 1998), with Franka 
Potente, directed by Tom Tykwer. 

3–7 RED EYE (U.S.A., 2005), with Rachel McAdams and 
Cillian Murphy, directed by Wes Craven.

3–8a THE STUNT MAN (U.S.A., 1980), directed by 
Richard Rush. 

3–8b THE WILD CHILD (France, 1969), with Jean-Pierre 
Cargol, directed by François Truffaut. 

3–9 HAMLET (U.S.A./Britain/Italy, 1990), with 
Glenn Close and Mel Gibson, directed by  
Franco Zeffirelli. 

3–10 FOLLOW THE FLEET (U.S.A., 1936), with Fred Astaire 
and Ginger Rogers, chore ography by Astaire and 
Hermes Pan, directed by Mark Sandrich.
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3–11 TWO TARS (U.S.A., 1928), with Oliver Hardy and 
Stan Laurel, directed by James Parrott. 

3–12a FRANTIC (U.S.A., 1988), with Harrison Ford, 
directed by Roman Polanski.

3–12b THE MAN FROM NOWHERE (South Korea, 2010),
directed by Jeong-Beom Lee. 

3–13 YOJIMBO (Japan, 1961), directed by 
Akira Kurosawa.

3–14 THE FRENCH CONNECTION (U.S.A., 1971), directed 
by William Friedkin.

3–15a & b  THE HUNTED (U.S.A., 2002), with Tommy 
Lee Jones and Benicio Del Toro, directed by 
William Friedkin. 

3–16 HOME BY CHRISTMAS (New Zealand, 2010),
directed by Gaylene Preston.

3–17 FORREST GUMP (U.S.A., 1994), with Tom Hanks, 
directed by Robert Zemeckis.

3–18 CABARET (U.S.A., 1972), with Joel Grey, 
choreographed and directed by Bob Fosse. 

3–19 CROUCHING TIGER, HIDDEN DRAGON (Hong

Kong/Taiwan/U.S.A., 2000), with Michelle Yeoh, 
choreography by Yuen Wo Ping, directed by  
Ang Lee. 

3–20 SINGIN’ IN THE RAIN (U.S.A., 1952), with Cyd 
Charisse and Gene Kelly, choreographed by Kelly, 
directed by Kelly and Stanley  Donen. 

3–21 GONE WITH THE WIND (U.S.A., 1939), with Vivien 
Leigh, directed by Victor Fleming. 

3–22a STRICTLY BALLROOM (Australia, 1992), with 
Paul Mercurio and Tara Morice, directed by  
Baz Lurhmann. 

3–22b TAKE THE LEAD (U.S.A., 2006), with Antonio 
Banderas,  directed by Liz Friedlander.

3–22c VANITY FAIR (Britain, 2004), with Jonathan Rhys 
Meyers and Reese Witherspoon, directed by  
Mira Nair. 

3–23a BORN ON THE FOURTH OF JULY (U.S.A., 1989), with 
Tom Cruise, directed by Oliver Stone.

3–23b AMISTAD (U.S.A., 1997), with Djimon Hounsou, 
directed by Steven Spielberg. 

3–24 GANGS OF NEW YORK (U.S.A., 2001), with Daniel 
Day-Lewis and Leonardo DiCaprio, directed by 
Martin Scorsese. 

3–25 FLYBOYS (U.S.A., 2006), directed by Tony Bill.

3–26a PERSEPOLIS (France/U.S.A., 2007), directed by 
Marjane Satrapi and Vincent Paronnaud. 

3–26b THE GREEN WAVE (Germany/Iran, 2011), directed 
by Ali Samadi Ahadi. 

3–27a THE POLAR EXPRESS (U.S.A., 2004), voiced by Tom 
Hanks, directed by Robert  Zemeckis. 

3–27b BEOWULF (U.S.A., 2007), with Angelina Jolie and 
Ray Winstone, directed by Robert Zemeckis. 

3–28a TIM BURTON’S CORPSE BRIDE (U.S.A., 2005),
directed by Mike Johnson and Tim  Burton. 

3–28b CHICKEN RUN (Britain, 2000), directed by Peter 
Lord and Nick Park. 

3–29 SHREK (U.S.A., 2001), special effects by  Pacific 
Data Images, directed by Andrew Adamson and 
Vicky Jenson.

3–30 TOM JONES (Britain, 1963), with George Cooper, 
Albert Finney, and Joyce Redman, directed by  
Tony Richardson.

3–31a WITHOUT LIMITS (U.S.A., 1998), with Billy Crudup, 
directed by Robert Towne. 

3–31b THE LAST OF THE  MOHICANS (U.S.A., 1992), with 
Daniel Day-Lewis, directed by Michael Mann. 

3–31c GLORY (U.S.A., 1989), directed by Edward Zwick.

3–32 HAIR (U.S.A., 1979), choreography by Twyla Tharp, 
directed by Milos Forman.

3–33 VIRIDIANA (Mexico/Spain, 1961), directed by 
Luis Buñuel.

Chapter 4

4–1a THE DEER HUNTER (U.S.A., 1978), with Meryl 
Streep and Robert De Niro, directed by  
Michael Cimino.

4–1b ZODIAC (U.S.A., 2007), with Robert Downey Jr. and 
Jake Gyllenhaal, directed by David Fincher. 

4–1c MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE III (U.S.A., 2006), with 
Tom Cruise and Michelle Monaghan, directed by 
J. J. Abrams. 

4–2 THE MAKIOKA SISTERS (Japan, 1985), directed by 
Kon Ichikawa.

4–4a THE ARRIVAL OF A TRAIN (France, 1895), directed 
by Louis and Auguste  Lumière.
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4–4b A TRIP TO THE MOON (France, 1902), directed by 
Georges Méliès.

4–5 THE BIRTH OF A NATION (U.S.A., 1915), directed by 
D. W. Griffith.

4–6 THIRTY-TWO SHORT FILMS ABOUT GLENN GOULD 

(Canada, 1994), with Colm Feore, directed by 
François Girard.

4–7 FUGUE  (Germany, 1920),  directed by Hans Richter.

4–8 FAT CITY (U.S.A., 1972), directed by John Huston.

4–9b ROCKY BALBOA (U.S.A., 2006), with Sylvester 
Stallone, written and directed by Stallone.

4–10a IT’S A WONDERFUL LIFE (U.S.A., 1946), with James 
Stewart, directed by Frank Capra.

4–10b THE FAMILY STONE (U.S.A., 2005), with Rachel 
McAdams and Diane Keaton, written and directed 
by Thomas Bezucha.

4–11a & b  PULP FICTION (U.S.A., 1994), with John Travolta 
and Uma Thurman, written and directed by 
Quentin  Tarantino. 

4–11c GLADIATOR (U.S.A., 2000), with Russell Crowe, 
directed by Ridley Scott. 

4–11d GOODFELLAS (U.S.A., 1990), with Lorraine Bracco 
and Ray Liotta, directed by Martin Scorsese. 

4–12a & b  POSSESSION (U.S.A., 2002), with Gwyneth 
Paltrow and Aaron Eckhart (a), and Jennifer Ehle 
and Jeremy Northam (b), directed by Neil LaBute.

4–12c THE NIGHT OF THE SHOOTING STARS (Italy, 1982),
directed by Paolo and Vittorio  Taviani.

4–13a & b  L’AVVENTURA (Italy, 1960), with Monica Vitti, 
directed by Michelangelo Antonioni.

4–14 THE LAST PICTURE SHOW (U.S.A., 1971), with 
Cybill  Shepherd and Ellen Burstyn, directed by 
Peter Bogdanovich.

4–15a THE 4TH MAN (Holland, 1984), with Jeroen Krabbé, 
directed by Paul Verhoeven.

4–15b ROYAL WEDDING (U.S.A., 1951), with Fred Astaire, 
directed by Stanley Donen.

4–16a, b, c  WOMEN ON THE VERGE OF A NERVOUS 

BREAKDOWN (Spain, 1988), with Carmen Maura, 
directed by Pedro Almodóvar.

4–17a & b  FLASHDANCE (U.S.A., 1983), with  Jennifer Beals, 
directed by Adrian Lyne.

4–17c THE BRAVE ONE (U.S.A., 2007), with Jodie Foster, 
directed by Neil Jordan.

4–18a WEST SIDE STORY (U.S.A., 1961), directed by Robert 
Wise and Jerome Robbins.

4–18b THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA (U.S.A., 2004),
with Emmy Rossum and Gerard  Butler, directed by 
Joel Schumacher.

4–19a DEAD MEN DON’T WEAR PLAID (U.S.A., 1982), with 
Steve Martin and Carl Reiner (bald pate), directed 
by Reiner.

4–19b CLOVERFIELD (U.S.A., 2008), with Lizzy Caplan and 
Michael Stahl-David, directed by Matt Reeves.

4–20 LIFEBOAT (U.S.A., 1944), directed by 
Alfred Hitchcock.

4–21a MOULIN ROUGE (U.S.A., 2001), with Nicole Kidman 
and Ewan McGregor, directed by Baz Luhrmann.

4–21b THE BOURNE SUPREMACY (U.S.A., 2004), with 
Matt Damon and Franka Potente, directed by  
Paul Greengrass.

4–22 REAR WINDOW (U.S.A., 1954), directed by 
Alfred Hitchcock.

4–23 POTEMKIN (Soviet Union, 1925), directed by 
Sergei Eisenstein.

4–24 HIGH NOON (U.S.A., 1952), with Gary Cooper and 
Lloyd Bridges, directed by Fred Zinnemann.

4–25 DOG DAY AFTERNOON (U.S.A., 1975), with Al 
Pacino, directed by Sidney Lumet.

4–26 NO COUNTRY FOR OLD MEN (U.S.A., 2007), with 
Javier Bardem, written and directed by Joel and 
Ethan Coen.

4–27a THE SORROW AND THE PITY (France/Switzerland/

W. Germany, 1970), directed by Marcel Ophüls.

4–27b LOOKING FOR RICHARD (U.S.A., 1996), with Al 
Pacino, directed by Pacino.

4–28 SAFETY LAST (U.S.A., 1923), with Harold Lloyd, 
directed by Fred Newmeyer and Sam  Taylor.

4–29 UTAMARO AND HIS FIVE WOMEN (Japan, 1955),
directed by Kenji Mizoguchi.

4–30 CLERKS (U.S.A., 1994), with Jeff Anderson and 
Brian O’Halloran, written, edited, and directed by 
Kevin Smith.

4–31 AMÉLIE (France, 2001), with Audrey Tautou, 
directed by  Jean-Pierre Jeunet.

4–32 STRANGER THAN PARADISE (U.S.A., 1984), directed 
by Jim Jarmusch.
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4–33 THE STRAIGHT STORY (U.S.A., 1999), with Richard 
Farnsworth, directed by David Lynch.

4–34 A VERY LONG ENGAGEMENT (France, 2004),
directed by Jean-Pierre Jeunet.

4–35 THE INNOCENTS (Britain, 1961), with Deborah Kerr, 
directed by Jack Clayton.

4–36 ANNIE HALL (U.S.A., 1977), with Woody Allen and 
Diane Keaton, edited by Ralph Rosenblum, written 
and directed by Allen.

4–37 THE WILD BUNCH (U.S.A., 1969), directed by 
Sam Peckinpah.

Chapter 5

5–1 THE JAZZ SINGER (U.S.A., 1927), with Al Jolson, 
directed by Alan Crosland.

5–2 SCARFACE, SHAME OF A NATION (U.S.A., 1932),
with Paul Muni, directed by Howard Hawks.

5–3 MONTE CARLO (U.S.A., 1930), with Claud Allister, 
directed by Ernst Lubitsch.

5–4 SHE DONE HIM WRONG (U.S.A., 1933), with Mae 
West,  directed by Lowell Sherman.

5–5 THE SUM OF ALL FEARS (U.S.A., 2002), with 
Morgan Freeman and Ben Affleck,  directed by  
Phil Alden  Robinson.

5–6 THE MERRY WIDOW (U.S.A., 1925), with Mae 
Murray and John Gilbert, directed by Erich  
von Stroheim.

5–7a THE SILENCE (Iran, 1999), with Tahmineh 
Normatova, written and directed by  
Mohsen Makhmalbaf.

5–7b THE KING’S SPEECH (Britain, 2010), with Colin 
Firth, directed by Tom Hooper.

5–8a A CLOCKWORK ORANGE (Britain/U.S.A., 1972), with 
Malcolm McDowell, directed by Stanley Kubrick.

5–8b THE BOURNE ULTIMATUM (U.S.A., 2007),
with Matt Damon and Joan Allen, directed by  
Paul Greengrass.

5–9a RAN (Chaos, Japan, 1985), with Mieko Haranda, 
directed by Akira Kurosawa.

5–9b ARMADILLO (Denmark, 2010), directed by Janus 
Metz Pedersen.

5–10 THE EXORCIST (U.S.A., 1973), with Linda Blair, 
Max von Sydow, and Jason Miller, directed by 
William Friedkin.

5–11 THE OTHERS (Spain/U.S.A., 2001), with 
Nicole Kidman, written and directed by  
Alejandro Amenábar.

5–12 SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER (U.S.A., 1977), with 
Karen Lynn  Gorney and John Travolta, directed by 
John Badham.

5–13 APOCALYPSE NOW (U.S.A., 1979), directed by 
Francis Ford Coppola.

5–14a DO THE RIGHT THING (U.S.A., 1989), with Spike 
Lee and Danny Aiello, written and directed by Lee.

5–14b SCHOOL OF ROCK (U.S.A., 2003), with Jack 
Black, written by Mike White, directed by  
Richard Linklater.

5–15 ALEXANDER NEVSKY (Soviet Union, 1938), music by 
Sergei Prokofiev, directed by Sergei Eisenstein.

5–16a THE PIANIST (Poland/France/Britain/Germany,

2002), with Adrien Brody, directed by 
Roman Polanski.

5–16b THE FURIOUS FORCE OF RHYMES (U.S.A./France,

2010), directed by Joshua Atesh Litle.

5–17a AMADEUS (U.S.A., 1984), with Tom Hulce (center), 
music by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, directed by 
Milos Forman.

5–17b WALK THE LINE (U.S.A., 2005), with Joaquin 
Phoenix and Reese Witherspoon, directed by 
James Mangold.

5–18a SLEEPLESS IN SEATTLE (U.S.A., 1993), with Meg 
Ryan, Ross Malinger, and Tom Hanks, written and 
directed by Nora Ephron.

5–18b 4 MONTHS, 3 WEEKS AND 2 DAYS (Romania, 2007),
with Anamaria Marinca and Laura Vasiliu, written 
and directed by Cristian Mungiu.

5–19 LA VIE EN ROSE (France/Britain/Czech Republic, 

2007), with Marion Cotillard, directed by 
Olivier Dahan. 

5–20 A STAR IS BORN (U.S.A., 1954), with Judy Garland, 
directed by George Cukor.

5–21 THE BAND WAGON (U.S.A., 1953), with Fred 
 Astaire, Nanette Fabray, and Jack Buchanan, music 
by Howard Dietz and Arthur Schwartz, directed by 
Vincente Minnelli.

5–22 SWEENEY TODD: THE DEMON BARBER OF FLEET 

STREET (U.S.A., 2007), with Johnny Depp, directed 
by Tim Burton.
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5–23 NEW YORK, NEW YORK (U.S.A., 1977), with Liza 
Minnelli and Robert De Niro, music by John 
Kander and Fred Ebb, directed by Martin Scorsese.

5–24 RAY (U.S.A., 2004), with Jamie Foxx, directed by 
Taylor Hackford.

5–25a XALA (Senegal, 1975), directed by 
Ousmane Sembene.

5–25b J. EDGAR (U.S.A., 2011), with Armie Hammer, 
Leonardo DiCaprio, and Judi Dench, directed by 
Clint Eastwood.

5–26a BULL DURHAM (U.S.A., 1988), with Susan 
Sarandon and Kevin Costner, written and directed 
by Ron Shelton.

5–26b THE IRON LADY (Britain/France, 2011), with Meryl 
Streep, directed by Phyllida Lloyd.

5–27 MCCABE & MRS. MILLER (U.S.A., 1970), with 
Julie Christie and Warren Beatty, directed by 
Robert Altman.

5–28 ALL SCREWED UP (Italy, 1973), directed by 
Lina Wertmüller.

5–29a TRAINSPOTTING (Britain, 1996), with Ewan 
McGregor, directed by Danny Boyle.

5–29b TROY (U.S.A., 2004), with Brad Pitt, directed by 
Wolfgang  Petersen.

5–30a SUNSET BOULEVARD (U.S.A., 1950), with Gloria 
Swanson, directed by Billy Wilder.

5–30b THE USUAL SUSPECTS (U.S.A., 1995), with Kevin 
Pollak, Stephen Baldwin, Benicio Del Toro, Gabriel 
Byrne, and Kevin Spacey, directed by Bryan Singer.

5–31 BADLANDS (U.S.A., 1973), with Sissy Spacek, 
written and directed by Terrence Malick.

5–32 MADAGASCAR (U.S.A., 2005), with Melman the 
Giraffe (voiced by David Schwimmer), Marty the 
Zebra (Chris Rock), Alex the Lion (Ben Stiller), and 
Gloria the Hippo (Jada Pinkett Smith),  directed by 
Eric Darnell and Tom McGrath.

5–33 MILLION DOLLAR BABY (U.S.A., 2004), with Clint 
Eastwood and Hilary Swank, directed by Eastwood.

5–34 OVER THE HEDGE (U.S.A., 2006), with 
Wanda Sykes, directed by Tim  Johnson and  
Karey Kirkpatrick.

5–35 RESERVOIR DOGS (U.S.A., 1992), with Steve 
Buscemi and Harvey Keitel, written and directed 
by Quentin Tarantino.

Chapter 6

6–1 UNFAITHFUL (U.S.A., 2002), with Diane Lane and 
Olivier Martinez, directed by Adrian Lyne.

6–2a SHANGHAI EXPRESS (U.S.A., 1932), with Marlene 
Dietrich, directed by Josef von Sternberg.

6–2b SHREK THE THIRD (U.S.A., 2007), with Cameron 
Diaz, directed by Chris Miller.

6–3 LITTLE MISS SUNSHINE (U.S.A., 2006), with Alan 
Arkin, Steve Carell, Paul Dano, Abigail Breslin, Toni 
Collette, and Greg Kinnear, directed by Jonathan 
Dayton and Valerie Faris.

6–4a THE HOURS (U.S.A., 2002), with Meryl Streep, 
directed by Stephen Daldry.

6–4b PUNCH-DRUNK LOVE (U.S.A., 2002), with Philip 
Seymour Hoffman, written and directed by Paul 
Thomas Anderson. 

6–4c CAPOTE (U.S.A., 2005), with Philip Seymour 
Hoffman, directed by Bennett Miller. 

6–5 SEQUENCE FROM SABOTAGE (Britain, 1936), with 
Sylvia Sidney and Oscar Homolka, directed by 
Alfred Hitchcock.

6–6a BEEFCAKE (Canada, 1999), directed by 
Thom  Fitzgerald. 

6–6b A FISH CALLED WANDA (Britain, 1988), with John 
Cleese, directed by Charles Crichton.

6–7a THE GOLD RUSH (U.S.A., 1925), with Charles 
Chaplin and Mack Swain, directed by Chaplin.

6–7b ANOTHER YEAR (Britain, 2010), with Peter Wight 
and Leslie Manville, directed by Mike Leigh.

6–8 LA STRADA (Italy, 1954), with Richard Basehart and 
Giulietta Masina, directed by Federico Fellini.

6–9 THE NEW WORLD (U.S.A., 2005), with Colin Farrell 
and Q’orianka Kilcher, written and directed by 
Terrence Malick.

6–10 SPIDER-MAN 2 (U.S.A., 2004), with Tobey Maguire, 
directed by Sam Raimi.

6–12 TAXI DRIVER (U.S.A., 1976), with Robert De Niro, 
directed by Martin Scorsese.

6–13a JERRY MAGUIRE (U.S.A., 1996), with Tom Cruise 
and Cuba Gooding Jr., written and directed by 
Cameron Crowe.

6–13b MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE—GHOST PROTOCOL (U.S.A.,

2011), with Tom Cruise, directed by Brad Bird.
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6–13c MAGNOLIA (U.S.A., 1999), with Tom Cruise, written 
and directed by Paul Thomas Anderson.

6–14a ETERNAL SUNSHINE OF THE SPOTLESS MIND 

(U.S.A., 2004), with Kate Winslet, directed by 
Michel Gondry. 

6–14b THERE WILL BE BLOOD (U.S.A., 2007), with Paul 
Dano and Daniel Day-Lewis, directed by Paul 
Thomas Anderson.

6–15 MONSTER-IN-LAW (U.S.A., 2005), with Jane Fonda 
and Jennifer Lopez, directed by Robert Luketic.

6–16a TO DIE FOR (U.S.A., 1995), with Nicole Kidman, 
directed by Gus Van Sant. 

6–16b DISTURBIA (U.S.A., 2007), with Shia LeBeouf and 
Carrie-Anne Moss, directed by D. J. Caruso.

6–17a EXTREMELY LOUD & INCREDIBLY CLOSE (U.S.A.,

2012), with Tom Hanks and Sandra Bullock, 
directed by Stephen Daldry.

6–17b GOOD NIGHT, AND GOOD LUCK (U.S.A., 2005),
with George Clooney and David Strathairn, 
directed by Clooney.

6–18 SKY CAPTAIN AND THE WORLD OF TOMORROW 

(U.S.A., 2004), with Gwyneth Paltrow, Jude Law, 

and Angelina Jolie, directed by Kerry Conran. 

6–19a TRUE GRIT (U.S.A., 2010), with Jeff Bridges, written 
and directed by Joel and Ethan Coen.

6–19b THE QUEEN (Britain, 2006), with Helen Mirren, 
directed by Stephen Frears.

6–19c THE HELP (U.S.A., 2011), with Viola Davis, directed 
by Tate Taylor.

6–19d ABOUT SCHMIDT (U.S.A., 2002), with Kathy Bates, 
directed by Alexander Payne.

6–20 BARBER SHOP (U.S.A., 2002), with Ice Cube, 
directed by Tim Story.

6–21 THE WEDDING CRASHERS (U.S.A., 2005), with 
Vince Vaughn and Owen Wilson, directed by  
David Dobkin.

6–22a VERTIGO (U.S.A., 1958), with James Stewart and 
Kim Novak, directed by Alfred Hitchcock.

6–22b MY WEEK WITH MARILYN (Britain/U.S.A., 2011), with

Michelle Williams, directed by Simon Curtis.

6–23 AGUIRRE, THE WRATH OF GOD (West

Germany, 1972), with Klaus Kinski, directed by 
Werner Herzog.

6–24 THE SEDUCTION OF MIMI (Italy, 1972), with 
Elena Fiore and Giancarlo Giannini, directed by 
Lina  Wertmüller.

6–25 THE ROCKY HORROR PICTURE SHOW (Britain,

1975), with Tim Curry, directed by Jim Sharman.

6–26a JARHEAD (U.S.A., 2005), with Jake Gyllenhaal, 
directed by Sam Mendes.

6–26b HAMLET (Britain, 1996), with Kenneth Branagh, 
directed by Branagh.

6–27 SECRETS & LIES (Britain, 1996), with Brenda 
Blethyn, written and directed by Mike Leigh.

6–28a SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE (Britain, 2008), with Dev 
 Patel and Freida Pinto, directed by Danny Boyle.

6–28b THE NUN’S STORY (U.S.A., 1959), with 
Audrey Hepburn and Peter Finch, directed by  
Fred Zinnemann.

6–29a YANKEE DOODLE DANDY (U.S.A., 1942), with James 
Cagney, directed by Michael Curtiz.

6–29b BELLE DE JOUR (France/Italy, 1967), with Catherine 
Deneuve, directed by Luis Buñuel.

6–30 TWO WOMEN (Italy, 1960), with Sophia Loren, 
directed by  Vittorio De Sica.

6–31 THE END OF SUMMER (Japan, 1961), directed by 
Yasujiro Ozu.

6–32a GIGI (U.S.A., 1958), with Maurice Chevalier, 
Leslie Caron, and Louis Jourdan, directed by 
Vincente Minnelli.

6–32b NORTH COUNTRY (U.S.A., 2005), with Richard 
Jenkins,  Charlize Theron, and Sissy Spacek, 
directed by Niki Caro.

6–33a BICYCLE THIEVES (Italy, 1948), with Lamberto 
Maggiorani and Enzo Staiola, directed by  
Vittorio De Sica.

6–33b AMERICAN  GANGSTER (U.S.A., 2007), with Denzel 
Washington, directed by Ridley Scott.

6–34a ROMEO AND JULIET (U.S.A., 1936), with Leslie 
Howard and Norma Shearer, directed by  
George Cukor.

6–34b ROMEO AND JULIET (Britain/Italy, 1968), with 
Leonard Whiting and Olivia Hussey, directed by 
Franco Zeffirelli.

6–35a THE UPSIDE OF ANGER (U.S.A., 2004), with Joan 
Allen and Kevin Costner, written and directed by 
Mike Binder. 
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6–35b MARGIN CALL (U.S.A., 2011), directed by 
J. C. Chandor.

6–36a THE CRYING GAME (Ireland/Britain, 1992), with 
Jaye Davidson and Stephen Rea, written and 
directed by Neil Jordan.

6–36b IF I WANT TO WHISTLE, I WHISTLE (Romania/

Sweden, 2010), with George Pistereanu, directed 
by Florin Serban.

6–37 ERIN BROCKOVICH (U.S.A., 2000), with Julia 
Roberts, directed by Steven Soderbergh.

Chapter 7

7–1a AUTUMN SONATA  (Sweden, 1978), with Ingrid 
Bergman and Liv Ullmann, written and directed by 
Ingmar Bergman.

7–1b BOOTY CALL (U.S.A., 1997), with Jamie Foxx and 
Tommy Davidson, director by Jeff Pollack.

7–2a FANTASTIC VOYAGE (U.S.A., 1966), art direction 
by Jack Martin Smith and Dale Hennesy,  
special effects by Art Cruickshank, directed  
by Richard Fleischer.

7–2b THE RELIC (U.S.A., 1996), with Penelope Ann Miller, 
directed by Peter Hyams.

7–2c THE LORD OF THE RINGS: THE FELLOWSHIP OF 

THE RING (U.S.A., 2001), directed by Peter Jackson.

7–2d ROMEO MUST DIE (U.S.A., 2000), with Russell 
Wong and Jet Li, directed by Andrzej Bartkowiak.

7–3a DONA FLOR AND HER TWO HUSBANDS (Brazil,

1977), with José Wilker, Sonia Braga, and Mauro 
Mendonça, directed by Bruno Baretto.

7–3b INDIANA JONES AND THE KINGDOM OF THE 

CRYSTAL SKULL (U.S.A., 2008), with Cate Blanchett 
and Harrison Ford, directed by Steven Spielberg.

7–4a PICKPOCKET (France, 1959), directed by 
Robert Bresson.

7–4b & c  MARTIN LAWRENCE LIVE: RUNTELDAT (U.S.A.,

2002), directed by David Raynr.

7–5a SINGIN’ IN THE RAIN (U.S.A., 1952), with Gene 
Kelly, directed by Kelly and Stanley Donen.

7–5b ALL ABOUT EVE (U.S.A., 1950), with Bette Davis, 
Marilyn  Monroe, and George Sanders, written and 
directed by Joseph L. Mankiewicz.

7–6 MAGNUM FORCE (U.S.A., 1973), with Clint 
Eastwood and Adele Yoshioka, directed by  
Ted Post.

7–7 THE CLAIM (Britain/Canada, 2000), with Peter 
Mullan, directed by Michael Winterbottom.

7–8a WAR HORSE (U.S.A., 2011), directed by 
Steven Spielberg.

7–8b THE DEAD (U.S.A., 1987), with Anjelica Huston, 
 directed by John Huston.

7–9 TOOTSIE (U.S.A., 1982), with Dustin Hoffman, 
directed by Sydney Pollack.

7–10a SHAME (Sweden, 1968), with Liv Ullmann and 
Max Von Sydow, written and  directed by  
Ingmar Bergman.

7–10b THE LITTLE FOXES (U.S.A., 1941), with Dan Duryea 
and Carl Benton Reid, directed by William Wyler.

7–10c BLUE VALENTINE (U.S.A., 2010), with Michelle 
Williams and Ryan Gosling, directed by  
Derek Cianfrance.

7–11a A STREETCAR NAMED  DESIRE (U.S.A., 1951), with 
Vivien Leigh and Marlon Brando, directed by  
Elia Kazan. 

7–11b DRIVING MISS DAISY (U.S.A., 1989), with Dan 
Aykroyd, Jessica Tandy, and  Morgan Freeman, 
directed by Bruce Beresford. 

7–12a IN THE LAND OF BLOOD AND HONEY (U.S.A., 2010), 
with Zana Marjanović and Goran Kostić, written 
and directed by Angelina Jolie.

7–12b IKIRU (TO LIVE) (Japan, 1952), directed by 
Akira Kurosawa.

7–13 TALK TO HER (Spain, 2002), written and directed 
by Pedro Almodóvar.

7–14a THE UNTOUCHABLES (U.S.A., 1987), with Charles 
Martin Smith, Kevin Costner, Sean Connery, and 
Andy Garcia, directed by Brian De Palma.

7–14b THE FIGHTER (U.S.A., 2010), with Christian Bale 
and Mark Wahlberg, directed by David O. Russell.

7–14c EDWARD SCISSORHANDS (U.S.A., 1990), with 
Johnny Depp, directed by Tim Burton.

7–15 THE SANDS OF IWO JIMA (U.S.A., 1949), with John 
Wayne (front and center), directed by Allan Dwan.

7–16 THE CABINET OF DR. CALIGARI (Germany, 1920),
with Conrad Veidt and Werner Krauss, production 
design by Hermann Warm, Walter Röhrig, and 
Walter Reimann, directed by Robert Wiene.
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7–17a SIEGFRIED (Germany, 1924), with Paul Richter, 
directed by Fritz Lang. 

7–17b SLEEPY HOLLOW (U.S.A., 1999), with Johnny Depp, 
Christina Ricci, and Marc Pickering, directed by 
Tim Burton. 

7–18 BARTON FINK (U.S.A., 1991), with John Turturro 
and Jon Polito,  written and directed by Joel and 
Ethan Coen.

7–19a SAVING PRIVATE RYAN (U.S.A., 1998), with Tom 
Hanks, directed by Steven Spielberg.

7–19b PLATOON (U.S.A., 1986), with Tom Berenger, 
directed by Oliver Stone.

7–19c BLACK HAWK DOWN (U.S.A., 2001), with Tom Guiry, 
directed by Ridley Scott.

7–20a GRAND HOTEL (U.S.A., 1932), with Greta Garbo, 
art direction by Cedric Gibbons, gowns by Adrian, 
directed by Edmund  Goulding.

7–20b LITTLE CAESAR (U.S.A., 1930), with Edward G. 
Robinson, art direction by Anton Grot, directed by 
Mervyn LeRoy.

7–20c HOW GREEN WAS MY VALLEY (U.S.A., 1941), art 
direction by Nathan Juran and Richard Day, 
directed by John Ford.

7–21 AMARCORD (Italy, 1974), art direction and 
costumes by Danilo Donati, cinematography by 
Giuseppe Rotunno, directed by Federico Fellini.

7–22 BEOWULF (U.S.A., 2007), with Ray Winstone, 
directed by Robert Zemeckis.

7–23 NO MAN’S LAND (Bosnia, 2001), with Branko 
Djurić and Rene Bitorajac, written and directed by 
Danis Tanović.

7–24 BLADE RUNNER (U.S.A., 1982), with Harrison Ford, 
directed by Ridley Scott.

7–25a THE LEOPARD (Italy, 1963), art direction by Mario 
Garbuglia, costumes by Piero Tosi, directed by 
Luchino Visconti.

7–25b CURSE OF THE GOLDEN FLOWER (China/Hong

Kong, 2006), with Chow Yun Fat, directed by 
Zhang Yimou.

7–26a BATMAN FOREVER (U.S.A., 1995), with Val Kilmer 
and Chris O’Donnell, directed by Joel Schumacher.

7–26b THE DARK KNIGHT (U.S.A., 2008), with Heath 
Ledger, directed by Christopher Nolan.

7–27 PAN’S LABYRINTH (Mexico, 2007), with Doug Jones, 
written and directed by Guillermo del Toro.

7–28 THE SEVEN YEAR ITCH (U.S.A., 1955), with Marilyn 
Monroe, directed by Billy Wilder.

7–29a TROUBLE IN PARADISE (U.S.A., 1932), with Kay 
Francis, gowns by Travis Banton, directed by  
Ernst Lubitsch.

7–29b DESIRE (U.S.A., 1936), with Marlene Dietrich, 
costumes by Travis Banton, directed by  
Frank Borzage.

7–29c DINNER AT EIGHT (U.S.A., 1933), with Jean Harlow, 
costumes by Adrian, directed by George Cukor.

7–29d A PLACE IN THE SUN (U.S.A., 1951), with Elizabeth 
Taylor and Montgomery Clift, gown by Edith Head, 
directed by George Stevens.

7–29e GONE WITH THE WIND (U.S.A., 1939), with Vivian 
Leigh, costumes by Walter Plunckett, directed by 
Victor Fleming.

7–29f MADAME BOVARY (U.S.A., 1949), with Jennifer 
Jones, costume design by Walter Plunckett, 
directed by Vincente Minnelli.

7–30a & b  NOW, VOYAGER (U.S.A., 1942), with Bette Davis, 
directed by Irving Rapper.

7–30c LAST HOLIDAY (U.S.A., 2006), with Queen Latifah, 
directed by Wayne Wang.

7–31a THE ROAD WARRIOR (Australia, 1982), with Vernon 
Welles, directed by George Miller.

7–31b KANDAHAR (Iran, 2001), written and directed by 
Mohsen Makhmalbaf.

7–32a DIE ANOTHER DAY (Britain/U.S.A., 2002), with Halle 
Berry, directed by Lee Tamahori.

7–32b MEMOIRS OF A GEISHA (U.S.A., 2005), with Ziyi 
Zhang, directed by Rob Marshall.

7–32c TITANIC (U.S.A., 1997), with Kate Winslet and 
Leonardo DiCaprio, written and directed by  
James Cameron.

Chapter 8

8–1 SUNSHINE (Hungary/Britain/Germany/Canada,

2000), with James Frain, Jennifer Ehle, and Ralph 
Fiennes, directed by István Szabó.

8–2a SPEED (U.S.A., 1994), with Keanu Reeves and 
Sandra Bullock, directed by Jan De Bont.

8–2b THE HOME AND THE WORLD (India, 1984), with 
Swatilekha  Chatterjee and Soumitra  Chatterjee, 
directed by Satyajit Ray.
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8–3 CRASH (U.S.A., 2005), with Thandie Newton and 
Matt Dillon, screenplay by Paul Haggis and Bobby 
Moresco, directed by Haggis.

8–4 MASCULINE-FEMININE (France, 1966), with Jean-
Pierre Léaud and Catherine-Isabelle Duport, 
directed by Jean-Luc Godard.

8–5 THE SHAWSHANK REDEMPTION (U.S.A., 1994), with 
Morgan Freeman and Tim Robbins, directed by 
Frank Darabont.

8–6a SUPERBAD (U.S.A., 2007), with Michael Cera and 
Jonah Hill,  directed by Greg Motola.

8–6b BRIDESMAIDS (U.S.A., 2011), with Rose Byrne 
and Melissa McCarthy, Wendy McLendon-Covey, 
Kristen Wiig, Maya Rudolph, and Ellie Kemper, 
directed by Paul Feig.

8–7a HANNAH AND HER SISTERS (U.S.A., 1986), with 
Mia Farrow, Barbara Hershey, and Dianne Wiest, 
written and directed by Woody Allen. 

8–7b OCEANS TWELVE (U.S.A., 2004), with George 
Clooney, Matt Damon, and Brad Pitt, directed by 
Steven Soderbergh.

8–8 81⁄2 (Italy, 1963), with Sandra Milo and Marcello 
Mastroianni,  directed by Federico Fellini.

8–9a MY LIFE AS A DOG (Sweden, 1985), with Anton 
Glanzelius, directed by Lasse Hallström. 

8–9b INTOLERABLE CRUELTY (U.S.A., 2003), with George 
Clooney and  Catherine Zeta-Jones, directed by 
Joel and Ethan Coen.

8–12 THE GENERAL (U.S.A., 1926), with Buster Keaton, 
directed by Keaton and Clyde Bruckman.

8–13 THE MOTORCYCLE DIARIES (Brazil, 2004), with 
Gael García Bernal and Rodrigo de la Serna, 
directed by Walter Salles.

8–14a CHINATOWN (U.S.A., 1974), with Faye Dunaway and 
Jack Nicholson, directed by Roman Polanski.

8–14b MULHOLLAND DRIVE (U.S.A., 2000), with Laura 
Elena Harring and Naomi Watts, written and 
directed by David Lynch.

8–15 LATE SPRING (Japan, 1949), with Setsuko Hara and 
Chishu Ryu, directed by Yasujiro Ozu. 

8–16 CITY OF GOD (Brazil, 2003), with Alexandre 
Rodrigues,  directed by Fernando Meirelles.

8–17 THE TREE OF LIFE (U.S.A., 2011), with Jessica 
Chastain and Brad Pitt, written and directed by 
Terrence Malick.

8–18 THE DISCREET CHARM OF THE BOURGEOISIE 

(France, 1972),  directed by Luis Buñuel.

8–19a MON ONCLE D’AMERIQUE (France, 1980), with 
Gérard  Depardieu, directed by Alain Resnais.

8–19b MELANCHOLIA (Denmark/Sweden/France/Germany,

2011), with Kirsten Dunst, written and directed by 
Lars von Trier.

8–20 JFK (U.S.A., 1991), with Kevin Costner, written and 
directed by Oliver Stone.

8–21a THE ROUNDUP (France/Germany/Hungary, 2010), 
directed by Rose Bosch.

8–21b WELCOME TO SARAJEVO (Britain/U.S.A., 1997), with 
Stephen Dillane and Woody Harrelson, directed by 
Michael Winterbottom.

8–22a LAW AND ORDER (U.S.A., 1969),  directed by 
Frederick  Wiseman.

8–22b HARLAN COUNTY, U.S.A. (U.S.A., 1977), directed by 
Barbara Kopple.

8–23 MARCH OF THE PENGUINS (France, 2005),  directed 
by Luc Jacquet.

8–24 RAZOR BLADES (U.S.A., 1968), directed by 
Paul Sharits.

8–25a IT HAPPENED ONE NIGHT (U.S.A., 1934), with Clark 
Gable and Claudette Colbert, written by Robert 
Riskin, directed by Frank Capra.

8–25b NIGHT WATCH (Russia, 2006), with Dima Martynov, 
written and directed by Timur Bekmambetov.

8–26a WINDTALKERS (U.S.A., 2002), directed by 
John Woo.

8–26b THREE KINGS (U.S.A., 1999), with George Clooney, 
Mark Wahlberg, Ice Cube, and Spike Jonze, written 
and directed by David O. Russell.

8–27a UNFORGIVEN (U.S.A., 1992), with Clint Eastwood, 
directed by Eastwood.

8–27b THE PEOPLE VS. LARRY FLYNT (U.S.A., 1996), with 
Woody Harrelson and Courtney Love, directed by 
Milos Forman.

8–27c FARGO (U.S.A., 1996), with Frances McDormand, 
written and directed by Joel and Ethan Coen.

8–28a NICHOLAS NICKLEBY (Britain, 2002), with Jamie 
Bell and Charlie Hunnam, adapted and directed by 
 Douglas McGrath.

8–28b BEVERLY HILLS COP (U.S.A, 1984), with  Eddie 
Murphy, directed by Martin Brest.
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8–29a ROCKY (U.S.A., 1976), with Sylvester Stallone, 
directed by John Avildsen.

8–29b TROPIC THUNDER (U.S.A., 2008), with Ben Stiller 
and Robert Downey Jr., directed by Stiller.

8–30a INVASION OF THE BODY SNATCHERS (U.S.A., 1956),
directed by Don Siegel.

8–30b THE WOMAN IN THE WINDOW (U.S.A., 1944), with 
Joan Bennett and Edward G. Robinson, directed by 
Fritz Lang.

8–31a E.T.: THE EXTRA-TERRESTRIAL (U.S.A., 1982),
with Henry Thomas and E.T., directed by  
Steven Spielberg.

8–31b TRANSFORMERS (U.S.A., 2007), directed by 
Michael Bay.

8–31c THE DARK KNIGHT RISES (U.S.A./Britain, 2012), 
with Christian Bale, directed by  
Christopher Nolan.

8–31d HARRY POTTER AND THE DEATHLY HALLOWS: 

PART 2 (U.S.A./Britain, 2011), with Daniel Radcliffe 
(front), Emma Watson, and Rupert Grint, directed 
by David Yates.

8–32 SWEET HOURS (Spain, 1982), with Assumpta Serna 
and Inaki Aierra, directed by Carlos Saura.

8–33a MONEYBALL (U.S.A., 2011), with Brad Pitt and 
Jonah Hill, directed by Bennett Miller.

8–33b YOUNG ADULT (U.S.A., 2011), with Charlize Theron, 
directed by Jason Reitman.

Chapter 9

9–1a THE THIN RED LINE (U.S.A., 1998), with Nick Nolte, 
written and directed by Terrence Malick.

9–1b LITTLE CHILDREN (U.S.A., 2006), with Patrick 
Wilson and Kate Winslet, directed by Todd Field.

9–2a HOWARDS END (Britain, 1992), with Helena 
Bonham-Carter, directed by James Ivory.

9–2b BORAT: CULTURAL LEARNINGS OF AMERICA 

FOR MAKE BENEFIT GLORIOUS NATION OF 

KAZAKHSTAN (Britain/U.S.A., 2006), with Sacha 
Baron Cohen, directed by Larry Charles.

9–3a SHOESHINE (Italy, 1946), with Rinaldo Smordoni 
and Franco Interlenghi, written by Cesare 
Zavattini, directed by Vittorio De Sica.

9–3b TINKER TAILOR SOLDIER SPY (Britain, 2011), 
with Gary Oldman and John Hurt, directed by 
Tomas Alfredson.

9–3c A SEPARATION (Iran, 2011), with Leila Hatami 
and Payman Moadi, written and directed by 
Asghar Farhadi.

9–4a WALLACE & GROMIT: THE CURSE OF THE WERE-

RABBIT (Britain, 2005), directed by Nick Park and 
Steve Box. 

9–4b THERE’S SOMETHING ABOUT MARY (U.S.A., 1998),
with Cameron Diaz, written and directed by Peter 
and Bobby Farrelly.

9–5a TWENTIETH CENTURY (U.S.A., 1934), with Carole 
Lombard and John Barrymore, directed by  
Howard Hawks. 

9–5b CASABLANCA (U.S.A., 1942), with Humphrey Bogart 
and Ingrid Bergman, directed by Michael Curtiz.

9–6a BEST IN SHOW (U.S.A., 2000), with Christopher 
Guest and friend, directed by Guest.

9–6b jackass the movie (U.S.A., 2002), directed by 
Jeff Tremaine.

9–7a PRIDE & PREJUDICE (Britain, 2005), with Keira 
Knightley and Matthew Macfadyen, directed by 
Joe Wright. 

9–7b CHASING AMY (U.S.A., 1997), with Ben Affleck 
and Joey Lauren Adams, written and directed by 
Kevin Smith.

9–8a MY BEAUTIFUL LAUNDRETTE (Britain, 1985), with 
Gordon Warnecke and Daniel Day-Lewis, written 
by Hanif Kureishi, directed by Stephen Frears.

9–8b TOKYO STORY (Japan, 1953), directed by 
Yasujiru Ozu.

9–9a THE SOCIAL NETWORK (U.S.A., 2010), with 
Andrew Garfield and Jesse Eisenberg, directed  
by David Fincher.

9–9b SOME LIKE IT HOT (U.S.A., 1959), with Jack 
Lemmon and Tony Curtis, screenplay by Billy 
Wilder and I. A. L. Diamond, directed by Wilder.

9–10 BABEL (Mexico/U.S.A./France, 2006), with Brad 
Pitt and Cate Blanchett, directed by Alejandro 
Gonzáles Iñárritu.

9–11 NORTH BY NORTHWEST (U.S.A., 1959), with Cary 
Grant, screenplay by Ernest Lehman, directed by 
Alfred Hitchcock.

9–12 STRANGER THAN FICTION (U.S.A., 2006), with Will 
Ferrell, directed by Marc Forster.
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9–13 DAY FOR NIGHT (France, 1973), with Jean-Pierre 
Léaud and François Truffaut, directed by Truffaut.

9–14a LANTANA (Australia, 2002), with Rachel Blake, 
directed by Ray Lawrence.

9–14b, c, d  BLACK SWAN (U.S.A., 2010), with Natalie 
Portman, directed by Darren Aronofsky.

9–15 THE SEVEN SAMURAI (Japan, 1954), directed by 
Akira Kurosawa.

9–16 PSYCHO (U.S.A., 1960), directed by 
Alfred Hitchcock.

9–17 STRAWBERRY AND CHOCOLATE (Cuba, 1994), with 
Jorge  Perugorría and Vladimir Cruz, directed by 
Tomás Gutiérrez Alea (with Juan Carlos Tabío).

9–18a HOT SHOTS! PART DEUX (U.S.A., 1993), with Charlie 
Sheen and Valeria Golino, directed by  
Jim Abrahams.

9–18b INGLORIOUS BASTERDS (U.S.A., 2009), with Eli 
Roth and Brad Pitt, written and directed by 
Quentin Tarantino.

9–19a FLAGS OF OUR FATHERS (U.S.A., 2006), directed by 
Clint Eastwood.

9–19b NOTES ON A SCANDAL (Britain/U.S.A., 2006),
with Cate Blanchett and Judi Dench, directed by 
Richard Eyre. 

9–20 NASHVILLE (U.S.A., 1975), directed by 
Robert Altman.

9–21a SHALLOW HAL (U.S.A., 2001), with Gwyneth 
Paltrow and Jack Black, directed by Bobby and 
Peter Farrelly.

9–21b MIDNIGHT IN PARIS (U.S.A./Spain, 2011), with 
Marion Cotillard and Owen Wilson, written and 
directed by Woody Allen.

9–22a THEY SHOOT HORSES, DON’T THEY? (U.S.A./1969),
with  Bonnie  Bedelia, Bruce Dern, Jane Fonda, and 
Red Buttons, directed by Sydney Pollack.

9–22b ROAD TO PERDITION (U.S.A., 2002), with 
Tom Hanks and Tyler Hoechlin, directed by  
Sam Mendes.

9–23a THRONE OF BLOOD (Japan, 1957), based 
on Shakespeare’s Macbeth, directed by 
Akira Kurosawa.

9–23b BRIDE &  PREJUDICE (U.S.A./Britain, 2004), with 
Aishwarya Rai, directed by Gurinda Chadha.

9–24 HARRY POTTER AND THE SORCERER’S STONE 

(U.S.A./Britain, 2001), with Daniel Radcliffe and 
Rupert Grint, directed by Chris Columbus.

9–25 LONG DAY’S JOURNEY INTO NIGHT (U.S.A., 1962), 
with Katharine Hepburn and Dean Stockwell, 
Ralph Richardson, Jason Robards, Jr., directed by 
Sidney Lumet.

9–26 SIDEWAYS (U.S.A., 2004), with Virginia Madsen, 
Paul Giamatti, Thomas Haden Church, and Sandra 
Oh, directed by Alexander Payne.

Chapter 10

10–1a TALLADEGA NIGHTS: THE BALLAD OF RICKY BOBBY 

(U.S.A., 2006), with John C. Reilly and Will Ferrell, 
directed by Adam McKay.

10–1b RENDITION (U.S.A., 2007), with Yigal Naor and 
Omar Metwally, directed by Gavin Hood.

10–2a FAHRENHEIT 9/11 (U.S.A., 2004), with Michael 
Moore, directed by Moore.

10–2b THE PASSION OF THE CHRIST (U.S.A., 2004), with 
Jim Caviezel, directed by Mel Gibson.

10–3a THE SEARCHERS (U.S.A., 1956), with John Wayne, 
directed by John Ford.

10–3b TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD (U.S.A., 1962), with 
Gregory Peck and Mary Badham, directed by 
Robert Mulligan.

10–4 STORY OF WOMEN (France, 1988), with Isabelle 
Huppert, directed by Claude Chabrol.

10–6 OCTOBER (Soviet Union, 1928), directed by 
Sergei Eisenstein.

10–7 THE HUMAN CONDITION—NO GREATER LOVE 

(Japan, 1959), with Tatsuya Nakadai, directed by 
Masaki Kobayashi.

10–8 HIGH HOPES (Britain, 1988), with Ruth Sheen, 
Edna Doré, and Philip Davis, directed by  
Mike Leigh.

10–9 CINEMA PARADISO (Italy, 1988), with Philippe 
Noiret and Salvatore Cascio, directed by  
Giuseppe Tornatore.

10–10 IT’S A WONDERFUL LIFE (U.S.A., 1946), with James 
Stewart and Donna Reed (both on the left), 
directed by Frank Capra.

10–11 THE VIRGIN SPRING (Sweden, 1959), with Max von 
Sydow, written and directed by Ingmar Bergman.

10–12 TRIUMPH OF THE WILL (Germany, 1935), directed 
by Leni Riefenstahl.
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10–13a HENRY V (Britain, 1989), with Kenneth Branagh, 
 directed by Branagh.

10–13b DANCES WITH WOLVES (U.S.A., 1990), with Kevin 
Costner, directed by Costner.

10–14 PIXOTE (Brazil, 1981), with Fernando Ramos da 
Silva, directed by Hector Babenco.

10–15 THE GRAPES OF WRATH (U.S.A., 1940), with Jane 
Darwell and Henry Fonda, directed by John Ford.

10–16a LATE AUTUMN (Japan, 1960), with  Setsuko Hara, 
directed by Yasujiro Ozu.

10–16b DEAD MAN WALKING (U.S.A., 1995), with Sean 
Penn and Susan Sarandon, directed by  
Tim Robbins.

10–17 CHICAGO (U.S.A., 2002), with Catherine Zeta-
Jones, Richard Gere, and Renée Zellweger, guns by 
Smith & Wesson,  directed by Rob Marshall.

10–18a THE ORIGINAL KINGS OF COMEDY (U.S.A., 2000),
with Bernie Mac, Cedric the Entertainer, D. L. 
Hughley, and Steve Harvey, directed by Spike Lee.

10–18b HAROLD &  KUMAR GO TO WHITE CASTLE (U.S.A./

Canada, 2004), with John Cho and Kal Penn, 
directed by Danny Leiner.

10–18c A BETTER LIFE (U.S.A., 2011), with José Julián and 
Demián Bichir, directed by Chris Weitz.

10–18d FIDDLER ON THE ROOF (U.S.A., 1971), directed by 
Norman Jewison.

10–19 THE CHANT OF JIMMIE BLACKSMITH (Australia,

1978), with Tommy Lewis, Jack Thompson, and 
Julie Dawson, directed by Fred Schepisi.

10–20a BOYZ N THE HOOD (U.S.A., 1991), with Cuba 
Gooding, Jr., Larry Fishburne, and Ice Cube, 
written and directed by John Singleton.

10–20b BREAKING AWAY (U.S.A., 1979), with Dennis 
Christopher, directed by Peter Yates.

10–21a SHOW BOAT (U.S.A., 1936), with Paul Robeson and 
Hattie McDaniel, directed by James Whale. 

10–21b TILL THE CLOUDS ROLL BY (U.S.A., 1946), with Lena 
Horne, directed by Richard Whorf. 

10–22a SEVEN BEAUTIES (Italy, 1976), with Giancarlo 
Giannini and Elena Fiore, directed by  
Lina Wertmüller.

10–22b OCTOPUSSY (Britain, 1983), with Roger Moore, 
directed by John Glen.

10–22c THE HURT LOCKER (U.S.A., 2009), with Jeremy 
Renner, directed by Kathryn Bigelow

10–22d THE HUNGER GAMES (U.S.A., 2012), with Jennifer 
Lawrence, directed by Gary Ross.

10–23a RAISE THE RED LANTERN (China/Hong Kong, 

1991), with Gong Li, written and directed by 
Zhang Yimou.

10–23b WATER (Canada/India, 2005), with Sarala 
Kariyawasam (left), directed by Deepa Mehta.

10–23c THE WHITE BALLOON (Iran, 1995), with Aida 
Mohammadkhani,  directed by Jafar Panahi.

10–24a LATE CHRYSANTHEMUMS (Japan, 1954), with 
Haruko Sugimura and Ken Uehara, directed by 
Mikio Naruse.

10–24b MARIA FULL OF GRACE (Colombia, 2004), with 
Catalina Sandino Moreno, written and  directed by 
Joshua Marston.

10–25a THELMA & LOUISE (U.S.A., 1991), with Susan 
Sarandon and Geena Davis, directed by  
Ridley Scott.

10–25b OSAMA (Afghanistan, 2003), with Marina 
Golbahari, written and directed by Siddiq Barmak.

10–26a & b  DESERT FLOWER (Britain/Germany/Austria,

2009), directed by Sherry Hormann.

10–26c VANITY FAIR (Britain, 2004), with Resse 
Witherspoon, directed by Mira Nair.

10–27a A FOREIGN AFFAIR (U.S.A., 1948), with Marlene 
Dietrich, directed by Billy Wilder.

10–27b PILLOW TALK (U.S.A., 1959), with Doris Day and 
Rock Hudson, directed by Michael Gordon.

10–27c BROKEBACK MOUNTAIN (U.S.A., 2005), with Jake 
Gyllenhaal and Heath Ledger, directed by  
Ang Lee.

10–28 THE LORD OF THE RINGS: THE FELLOWSHIP OF 

THE RING (U.S.A., 2002), with Ian McKellen and 
Elijah Wood, directed by  Peter Jackson.

10–29a THE KIDS ARE ALL RIGHT (U.S.A., 2010), with 
Annette Bening, Julianne Moore, Josh Hutcherson, 
Mark Ruffalo and Mia Wasikowska, directed by 
Lisa Cholodenko.

10–29b ALL ABOUT MY MOTHER (Spain, 1999), with Marisa 
Paredes, Penélope Cruz, Cecilia Roth, Candela 
Peña, Rosa María Sardá, and Antonia San Juan, 
written and  directed by Almodóvar.

10–30a MIDNIGHT COWBOY (U.S.A., 1969), with Jon Voight 
and Dustin Hoffman, directed by John Schlesinger.
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10–30b THE ADVENTURES OF PRISCILLA, QUEEN OF THE 

DESERT (Australia, 1994), with Guy Pearce, Terence 
Stamp, and Hugo Weaving, written and directed 
by Stephan Elliott.

10–31 CINDERELLA MAN (U.S.A., 2000), with Russell 
Crowe,  directed by Ron Howard.

10–32a THE ORION (Iran, 2010), directed by 
Zamani Esmati.

10–32b ATONEMENT (Britain, 2007), with James McAvoy 
and Keira Knightley, directed by Joe Wright.

10–33a BRINGING UP BABY (U.S.A., 1938), with Cary 
Grant and Katharine Hepburn, directed by  
Howard Hawks.

10–33b HOW TO LOSE A GUY IN 10 DAYS (U.S.A., 2003),
with Kate Hudson and Matthew McConaughey, 
directed by Donald Petrie.

10–34 THE DESCENDANTS (U.S.A., 2011), with George 
Clooney and Shailene Woodley, directed by 
Alexander Payne.

Chapter 11

11–1a THE MALTESE FALCON (U.S.A., 1941), with 
Humphrey Bogart, Peter Lorre, Mary Astor, and 
Sydney Greenstreet, directed by John Huston.

11–1b ON THE WATERFRONT (U.S.A., 1954), with Eva 
Marie Saint and Marlon Brando,  directed by  
Elia Kazan.

11–1c LAST TANGO IN PARIS (Italy/France, 1972), with 
Maria Schneider and Marlon Brando, directed by 
Bernardo Bertolucci.

11–1d BLADES OF GLORY (U.S.A., 2007), with Jon Heder 
and Will Ferrell, directed by Josh Gordon and  
Will Speck.

11–2a A SCREAMING MAN (France/Belgium/Chad, 2010), 
written and directed by Mahamat-Saleh Haroun.

11–2b OPEN CITY (Italy, 1945), with Marcello Pagliero, 
directed by Roberto Rossellini.

11–3a UMBERTO D (Italy, 1952), with Carlo Battisti, 
directed by Vittorio De Sica. 

11–3b THE RULES OF THE GAME (France, 1939), directed 
by Jean Renoir.

11–3c PATHER PANCHALI (The Song of the Road) 

(India, 1955), with Kanu Bannerjee, directed by 
Satyajit Ray. 

11–4a THE TREE OF THE WOODEN CLOGS (Italy, 1978),
directed by Ermanno Olmi. 

11–4b TASTE OF CHERRY (Iran, 1998), with Homayoun 
Ershadi, written and directed by Abbas Kiarostami. 

11–5a ITALIAN FOR BEGINNERS (Denmark, 2002), written 
and directed by Lone  Scherfig. 

11–5b JARHEAD (U.S.A., 2005), directed by Sam Mendes. 

11–6 UGETSU (Japan, 1953), with Masayuki Mori and 
Machiko Kyo, directed by Kenji Mizoguchi. 

11–7a THE WIZARD OF OZ (U.S.A., 1939), with 
Judy Garland and Ray Bolger, directed by  
Victor Fleming.

11–7b THE LORD OF THE RINGS: THE FELLOWSHIP OF 

THE RING (U.S.A., 2001), directed by Peter Jackson.

11–8a ALIEN (U.S.A., 1979), with John Hurt, directed by 
Ridley Scott. 

11–8b ADAPTATION (U.S.A., 2002), with Nicolas Cage and 
Nicolas Cage, directed by Spike Jonze. 

11–9a THE SERVANT (Britain, 1963), with Dirk Bogarde 
(foreground), directed by Joseph Losey. 

11–9b MONA LISA (Britain, 1986), with Cathy Tyson, 
Michael Caine, and Bob Hoskins, directed by  
Neil Jordan. 

11–10a HARRY POTTER AND THE DEATHLY HALLOWS: 

PART 2 (U.S.A./Britain, 2011), with Daniel Radcliffe 
and Ralph Fiennes, directed by David Yates.

11–10b BLUE VELVET (U.S.A., 1986), with Kyle MacLachlan 
and Isabella Rossellini, written and directed by 
David Lynch.

11–11 LOVE ON THE RUN (France, 1979), STOLEN KISSES 

(France, 1968), LOVE AT TWENTY (France, 1962), 400 

BLOWS (France, 1959), with Jean-Pierre Léaud as 
Antoine Doniel.

11–12 THE DEPARTED (U.S.A., 2006), with Leonardo 
DiCaprio and Matt Damon, directed by  

Martin Scorcese.

11–13a MILDRED PIERCE (U.S.A., 1945), with Joan 
Crawford, directed by Michael Curtiz. 

11–13b PRIMARY COLORS (U.S.A., 1998), with John 
Travolta, directed by Mike Nichols. 

11–14a HIGHER GROUND (U.S.A., 2011), with Vera Farmiga, 
directed by Vera Farmiga.

11–14b THE OPPOSITE OF SEX (U.S.A., 1997), with Martin 
Donovan and Lisa Kudrow, written and directed by 
Don Roos. 
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11–14c NAPOLEON DYNAMITE (U.S.A., 2004), with John 
Gries, Jon Heder, and Aaron Ruell, written and 
directed by Jared Hess. 

11–15 LEGALLY BLONDE 2: RED, WHITE & BLONDE (U.S.A.,

2003), with Bob Newhart and Reese Witherspoon, 
directed by Charles Herman-Wurmfeld. 

11–16a MAMA GÓGÓ (Iceland/Norway/Sweden/Germany/

Britain, 2010), with Kristbjorg Kjeld, written and 
directed by Fridrik Thor Fridriksson.

11–16b UNDERTOW (Peru, 2009), with Manolo Cardona 
and Cristian Mercado, directed by Javier 
Fuentes-León.

11–16c SEVEN DAYS IN HEAVEN (Taiwan, 2010), with Pong-
Fong Wu, directed by Yulin Wang and Essay Liu.

11–16d DRIVE (U.S.A., 2011), with Ryan Gosling, directed by 
Nicholas Winding Refn.

11–17a INDEPENDENCE DAY (U.S.A., 1996), directed by 
Roland  Emmerich.

11–17b THE SQUID AND THE WHALE (U.S.A., 2005),
with Jeff Daniels and Laura Linney, written and 
directed by Noah Baumbach. 

11–17c THE TWILIGHT SAGA: BREAKING DAWN—PART 2 

(U.S.A., 2012), with Robert Pattinson and Kristen 
Stewart, directed by Bill Condon.

11–18 BLONDE VENUS (U.S.A., 1932), with Marlene 
Dietrich, directed by Josef von Sternberg. 

11–19a TROY (U.S.A., 2004), directed by 
Wolfgang Petersen. 

11–19b THE BANK (U.S.A., 1915), with Charles Chaplin, 
directed by Chaplin. 

11–20 TENDER MERCIES (U.S.A., 1983), with Robert Duvall 
and  Allan Hubbard, directed by Bruce Beresford.

11–21 AN AUTUMN AFTERNOON (Japan, 1962), with 
Shima Iwashita and Chishu Ryu, directed by 
 Yasujiro Ozu.

11–22a SHORT CUTS (U.S.A., 1993), with Lily Tomlin and 
Tom Waits, directed by Robert Altman.

11–22b THE GODFATHER PART II (U.S.A., 1974), with 
Giuseppe Sillato and Robert De Niro, directed by 
Francis Ford Coppola.

11–23 MEDIUM COOL (U.S.A., 1969), with Peter Bonerz 
and Robert Forster, directed by Haskell Wexler.

11–24a THE PASSION OF THE CHRIST (U.S.A., 2004), with 
Jim Caviezel, directed by Mel Gibson.

11–24b SUPERMAN RETURNS (U.S.A., 2006), with Brandon 
Routh, directed by Bryan Singer.

11–25a COLLATERAL (U.S.A., 2004), with Tom Cruise and 
Jamie Foxx, directed by Michael Mann.

11–25b KING KONG (U.S.A., 2005), with Naomi Watts and 
friend, directed by Peter Jackson.

Chapter 12

12–1–12–24  CITIZEN KANE (U.S.A., 1941), cinematographer 
Gregg Toland and director Orson Welles.

12–26 THE MAGNIFICENT AMBERSONS (U.S.A., 1942),
with Dolores Costello, Agnes Moorehead, Joseph 
Cotten, and Ray Collins, directed by Orson Welles.

12–27 OTHELLO (Morocco, 1952), with Orson Welles and 
Suzanne Cloutier, directed by Welles.

12–28 TOUCH OF EVIL (U.S.A., 1958), with Orson Welles, 
directed by Welles.

12–29 THE TRIAL (France/Italy/West  Germany, 1962), with 
Anthony Perkins, directed by Welles.

12–30 THE IMMORTAL STORY (France, 1968), with Orson 
Welles, directed by Welles.



Cineliteracy is long overdue in American education, 
and not just at the college level. According to Nielson 
Media  Research, the average American family  watches 
about 5.2 hours of television per day. That’s a lot of time 
watching moving images. Yet, for the most part, we watch 
them  uncritically, passively,  allowing them to wash over 
us, rarely analyzing how they work on us, how they can 
shape our values. The following chapters may be of use 
in understanding how television and movies communi-
cate, and the complex network of language systems they 
use. My purpose is not to teach viewers how to respond 
to moving images, but to suggest some of the reasons 
people respond as they do.

In this thirteenth edition, I have retained the same 
principle of organization as the earlier editions, struc-
turing the chapters around the realism–formalism di-
chotomy. Each chapter isolates the various language sys-
tems and spectrum of techniques used by filmmakers 
in conveying meaning. Naturally, the chapters don’t pre-
tend to be exhaustive: They’re  essentially starting points. 
They progress from the most narrow and specific as-
pects of cinema to the most  abstract and comprehensive. 

The chapters are not tightly  interdependent: They can 
be read out of sequence.  Inevitably, such a looseness  
of organization involves a certain amount of overlap-
ping, but I have tried to keep this to a minimum. Tech-
nical terms are boldfaced the first time they appear 
in each chapter, which means that they are  defined in 
the Glossary.

Each chapter has been updated to reflect recent 
 developments in the field. I have also included many 
new photos and captions, most of them from recently 
released movies. Most of the images are in color.

The final chapter, Synthesis: Citizen Kane, is a re-
capitulation of the main ideas of the previous chapters, 
 applied to a single movie. The chapter can also serve as 
a rough model for a term paper. VCR and DVD have 
allowed film analysis to be much more systematic, 
 because a movie in cassette or disk form can be viewed 
many times. Citizen Kane is an ideal choice because 
it includes virtually every technique the medium is  
capable of, in addition to being one of the most criti-
cally admired films in history and a  popular favorite 
among students.

The real voyage of discovery consists not in seeking  

new landscapes, but in having new eyes.

Marcel Proust, Novelist and Art Critic

PREFACE
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New to this edition

This Thirteenth Edition of Understanding Movies

builds upon the successful, visually engaging, and ac-
cessible presentation of previous editions to pro-
vide valuable insight into the language of film and how 
meaning is conveyed to audiences. Key changes to the 
new edition include:

!� 6�cZl�hZXi^dc�dc�i]Z�Y^\^iVa�gZkdaji^dc#�9^\^iVa�iZX]-
nology has totally changed how movies are pho-
tographed, how they are edited, and how they are 
shown in theaters. The hundred-year-old celluloid 
technology is now being replaced by a computer/
television technology which is electronic rather than 
chemical and mechanical. The clumsy, heavy reels of 
the past have  been replaced by computer hard-drives 
that transmit movies electronically. 

!� CZl�bViZg^Va�dc�("9�bdk^ZbV`^c\!�VcY�]dl�hjX]�
box-office hits as Avatar and Hugo have revolution-
ized contemporary film practice, especially in the 
United States.

!� =jcYgZYh�d[�cZl�e]didh!�dkZg�,%�eZgXZci�d[�i]Zb�^c�
full color.

!� :meVcYZY�XdkZgV\Z�dc�hjX]�ide^Xh�Vh�hidgn�XdchigjX-
tion and women in film.  

!� CjbZgdjh� lZWh^iZh� YZkdiZY� id� Àab� XjaijgZ!� ZheZ-
cially those that offer statistics on box-office trends  
and records.  

!� 6�l^YZ�VggVn�d[�cZl�Àab�ZmVbeaZh�^cXajYZ�W^\�Wdm"
office hits like Bridesmaids, The Twilight Saga, and 
The Avengers as well as little-known movies from 
such countries as the Philippines, Chad, Romania, 
and New Zealand. 

Supplements

Key instructor resources include an Instructor’s Manual 
and Test Bank (ISBN 0205944434) and PowerPoint™ 
Presentation Package (ISBN 0205944418). These supple-
ments are available at www.pearsonhighered.com/irc 
(access code required). MyTest online test generating 
software (ISBN 0205944361) is available at www.pear-
sonmytest.com (access code required).

For a complete listing of the instructor and student re-
sources available with this text, please visit the Under-

standing Movies e-Catalog page at: 
www.pearsonhighered.com.
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Take him and cut him out in little stars,

And he will make the face of heav’n so fine

That all the world will be in love with Night

And pay no worship to the garish Sun.

William Shakespeare
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People inscribe their histories, beliefs, attitudes, 

desires and dreams in the  images they make.

Robert Hughes, Art Critic

! Recognize the distinctions among 

the three principal styles of film 

and the three types of movies, and 

evaluate how the style affects the 

presentation of the story.

! List the six basic categories of 

film shots and their purpose in 

developing the scene.

! Describe the five basic angles in 

the cinema and what contextual 

information the audience derives 

from each choice.

! Outline the various types of 

lighting styles used in film and the 

symbolic connotations of each.

! Explain the way directors 

consciously use colors to 

symbolically enhance the film’s 

dramatic content.

! Identify how lens, filters, and 

stocks can intensify given qualities 

within a shot, and suppress others.

! Evaluate the changes that digital 

technologies have had on film 

production, editing, presentation, 

and distribution.

! Assess the role of 

cinematographers in the 

filmmaking process and identify 

how they are able to consolidate 

the various elements of film 

photography.

Learning Objectives

(Warner Bros.)

Inception (U.S.A., 2010)

PHOTOGRAPHY 1
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Realism and Formalism
Even before 1900, movies began to develop in two  major directions: the realistic and the for-
malistic. In the mid-1890s in France, the Lumière brothers delighted  audiences with their 
short movies dealing with everyday occurrences. Such films as The Arrival of a Train (4–4a)
fascinated viewers precisely because they seemed to  capture the flux and spontaneity of events 
as they were viewed in real life. At about the same time, Georges Méliès (pronounced mel-yez) 
was creating a number of fantasy films that emphasized purely imagined events. Such movies 
as A Trip to the Moon (4–4b) were typical mixtures of whimsical narrative and trick photogra-
phy. In many  respects, the Lumières can be regarded as the founders of the realist tradition of 
cinema, and Méliès of the  formalist tradition.

Realism and formalism are general rather than absolute terms. When used to suggest a 
tendency toward either  polarity, such labels can be helpful, but in the end they’re just labels. 
Few films are exclusively formalist in style, and fewer yet are completely realist. There is also 
an important difference between realism and  reality, although this distinction is often forgot-
ten.  Realism is a particular style, whereas physical reality is the source of all the raw materials 
of film, both realistic and formalistic. Virtually all movie directors go to the photographable 
world for their subject matter, but what they do with this material—how they shape and ma-
nipulate it—is what determines their stylistic emphasis.

Generally speaking, realistic films attempt to reproduce the surface of reality with a mini-
mum of distortion. In photographing objects and events, the filmmaker tries to suggest the 
richness of life itself. Both realist and formalist film directors must  select (and hence, empha-
size) certain details from the chaotic sprawl of reality. But the element of selectivity in realistic 
films is less obvious. Realists, in short, try to  preserve the illusion that their film world is unma-
nipulated, an objective mirror of the actual world. Formalists, on the other hand, make no such 
pretense. They  deliberately stylize and distort their raw materials so that no one would mistake 
a  manipulated image of an object or event for the real thing. The stylization calls attention to 
itself: It’s part of the show.

We rarely notice the style in a realistic movie because the artist tends to be self- effacing, 
invisible. Such filmmakers are more concerned with what’s being shown rather than how it’s 
manipulated. The camera is used conservatively. It’s essentially a recording mechanism that 
reproduces the surface of tangible objects with as little commentary as possible. Some realists 
aim for a rough look in their images, one that doesn’t prettify the materials with a self-con-
scious beauty of form. “If it’s too pretty, it’s false,” is an implicit assumption. A high premium is 
placed on simplicity, spontaneity, and directness. This is not to suggest that these movies lack 
artistry, however, for at its best, the realistic cinema specializes in art that conceals its artistry.

Formalist movies are stylistically flamboyant. Their directors are concerned with express-
ing their subjective experience of reality, not how other people might see it. Formalists are 
often referred to as expressionists, because their self-expression is at least as important as 
the subject matter itself. Expressionists are often concerned with spiritual and psychological 
truths, which they feel can be conveyed best by  distorting the surface of the material world. 
The camera is used as a method of  commenting on the subject matter, a way of emphasizing 
its essential rather than its objective nature. Formalist movies have a high degree of manipula-
tion, a stylization of reality.

Most realists would claim that their major concern is with content rather than form or tech-
nique. The subject matter is always supreme, and anything that distracts from the content is 
viewed with suspicion. In its most extreme form, the realistic cinema tends toward documen-
tary, with its emphasis on photographing actual events and people (1–3). The formalist cin-
ema, on the other hand, tends to emphasize technique and expressiveness. The most extreme 
example of this style of filmmaking is found in the avant-garde cinema (1–7). Some of these 
movies are totally abstract; pure forms (that is, nonrepresenta tional colors, lines, and shapes) 
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Realism and Formalism. Critics and theorists have championed film as the most realistic of all 

the arts in capturing how an experience actually looks and sounds, like this thrilling re-creation of 

a ferocious battle at sea during the Napoleonic Wars. A stage director would have to suggest the 

battle symbolically, with stylized lighting and off-stage sound effects. A novelist would have to re-create 

the event with words, a painter with pigments brushstroked onto a flat canvas. But a film director can 

create the event with much greater credibility by plunging the camera (a proxy for us) in the middle of 

the most terrifying ordeals without actually putting us in harm’s way. In short, film realism is more like 

“being there” than any other artistic medium or any other style of presentation. Audiences can 

experience the thrills without facing any of the dangers. As early as 1910, the great Russian novelist Leo 

Tolstoy realized that this fledgling new art form would surpass the magnificent achievements of 

nineteenth-century literary realism: “This little clinking contraption with the revolving handle will make a 

revolution in our life—in the life of writers. It is a direct attack on the old methods of literary art. This 

swift change of scene, this blending of emotion and experience—it is much better than the heavy, 

long-drawn-out kind of  writing to which we are accustomed. It is closer to life.”

Gold Diggers of 1933 presents us with another type of experience entirely. The choreographies of 

Busby Berkeley are triumphs of artifice, far removed from the real world. Depression-weary audiences 

flocked to movies like this precisely to get away from everyday reality. They wanted magic and 

enchantment, not reminders of their real-life problems. Berkeley’s style was the most formalized of all 

choreographers. He liberated the camera from the narrow 

confines of the proscenium arch, soaring overhead, 

even swirling among the dancers, and juxtaposing shots 

from a variety of vantage points throughout the musical 

numbers. He often photographed his dancers from 

unusual angles, like this bird’s-eye shot. Sometimes 

he didn’t even bother using dancers at all, preferring a 

uniform contingent of good-looking young women who 

are used primarily as semiabstract visual units, like bits 

of glass in a shifting kaleidoscope of formal patterns. 

Audiences were enchanted.

1–1a  MASTER AND COMMANDER: 
THE FAR SIDE OF THE WORLD  
(U.S.A., 2003) directed by Peter Weir. 

(20th Century Fox/Universal)

1–1b  GOLD DIGGERS OF 1933 
(U.S.A., 1934) choreographed by Busby 

Berkeley, directed by Mervyn LeRoy. 

(Warner Bros.)
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Critics and scholars categorize movies according to a variety of criteria. Two 

of the most common methods of classification are by style and by type. The 

three principal styles—realism, classicism, and formalism—might be 

regarded as a continuous  spectrum of  possibilities, rather than airtight categories. 

Similarly, the three types of movies—documentaries, fiction, and avant-garde

films—are also terms of convenience, for they  often overlap. Realistic films like 

Paradise Now (1–4) can shade into the documentary.  Formalist movies like The 

Seventh Seal (1–6) have a personal  quality suggesting the traditional domain of the 

avant-garde. Most fiction films, especially those produced in America, tend to 

conform to the classical paradigm. Classical cinema can be viewed as an 

intermediate style that avoids the extremes of realism and formalism—though most 

movies in the classical form lean toward one or the other style.  

The emotional impact of a documentary 

image usually derives from its truth 

rather than its beauty. Davis’s indictment 

of America’s devastation of Vietnam consists 

primarily of TV  newsreel footage. This photo 

shows some Vietnamese children running from 

an accidental bombing raid on their community, 

their clothes literally burned off their bodies by 

napalm. “First they bomb as much as they 

please,” a Vietnamese observes, “then they film 

it.” It was images such as these that eventually 

turned the  majority of Americans against the 

war.  Fernando Solanas and Octavio  Getino, Third Cinema filmmakers, have pointed out, 

“Every  image that documents, bears witness to, refutes, or deepens the truth of a situation 

is  something more than a film image or purely  artistic fact; it  becomes something that the 

 System finds indigestible.” Paradoxically, in no  country except the United States would 

such self-damning footage be allowed on the public  airwaves—which are controlled, or at 

least regulated, by governments. No other country has a First Amendment,  guaranteeing 

freedom of expression.  (BBS Productions/Rainbow Releasing)

1–2 Classification chart 
of styles and types of film.

1–3  HEARTS & MINDS 
(U.S.A., 1975) directed by Peter Davis.

REALISM

Documentary Avant-GardeF I C T I O N

CLASSICISM FORMALISM

Hearts and Minds Allures

The Seventh SealMr. Deeds Goes to TownParadise Now
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constitute the only content. Most fiction films fall somewhere between these two extremes, in 
a mode critics refer to as classical  cinema (1–5).

Even the terms form and content aren’t as clear-cut as they may sometimes seem. As the film-
maker and author Vladimir Nilsen pointed out: “A photograph is by no means a complete and 
whole reflection of reality: the photographic picture repre sents only one or another selection 
from the sum of physical attributes of the object photographed.” The form of a shot—the way 
in which a subject is photographed—is its true content, not necessarily what the subject is per-
ceived to be in reality. The  communications theorist Marshall McLuhan pointed out that the 
content of one medium is actually another medium. For example, a photograph (visual image) 
 depicting a man eating an apple (taste) involves two different mediums: Each  communicates 
information—content—in a different way. A verbal description of the photograph of the man 
eating the apple would involve yet another medium  (language), which communicates informa-
tion in yet another manner. In each case, the precise information is determined by the medium, 
although superficially all three have the same content.

The great French critic André Bazin noted, “One way of understanding better what a film 
is trying to say is to know how it is saying it.” The American critic Herman G. Weinberg ex-
pressed the matter succinctly: “The way a story is told is part of that story. You can tell the 
same story badly or well; you can also tell it well enough or magnificently. It depends on who 
is telling the story.”

Like most realistic movies, the motto of this film might well 

be: “This is the way things really are.” There is a close 

 correspondence of the  images to everyday reality. This trait 

necessarily involves a comparison between the internal world of the 

movie with the external milieu that the filmmaker has chosen to 

explore. The  realistic cinema tends to deal with people from the lower 

social echelons and often explores moral issues. The artist rarely 

intrudes on the  materials,  however, preferring to let them speak for 

themselves. Realism tends to emphasize the basic experiences of life.  

It is a style that excels in making us feel the humanity of others. 

Beauty of form is often sacrificed to capture the texture of reality as  

it’s ordinarily perceived.  Realistic  images often seem unmanipulated, 

haphazard in their design. They frequently convey an  intimate 

snapshot quality—people caught unawares.  Generally, the story 

 materials are loosely  organized and include many details that don’t 

necessarily forward the plot but are offered for their own sake, to 

heighten the sense of authenticity. Paradise Now is about the final 

hours of two Palestinian auto mechanics, friends since childhood, who 

have volunteered to be suicide bombers, commonly referred to as 

“martyrs” in the Islamic world. Here they are being wired up with 

explosives before crossing over to their target in Israel. They have their 

doubts about their mission, though for the sake of solidarity, they keep 

their worries mostly to themselves. When they ask what happens after 

the explosions, their guide says, “You will be met by two angels.”  

“Are you sure?” asks the anxious bomber.  “Absolutely,” the guide 

replies. (Lumen Films/Lama Prods/Eurimages)

1–4  PARADISE NOW (Palestinian

Territories, 2005) with Kais Nashef and 

Ali Suliman, directed by Hany Abu-Assad.



Classical cinema avoids the extremes of realism and formalism in favor of a slightly 

 stylized presentation that has at least a surface plausibility. Movies in this form are 

often handsomely mounted, but the style rarely calls attention to itself. The images are 

 determined by their  relevance to the story and characters, rather than a desire for authenticity or 

formal beauty alone. The implicit ideal is a functional, invisible style: The pictorial elements are 

 subordinated to the presentation of characters in action. Classical cinema is story oriented. The 

narrative line is seldom allowed to wander, nor is it broken up by authorial intrusions. A high 

premium is placed on the entertainment value of the story, which is  often shaped to conform to the 

conventions of a popular genre. Often the characters are played by stars rather than unknown players, 

and their roles are sometimes tailored to showcase their personal charms. The human materials are 

paramount in the classical  cinema. The characters are generally appealing and slightly romanticized. 

The audience is encouraged to identify with their values and goals.  (Columbia Pictures)  

6Understanding MOVIES

1–5  MR. DEEDS GOES TO TOWN 
(U.S.A., 1936) with Gary Cooper (with 

tuba), directed by Frank Capra.
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The formalist cinema is largely a 

director’s cinema: We’re often aware of  

the personality of the filmmaker. There  

is a high degree of manipulation in the narrative 

materials, and the visual presentation is stylized. 

The story is exploited as a vehicle for the 

filmmaker’s personal obsessions. Formalists are 

not much concerned with how realistic their 

images are, but with their beauty or power. The 

most artificial genres—musicals, sci-fi, fantasy 

films—are generally classified as formalist. Most 

movies of this sort deal with extraordinary 

characters and events—such as this mortal game of chess between a medieval 

knight and the figure of Death. This style of cinema excels in dealing with 

ideas—political, religious, philosophical—and is often the chosen medium of 

propagandistic artists. Its texture is densely symbolic: Feelings are expressed 

through forms, like the dramatic high-contrast lighting of this shot. Most of 

the great stylists of the cinema are formalists.  (Svensk Filmindustri)

In the avant-garde cinema, subject matter is often 

suppressed in favor of abstraction and an 

emphasis on formal beauty for its own sake. Like 

many artists in this idiom, Belson began as a painter and 

was attracted to film because of its temporal and kinetic 

dimensions. He was strongly influenced by such European 

avant-garde artists as Hans Richter, who championed the 

“absolute film”—a graphic cinema of pure forms divorced 

from a recognizable subject  matter. Belson’s works are 

inspired by philosophical concepts derived primarily from 

Asian  religions. For example, this image could represent a 

stylized eyeball, or it could be seen as a Mandala design, 

the Tibetan Buddhist symbol of the universe. But these 

are essentially private sources and are rarely presented 

explicitly in films themselves. Form is the true content of 

 Belson’s movies. His animated images are mostly 

geometrical shapes, dissolving and contracting circles of 

light, and kinetic swirls. His patterns expand, congeal, 

flicker, and split off into other shapes, only to re-form and 

explode again, like a spectacular fireworks display. It is a 

 cinema of uncompromising self-expression—personal, 

 often inaccessible, and iconoclastic.  (Jordan Belson)

1–7  ALLURES (U.S.A., 1961)

directed by Jordan Belson.

1–6  THE SEVENTH SEAL 
(Sweden, 1957) with Bengt Ekerot and Max 

von Sydow,  cinematography by Gunnar 

Fischer, directed by Ingmar Bergman.
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Realism and realistic are much overtaxed terms, both in life and in movies. We use these 
terms to express so many different ideas. For example, people often praise the  “realism” of 
the boxing matches in Raging Bull. What they really mean is that these scenes are powerful, 
intense, and vivid. These traits owe very little to realism as a style. In fact, the boxing matches 
are extremely stylized. The images are often photographed in dreamy slow motion, with lyrical 
crane shots, weird accompanying sound effects (like hissing sounds and jungle screams), stac-
cato editing in both the images and the sound. True, the subject matter is based on actual life—
the brief boxing career of the American middleweight champion of the 1940s, Jake La Motta. 
But the stylistic treatment of these biographical materials is extravagantly subjective (1–8a). At 
the opposite extreme, the special effects in Constantine (1–8b) are so uncannily realistic that 
we would swear they were real if we didn’t know better.

Form and content are best used as relative terms. They are useful concepts for temporarily 
isolating specific aspects of a movie for the purposes of closer examination. Such a separation 
is artificial, of course, yet this technique can yield more detailed insights into the work of art 
as a whole.

Realism and formalism are best used as stylistic

terms rather than terms to describe the nature of 

the subject matter. For  example, although the 

story of Raging Bull is based on actual events, the boxing 

matches in the film are stylized. In this photo, the badly 

bruised Jake La Motta resembles an agonized warrior, 

crucified against the ropes of the ring. The camera floats 

 toward him in lyrical slow motion while the soft focus 

obliterates his consciousness of the arena.

 In Constantine, on the other hand, the special 

effects are so realistic they almost convince us that 

the impossible is possible. Based on the comic book 

Hellblazer, the film contains many scenes of  supernatural 

events. In this scene, for example, the protagonist 

has traveled to hell, just beneath the landscape of Los 

Angeles, a place inhabited by demons and angels. In 

short, it’s quite possible to present fantasy materials in 

a realistic style. It’s equally possible to present reality-

based materials in an expressionistic style.

1–8a  RAGING BULL (U.S.A., 1980)

with Robert De Niro, directed by Martin 

Scorsese. (United Artists)

1–8b  CONSTANTINE (U.S.A., 2005)

with Keanu Reeves, directed by Francis 

Lawrence. (Warner Bros.)
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The Shots
The shots are defined by the amount of subject matter that’s included within the frame of the 
screen. In actual practice, however, shot designations vary considerably. A medium shot for 
one director might be considered a close-up by another. Furthermore, the longer the shot, the 
less precise are the designations. In general, shots are  determined on the basis of how much of 
the human figure is in view. The shot is not necessarily defined by the distance between the 
camera and the object photographed, for in some instances certain lenses distort distances. For 
example, a telephoto lens can produce a close-up on the screen, yet the camera in such shots 
is generally quite distant from the subject matter.

Although there are many different kinds of shots in the cinema, most of them are sub-
sumed under the six basic categories: (1) the extreme long shot, (2) the long shot, (3) the full
shot, (4) the medium shot, (5) the close-up, and (6) the extreme close-up. The deep-focus
shot is usually a variation of the long shot (1–9b).

In this traveling extreme long shot, the 

camera swirls out in space as the fragile 

train puffs and strains and chugs up a 

steep mountain top. Shots from this distance 

reduce human beings to grainlike specks of 

light in a cosmic landscape.  (Castle Rock 

Ent. /Warner Bros. )

The long shot encompasses roughly the same 

amount of space as the staging area of a large 

theater. Setting can dominate characters unless 

they’re located near the foreground. Lighting a long shot 

is usually costly, time consuming, and labor intensive, 

especially if it’s in deep focus, like this shot. The 

laboratory had to be moody and scary, yet still 

sufficiently clear to enable us to see back into the 

“depth” of the set. Note how the lighting is layered, 

punctuated with patches of gloom and accusatory shafts 

of light from above. To complicate matters, whenever a 

director cuts to closer shots, the lighting has to be 

adjusted accordingly so that the transitions between cuts 

 appear smooth and unobtrusive. Anyone who has ever 

visited a movie set knows that people are waiting most of 

the time—usually for the  director of photography (D.P.) 

to announce that the lighting is finally ready and the 

scene can now be photographed.  (Tri-Star/American 

Zoetrope. Photo: David Appleby)

1–9a  THE POLAR EXPRESS 
(U.S.A., 2004) directed by Robert  Zemeckis.

1–9b  MARY SHELLEY’S FRANKENSTEIN 
(U.S.A., 1994) with Robert De Niro (under wraps) 

and Kenneth Branagh, directed by Branagh.
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The extreme long shot is taken from a great distance, sometimes as far as a quarter of a mile 
away. It’s almost always an exterior shot and shows much of the locale. Extreme long shots also 
serve as spatial frames of reference for the closer shots and for this reason are sometimes called 
establishing shots. If people are included in extreme long shots, they usually appear as mere 
specks on the screen (1–9a). The most effective use of these shots is often found in epic films, 
where locale plays an important role: westerns, war films, samurai films, and historical movies.

The long shot (1–9b) is perhaps the most complex in the cinema, and the term itself one 
of the most imprecise. Usually, long-shot ranges correspond approximately to the distance 
between the audience and the stage in the live theater. The closest range within this category is 
the full shot, which just barely includes the human body in full, with the head near the top of 
the frame and the feet near the bottom.

The medium shot contains a figure from the knees or waist up. A functional shot, it’s use-
ful for shooting exposition scenes, for carrying movement, and for dialogue. There are several 
variations of the medium shot. The two-shot contains two figures (1–10). The three-shot con-
tains three figures; beyond three, the shot tends to become a full shot, unless the other figures 
are in the background. The over-the-shoulder shot  usually contains two figures, one with 
part of his or her back to the camera, the other facing the camera.

The close-up shows very little if any locale and concentrates on a relatively small object—an 
animal’s face, for example (1–11a). Because the close-up magnifies the size of an object, it tends 
to elevate the importance of things, often suggesting a symbolic significance. The extreme close-

up is a variation of this shot. Thus, instead of a face, the extreme close-up might show only a 
person’s eyes or mouth (1–11b).

Above all, the medium shot is the shot of the couple, romantic or 

otherwise. Generally, two-shots have a split focus rather than a 

single dominant: The bifurcated composition usually emphasizes 

equality, two people sharing the same intimate space. The medium 

two-shot reigns supreme in such genres as romantic comedies, love 

stories, and buddy films. (Fox Searchlight. Photo: Doane Gregory)

1–10  JUNO (U.S.A./Canada, 2007)

with Ellen Page and Michael Cera, directed 

by Jason Reitman.
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The deep-focus shot is usually a long shot consisting of a number of focal distances and 
photographed in depth (1–9b). Sometimes called a wide-angle shot because it requires a wide-
angle lens to photograph, this type of shot captures objects at close, medium, and long ranges 
simultaneously, all of them in sharp focus. The objects in a deep-focus shot are carefully ar-
ranged in a succession of planes. By using this layering technique, the director can guide the 
viewer’s eye from one distance to another. Generally, the eye travels from a close range to a 
medium to a long.

The close-up can seem to force an 

image into our faces, especially 

when the subject  matter, like this 

snarling wolf, seems to be on the verge of 

attacking us. Of course, if the  image 

contained a more alluring subject, the 

effect would be more appealing, even 

seductive.  (MGM/Lakeshore/Berrick 

Filmproduktions)

The closer the shot, the more  intense 

the emotion. In this  extreme 

close-up, for example, the terrified 

protagonist is  cornered like a trapped 

animal. The blurred, throbbing red light in 

the background is like a molten eruption on 

the surface of the  image, an apt symbol of 

his  emotional meltdown.  (Dreamworks/

Paramount. Photo: Andrew Cooper)

1–11a  BLOOD & CHOCOLATE 
(U.S.A., 2006) directed by 

Katja von Garnier.

1–11b  WAR OF THE WORLDS 
(U.S.A., 2005) with Tom Cruise, 

directed by Steven Spielberg.
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The Angles
The angle from which an object is photographed can often serve as an authorial commentary 
on the subject matter. If the angle is slight, it can serve as a subtle form of emotional color-
ation. If the angle is extreme, it can represent the major meaning of an image. The angle is 
determined by where the camera is placed, not the subject photographed. A picture of a person 
photographed from a high angle actually suggests an opposite  interpretation from an image 
of the same person photographed from a low angle. The subject matter can be identical in the 
two images, yet the information we derive from both clearly shows that the form is the content, 
the content the form.

Film realists tend to avoid extreme angles. Most of their scenes are photographed from eye 
level, roughly five to six feet off the ground—approximately the way an actual observer might 
view a scene. Usually these directors attempt to capture the clearest view of an object. Eye-
level shots are seldom intrinsically dramatic, because they tend to be the norm. Virtually all 
directors use some eye-level shots, especially in routine  exposition scenes.

Formalist directors are not always concerned with the clearest image of an object, but with 
the image that best captures its essential nature. Extreme angles involve distortions. Yet many 
filmmakers feel that by distorting the surface realism of an object, a greater truth is achieved—
a symbolic truth. Both realist and formalist directors know that the viewer tends to identify 
with the camera’s lens. The realist wishes to make the audience forget that there’s a camera at 
all. The formalist is constantly calling attention to it.

High angles tend to make people look powerless, trapped. The higher 

the angle, the more it tends to imply fatality. The camera’s angle can 

be inferred by the background of a shot: High angles usually show the 

ground or floor; low angles the sky or ceiling. Because we tend to  associate 

light with safety, high-key lighting is generally nonthreatening and reassuring. 

But not always. We have been socially conditioned to believe that danger 

lurks in darkness, so when a traumatic assault takes place in broad daylight, 

as in this scene from Bonnie and Clyde, the effect is doubly scary because it’s 

so unexpected.  (Warner Bros.-Seven Arts/Tatira-Hiller)

1–12a  BONNIE AND CLYDE 
(U.S.A., 1967) with Faye Dunaway and 

 Warren Beatty, directed by Arthur Penn.
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There are five basic angles in the cinema: (1) the bird’s-eye view, (2) the high angle,
(3) the eye-level shot, (4) the low angle, and (5) the oblique angle. As in the case of shot 
designations, there are many intermediate kinds of angles. For example, there can be a con-
siderable difference between a low and extreme low angle—although usually, of course, such 
differences  tend to be matters of degree. Generally speaking, the more  extreme the angle, the 
more distracting and conspicuous it is in terms of the subject  matter being photographed.

The bird’s-eye view is perhaps the most disorienting angle of all, for it involves  photographing 
a scene from directly overhead (1–12b). Because we seldom view events from this perspective, 
the subject matter of such shots might initially seem unrecognizable and abstract. For this 
reason, filmmakers tend to avoid this type of camera setup. In certain contexts, however, this 
angle can be highly expressive. In effect, bird’s-eye shots permit us to hover above a scene like 
all-powerful gods. The people photographed seem vulnerable and insignificant.

Ordinary high-angle shots are not so extreme, and therefore not so disorienting. The camera 
is placed on a crane, or some natural high promontory, but the sense of spectator omnipotence 
is not overwhelming. High angles give a viewer a sense of a general overview, but not neces-
sarily one implying destiny or fate. High angles reduce the height of the objects photographed 
and usually include the ground or floor as background. Movement is slowed down: This angle 
tends to be ineffective for conveying a sense of speed, useful for suggesting tediousness. The 
importance of setting or environment is increased: The locale often seems to swallow people. 
High angles reduce the importance of a subject. A person seems harmless and insignificant 
 photographed from above. This angle is also effective for conveying a character’s self-contempt.

1–12b  THE LIVES OF OTHERS 
(Germany, 2006) with Sebastian Koch 

and Martina Gedeck, directed by Florian 

Henckel von Donnersmark.

The bird’s-eye angle positions the camera directly above the subject 

matter, looking downward. This Oscar-winning movie is set in 

communist East Germany during the 1980s. A surveillance expert spies 

on the lives of a playwright (Koch) and his actress girlfriend (Sieland) to 

gather evidence against them as enemies of the state. Note how this angle, 

with its fatalistic implications, seems to pin the characters down like specimen 

insects, rending them vulnerable and dominated from above.  (Creado Film/

BR/Arte/Wiedemann & Berg Filmproduktion)
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Some filmmakers avoid angles because they’re too manipulative and judgmental. In the 
movies of the Japanese master Yasujiro Ozu, the camera is usually placed four feet from the 
floor—as if an observer were viewing the events seated Japanese style. Ozu treated his char-
acters as equals; his approach discourages us from viewing them either condescendingly or 
sentimentally. For the most part, they are ordinary people, decent and conscientious. But Ozu 
lets them reveal themselves. He believed that value judgments are implied through the use of 
angles, and he kept his camera neutral and dispassionate. Eye-level shots permit us to make up 
our own minds about what kind of people are being presented.

The photo from Batman Begins is an 

extreme low-angle shot, taken from 

the ground floor of a multistoried 

building. Batman descends from above, like 

an ebony-winged god from the heavens. As 

in most extreme angles, the content of the 

shot is transformed into an almost abstract 

design, forcing us to adjust our spatial 

orientation. This shot is deliberately meant 

to be disorienting.  (Warner Bros. /DC 

Comics. Photo: David James)

Low angles can make characters seem threatening 

and powerful, for they loom above the camera—

and us—like towering giants. We are collapsed in a 

position of maximum vulnerability—pinned to the ground, 

dominated. The feeling of  menace is reinforced in this shot 

by the closed form of the composition, the drained color, 

and the sinister backlighting, throwing the character’s face 

in shadow. The image might almost be entitled: No Exit. 

(New Line. Photo: Van Redin)

1–13a  THE TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE: 
THE BEGINNING (U.S.A., 2006) with R. Lee Ermey, 

directed by Jonathan Liebesman.

1–13b  BATMAN BEGINS 
(U.S.A., 2005) with Christian Bale, 

directed by Christopher Nolan.
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Low angles have the opposite effect of high. They increase height and thus are useful for 
suggesting verticality. More practically, they increase a short actor’s height. Motion is speeded 
up, and in scenes of violence especially, low angles capture a sense of confusion. Environment 
is usually minimized in low angles, and often the sky or a ceiling is the only background. Psy-
chologically, low angles heighten the importance of a subject. The figure looms threateningly 
over the spectator, who is made to feel insecure and dominated. A person photographed from 
below inspires fear and awe (1–13a). For this reason, low angles are often used in propaganda 
films or in scenes depicting heroism.

Lyricism is a vague but indispensable critical term emphasizing 

emotional intensity and a sensuous richness of expression. 

Derived from the word lyre, a harplike stringed instrument, 

lyricism is most often associated with music and poetry. Lyricism in 

movies also suggests a rhapsodic exuberance. Though lyrical qualities can 

be independent of subject matter, at its best, lyricism is a stylistic 

externalization of the scene’s emotional content. John Ford was one of the 

supreme masters of the big-studio era, a visual lyricist of the first rank. He 

disliked overt emotions in his movies. He preferred conveying feelings 

through forms. Stylized lighting effects and formal compositions such as 

this invariably embody intense emotions. “Pictures, not words, should tell 

the story,” Ford insisted.  (20th Century Fox)  

1–14  HOW GREEN WAS MY 
VALLEY (U.S.A., 1941) cinematography by 

Arthur Miller, directed by John Ford.
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Sidney Lumet was always a director 

acutely aware of how technique can 

shape content. He insisted that 

technique should be the servant of content. 

Most of this movie takes place in the confined 

quarters of a jury room, as twelve male jurors 

try to come to a decision about a murder trial. “As the picture unfolded,” Lumet wrote, “I wanted the 

room to seem smaller and smaller.” As the conflict between the jurors grows more intense, Lumet 

shifted to increasingly longer lenses, thus reinforcing the sense of entrapment. His strategy also 

included a gradual shift in angles: 

I shot the first third of the movie above eye level, and then, by lowering the camera, shot the 

second third at eye level, and the last third from below eye level. In that way, toward the end, 

the ceiling began to appear. Not only were the walls closing in, the ceiling was as well. The 

sense of increasing claustrophobia did a lot to raise the tension of the last part of the movie. 

See also Making Movies, by Sidney Lumet (New York: Vintage Books, 1996), one of the best practical 

discussions of how big-budget movies are actually made, including the commercial as well as artistic 

issues involved.  (United Artists)  

Oblique angles, sometimes called “Dutch tilt” shots, photograph 

the subject with the camera leaning to the left or right. In this film, 

about the treacherous world of corporate espionage, dreams and 

reality are frighteningly intertwined, aptly captured by this disorienting tilt 

shot. As the main character (Leonardo DiCaprio) points out: “Dreams are 

real while we’re in them. It’s only when we wake up that we realize 

something was actually strange.”  (Warner Bros. )

1–15a  12 ANGRY MEN (U.S.A., 1957)

with (standing, left to right) E. G. Marshall, 

Henry Fonda, and Lee J. Cobb; directed by 

Sidney Lumet.

1–15b  INCEPTION (U.S.A., 2010)

directed by Christopher Nolan.
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An oblique angle involves a lateral tilt of the camera (1–15b). When the image is  projected, 
the horizon is skewed. Characters photographed at an oblique angle will look as though they’re 
about to fall to one side. This angle is sometimes used for point-of-view shots—to suggest the 
imbalance of a drunk, for example. Psychologically, oblique angles suggest tension, transition, 
and impending movement. The natural horizontal and vertical lines of a scene are converted 
into unstable diagonals. Oblique angles are not used  often, for they can disorient a viewer. In 
scenes depicting violence, however, they can be effective in capturing precisely this sense of 
visual anxiety.

Light and Dark
Generally speaking, the cinematographer (who is also known as the director of photography, 
or D.P.) is responsible for arranging and controlling the lighting of a film and the quality of the 
photography. Usually the cinematographer executes the specific or general instructions of the 
director. The illumination of most movies is seldom a  casual matter, for lights can be used with 
pinpoint accuracy. Through the use of  spotlights, which are highly selective in their focus and 
intensity, a director can guide the viewer’s eyes to any area of the photographed image. Motion 
picture lighting is  seldom static, for even the slightest movement of the camera or the subject 
can cause the lighting to shift. Movies take so long to complete, primarily because of the enor-
mous complexities  involved in lighting each new shot. The cinematographer must make allow-
ances for every movement within a continuous take. Each different color, shape, and texture 
 reflects or absorbs differing amounts of light. If an image is photographed in depth, an even 
greater complication is involved, for the lighting must also be in depth.

There are a number of different styles of lighting. Usually designated as a lighting key, the 
style is geared to the theme and mood of a film, as well as its genre. Comedies and musicals, for 
example, tend to be lit in high key, with bright, even illumination and no conspicuous shad-
ows. Tragedies and melodramas are usually lit in high contrast, with harsh shafts of lights and 
dramatic streaks of blackness. Mysteries, thrillers, and gangster films are generally in low key,
with diffused shadows and atmospheric pools of light (1–16a & b). Each lighting key is only 
an approximation, and some images consist of a combination of lighting styles—a low-key 
background with a few high-contrast elements in the foreground, for example. Movies shot in 
studios are generally more stylized and  theatrical, whereas location photography tends to use 
available illumination, with a more natural style of lighting.

Lights and darks have had symbolic connotations since the dawn of humanity. The Bible 
is filled with light–dark symbolism. Rembrandt and Caravaggio used light–dark contrasts 
for psychological purposes as well. In general, artists have used darkness to suggest fear, evil, 
the unknown. Light usually suggests security, virtue, truth, joy.  Because of these conventional 
symbolic associations, some filmmakers deliberately  reverse light–dark expectations (1–12a). 
Hitchcock’s movies attempt to jolt viewers by exposing their shallow sense of security. He 
staged many of his most violent scenes in the glaring light.

Lighting can be used realistically or expressionistically. The realist favors available light-
ing, at least in exterior scenes. Even out of doors, however, most filmmakers use some lamps 
and reflectors, either to augment the natural light or, on bright days, to soften the harsh con-
trasts produced by the sun. With special lenses and more light-sensitive film stocks, some 
directors have managed to dispense with artificial lighting completely. Available lighting tends 
to produce a documentary look in the film image—a grainy texture and an absence of tonal 
balance. For interior shots, realists tend to prefer images with an obvious light source—a win-
dow or a lamp. Or they often use a diffused kind of lighting with no artificial, strong contrasts. 
In short, the realist doesn’t use conspicuous lighting unless its source is dictated by the context.



During the Hollywood big-studio era, cinema tographers developed the technique of three-

point lighting, which is still widely practiced throughout the world. With three-point lighting, 

the key light is the primary source of illumination. This light creates the dominant of an 

image—that area that first attracts our eye because it contains the most compelling  contrast, usually 

of light and shadow. Generally, the dominant is also the area of greatest dramatic interest, the shot’s 

 focal point of action, either physical or psychological. Fill lights, which are less intense than the key, 

soften the harshness of the main light source, revealing subsidiary details that would otherwise be 

hidden by shadow. The backlights separate the foreground figures from their setting, heightening the 

illusion of three-dimensional depth in the image. Three-point methods tend to be most expressive with 

low-key lighting such as this. On the other hand, when a shot is bathed with high-key illumination, 

the three sources of light are more equally distributed over the surface of the image, and hence 

are more bland photographically.  (CAB/Fr3/Mk2/Zespol Filmowy “Tor”)  
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1–16a  RED (France/Poland/

Switzerland, 1994) with Irène Jacob and 

Jean-Louis Trintignant, cinematography by 

Piotr Sobocinski, directed by  

Krzysztof Kieslowski.



Formalists use light less literally. They are guided by its symbolic implications and will 
often stress these qualities by deliberately distorting natural light patterns. A face lighted from 
below almost always appears sinister, even if the actor assumes a totally neutral expression 
(1–16b). Similarly, an obstruction placed in front of a light source can assume frightening 
implications, for it tends to threaten our sense of safety. On the other hand, in some contexts, 
especially in exterior shots, a silhouette effect can be soft and romantic.

The source of light can radically alter 

our response to a character. The low 

light source of this image, for 

example, creates a sinister, eerie effect, 

despite the fact that Kevin Costner is a 

 handsome man. He doesn’t look  handsome 

here, just creepy.  (MGM/Relativity/Element. 

Photo: Ben Glass)

Side lighting can be a useful technique 

to symbolize a character’s divided 

nature, plunging half her face in 

darkness, the other half in light.  (Svenska 

Filminstitutet/Cinematograph AB)  
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1–16b  MR. BROOKS (U.S.A., 2007)

with Kevin Costner, directed by  

Bruce A. Evans.

1–16c  CRIES & WHISPERS 
(Sweden, 1972) with Liv Ullmann, 

directed by Ingmar Bergman.
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Film noir (literally, black cinema) is a style 

defined primarily in terms of light—or the 

lack of it. This style typified a variety of 

American genres in the 1940s and early 1950s. 

Noir is a world of night and shadows. Its milieu is 

almost exclusively urban. The style is profuse in 

images of dark streets, cigarette smoke swirling in 

dimly lit cocktail lounges, and symbols of fragility, 

such as windowpanes, sheer clothing, glasses, and 

mirrors. Motifs of entrapment abound: alleys, 

tunnels, subways, elevators, and train cars. Often 

the settings are locations of transience, like cheap 

rented rooms, piers, bus terminals, and railroad 

yards. The images are rich in sensuous textures, like neon-lit streets, windshields streaked 

with mud, and shafts of light streaming through windows of lonely rooms. Characters are 

imprisoned behind ornate lattices, grillwork, drifting fog and smoke. Visual designs 

emphasize harsh lighting contrasts, jagged shapes, and violated surfaces. The tone of film 

noir is fatalistic and paranoid. It’s suffused with pessimism, emphasizing the darker 

aspects of the human condition. Its themes characteristically revolve around violence, 

lust, greed, betrayal, and depravity.  (Paramount Pictures)  

Film noir has remained popular even up to the present, though often 

with a revisionist twist. Kiss Kiss Bang Bang, for  example, contains the 

requisite noir lighting style, the squalid Los  Angeles milieu of crime 

and  deception, the fatalistic voice-over narration, and an  occasional corpse 

that needs to be discreetly disposed of. The revisionist angle is the film’s black 

comedy, including the  private eye Perry van Shrike (Kilmer), AKA “Gay Perry,” 

who’s ruthless, tough, and—you guessed it—gay.  (Warner Bros. )  

1–17a  DOUBLE INDEMNITY 
(U.S.A., 1944) with  Barbara Stanwyck and 

Fred MacMurray, directed by Billy Wilder.

1–17b  KISS KISS BANG BANG 
(U.S.A., 2005) with Robert Downey Jr. 

and Val Kilmer, written and directed by 

Shane Black.
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When a face is obviously lighted from above, a certain angelic quality, known as the halo 
effect, is the result. “Spiritual” lighting of this type tends to border on the cliché, however. 
Backlighting, which is a kind of semisilhouetting, is soft and ethereal. Love scenes are often 
photographed with a halo effect around the heads of the lovers to give them a romantic aura 
(1–20a). Backlighting is especially evocative when used to highlight blonde hair.

Through the use of spotlights, an image can be composed of violent contrasts of lights and 
darks. The surface of such images seems disfigured, torn up. The formalist director uses such 
severe contrasts for psychological and thematic purposes (1–18).

High-contrast lighting is 

aggressively theatrical, infusing the 

photographed materials with a 

sense of tension and visual anguish. This 

dueling sequence is rendered more dynamic 

by the jagged knife blades of light that 

pierce the pervasive darkness. High-contrast 

lighting is typical of such genres as crime 

films, melodramas, thrillers, and mysteries. 

The lack of light in such movies symbolizes 

the unknown, deceptive surfaces, evil 

itself.  (Lucasfilm/20th Century Fox)  

Lighting as characterization. 

This movie is based on a true 

story of Ken Carter, an 

inspiring high-school basketball coach 

who whips a bunch of rowdy, 

undisciplined players into a winning 

team. The lighting from behind the 

coach lends him a “spiritual” aura, as 

though he is being blessed by God’s 

bountiful light.  (Paramount Pictures. 

Photo: Tracy Bennett)

1–18  THE RETURN OF THE JEDI 
SPECIAL EDITION (U.S.A., 1997)

directed by Richard Marquand.

1–19  COACH CARTER (U.S.A.,

2005) with Samuel L. Jackson (holding 

basketball), directed by Thomas Carter.
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Art historians often distinguish between a ”painterly” 

and a “linear” style, a  distinction that’s also useful in 

the photographic arts. A painterly style is soft-edged, 

sensuous, and romantic, best typified by the Impressionist 

landscapes of Claude Monet and the voluptuous  figure 

paintings of Pierre Auguste Renoir. Line is de-emphasized: 

Colors and textures shimmer in a hazily defined, radiantly 

 illuminated environment. On the other hand, a linear style 

emphasizes drawing, sharply  defined edges, and the 

supremacy of line over color and texture. In the field of 

painting, a linear style typifies such artists as Sandro 

Botticelli and the French classicist Jean-Auguste-Dominique 

Ingres.

 Movies can also be photographed in a painterly or linear 

style, depending on the lighting, the lenses, and filters. 

The shot from Braveheart might almost have been painted 

by Renoir. Cinematographer John Toll used soft-focus lenses and warm “natural” 

backlighting (creating a halo effect around the characters’ heads) to produce an 

intensely romantic lyricism. Wyler’s post–World War II masterpiece, The Best Years 

of Our Lives, was photographed by the great Gregg Toland. Its linear style is austere, 

deglamourized, shot in razor-sharp deep-focus. It was a style suited to the times. 

The postwar era was a period of disillusionment, sober re evaluations, and very few 

sentimental illusions. The high-key cinematography is polished, to be sure, but it’s 

also simple, matter-of-fact, the invisible servant of a serious subject matter.

1–20b  THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES 
(U.S.A., 1946) with Harold Russell, Teresa Wright, 

Dana Andrews, Myrna Loy, Hoagy Carmichael 

(standing), and Fredric March; directed by William 

Wyler. (Goldwyn/RKO)

1–20a  BRAVEHEART (U.S.A., 1995)

with Sophie Marceau and Mel Gibson, 

directed by Gibson. (Icon Prods./The Ladd 

Co./B.H.Finance)
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By deliberately permitting too much light to enter the aperture of the camera, a filmmaker 
can overexpose an image—producing a glaring flood of light over the entire surface of the pic-
ture. Overexposure has been most effectively used in nightmare and fantasy  sequences. Some-
times this technique can suggest a kind of horrible publicity, a sense of emotional exaggeration.

Color
Color in film didn’t become commercially widespread until the 1940s. There were many experi-
ments in color before this period, however. Some of Méliès’s movies, for example, were painted 
by hand in assembly line fashion, with each painter responsible for coloring a minute area of 
the filmstrip. The original version of The Birth of a Nation (1915) was printed on various tinted 
stocks to suggest different moods: The burning of Atlanta was tinted red, the night scenes blue, 
and the exterior love scenes pale yellow.

Sophisticated film color was developed in the 1930s, but for many years a major problem 
was its tendency to prettify everything. If color enhanced a sense of beauty—in a musical or 
a historical extravaganza—the effects were often appropriate. Thus, the best feature films of 
the early years of color were usually those with artificial or exotic settings. Realistic dramas 
were thought to be unsuitable vehicles for color. The earliest color processes tended also to 
emphasize garishness, and often special consultants had to be called in to tone down the color 
schemes of costumes, makeup, and decor.

Furthermore, each color process tended to specialize in a certain base hue—red, blue, or 
yellow, usually—whereas other colors of the spectrum were somewhat  distorted. It was well 
into the 1950s before these problems were resolved. Compared with the subtle color percep-
tions of the human eye, however, and despite the apparent precision of most present-day color 
processing, cinematic color is still a relatively crude approximation.

Color tends to be a subconscious element in film. It’s strongly emotional in its  appeal, 
expressive and atmospheric rather than intellectual. Psychologists have discovered that most 
people actively attempt to interpret the lines of a composition, but they tend to accept color 
passively, permitting it to suggest moods rather than objects. Lines are associated with nouns; 
color with adjectives. Line is sometimes thought to be masculine; color feminine. Both lines 
and colors suggest meanings, then, but in somewhat different ways.

Since earliest times, visual artists have used color for symbolic purposes. Color symbolism 
is probably culturally acquired, though its implications are surprisingly similar in otherwise 
differing societies. In general, cool colors (blue, green, violet) tend to suggest tranquility, aloof-
ness, and serenity. Cool colors also have a tendency to recede in an image. Warm colors (red, 
yellow, orange) suggest aggressiveness, violence, and stimulation. They tend to come forward 
in most images.

Black-and-white photography in a color film is sometimes used for symbolic purposes. 
Some filmmakers alternate whole episodes in black and white with entire sequences in color. 
The problem with this technique is its corny symbolism. The jolting black-and-white sequenc-
es are too obviously “significant” in the most arty sense. A more effective variation is simply not 
to use too much color, to let black and white predominate. In De Sica’s The Garden of the Finzi-

Continis, which is set in Fascist Italy, the early portions of the movie are richly resplendent in 
shimmering golds, reds, and almost every shade of green. As political repression becomes more 
brutal, these colors almost imperceptibly begin to wash out, until near the end of the film the 
images are dominated by whites, blacks, and blue-grays. A similar technique is used in Life Is 

Beautiful (1–22c).
In the 1980s, a new computer technology was developed, allowing black-and-white movies 

to be “colorized”—a process that provoked a howl of protest from most film artists and critics. 
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Red is a color that’s often linked with 

sex, but the dramatic context determines 

whether the red (and the sex) is 

seductive or repellent. In this film, the unhappily 

married protagonist (Spacey) escapes the 

banality of his suburban hell by fantasizing 

about a flirtatious teenager (Suvari), a friend of 

his daughter. He often imagines her nude, 

covered with red rose petals—a startling 

metaphor of his fiercely aroused sexuality, his 

reawakening manhood. (Dreamworks/Jinks/

Cohen. Photo: Lorey Sebastian)

But red is also the color of danger. Of 

violence. Of blood. Blood is a major 

transmitter of HIV, a precursor of 

AIDS. This movie explores the sadomasochistic 

behavior of an HIV-positive bisexual (Collard) 

who has unprotected sex with two lovers, 

including Bohringer. Maybe she’s color blind.

(Banfilm/La Sept Cinema/SNC) 

1–21a  AMERICAN BEAUTY 
(U.S.A., 1999) with Kevin Spacey and 

Mena Suvari, directed by Sam Mendes.

1–21b  SAVAGE NIGHTS 
(France, 1993) with Cyril Collard and 

 Romane Bohringer, directed by Collard.
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Bright colors tend to be cheerful, so 

directors often desaturate them,  

especially if the subject  matter is sober or 

grim. Based on the great American novel by Edith 

Wharton, this movie explores a forbidden love 

among New York’s upper crust in the 1870s. The 

film’s images seem almost washed in sepia, like 

faded photos. The colors are tastefully subdued, 

correct,  almost repressed, reflecting the 

conservative values of the society itself.   

(Columbia Pictures. Photo: Phillip Caruso)

1–22a  THE AGE OF INNOCENCE 
(U.S.A., 1993) with Michelle Pfeiffer 

and Daniel Day-Lewis, directed by  

Martin Scorsese.

1–22b  THE GOD FATHER 
(U.S.A., 1972) with Marlon Brando (red 

rose), directed by  Francis Ford Coppola.

The Godfather was photo graphed by the great  Gordon Willis, who is 

famous for his low-key lighting magic. The colors are not only 

subdued, they’re suffocating in airless dark rooms. In this shadowy 

world, only an  occasional wisp of color is allowed to escape—a vibrant red 

rose, pale yellow light filtering discreetly through the blinds, a few splotches 

of mottled flesh tones. The rest is darkness.  (Paramount Pictures)
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This movie begins as a slapstick comedy, 

and the colors are warm and sunny, typical 

of Mediterranean settings. But as the Nazi 

Holocaust spreads southward, our hero, an Italian 

Jew (Benigni), is arrested and shipped to a German 

concentration camp by rail (pictured). The colors 

begin to pale. Once inside the death camp, 

virtually all the color is drained from the images. 

Only a few faded flickers of skin tones occasionally 

punctuate the ashen pallor of the camp and its 

prisoners. (Melampo Cinematografica/Cecchi 

Gori. Photo: Sergio Strizzi)

This movie, a companion film to Eastwood’s Flags of Our Fathers (see 

9–19a), also centers on the brutal 36-day battle for a tiny Japanese 

island near the end of World War II. Over 7,000 Americans lost their 

lives in that battle, but the Japanese force of over 20,000 was virtually wiped 

out. Watanabe plays a stoic general who knows full well that without backup 

to help them, his troops are doomed. Note how the color is drained from the 

 image. The two Japanese flags, ordinarily vibrant with their bright red 

sunburst motifs, look as though they have been bled of their vitality, sickly 

remnants of their former glory.  (Warner Bros. Photo: Merie W. Wallace)

1–22c  LIFE IS  BEAUTIFUL 
(Italy, 1998) with Roberto Benigni, 

directed by Benigni.

1–22d  LETTERS FROM IWO JIMA 
(U.S.A., 2006) with Ken Watanabe, directed 

by Clint Eastwood.



The colorized versions of some genres, like period films, musicals, and other forms of light 
entertainment, are not damaged too seriously by this process, but the technique is a disaster 
in carefully photographed black-and-white films, like Citizen Kane, with its film noir lighting 
style and brilliant deep-focus photography (see Chapter 12, “Synthesis: Citizen Kane”).

Colorization also throws off the compositional balance of some shots, creating new domi-
nants. In the shot from Dark Victory (1–23b), for example, the dominant is Brent’s blue suit, 
which is irrelevant to the dramatic context. In the original black-and-white version, Davis is the 
dominant, her dark outfit contrasting with the white fireplace that frames her figure. Distract-
ing visual dominants undercut the dramatic impact of such scenes. We keep thinking Brent’s 
suit must be important. It is, but only to the computer.

This romantic comedy goes to 

extreme lengths to avoid being 

sappy and sentimental. Hence this 

weird concluding scene of love triumphant 

at last, which takes place in a cold London 

downpour, blue with shivers and shudders 

and chill.  (Polygram/Channel 4/

Working Title. Photo: Stephen Morley)

“Tell me the truth now. Do you 

think this suit is too blue? Not 

blue enough?”  (Warner Bros. ) 

1–23a  FOUR WEDDINGS AND 
A  FUNERAL (Britain, 1994) with Andie 

MacDowell and Hugh Grant, directed by 

Mike Newell.

1–23b  DARK VICTORY (U.S.A.,

1939) with Bette Davis and George Brent, 

directed by Edmund Goulding,  “colorized” 

by Turner Entertainment.



Not every shot in a movie is photographed in the same style. Many of 

the earlier portions of this sci-fi film are photographed in a plain, 

functional style. After the earthling protagonist (Allen) falls in love 

with an appealing and hunky alien (Bridges), the photographic style becomes 

more romantic. The city’s lights are etherealized by the shimmering soft-focus

photography. The halo effect around the lovers’ heads reinforces the air of 

enchantment. The gently falling snowflakes conspire to enhance the magical 

moment. These aren’t just lovers, these are soul mates.  (Columbia Pictures)  

Although the futuristic setting of this sci-fi 

film contains some supernatural elements, 

it uses color in a rigorously “realistic” 

manner. Aliens is a testosterone world of cold, 

hard surfaces, heavy-metal technology, and 

blue-gray fluorescence. This is not a place for 

children and other gentle creatures. The colors are 

radically muted, mostly military tans and drab 

earth colors. Only the red filter adds a note of 

alarm and urgency.  (20th Century Fox)

1–24  STARMAN (U.S.A., 1984) with 

Karen Allen and Jeff Bridges,  directed by 

John Carpenter.

1–25a  ALIENS (U.S.A., 1986) with

Sigourney Weaver and  Carrie Henn, 

directed by James Cameron.



Lenses, Filters, and Stocks
Because the camera’s lens is a crude mechanism compared to the human eye, some of the most 
striking effects in a movie image can be achieved through the distortions of the  photographic 
process itself. Especially with regard to size and distance, the camera lens doesn’t make mental 
adjustments but records things literally. For example, whatever is placed closest to the camera’s 
lens will appear larger than an object at a greater distance. Hence, a coffee cup can totally obliter-
ate a human being if the cup is in front of the lens and the human is standing at long-shot range.

Realist filmmakers tend to use normal, or standard, lenses to produce a minimum of distor-
tion. These lenses photograph subjects more or less as they are perceived by the  human eye. 
Formalist filmmakers often prefer lenses and filters that intensify given qualities and suppress 
others. Cloud formations, for example, can be exaggerated threateningly or softly diffused, de-
pending on what kind of lens or filter is used. Different shapes, colors, and lighting intensities 
can be radically altered through the use of specific optical modifiers. There are literally dozens 
of different lenses, but most of them are subsumed under three major categories: those in the 
standard (nondistorted) range, the telephoto lenses, and the wide angles.

The telephoto lens is often used to get close-ups of objects from extreme distances. For 
example, no cinematographer is likely to want to get close enough to a wolf to  photograph a 
close-up with a standard lens (1–11a). In cases such as these, the telephoto is used, thus guar-
anteeing the safety of the cinematographer while still producing the necessary close-up. Tele-
photos also allow cinematographers to work discreetly. In crowded city  locations, for example, 
passersby are likely to stare at a movie camera. The telephoto  permits the cinematographer to 
remain hidden—in a truck, for example—while he or she shoots close shots through a wind-
shield or window. In effect, the lens works like a telescope, and because of its long focal length, 
it is sometimes called a long lens.

Telephoto lenses produce a number of side effects that are sometimes exploited by  directors 
for symbolic use. Most long lenses are in sharp focus on one distance plane only. Objects 
placed before or beyond that distance blur, go out of focus—an expressive  tech nique, especially 
to the formalist filmmaker (1–26a). The longer the lens, the more sensitive it is to distances; in 
the case of extremely long lenses, objects placed a mere few inches away from the selected focal 
plane can be out of focus. This deliberate blurring of planes in the background, foreground, or 
both can produce some striking photographic and atmospheric effects.

The blue filter in this psychological crime 

drama is used to cool down the setting: 

sunny Barcelona, Spain. The protagonist 

(Bardem) is a low-level criminal and single parent 

with two children to support. His doctor has just 

informed him that he has terminal cancer and 

has only a short time to live. Notice how the blue 

filter, closed form, and selective focus all 

emphasize how isolated he is, deep in thought 

and oblivious of his surroundings.  (Ikiru Films)

1–25b  BIUTIFUL (Spain, 2010) with

Javier  Bardem, directed by Alejandro 

González Iñárritu.
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Some telephoto lenses are so  precise they can 

focus on a thin slice of action that’s only a few 

inches deep. Note how the gun and Walker’s 

hand are radically blurred, as is the background 

behind him. Our eyes are forced to concentrate on 

the face of the character during a  decisive moment of 

his life.  (New Line. Photo: John Clifford)  

Telephoto lenses are often used to 

enhance the lyrical potential of an 

image. In this shot, the blurry 

background renders it supremely irrelevant to 

what matters most to these characters—each 

other. The telephoto lens, in effect, is a silent 

declaration of their total devotion. (Miramax/

Universal. Photo: George Kraychyk)

A high-ranking police officer must break off his 

adulterous affair with his lover, a policewoman 

who is his subordinate. The lens forces us to focus 

on his feelings, while she is nearly obliterated by the soft 

focus, hardly worthy of our notice. If Shelton wanted to 

emphasize her feelings, Rhames would be in soft focus, 

and she in sharp. If the director wanted to stress the 

equality of their emotions, he would have used a 

wide-angle lens, thus rendering them both in sharp 

focus.  (United Artists. Photo: Robert Zuckerman)

1–26a  RUNNING SCARED (U.S.A./

Canada/Germany, 2006) with Paul Walker, 

 directed by Wayne Kramer.

1–26b  CINDERELLA MAN (U.S.A.,

2005) with Russell Crowe and Renée 

Zellweger, directed by Ron Howard.

1–26c  DARK BLUE (U.S.A., 2003) 

with Michael Michele and Ving Rhames, 

directed by Ron Shelton.

The lens of each of these six shots provides 

a commentary on the  relationship of the 

characters to their  surroundings.  

1–26 Six Degrees of  Exaggeration.



Wide-angle lenses are used whenever 

deep-focus photography is called for. 

Objects a few feet from the lens as well 

as those in the “depth” of the background are 

in equal focus, reinforcing the 

 interconnectedness of the visual planes. This 

movie deals with a German industrialist 

(Neeson) who saved the lives of hundreds of 

Jews during the Nazi Holocaust. Because deep 

focus allows for the repetition of visual motifs 

into infinity, Spielberg is able to suggest that 

Jews all over Europe were being herded in a 

similar manner, but their fate was not so lucky 

as Schindler’s Jews.  (Universal Pictures)  

Extreme wide-angle lenses exaggerate 

distances between depth planes, a useful 

symbolic technique. As distorted by the 

wide-angle lens, Chan’s fist is nearly as large as his 

head and his feet seem to be standing in another 

county.  (Golden Harvest/Maple Ridge/New Line)

Check out the lights in the 

background. A shrewdly chosen filter 

makes them look blurry, floating 

dreamily like woozy fireflies. Do we need to 

hear the dialogue to know that these two are 

falling for each other? Do we need to be told 

that the movie is a romantic comedy? The 

filtered photography says it all.  (Warner 

Bros. Photo: Ron Batzdorff )  

1–26d  SCHINDLER’S LIST (U.S.A.,

1993) with Liam Neeson (outstretched 

arms), directed by Steven Spielberg.

1–26f  A CINDERELLA STORY 
(U.S.A., 2004) with Hilary Duff and Chad 

Michael Murray, directed by Mark Rosman.

1–26e Publicity photo for 
RUMBLE IN THE BRONX (U.S.A., 1996)

with Jackie Chan, directed by Stanley Tong.
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The focal distance of long lenses can usually be adjusted while shooting, and thus, the direc-
tor is able to neutralize planes and guide the viewer’s eye to various distances in a  sequence—a 
technique called rack focusing, or selective focusing. In The Graduate, director Mike Nich-
ols used a slight focus shift instead of a cut when he wanted the viewer to look first at the 
young heroine, who then blurs out of focus, then at her mother, who is standing a few feet off 
in a doorway. The focus-shifting technique suggests a cause–effect relationship and parallels 
the heroine’s sudden realization that her boyfriend’s  secret mistress is her own mother. In The

French Connection, William Friedkin used  selective focus in a sequence showing a criminal 
under surveillance. He remains in sharp  focus while the city crowds of his environment are 
an undifferentiated blur. At strategic moments in the sequence, Friedkin shifts the focal plane 
from the criminal to the dogged detective who is tailing him in the crowd.

Long lenses also flatten images, decreasing the sense of distance between depth planes. Two 
people standing yards apart might look inches away when photographed with a telephoto lens. 
With very long lenses, distance planes are so compressed that the image can resemble a flat 
surface of abstract patterns. When anything moves toward or away from the camera in such 
shots, the mobile object doesn’t seem to be moving at all.

The wide-angle lenses, also called short lenses, have short focal lengths and wide  angles 
of view. These are the lenses used in deep-focus shots, for they preserve a sharpness of focus 
on virtually all distance planes. The distortions involved in short lenses are both linear and 
spatial. The wider the angle, the more lines and shapes tend to warp, especially at the edges of 
the image. Distances between various depth planes are also  exaggerated with these lenses: Two 
people standing a foot away from each other can  appear yards apart in a wide-angle image, like 
the side rearview mirror of an auto.

Movement toward or away from the camera is exaggerated when photographed with a 
short lens. Two or three ordinary steps can seem like gigantically lengthy strides—an  effective 
technique when a director wants to emphasize a character’s strength,  dominance, or ruthless-
ness. The fish-eye lens is the most extreme wide-angle modifier. It creates such severe distor-
tions that the lateral portions of the screen seem warped into a sphere, as though we were 
looking through a crystal ball.

Lenses and filters can be used for purely cosmetic purposes—to make an actor or actress 
taller, slimmer, younger, or older. Josef von Sternberg sometimes covered his lens with a trans-
lucent silk stocking to give his images a gauzy, romantic aura. A few glamour actresses beyond 
a certain age even had clauses in their contracts stipulating that only beautifying soft-focus 
lenses could be used for their close-ups. These optical modifiers eliminate small facial wrinkles 
and skin blemishes.

There are even more filters than there are lenses. Some trap light and refract it in such a way 
as to produce a diamondlike sparkle in the image. Many filters are used to suppress or heighten 
certain colors. Color filters can be especially striking in exterior scenes. Robert Altman’s Mc-

Cabe & Mrs. Miller (photographed by Vilmos Zsigmond) uses green and blue filters for many 
of the exterior scenes, yellow and orange for interiors. These filters emphasize the bitter cold 
of the winter setting and the communal warmth of the rooms inside the primitive buildings.

Though there are a number of different kinds of film stocks, most of them fall within the 
two basic categories: fast and slow. Fast stock is highly sensitive to light and in some cases 
can register images with no illumination except what’s available on location, even in night-
time sequences. Slow stock is relatively insensitive to light and requires as much as ten times 
more illumination than fast stocks. Traditionally, slow stocks are capable of capturing colors 
precisely, without washing them out.

Fast stocks are commonly associated with documentary movies, for with their great sensi-
tivity to light, these stocks can reproduce images of events while they’re actually occurring. The 
documentarist is able to photograph people and places without having to set up cumbersome 
lights. Because of this light sensitivity, fast stocks produce a grainy image in which lines tend 
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to be fuzzy and colors tend to wash out. In a black-and-white film, lights and darks contrast 
sharply and many variations of gray can be lost.

Ordinarily, technical considerations such as these would have no place in a book of this 
sort, but the choice of stock can produce considerable psychological and aesthetic differences 
in a movie. Since the early 1960s, many fiction filmmakers have switched to fast stocks to give 
their images a documentary sense of urgency (1–27).

Fast film stocks are highly sensitive to light and can record images with no additional 

illumination  except what’s available on a set or location. These stocks tend to produce 

harsh light-dark contrasts, an absence of details, and images so grainy that they can 

appear more painterly than linear. Fast stocks are especially effective in fiction films that purport 

to be realistic and documentary-like, such as Pontecorvo’s  grueling account of  Algeria’s bloody 

war of  liberation from its French colonial masters. Many of its original audiences thought that 

the movie was a documentary compilation of  authentic footage, complete with torture scenes. Its 

grainy images and shaky camerawork produce a gripping sense of realism. The film was totally 

re- created, with not an inch of documentary footage added.  (Casbah Film/Igor Film)  

1–27  THE BATTLE OF ALGIERS 
(Italy/Algeria, 1967) directed by 

Gillo Pontecorvo.
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The Digital Revolution
In the space of ten years, digital technology has radically changed how movies are photo-
graphed, how they’re edited, how they’re distributed, and how they’re shown to the public. 
Introduced in the 1980s and refined in the 90s, digital technology has, for all intents and pur-
poses, replaced the celluloid technology that dominated the motion picture industry for over 
a hundred years.

Film was a chemical and mechanical medium—that is, movies were recorded on film emul-
sion, chemically processed, and then transmitted to audiences on mechanical projectors that 
consisted of moving gears. Digital cinema combines television and computer technologies and 
is essentially electronic in nature. The images are not stored on a filmstrip, but on memory 
cards and hard drives.

Digital images can have a higher degree of clarity and resolution than celluloid. Digital im-
ages are composed of “pixels” (short for picture elements), which can be seen as tiny dots on the 
TV monitor. Somewhat like the dots of an Impressionist painting, when the viewer steps back 
from the image, the pixels fuse, producing a unified effect. The more pixels that make up an 
image, the closer it resembles the subject being photographed, with a minimum of distortion.

Pixels are usually arranged on a two-dimensional grid. The sharpness or resolution of an 
image is a function of the number of pixels it contains. Standard video screens have about 480 
scan lines of visual information. High-definition video (which is the favored form in cinema) 
has up to 1,080 scan lines, giving a much sharper image in terms of clarity and resolution. 
High-end computers can have up to 2,000 pixels per screen line. Hence, the extraordinary 
clarity of the image. Digital video also tends to photograph in deep focus, though this can be 
manipulated electronically. In fact, there are software applications that can even add grain to a 
digital image, to make it look more like film.

Digital technology has been a huge 

influence in advancing the cause of 

democracy. This film, directed by an 

Iranian expatriate, combines documentary 

footage, drawings, and animation. It is a harsh 

indictment of the repressive Iranian regime during 

the 2009 “Green Revolution.” Scenes of official 

brutality against peaceful protesters were 

captured with the iPhones of ordinary citizens, 

then broadcast to the world via the internet. The 

same technology was instrumental in toppling the 

entrenched tyrants of Egypt, Tunisia, and Libya 

during the “Arab Spring.” As William J. Dobson 

pointed out, “Today, the world’s dictators can surrender any hope of keeping their worst 

deeds secret,” because YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, and iPhones have shown the world 

just how savage these regimes can be. See Dobson’s The Dictator’s Learning Curve: Inside 

the Global Battle for Democracy (Doubleday, 2012).  (Dreamer Joint Venture)

1–28a  THE GREEN WAVE 
(Germany/Iran, 2011) directed by Ali 

Samadi Ahadi.
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While a few wags dismissed Avatar as Dances With Wolves in space, Cameron’s sci-fi extravaganza 

dazzled the public. True, the film doesn’t break much new ground in terms of its story, but its 

technical virtuosity is astounding. In addition to 3-D, the movie employs the full range of CGI 

and motion capture technology. The 3-D is especially effective in creating a sense of floating through the 

eerie planetary space of Pandora, with its ethereal forests and exotic creatures. These sequences are 

almost like lyric poetry—fluid and breathtaking. The swoop and swirl of giant birds as they carry the 

characters—and us—through the otherworldly flora and fauna is a heart-pounding experience, 

especially in 3-D. The movie was released in a flat version, a conventional 3-D version, and, most 

spectacularly, in 3-D in the IMAX big screen format, which totally envelops the spectator in a magical 

universe. It is still the top grossing movie of all time, and established 3-D as a technology worthy of 

serious film artists.  (20th Century Fox)

 Actually, as critic Richard Corliss has pointed out, using a dollar amount to rank the most 

commercially successful films is not very accurate, since ticket prices have changed radically over the 

years. For example, the average ticket cost today is about $7.83, whereas in 1997 it was $4.59, and in 

1975, it was $2.03. Corliss suggests that the number of tickets sold is a more reliable gauge. The top ten 

domestic box-office champions using this figure, according to Boxofficemojo.com, are as follows:

1. Gone With the Wind (1939) 202 million, 2. Star Wars (1977) 178.1 million, 3. The Sound 

of Music (1965) 142.4 million, 4. E.T.: The Extra-Terrestrial (1982) 141.9 million, 5. The Ten 

Commandments (1956) 131 million, 6. Titanic (1997) 128.3 million, 7. Jaws (1975) 128.1 million, 

8. Doctor Zhivago (1965) 124.1 million, 9. The Exorcist (1973) 110.6 million, 10. Snow White and 

the Seven Dwarfs (1937) 109 million. Avatar ranks 14th, with 97.3 million tickets sold.

1–28b  AVATAR (U.S.A., 2009) 

written and directed by James Cameron.
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Because these pixels can be easily manipulated by computer, digital technology has revo-
lutionized special effects in movies. In the past, whole scenes often had to be reshot because of 
technical glitches. For example, if a modern auto or telephone wires appeared in a period film, 
the scene had to be recut or even re-photographed. Today, such details can be removed digitally. 
So can a microphone that accidentally dips into the frame. Even sweat on an actor’s face can be 
effaced by an F/X technician.

Digital video cameras are much more portable than the big, clumsy 35mm film cameras of 
the past, with their bulky magazines that had to be reloaded every ten minutes. This portability 
allows the D.P. much more flexibility, especially for moving camera shots. Digital cameras also 
require far less light than traditional film cameras. When Michael Mann shot Collateral, he 
used high-definition video cameras because the movie was shot almost exclusively at night (see 
11–25a). His D.P. didn’t have to use much additional light to capture the razor-sharp images. 
Using traditional film cameras would have required many hours and much labor to capture 
these images with acceptable clarity.

A winner of four Academy Awards for technical achievement, The Matrix,

the first installment of a sci-fi trilogy (1999–2003), was choreographed by 

the Hong Kong martial arts maven, Yuen Wo Ping. The special effects 

supervisor was John Gaeta. The trilogy is profuse in gravity-defying stunts like 

people floating and hovering in the air, running up walls, moving in slow 

motion, and levitation fighting. In one scene, a battle is “frozen” while the 

camera swings around it. The F/X team also devised a technique called “bullet 

time,” in which characters dodge gunfire in super-slow-motion vacuums. The 

Matrix trilogy is a veritable cornucopia of influences, including comic books, 

Hong Kong kung fu films, Western action films, Eastern mysticism, fairy tales, 

video games, Japanese anime (animation), cyberpunk, computer games, and 

traditional science fiction movies like Blade Runner. (Warner Bros. )  

1–29  THE MATRIX (U.S.A., 1999)

with Keanu Reeves and Hugo Weaving, 

written and directed by Andy and Larry 

Wachowski.
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Digital video is also cheap. Companies like Sony, Panasonic, Nikon, and Canon offer a vari-
ety of cameras for shooting hi-def video for a cost of less than $10,000. Unlike film, which has to 
be chemically processed before it can be viewed, video can be seen immediately after shooting 
on a TV monitor. And unlike celluloid, digital video can also be copied with no degradation of 
image quality. Each copy of a movie looks exactly like the original.

The American cinema has always been on the 

cutting edge of film technology, espe cially in 

the area of special effects. Computer-

generated images have allowed filmmakers to create 

fantasy worlds of the utmost realism. In Multiplicity,

for example, Keaton plays a man who has lost his 

wife and his job, and must clone himself in order to 

function effectively. Computer artist Dan Madsen 

created a film reality that obviously has no 

counterpart in the outside physical world. Critic 

Stephen Prince has observed that such technological 

advancements as computer-generated images have 

radically undermined the traditional distinctions 

between realism and formalism in film theory. See 

Stephen Prince, “True Lies: Perceptual Realism, 

Digital Images, and Film Theory,” in Film Quarterly

(Spring, 1996).  (Columbia Pictures)  

Naomi Watts’s most important costar, a 25-foot-tall, 

8,000-pound silverback gorilla, was nonexistent. He 

was created with special effects, yet seems 

extraordinarily lifelike, almost human. Kong was begotten 

by computers and blue-screen technology, produced by 

Weta Digital, Ltd. Joe Letteri, the visual  effects supervisor, 

explained: “We created a system that’s based on emotional 

states. It depends on us  figuring out all the muscles of the 

face and understanding the correspondence between a 

human facial system and a gorilla facial  system. What that 

allows us to do is to look at how muscles work toge ther to 

create believable expressions.” The results were both 

fantastic and startlingly real—see Figure 11–25b.

(Universal Pictures/Wing Nut Films)

1–30a  MULTIPLICITY (U.S.A., 1996)

with (from left to right) Michael Keaton, 

Michael Keaton, Michael Keaton, and 

Michael Keaton; directed by Harold Ramis.

1–30b Publicity photo of actress Naomi 
Watts and director Peter Jackson behind 
the scenes of KING KONG (U.S.A., 2005).
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Digital video was validated in 2009 when Slumdog Millionaire won the Academy Award for 
Best Cinematography. It was shot in hi-def video. So was Avatar. And, in fact, many Hollywood 
directors are fast replacing traditional celluloid with digital video. Often the choice is a matter 
of generation. Spielberg prefers shooting in film because he’s more comfortable with that me-
dium. David Fincher, a younger man, is more comfortable with digital video.

Digital video can save movie producers millions in other costs. For example, with the inva-
sion of Normandy in Saving Private Ryan, Spielberg used only 400 extras as soldiers, but CGI 
expanded them into thousands, not to speak of dozens of ships and other vehicles of war that 
were computer simulated. Complex makeup can also be created digitally. Rather than the long, 
tedious process of applying makeup by hand, digital technology can produce the same effect 
electronically. The aging of the characters played by Brad Pitt and Cate Blanchett in The Curi-

ous Case of Benjamin Button was not literally applied to the actors, but created by computer in 
the finished image.

In short, digital technology can save millions of dollars in motion picture production. A 
low-budget movie can be made for as little as $10,000 compared to the millions of dollars 
required by a movie using traditional film technology. There is no stock to purchase, no pro-
cessing, no negative cutting. Computer-generated images can be stored for future use, when 
they can be digitally altered with new costumes, new backgrounds or foregrounds, or with a 
totally different atmosphere, as in the magical landscapes in The Lord of the Rings trilogy. In 
fact, physical sets don’t even have to be constructed in some instances, since images containing 
the sets can be created on a computer.

Traditional animation, with its time-consuming, hand-drawn celluloid images, is being re-
placed by computers, which produce images that are created digitally, not by hand. CGI has 
produced a new “look” in animation, less detailed, more sculptural, more plastique—like the 
streamlined images of Shrek and the Toy Story films.

Digital editing is also much easier than traditional methods. Instead of handling a physical 
filmstrip and making actual cuts, modern editors need only to press a button to cut from one 
shot to another.

Digital technology is making motion picture distribution and exhibition cheaper. In the 
past, film prints could cost up to $2,000 apiece. A mainstream American movie was often 
shown simultaneously on 2,000 screens, which generally cost the studios $4 million just for 
the price of prints. Today, the three leading U.S. theater chains—AMC, Regal, and Cinemark—
have already converted their theaters to digital projection. Celluloid prints of new movies from 
the major studios will no longer be available in the U.S. by the end of 2013, according to John 
Fithian, President of the National Association of Theater Owners. About 26,000 of the 40,000 
screens in the U.S. have already converted to digital projection, according to the Motion Picture 
Association of America.

Instead of the heavy reels of traditional movie projection, costing thousands of dollars to 
ship by bus, plane, or rail, lightweight disks can be sent to movie theaters for only a few dollars. 
Movies can also be shipped to theaters on hard drives or sent by way of the internet or satellite 
networks. Furthermore, these movies are shown in pristine condition, without the scratches, 
flutter, or flickering of traditional celluloid projection.

On the other hand, film still has the edge in brightness when projected. In most theaters 
across the country, digital projection is slightly dimmer than 35mm film projection, especially 
if 3-D glasses are used.

Because digital technology is still a relatively new medium, most modern movies are still 
transferred to celluloid for storage purposes. After all, traditional film technology has pre-
served movies for over 100 years, and producers are still unsure how long digital movies can 
be archived.
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George Lucas’s company, Industrial Light & 

Magic, is still the largest and boldest 

innovator in the special effects arena. For its 

twentieth anniversary Special Edition, his Star Wars 

Trilogy was remastered digitally. For  example, 

because his budget was limited and special effects 

were comparatively simple in the  original film, the 

spaceport Mos Eisley was necessarily modest (a). In 

the remastered version (b), Mos Eisley is larger and 

more bustling. The F/X team added new creatures, 

droids, and  characters, making the setting more 

crowded and dangerous than the original. See also 

Pamela Glintenkamp’s lavishly illustrated Industrial 

Light & Magic: The Art of Innovation (Abrams Books, 

2011), which covers the past thirty-five years and 

such works as the Harry Potter films, Titanic,

Transformers, and Iron Man, among many others. 

(Lucasfilm/20th Century Fox)

By the time Lucas made Attack of the Clones, he had gone totally 

digital. He is an enthusiastic  champion of the new technology, 

believing that film will soon be obsolete: “Film has been around for 

100 years,” he has said, “and no matter what you do, you’re going to run 

celluloid through a bunch of gears. It’s gotten more sophisticated over the 

years, but it’ll never get much more that what it 

is right now. With digital, we’re at the very 

bottom of the medium. This is as bad as it’s ever 

going to be. This is like 1895. In 25, 30 years, it’s 

going to be amazing.” Lucas spent about $16,000 

for 220 hours of digital tape. If it had been 

traditional film stock, it would have cost him 

about $1.8 million. Since digital tape is so cheap, 

it allowed Lucas the freedom to shoot lots of 

extra footage for coverage. See also Michael 

Rubin, Droidmaker: George Lucas and the Digital 

Revolution (Gainsville, FL: Triad Books, 2006).

 See also Stephen Prince, “The Emergence of 

Filmic Artifacts: Cinema and Cinematography in 

the Digital Era,” in Film Quarterly (Spring, 2004). 

(Lucasfilm/20th Century Fox)

1–31c  STAR WARS: EPISODE II 
ATTACK OF THE CLONES (U.S.A., 2002) 

written and directed by George Lucas.

1–31b  STAR WARS
 Special Edition (U.S.A., 1997) 

1–31a  STAR WARS (U.S.A., 1977)

written and directed by George Lucas.
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The Cinematographer
The cinema is a collaborative enterprise, the result of the combined efforts of many artists, 
technicians, and businesspeople. Because the contributions of these individuals vary from film 
to film, it’s hard to determine who’s responsible for what in a movie. Most sophisticated viewers 
agree that the director is generally the dominant artist in the best movies. The principal col-
laborators—actors, writers, cinematographers—perform according to the director’s unifying 
sensibility. But directorial dominance is an act of faith. Many films are stamped by the per-
sonalities of others—a prestigious star, for example, or a skillful editor who manages to make 
sense out of a director’s botched footage.

Cinematographers sometimes chuckle sardonically when a director’s visual style is praised 
by critics. Some directors don’t even bother looking through the viewfinder and leave such 
matters as composition, angles, and lenses up to the cinematographer. When directors ignore 
these important formal elements, they throw away some of their most expressive pictorial op-
portunities. They function more like stage directors, who are concerned with dramatic rather 
than visual values—that is, with the script and the acting rather than the photographic quality 
of the image itself.

On the other hand, a few cinematographers have been praised for their artistry when in 
fact the effectiveness of a film’s images is largely due to the director’s pictorial skills. Hitch-
cock provided individual frame drawings for most of the shots in his films, a technique called 
storyboarding. His cinematographers framed up according to  Hitchcock’s precise sketches. 
Hence, when Hitchcock claimed that he never looked through the viewfinder, he meant that he 
assumed his cinematographer had followed instructions.

Cinematographers often comment that the 

camera “likes” certain individuals and 

“doesn’t like” others, even though these 

others might be good-looking people in real life. 

Highly photogenic performers like Marilyn Monroe 

are rarely uncomfortable in front of the camera. 

Indeed, they often play to it, ensnaring our attention. 

Photographer Richard Avedon said of Marilyn, “She 

understood photography, and she also understood 

what makes a great photograph—not the technique, 

but the content. She was more comfortable in front of 

the camera than away from it.” Philippe Halsman 

went even further, pointing out that her open mouth 

and frequently open decolletage were frankly 

invitational: “She would try to seduce the camera as if 

it were a human being. . . . She knew that the camera 

lens was not just a glass eye but a symbol of the eyes 

of millions of men, so the camera stimulated her 

strongly.”  (20th Century Fox. Photo: Gene Kornman)

1–32 Twentieth Century Fox 
publicity photo of Marilyn Monroe 
(1953).
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Sweeping statements about the role of the cinematographer are impossible to make, for it 
varies widely from film to film and from director to director. In actual practice,  virtually all 
cinematographers agree that the style of the photography should be geared to the story, theme, 
and mood of the film. William Daniels had a prestigious reputation as a glamour photographer 
at MGM and for many years was known as “Greta Garbo’s cameraman.” Yet Daniels also shot 
Erich von Stroheim’s harshly realistic Greed, and the cinematographer won an Academy Award 
for his work in Jules Dassin’s Naked City, which is virtually a semidocumentary.

During the big-studio era, most cinematographers believed that the aesthetic  elements of 
a film should be maximized—beautiful pictures with beautiful people was the goal.  Today 
such views are considered rigid and doctrinaire. Sometimes images are even  coarsened if such 
a technique is considered appropriate to the dramatic materials. For  example, Vilmos Zsig-
mond, who photographed Deliverance, didn’t want the rugged  forest setting to appear too 
pretty because beautiful visuals would contradict the Darwinian theme of the film. He wanted 
to capture what Tennyson described as “nature red in tooth and claw.” Accordingly, Zsigmond 
shot on overcast days as much as possible to eliminate the bright blue skies. He also avoided 
reflections in the water because they tend to make nature look cheerful and inviting. “You don’t 
make beautiful compositions just for the sake of making compositions,” cinematographer 
Laszlo Kovacs has insisted. Content  always determines form; form should be the embodiment  
of content.

“Many times, what you don’t see is much more effective than what you do see,”  Gordon 
Willis has noted. Willis is arguably the most respected of all American  cinematographers, a 
specialist in low-key lighting styles. He photographed all three of Francis Ford Coppola’s God-

father films—which many traditionalists considered too dark. But Willis was aiming for poetry, 
not realism. Most of the interior scenes are very dark so as to suggest an atmosphere of evil and 
secrecy. A time-honored convention is to make sure an actor’s eyes are always visible, but here 
too, Willis thought the mafia don  (Marlon Brando) would seem more sinister if we couldn’t see 
his eyes, at least while conducting “business” (1–22b).

If we were to view a scene similar to this 

in real life, we would probably 

concentrate most of our attention on the 

people in the wagon. But there are considerable 

differences between reality and cinematic 

realism. Realism is an artistic style. In selecting 

materials from the chaotic sprawl of reality, the 

realist filmmaker necessarily eliminates some 

details and emphasizes others into a structured 

hierarchy of visual significance. For example, 

the stone wall in the foreground of this shot 

occupies more space than the humans. Visually, 

this dominance suggests that the rocks are more important than the people. The 

unyielding stone wall symbolizes divisiveness and exclusion—ideas that are 

appropriate to the dramatic context. If the wall were irrelevant to the theme, Troell 

would have eliminated it and selected other details from the copiousness of reality—

details that would be more pertinent to the dramatic context.  (Svensk Filmindustri)

1–33  THE EMIGRANTS (Sweden,

1972) with Liv Ullmann and Max von Sydow, 

photographed and directed by Jan Troell.



Willis’s preference for low levels of light has been enormously influential in the contem-
porary cinema. Unfortunately, many filmmakers today regard low-key lighting as intrinsically 
more “serious” and “artistic,” whatever the subject matter. These needlessly dark movies are 
often impenetrably obscure when shown on the television screen in VCR or DVD formats. 
Conscientious filmmakers often supervise the transfer from film to video because each me-
dium requires different lighting intensities. Generally, low-key  images must be lightened for 
video and DVD.

Some film directors are totally ignorant of the technology of the camera and leave such 
matters entirely to the cinematographer. Other filmmakers are very sophisticated in the art of 
the camera. For example, Sidney Lumet, who was best known for directing such realistic New 
York City dramas as 12 Angry Men, The Pawnbroker, Dog Day Afternoon, and Serpico, always 
made what he called a “lens chart” or a “lens plot.” In Lumet’s Prince of the City, for instance, 
the story centers on a Serpico-like undercover cop who is gathering  information on police cor-
ruption. Lumet used no “normal” lenses in the movie, only  extreme telephotos and wide-angle 
lenses, because he wanted to create an atmosphere of distrust and paranoia. He wanted the 
space to be distorted, untrustworthy. “The lens tells the story,” Lumet explained, even though 
superficially the film’s style is gritty and realistic.

There are some great movies that are photographed competently, but without distinction. 
Realist directors are especially likely to prefer an unobtrusive style. Many of the works of Luis 
Buñuel, for example, can only be described as “professional” in their  cinematography. Buñuel 
was rarely interested in formal beauty—except occasionally to mock it. Rollie Totheroh, who 
photographed most of Chaplin’s works, merely set up his camera and let Chaplin the actor take 
over. Photographically speaking, there are few memorable shots in his films. What makes the 
images compelling is the genius of Chaplin’s acting. This photographic austerity—some would 
consider it poverty—is especially apparent in those rare scenes when Chaplin is off camera.

Documentaries are often 

photographed on the run. 

Cinematographers don’t usually have 

a chance to augment the lighting, but have 

to capture the images as best they can under 

conditions that are almost totally 

uncontrolled. Many documentaries are 

photographed with handheld cameras for 

maximum portability and with fast film 

stocks, which can register images using only 

ambient light. The images are valued not for 

their formal beauty, which is usually 

negligible (or nonexistent), but for their 

authenticity and spontaneity. Such images 

offer us privileged moments of intimacy that 

are all the more powerful because they’re 

not faked. They’re the real thing. See also 

www.cinematography.net for articles by 

professional cinematographers.   

(Warner Bros. )  
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1–34a  THIS IS ELVIS (U.S.A., 1981)

with Elvis Presley, directed by Malcolm  

Leo and others.



But there are far more films in which the only interesting or artistic quality is the cinema-
tography. For every great work like Fritz Lang’s You Only Live Once, Leon Shamroy had to 
photograph four or five bombs of the ilk of Snow White and the Three Stooges. Lee Garmes 
photographed several of von Sternberg’s visually opulent films, but he also was required to 
shoot My Friend Irma Goes West, a piece of garbage.

This movie was shot like a documentary. Director 

Soderbergh handled the handheld camera himself, 

using mostly available light and shooting quickly, as 

though he were a TV cameraman. The multiple narratives 

allow us to see the events from several perspectives: a state 

supreme court justice (Michael Douglas) is  appointed to 

investigate the drug trade, only to discover that his own 

daughter (Erika Christensen) is an addict (top). A Mexican 

drug lord is imprisoned, and his pregnant suburban wife 

(Catherine Zeta-Jones) takes over the business, aided by a 

sleazy lawyer (Dennis Quaid) (middle). DEA law 

enforcement officials (Don Cheadle and Luis Guzmán) 

investigate a high-level drug trafficker (Miguel Ferrer, not 

shown) and soon-to-be informer (bottom). Each story has a 

distinct “look”—a combination of color, filtration, 

saturation, and contrast, so that the viewer is able to know 

which story is now on screen. Said Soderbergh: “From the 

beginning, I wanted this film to feel like it was happening 

in front of you, which demands a certain aesthetic that 

doesn’t feel slick and doesn’t feel polished. There is a 

difference between something that looks caught and 

something that looks staged. I didn’t want it to be 

self-consciously sloppy or unkempt, but I wanted it to feel 

like I was  chasing it, that I was finding it as it happened.” 

See also The American Cinematographer Manual; edited by 

Stephen H. Burum (Hollywood: American Society of 

Cinematographers, 2007).  (Bedford Falls/IEG/USA Films/

Compulsion. Photo: Bob Marshak)
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1–34b  TRAFFIC (U.S.A., 2000)

directed by Steven Soderbergh.
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Cinematography is very important, but it 

usually can’t make or break a movie—only 

make it better or worse. For example, the 

low-budget Muriel’s Wedding was shot mostly on 

location using available lighting. The photography is 

adequate, but nothing more. In this shot, for instance, 

the protagonist (Collette) has the key light on her, but 

the background is too busy and the depth layers of the 

image are compressed into an undifferentiated messy 

blur. Nonetheless, the movie was an international hit 

and was widely praised by critics, thanks to Collette’s 

endearing performance, a funny script, and Hogan’s 

exuberant direction. No one complained about the 

lackluster photography.

 On the other hand, the cinematography of Soldier

is ravishing—bold, theatrical, richly textured. Note 

how the lighted rain (rain has to be illuminated or 

it won’t show up on screen) provides the  setting 

with a dreamlike fish-tank atmosphere. The stylized 

lighting heightens the outer rim of the men’s torsos, 

emphasizing their sculptural eroticism. This shot alone must have taken 

many hours to set up. But the movie was a failure, both with the public and 

with most critics. In short, not all beautifully photographed movies are great. 

And not all great movies are beautifully photographed. Many of them—

especially realistic films—are plain and straightforward. Realists often don’t 

want you to notice the photography. They want you to concentrate on what’s

being photographed, not on how it’s being photographed.

 Perhaps an ideal synthesis is found in a movie like Days of Heaven.

Malick’s powerful allegory of  human frailty and corruption is written 

in a spare, poetic idiom. The actors are also first-rate, playing people 

who are needy and touching in their doomed vulnerability. The film was 

photographed by Nestor Almendros, who won a well-deserved Oscar for his 

cinematography. The story is set in the early twentieth century in a lonely 

wheat-growing region of Texas. Malick wanted the setting to evoke a lush 

Garden of Eden, a lost paradise. Almendros suggested that virtually the 

1–35b  SOLDIER (U.S.A., 1998)

with  Jason Scott Lee and Kurt Russell, 

cinematography by David Tattersall, 

directed by Paul  Anderson. (Morgan Creek)

1–35a  MURIEL’S WEDDING 
(Australia, 1995) with Toni Collette (with 

flowers), directed by P. J. Hogan.  

(Ciby 2000)
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In this chapter, we’ve been concerned with visual images largely as they relate to the art and 
technology of cinematography. But the camera must have materials to photograph—objects, 
people, settings. Through the manipulation of these materials, the director is able to convey a 
multitude of ideas and emotions spatially. This arrangement of objects in space is referred to as 
a director’s mise en scène—the subject of the following chapter.
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entire movie could be shot during the “magic 

hour.” This is a term used by photographers 

to denote dusk, roughly the last hour of the 

day before the sun yields to night. During 

this fleeting interlude, shadows are soft and 

elongated, people are lit from the side rather 

than from above, rimmed with a golden 

halo, and the entire landscape is bathed in a 

luminous glow. Naturally, shooting one hour a day was expensive and time 

consuming. But they got what they wanted: Whether focusing on a close-

up of a locust munching on a stalk of wheat, or an extreme long shot of a 

rural sunset, the images are rapturous in their lyricism. We feel a sense of 

poignant loss when the characters must leave this land of milk and honey.  

1–35c  DAYS OF HEAVEN 
(U.S.A., 1978), written and directed by 

Terrence Malick. (Paramount Pictures)



Raging Bull (U.S.A., 1980)

People inscribe their histories, beliefs, attitudes, 

desires and dreams in the  images they make.

Robert Hughes, Art Critic

DreamWorks and Warner Bros. 

! Identify the two main screen 

aspect ratios and evaluate how 

directors have used masks and 

other techniques in order to both 

enhance and overcome them.

! Analyze the way the human eye 

perceives a composition and the 

way design and the geography of 

the frame is used to enhance a 

thematic idea.

! Describe how the three visual 

planes suggest depth in a 

scene and how the use of this 

territory can act as a means of 

communication.

! Diagram the five basic positions 

in which an actor can be 

photographed, and describe the 

different psychological undertones 

of each.

! Explain the four main proxemic 

patterns in film and culture, 

and describe how the distances 

between characters can be used 

to establish the nature of their 

relationships.

! Illustrate why open and closed 

forms serve as two distinct 

attitudes about reality and list in 

which circumstances they each 

prove most effective.

Learning ObjectivesHugo (U.S.A, 2011)

MISE EN SCÈNE 2

One must compose images as the old masters 

did their canvases, with the same  preoccupation 

with effect and expression.

Marcel Carné, Filmmaker

(Paramount Pictures/GK Films)
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Mise en scène (pronounced meez on sen, with the  second syllable nasalized) was originally a 
French theatrical term meaning “placing on stage.” The phrase refers to the arrangement of all 
the visual elements of a theatrical production within a given playing area—the stage. This area 
can be defined by the proscenium arch, which encloses the stage in a kind of picture frame; or 
the acting area can be more fluid, extending even into the auditorium. No matter what the con-
fines of the stage may be, its mise en scène is always in three dimensions. Objects and people 
are arranged in actual space, which has depth as well as height and width. This space is also 
a continuation of the same space that the audience occupies, no matter how much a theater 
director tries to suggest a separate “world” on the stage.

In movies, mise en scène is more complicated, a blend of the visual conventions of the 
live theater with those of painting. Like the stage director, the filmmaker arranges objects and 
people within a given three-dimensional space. But once this arrangement is photographed, 
it’s converted into a two-dimensional image of the real thing. In the case of 3-D filmmaking, 
the “third dimension” makes the space more realistic, but it’s still an image of reality. The space 
in the “world” of the movie is not the same as that occupied by the audience. Only the image 
exists in the same physical area, like a picture in an art gallery. Mise en scène in the movies 
resembles the art of painting in that an image of formal patterns and shapes is presented on a 
flat surface and is enclosed within a frame. But cinematic mise en scène is also a fluid choreo-
graphing of visual elements that are constantly in flux.  

The Frame
Each movie image is enclosed by the frame of the screen, which defines the world of the film, 
separating it from the actual world of the darkened auditorium. Unlike the painter or still 
photographer, the filmmaker doesn’t conceive of the framed compositions as self-sufficient 
statements. Like drama, film is a temporal as well as spatial art, and consequently the visu-
als are constantly in motion. The compositions are broken down, redefined, and reassembled 
before our eyes. A single-frame image from a movie, then, is necessarily an artificially frozen 
moment that was never intended to be yanked from its context in time and motion. For critical 
purposes, it’s sometimes necessary to analyze a still frame in isolation, but the viewer ought to 
make due allowances for the dramatic context.

The frame functions as the basis of composition in a movie image. Unlike the painter or 
still photographer, however, the filmmaker doesn’t fit the frame to the composition, but the 
composition to a single-sized frame. The ratio of the frame’s horizontal and vertical dimen-
sions—known as the aspect ratio—remains constant throughout the movie. Screens come 
in a variety of aspect ratios, especially since the introduction of widescreen in the early 1950s. 
Prior to that time, most movies were shot in a 1.33:1 aspect ratio, though even in the silent era 
filmmakers were constantly experimenting with different-sized screens (2–6a).

Today, most movies are projected in one of two aspect ratios: the 1.85:1 (standard) and 
the 2.35:1 (widescreen). Sometimes films originally photographed in widescreen are cropped 
down to a conventional aspect ratio after their initial commercial release. This is common-
place in movies that are reduced to fit the television screen. Television has an aspect ratio of 
approximately 1.33:1, the same as the pre-1950s screen. The more imaginatively the widescreen 
is used in a movie, the more it is likely to suffer when it is reduced to a lower ratio. Generally, 
a third of the image is hacked away by lopping off the edges of the frame. This can produce 
visual  absurdities: A speaker at the edge of the frame might be totally absent in the “revised” 
 composition, or an actor might react in horror at something that never even comes into view. A 
reduced aspect ratio can turn a great widescreen film into a clumsy and poorly composed one. 
Today television has a wider aspect ratio, but it’s still not as wide as most theatrical widescreens.
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In the traditional visual arts, frame dimensions are governed by the nature of the subject 
matter. Thus, a painting of a skyscraper is likely to be vertical in shape and would be framed 
accordingly. A vast panoramic scene would probably be more horizontal in its dimensions. But 
in movies, the frame ratio is standardized and isn’t necessarily governed by the nature of the 
materials being photographed. This is not to say that all film images are therefore inorganic, 
however, for in this regard the filmmaker can be likened to a sonneteer, who chooses a rigid 
form precisely because of the technical challenges it presents. Much of the enjoyment we derive 
in reading a sonnet results from the tension between the subject matter and the form, which 
consists of fourteen intricately rhymed lines. When technique and subject matter are fused in 
this way, aesthetic pleasure is heightened. The same principle can be applied to framing in film.

Mise en scène is a complex analytical term, encompassing four 

distinct formal elements: (1) the staging of the action, (2) the 

physical setting and décor, (3) the manner in which these materials 

are framed, and (4) the manner in which they are photographed. The art of 

mise en scène is indissolubly linked with the art of cinematography. In this 

shot, for example, the story content is simple: The characters are conversing, 

getting to know each other, becoming attracted. Gordon Willis’s tender, 

low-key lighting combined with the beauty of the setting—the sculpture 

garden of New York’s Museum of Modern Art—provide the scene with an 

intensely romantic atmosphere.  (United Artists. Photo: Brian Hamill)

2–1  MANHATTAN (U.S.A., 1979) 

with Woody Allen and Diane Keaton, 

written and directed by Allen.

48Understanding MOVIES
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Filmmakers always think in terms of 

a framed image. Some of them carry 

a portable viewfinder (pictured), or 

simply preframe an  image with their hands 

and fingers, so they can superimpose a 

boundary over the sprawling materials and 

make sure the actors will be properly 

positioned within the shot.  (Lucasfilm/

Paramount Pictures)  

Hitchcock always regarded himself 

as a formalist, calculating his effects 

with an extraordinary degree of 

precision. He  believed that an 

unmanipulated reality is filled with 

irrelevancies: “I do not follow the geography 

of a set, I follow the geography of the 

screen,” he said. The space around  actors 

must be orchestrated from shot to shot. “I 

think only of that white screen that has to be filled up the way you fill up a 

canvas. That’s why I draw rough setups for the cameraman.” Here, the mise en 

scène is a perfect analogue of the heroine’s sense of entrapment, without 

violating the civilized veneer demanded by the dramatic context. The dialogue 

in such instances can be perfectly neutral, for the psychological tensions are 

conveyed by the placement of the camera and the way the characters are 

arranged in space. This shot might be titled: Feeling Paranoid.  (RKO)  

2–2b  NOTORIOUS (U.S.A., 1946) 

with Leopoldine Konstantine, Ingrid 

Bergman, and Claude Rains; directed by 

Alfred Hitchcock.

2–2a Publicity photo of director 
Steven Spielberg setting up a low-
angle shot for INDIANA JONES AND 
THE KINGDOM OF THE CRYSTAL 
SKULL (U.S.A., 2008).
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The constant size of the movie frame is especially hard to overcome in vertical composi-
tions. A sense of height must be conveyed in spite of the dominantly horizontal shape of the 
screen. One method of overcoming the problem is through masking. In his 1916 drama, Intol-

erance, D. W. Griffith blocked out portions of his images through the use of black masks. These 
in effect connected the darkened portions of the screen with the darkness of the auditorium. 
To emphasize the steep fall of a soldier from a wall, the sides of the image were masked out. To 
stress the vast horizon of a location, Griffith masked out the lower third of the image—thus 
creating a widescreen effect. Many kinds of masks are used in this movie, including diagonal, 
circular, and oval shapes.

Where to put the camera? This is perhaps the most 

important decision a film director makes before 

shooting a scene. Notice how the original framing 

of the shot from The Good Thief (2–3a) suggests a 

conspiratorial air, as two gangsters discuss a heist. The 

scene takes place in a nearly empty church, with the 

unimportant extra on the left (out of earshot) as one of 

the few other people in the building. (In Neil Jordan’s 

Mona Lisa, an unsavory character meets another unsavory 

character in a church because “It’s the one place nobody 

goes to.”) If the shot were reframed, as in 2–3b, the image 

is now more neutral, merely two men casually looking off 

frame. The secretive sense of conspiracy is totally lost. Of 

course, in actual practice, Jordan varies his shots, 

as most directors would, if for nothing else, to 

provide some visual variety to the scene. But the 

most expressive and revealing camera position is 

2–3a. (Fox Searchlight. Photo: David Appleby)

2–3a  THE GOOD THIEF (Britain/

Ireland/France/Canada, 2003) with Nick 

Nolte (center) and Gerard Darmon,  written 

and directed by Neil Jordan. 

2–3b  THE GOOD THIEF 
(cropped)
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Space as meaning. The differences between these 

two shots are subtle, yet undeniably meaningful. 

The story of James M. Barrie (the author of Peter 

Pan and other children’s tales), the movie focuses on a 

period when the eccentric Scotsman was drawn to four 

young brothers who play in a nearby park, especially a 

needy and sensitive lad played by Highmore. The period is 

the early 1900s. In today’s more cynical and suspicious 

world, we might immediately suspect the man of being a 

child molester. Such an inference could be drawn by the 

cropped medium shot (2–3d) that cocoons the two in an 

intimately tight frame which virtually excludes the outside 

world. But in Forster’s original framing (2–3c), the shot is 

looser and seems more innocent because the outside world 

takes up even more space than the two characters. They’re 

in a more public (and safer) environment.  (Miramax 

Films/Film Colony)  

2–3c  FINDING NEVERLAND 
(U.S.A./Britain, 2004) with Johnny Depp 

and Freddie Highmore, directed by  

Marc Forster.

2–3d  FINDING NEVERLAND 
(cropped)
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In the silent movie era, the iris (a circular or oval mask that can open up or close in on 
a subject) was rather overused. In the hands of a master, however, the iris can be a powerful 
dramatic statement. In The Wild Child, François Truffaut used an iris to suggest the intense 
concentration of a young boy: The surrounding blackness is a metaphor of how the youngster 
“blocks out” his social environment while focusing on an object immediately in front of him. 

The widescreen aspect ratio provides 

some big problems when transferred 

to a video format. There are several 

solutions, but all of them have drawbacks. 

The crudest solution is simply to slice off 

the edges of the film image and concentrate 

on the middle, the assumption being that 

the center is where the dominant focus is 

likely to be. This shot would just barely 

contain the faces of the two characters and 

nothing past the center of their heads—an 

uncomfortably tight squeeze. A second 

solution is called “pan and scan” in which a 

TV camera scans the scene, panning to one 

or the other character as each speaks—like watching a tennis match on rough 

seas. A similar approach is to re-edit the scene by cutting to each character, thus 

isolating them in their own separate space cubicles. But the essence of the shot 

demands that we see both characters at the same time. The drama lies in the 

subtle interactions of the characters, and this interaction would be lost by editing. 

A fourth solution is called “letter-boxing”—simply to include the entire movie 

image and block out the top and bottom of the TV screen. Many people object to 

this method, complaining that nearly half the screen is thus left empty, making an 

already small screen even smaller.  (Columbia Pictures)  

Video and television are actually different mediums. 

Video is a method of transmission from another 

medium, usually a movie or a live theater production. 

In other words, video is a secondhand recording that  

inevitably diminishes the original artistic form. However, 

seeing a movie or play on video is better than not seeing it at 

all. Broadcast television, on the other hand, is an art that has 

evolved its own set of rules, including an aspect ratio that 

resembles the pre-1950s movie screen. Note how tightly 

framed this comic sketch is: The TV camera stays pretty much 

in the medium-shot range, and the performers confine their 

movements to just a few square feet of space. Blown up to fit  

a big movie screen, these images would probably look cramped 

and  visually crude, notwithstanding the brilliance of the 

actors. Today’s flat-screen TVs feature a modified widescreen 

aspect  ratio.  (Jackie Gleason Entertainment/CBS)

2–4a  LAWRENCE OF ARABIA 
(Britain, 1962) with Peter O’Toole and 

Omar Sharif, directed by David Lean.

2–4b  THE HONEYMOONERS 
(1955) with Jackie Gleason and Art 

Carney, produced by CBS  Television.
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As an aesthetic device, the frame performs in several ways. The sensitive director is just as 
concerned with what’s left out of the frame as with what’s included. The frame  selects and de-
limits the subject, editing out all irrelevancies and presenting us with only a “piece” of reality. 
The materials included within a shot are unified by the frame, which in effect imposes an order 
on them. The frame is thus essentially an isolating device, a technique that permits the director 
to confer special attention on what might be overlooked in a wider context.

The movie frame can function as a metaphor for other types of enclosures. Some direc-
tors use the frame voyeuristically. In many of the films of Hitchcock, for example, the frame is  
likened to a window through which the audience may satisfy its impulse to pry into the  
intimate details of the characters’ lives. In fact, Psycho and Rear Window use this peeping tech-
nique literally.

Certain areas within the frame can suggest symbolic ideas. By placing an object or actor 
within a particular section of the frame, the filmmaker can radically alter his or her comment 
on that object or character. Placement within the frame is another instance of how form is actu-
ally content. Each of the major sections of the frame—center, top, bottom, and sides—can be 
exploited for such symbolic purposes.

Who’s positioned where within the frame is 

an important source of information. This 

spatial language is often the principal way 

that we understand what’s really going on in a 

scene. In the closer, more detailed shot from House 

of Sand and Fog (2–5a), for example, the two 

characters seem to be engaged in an  intense 

conversation, with the policeman talking and the 

civilian listening closely. In the actual shot from the 

movie (2–5b), the power relationships are 

much clearer, as the bullying cop pushes 

an immigrant father literally against the 

wall, while his young son, slightly blurred 

into insignificance, looks on, too frozen in 

fear to know how to help his dad. Notice 

how the officer dominates the center of 

the screen, while the older man is 

squeezed into a tight corner of the image. 

The shot’s mise en scène is a good 

example of how a picture “means.”   

(Dreamworks. Photo: Bruce Brimelin)  

2–5a & b  HOUSE OF SAND AND 
FOG (U.S.A., 2003) with Ben Kingsley, Ron 

Eldard, and Jonathan Ahdout; directed by 

Vadim Perelman.

(a)

(b)
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The central portions of the screen are generally reserved for the most important visual 
elements. This area is instinctively regarded by most people as the intrinsic center of interest. 
When we take a snapshot of a friend, we generally center his or her figure within the confines 
of the viewfinder. Since childhood, we have been taught that a drawing must be balanced, 
with the middle serving as the focal point. The center, then, is a kind of norm: We expect

dominant visual elements to be placed there. Precisely because of this expectation, objects in 
the center tend to be visually undramatic. Central dominance is generally favored when the 
subject matter is intrinsically compelling. Realist filmmakers prefer central dominance because 
formally it’s the most unobtrusive kind of framing. The viewer is allowed to concentrate on the 

Napoleon is the most famous widescreen experiment of the 

silent era. Its triptych sequences—such as the French army’s 

march into Italy (pictured)—were shot in what Gance called 

“Polyvision.” The process involved the coordination of three 

cameras so as to photograph a 160° panorama—three times wider 

than the conventional aspect ratio.  (SGF/Pathé)

The widescreen is especially effective in scenes that require elaborately 

choreographed movements, like a dance  number, or shown here, a 

kung fu fight sequence. Most action scenes are edited in quick cuts,  

to suggest a sense of fragmentation and events that are out of control. When 

such scenes are shot in lengthier takes, with the action  coordinated within the 

confines of the frame, the impression is that the protagonist is totally in 

control, flipping off his  adversaries like pesky flies.  (Rogue Pictures)  

2–6b  UNLEASHED (France/U.S.A./

Britain, 2005) with Jet Li (center), martial 

arts choreography by Yuan Wo Ping, 

directed by Louis Leterrier.

2–6a  NAPOLEON (France, 1927) 

directed by Abel Gance.
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subject matter without being distracted by visual elements that seem off-center. However, even 
formalists use the middle of the screen for dominance in routine expository shots.

The area near the top of the frame can suggest ideas dealing with power, authority, and 
aspiration. A person placed here seems to control all the visual elements below, and for this 
reason, authority figures are often photographed in this manner. This dominance can also ap-
ply to objects—a palace, the top of a mountain. If an unattractive character is placed near the 
top of the screen, he or she can seem threatening and dangerous, superior to the other figures 
within the frame. However, these generalizations are true only when the other figures are ap-
proximately the same size or smaller than the dominating figure.

The top of the frame is not always used in this symbolic manner. In some instances, this 
is simply the most sensible area to place an object. In a medium shot of a figure, for example, 
the person’s head is logically going to be near the top of the screen, but obviously this kind of 
framing isn’t meant to be symbolic. It’s merely reasonable, since that’s where we’d expect the 
head to appear in medium shots. Mise en scène is essentially an art of the long and extreme 
long shot, for when the subject matter is detailed in a closer shot, the director has fewer choices 
concerning the distribution of visual elements.

The areas near the bottom of the frame tend to suggest meanings opposite from the top: 
subservience, vulnerability, and powerlessness. Objects and figures placed in these positions 
seem to be in danger of slipping out of the frame entirely. For this reason, these areas are often 
exploited symbolically to suggest danger. When there are two or more figures in the frame and 
they are approximately the same size, the figure nearer the bottom of the screen tends to be 
dominated by those above.

The left and right edges of the frame tend to suggest insignificance, because these are the 
areas farthest removed from the center of the screen. Objects and figures placed near the edges 
are literally close to the darkness outside the frame. Many directors use this darkness to suggest 
those symbolic ideas traditionally associated with the lack of light—the unknown, the unseen, 
and the fearful. In some instances, the blackness outside the frame can symbolize oblivion or 
even death. In movies about people who want to remain anonymous and unnoticed, the director 
sometimes deliberately places them off-center, near the “insignificant” edges of the screen (2–6c).

The widescreen can also be used to convey subtler, more 

psychological ideas. In Little Children, for example, the 

protagonist (Winslet) is an alienated and bored housewife who 

takes her child to play at a nearby park. A reluctant loner, she’s a woman 

who feels at the edge of things, never the center. Note how the other 

mothers are slightly out of focus, far removed from her private world at 

the outer reaches of the frame.  (New Line)

2–6c  LITTLE CHILDREN 
(U.S.A., 2006) with Kate Winslet (far right), 

directed by Todd Field.
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Finally, there are some instances when a director places the most important visual ele-
ments completely off-frame. Especially when a character is associated with darkness, mystery, 
or death, this technique can be highly effective, for the audience is most fearful of what it can’t 
see. For, example, in Roman Polanski’s paranoid thriller, The Ghost Writer, a character we iden-
tify with walks onto a busy street carrying an incriminating manuscript. He walks off frame 
to cross the street while the camera remains stationary on the now-empty space he formerly 
occupied. Suddenly we hear a car thud, then we see the pages of the manuscript flying through 
the air and drifting back into frame. We can only guess what happened to the character, who 
knew too much for his own good. Why not show us, you might well ask. By keeping the assas-
sination off-frame, Polanski preserves the air of mystery and paranoia precisely by withholding 
this crucial information.

2–7  2001: A SPACE ODYSSEY 
(U.S.A./Britain, 1968)  

directed by Stanley Kubrick.

(a)

(b)

(c)

The widescreen is well suited to capturing the vastness of a 

locale. If we cropped this image to a television aspect ratio 

(b) much of the feel of the infinity of space would be lost. 

We tend to scan an image from left to right, and therefore, in 

Kubrick’s composition (a), the astronaut seems to be in  danger of 

slipping off into the endlessness of space. If we turn the 

composition upside down, however (c), the astronaut seems to be 

coming home into the safety of the spacecraft.  (MGM)
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The mise en scène of the live theater is 

usually scaled in proportion to the human 

figure. Cinematic mise en scène can be 

microscopic or cosmic (2–7) with equal ease, thanks 

to the magic of special effects. In this photo, for 

example, the mise en scène represents only a few 

inches of space. Its scale is defined not by the human 

figure but by the tennis shoe that the three-inch-tall 

character is standing on.  (Paramount Pictures/

Columbia Pictures)

2–8  THE INDIAN IN THE 
CUPBOARD (U.S.A., 1995) with

Litefoot, directed by Frank Oz.

2–9  YOU THINK YOU’RE THE 
PRETTIEST…(BUT YOU’RE THE 
SLUTTIEST) (Chile, 2009) 

with Francisco Braithwaite, written and 

directed by Che Sandoval.

What’s wrong with this picture? For one 

thing, the character is not centered in the 

composition. The image is off-balance, with  

the empty space on the right taking up over two-thirds 

of the frame. This is a good example of how a “bad” 

composition is actually good—because it mirrors the 

character’s feelings, which can be summed up as “All 

Alone.” The empty space on the right is a symbol of  

his yearning for a girlfriend. The 19-year-old 

protagonist is suffering from a long list of afflictions—

premature ejaculation and an acute case of horniness, 

among others. Wandering the streets of Santiago in 

search of a soul mate—or at least a bedmate—he 

encounters a variety of other hungry cruisers in search 

of something or someone to distract them from their 

loneliness and alienation.  (Cherofilm)
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Highly symmetrical designs are generally used 

when a director wishes to stress stability and 

harmony. In this photo, for example, the 

carefully balanced weights of the design reinforce 

these (temporary) qualities. The visual elements are 

neatly juxtaposed in units of twos, with the two 

beer-filled glasses forming the focal point. The main 

figures balance each other, as do the two converging 

brick walls, the two pairs of curtains, the two 

windows, the two people in each window, the shape 

of the picture above the men, and the shape of the 

resting dog below them. Such rigid visual symmetry 

almost begs to be  broken.  (MGM) 

2–10a  GREED (U.S.A., 1924)

with Gibson Gowland and Jean Hersholt, 

directed by Erich von Stroheim.

2–10b  DREAMGIRLS (U.S.A., 2006) 

with Anika Noni Rose, Beyoncé Knowles, 

and Jennifer Hudson; directed by  

Bill Condon.

The Rule of Three is a design concept found in interior decoration, 

landscaping, and in virtually all the visual arts. Units grouped in 

threes are thought to be more visually interesting than one (which 

emphasizes uniqueness) or two (which emphasizes a pair sharing equally). 

Loosely based on the story of the Motown singing group, the Supremes, 

this musical dramatizes how Hudson’s character, musically the most gifted 

of the three singers and the trio’s leader, is eventually edged out in favor 

of Knowles’s character, who is more sleek and glamorous than Hudson. 

Notice how Knowles’s central placement makes her the dominant 

performer of the group.  (Dreamworks. Photo: David James)
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There are two other off-frame areas that can be exploited for symbolic purposes: the space 
behind the set and the space in front of the camera. By not showing us what is happening be-
hind a closed door, the filmmaker can provoke the viewer’s curiosity, creating an unsettling ef-
fect, for we tend to fill in such vacuums with vivid imaginings. The final shot from Hitchcock’s 
Notorious is a good example. The hero helps the drugged heroine past a group of Nazi agents 
to a waiting auto. The rather sympathetic villain (Claude Rains) escorts the two, hoping his 
colleagues won’t become suspicious. In a deep-focus long shot, we see the three principals 
in the foreground while the Nazi agents remain near the open door of the house in the upper 
background—watching, wondering. The hero maliciously locks the villain out of the car, then 
drives out of the frame, leaving the villain stranded without an explanation. His colleagues 
call out his name, and he is forced to  return to the house, dreading the worst. He climbs the 
stairs and reenters the house with the suspicious agents, who then close the door behind them. 
Hitchcock never does show us what happens behind the door.

Not a pretty picture—either thematically or 

compositionally. Cuchera is a shocking 

close-up of the Philippino drug trade, based 

on a true story. The central character (Lopez) is a 

former prostitute who becomes a drug smuggler. Hers 

is a dangerous world of betrayal, violence, rape, and 

murder. The mise en scène of this shot is a visual 

analogue of her life—closed off, isolated, and 

hopeless. The camera’s high angle reinforces her 

vulnerability. The dark wall to the right and the sink 

to the left imprison her in an image that emphasizes 

the sense of “No Exit.” Similarly, the shot from The 

End of August at the Hotel Ozone (2–11b) is taken 

from behind an adult character as he nearly 

obliterates our view of a scared youngster. 

Compositions such as this would not be found in the 

fields of painting or live theater because the frame in 

those mediums is essentially a neutral surround of the 

subject matter, providing visual closure. In movies, 

the frame (temporarily) presents us with a frozen 

moment of truth, which will soon dissolve into 

another composition.  

2–11b  THE END OF AUGUST AT 
THE HOTEL OZONE (Czechoslovakia,

1969) directed by Jan Schmidt. 

(Ceskoslovensky armadni film)

2–11a  CUCHERA (Philippines, 2011) 

with Maria Isabel Lopez, directed by  

Joseph Israel Laban. (On Cam/One Big Fight)
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All the compositional elements of this shot contribute to a sense of 

entrapment. The Penn  character has just learned that his daughter’s 

body has been found in the woods, and he tries frantically to go to her. 

But he’s totally surrounded by a double ring of police officers who try to 

restrain him, lest he destroy possible evidence around the corpse. The action is 

tightly framed, and the camera is placed at a slightly high angle, further 

reinforcing the sense of  confinement.  (Warner Bros. Photo: Merie W. Wallace)

Posters and other publicity materials can be 

designed with great artistry. The striking  design 

for this poster presents two stylized columns, 

representing the iconic twin  towers of the New York 

World Trade Center, before they were attacked by 

Islamic  fanatics on September 11, 2001. Barely 

discernible between the towers are two first responders, 

symbolizing the New York police and firefighters, many 

of whom lost their lives in their attempt to rescue the 

innocent victims trapped in the debris of the collapsed 

buildings. The poster evokes the stark grandeur of the 

Modernist  architecture of the buildings—symbols 

of American commerce and  enterprise— before their 

fall. (Paramount Pictures)

2–12a  MYSTIC RIVER 
(U.S.A., 2003) with Sean Penn, 

directed by Clint Eastwood.

2–12b Poster advertising 
WORLD TRADE CENTER (U.S.A., 2006) 

directed by Oliver Stone.
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The area in front of the camera can also create unsettling effects of this sort. In John Hus-
ton’s The Maltese Falcon, for example, we witness a murder without ever seeing the killer. The 
victim is photographed in a medium shot as a gun enters the bottom of the frame, just in front 
of the camera. Not until the end of the movie do we discover the identity of the off-frame killer.

Motion picture viewing has had a circular history, beginning with the tiny, individualized 
peepholes of the kinetoscope parlors of the 1890s, to the large public screens of the picture 
palaces of the golden age of the big-studio era, to the huge Cinerama and Cinemascope screens 
of the 1950s, which could stretch as wide as sixty-four feet. Today, we have come full circle to 
the minuscule screens of cell phones, laptops, and tablets. Apple made film rentals available for 
phones in 2008, and Netflix introduced a smartphone app in 2010.

According to a recent Pew Research Center internet poll, young adults (18–29 years old) are 
the heaviest consumers of online movies, with about 62 percent of them watching films and 
TV shows on these tiny screens. Needless to say, a lot of visual detail is lost as a result. Today’s 
movies use many more close-ups than in the past because the longer shots don’t scan well on a 
small screen. Epic films like The Seven Samurai and Avatar are reduced to puny proportions—
hardly worth the effort to watch on such lilliputian devices.

Composition and Design
Although the photographable materials of movies exist in three dimensions, one of the prima-
ry problems facing the filmmaker is much like that confronting the painter: the arrangement 
of shapes, colors, lines, and textures on a flat rectangular surface. In the classical cinema, this 
arrangement is generally held in some kind of balance or harmonious equilibrium. The desire 
for balance is analogous to people balancing on their feet, and indeed to most manufactured 
structures, which are balanced on the surface of the earth. Instinctively, we assume that balance 
is the norm in most human enterprises.

In movies, however, there are some important exceptions to this rule. When a visual artist 
wishes to stress a lack of equilibrium, many of the standard conventions of classical composi-
tion are deliberately violated. In movies, the dramatic context is usually the determining factor 
in composition. What is superficially a bad composition might actually be highly effective, 
depending on its psychological context (2–13b). Many films are concerned with neurotic char-
acters or events that are out of joint. In such cases, the director might well ignore the conven-
tions of classical composition. Instead of centering a character in the image, his or her spiritual 
maladjustment can be conveyed symbolically by photographing the subject at the edge of the 
frame. In this manner, the filmmaker throws off the visual balance and presents us with an im-
age that’s psychologically more appropriate to the dramatic context.

There are no set rules about these matters. A classical filmmaker like Buster Keaton used 
mostly balanced compositions. Filmmakers outside the classical tradition tend to  favor com-
positions that are asymmetrical or off-center. In movies a variety of techniques can be used 
to convey the same ideas and emotions. Some filmmakers favor visual methods, others favor 
dialogue, still others editing or acting. Ultimately, whatever works is right (2–14a & b).

The human eye automatically attempts to harmonize the formal elements of a composition 
into a unified whole. The eye can detect as many as seven or eight major elements of a com-
position simultaneously. In most cases, however, the eye doesn’t wander promiscuously over 
the surface of an image but is guided to specific areas in sequence. The director accomplishes 
this through the use of a dominant contrast, also known as the dominant. The dominant 
is that area of an image that immediately attracts our attention because of a conspicuous and 
compelling contrast. It stands out in some kind of isolation from the other elements within 
the image. In black-and-white movies, the dominant contrast is generally achieved through a 
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The bloody assault in Cry Wolf, on 

the other hand, is deliberately 

off-kilter compositionally. The 

fatally wounded victim slowly slides 

downward, into the darkness off-screen. 

The killer’s body is also only partially in 

view, crowded into the lower left corner of 

the frame. The entire scene is flooded in a 

garish blue fluorescence. The shot is ugly, 

unharmonious. Precisely the point: Chaotic 

events are rarely visually serene or 

harmonious.  (Rogue Pictures)

2–13a  OF GODS AND MEN 
(France, 2010) directed by 

Xavier Beauvois.

Order and chaos. Whether a movie director chooses to make the mise en 

scène messy or neat depends on the nature of the subject matter. In this shot, 

the visual weights of the composition suggest a sense of balance and 

harmony. The setting is 1996 in a Trappist monastery in Algeria. The monks live a life 

of simplicity and serenity, serving the nearby Muslim villagers whenever they are in 

need—which is most of the time. The monks and the villagers respect each other’s 

religious beliefs, and have done so for years. In the outside world a civil war rages 

between the Algerian government and various Islamic extremists. Several of these 

terrorist organizations threaten the monks and demand they leave the country. In 

discussing their dilemma, one monk quotes the seventeenth-century French 

philosopher, Pascal: “Men never do evil so completely and cheerfully as when they do 

it from religious conviction.” In this scene, the brothers take a vote, and decide to 

remain. Each has his own reasons for doing so. Notice how this image is also an

allusion to Leonardo da Vinci’s Last Supper. Soon, seven of the monks are kidnapped. 

A week later, they are found murdered. A number of critics have praised the Last 

Supper scene, in which the monks share wine as they listen to Tchaikovsky’s rapturous 

music from Swan Lake. Winner of the Grand Prix at the Cannes Film Festival, the 

movie also received a rating of 86 out of 100 by metacritic.com, a website that awards 

a composite numerical score derived from the reviews of the most respected critics.  

(Why Not Productions/Armada Films/France 3 Cinema)

2–13b  CRY WOLF (U.S.A., 2005) 

directed by Jeff Wadlow.
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Movie images are generally scanned in a 

structured sequence of eye-stops. The eye is 

first attracted to a dominant contrast that 

compels our most immediate attention by virtue of 

its conspicuousness, and then travels to the 

subsidiary areas of interest within the frame. In 

this photo, for example, the eye is initially attracted 

to the face of Lady Macbeth, which is lit in high 

contrast and is surrounded by darkness. We then 

scan the brightly lit “empty” space between her and 

her husband. The third area of interest is Macbeth’s 

thoughtful face, which is lit in a more subdued 

manner. The visual interest of this photo 

corresponds to the dramatic context of the film, for 

Lady Macbeth is slowly descending into madness 

and feels spiritually alienated and isolated from her 

husband. (Caliban/Playboy)

Realists and formalists solve problems in 

different ways, with different visual 

techniques. Polanski’s presentation of Lady 

Macbeth’s madness is conveyed in a relatively 

realistic manner, with emphasis on acting and 

subtle lighting effects. Here, Orson Welles took a 

more formalistic approach, using physical 

correlatives to convey interior states, such as the 

iron fence’s knifelike blades, which almost seem to 

pierce Webber’s body. The fence is not particularly 

realistic or even functional: Welles exploited it 

primarily as a symbolic analogue of her inner 

torment. (Republic/Mercury)

2–14a  MACBETH (U.S.A./Britain,

1971) with Francesca Annis and Jon Finch, 

directed by Roman Polanski.

2–14b  MACBETH (U.S.A., 1948) with

Peggy Webber, directed by Orson Welles.
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juxtaposition of lights and darks. For example, if the director wishes the viewer to look first 
at an actor’s hand rather than his face, the lighting of the hand would be harsher than that of 
the face, which would be lit in a more subdued manner. In color films, the dominant is often 
achieved by having one color stand out from the others.

After we take in the dominant, our eye then scans the subsidiary contrasts that the art-
ist has arranged to act as counterbalancing devices. Our eyes are seldom at rest with visual 
compositions, then, even with paintings or still photographs. We look somewhere first, then we 
look at those areas of diminishing interest. None of this is accidental, for visual artists delib-
erately structure their images so that a specific sequence is followed. Some film artists are self-
conscious about the process, others do it instinctively. In short, movement in film isn’t confined 
only to objects and people that are literally in motion.

In most cases, the visual interest of the dominant corresponds with the dramatic interest of 
the image. Because films have temporal and dramatic contexts, however, the dominant is often 
movement itself, and what some aestheticians call intrinsic interest. Intrinsic interest simply 
means that the audience, through the context of a story, knows that an object is more impor-
tant dramatically than it appears to be visually. Thus, even though a gun might occupy only a 
small portion of the surface of an image, if we know that the gun is dramatically important, it 
will assume dominance in the picture despite its visual insignificance.

Movement is almost always an automatic dominant contrast, provided that the other ele-
ments in the image are stationary. Even a third-rate director can guide the viewer’s eyes through 
the use of motion, and lazy filmmakers rely solely on movement to capture the viewer’s atten-
tion, ignoring the potential richness of their images. On the other hand, most directors will 
vary their dominants, sometimes emphasizing motion, other times using movement as a sub-
sidiary contrast only. The importance of motion varies with the kind of shot used. Movement 
tends to be less distracting in the longer shots but highly conspicuous in the closer ranges.

Unless the viewer has time to explore the surface of an image at leisure, visual confusion 
can result when there are more than eight or nine major compositional elements. If visual con-
fusion is the deliberate intention of an image—as in a battle scene, for  example—the director 
will sometimes overload the composition to produce this effect. In general, the eye struggles to 
unify various elements into an ordered pattern. For example, even in a complex design, the eye 
will connect similar shapes, colors, textures, etc. The very repetition of a formal element can 
suggest the repetition of an experience. These connections form a visual rhythm, forcing the eye 
to leap over the surface of the design to perceive the overall balance. Visual artists often refer 
to compositional  elements as weights. In most cases, especially in classical cinema, the artist 
distributes these weights harmoniously over the surface of the image. In a totally symmetrical 
 design—almost never found in fiction movies—the visual weights are distributed evenly, with 
the center of the composition as the axis point. Because most compositions are asymmetrical, 
however, the weight of one element is counterpoised with another. A shape, for example, coun-
teracts the weight of a color.

Psychologists and art theorists have discovered that certain portions of a composition are 
intrinsically weighted. The German art historian Heinrich Wölfflin, for instance, pointed out 
that we tend to scan pictures from left to right, all other compositional elements being equal. 
Especially in classical compositions, the image is often more heavily weighted on the left to 
counteract the intrinsic heaviness of the right.

The upper part of the composition is heavier than the lower. For this reason,  skyscrapers, 
columns, and obelisks taper upward or they would appear top-heavy.  Images seem more bal-
anced when the center of gravity is kept low, with most of the weights in the lower portions of 
the screen. A landscape is seldom divided horizontally at the midpoint of a composition, or the 
sky would appear to oppress the earth. Epic filmmakers like Eisenstein and Ford created some 
of their most thrilling effects with precisely this technique: They let the sky dominate through 
its intrinsic heaviness. The terrain and its inhabitants seem overwhelmed from above.
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Isolated figures and objects tend to be heavier than those in a cluster. Sometimes one ob-
ject—merely by virtue of its isolation—can balance a whole group of otherwise equal objects. 
In many movies, the protagonist is shown apart from a hostile group, yet the two seem evenly 
matched despite the arithmetical differences. This effect is conveyed through the visual weight 
of the hero in isolation, as in a famous shot from Yojimbo (3–13).

Psychological experiments have revealed that certain lines suggest directional movements. 
Although vertical and horizontal lines seem to be visually at rest, if movement is perceived, 
horizontal lines tend to move from left to right, vertical lines, from bottom to top. Diagonal 
or oblique lines are more dynamic—that is, in transition. They tend to sweep upward. These 
psychological phenomena are important to the visual artist, especially the filmmaker, for the 
dramatic context is not always conducive to an overt expression of emotion. For example, if a 
director wishes to show a character’s inward agitation within a calm context, this quality can 
be conveyed through the dynamic use of line: An image composed of tense diagonals can sug-
gest the character’s inner turmoil, despite the apparent lack of drama in the action. Some of the 
most expressive cinematic effects can be achieved precisely through this tension between the 
compositional elements of an  image and its dramatic context (2–21).

A skeletal structure underlies most visual compositions. Throughout the ages, artists have 
especially favored S and X shapes, triangular designs, and circles. These designs are often used 
simply because they are thought to be inherently beautiful. Visual artists also use certain com-
positional forms to emphasize symbolic concepts. For example, binary structures emphasize 
parallelism—virtually any two-shot will suggest the couple, doubles, shared space (2–31). Tri-
adic compositions stress the dynamic interplay among three main elements (2–10b). Circular 
compositions can suggest security, enclosure, the female principle (2–15).

A group of women work out, talk, and laugh in a health club 

while the men in their lives prepare a gourmet meal in an 

apartment. The circular design in this shot reinforces the air 

of camaraderie among the women. The shot’s design embodies their 

shared experiences and  interconnectedness: literally, a relaxed circle 

of friends.  (Malofilm/NFB/Corporation Image M & M)

2–15  THE DECLINE OF THE 
AMERICAN EMPIRE (Canada, 1986) 

with (clockwise from upper left) Louise Portal, 

Dominique Michel, Dorothée Berryman, and 

Geneviève Rioux; directed by Denys Arcand.
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Parallelism is a common principle of design, implying 

similarity, unity, and mutual reinforcement. Much of 

the comedy in the Rush Hour movies derives from the 

fact that, for all their funny differences, these two bumbling 

cops are remarkably similar. This shot might almost 

be entitled: Made for Each Other.  (New Line)

Because the top half of the frame tends to be intrinsically heavier than 

the bottom, directors usually keep their horizon well above the middle of 

the composition. They also place most of the visual weights in the lower 

portions of the screen. When a filmmaker wishes to emphasize the vulnerability 

of the characters, however, the horizon is often lowered, and sometimes the 

heaviest visual elements are placed above the characters. In this witty shot, for 

example, the parents of little Clark Kent are astonished—and visually 

imperiled—by the superhuman strength of their adopted son.  (Warner Bros. )

2–16  RUSH HOUR 3 (U.S.A., 2007) 

with Chris Tucker and Jackie Chan, directed 

by Brett Ratner.

2–17  SUPERMAN (U.S.A./Britain,

1978) with Glenn Ford (seated),

directed by Richard  Donner.
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Design is generally fused with a thematic idea, at least in the best movies. In Jules and Jim,

for example, Truffaut consistently used triangular designs, for the film deals with a trio of char-
acters whose relationships are constantly shifting yet always interrelated. The form of the im-
ages in this case is a symbolic representation of the romantic triangle of the dramatic content. 
These triangular designs dynamize the visuals, keeping them off-balance, subject to change. 
Generally, designs consisting of units of three, five, and seven tend to produce these effects. 
Designs composed of two, four, or six units seem more stable and balanced (2–10a).

Territorial Space
So far we’ve been concerned with the art of mise en scène primarily as it relates to the struc-
turing of patterns on a two-dimensional surface. But since most movie images deal with the 
illusion of volume and depth, the film director must keep these spatial considerations in mind 
while composing the visuals. It’s one thing to construct a pleasing arrangement of shapes, lines, 
colors, and textures; but movie images must also tell a story in time, a story that generally 
involves human beings and their problems. Unlike notes of music, then, forms in film are not 
usually pure—they refer specifically to objects in reality.

Directors generally emphasize volume in their images precisely because they wish to avoid 
an abstract, flat look in their compositions. In most cases, filmmakers compose on three visual 
planes: the foreground, the midground, and the background. Not only does this technique pro-
vide a sense of depth, it can also radically alter the dominant contrast of an image, serving as 

Many film critics have long regarded 3-D as a gimmick, geared 

primarily to juvenile audiences. When a world-class auteur like 

Scorsese took up the technique in Hugo, many of these critics 

reconsidered their prejudices. The movie’s origins did, in fact, begin 

with a juvenile—Scorsese’s young daughter Francesca, who complained 

to her dad that she couldn’t see any of his movies—which are almost 

all violent and strewn with swearing. Strictly R-rated stuff. When 

Scorsese said he would try to make a PG family picture to satisfy her 

wishes, she said she wanted him to make a movie about kids—and in 

3-D. Hugo was the result. Enormously expensive (with a budget of 

$170 million), the film is an enchanting exercise in special effects 

artistry, with most of the scenes taking place in Paris at the 

Montparnasse train station in the early 1930s. Ever the incorrigible 

film buff, Scorsese also included loving homages to the Lumière 

brothers (The Arrival of a Train, see 4–4a) and especially the works of 

Georges Méliès (most notably A Trip to the Moon, see 4–4b). Shown 

here, the young hero dangles precariously from the hands of a huge 

clock, a reference to Harold Lloyd’s famous scene in Safety Last (see 

4–28). Thus, Scorsese managed to have it both ways—he made a PG 

family film, as well as a work that champions film culture and film 

preservation, two of the director’s passions. And yes, the 3-D effects 

are spectacular.  (Paramount Pictures/GK Films)
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2–18  HUGO (U.S.A., 2011) with Asa 

Butterfield, directed by Martin Scorsese.
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a kind of qualifying characteristic, either subtle or conspicuous. For example, a figure is often 
placed in the midground of a composition. Whatever is placed in the foreground will comment 
on the figure in some way (2–21). Some foliage, for instance, is likely to suggest a naturalness 
and blending with nature. A gauzy curtain in the foreground can suggest mystery, eroticism, 
and femininity. The crosshatching of a window frame can suggest self-division. And so on, with 
as many foreground qualifiers as the director and cinematographer can think of. These same 
principles apply to backgrounds, although objects placed in rear areas tend to yield in domi-
nance to mid- and foreground ranges.

One of the most elementary, yet crucial, decisions the film director makes is what shot to 
use vis-à-vis the materials photographed. That is, how much detail should be  included within 
the frame? How close should the camera get to the subject—which is  another way of saying 
how close should we get to the subject, since the viewer’s eye tends to identify with the cam-
era’s lens. These are not minor problems, for the amount of space included within the frame 
can radically affect our response to the photographed materials (2–3). With any given subject, 
the filmmaker can use a variety of shots, each of which includes or excludes a given amount of 
surrounding space. But how much space is just right in a shot? What’s too much or too little?

Space is a medium of communication, and the way we respond to objects and people with-
in a given area is a constant source of information in life as well as in movies. In virtually any 
social situation, we receive and give off signals relating to our use of space and those people 
who share it. Most of us aren’t particularly conscious of this medium, but we instinctively be-
come alerted whenever we feel that certain social conventions about space are being violated. 
For example, when people enter a movie theater, they tend to seat themselves at appropriate 
intervals from each other. But what’s appropriate? And who or what defines it? Why do we feel 
threatened when someone takes a seat next to us in a nearly empty theater? After all, the seat 
isn’t ours, and the other person has paid for the privilege of sitting wherever he or she wishes. Is 
it paranoid to feel anxiety in such a situation, or is it a normal instinctive response?

A number of psychologists and anthropologists—including Konrad Lorenz, Robert Som-
mers, and Edward T. Hall—have explored these and related questions. Their findings are es-
pecially revealing in terms of how space is used in cinema. In his study On  Aggression, for ex-
ample, Lorenz discusses how most animals—including humans—are territorial. That is, they 
lay claim to a given area and defend it from outsiders. This territory is a kind of personal haven 
of safety and is regarded by the organism as an extension of itself. When living creatures are too 
tightly packed into a given space, the result can be stress, tension, and anxiety. In many cases, 
when this territorial imperative is violated, the intrusion can provoke aggressive and violent 
behavior, and sometimes a battle for dominance ensues over control of the territory.

Territories have a spatial hierarchy of power. That is, the most dominant organism of a 
community is literally given more space, whereas the less dominant are crowded together. The 
amount of space an organism occupies is generally proportioned to the degree of control it en-
joys within a given territory. These spatial principles can be seen in many human communities 
as well. A classroom, for example, is usually divided into a teaching area and a student seating 
area, but the proportion of space allotted to the authority figure is greater than that allotted to 
each of those being instructed. The spatial structure of virtually any kind of territory used by 
humans betrays a discernible concept of authority. No matter how egalitarian we like to think 
ourselves, most of us conform to these spatial conventions. When a distinguished person en-
ters a crowded room, for example, most people instinctively make room for him or her. In fact, 
they’re giving that person far more room than they themselves occupy.

But what has all this got to do with movies? A great deal, for space is one of the principal 
mediums of communication in film. The way that people are arranged in space can tell us a 
lot about their social and psychological relationships. In film, dominant characters are almost 
always given more space to occupy than others—unless the film deals with the loss of power 
or the social insignificance of a character. The amount of space taken up by a character in a 
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Scary ladies. Viewers can be made to feel insecure or isolated when a 

hostile foreground element  (Bancroft) comes between us and a 

figure we identify with. In this scene, our hero, Benjamin Braddock, 

college graduate, feels threatened. An older woman, a friend of his parents, 

tries to seduce him—he thinks. He’s not sure. His feelings of entrapment 

and imminent violation are conveyed not by his words, which are 

stammering and embarrassed, but by the mise en scène. Blocked off in front 

by her seminude body, he is also virtually confined at his rear by the window 

frame—an enclosure within an enclosure (the room) within the enclosure of 

the movie frame.  (Embassy/Laurence Turman)

Every shot can be looked at as an 

ideological cell, its mise en scène a 

graphic illustration of the power 

 relationships between the characters. Where the 

characters are placed within the frame is more 

than an aesthetic choice—it’s  profoundly 

territorial. In this film, the protagonist (Cusack) 

has an  unresolved Oedipal conflict with his 

mother (Huston). They are in an almost constant 

struggle for dominance. The mise en scène 

reveals who’s the stronger. In a predominantly 

light field, the darker figure dominates. The 

right side of the frame is heavier—more 

 dominant—than the left. The standing figure 

towers over the seated figure. The top of the 

frame (Huston’s realm) dominates the center 

and bottom. She’s a killer.  (Cineplex Odeon)

2–19b  THE GRIFTERS (U.S.A., 1990) 

with John  Cusack and Anjelica  Huston, 

directed by Stephen Frears.

2–19a  THE GRADUATE (U.S.A.,

1967) with Anne Bancroft and Dustin 

Hoffman, directed by Mike Nichols.
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Clooney plays a “fixer,” a high-priced attorney in a corporate law 

firm who is sent to “rescue” his colleague Wilkinson. The older 

man suffers from bipolar disorder and refuses to take his meds. 

As a result, he begins to act crazy, threatening to take their law firm 

down with his incriminating, guilty knowledge. In this scene, he paces 

nervously, refusing to cooperate, putting as much space between him 

and his toxic colleague as possible. Space becomes a symbolic buffer, a 

safety zone.  (Castle Rock/Section Eight/Mirage/Clayton Prods)

A teenage son confronts his 

father—a man he admires, respects, 

and loves—because the father has 

been lying to his family and community, 

 pretending to be someone he isn’t. The 

confrontation is territorial as well as vocal, 

for the youth invades his father’s personal 

space, challenging his dad to tell him the 

truth about his past.  (New Line. Photo: 

Takashi Seida)

2–20a  MICHAEL CLAYTON 
(U.S.A., 2007) with George Clooney and 

Tom Wilkinson,  directed by Tony Gilroy.

2–20b  A HISTORY OF VIOLENCE 
(U.S.A., 2005) with Ashton Holmes 

and Viggo Mortensen, directed by  

David Cronenberg.
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movie doesn’t necessarily relate to that person’s actual social dominance, but to his or her dra-
matic importance. Authoritarian figures like kings generally occupy a larger amount of space 
than peasants; but if a film is primarily about peasants, they will dominate spatially. In short, 
dominance is defined contextually in film—not necessarily the way it’s perceived in real life.

The movie frame is also a kind of territory, though a temporary one, existing only for the 
duration of the shot. The way space is shared within the frame is one of the major tools of 
the filmmaker, who can define, adjust, and redefine human relationships by exploiting spatial 
conventions. Furthermore, once a relationship has been established, the director can go on to 
other matters simply by changing the camera setup. The film director, in other words, is not 
confined to a spatial area that’s permanent throughout the scene. A master of mise en scène can 
express shifting psychological and social nuances with a single shot—by exploiting the space 
between characters, the depth planes within the images, the intrinsically weighted areas of the 
frame, and the direction the characters are facing vis-à-vis the camera.

The space between the main characters and the camera is usually kept clear 

so we can view the characters without impediment. But sometimes 

filmmakers deliberately obscure our view to make a dramatic or psychological 

point. The reckless 13-year-old protagonist of The 400 Blows tries to act tough most 

of the time, and that usually means stay cool, and don’t let them see you cry. When 

the dramatic context or the character’s nature doesn’t permit the film artist to 

express emotions openly, they can sometimes be conveyed through purely visual 

means. Here, the youth’s anxiety and tenseness are expressed through a variety of 

formal techniques. His inward agitation is conveyed by the diagonal lines of the 

fence. His sense of entrapment is suggested by the tight framing (sides, top, bottom), 

the shallow focus (rear), and the obstruction of the fence itself (foreground). This 

boy’s going nowhere.  (Sédif Productions/Les Films Du Carosse. Photo: Andre Dino)

2–21  THE 400 BLOWS 
(France, 1959) with Jean-Pierre Léaud, 

directed by François Truffaut.
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The frame temporarily defines the psychic territory 

of an image. In the cropped photo (a), the Murray 

character seems to be waking up after a blissful 

night of lovemaking. But in the movie’s full image (b), he 

looks to be in mortal danger of being swallowed up by his 

bed companion: She’s taken up over two-thirds of the 

space, and her hand is splayed across his face like an 

open jaw—a phenomenon psychiatrists refer to as 

the vagina dentata (vagina with teeth) anxiety 

syndrome. Broken Flowers won the prestigious Grand 

Prix award at the Cannes International Film 

festival.  (Focus Features. Photo: David Lee)

Separation and alienation. The way characters are arranged in a unified 

space comments on their relationship—or, as is the case here, on their lack 

of relationship. Notice how the four foreground characters are separated  

by the concrete pillars they’re leaning against, emphasizing their isolation. 

Bibliothèque Pascal takes place mostly in a depraved whorehouse where well-read 

patrons act out their violent sexual fantasies with Joan of Arc, Pinocchio, Lolita, 

and Desdemona, among others. The film is indebted to Jean Genet’s classic French 

play, The Balcony, which is also set in a wish-fulfillment brothel.  (FilmPartners)

2–22a & b  BROKEN FLOWERS 
(U.S.A., 2005) with Bill Murray and Sharon 

Stone, written and directed by  

Jim Jarmusch.

2–23  BIBLIOTHÈQUE PASCAL 
(Hungary/Germany, 2010) directed by 

Szabolcs Hajdu.

(a)

(b)
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Density of texture refers to the amount of visual detail in a 

picture. How much information does the filmmaker pack into 

the image and why? Most movies are moderately textured, 

depending on the amount of light thrown on the subject matter. Some 

images are stark, whereas others are densely 

textured. The degree of density is often a 

symbolic analogue of the quality of life in 

the world of the film. The cheap cabaret 

setting of The Blue Angel is chaotic and 

packed, swirling in smoke and cluttered with 

tawdry ornaments. Everybody looks for sale. 

The atmosphere reeks of overkill. The stark 

futuristic world of THX 1138 is sterile, empty.

2–24a  THE BLUE ANGEL 
(Germany, 1930) with Marlene Dietrich 

(left fore ground), directed by Josef von 

Sternberg. (UFA. Photo: Karl Ewald)

2–24b  THX 1138 (U.S.A., 1971) 

directed by George Lucas.

(American Zoetrope/Warner Bros.)
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An actor can be photographed in any of five basic positions, each conveying different psy-
chological undertones: (1) full front—facing the camera; (2) the quarter turn; (3) profile—
looking off frame left or right; (4) the three-quarter turn; and (5) back to camera. Because the 
viewer identifies with the camera’s lens, the positioning of the actor vis-à-vis the camera will 
determine many of our reactions. The more we see of the actor’s face, the greater our sense of 
privileged intimacy; the less we see, the more mysterious and inaccessible the actor will seem.

The full-front position is the most intimate—the character is looking in our direction, 
inviting our complicity. In most cases, of course, actors ignore the camera—ignore us—yet our 
privileged position allows us to observe them with their defenses down, their vulnerabilities 
exposed. On those rare occasions when a character acknowledges our presence by addressing 
the camera, the sense of intimacy is vastly increased, for in effect we agree to become his or 
her chosen confidants. One of the greatest masters of this technique was Oliver Hardy, whose 
famous slow burn was a direct plea for sympathy and understanding (2–26a).

Tight and loose framing derive their symbolic significance 

from the dramatic context: They’re not intrinsically 

meaningful. In Renoir’s World War I master piece, for 

example, the tight frame, in effect, becomes a symbolic prison, a 

useful technique in films dealing with entrapment, confinement, 

or literal imprisonment.  (Réalisation d’art cinématographique)

2–25  GRAND ILLUSION 
(France, 1937) with (center to right) Erich 

von Stroheim, Pierre Fresnay, and Jean 

Gabin; written and directed by Jean Renoir.
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Actors almost never look at the camera, 

but there have been a few exceptions, 

especially among comic performers. Like 

Eddie Murphy in our own time, Oliver Hardy 

was a supreme master of this technique. 

Whenever Stan does something really dumb 

(which usually results in a loss of dignity for his 

partner), Ollie turns to the camera—to 

us—trying to restrain his exasperation, 

appealing to our sympathy as fellow superior 

beings. Only we can truly appreciate the 

profound depths of his patience. The dimwitted 

Stanley, totally puzzled as usual, is standing in a 

 quarter-turn position, absorbed by other matters 

entirely, wondering how he’ll defend himself 

against Ollie’s inevitable  another-fine-mess 

accusation.  (Hal Roach/MGM)

The full-front position offers us an 

intimate view of the characters, 

especially in close-up: We can  explore 

their faces as spiritual landscapes. In complex 

shots such as this, we are privy to more 

 information than the characters themselves. In 

this shot, for example, a cunning, manipulative 

mother is unsure whether she’s still able to 

control her troubled son, who is trying to break 

her hold over him.  (Paramount Pictures. 

Photo: Ken Regan)

2–26a  SONS OF THE DESERT 
(U.S.A., 1933) with Stan Laurel and Oliver 

Hardy, directed by William Seiter.

2–26b  THE MANCHURIAN 
CANDIDATE (U.S.A., 2005) with Liev 

Schreiber and Meryl Streep, directed by 

Jonathan Demme.

The full-front position is the most intimate 

type of staging; the most accessible, direct, and 

clear; and often the most aggressive, especially 

if the actors are moving toward the camera.

2–26
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The full-front position can also be 

confrontational, for the characters appear 

to face us straight on, without flinching. 

What could be more appropriate for a scary 

horde of evolving zombies as they move toward 

the camera—toward us—in their attack on the 

city of the living. These soulless creatures are led 

in their onslaught by Zombie Big Daddy (Clark) 

in their unquenchable quest for human prey. 

(Universal Pictures. Photo: Michael Gibson)

2–26c  GEORGE A. ROMERO’S 
LAND OF THE DEAD (U.S.A., 2005) 

with Eugene A. Clark (center front), written 

and directed by George A. Romero.

2–26d  THE ARTIST (France/Belgium,

2011) with Jean Dujardin and Bérénice Bejo, 

directed by Michel Hazanavicius.

When the characters are friendly and likable, as in this shot, the 

full-front position is the most seductive. The characters beam at us 

with their smiles and inviting gestures. The story line is strongly 

influenced by Singin’ in the Rain and A Star is Born. What’s unusual about 

the movie is that it’s a silent film shot in black and white with a mostly 

French cast. Even more unusual, the film won five American Oscars, 

including Best Picture, Best Director, and Best Actor for Dujardin.   

(La Classe Americane/France 3)
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The quarter turn is the favored position of most filmmakers, for it provides a high degree 
of intimacy but with less emotional involvement than the full-front position. The profile posi-
tion is more remote. The character seems unaware of being observed, lost in his or her own 
thoughts (2–27). The three-quarter turn is more anonymous. This position is useful for con-
veying a character’s unfriendly or antisocial feelings, for in effect, the character is partially turn-
ing his or her back on us, rejecting our interest (2–28). When a character has his or her back 
to the camera, we can only guess what’s taking place internally. This position is often used to 
suggest a character’s alienation from the world. It is useful in conveying a sense of concealment, 
mystery. We want to see more (2–29).

The amount of open space within the territory of the frame can be exploited for symbolic 
purposes. Generally speaking, the closer the shot, the more confined the photographed figures 
appear to be. Such shots are usually referred to as tightly framed. Conversely, longer, loosely
framed shots tend to suggest freedom. Prison films often use tightly framed close-ups and 
medium shots because the frame functions as a kind of symbolic prison. In A Condemned 

Man Escapes, for example, Robert Bresson begins the movie with a close-up of the hero’s hands, 
which are bound by a pair of handcuffs. Throughout the film, the prisoner makes elaborate 
preparations to escape, and Bresson preserves the tight framing to emphasize the sense of 

The profile position catches characters  unaware as they face 

each other or look off frame left or right. We’re allowed 

unimpeded freedom to stare, to analyze. Less intimate than 

the full-front or quarter-turn position, the profile view is also less 

emotionally involving. We view the characters from a detached, 

neutral perspective.  (Columbia Pictures/MGM/Scott Rudin)
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2–27  THE GIRL WITH THE 
DRAGON TATTOO (U.S.A., 2011) 

with Rooney Mara and Daniel Craig, 

directed by David Fincher.
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The three-quarter-turn position is a virtual 

rejection of the camera, a refusal to cooperate 

with our desire to see more. This type of 

staging tends to make us feel like voyeurs prying into 

the private lives of the characters, who seem to wish 

we’d go away. In this family dinner scene, the actors’ 

body language and Leigh’s mise en scène embody a 

sense of profound alienation. Each character seems to 

be imprisoned in his or her own space cubicle: They 

look buried alive.  (Thin Man/Les Films Alain Sarde. 

Photo: Simon Mein)

When characters turn their backs to the camera, they seem to reject us 

outright or to be totally unaware of our existence. We want to see and 

analyze their facial expressions, but we’re not permitted this  privilege. 

The character remains an enigma. Antonioni is one of the supreme masters of 

mise en scène, expressing complex interrelationships with a minimum of 

dialogue. The protagonist in this film (Vitti) is just recovering from an 

emotional breakdown. She is still anxious and fearful, even of her husband 

(Chionetti). Note how the violent splashes of red paint on the walls suggest a 

hemorrhaging  effect.  (Film Duemila/Federiz)

2–28  ALL OR NOTHING 
(Britain, 2002) with Timothy Spall 

(extreme right, in three-quarter-turn 

position), directed by Mike Leigh.

2–29  RED DESERT (Italy, 1964) 

with Carlo Chionetti and Monica Vitti, 

directed by Michelangelo Antonioni.
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claustrophobia that the hero finds unendurable. This spatial tension is not released until the 
end of the movie when the  protagonist disappears into the freedom of the darkness outside 
the prison walls. His  triumphant escape is photographed in a loosely framed long shot—the 
only one in the film—which also symbolizes his sense of spiritual release. Framing and spatial 
metaphors of this kind are common in films dealing with the theme of confinement—either 
literal, as in Renoir’s Grand Illusion (2–25), or psychological, as in The Graduate (2–19a).

Often a director can suggest ideas of entrapment by exploiting perfectly neutral objects and 
lines on the set. In such cases, the formal characteristics of these literal objects tend to close in 
on a figure, at least when viewed on the flat screen (see 2–36a).

Territorial space within a frame can be manipulated with considerable psychological com-
plexity. When a figure leaves the frame, for example, the camera can adjust to this sudden vac-
uum in the composition by panning slightly to make allowances for a new  balance of weights. 
Or the camera can remain stationary, thus suggesting a sense of loss symbolized by the empty 
space that the character formerly occupied. Hostility and suspicion between two characters 
can be conveyed by keeping them at the edges of the  composition, with a maximum of space 
between them (2–31d), or by having an intrusive character force his or her physical presence 
into the other character’s territory, which is temporarily defined by the confines of the frame.

Publicity photos often feature performers who look 

directly into the camera, inviting us to join their world, 

seducing us with their friendly smiles. Of course, during 

the movie itself, actors almost never look into the camera. We 

are merely allowed to be voyeurs while they studiously ignore 

our existence.  (Renaissance Films)

2–30 Publicity photo for MUCH ADO 
ABOUT NOTHING (Britain, 1993) with Michael 

Keaton, Keanu Reeves, Robert Sean Leonard, Kate 

Beckinsale, Emma Thompson, Kenneth Branagh, 

and Denzel Washington; directed by Branagh.
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Although all these photos portray a 

conversation between a man and a 

woman, each is staged at a different 

proxemic range, suggesting totally different 

undertones. The intimate proxemics of Hustle & 

Flow are charged with erotic energy. The 

characters are literally flesh to flesh. In Garden 

State the characters are strongly attracted to each other, but they remain at a 

more discreet personal proxemic range, with each respecting the other’s 

space. The social proxemic distance between a long-married husband and 

wife (she is descending into Alzheimer’s disease) in Away from Her suggests 

her increasing remoteness from him and his anguished sense of loss of the 

woman he loves. The characters in Zabriskie Point are barely on speaking 

terms. The nearly public proxemic range between them implies a lot of 

suspicion and reserve. Psychologically, they’re miles apart. Each of these 

shots contains similar subject matter, but the main content of each is defined 

by its form—the proxemic ranges between the actors.

2–31a  HUSTLE & FLOW (U.S.A.,

2005) with Taryn Manning and  Terrence 

Howard, directed by Craig Brewer.  

(MTV Films/New Deal Productions/Crunk. 

Photo: Alan Spearman)

2–31b  GARDEN STATE 
(U.S.A., 2004) with Natalie Portman and 

Zach Braff, written and directed by Braff. 

(Jersey Films/Double Feature/Large’s Ark. 

Photo: K C Bailey)
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Proxemic Patterns
Spatial conventions vary from culture to culture, as anthropologist Edward T. Hall demon-
strated in such studies as The Hidden Dimension and The Silent Language. Hall discovered that 
proxemic patterns—the relationships of organisms within a given space—can be influenced 
by external considerations. Climate, noise level, and the degree of light all tend to alter the 
space between individuals. People in Anglo-Saxon and Northern European cultures tend to 
use more space than those in warmer climates. Noise, danger, and lack of light tend to make 
people move closer together. Taking these cultural and contextual considerations into account, 
Hall subdivided the way people use space into four  major proxemic patterns: (1) the intimate,

(2) the personal, (3) the social, (4) the public distances.
Intimate distances range from skin contact to about eighteen inches away. This is the dis-

tance of physical involvement—of love, comfort, and tenderness between individuals. With 
strangers, such distances would be regarded as intrusive. Most people would react with 

2–31d  ZABRISKIE POINT 
(U.S.A., 1970) with Daria  Halprin and 

Rod Taylor, directed by Michelangelo 

Antonioni. (MGM)

2–31c  AWAY FROM HER 
(Canada, 2007), with Julie Christie and Gordon 

Pinsent, directed by Sarah Polley. (Film Farm/

Foundry Films/Pulling Focus Pictures)
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suspicion and hostility if their space were invaded by someone they didn’t know very well. In 
many cultures, maintaining an intimate distance in public is considered bad taste.

The personal distance ranges roughly from eighteen inches away to about four feet away. 
Individuals can touch if necessary, since they are literally an arm’s-length apart. These distances 
tend to be reserved for friends and acquaintances rather than lovers or members of a family. 
Personal distances preserve the privacy between individuals, yet these ranges don’t necessarily 
suggest exclusion, as intimate distances almost always do.

Social distances range from four feet to about twelve feet. These are the distances usually re-
served for impersonal business and casual social gatherings. It’s a friendly range in most cases, 
yet somewhat more formal than the personal distance. Ordinarily, social distances are neces-
sary when there are more than three members of a group. In some cases, it would be considered 
rude for two individuals to preserve an intimate or personal distance within a social situation. 
Such behavior might be interpreted as standoffish.

Public distances extend from twelve feet to twenty-five feet and more. This range tends to 
be formal and rather detached. Displays of emotion are considered bad form at these distances. 
Important public figures are generally seen in the public range, and because a considerable 
amount of space is involved, people generally must exaggerate their gestures and raise their 
voices to be understood clearly.

Most people adjust to proxemic patterns instinctively. We don’t usually say to  ourselves, 
“This person is invading my intimate space” when a stranger happens to stand eighteen inches 
away from us. However, unless we’re in a combative mood, we involuntarily tend to step back in 
such circumstances. Obviously, social context is also a  determining factor in proxemic patterns. 
In a crowded subway car, for example, virtually everyone is in an intimate range, yet we gener-
ally preserve a public attitude by not speaking to the person whose body is literally pressed 
against our own.

Proxemic patterns are perfectly obvious to anyone who has bothered to observe the way 
people obey certain spatial conventions in actual life. But in movies, these patterns are also 
related to the shots and their distance ranges. Although shots are not always  defined by the 
literal space between the camera and the object photographed, in terms of psychological effect, 
shots tend to suggest physical distances.

Usually, filmmakers have a number of options concerning what kind of shot to use to con-
vey the action of a scene. What determines their choice—though usually instinctively rather 
than consciously—is the emotional impact of the different proxemic ranges. Each proxemic 
pattern has an approximate camera equivalent. The intimate distances, for example, can be 
likened to the close and extreme close shot ranges. The personal distance is approximately 
a medium close range. The social distances correspond to the medium and full shot ranges. 
And the public distances are roughly within the long and extreme long shot ranges. Because 
our eyes identify with the camera’s lens, in effect we are placed within these ranges vis-à-vis the 
subject matter. When we are offered a close-up of a character, for example, in a sense we feel 
that we’re in an intimate relationship with that character. In some instances, this technique can 
bind us to the character, forcing us to care about her and to identify with her problems. If the 
character is a villain, the close-up can produce an emotional revulsion in us; in effect, a threat-
ening character seems to be invading our space.

In general, the greater the distance between the camera and the subject, the more emo-
tionally neutral we remain. Public proxemic ranges tend to encourage a certain detachment. 
Conversely, the closer we are to a character, the more we feel that we’re in proximity with him 
and hence the greater our emotional involvement. “Long shot for comedy, close-up for tragedy” 
was one of Chaplin’s most famous pronouncements. The proxemic principles are sound, for 
when we are close to an action—a person slipping on a banana peel, for example—it’s seldom 
funny, because we are concerned for the person’s safety. If we see the same event from a greater 
distance, however, it often strikes us as comical. Chaplin used close-ups sparingly for this very 
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reason. As long as Charlie remains in long shots, we tend to be amused by his antics and absurd 
predicaments. In scenes of greater emotional impact, however, Chaplin resorted to closer shots, 
and their effect is often devastating on the audience. We suddenly realize that the situation 
we’ve been laughing at is no longer funny.

Perhaps the most famous instance of the power of Chaplin’s close-ups is found at the con-
clusion of City Lights. Charlie has fallen in love with an impoverished flower vendor who is 
blind. She believes him to be an eccentric millionaire, and out of vanity he allows her to con-
tinue in this delusion. By engaging in a series of monumental labors—love has reduced him to 
work—he manages to scrape together enough money for her to receive an operation that will 

Throughout this scene, which contains no dialogue, Bergman uses space 

to communicate his ideas—the space within the frame and the space 

implied between the camera (us) and the subject. The character is in a 

hospital room watching the news on television (a). Suddenly, she sees a 

horrifying scene of a Buddhist monk setting himself on fire to protest the war in 

Vietnam. She retreats to the corner of the room (b). Bergman then cuts to a 

closer shot (c), intensifying our emotional involvement. The full horror of her 

reaction is conveyed by the extreme close-up (d), forcing us into an intimate 

proximity with her.  (Svensk Filmindustri)

2–32  PERSONA (Sweden, 1966) 

with Liv Ullmann, written and directed by 

Ingmar Bergman.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)
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restore her sight. But he is dragged off to jail before she can hardly thank him for the money. 
The final scene takes place several months later. The young woman can now see and owns her 
own modest flower shop. Charlie is released from prison, and disheveled and dispirited, he 
meanders past her shop window. She sees him gazing at her wistfully and jokes to an assistant 
that she’s apparently made a new  conquest. Out of pity she goes out to the street and offers 
him a flower and a small coin. Instantly, she recognizes his touch. Hardly able to believe her 
eyes, she can only stammer, “You?” In a series of alternating close-ups, their embarrassment is 
unbearably prolonged (2–33b). Clearly, he is not the idol of her romantic fantasies, and he’s 
painfully aware of her disappointment. Finally, he stares at her with an expression of shocking 
emotional nakedness. The film ends on this image of sublime vulnerability.

The choice of a shot is generally determined by practical considerations. Usually, the direc-
tor selects the shot that most clearly conveys the dramatic action of a scene. If there is a conflict 
between the effect of certain proxemic ranges and the clarity needed to  convey what’s going 
on, most filmmakers will opt for clarity and gain their emotional  impact through some other 
means. But there are many times when shot choice isn’t necessarily determined by functional 
considerations.

The popularity of 3-D movies has added a new dimension to territorial space: 3-D makes 
the depth of an image much more realistic than the conventional illusion of depth in two 
dimensions. Actually, as Ray Zone has pointed out in his book, Stereoscopic Cinema and the 

Origins of 3-D Film: 1838–1953, the basic concept of three-dimensional imagery harks back to 
the early nineteenth century, though only for still images.

There were short movies in 3-D as early as the 1920s, but it was not until the 1950s, with 
films like Bwana Devil (1952) and House of Wax (1953), that 3-D became popular at the box 
office. Both of these movies were genre films aimed at juvenile audiences. By the time Alfred 
Hitchcock made the thriller, Dial M for Murder (1954), the vogue for 3-D movies was already 
beginning to fade, and the movie was widely released in a “flat” version. The Stewardesses

(1969), a soft-core porn film, revived 3-D for adult audiences, but the fad quickly died out in 
porn production as well.

In the early 1980s, the IMAX Corporation used a big-screen 65mm format that exhibited 
3-D movies very effectively. Of course, all 3-D films require special polarized glasses in order 
to see the images properly. These glasses fuse the left-eye/right-eye disjunction, converting two 
blurred images into a single image in depth, simulating what our eyes do naturally in the real 
world. Not everyone in the industry was enthusiastic about 3-D. The celebrated sound techni-
cian Walter Murch considered the technique “dark, small, stroby, headache inducing, alienating 
and expensive.”

But Dr. Barry Sandrew, founder of the Legend 3-D Corporation, the largest 3-D conversion 
studio in America, thinks otherwise: “Experiencing the depth of three dimensions in a theater 
environment has the effect of breaking down the ‘fourth wall,’ or the separation of the audience 
from the action on the screen, and makes it a more personal experience.” Sandrew also believes 
that the director can use our current knowledge of binocular vision to enhance storytelling 
by using depth perception to trigger memory, heighten emotions, and play with our survival 
instincts or vulnerability, “all of which bring the action on screen into each audience member’s 
personal space.”

In motion picture production—especially in America—the box office is king, and the cash 
receipts that 3-D films have earned have astonished the industry. According to the-numbers.
com, a website that compiles box-office records, six of the top ten highest grossing movies are 
3-D films that have been released since Avatar, still the highest grossing movie in history, with 
a worldwide gross of $2,782,275,172 (1–28b).

3-D movies are here to stay. According to Screen Digest, one-quarter of the world’s screens 
are 3-D capable. There are now 30,000 3-D screens in the world. Furthermore, since world-class 
auteurs like James Cameron and Martin Scorsese (2–18) have made successful movies in 3-D, 



the technology is no longer considered déclassé. These respected artists and others have effec-
tively silenced those critics who consider 3-D a mere fad, a sop for the kids.

The great French critic André Bazin believed that in the evolution of the cinema, there was 
a pronounced tendency for movies to become more realistic. Sound, color, and widescreen all 
made movies more like life itself. If Bazin were alive today, no doubt he would also include 3-D 
as a technique that brings cinema ever closer to our perception of the real world.

Both these scenes involve a fear of rejection by a woman 

Charlie holds in awe. The scene from The Gold Rush is 

predominantly comical. The tramp has belted his baggy 

pants with a piece of rope, but he doesn’t realize it is also a dog’s 

leash, and while dancing with the saloon girl, Charlie is yanked 

to the floor by the jittery dog at the other end of the rope. 

Because the camera remains relatively distant from the action, we 

tend to be more objective and detached and we laugh at his futile 

attempts to preserve his dignity. On the other hand, the famous 

final shot from City Lights isn’t funny at 

all and produces a powerful emotional 

effect.   Because the camera is in close, we

get close to the situation. The proxemic 

distance between the camera and the 

subject forces us to identify more with his 

feelings, which we can’t ignore at this 

range. This guy’s in agony.  (United 

Artists/Charles Chaplin Prods. )

2–33a  THE GOLD RUSH 
(U.S.A., 1925) with Charles Chaplin and 

Georgia Hale,  directed by Chaplin.
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2–33b  CITY LIGHTS 
(U.S.A., 1931) with Charles Chaplin 

and Virginia Cherril, directed  

by Chaplin.
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Open and Closed Forms
The concepts of open and closed forms are generally used by art historians and critics, but 
these terms can also be useful in film analysis. Like most theoretical constructs, they are best 
used in a relative rather than absolute sense. There are no movies that are completely open 
or closed in form, only those that tend toward these polarities. Like other critical terms, these 
should be applied only when they’re relevant and helpful in understanding what actually ex-
ists in a movie.

Open and closed forms are two distinct attitudes about reality. Each has its own  stylistic 
and technical characteristics. The two terms are loosely related to the concepts of realism and 
formalism as they have been defined in these chapters. In general, realist  filmmakers tend to use 
open forms, whereas formalists lean toward closed. Open forms tend to be stylistically reces-
sive, whereas closed forms are generally self-conscious and visually appealing.

In terms of design, open form emphasizes informal, unobtrusive compositions. Often, such 
images seem to have no discernible structure and suggest a random form of organization. 
Objects and figures seem to have been found rather than deliberately arranged (2–35). Closed 
form emphasizes a more stylized design. Although such images can suggest a superficial real-
ism, seldom do they have that accidental, discovered look that typifies open forms. Objects and 
figures are more precisely placed within the frame, and the balance of weights is elaborately 
worked out.

Period films have a tendency to look stagey 

and researched, especially when the 

historical  details are too neatly presented 

and the characters are posed in a tightly controlled 

setting. Armstrong avoided this pitfall by staging 

many of her scenes in open form, almost like a 

documentary caught on the run. Note how the 

main character (Keaton) and her children are almost obscured by the 

unimportant extra at the left. A more formal image would have eliminated 

such “distractions” as well as the cluttered right side of the frame and 

brought the principal characters toward the foreground. Armstrong 

achieves a more realistic and spontaneous effect by deliberately avoiding 

an “arranged” look in her mise en scène.  (MGM) 

2–34  MRS. SOFFEL (U.S.A., 1984) 

with Diane Keaton (center), directed by 

Gillian Armstrong.
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Realist directors are more likely to prefer open forms, which tend 

to suggest fragments of a larger external reality. Design and 

composition are generally informal. Influenced by the aesthetic of 

the documentary, open-form images seem to have been discovered rather 

than arranged. Excessive balance and calculated symmetry are avoided in 

favor of an intimate and spontaneous effect. Still photos in open form are 

seldom picturesque or obviously artful. Instead, they suggest a frozen 

instant of truth—a snapshot wrested from the fluctuations of time. This 

scene deals with the exportation of Italian Jews to Nazi Germany. Their 

lives are suddenly thrown into chaos.  (Documento Film/CCC-Filmkunst)

The more detailed medium shot (2–36b) seems less confining, 

despite its tight framing. The original framing (2–36a) is looser, 

but the form is closed, thanks to the doorway frame, which 

emphasizes a sense of visual imprisonment.  Filmmakers often exploit 

doorways and windows to suggest enclosure, confinement, and a lack of 

physical freedom.  (Paramount Pictures. Photo: Melinda Sue Gordon)

2–35  THE GARDEN OF THE FINZI-
CONTINIS (Italy, 1970) with Dominique 

Sanda (center), directed by Vittorio De Sica.

2–36a & b  THE WEATHER MAN 
(U.S.A., 2005) with Michael Caine and 

Nicolas Cage, directed by Gore Verbinski.

(a)

(b)
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Open forms stress apparently simple techniques, because with these unself-conscious 
methods the filmmaker is able to emphasize the immediate, the familiar, the intimate  aspects 
of reality. Sometimes such images are photographed in only partially controlled situations, and 
these aleatory conditions can produce a sense of spontaneity and directness that would be 
difficult to capture in a rigidly controlled context.

Closed forms are more likely to emphasize the unfamiliar. The images are rich in  textural 
contrasts and compelling visual effects. Because the mise en scène is more precisely controlled 
and stylized, there is often a deliberate artificiality in these images—a sense of visual improb-
ability. Closed forms also tend to be more densely saturated with visual information; richness 
of form takes precedence over considerations of surface realism. If a conflict should arise, for-
mal beauty is sacrificed for truth in open forms; in closed forms, on the other hand, literal truth 
is sacrificed for beauty.

Compositions in open and closed forms exploit the frame differently. In open-form images, 
the frame tends to be de-emphasized. It suggests a window, a temporary masking, and implies 
that more important information lies outside the edges of the composition. Space is continu-
ous in these shots, and to emphasize its continuity outside the frame, directors often favor 
panning their camera across the locale. The shot seems inadequate, too narrow in its confines 
to contain the copiousness of the subject matter. Like many of the paintings of Edgar Degas 
(who usually favored open forms), objects and even figures are arbitrarily cut off by the frame 
to reinforce the continuity of the subject matter beyond the formal edges of the composition, 
like a haphazard snapshot.

In closed forms, the shot represents a miniature proscenium arch, with all the necessary in-
formation carefully structured within the confines of the frame. Space seems  enclosed and self-
contained rather than continuous. Elements outside the frame are irrelevant, at least in terms of 
the formal properties of the individual shot, which is isolated from its context in space and time.

Why is this shot threatening? Mostly because of the slightly high angle and 

the closed form, imprisoning the Foster character  between the two tattooed 

thugs who seal off any avenue of escape at the edges of the frame. In closed 

form, the frame is a self-sufficient miniature universe with all the formal elements 

held in careful balance. Though there may be more information outside the frame, 

for the duration of any given shot this information is visually irrelevant. Closed forms 

are often used in scenes dealing with entrapment or confinement.  (Warner Bros. )

2–37a  THE BRAVE ONE 
(U.S.A., 2007) with Jodie Foster, 

directed by Neil Jordan. 
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For these reasons, still photos taken from movies that are predominantly in open form 
are not usually very pretty. There is nothing intrinsically striking or eye-catching about them. 
Books about movies tend to favor photos in closed form because they’re more obviously beau-
tiful, more “composed.” The beauty of an open-form image, on the other hand, is more elusive. 
It can be likened to a snapshot that miraculously preserves some candid rare expression, a kind 
of haphazard instant of truth.

In open-form movies, the dramatic action generally leads the camera. In Traffic, for example, 
Steven Soderbergh emphasized the fluidity of the camera as it dutifully follows the actors 
wherever they wish to go, seemingly placed at their disposal (see 1–34b). Such films suggest 
that chance plays an important role in determining visual effects. Needless to say, it’s not what 
actually happens on a set that’s important, but what seems to be happening on the screen. In 
fact, many of the most “spontaneous” effects in an open-form movie are achieved after much 
painstaking labor and manipulation.

In closed-form films, on the other hand, the camera often anticipates the dramatic action. 
Objects and actors are visually blocked out within the confines of a predetermined camera set-
up. Anticipatory setups tend to imply fatality or determinism, for in  effect, the camera seems 
to know what will happen even before it occurs. In some of Hitchcock’s movies, a character is 
seen at the edge of the composition, and the camera seems to be placed in a disadvantageous 
position, too far removed from where the action is apparently going to occur. But then the 
character decides to return to that area where the camera has been waiting. When such setups 
are used, the audience also tends to anticipate actions. Instinctively, we expect something or 
someone to fill in the visual vacuum of the shot. Philosophically, open forms tend to suggest 
freedom of choice, a multiplicity of options open to the characters. Closed forms, conversely, 
tend to imply destiny and the futility of the will: The characters don’t seem to make the impor-
tant decisions; the camera does—and in advance.

How a person sits says a lot about that person’s relationship 

with others. The little girl in this photo is totally uninterested 

in her parents, and they feel the same way about her. They 

may be in proximity with each other, but psychologically, they dwell 

on different planets. Simple staging of this sort says a lot more than 

pages of dialogue, and says it more subtly too.  (Atom-X)

2–37b  HOSPITALITÉ (Japan, 2010) 

directed by Koji Fukada. 
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Even within a single scene, filmmakers will switch from open to 

closed forms, depending on the  feelings or ideas that are being 

stressed in each individual shot. For example, both of these shots 

take place during a battle scene in the Vietnamese city of Hue. In (a), the 

characters are under fire, and the wounded soldier’s body is not entirely in 

the frame. The form is appropriately open. The frame functions as a 

temporary masking device that’s too narrow in its scope to include all 

relevant information. Often, the frame seems to cut figures off in an 

arbitrary manner in open form, suggesting that the action is continued 

off-screen, like newsreel footage that was fortuitously photographed by a 

camera operator who was unable to superimpose an artistic form on the 

 runaway materials. It’s as though the camera 

is pinned down too. In (b), the form is 

closed, as four soldiers rush to their 

wounded comrade, providing a protective 

buffer from the outside world. Open and 

closed forms aren’t intrinsically meaningful, 

then, but derive their significance from the 

dramatic context. In some cases, closed 

forms can suggest entrapment (2–37a); in 

other cases, such as 2–38b, closed form 

implies security, camaraderie.   

(Warner Bros. )

2–38  FULL METAL JACKET (Britain/

U.S.A., 1987) directed by Stanley Kubrick.

(a)

(b)
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Filmmakers choose their backgrounds 

 carefully for each shot because 

backgrounds comment indirectly on 

what’s in front of them. The flakey, ne’er-do-

well daughter (Holmes) of a comically 

dysfunctional family is here defined by what’s 

behind her: trash. The cheap Lower East Side 

apartment she shares with her boyfriend in a 

run-down New York neighborhood can most 

charitably be described as not very inviting 

(i.e., Mom is going to hate it).  (Well Done 

Prods. /InDigEnt. Photo: Teddy Maki)

Unspeakable dangers can also Iurk in the 

background. In this shot, for example, the young 

woman, seated in the full-front position, is totally 

unaware that she is in mortal danger from behind. A serial 

killer, the notorious Freddy Krueger, is steps away from 

pouncing on his unsuspecting prey.  (New Line)

2–39a  PIECES OF APRIL 
(U.S.A., 2003) with Katie Holmes,  written 

and directed by Peter Hedges.

2–39b  A NIGHTMARE ON ELM 
STREET (U.S.A., 1984) with Robert 

Englund, directed by Wes Craven.



Open and closed forms are most effective in movies where these techniques are appropri-
ate to the subject matter. A prison film using mostly open forms is not likely to be emotionally 
convincing. Most movies use both open and closed forms, depending on the specific dramatic 
context. Renoir’s Grand Illusion, for example, uses closed forms for the prison camp scenes and 
open forms after two of the prisoners escape.

A systematic mise en scène analysis of any given shot includes the following fifteen elements:

1. Dominant Where is our eye attracted first? Why?
2. Lighting key High key? Low key? High contrast? Some combination of these?
3. Shot and camera proxemics What type of shot? How far away is the camera from 

the action?
4. Angle Are we (and the camera) looking up or down on the subject? Or is the camera 

neutral (eye level)?
5. Color values What is the dominant color? Are there contrasting foils? Is there 

color symbolism?
6. Lens/filter/stock How do these distort or comment on the photographed materials?
7. Subsidiary contrasts What are the main eye-stops after taking in the dominant?
8. Density How much visual information is packed into the image? Is the texture stark, 

moderate, or highly detailed?
9. Composition How is the two-dimensional space segmented and organized? What is 

the underlying design?
10. Form Open or closed? Does the image suggest a window that arbitrarily isolates a 

fragment of the scene? Or a proscenium arch, in which the visual elements are care-
fully arranged and held in balance?

11. Framing Tight or loose? Do the characters have no room to move around, or can they 
move freely without impediments?

12. Depth On how many planes is the image composed? Does the background or fore-
ground comment in any way on the midground?

13. Character placement What part of the framed space do the characters occupy? 
Center? Top? Bottom? Edges? Why?

14. Staging positions Which way do the characters look vis-à-vis the camera?
15. Character proxemics How much space is there between the characters?

These visual principles, with appropriate modifications, can be applied to any image analy-
sis. Of course, while we’re actually watching a movie, most of us don’t have the time or incli-
nation to explore all fifteen elements of mise en scène in each shot. Nonetheless, by applying 
these principles to a still photo, we can train our eyes to “read” a movie image with more  
critical sophistication.

For example, the image from M (2–40) is a good instance of how form (mise en scène) is ac-
tually content. The shot takes place near the end of the movie. A psychotic child-killer (Lorre) 
has been hunted down by the members of the underworld. These “normal” criminals have 
taken him to an abandoned warehouse where they intend to prosecute and execute the psycho-
path for his heinous crimes and in doing so take the police heat off themselves. In this scene, 
the killer is confronted by a witness (center) who holds an incriminating piece of evidence—a 
balloon. The components of the shot include the following:

1. Dominant The balloon, the brightest object in the frame. When the photo is turned 
upside down and converted to a pattern of abstract shapes, its dominance is more 
readily discernible.

2. Lighting key Murky low key, with high-key spotlights on the balloon and the four 
main figures.

92Understanding MOVIES
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3. Shot and camera proxemics The shot is slightly more distant than a full shot. The 
camera proxemic range is social, perhaps about ten feet from the dominant.

4. Angle Slightly high, suggesting an air of fatality.
5. Color values The movie is in black and white.
6. Lens/filter/stock A standard lens is used, with no apparent filter. Standard slow stock.
7. Subsidiary contrasts The figures of the killer, the witness, and the two criminals in the 

upper left.
8. Density The shot has a high degree of density, especially considering the shadowy 

lighting. Such details as the texture of the brick walls, the creases in the clothing, and 
the expressive faces of the actors are highlighted.

9. Composition The image is divided into three general areas—left, center, and right—
suggesting instability and tension.

10. Form Definitely closed: The frame suggests a constricting cell, with no exit for 
the prisoner.

11. Framing Tight: The killer is trapped in the same territory as his threatening  accusors.
12. Depth The image is composed on three depth planes: the two figures in the 

foreground, the two figures on the stairs in the midground, and the brick wall of  
the background.

13. Character placement The accusers and balloon tower above the killer, sealing off any 
avenue of escape, while he cowers below at the extreme right edge, almost falling into 
the symbolic blackness outside the frame.

14. Staging positions The accusers stand in a quarter-turn position, implying a greater in-
timacy with us than the main character, who is in the profile position, totally unaware 
of anything but his own terror.

15. Character proxemics Proxemics are personal between the foreground characters, the 
killer’s immediate problem, and intimate between the men on the stairs, who function 
as a double threat. The range between the two pairs is social.

2–40  M (Germany, 1931) 

with Peter Lorre (extreme right), 

directed by Fritz Lang. (Nero Film)
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Actually, a complete mise en scène analysis of a given shot is even more complex.  Ordinarily, 
any iconographical elements, in addition to a costume and set analysis, are considered part of 
the mise en scène. But since these elements are discussed in Chapters 6 and 7, respectively, we 
confine ourselves only to these fifteen formal characteristics.

In these first two chapters, we’ve been concerned with the most important source of mean-
ing in the movies—the visual image. But of course movies exist in time and have many other 
ways of communicating information. Photography and mise en scène are merely two language 
systems of many.

A filmmaker has literally hundreds of different ways to convey meanings. Like the painter 
or still photographer, the movie director can emphasize visual dominants. In a scene portray-
ing violence, for example, he or she can use diagonal and zigzagging lines, aggressive colors, 
close-ups, extreme angles, harsh lighting contrasts, unbalanced compositions, large shapes, and 
so on. Unlike most other visual artists, the filmmaker can also suggest violence through move-
ment, either of the subject itself, the camera, or both. The film artist can suggest violence 
through editing, by having one shot collide with another in a kaleidoscopic explosion of dif-
ferent perspectives. Furthermore, through the use of the soundtrack, violence can be conveyed 
by loud or rapid dialogue, harsh sound effects, or strident music. Precisely because there are so 
many ways to convey a given effect, the filmmaker will vary the emphasis, sometimes stressing 
image, sometimes movement, other times sound. Occasionally, especially in climactic scenes, 
all three are used at the same time.
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intelligent insights.

Dondis, Donis A., A Primer of Visual Literacy (Cambridge, MA, and London, England: The M.I.T. 
Press, 1974). Primarily on design and composition.

Dyer, Richard, The Matter of Images (London and New York: Routledge, 1993). The ideological 
implications of images.

Gibbs, John, Mise-en-Scène (London and New York: Wallflower Press, 2002). A scholarly study.

Gombrich, E. H., Art and Illusion: A Study in the Psychology of Pictorial Representation  (Princeton: 
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The Avengers (U.S.A., 2012)

The opening of a door, a hand, or an eye can 

bring about a climax as thrilling as a crash of 

locomotives on the screen.

Richard Dyer MacCann, Film Scholar

! Describe the three main types 

of motion and kinetic arts, and 

explain how each type can be 

affected by stylization.

! Illustrate the basic ways that 

movement is used within the 

genres of slapstick comedies, 

action films, dance movies, 

animation, and musicals.

! Compare the kinetic richness 

within the staged choreography  

of dance sequences and  

action scenes.

! Explain the psychology of 

movement on the screen, and 

how it can create an emotional 

response based on the depth of 

the shot, motion of the camera, 

and the camera’s lens.

! Identify the seven basic moving 

camera shots and the different 

psychological meanings implied 

by each.

! Differentiate the five basic 

distortions of film movement.

Learning Objectives

(Paramount Pictures/TM & © 2012 Marvel & Subs. www.marvel.com. )
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“Movies,” “motion pictures,” “moving pictures”—all these phrases suggest the central impor-
tance of motion in the art of film. Cinema derives from the Greek word for “movement,” as 
do the words kinetic, kinesthesia, and choreography—terms usually associated with the art of 
dance. Yet oddly enough, filmgoers and critics give surprisingly little consideration to move-
ment per se as a medium of communication, as a language system. Like the image itself, motion 
is usually thought of in terms of gross subject matter. We tend to remember “what happens” 
only in a general sense. If we were to describe a sequence from a ballet in such vague terms, 
our discussion would certainly strike the sophisticated dance enthusiast as naive. Yet cinematic 
sequences—which can be choreographed with just as much or even greater complexity—are 
seldom appreciated for their kinetic richness and beauty.

Kinetics
Like images, motion can be literal and concrete or highly stylized and lyrical. In the kinetic 
arts—pantomime, ballet, modern dance—we find a wide variety of movements, ranging from 
the realistic to the formally abstract. This stylistic spectrum can also be seen in movies. For 
example, a naturalistic actor like Bruce Willis uses only realistic movements, the same sort that 
can be observed in actual life. Willis moves so simply in his films that he hardly seems to be 
acting. Pantomimists are more stylized in their movements. Chaplin, for example, tended to use 
motion more balletically, more symbolically. A swaggering gait and a twirling cane symbolized 
Charlie’s (usually fleeting) arrogance and conceit.

Even more stylized are the movements of performers in a musical. In this genre, charac-
ters express their most intense emotions through song and dance. A dance number is seldom 
meant to be taken literally: It’s a stylized convention that we accept as a symbolic expression 
of certain feelings and ideas. In Singin’ in the Rain, for example, Gene Kelly does an elaborate 
dance routine in a downpour. He twirls around lampposts, splashes through puddles like a 
happy idiot, and leaps ecstatically through a pelting rain—literally nothing can dampen the 
exhilaration of his love. A wide gamut of emotions is expressed in this sequence, with each 
kinetic variation symbolizing the character’s feelings about his girl. She can make him feel 
dreamy, childlike, erotically stimulated, brave and forthright, dopey and moonstruck, and fi-
nally wild with joy. In some kinds of action genres, physical contests are stylized in a similar 
manner. Samurai and kung fu films, for example, often feature elaborately choreographed se-
quences (3–4, 3–19).

Ballet and mime are even more abstract and stylized. A great mime like Marcel Marceau 
was not so much concerned with expressing literal ideas (which is more properly the province 
of pantomime) as the essence of an idea, stripped of superfluities. A twisted torso can suggest 
an ancient tree, bent elbows its crooked branches, fluttering fingers the rippling of its leaves. 
In ballet, movements can be so stylized that we can’t  always assign a discernible content to 
them, though the narrative context generally provides us with at least a vague sense of what 
the movements are supposed to represent. On this level of abstraction, however, movements 
acquire self-justifying characteristics. They are lyrical: That is, we respond to them more for 
their own beauty than for their function as symbolic expressions of ideas.

In dance, movements are defined by the space that encloses the choreography—a three-
dimensional stage. In film, the frame performs a similar function. However, with each setup
change, the cinematic “stage” is redefined. The intrinsic meanings associated with various por-
tions of the frame are closely related to the significance of certain kinds of movements. For 
example, with vertical movements, an upward motion seems soaring and free because it con-
forms to the eye’s natural tendency to move upward over a  composition. Movements in this 
direction often suggest aspiration, joy, power, and  authority—those ideas associated with the 



Almost from the inception of movies, innovative 

film artists like D. W. Griffith attempted to 

kineticize their images by moving the camera 

into the action or alongside it by mounting these bulky 

recording machines on various moving vehicles. Billy 

Bitzer, Griffith’s gifted D.P., is regarded as the cinema’s 

first great cinematographer.  (Epoch)

Movement is almost always the dominant 

contrast of an image, even if the motion is 

made by an amorphous, out-of-focus 

character like the foreground figure in this shot. 

His sheer size, as well as his eerie movements, 

dominate the smaller, still figures in the doorway.   

(Rogue Pictures. Photo: Romeo Tirone)

In the contemporary Hollywood cinema, 

movement still reigns supreme. Directors 

often kineticize their action scenes by using 

several techniques simultaneously. In this shot, for 

example, Batman is rushing manfully toward the 

camera, an aggressive motion. Surrounding him, 

hundreds of birds flap and flutter in the air, as 

though an awesome force of nature is about to 

explode. Swirling with this kinetic vortex, the 

camera moves backward swiftly, trying to keep the 

whirlwind figure in frame. This is a movie that 

really moves. (Warner Bros. /DC Comics)

3–1a Publicity photo of 
cinematographer Billy Bitzer
perched in front of a moving railroad 

engine with his famous “Biograph camera,” 

circa 1908.

3–1b  BATMAN BEGINS (U.S.A.,

2005) with Christian Bale, directed by 

Christopher Nolan. 

3–1c  CRY WOLF (U.S.A., 2005) with

Julian Morris and Lindy Booth (in doorway), 

directed by Jeff Wadlow. 
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Stasis and motion—two different worldviews. 

The image from Temptress Moon portrays a 

static world of frozen possibilities, where 

women are expected to be subservient, silent, and 

still. The world of professional football portrayed in 

Any Given Sunday is a breathless blur of motion, 

where the whirling camera is hardly able to keep the 

(mostly male) characters in focus.

3–2a  TEMPTRESS MOON 
(China/Hong Kong, 1997) with Gong Li 

(white dress), directed by Chen Kaige. 

(Tomson Films/Shanghai Films)

3–2b  ANY GIVEN SUNDAY 
(U.S.A., 1999) with Al Pacino, directed 

by Oliver Stone. (Warner Bros. Photo: 

Robert Zuckerman)
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superior portions of the frame. Downward movements suggest opposite ideas: grief, death, 
insignificance, depression, weakness, and so on.

Because the eye tends to read a picture from left to right, physical movement in this direc-
tion seems psychologically natural, whereas movement from right to left often seems inexpli-
cably tense and uncomfortable. The sensitive filmmaker exploits these psychological phenom-
ena to reinforce the dramatic ideas.

Movement can be directed toward or away from the camera. Because we identify with the 
camera’s lens, the effect of such movements is somewhat like a character moving toward or 
away from us. If the character is a villain, walking toward the camera can seem aggressive, 
hostile, and threatening, for in effect, he or she is invading our space. If the character is attrac-
tive, movement toward the camera seems friendly, inviting, sometimes seductive. In either case, 
movement toward the audience is generally strong and assertive, suggesting confidence on the 
part of the moving character (3–31).

Movement away from the camera tends to imply opposite meanings. Intensity is decreased 
and the character seems to grow remote as he or she withdraws from us. Audiences feel safer 
when villains move away in this manner, for they thereby increase the protective distance be-
tween us and them. In some contexts, such movements can seem weak, fearful, and suspicious. 
Most movies end with a withdrawal of some sort, either of the camera from the locale or of the 
characters from the camera.

There are considerable psychological differences between lateral movements on the screen 
and depth movements—that is, movements toward or away from the camera. A script might 
simply call for a character to move from one place to another, but how the director chooses to 
photograph this movement will determine much of its psychological implications. Generally 
speaking, if the character moves from right to left (or vice versa), he or she will seem deter-
mined and efficient, a person of action. Unless the camera is at extreme long shot range, these 
movements are necessarily photographed in brief takes—shots lasting only a few seconds. 
Lateral movements tend to emphasize speed and efficiency, so they are often used in action 
movies (3–6d).

On the other hand, when a character moves in or out of the depth of a scene, the  effect 
is often one of slowness. Unless the camera is at close range or an extreme wide- angle lens
is used, movements toward or away from the camera take longer to photograph than lateral 
movements. With a telephoto lens, such movements can seem hopelessly dragged out. Fur-
thermore, when depth movement is photographed in an uninterrupted lengthy take, the 
audience tends to anticipate the conclusion of the movement, thus intensifying the sense of 
tedium while we wait for the character to arrive at his or her destination. Especially when a 
character’s physical goal is apparent—the length of a long corridor, for example—audiences 
generally grow restless if they are forced to view the entire movement (4–13).

Most classical filmmakers would photograph the action in several different setups, thus 
compressing the time and space from the inception of the movement to its conclusion. Clas-
sical filmmakers also tend to stage movement diagonally, to create a more dynamic trajectory 
of motion.

The distance and angle from which movement is photographed determine much of its 
meaning. In general, the longer and higher the shot, the slower the movement tends to appear. 
If movement is recorded from close and low angles, it seems more intense, speeded up. A direc-
tor can photograph the same subject—a running man, for example—in two different setups 
and produce opposite meanings. If the man is photographed in an extreme long shot from a 
high angle, he will seem ineffectual and impotent. If he’s photographed from a low angle in a 
medium shot, he will seem a dynamo of energy.  Although the subject matter in each setup is 
absolutely identical, the true content of each shot is its form.

Even film critics (who should know better) are often ignorant of these perceptual differ-
ences, thinking of movement only in terms of story and gross physical action. The   result has 



Though primarily a stage choreographer, Agnes de Mille 

revolutionized the American musical by  introducing  

lengthy ballet sequences. Often these ballets developed  

the story and deepened the  characterization. This famous “dream 

ballet,” a faithful translation of her choreography for the  landmark 1943 stage  

musical by Rodgers and  Hammerstein, is a projection of the heroine’s anxieties. Like 

many dreams, it combines concrete  realistic details with symbolic stylizations into a 

 surrealistic space that’s both familiar and strange. Agnes de Mille exerted an enormous 

influence on film choreography, especially the work of Gene Kelly.  (Magna)

Kelly worked in a broad range of dancing styles—tap, ballroom, 

modern, and ballet. He was usually at his best in muscular, 

gymnastic styles, with an emphasis on virile trajectories and bravura 

leaps. But he was also charming in nonchalant styles, to which he usually 

added a characteristic swagger. He often incorporated lengthy ballet 

sequences in his movies, generally a dream sequence or a fantasy. Kelly’s 

dancing is sexy, with an emphasis on pelvic movements, tensed loins, 

twisting torsos, and close-to-the-floor gyrations. He usually wore close-fitting 

clothes to emphasize his well-muscled body. He also allowed his personality 

to shine through, breaking the formality of the choreography with a cocky 

grin or an ecstatic smile that’s as hammy as it is irresistible.  (MGM)

Unlike such important film choreographers as Busby Berkeley, 

Gene Kelly, and Bob Fosse, the versatile Michael Kidd had no 

signature style. He could work his magic in a variety of idioms. 

For example, his  choreography in this classic musical is athletic and 

pumped up with testosterone. Kidd also choreo graphed the 

romantically ethereal “Dancing in the Dark” number from The Band 

Wagon, with Fred  Astaire and Cyd Charisse gliding lyrically through 

New York’s Central Park like enraptured apparitions. It is one of the 

all-time great dance numbers in the history of movies. In 1996, 

Michael Kidd was given an honorary Academy Award for lifetime 

achievement in film choreography.  (MGM)

The function of the choreographer is to translate 

feelings and ideas into movement, sometimes 

dreamlike and surreal (a), sometimes exquisitely lyrical 

(b), other times  vibrantly energetic (c).

3–3

3–3a  OKLAHOMA! (U.S.A., 1955)

choreography by Agnes de Mille, directed 

by Fred  Zinnemann. 

3–3b  AN AMERICAN IN PARIS 
(U.S.A., 1951) with Gene Kelly and Leslie 

Caron, choreo graphy by Kelly, score by George 

Gershwin, directed by Vincente Minnelli. 

3–3c  SEVEN BRIDES FOR SEVEN 
BROTHERS (U.S.A., 1954) with Jacques 

D’Amboise (flying aloft),  choreography by 

Michael Kidd, directed by Stanley Donen. 



been a good deal of naive theorizing on what is “intrinsically cinematic.” The more movement 
is perceived as extravagant in real life, they argue, the more “filmic” it becomes. Epic events and 
exterior locations are presumed to be fundamentally more suited to the medium than intimate, 
restricted, or interior subjects. Such views are based on a misunderstanding of movement in 
film. True, one can use the terms epic and psychological in describing the general emphasis of 
a movie. Even on this general level, though, arguments about intrinsically cinematic subjects 
are usually crude. No sensible person would claim that Tolstoy’s War and Peace is intrinsically 
more novelistic than Dostoyevsky’s Crime and Punishment, although we may refer to one as an 
epic and the other as a psychological novel. In a similar vein, only a naive viewer would claim 
that Michelangelo’s Sistine Chapel ceiling is intrinsically more visual than a Vermeer painting 
of a domestic scene. They’re different, yes, but not necessarily better or worse, and certainly 
not through any intrinsic quality. In short, there are some good and bad epic works of art, and 
some good and bad psychological works. It’s the treatment that counts, not the material per se.

Movement in film is a subtle issue, for it’s necessarily dependent on the kind of shot used. 
The cinematic close-up can convey as much movement as the most sweeping vistas in an ex-
treme long shot. In fact, in terms of the area covered on the screen’s surface, there is actually 
more movement in a close-up showing tears running down a person’s face than there is in an 
extreme long shot of a parachutist drifting fifty feet (3–8).

Physical contests such as brawls, sword fights, and 

Asian self-defense methods can be choreographed with 

considerable kinetic grace. The kung fu sequences staged  

by the legendary Bruce Lee are particularly stylized, almost like  

an acrobatic dance.  (Concord/Golden Harvest/Warner Bros. )
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3–4  ENTER THE DRAGON 
(Hong Kong, 1973) with Bruce Lee (dark 

trousers), directed by Robert Clouse. 

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)
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Dance as metaphor. This charming social comedy 

centers on a 42-year-old accountant who secretly 

takes up ballroom dancing—a totally foreign concept 

in Japan where such a hobby would be considered weird. In 

a society that makes a fetish of social conformity, any act of 

individualism is likely to be viewed as ridiculous and 

laughable. “The nail that sticks out gets hammered down” is 

a proverb that virtually all Japanese schoolchildren learn 

when they’re very young. Even as adults, they are intensely 

afraid of appearing different. Nonetheless, our stifled hero 

decides to take dancing lessons. He’s so ashamed that he 

doesn’t even tell his wife. Besides, they hardly speak 

anymore, though they’re unfailingly polite. He feels that 

there’s something pretentious about imitating “Western” 

oddities, something unmanly about wanting to be graceful. 

Most Japanese would agree that it’s eccentric and show-offy 

to perform strange steps in front of other people. Yet his 

daily grind lacks excitement and romance. He is virtually a 

stranger to his family. And maybe—just once—he would like 

to stand out in a crowd. This shot embodies his double life: 

Above the desk, he’s a conscientious accountant, but down 

below, he’s practicing his dance steps. See also Cinematic 

Landscapes, edited by Linda C. Ehrlich and David Desser 

(Austin: University of Texas Press, 1994), a collection of 

essays on Chinese and Japanese movies.  (Altamira/NTV)

Action-adventure films are among the 

most kinetic of genres, emphasizing 

motion and speed above all other 

qualities. The Avengers escalates the thrills by 

providing multiple protagonists, the Marvel 

Comics superheroes: Iron Man, the Incredible 

Hulk, Thor, Captain America, Hawkeye, and the 

Black Widow. The Irish author Samuel Beckett 

once famously described the task of the modern 

artist: “To find a form that accommodates the 

mess.” Writer-director Joss Whedon managed to 

find a form by tweaking the Grand Hotel formula 

(see 8–7a) for this enormously successful 

action-adventure fantasy. Of course it cost him a huge fortune ($220 million) to create all those 

special effects cosmic crashes and explosions. But the public responded with enthusiasm. Marvel 

Comics book fans “will have multiple orgasms,” film critic David Edelstein predicted. The movie 

raked in over $1.5 billion and is one of the highest grossing films in history.  (Paramount 

Pictures/TM & © 2012 Marvel & Subs. www.marvel.com. Courtesy of Marvel Studios. )

3–5a  SHALL WE DANCE? 
(Japan, 1997) with Koji Yakusyo, 

directed by Masayuki Suo. 

3–5b  THE AVENGERS 
(U.S.A., 2012) with Robert Downey Jr., 

written and directed by Joss Whedon. 
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Movement in film is closely related to 

mise en scène. The top of many 

images is associated with power and 

control, the bottom with vulnerability. In this 

shot from the sci-fi fantasy based on some 

Stan Lee comic book characters, Wolverine 

(Jackman) is at full fury when a school for 

gifted children comes  under siege. He attacks 

from above, a position of maximum 

supremacy over those below.  (20th Century 

Fox/Marvel. Photo: Nels Israelson)

Movement is also dependent on the 

camera’s lens. For example, note the 

tremendous sense of speed, even in 

this still photograph. The wide-angle lens 

exaggerates distances,  making normal 

footstrides seem gigantic.  (Canal+/Orly 

Films/TF1. Photo: Peter Mountain)

3–6a  X2: X-MEN UNITED 
(U.S.A., 2003) with Hugh Jackman (flying 

aloft), directed by Bryan Singer. 

3–6b  THE NINTH GATE 
(France/Spain/U.S.A., 2000) with Johnny 

Depp, directed by Roman  Polanski. 
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Our emotional response to movement can be strongly affected by 

whether it’s staged from the depth of the shot toward the camera, as in 

3–6c, or whether the desperate  protagonist is photographed running 

laterally (3–6d) from right to left (or vice versa) in the frame. The in-depth 

movement seems slower, more frustrating, because it takes a long time to run 

from the distant “rear” of the scene to where the camera is patiently waiting. 

The lateral movement seems more decisive and powerful, because moving from 

one side of the frame to the other takes only a few split  seconds. She whizzes 

past the camera.  (Arte/WDR/X-Filme. Photo: Bernd Spauke)

3–6c, d  RUN LOLA RUN 
(Germany, 1998) with Franka Potente, 

directed by Tom Tykwer. 
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Confining an explosive situation within a small space is 

almost always thrilling because the characters have nowhere 

to hide. Most of Red Eye takes place on a jet liner, where a 

young woman (McAdams) is terrorized by a cunning thug (Murphy) 

who threatens to have her father killed if she doesn’t do as she’s 

told. Notice how tightly the two actors are confined (3–7a), while 

director Craven lines up a shot in his video monitor. When the 

heroine secretly tries to leave a message in the restroom, the 

menacing villain blocks the narrow aisle, curtailing her movements 

(3–7b). Exasperated with her repeated efforts to foil his plot, he 

finally invades her space with more concrete threats (3–7c). In 

confined scenes such as these, movement is expressed primarily by 

close shots and by the editing, which energizes an otherwise 

static-looking space.  (Dreamworks)

3–7a, b, c  RED EYE (U.S.A., 2005)

with Rachel McAdams and Cillian Murphy, 

directed by Wes Craven.

(a)

(c)

(b)
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Epic and psychological movies use movement in different ways, with emphasis on different 
shots. Epic movies usually depend on the longer shots for their effects, whereas psychological 
films tend to use the closer shots. Epics are concerned with a sense of sweep and breadth, psy-
chological movies with depth and detail. Epics often emphasize events, psychological films the 
implications of events. One stresses action, the other reaction.

Two filmmakers can approach the same story and produce totally different results. Ham-

let is a good example. Laurence Olivier’s film version of this play is essentially an epic, with 
emphasis on the longer shots. Franco Zeffirelli’s version is primarily a psychological study, 

Unlike movement in dance or the live 

theater, cinematic movement is always 

relative. Only gross movements are likely 

to be perceived in an extreme long shot, 

whereas the flicker of an eye can rivet our 

attention in a close-up. In these photos, for 

example, the path of the boy’s tear covers more 

screen space than the pilot’s fall from the sky.

3–8a  THE STUNT MAN 
(U.S.A., 1980) directed by Richard 

Rush. (20th Century Fox)

3–8b  THE WILD CHILD (France,

1969) with Jean-Pierre Cargol, directed by 

François Truffaut. (Les Films Du Carosse/

Les Productions Artistes Associés)
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dominated by close and medium shots. Olivier’s movie emphasizes setting. There are many 
long shots, especially of the brooding castle of Elsinore. Much is made of Hamlet’s interaction 
with this moody locale. We’re informed at the beginning of the film that the story is about “a 
man who could not make up his mind.” The long shots are used to emphasize this interpreta-
tion visually. Most of them are loosely framed, suggesting that Hamlet (played by Olivier) 
has considerable freedom of movement, freedom to act. But he refuses to use this freedom, 
preferring to sulk in dark corners, paralyzed with indecision. When he does move, the motion 
is generally recorded from long distances, thus reinforcing the impotence of the protagonist in 
relationship to his environment.

Zeffirelli’s Hamlet (with Mel Gibson) is usually photographed in tightly framed close and 
medium shots (3–9). Unlike Olivier’s indecisive Hamlet, Gibson’s is impulsive and rash, a man 
who often acts before he thinks. Imprisoned by the confining close shots, the tortured hero 
virtually spills off the edges of the frame into oblivion. The unstable handheld camera can 
barely keep up with him as he lunges hyperkinetically from place to place. If the same move-
ments were photographed from a long-shot range, of course, the character would seem to move 
more normally.

When the camera is close to the action, as in this photo, 

even small gestures seem magnified and highly kinetic. 

Gibson’s portrayal of Shakespeare’s tragic hero is volatile, 

exploding with energy—a far cry from the contemplative and 

indecisive Hamlet made famous in Laurence Olivier’s 1948 film 

version of the play.  (Warner Bros. /Icon)

3–9  HAMLET (U.S.A./Britain/Italy,

1990) with Glenn Close and Mel Gibson, 

directed by Franco Zeffirelli. 
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Astaire’s dancing style is the epitome of cool—elegant, debonair, effortless. He influenced such 

classical choreographers as Jerome Robbins and George Balanchine, and such dancers as Rudolf 

Nureyev, who described Astaire as “the greatest dancer in American history.” Balanchine believed 

that Astaire was the greatest dancer of the twentieth century. His range was extraordinarily broad, 

encompassing the wit and speed of tap, the airy romanticism of ballroom styles, and later in his career, the 

ethereal lyricism of modern dance. He insisted on artistic control over his dance numbers. A perfectionist, 

he also insisted on a six-week rehearsal period before production began. In his nine RKO musicals, he and 

Hermes Pan worked out the choreography, then taught the steps to Ginger Rogers, who usually came in 

shortly before production. An irate feminist once pointed out that Rogers did everything Astaire did, only 

backwards, and in high heels—and with a mere few days of rehearsal. She deserves more credit. The 

camera is essentially functional: It records the movements of the dancers in lengthy takes, at full-shot 

range, panning and tilting after them as unobtrusively as possible. Their dance numbers are actually love 

scenes: He woos his lady kinetically. In fact, they rarely even kiss on screen. She is usually reluctant, cool 

to his verbal advances, but once the music begins, their bodies undulate and sway in rhythmic 

syncopation, and soon she’s a lost creature, yielding completely to her kinesthetic destiny.  (RKO)

3–10  FOLLOW THE FLEET 
(U.S.A., 1936) with Fred Astaire and Ginger 

Rogers, chore ography by Astaire and 

Hermes Pan, directed by Mark Sandrich.
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In the live theater, these two interpretations would have to be achieved through other 
means. Although the drama is in part a visual medium, the “frame” size (the confines of the set 
or the proscenium arch) remains the same for the duration of the play. The live theater, in short, 
is restricted to “long shots,” where such distortions of movement are virtually impossible.

If there is a great deal of movement in the closer shots, its effect on the screen will be exag-
gerated. For this reason, filmmakers tend to use these ranges for relatively static scenes. The 
animation of two people talking and gesturing, for example, has enough movement to prevent 
most medium shots from appearing static.

Hackneyed techniques are almost invariably the sign of a second-rate filmmaker. Certain 
emotions and ideas—like joy, love, hatred—are so prevalent in the cinema that serious artists are 
constantly searching for new methods of presentation, methods that transform the familiar into 
something fresh and unexpected. For example, death scenes are common in movies. But because 
of their frequency, they are often presented tritely. Of course, death remains a universal concern, 
one that can still move audiences if handled with any degree of originality and imagination.

One method of avoiding staleness is to convey emotions through kinetic symbolism. Like 
the choreographer, the filmmaker can exploit the meanings inherent in certain types of move-
ments. Even so-called abstract motions tend to suggest ideas and feelings. Some movements 
strike us as soft and yielding, for example, whereas others seem harsh and aggressive. Curved 
and swaying motions are generally graceful and feminine. Those that are straight and direct 
strike us as intense, stimulating, and powerful. Furthermore, unlike the choreographer, the 
filmmaker can exploit these symbolic movements even without having people perform them.

If a dancer were to convey a sense of grief at the loss of a loved one, his or her movements 
would probably be implosive, withdrawn, with an emphasis on slow, solemn, downward move-
ments. A film director might use this same kinetic principle but in a   totally different physical 
context. For instance, in Walter Lang’s The King and I, we realize that the seriously ailing king 

The comedy of Laurel and Hardy—

like that of most slapstick 

comedians—is quintessentially 

kinetic. The boys were unrivaled in their 

ability to swell a tiny gesture into an 

apocalyptic orgy of destruction. Their 

comedies are filled with rituals of revenge 

and slow escalations of hostility, snowballing 

finally into total mass demolition—a story 

formula they used many times with brilliant 

results. (Hal Roach/MGM)

3–11  TWO TARS (U.S.A., 1928) with

Oliver Hardy and Stan Laurel (in sailor 

suits), directed by James Parrott. 
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Filmmakers often exploit negative space to anticipate action that 

has not yet occurred. In this photo, for example, the anticipatory 

camera seems to be waiting for something to fill in the empty space 

on the right. The unsuspecting pro tagonist doesn’t know that he will soon 

be threatened by a careening auto that will almost run him down. But we 

have already been forewarned of the im pend ing action by Polanski’s 

fram ing. Anticipatory setups like these are especially common in thrillers. 

They are a kind of warning to the viewer to be prepared: Art as well as 

nature abhors a vacuum.  (Warner Bros. )

3–12b  THE MAN FROM NOWHERE 
(South Korea, 2010) directed by 

Jeong-Beom Lee. 

3–12a  FRANTIC (U.S.A., 1988)

with Harrison Ford, directed by  

Roman Polanski.

Anticipatory setups can suggest a sense of predestination: 

The camera almost seems to invite the character to climb 

the stairs because it is waiting for him to fulfill his spatial 

destiny. The high-angled camera and closed form of the image 

both reinforce the sense of an awaiting Fate.  (Opus Pictures)
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(Yul Brynner) has died when we see a close-up of his hand slowly slipping toward the bottom 
of the frame, disappearing finally off the lower edge into darkness.

In Eisenstein’s Old and New (also known as The General Line), a valuable stud bull dies, and 
its death has disastrous consequences for the agricultural commune that has purchased the 
animal. These consequences are expressed through two parallel shots emphasizing the same 
kinetic symbolism. First, Eisenstein shows us an extreme close-up of the dying bull’s eye as it 
slowly closes. The mournful lowering of the eyelid is magnified many times by the closeness of 
the shot. Eisenstein then cuts to a shot of the sun lowering on the horizon, its streaming shafts 
of light slowly retracting as the sun sinks below the earth’s rim. Trivial as a bull’s death might 
seem, to the hardworking members of the commune it suggests an almost cosmic significance. 
Their hopes for a better future die with the animal.

Of course, context is everything in movies. The kind of symbolism in Old and New would 
probably seem pretentious in a more realistic movie. However, the same kinetic principle can 
be used in almost any kind of context. In Mel Gibson’s Braveheart, for  example, the beheading 
of the rebel hero (played by Gibson) exploits downward movements in several ways. As the ex-
ecutioner’s ax sweeps down toward the hero’s neck, we see a close-up of Princess Isabelle, a tear 
slowly rolling down her face. Just as the ax strikes his neck, we see a handkerchief (a memento 
of his dead wife’s love) fall from his hand to the ground in slow motion—a poetic symbol of 
his release from life.

In Charles Vidor’s Ladies in Retirement, these same kinetic principles are used in a totally 
different context. An impoverished housekeeper (Ida Lupino) has asked her aging employer for 
financial assistance to prevent the housekeeper’s two retarded sisters from being put away in an 
asylum. The employer, a vain, selfish woman who acquired her wealth as the mistress of a rich 
man, refuses to help her employee. As a last resort, the desperate housekeeper decides to kill 
the old woman and use her isolated cottage as a refuge for the good-naturedly dotty sisters. The 
murder scene itself is conveyed through kinetic symbolism. We see the overdressed dowager 
playing a ditty at her piano. The housekeeper, who plans to strangle the woman from behind, 
slowly creeps up while she is singing. But instead of showing us the actual strangulation, Vidor 
cuts to a medium close shot of the floor, where, one by one, the dowager’s pearls drop to the 
floor.  Suddenly, a whole clump of pearls splatter near the old lady’s now motionless feet. The 
symbolism of the dropping pearls is appropriate to the context, for they embody not only the 
woman’s superfluous wealth, but her vanity and selfishness as well. Each falling pearl suggests 
an elegantly encrusted drop of blood: Drop by drop, her life ebbs away, until the remaining 
strands of pearls crash to the floor and the wretched creature is dead. By  conveying the murder 
through this kinetic symbolism, Vidor prevents us from witnessing the brutal event, which 
probably would have lost the audience’s sympathy for the housekeeper.

In each of these instances, the filmmakers—Lang, Eisenstein, Gibson, and Vidor—were 
faced with a similar problem: how to present a death scene with freshness and originality. Each 
director solved the problem by exploiting similar movements: a slow, contracting, downward 
motion—the same kind of movement that a dancer would use literally on a stage.

Kinetic symbolism can be used to suggest other ideas and emotions as well. For exam-
ple, ecstasy and joy are often expressed by expansive motions, fear by a variety of tentative or 
trembling movements. Eroticism can be conveyed through the use of undulating motions. In 
Kurosawa’s Rashomon, for example, the provocative sexuality of a woman is suggested by the 
sinuous motions of her silk veil—a movement so graceful and tantalizing that the protagonist 
(Toshiro Mifune) is unable to resist her erotic allure. Since most Japanese viewers regard overt 
sexuality in the cinema as tasteless—even kissing is rare in their movies—sexual ideas are 
often expressed through these symbolic methods.

Every art form has its rebels, and cinema is no exception. Because movement is almost 
universally regarded as basic to film art, a number of directors have experimented with the 
idea of stasis. In effect, these filmmakers are deliberately working against the nature of their 
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Kurosawa’s movies are rich in symbolic kinetic techniques. He 

often creates dramatic tensions by juxtaposing static visual 

elements with a small but dynamic whirlpool of motion. In this 

scene, for  example, the greatly outnumbered protagonist (Toshiro Mifune) 

prepares to do battle with a group of vicious hoodlums. In static visual 

terms, the samurai hero seems trapped by the enclosing walls and the 

human wall of thugs that block off his space. But surrounding the 

protagonist is a furiously  whipping wind (the dominant contrast of the 

shot), which symbolizes his rage and physical power.  (Toho Company)

Understanding MOVIES

3–13  YOJIMBO (Japan, 1961)

directed by Akira Kurosawa.



Expansive outward movements and sunburst effects are generally associated with 

explosive emotions, like joy or terror. In this shot, however, the symbolism is more 

complex. The scene  occurs at the climax of a furious chase sequence in which the 

protagonist (Gene Hackman, with gun) finally triumphs over a vicious killer by shooting 

him—just as he seems on the verge of eluding the dogged police officer once again. This 

kinetic outburst on the screen symbolizes not only the bullet exploding in the victim’s 

body, but a joyous climax for the protagonist after his humiliating and dangerous pursuit. 

The kinetic “ecstasy of death” also releases the dramatic tension that has built up in the 

audience during the chase sequence: In effect, we are seduced into sharing the 

protagonist’s joy in the kill.  (20th Century Fox)
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3–14  THE FRENCH CONNECTION 
(U.S.A., 1971) directed by William Friedkin.
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medium, stripping it of all but the most essential motions. Such filmmakers as Bresson, Ozu, 
and Dreyer have been described as minimalists because their kinetic techniques are so austere 
and restrained. When virtually nothing seems to be moving in an image, even the slightest 
motion can take on enormous significance. In many cases, this stasis is exploited for symbolic 
purposes: Lack of motion can suggest spiritual or psychological paralysis, as in the movies of 
Antonioni, for example.

One of the most interesting experiments in restricted movement is found in Buried, which 
audaciously confines the hero (Ryan Reynolds) to a buried coffin. Reynolds plays a contractor 
in war-torn Iraq. He has been kidnapped and is being held for ransom. He has roughly ninety 
minutes of oxygen left, the running time of the movie. Using his cell phone to call for help, 
and a lighter to see what else is in the coffin—a snake, among other things—the protagonist 
is in a life-or-death struggle with time. Everyone he calls is either not responsive or unavail-
able. Director  Rodrigo Cortés manages to build suspense with virtually none of the usual 
techniques available to filmmakers. The entire action takes place in the coffin in real time. It is 
a triumph of minimalism.

The Moving Camera
Before the 1920s, filmmakers tended to confine movements to the subject photographed. There 
were relatively few who moved their cameras during a shot, and then usually to keep a mov-
ing figure within the frame. In the 1920s, such German filmmakers as F. W. Murnau and E. A. 
Dupont moved the camera within the shot not only for physical reasons but for psychologi-
cal and thematic reasons as well. The German experiments permitted subsequent filmmakers 
to use the mobile camera to communicate subtleties previously considered impossible. True, 
editing—that is, moving the camera between shots—is faster, cheaper, and less distracting. 
But cutting is also abrupt, disconnected, and unpredictable compared to the fluid lyricism of 
a moving camera.

A major problem of the moving camera involves time. Films that use this technique exten-
sively tend to seem slow-moving, since moving in or out of a scene is more time  consuming 
than a straight cut. A director must decide whether moving the camera is worth the film time 
involved and whether the movement warrants the additional technical and budgetary compli-
cations. If a filmmaker decides to move the camera, he or she must then decide how. Should it 
be mounted on a vehicle or simply moved around the axis of a stationary tripod? Each major 
type of camera movement implies different  meanings, some obvious, others subtle. There are 
seven basic moving camera shots: (1) pans, (2) tilts, (3) dolly shots, (4) handheld shots,
(5) crane shots, (6) zoom shots, and (7) aerial shots.

Panning shots—those movements of the camera that scan a scene horizontally—are taken 
from a stationary axis point, with the camera mounted on a tripod. Such shots are time con-
suming because the camera’s movement must ordinarily be smooth and slow to permit the im-
ages to be recorded clearly. Pans are also unnatural in a sense, for when the human eye pans a 
scene, it jumps from one point to another, skipping over the intervals between points. The most 
common use of a pan is to keep the subject within frame. If a person moves from one position 
to another, the camera moves horizontally to keep the person in the center of the composition. 
Pans in extreme long shots are especially effective in epic films where an audience can experi-
ence the vastness of a locale. But pans can be just as effective at medium and close ranges. The 
so-called reaction shot, for instance, is a movement of the camera away from the central at-
traction—usually a speaker—to capture the reaction of an onlooker or listener. In such cases, 
the pan is an effective way of preserving the cause–effect relationship between the two subjects 
and of emphasizing the solidarity and connectedness of people.
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The closer and tighter the shot, the more 

motion dominates. In longer, more loosely 

framed shots, movement tends to recede in 

importance, usually in direct proportion to the distance 

of the kinetic action from the camera. Even the 

slightest changes in framing can affect our reactions. 

The two shots here imply subtle differences. In the 

more loosely framed, medium-full shot (a), Del Toro is 

dominated by Jones, who controls the left and center of 

the mise en scène. Both are wielding knives. Del Toro is 

backed into the right side of the screen. Jones’s control 

over his enemy is reinforced by the amount of space 

allowed for his movements. The control of the visual 

elements within the frame becomes a spatial metaphor 

for Jones’s (temporary) control over Del Toro. In the 

more desperate, tightly framed medium shot (b), Del 

Toro has regained control. He dominates nearly 

two-thirds of the space within the frame, and Jones is 

trapped in the lower left corner of the screen. We know 

who’s winning in each of these shots by seeing how 

much movement the characters can command within 

the confines of the frame.  (Alphaville/Lakeshore/

Paramount Pictures. Photo: Andrew Cooper)

Movement is not always an automatic 

dominant. In this scene, for example, a 

young married couple are reunited at the 

conclusion of World War II. The husband has made 

his way back home from a prisoner-of-war camp. 

While unimportant characters wave and cheer in 

celebration, the couple cling to each other like 

survivors of a horrific storm, barely moving while 

the surrounding characters are blurred into an 

undulating sea of irrelevance. What matters for 

these two is the here and now in each other’s  

arms. The rest of the world seems very far away.   

(Gaylene Preston Productions)

3–15a & b  THE HUNTED (U.S.A.,

2002) with Tommy Lee Jones and Benicio 

Del Toro, directed by William Friedkin. 

3–16  HOME BY CHRISTMAS 
(New Zealand, 2010) directed by 

Gaylene Preston.

(b)

(a)
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The swish pan (also known as a flash pan and a zip pan) is a variation of this technique 
and is often used for transitions between shots—as a substitute cut. The swish pan involves a 
whirling of the camera at a speed so rapid that only blurred images are recorded (3–2b). Al-
though they actually take more time than cuts, swish pans connect one scene to another with a 
greater sense of simultaneity than cuts can suggest. For this reason, flash pans are often used to 
connect events at different locales that might otherwise appear remote from each other.

Pan shots tend to emphasize the unity of space and the connectedness of people and objects 
within that space. Precisely because we expect a panning shot to emphasize the literal contigu-
ity of people sharing the same space, these shots can surprise us when their realistic integrity 
is violated. In Robert Benton’s Places in the Heart, for example, the  final shot of the movie con-
nects the world of the living with the dead. The film is a celebration of the simple Christian 
values that bind a small Texas community together during the troubled times of the 1930s de-
pression. The final shot takes place in a church. The camera begins to pan the congregation in 
a slow, sweeping motion down each row of pews. Interspersed among the surviving characters 
are several that we know to be dead, including a murderer and his victim, worshipping side by 
side. Though the rest of the movie is realistically presented, this final shot leaps to a symbolic 
level, suggesting that the unified spirit of the community includes all its members, deceased as 
well as living.

Tilt shots are vertical movements of the camera around a stationary horizontal axis. Many 
of the same principles that apply to pans apply to tilts: They can be used to keep subjects 
within frame, to emphasize spatial and psychological interrelationships, to suggest simultane-
ity, and to emphasize cause–effect relationships. Tilts, like pans, can also be used subjectively in 
point-of-view shots: The camera can simulate a character’s looking up or down a scene, for 
instance. Since a tilt is a change in angle, it is often used to suggest a psychological shift within 
a character. When an eye-level camera tilts downward, for example, the person photographed 
suddenly appears more vulnerable.

Reverse dolly shots such as this are more 

unsettling than conventional traveling shots. 

When we dolly into a scene, we can usually see 

where we’re headed, to a geographical goal of some 

sort. But when the camera moves in reverse, sweeping 

backward as it keeps the running protagonist in frame, 

we have no sense of a final destination, just the  urgent, 

desperate need to flee.  (Paramount Pictures)

3–17  FORREST GUMP (U.S.A.,

1994) with Tom Hanks, directed by 

Robert Zemeckis.
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Dolly shots, sometimes called trucking or tracking shots, are taken from a moving vehicle 
(dolly). The vehicle literally moves in, out, or alongside a moving figure or object while the ac-
tion is being photographed. Tracks are sometimes laid on the set to permit the vehicle to move 
smoothly—hence the term tracking shot. If these shots involve long distances, the tracks have 
to be laid or withdrawn while the camera is moving in or out. Today, any vehicular movement 
of the camera can be referred to as a dolly shot. The camera can be mounted on a car, a train, 
even a bicycle.

Tracking is a useful technique in point-of-view shots for capturing a sense of movement 
in or out of a scene. Moving the camera enhances three-dimensional space: it seems to put 
the spectator into the space. If a filmmaker wants to emphasize the destination of a character’s 
movement, the director is more likely to use a straight cut between the initiation of the move-
ment and its conclusion. If the experience of the movement itself is important, the director 
is more likely to dolly. Thus, if a character is searching for something, the time-consuming 
point-of-view dolly helps to elongate the suspense of the search. Similarly, the reverse dolly 
and the pull-back dolly are effective techniques for  surprising the audience with a revelation 
(3–17, 3–21). By moving back, the camera reveals something startling, something previously 
off-frame.

A former dancer, Fosse was the foremost 

stage choreographer-director of his 

generation, winning many Tony Awards 

for his Broadway musicals. He also directed a 

half dozen or so movies, including this classic 

musical, his greatest work on film. Fosse’s 

dancers are rarely elegant or lyrical. Rather, 

they are more likely to scrunch their shoulders, 

hunch up their back, or thrust out their pelvis. 

Fosse also loved glitzy/tacky  costumes—usually 

accompanied by hats, which were integrated 

into his dance numbers. He is also the most 

witty of choreographers, with his dancers 

snapping their fingers in unison, mincing to a 

percussive beat like cartoon characters, or 

locking their knees and pointing their toes 

inwardly. He often incorporated hand work, in 

which these appendages seem to have a mind of their own, mocking the sentiments of the rest of 

the dancer’s body. Above all, Fosse’s dance numbers are sexy—not the wholesome, athletic sex 

appeal of a Gene Kelly choreography, but something funkier, more raffish, and down-and-dirty. 

His mature style is uniquely cinematic, not merely an objective recording of a stage choreography. 

In Cabaret, for example, he intercuts shots from the musical numbers with shots of the dramatic 

action and vice versa. In some numbers, he cuts to an avalanche of colliding shots to create a 

choreography that could not exist in the literal space of a theatrical stage.  (ABC/Allied Artists)

3–18  CABARET (U.S.A., 1972)

with Joel Grey, choreographed and  

directed by Bob Fosse. 
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Action and adventure films are among 

the most kinetic of genres, stressing 

physical movement above all other 

qualities. Though the genre is dominated by 

Americans, the influence of Hong Kong 

martial arts movies has been enormous. The 

foremost martial arts choreographer in the 

world, Yuen Wo Ping (best known for his 

work in The Matrix trilogy and the Kill Bill

films) makes frequent use of special effects in 

his choreographies, lending his action 

sequences a dreamy, surrealistic extravagance. 

His style is a blending of traditional Hong 

Kong martial arts, acrobatics, special effects, Chinese opera, and Hollywood 

dance musicals. His warrior/dancers frequently “vault”—fly or swoop up walls, 

slither up tall trees, or flit across rooftops like graceful flying creatures. Like 

Gene Kelly, Yuen Wo Ping frequently incorporates the camera’s movements into 

his choreographies. He also likes to use women in his action sequences, fusing 

the erotic with the acrobatic. See also Planet Hong Kong by David Bordwell 

(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2000), a discussion of Hong Kong action 

genres. (Columbia Pictures. Photo: Chan Kam Chuen)

Cyd Charisse, tall, elegant, and gorgeous, 

was the foremost female dancer during 

MGM’s golden age of musicals, the 1950s. 

Trained in ballet rather than tap, she was usually 

at her best in classy numbers. However, she could 

also convey a  sizzling eroticism in such torrid 

dance numbers as this, and those from It’s 

Always Fair Weather and The Band Wagon. Stage 

choreography is always viewed from a stationary 

position. Film choreography can be more 

complex. In movies, the camera can be choreo-

graphed as well as the dancers. Kelly’s 

choreographies often feature lyrical crane shots 

in which the camera’s swirling motions are 

dreamily counter pointed by the motions of the 

dancers, a virtual pas de trois.  (MGM)

3–19  CROUCHING TIGER, HIDDEN 
DRAGON (Hong Kong/Taiwan/U.S.A., 

2000) with Michelle Yeoh (on ground), 

choreography by Yuen Wo Ping, directed by 

Ang Lee. 

3–20  SINGIN’ IN THE RAIN 
(U.S.A., 1952) with Cyd Charisse and Gene 

Kelly, choreographed by Kelly, directed by 

Kelly and Stanley  Donen. 
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A common function of traveling shots is to provide an ironic contrast with dialogue. In Jack 
Clayton’s The Pumpkin Eater, a distraught wife (Anne Bancroft) returns to an ex-husband’s 
house, where she has an adulterous liaison with him. As the two lie in bed, she asks him if he 
had been upset over their divorce and whether or not he missed her. He assures her that he 
wasn’t upset, but while their voices continue on the soundtrack, the camera belies his words by 
slowly dollying through his living room, revealing pictures and mementos of the ex-wife. The 
shot is a kind of direct communication between the director and audience, bypassing the char-
acters. These techniques are deliberate authorial intrusions (see also 3–24). They are favored 
by filmmakers who view their characters with skepticism or irony—Lubitsch and Hitchcock, 
for example.

One of the most common uses of dolly shots is to emphasize psychological rather than 
literal revelations. By slowly tracking in on a character, the filmmaker is getting close to some-
thing crucial. The movement acts as a signal to the audience, suggesting, in effect, that we 
are about to witness something important. A cut to a close-up would tend to emphasize the 
rapidity of the discovery, but slow dolly shots suggest a more gradual revelation. For example, 
in Clive Donner’s The Caretaker (also known as The Guest), this technique is used several 
times. Based on Harold Pinter’s play, the movie concerns two brothers and an old tramp who 
tries to set one brother against the other. The dialogue, as is often the case in a Pinter script, 
is evasive and not very helpful in providing an understanding of the characters. The brothers 
are different in most respects. Mick (Alan Bates) is materialistic and aggressive. Aston (Robert 

The pull-back dolly or crane shot begins with a close view of a subject, 

then withdraws to reveal the larger context. The contrast between the 

close and distant views can be funny, shocking, or sadly ironic. In this 

famous scene, the camera begins with a close shot of the heroine (Leigh), then 

slowly pulls back, revealing the wounded bodies of hundreds of soldiers, and 

stopping finally at a distant long-shot range, in front of a high flagpole, the 

tattered Confederate flag  whipping in the wind like a shredded remnant. The 

shot conveys a sense of epic loss and  devastation.  (Selznick/MGM)

3–21  GONE WITH THE WIND 
(U.S.A., 1939) with Vivien Leigh (left, in 

red dress), directed by Victor Fleming. 
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“Dance is the activity where the sexual connection 

is most explicit,” Michael Malone has pointed out, 

“which is why movies use it to symbolize sex and 

why skillful dancing is an invariable movie clue to erotic 

sophistication, a prerequisite for the lover.” Eroticism 

underlies virtually all dances centered on the couple, 

whether the style is a sizzling flamenco with bodies 

literally pressed together as in Strictly Ballroom, or a sexy, 

pulsating Latin-American number as in Take the Lead, or a 

formalized 1820 English dance in Vanity Fair, which still 

allows for some body-on-body contact as well as 

flirtatious smiles and smoldering eyes. In each, the male 

courts his partner with sinuously seductive  urgency. See 

Michael Malone, Heroes of Eros: Male Sexuality in the 

Movies (New York: E.P. Dutton, 1979).

3–22a  STRICTLY BALLROOM 
(Australia, 1992) with Paul Mercurio and 

Tara Morice, directed by Baz Lurhmann. 

(M & A/AFFC/Beyond Films)

3–22c  VANITY FAIR (Britain,

2004), with Jonathan Rhys Meyers and 

Reese Witherspoon, directed by Mira 

Nair. (Focus Features/Mirabai Films)

3–22b  TAKE THE LEAD (U.S.A.,

2006), with Antonio Banderas,  directed 

by Liz Friedlander. (New Line. Photo: 

Kerry Hayes)
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Shaw) is gentle and withdrawn. Each brother has a crucial speech in which the camera slowly 
tracks from a long range to a close-up. Neither of the speeches is really very informative, at 
least not on a literal level. However, the juxtaposition of the dialogue with the implications 
of the dolly shot helps the audience to feel that it has finally “arrived” at an understanding of  
each character.

A stationary camera tends to convey a sense of stability and order, unless there is a great 
deal of movement within the frame. The moving camera—by its very instability—can create 
ideas of vitality, flux, and sometimes disorder. Orson Welles exploited the mobile camera to 
suggest the title character’s dynamic energy in Othello. Early in the movie, the confident Moor 
is often photographed in traveling shots. In the ramparts scene, he and Iago walk with mili-
tary briskness as the camera moves with them at an equally energetic pace. When Iago tells 
him of his suspicions, the camera slows down, then comes to a halt. Once Othello’s mind has 
been poisoned, he is photographed mostly from stationary  setups. Not only has his confident 
energy drained away, but a spiritual paralysis invades his soul. In the final shots of the movie, 
he barely moves, even within the still frame. This paralysis motif is completed when Othello 
kills himself.

When the camera literally follows a character, the audience assumes that it will discover 
something along the way. A journey, after all, usually has a destination. But traveling shots are 
often symbolic rather than literal. In Federico Fellini’s 81⁄2, for example, the moving camera is 
used to suggest a variety of thematic ideas. The protagonist, Guido (Marcello Mastroianni), is 
a film director who’s trying to put together a movie near a bizarre health spa. Everywhere he 
turns, he’s confronted by memories, fantasies, and realities more fantastic than anything he can 
imagine. But he is paralyzed by indecision. What, if anything, from all this copious flux will he 
select for his movie? He can’t use it all, for it won’t fit together—the materials are too sprawl-
ing. Throughout the film, the camera wanders restlessly, prowling over the fantastic locale, 
compulsively hoarding images of faces, textures, and shapes. All are absorbed by Guido, but he 
is unable to detach them from their contexts to form a meaningful artistic structure. Until the 
triumphant  final scene, which takes place in his imagination.

Handheld shots are generally less lyrical, more noticeable than vehicular shots. Handheld 
cameras, which are usually mounted with a harness on the cinematographer’s shoulder, were 
perfected in the 1950s to allow camera operators to move in or out of scenes with greater flex-
ibility and speed. Originally used by documentarists to permit them to shoot in nearly every 
kind of location, these cameras were quickly adopted by many fiction film directors as well. 
Handheld shots are often jumpy and ragged. The camera’s rocking is hard to ignore, for the 
screen exaggerates these movements, especially if the shots are taken from close ranges.

Crane shots are essentially airborne dolly shots. A crane is a kind of mechanical arm, often 
more than twenty feet in length. In many respects, it resembles the cranes used by a telephone 
company to repair lines. It can lift a cinematographer and camera in or out of a scene. It can 
move in virtually any direction: up, down, diagonally, in, out, or any combination of these.

The Steadicam is a camera stabilizing device that was perfected in the 1970s. It allows cin-
ematographers to move smoothly through a set or location without shaking or bobbing. The 
Steadicam enables filmmakers to eliminate the need for such expensive devices as cranes and 
dollies, which can restrict camera movements considerably. The Steadicam also reduced the 
need for extra crew members to activate the cumbersome old technology of tracks, hand-oper-
ated dollies, and many types of cranes. Perhaps the most impressive use of the Steadicam dur-
ing the 1970s was in Kubrick’s horror classic, The Shining, where the camera was able to follow 
a young boy’s tricycle as he eerily peddled down empty hotel corridors.

Zoom lenses don’t usually involve the actual movement of the camera, but on the screen 
their effect is very much like an extremely fast tracking or crane shot. The zoom is a combina-
tion of lenses, which are continuously variable, permitting the camera to change from close 
wide-angle distances to extreme telephoto positions (and vice versa) almost simultaneously. 
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In film as in the other arts, subject matter 

usually determines technique. This scene 

portrays an antiwar protest rally during 

the Vietnam War era. The scene is deliberately 

shot in a ragged manner, with shaky handheld 

shots, fragmentary editing, and open-form 

asymmetrical compositions that look like 

newsreel footage captured in the midst of the 

chaos. A stable, aesthetically balanced shot 

would be more beautiful, but such a composition 

would be completely at odds with the essence of 

the subject matter.  (Universal Pictures)

At the opposite end of the kinetic spectrum is 

stasis—no movement. The ultimate lack of freedom 

was the institution of slavery, such as this re-creation 

of a famous slave revolt in 1839.  (Dreamworks)

3–23a  BORN ON THE FOURTH 
OF JULY (U.S.A., 1989) with Tom Cruise, 

directed by Oliver Stone.

3–23b  AMISTAD (U.S.A., 1997)

with Djimon Hounsou (center),  

directed by Steven Spielberg.
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The effect of the zoom is a breathtaking sense of being plunged into a scene, or an equally 
jolting sense of being plucked out of it. Zoom shots are used instead of dolly or crane shots for 
a number of reasons. They can zip in or out of a scene much faster than any vehicle. From the 
point of view of economy, they are cheaper than dolly or crane shots since no vehicle is neces-
sary. In crowded locations, zoom lenses can be useful for photographing from long distances, 
away from the curious eyes of passersby.

There are certain psychological differences between zoom shots and those involving an 
actual moving camera. Dolly and crane shots tend to give the viewer a sense of entering into 
or withdrawing from a set: Furniture and people seem to stream by the sides of the screen as 
the camera penetrates a three-dimensional space. Zoom lenses foreshorten people and flatten 
space. The edges of the image simply disappear on all sides. The effect is one of sudden magni-
fication. Instead of feeling as though we are entering a scene, we feel as though a small portion 
of it has been thrust toward us. In shots of brief duration, these differences are not significant, 
but in more lengthy shots, the psychological differences can be pronounced.

Aerial shots, usually taken from a helicopter, are really variations of the crane shot. Like a 
crane, the helicopter can move in virtually any direction. When a crane is impractical—usually 
on exterior locations—an aerial shot can duplicate the effect. Such shots can be much more 
extravagant, of course, and for this reason they can occasionally be used to suggest a swooping 
sense of freedom (3–25).

Martin Scorsese often complicates his shooting schedule by using 

traveling shots instead of simply cutting. Editing to separate shots is 

faster, easier, and cheaper. So why move the camera at all? In some 

cases the director wants to connect a series of images to suggest a subtle 

process of association. For example, in this period film set during the 

American Civil War era, we see the two main characters conducting their 

money business at the waterfront. In one continuous shot, the camera pans 

and we see Irish immigrants disembarking from a ship, at which point they’re 

signed up to go into battle (they get automatic U.S. citizenship for doing so) 

and are then rerouted to a nearby troop ship, where the ship’s cargo is also 

being loaded: coffins. The camera’s movement is making a political 

statement.  (Miramax/Dimension Films. Photo: Mario Tursi)

3–24  GANGS OF NEW YORK 
(U.S.A., 2001) with Daniel Day-Lewis 

and Leonardo DiCaprio, directed by  

Martin Scorsese. 
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Mechanical Distortions of Movement
Movement in film is not a literal phenomenon but an optical illusion. Present-day cameras 
record movement at twenty-four frames per second (fps). That is, in each second, twenty-four 
separate still pictures are photographed. When the film is shown in a projector at the same 
speed, these still photographs are mixed instantaneously by the human eye, giving the illusion 
of movement. This phenomenon is called the persistence of vision. By simply manipulating the 
timing mechanism of the camera and/or projector, a filmmaker can distort movement on the 
screen. There are five basic distortions of this kind: (1) animation, (2) fast motion, (3) slow
motion, (4) reverse motion, and (5) freeze frames.

There are two fundamental differences between animation and live-action movies. In ani-
mation sequences, each frame is photographed separately, rather than continuously, at the rate 
of twenty-four frames per second. Another difference is that animation, as the word implies, 
doesn’t ordinarily involve the photographing of subjects that move by themselves. The subjects 
photographed are generally drawings or static objects. Thus, in an animated movie, thousands 
of frames are photographed separately. Each frame differs from its neighbor only to an infini-
tesimal degree. When a sequence of these frames is projected at twenty-four fps, the illusion is 
that the drawings or objects are moving and, hence, are “animated.”

A popular misconception about animated movies is that they are intended primarily for 
the entertainment of children—perhaps because the field was dominated for so many years by 
Walt Disney. In actuality, the gamut of sophistication in the genre is as broad as in live-action 
fiction films. The works of Disney and the puppet films of the Czech Jiří Trnka appeal to both 
children and adults. A few of these films are as sophisticated as the drawings of Paul Klee. 

Most aviation movies have been directed by pilots, including Wings (1927), 

the first winner of the Best Picture Academy Award. It was directed by 

William Wellman, a veteran of the Lafayette Flying Corps during World 

War I. Tony Bill has been flying planes since the age of 14, and the aerial footage 

in Flyboys is spectacular. The movie, set in 1916, is loosely based on fact, and 

centers on the American volunteers who joined the famous French Escadrille Unit 

during World War I. The aerial dogfights (pictured) are Iyrical as well as heart-

poundingly exciting. The footage was captured by the film’s cinematographer, 

Henry Braham, who observed: “The men were flying basically in wicker baskets, 

completely open. There’s a strong element of exposure and human frailty that you 

don’t get in modern action and war movies anymore.”  (Electric/Skydance)

3–25  FLYBOYS (U.S.A., 2006)

directed by Tony Bill.
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Even today, many filmgoers regard 

animation as a children’s genre, but in 

fact, serious subjects are often explored 

by contemporary animators. For example, this 

movie is based on the best-selling series of 

graphic novels by Marjane Satrapi. Loosely 

autobiographical, it centers on an upper-

middle-class Iranian girl who grew up in 

Tehran, suffered through the repressive and 

puritanical Islamic revolution, and then the 

brutal Iran–Iraq war. She eventually moves to 

Vienna and Paris, where she encounters a lot of anti-Muslim prejudice. A heart-breaking 

love affair with a Western boyfriend ends badly when he dumps her. “I survived revolution 

and war, but a banal love story  almost killed me,” she confesses. The movie is in black and 

white, and features a simple style of drawing. Satrapi claimed she was more influenced by 

German Expressionism and Italian neo realism than by contemporary computer animation. 

The movie won the Jury Prize at the Cannes Film Festival, and in America was nominated 

for an Oscar as Best Animated Feature.  (247 Films/Diaphana Films/France 3 Cinéma)

The Green Wave is also by an Iranian 

artist, and combines documentary 

footage with animation. It deals  

with the repressive regime of his native 

country and how the theocratic government 

stifles all dissent. The good ayatollahs even 

sanctioned the torture and killing of their 

own citizens—all in the name of God,  

of course. We’re a long way from the 

reassuring affirmations of Walt Disney  

and company.  (Arte/WDR)

3–26a  PERSEPOLIS (France/U.S.A.,

2007) directed by Marjane Satrapi and 

Vincent Paronnaud. 

3–26b  THE GREEN WAVE 
(Germany/Iran, 2011)

directed by Ali Samadi Ahadi. 
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There are even some X-rated animated films, most notably Ralph Bakshi’s Fritz the Cat and 
Heavy Traffic. An early animated film was Ballet Méchanique (France, 1924), directed by Fer-
nand Léger, who is best known for his cubist paintings, but he also dabbled in the avant-garde 
cinema of his era. In this short film, he created many striking kinetic effects by choreographing 
ordinary objects, like crockery, dishes, and machine gears, which dance wittily, thanks to the 
stop-motion animation.

Another popular misconception about animated movies is that they are simpler than live-
action films. The contrary is more often the case. For every second of screen time, twenty-four 
separate drawings usually have to be photographed. Thus, in an average ninety-minute fea-
ture, over 129,600 drawings are necessary. Furthermore, some animators use transparent plastic 
sheets (called cels), which they layer over each other to give the illusion of depth to their draw-
ings. Some single frames consist of as many as three or four layers of cels. Most animated films 
are short precisely because of the overwhelming difficulty of producing all the necessary draw-
ings for a longer movie. Feature-length  animated movies are usually produced in assembly-line 
fashion, with dozens of artists drawing thousands of separate frames. Of course, today many 
animated movies are created entirely on computers (see 3–27).

Technically, animated films can be as complex as live-action movies. The same techniques 
can be used in both forms: traveling shots, zooms, angles, various lenses, editing, dissolves,
etc. The only difference is that animators draw these elements into their images. Furthermore, 
animators also can use most of the techniques of the painter: different kinds of paints, pens, 
pencils, pastels, washes, acrylics, and so on.

Robert Zemeckis is a modern pioneer in the field of animation. In 

Who Framed Roger Rabbit, he combined live-action characters with 

animated characters within the same frame without disjunctions in 

style. In The Polar Express, he used a technique called “performance capture.” 

A live actor, such as Hanks (who plays six characters in the film) is wired up 

with glass beads so that his gestures and facial movements can be translated 

to a computer, which then plasticizes the image into a character who seems 

both real and animated.  (Castle Rock Entertainment)

3–27a  THE POLAR EXPRESS 
(U.S.A., 2004) voiced by Tom Hanks, 

directed by Robert  Zemeckis. 



One of the most successful instances of combining live action with animation is Who

Framed Roger Rabbit, directed by Robert Zemeckis. Richard Williams was the director of ani-
mation for the project, which involved over 320 animators. Nearly 2 million drawings were 
made for the movie. Some single frames were so complex that they required two dozen draw-
ings. The integration of real details with cartoon characters is startling. A cartoon rabbit drinks 
from a real coffee cup, which rattles. Cartoon characters throw real shadows on the set. They 
bump into live people, knocking them down.

Fast motion is achieved by having events photographed at a slower rate than twenty-four 
fps. Ordinarily, the subject photographed moves at a normal pace. But when the sequence is 
projected at twenty-four fps, the effect is one of acceleration. This technique is sometimes used 
to intensify the natural speed of a scene—one showing galloping horses, for example, or cars 
speeding past the camera. Early silent comedies were photographed before the standardization 
of cameras and projectors at twenty-four fps, and therefore their sense of speed is exaggerated 
at present-day projector speeds. Even at sixteen or twenty fps, however, some of these early 
directors used fast motion for comic effects.

By the time he made Beowulf, Zemeckis had refined the performance 

capture technique considerably. The movie features images that are 

more realistic, less cartoonish, yet still stylized, otherworldly, and 

mysterious. Over 450 graphic designers contributed to the film’s dazzling  

CGI effects. The movie is a loose adaptation of an eighth-century Old English 

heroic saga. The film version is as violent and primitive as the original, but 

far more erotic, thanks to the slithery sexiness of Angelina Jolie, who plays 

Grendel’s mother. She’s a villainess far more treacherous than the rather 

bland characterization in the poem. The movie grossed over $196 million 

worldwide.  (Paramount Pictures/Shangri-La)
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3–27b  BEOWULF (U.S.A., 2007) 

with Angelina Jolie and Ray Winstone, 

directed by Robert Zemeckis. 
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A number of commentators have 

referred to the contemporary animation 

scene as a golden age, encompassing a 

broad spectrum of styles and techniques from 

all over the world. Tim Burton’s distinctive 

animated style employs stop-action techniques 

to bring his puppets and settings to life. Corpse 

Bride features characters who are only about 

twenty inches high in miniature sets. Stop-

action animation is a technique that harks back 

to Méliès’s time in the late nineteenth century.    

(Warner Bros. )

There’s hardly a primary color in all of Chicken Run, a clay-

animation fable of infinite subtlety, not only in its color spectrum, 

but its sophisticated script and witty dialogue as well. Note the 

elongated shadows and sculptural sidelighting: The image looks as though 

it was photographed in the “magic hour.” Of course, in a studio, any time 

can be the magic hour.  (Dreamworks/Pathé/Aardmaan Animation)

3–28a  TIM BURTON’S CORPSE 
BRIDE (U.S.A., 2005) directed by Mike 

Johnson and Tim  Burton.

3–28b  CHICKEN RUN 
(Britain, 2000) directed by Peter Lord 

and Nick Park. 
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According to the French aesthetician Henri Bergson, when people act mechanically rather 
than flexibly, comedy is the result. People, unlike machines, can think, feel, and act reasonably. 
A person’s intelligence is measured by his or her ability to be adaptable. When behavior be-
comes machinelike and inflexible, we find it laughable. One aspect of machinelike behavior is 
speed: When a person’s movements are speeded up on film, he or she seems unhuman, ridicu-
lous. Dignity is difficult in fast motion, for acceleration robs us of our humanity. The Upton 
Inn mixup in Richardson’s Tom Jones is funny precisely because the fast motion captures the 
machinelike predictability of all the characters: Tom flies from Mrs. Waters’s bed, Mr. Fitzpat-
rick flies off the handle, Squire Western screams for his daughter, and the servants scream for 
their lives (3–30).

Winner of the first Oscar given for Best Animated 

Feature, Shrek combines computer animation with 

heightened (i.e., computer-enhanced) reality. The 

F/X wizards produced characters of striking  sculptural 

roundedness, as though the images were in 3–D. The 

creatures (voiced by Eddie Murphy and Mike Myers) 

almost seem real. (Dreamworks)

Richardson uses fast motion in this movie 

when he wishes to emphasize the 

machinelike behavior of the characters— 

especially of the horny hero (Finney) whose sex 

drive often overpowers his judgment. In the famous 

Upton Inn mixup  (pictured), Tom is rudely 

interrupted in his nocturnal amours by the 

hot-tempered Mr. Fitzpatrick. The sequence is shot 

in fast motion to heighten the comedy: The drunken 

Fitzpatrick flails at our besieged hero as his terrified 

paramour screams for her life, thus waking all the 

inhabitants of the inn, including Sophie Western, 

the only woman Tom truly loves.  (Woodfall)

3–29  SHREK (U.S.A., 2001) special

effects by  Pacific Data Images, directed by 

Andrew Adamson and Vicky Jenson.

3–30  TOM JONES (Britain, 1963) 

with George Cooper, Albert Finney,  

and Joyce Redman; directed by  

Tony Richardson.
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Slow motion is often used in movies 

about athletic events. The technique can 

prolong the balletic grace of an athlete’s 

movements. In other cases, such as this, the 

slow motion heightens the agonized strain in 

every muscle of an athlete’s body as he hurtles 

himself against the finish wire.  (Warner Bros. 

Photo: Linda R. Chen)

Slow motion, of course, prolongs 

time—sometimes unbearably, as in this 

shot. The hero is racing to the rescue of 

the woman he loves, who is under  attack during a 

sudden Indian ambush. A weapon in each hand, 

photographed at the aggressive full-front position, 

with the foreground and background an irrelevant 

blur, Hawkeye (Day-Lewis) is totally focused on 

his enemy, but the slow-motion photography 

seems to hold him back—as an agonizing eternity 

transpires. (20th Century Fox/Morgan Creek. 

Photo: Frank Connor)

3–31a  WITHOUT LIMITS 
(U.S.A., 1998) with Billy Crudup, 

directed by Robert Towne. 

3–31b  THE LAST OF THE 
 MOHICANS (U.S.A., 1992) with Daniel 

Day-Lewis, directed by Michael Mann. 



Slow-motion sequences are achieved by photographing events at a faster rate than twenty-
four fps and projecting the filmstrip at the standard speed. Slow motion tends to ritualize and 
solemnize movement. Even the most commonplace actions take on a choreographic graceful-
ness in slow motion. Where speed tends to be the natural rhythm of comedy, slow, dignified 
movements tend to be associated with tragedy. In The Pawnbroker, Sidney Lumet used slow 
motion in a flashback sequence, showing the protagonist as a young man on an idyllic coun-
try outing with his family. The scenes are lyrical and  otherworldly—too perfect to last.

When violent scenes are photographed in slow motion, the effect is paradoxically beautiful. 
In The Wild Bunch, Sam Peckinpah used slow motion to photograph the grisliest scenes of hor-
ror—flesh tearing, blood spattering, horses toppling, an almost endless variety. By aestheticiz-
ing these scenes of ugliness, Peckinpah demonstrates why the men are so addicted to a life of 
violence when it seems so profitless. Violence becomes almost an aesthetic credo, somewhat as 
it’s portrayed in the fiction of Hemingway. Slow-motion violence became virtually a trademark 
in the works of Peckinpah (4–37).

Reverse motion simply involves photographing an action with the film running reversed. 
When projected on the screen, the events run backward. Since Méliès’s time,  reverse motion has 
not progressed much beyond the gag stage. In The Knack, Richard Lester used reverse motion 

Violence as dance. The great Japanese master, Akira Kurosawa, 

sometimes used slow motion to convey violence, especially in 

scenes of battle. Zwick also uses this technique, paradoxically 

converting a scene of brutality and bloodshed during a famous Civil 

War battle into a mesmerizing ballet of blasted limbs and flying 

trajectories of debris. Zwick also used slow motion in many of the 

battle scenes of The Last Samurai (2003). (Tri Star)

3–31c  GLORY (U.S.A., 1989) 

directed by Edward Zwick.
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as a comic choreographic retake for a quick laugh when an egg “returns” to its shell. One of the 
most expressive uses of reverse motion—combined with slow motion—is in Jean Cocteau’s Or-

pheus. The protagonist has taken a journey into Hell to regain his lost wife. He makes a serious 
blunder while there and expresses a wish to return to his original point of decision to correct 
his mistake. Magically, he is whisked into the past before our eyes, as the previous sequence 
unfurls backward in slow motion—to the physical setting where the fateful decision was made. 
The reverse motion in this sequence is a good instance of how space can be temporalized and 
time spatialized in the cinema.

A freeze frame suspends all movement on the screen. A single image is selected and re-
printed for as many frames as is necessary to suggest the halting of motion. By interrupting 
a sequence with a freeze shot, the director calls attention to an image—offering it, as it were, 
for our delectation. Sometimes, the image is a fleeting moment of poignancy that is over in a 
fraction of a second, as in the final shot of Truffaut’s The 400 Blows. Directors also use freeze 
frames for comic purposes. In Tom Jones, Richardson freezes the shot of Tom dangling on a 
noose while the off-screen narrator urbanely explains to the audience why Tom should not 
hang until his tale is finished.

In other instances, the freeze frame can be used for thematic purposes. The final image of 
Richardson’s The Loneliness of the Long Distance Runner is frozen to emphasize the perma-
nence of the protagonist’s status at the end of the picture. Freeze frames are ideal metaphors 
for dealing with time, for in effect, the frozen image permits no change. Near the end of the 

Slow motion etherealizes movement, lending it a dreamy, 

otherworldly grace. Throughout this musical, slow motion is used in 

the dance numbers to emphasize the individuality rather than the 

uniformity of the dancers. Twyla Tharp’s choreography is organic to the 

story, which deals with the freewheeling lifestyle of some 1960s hippies. 

The dance numbers are loose and spontaneous, with each dancer doing his 

or her own thing—like jiggling links in a chain.  (United Artists)
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3–32  HAIR (U.S.A., 1979) 

choreography by Twyla Tharp, 

directed by Milos Forman.
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western True Grit, for example, Henry Hathaway froze a shot of the protagonist (John Wayne) 
and his horse leaping over a fence. By halting the shot at the crest of the leap, Hathaway creates 
a metaphor of timeless grandeur: The image suggests a heroic equestrian statue, immune from 
the ravages of time and decay. Of course, the total absence of movement is often associated with 
death, and Hathaway’s freeze frame also implies this idea. Perhaps a more explicit metaphor of 
death can be seen in the conclusion of the western Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid, where 
the two heroes (Paul Newman and Robert Redford) are “frozen” just before they are shot to 
death. The freeze frame suggests an ultimate triumph over death.

Most of these mechanical distortions were discovered by Méliès. For many years  after, they 
were largely ignored by the majority of commercial filmmakers until the late 1950s, when the 
French New Wave directors revived them. Since then, these techniques have become part of 
every filmmaker’s artistic arsenal.

In watching a movie, we ought to ask ourselves why a director is moving the camera dur-
ing a scene. Or why the camera doesn’t move. Does the director keep the camera close in to the 
action, thus emphasizing motion? Or does he or she de-emphasize movement through the use 
of longer shots, high angles, and slow-paced action? Are the movements in a scene naturalistic 
or stylized? Literal or symbolic? Are the camera’s movements smooth or choppy? Lyrical or 
disorienting? What are the symbolic implications of such mechanical distortions as fast and 
slow motion, freeze frames, and animation?

Movement in film is not simply a matter of “what happens.” The director has dozens of 
ways to convey motion, and what differentiates a great director from a merely competent one is 
not so much a matter of what happens, but how things happen—how suggestive and resonant 
are the movements in a given dramatic context? Or, how effectively does the form of the move-
ment embody its content?

This notorious freeze-frame parody of Leonardo’s Last Supper is only one 

example of Buñuel’s savage assault on the Catholic Church, sentimental 

liberalism, and middle-class morality. His sardonic wit is often shocking, 

blasphemous. For example, the context of this freeze frame is a drunken orgy of 

beggars who pose for a group photo to the accompaniment of Handel’s Messiah

(the Christ figure in the center is a blind man). A woman reeling in boozy stupor 

“snaps” the picture not with a camera but her genitals. This raucous gesture 

throws the “disciples” into paroxysms of laughter. Though a nonbeliever, Buñuel 

was able to infuse these sacrilegious jokes with a sense of scandal. “Thank God I 

am still an atheist,” he once sighed.  (Films 59/Alatriste/UNINCI)

3–33  VIRIDIANA (Mexico/Spain,

1961) directed by Luis Buñuel.
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West Side Story (U.S.A., 1961)

The foundation of film art is editing.

V. I. Pudovkin, Filmmaker and Film Critic

! Explain the process and 

conventions set forth in the 

editing technique, “cutting  

to continuity.”

! Match the five classifications of 

editing styles with how intrusively 

or interpretively they cut scenes.

! Describe the elements present 

in classical cutting, and how 

D. W. Griffith used them in his 

film, The Birth of a Nation.

! Illustrate the “180° rule” and 

explain its purpose as an  

editing guideline.

! Show how editing can be used to 

create a variety of functions that 

help develop a film’s mise en scène

and seamless story line.

! Assess the construction of 

thematic editing sequences, or 

montages, and show how they fit 

into the Soviet formalist tradition.

! Outline the realistic aesthetics of 

André Bazin and how emotional 

impact is created through 

the unity of space, not the 

juxtaposition of shots.

! Evaluate the sequence from Sam 

Peckinpah’s The Wild Bunch as an 

example of lyrical editing.

Learning Objectives

(Mirisch 7 Arts/United Artists)

EDITING 4
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So far, we’ve been concerned with cinematic communication as it relates to the single shot, the 
basic unit of construction in movies. Except for traveling shots and lengthy takes, however, 
shots in film tend to acquire meaning when they are juxtaposed with other shots and struc-
tured into an edited sequence. Physically, editing is simply joining one strip of film (shot)
with another. On the most mechanical level, editing eliminates unnecessary time and space. 
Through the association of ideas, editing connects one shot with another, one scene with an-
other, and so on. Simple as this may now seem, the convention of editing represents what critic 
Terry Ramsaye referred to as the “syntax” of cinema, its grammatical language. Like linguistic 
syntax, the syntax of editing must be learned. We don’t possess it innately.

Continuity
In the earliest years of cinema, the late 1890s, movies were brief, consisting of short events pho-
tographed in long shots in a single take. The duration of the shot and the event were equal. 
Soon, filmmakers began to tell stories—simple ones, it’s true, but requiring more than a single 
shot. Scholars have traced the development of narrative to filmmakers in France, Britain, and 
the United States.

By the early twentieth century, filmmakers had  already devised a functional style of editing 
we now call cutting to continuity. This type of cutting is a technique used in most fiction 
films even today, if only for exposition scenes. Essentially, this style of editing is a kind of short-
hand, consisting of time- honored conventions. Continuity cutting tries to preserve the fluidity 
of an event without literally showing all of it.

Editing is an art as well as a craft. Like all art, it 

often defies mechanical formulations, taking on 

a life of its own. For example, when sneak-

preview audiences were asked for their reactions to this 

three-hour movie, most viewers responded 

enthusiastically but felt that the hour-long wedding 

sequence of the opening could have been cut down. In 

terms of its plot, nothing much “happens” in this 

sequence. Its purpose is primarily lyrical—a loving 

celebration of the social rituals that bind the 

community together. The story content of the sequence 

could be condensed to a few minutes of screen 

time—which is exactly what its makers did. When the 

shortened version was shown to audiences, reactions 

were negative. Cimino and his editor, Peter Zinner, 

restored the cut footage. The long wedding sequence is 

necessary not for its story content so much as for its 

experiential value. It provides the movie with a sense of 

balance: The community solidarity of the sequence is 

what the characters fight for in the subsequent battle 

footage of the film.  (EMI/Columbia/Warner Bros. )

4–1a  THE DEER HUNTER (U.S.A.,

1978) with Meryl Streep and Robert De 

Niro, directed by Michael Cimino.
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People often refer to a film as 

“slow” or “fast-moving.” Generally, 

the pace of a movie is determined 

by the subject matter—a thriller is likely 

to be edited at a faster pace than a subtle 

psychological study—but sometimes the 

editing pace is determined by a director’s 

temperament. For example, both Zodiac

and Mission: Impossible III are thrillers, but Fincher’s historically based 

case study of a San Francisco serial killer and the people trying to catch 

him moves at a slow, deliberate pace, like most of Fincher’s other works 

(Alien3, Fight Club, The Curious Case of Benjamin Button). On the other 

hand, Mission: Impossible III, like many action films, moves at an almost 

frantic pace. Although the average Hollywood film contains about 1,000 

shots, action thrillers tend to average over 2,000. A typical film’s shots 

average about five to eight seconds in length; the shots of thrillers 

average about two to four seconds. Many directors believe that 

contemporary audiences—debauched by video games, TV remote 

controls, and a steady diet of action films—won’t sit still for a movie 

that doesn’t race to an explosive climax of split-second shots. 

4–1c  MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE III 
(U.S.A., 2006) with Tom Cruise and Michelle 

Monaghan, directed by J. J. Abrams.  

(Paramount Pictures. Photo: Mark Fellman)

4–1b  ZODIAC (U.S.A., 2007) with 

Robert Downey Jr. and Jake Gyllenhaal, 

directed by David Fincher. (Paramount

Pictures/Warner Bros.)
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For example, a continuous shot of a woman leaving work and going home might take forty-
five minutes. Cutting to continuity condenses the action into a few brief shots, each of which 
leads by association to the next: (1) She enters a corridor as she closes the door to her office. 
(2) She leaves the office building. (3) She enters and starts her car. (4) She drives her car along a 
highway. (5) Her car turns into her driveway at home. The entire forty-five-minute action might 
take ten seconds of screen time, yet nothing essential is left out. It’s an unobtrusive condensation.

To keep the action logical and continuous, there must be no confusing breaks in an edited 
sequence of this sort. Often, all the movement is carried out in the same direction on the 
screen to avoid confusion. For example, if the woman moves from right to left in one shot and 
her movements are from left to right in the other shots, we might think that she is returning 
to her office. Cause–effect relationships must be clearly set forth. If the woman slams on her 
brakes, the director is generally obliged to offer us a shot of what prompted the driver to stop 
so suddenly.

The continuity of actual space and time is fragmented as smoothly as possible in this type 
of editing. Unless the audience has a clear sense of a continuous action, an editing transi-
tion can be disorienting. Hence the term jump cut, which means an editing transition that’s 
confusing in terms of space and time. To make their transitions smooth,  filmmakers generally 
use establishing shots at the beginning of their stories or at the  beginning of any new scene 
within the narrative.

How a scene is edited can be very subjective, 

depending on who’s doing the cutting and what 

the  editor wants to emphasize. In this domestic 

family quarrel, for example, the scene is slanted toward 

the wronged wife (Keiko Kishi, lower right) and her 

bullying husband (Teinosuke Sachiko, center left). Her 

sisters and brother-in-law observe from the rear of the 

room. But another editor could focus on any of the 

other four characters, giving them more prominence in 

the sequence by cutting to their reactions more often, 

thus conveying the scene primarily from that character’s 

perspective. In short, six different stories could be told, 

depending on how the sequence is cut together, and 

who gets the most shots.  (Toho Eizo Co. )

4–2  THE MAKIOKA SISTERS 
(Japan, 1985) directed by 

Kon Ichikawa.
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Once the location is established, filmmakers then can cut to closer shots of the  action. If the 
events require a considerable number of cuts, the filmmaker might cut back to a reestablish-
ing shot—a return to the opening long shot. In this way, the viewer is  reminded of the spatial 
context of the closer shots. “Between” these various shots, time and space can be expanded or 
contracted with considerable subtlety.

By 1908, when the American D. W. Griffith entered the field of filmmaking, movies had 
already learned how to tell stories thanks to the technique of cutting to continuity. But the 
stories were simple and crude compared to those in more sophisticated narrative mediums like 
literature and drama. Nonetheless, movie storytellers already knew that by breaking up an ac-
tion into different shots, an event could be contracted or expanded, depending on the number 
of shots. In other words, the shot, not the scene, was the basic unit of film construction.

Movies before Griffith were usually photographed in stationary long shot—roughly the 
position of a close observer in the live theater. Because film time doesn’t depend on the dura-
tion of the literal event, filmmakers of this era introduced a more subjective time, one that’s 
determined by the duration of the shots (and the elapsed time implied between them), not by 
the actual occurrence.

D. W. Griffith and Classical Cutting
The basic elements of editing syntax were already in place when Griffith entered the field, but 
it was he more than any other individual who molded these elements into a language of power 
and subtlety. Film scholars have called this language classical cutting. Griffith has been called 
the Father of Film because he consolidated and expanded many of the techniques invented by 
his predecessors and was the first to go beyond gimmickry into the realm of art. By 1915, the 
year of his famous epic The Birth of a Nation, classical cutting was already an editing style of 
great sophistication and expressiveness. Griffith had seized on the principle of the association 
of ideas in the concept of editing and expanded it in a variety of ways.

REALISM CLASSICISM FORMALISM

Sequence Shots
Cutting

to
Continuity

Classical
Cutting

Thematic
Montage

Abstract
Cutting

The Arrival of 
a Train

A Trip to
the Moon

The Birth of 
a Nation

Thirty-Two Short
Films About 
Glenn Gould

Fugue

Editing styles can be classified according to how intrusive or interpretive 

the cutting is. The least manipulative style is found in a sequence shot, 

which contains no editing at all. Cutting to  continuity merely condenses 

the time and space of a completed action. Classical cutting interprets an action by 

emphasizing certain details over others. Thematic montage argues a thesis—the 

shots are connected in a relatively subjective manner. Abstract cutting is a purely 

formalistic style of editing,  totally divorced from any recognizable subject matter.

4–3
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The Lumière brothers might be regarded as 

the godfathers of the documentary movement. 

Their brief actualités (as they called them) are 

primitive documentaries shot for the most part in 

single takes. These early newsreels often contained 

several different sequences, but rarely is there much 

 cutting within a sequence—hence the term “sequence 

shot” (that is, a complex action photographed in a 

continuous take, without cuts). Audiences of this era 

were so astonished by the novelty of a moving picture 

that this alone was enough to hold their attention. 

See also Bill Nichols, Representing Reality: Issues and 

Concepts in Documentary (Bloomington: Indiana 

University Press, 1991).  (Lumière)

Around 1900, in America, England, and France, filmmakers began to 

tell stories. Their narratives were crude, but they required more than 

just one shot to complete. Méliès was one of the first to devise the 

style of cutting to continuity. The narrative segments are connected by a 

fade-out. The next scene then fades in, often in a different location and at a 

different time, though usually with the same characters. Méliès advertised 

these films as stories in “arranged scenes.”  (Georges Méliès/Star-Film)

4–4a  THE ARRIVAL OF A TRAIN 
(France, 1895) directed by Louis and 

Auguste  Lumière.

4–4b  A TRIP TO THE MOON 
(France, 1902) directed by Georges Méliès.
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Classical cutting involves editing for dramatic intensity and emotional emphasis rather 
than for purely physical reasons. Through the use of the close-up within the scene, Griffith 
managed to achieve a dramatic impact that was unprecedented. Close-ups had been used ear-
lier, but Griffith was the first to use them for psychological rather than physical reasons alone. 
Audiences were now permitted to see the smallest details of an actor’s face. No longer were per-
formers required to flail their arms and tear their hair. The slightest arch of an eyebrow could 
convey a multitude of subtleties.

By splitting the action into a series of fragmentary shots, Griffith achieved not only a great-
er sense of detail, but a far greater degree of control over his audience’s reactions. In carefully 
selecting and juxtaposing long, medium, and close shots, he constantly shifted the spectator’s 
point of view within a scene—expanding here, excluding there, emphasizing, consolidating, 
connecting, contrasting, paralleling, and so on. The possibilities were far ranging. The space 
and time continuum of the real scene was radically altered. It was replaced by a subjective 
continuity—the association of ideas implicit in the connected shots.

In its most refined form, classical cutting presents a series of psychologically connected 
shots—shots that aren’t necessarily separated by real time and space (4–14). For example, if 
four characters are seated in a room, a director might cut from one speaker to a second with 
a dialogue exchange, then cut to a reaction shot of one of the listeners, then to a two-shot
of the original speakers, and finally to a close-up of the fourth person. The sequence of shots 
represents a kind of psychological cause-effect pattern. In other words, the breakup of shots is 
justified on the basis of dramatic rather than literal necessity. The scene could be photographed 

Griffith’s greatest gift to the cinema was classical cutting—a style 

of editing that still characterizes most of the fiction films around 

the world. Classical cutting allows filmmakers to inflect their  

 narratives, to add nuances and emphasis. It also subjectivizes time. For 

example, in this famous last-minute rescue finale, Griffith cross-cuts to 

four different groups. Despite the sense of speed suggested by the brevity 

of the shots, the sequence actually expands time. Griffith used 255 

 separate shots for about twenty minutes of screen time.  (Epoch)

4–5  THE BIRTH OF A NATION 
(U.S.A., 1915) directed by D. W. Griffith.
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This movie combines elements from 

documentary filmmaking, fiction films, 

and the avant-garde. Its editing style is 

radically subjective. The movie features 

documentary footage of the late Glenn Gould, a 

controversial and eccentric Canadian pianist, 

considered to be one of the great musicians of the 

twentieth century. There are also many re-created 

scenes with the  brilliant Colm Feore playing the 

quirky and obsessive artist. The movie’s structure 

is not a straightforward narrative, but a series of 

fragments, loosely based on the thirty-two-part 

Goldberg Variations of Johann Sebastian Bach—one of Gould’s most 

celebrated virtuoso  performances. The film is structured around 

ideas rather than a linear story, and for this reason, thematic 

montage is its style of editing.  (CBC/Rhombus)

In avant-garde cinema, subject matter is often suppressed or 

exploited primarily as abstract data. The continuity between shots 

has nothing to do with a story but is determined by purely 

subjective or formal considerations. Along with many other European 

abstract artists of his generation, Richter was a champion of the “absolute 

film,” which consists solely of nonrepresentational forms and designs. 

They’re like abstract paintings that squiggle and dance.  (Hans Richter)

4–6  THIRTY-TWO SHORT FILMS 
ABOUT GLENN GOULD (Canada, 1994)

with Colm Feore, directed by  

François Girard.

4–7  FUGUE (Germany, 1920)

 directed by Hans Richter.



Classical cutting involves editing for 

dramatic emphasis, to highlight details 

that might otherwise be overlooked. In 

Huston’s fight scene, for example, the entire 

boxing match could have been presented in a 

 single setup (a). Such a presentation would 

probably strike us as underwhelming. Instead, 

Huston breaks up his shots according to the 

psychological actions and reactions within the 

fighter protagonist (Stacy Keach) (b), his 

manager (Nicholas Colosanto, wearing towel) (c), 

and two friends in the auditorium (Candy Clark 

and Jeff Bridges) (d). (Columbia Pictures)
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4–8  FAT CITY (U.S.A., 1972)

directed by John Huston.

(a)

(c)

(d)

(b)
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just as functionally in a single shot, with the camera at long-shot range. This type of setup is 
known as a master shot or a sequence shot. Classical cutting is more nuanced and more in-
trusive. It breaks down the unity of space, analyzes its components, and refocuses our attention 
on a series of details. The action is mental and emotional rather than literal.

During the golden years of the American studio system—roughly the 1930s and 1940s—
directors were often urged (or forced) to adopt the master-shot technique of shooting. This 
method involved shooting an entire scene in long shot without cuts. This take contained all 
the dramatic variables and hence served as the basic or “master” shot for the scene. The action 
was then repeated a number of times, with the camera photographing medium shots and close-
ups of the principals in the scene. When all this footage was gathered together, the editor had 
a number of choices in constructing a story continuity. Often, disagreements arose over the 
proper sequence of shots. Usually, the studio director was permitted a first cut—that is, the 
sequence of shots representing his or her interpretation of the materials. Under this system, the 
studios usually had the right to a final cut. Many directors disliked the master-shot technique 
precisely because, with so much footage available, a meddling producer could construct a radi-
cally different continuity.

Master shots are still used by many directors. Without a master, editors often complain 
of inadequate footage—that the available shots won’t cut smoothly. In complex battle scenes, 
most directors are likely to shoot many cover shots—that is, general shots that can be used 
to reestablish a sequence if the other shots won’t cut. In The Birth of a Nation, Griffith used 
multiple cameras to photograph many of the battle scenes, a technique also used by Akira 
Kurosawa in some sequences of The Seven Samurai.

Griffith and other classical filmmakers developed a variety of editing conventions that they 
thought made the cutting “invisible,” or at least didn’t call attention to itself. One of these 
techniques is the eyeline match. We see character A look off frame left. Cut to a shot—from his 
point of view—of character B. We assume B is to A’s left. Cause–effect.

4–9a Bird’s-eye view of 
the 180° rule.



Another convention of classical cutting is matching action. Character A is seated but begins 
to rise. Cut to another shot of the character concluding the rising action and then moving away. 
The idea is to keep the action fluid, to mask the cut with a smooth linkage that’s not noticed 
because the motion of the character takes precedence. The continuity of the movement con-
ceals the suture.

The so-called 180° rule is still observed by filmmakers, although even during the big-studio 
era there was nothing sacred about it. (For example, John Ford loved violating the 180° rule. 
He loved violating almost any rule.) This convention involves mise en scène as well as edit-
ing. The purpose is to stabilize the space of the playing area so the spectator isn’t confused or 
disoriented. An imaginary “axis of action” line is drawn through the middle of a scene, viewed 
from the bird’s-eye angle (4–9a). Character A is on the left; character B is on the right. If the 
director wanted a two-shot, he or she would use camera 1. If we then go to a close-up of A (cam-
era 2), the camera must stay on the same side of the 180° line to keep the same background—a 
continuity aid for the spectator. Similarly, a close-up of character B (camera 3) would be shot 
on the same side of the axis of action.

Movies are rarely edited at the same pace throughout. The 

cutting rhythms of a given scene are determined by the 

scene’s tone. Pictured here, the sixtyish former boxer is in a 

contemplative mood, and the editing is appropriately languid. The 

boxing scenes are edited at a much more frenetic pace, reflecting 

their speed and violence.  (Revolution/MGM/Columbia Pictures. 

Photo: John Bramley)
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4–9b  ROCKY BALBOA 
(U.S.A., 2006) with Sylvester Stallone, 

written and directed by Stallone.
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Capra was a master of classical  editing. His 

cutting style was fast, light, seamless. But he 

never displayed his editing virtuosity for its 

own sake. Like every other technique, editing is 

subordinated to the needs of the characters in 

action—the cardinal commandment of classical 

cutting. In this and other scenes, Capra included a 

“reactive character” who guides the viewer’s 

response to the action. This character represents a 

kind of norm, the way an average person would 

 respond to a given situation. In this scene, for 

example, Capra’s charming fantasy takes a whimsical 

turn. The forlorn hero (Stewart) listens to his 

guardian angel (Henry Travers, left) explain why he 

isn’t a very distinguished angel (he has yet to earn 

his wings). The reactive character is a casual bystander (Tom Fadden, center) 

who happens to overhear and is totally spooked by their conversation. Capra 

is able to punctuate the comedy of the scene by cutting to this character’s 

response whenever the angel says  something weird.  (RKO)

One of the most elementary editing 

practices is the “shot/reverse-shot” (or 

shot/countershot) technique. This pattern 

of cutting is generally used when a scene is 

broken down into cause/effect. The shot from The 

Family Stone, for example, is clearly a reaction to 

an action that’s taking place off-frame, though in 

the same space. Even a conversation between two 

people can use the shot/reverse-shot technique. If 

the director wishes to establish a harmonious 

rapport between the characters, they are most 

likely to appear in a unified two-shot, sharing the 

same space. But if the characters are in conflict, 

or there is a high degree of discomfort between 

them, a director is more likely to cut from one 

character to the other, to emphasize their 

separateness.  (20th Century Fox)

4–10a  IT’S A WONDERFUL LIFE 
(U.S.A., 1946) with James Stewart (seated), 

directed by Frank Capra.

4–10b  THE FAMILY STONE 
(U.S.A., 2005) with Rachel McAdams and 

Diane Keaton, written and directed by 

Thomas Bezucha.
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In reverse-angle shot exchanges—common for dialogue sequences—the director takes 
care to fix the placement of the characters from shot to shot. If character A is on the left and 
character B is on the right in the first shot, they must remain that way in the reverse angle taken 
from over the shoulder of character B. Usually the reverse angle is not literally 180° opposite, 
but we agree to accept it as such.

Even today, filmmakers rarely take the camera behind the imaginary axis line, unless their 
deliberate intention is to confuse the spectator. During fight scenes and other types of chaotic 
clashes, the filmmaker often wants the spectator to feel threatened, disoriented, anxious. This 
can be accomplished by deliberately violating the 180° rule.

Griffith also perfected the conventions of the chase—still very much with us. Many of his 
movies ended with a chase and last-minute rescue sequence. Most of them feature parallel
editing—the switching of shots of one scene with another at a different location. By cross-
cutting back and forth between the two (or three or four) scenes, Griffith conveyed the idea 
of simultaneous time. For example, near the end of The Birth of a Nation, Griffith cross-cuts 
between four groups. In juxtaposing shots from these separate scenes, he manages to intensify 
the suspense by reducing the duration of the shots as the sequence reaches its climax. The se-
quence itself lasts twenty minutes of film time, but the psychological effect of the cross-cutting 
(the shots average about five seconds each) suggests speed and tension. Generally speaking, 
the greater the number of cuts within a scene, the greater its sense of speed. To avoid the risk of 
monotony during this sequence, Griffith changed his setups many times. There are extreme 
long, long, medium, and close shots; varied angles; lighting contrasts; even a moving camera 
(it was mounted on a truck).

If the continuity of a sequence is reasonably logical, the fragmentation of space presents no 
great difficulties. But the problem of time is more complex. Its treatment in film is more subjec-
tive than the treatment of space. Movies can compress years into two hours of projection time. 
They can also stretch a split second into many minutes. Most films condense time. There are 
only a handful that attempt to make screen time conform to real time: Agnès Varda’s Cleo from 

Five to Seven and Fred Zinnemann’s High Noon (4–24) are perhaps the best-known examples. 
Both deal with about 90 minutes of time—also the approximate length of the films. Even these 
movies cheat by compressing time in the expository opening sequences and expanding it in 
the climactic scenes. In actual practice, time exists in a kind of limbo: As long as the audience 
is absorbed by the screen action, time is what the film says it is. The problem, then, is to absorb 
the viewer.

On the most mechanical level, screen time is determined by the physical length of the film-
strip containing the shot. This length is governed generally by the complexity of the image 
subject matter. Usually, longer shots are more densely saturated with visual information than 
close-ups and need to be held longer on the screen. Raymond Spottiswoode, an early film theo-
rist, claimed that a cut must be made at the peak of the “content curve”—that is, the point in 
a shot at which the audience has been able to assimilate most of its information. Cutting after 
the peak of the content curve produces boredom and a sense of dragging time. Cutting before 
the peak doesn’t give the audience enough time to assimilate the visual action. An image with 
a complex mise en scène requires more time to assimilate than a simple one. Once an image 
has been established, however, a return to it during the sequence can be considerably shorter, 
because it works as a reminder.

But the sensitive treatment of time in editing is largely an instinctive matter that  defies 
mechanical rules (4–1a). Most great directors have edited their own films, or at least worked 
in close collaboration with their editors, so crucial is this art to the success of films. The best-
edited sequences are determined by mood as well as subject matter. Griffith, for example, gen-
erally edited love scenes in long lyrical takes, with relatively few setups. His chase and battle 
scenes were composed of brief shots, jammed together. Paradoxically, the love scenes actually 
compress real time, whereas the rapidly cut sequences elongate it.
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Why do some movie directors cut while 

others avoid cutting by including all 

the variables in a single shot? Still 

other filmmakers prefer to move their camera 

along with the action rather than cut between 

separate shots. The differences may seem 

unimportant to the average viewer, but serious 

film artists realize that each of these three 

techniques suggests different psychological 

undertones—undertones that even average 

viewers respond to, though they might not be 

able to explain their response analytically.

 The scene from Pulp Fiction takes place 

in a confined restaurant booth. Logically, 

Tarantino could have shot the scene with a 

single setup, with both characters in profile facing each other. But the dramatic 

context demands a different strategy. Travolta plays a junkie/hit man (a) whose 

gangster boss has asked him to take his wife (b) to dinner while the boss is 

out of town. Wary of her flaky, unpredictable behavior, and fully conscious 

that a careless slip-up could cost him his life, the Travolta character “keeps 

his distance” from her—an aloofness that intrigues her. By keeping the two 

in separate space cubicles with a traditional shot/countershot technique, 

Tarantino stresses their psychological apartness. The editing keeps a distance 

between them.  (Miramax/Buena Vista; 4–11b: Photo: Linda R. Chen)

4–11a & b  PULP FICTION 
(U.S.A., 1994) with John Travolta and 

Uma Thurman, written and directed by 

Quentin  Tarantino.

(a)

(b)
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The shot from Gladiator is more unified in its presentation, 

with the sympathetic hero (Crowe) trapped in the same 

arena as a hungry tiger and a hostile giant who’s determined 

to destroy him. In the movie itself, Ridley Scott cuts to all three of 

these dramatic variables to stretch out the 

suspense, but the greatest danger is conveyed in 

shots like this, where all three must fight to the 

finish in a relatively confined space.

 Scorsese, who is a superlative editor, is also 

a master of the moving camera, and he often 

prefers to move with the action rather than break 

it down into a series of separate shots. Why? 

Mostly because the moving camera is more fluid, 

more lyrical. (It’s also more expensive and time 

consuming.) In this wedding dance scene from 

GoodFellas, for example, Scorsese conveys the 

couple’s euphoria by swirling the camera along 

with the dancers. These spontaneous eruptions 

destabilize the visual materials, infusing the action 

with a surge of energy, almost a kinetic high. The 

camera seems enraptured.  

4–11d  GOODFELLAS (U.S.A., 1990)

with Lorraine Bracco and Ray Liotta, 

directed by Martin Scorsese. (Warner Bros.)

4–11c  GLADIATOR (U.S.A., 2000)

with Russell Crowe (right), directed by 

Ridley Scott. (Dreamworks/Universal

Pictures. Photo: Jaap Buitendijk)



Among Griffith’s many achievements was the introduction of 

thematic  editing—connecting shots not to preserve the 

continuity of time and place, but to connect different time 

periods and locations on the basis of their thematic relationship. This is 

a technique that is still very much a part of the modern filmmaker’s 

arsenal. In Possession, for example, two time  periods—the modern era 

and the  Victorian period—are intercut throughout the movie. An 

American literary academic (Eckhart) and a British scholar (Gwyneth 

Paltrow) attempt to unravel the mystery of a love affair beteween a 

famous  nineteenth-century Romantic poet 

(Northam) and his secret paramour (Ehle). 

LaBute intercuts the two stories to draw 

parallels—sometimes ironic—between the 

two couples and the two time periods. The 

movie is based on a celebrated British novel 

by A. S. Byatt.  (USA Films/Warner Bros. / 

Gramercy Films. Photo: David Appleby)
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4–12a & b  POSSESSION (U.S.A.,

2002) with Gwyneth Paltrow and Aaron 

Eckhart (a), and Jennifer Ehle and Jeremy 

Northam (b), directed by Neil LaBute.



There are no fixed rules concerning rhythm in films. Some editors cut according to musical 
rhythms (see 5–12). The march of soldiers, for example, could be edited to the beat of a mili-
tary tune, as can be seen in several marching sequences in King Vidor’s The Big Parade. This 
technique is also common with American avant-garde filmmakers, who feature rock music 
soundtracks or cut according to a mathematical or structural formula. In some cases, a director 
will cut before the peak of the content curve, especially in highly suspenseful sequences. In a 
number of movies, Hitchcock teases the audience by not providing enough time to assimilate 
all the meanings of a shot. Violent scenes are conventionally cut in a highly fragmented man-
ner. On the other hand, Antonioni usually cut long after the content curve peaked. In La Notte,

for example, the rhythm is languorous and even monotonous: The director attempted to create 
a sense of weariness in the audience, paralleling that of the characters. Antonioni’s characters 
are usually tired people—in every sense of the term (see 4–13).

Through editing, filmmakers can interrupt the present with fantasy 

inserts that represent what a character is thinking or imagining. For 

example, this movie deals with the lives of some Italian villagers during 

the final days of Fascist rule in World War II, when the American army was 

about to liberate their community. The tale is told by a woman who was only 6 

at the time. In this scene we see the death of a Fascist thug not as it occurs in 

reality (he is shot by anti-Fascist Partisans), but as it appears in the imagination 

of a 6-year-old: The Partisans are armor-clad gladiators who hurl their spears of 

wrath at the Fascist, impaling him like a contemptible swine.  (RAI)
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4–12c  THE NIGHT OF THE 
SHOOTING STARS (Italy, 1982)

directed by Paolo and Vittorio  Taviani.
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Psychological films often use movements in and out of the depth of an image, especially to 

 create a sense of tediousness and exhaustion. Shots of this sort require anticipatory setups

that reinforce these qualities, for we see the destination of a character’s movement long before 

it’s completed. Here, the heroine’s search for her lover in the corridors of a hotel suggests the  futility 

of her love affair. The endless succession of doors, fixtures, and hallways implies, among other things, 

the repetition of the frustration she is now experiencing. Much of the meaning of shots such as these 

lies in their duration: Space is used to suggest time. Needless to say,  Antonioni’s movies are among the 

slowest paced in the history of cinema: Long after the viewer has had time to absorb the visual 

information of a shot, it continues on the screen. When this film was originally shown at the Cannes 

Film Festival, an audience of hostile critics kept shouting “Cut! Cut!” at the screen. The shots were so 

lengthy and the pace so slow that viewers assumed the director was inept at editing. But like many of 

Antonioni’s works, L’Avventura is about spiritual erosion, and the movie’s slow rhythm is organically 

related to this theme.  (Societé Cinématographique Lyre/Cino del Duca/P.C.E. )

4–13a & b  L’AVVENTURA 
(Italy, 1960) with Monica Vitti, 

directed by Michelangelo Antonioni.
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Tact is another editing principle that’s difficult to generalize about, because it too  depends 
on context. No one likes to have the obvious pointed out to them, whether in real life or while 
watching a movie. Like personal tact, directorial tact is a matter of restraint, taste, and respect 
for the intelligence of others. Hack directors often present us with emotionally gratuitous shots, 
falling over themselves to make sure we haven’t missed the point.

Griffith’s most radical experiments in editing are found in his 1916 epic, Intolerance, the first 
fiction film to explore the idea of thematic montage. Both the film and the technique exerted 
an enormous influence on movie directors of the 1920s, especially in the Soviet Union. The-
matic montage stresses the association of ideas, irrespective of the continuity of time and space.

Intolerance is unified by the themes of bigotry and persecution. Rather than tell one story, 
Griffith intercut four. One takes place in ancient Babylon. The second deals with the crucifix-
ion of Jesus. The third concerns the massacre of the Huguenots by the Catholic royalists in 
sixteenth-century France. The last story takes place in America in 1916 and deals with a battle 
between labor and management.

The four stories are developed not separately but in parallel fashion. Scenes of one time 
period are intercut with scenes of another. At the conclusion of the movie, Griffith features sus-
penseful chase sequences in the first and last stories, a brutal scene of slaughter in the French 
story, and a slow, tragic climax in the killing of Jesus. The concluding sequence contains liter-
ally hundreds of shots, juxtaposing images that are separated by thousands of years and by as 
many miles. All these different time periods and locations are unified by the central theme of 
intolerance. The continuity is no longer physical, or even psychological, but conceptual—that 
is, thematic.

Intolerance was not a commercial success, but its influence was immense. The filmmakers 
of the Soviet Union were dazzled by Griffith’s movie and based their own theories of montage 
on his practices in this film. A great many directors have profited from Griffith’s experiments in 
the subjective treatment of time. In The Pawnbroker, for example, Sidney Lumet exploited the 
art of editing to produce a series of parallels that are thematically rather than chronologically 
related. He used a kind of subliminal editing, in which some shots are held on the screen for 
only a fraction of a second. The central character is a middle-aged Jew who survived a Nazi 
concentration camp twenty-five years earlier. All his loved ones were killed there. He tries to re-
press the memories of these earlier experiences, but they force their way into his consciousness. 
Lumet suggests this psychological process by intercutting a few frames of the memory shots 
during a scene that is occurring in the present. A present-tense event detonates the protago-
nist’s memory of something similar from his past. As past contends with present, the flickering 
memory shots endure longer, until a flashback sequence eventually becomes dominant, and 
the present is momentarily suspended. With only a few exceptions, however, it was not until 
the 1960s that such unorthodox editing practices became widespread.

Filmmakers can interrupt the present with shots not only of the past but of the future as 
well. In Sydney Pollack’s They Shoot Horses, Don’t They?, short flash-forwards of a courtroom 
scene are interspersed throughout the present-tense story. The flash-forwards suggest predes-
tination: Like the dance contest of the story proper, the future is rigged, and personal effort is 
equated with self-deception.

Griffith also restructured time and place through the use of fantasy inserts. In Intolerance,

for example, a young woman on the verge of murdering her unfaithful boyfriend imagines a 
scene where she is apprehended by the police. Flashbacks, flash- forwards, and cutaways to 
fantasies allow filmmakers to develop ideas thematically rather than chronologically, freeing 
them to explore the subjective nature of time and the human mind. The very flexibility of time 
in movies makes the theme of temporality an ideal subject for the medium.

Like Faulkner, Proust, and other novelists, filmmakers have succeeded in cracking the tyr-
anny of mechanically measured time. One of the most complex instances of the restructuring 
of time is found in Slumdog Millionaire, directed by Danny Boyle. The film is set in Mumbai, 
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In its subtlest form, classical cutting can break up even a confined 

action into smaller units of meaning. François Truffaut once 

observed that movies in which people tell lies require more shots 

than those in which they tell the truth. For example, if a young daughter 

tells her mother that she thinks she is in love with a boy, and the mother 

responds by warning the girl of some of the emotional dangers involved, 

there’s no reason why the scene shouldn’t be photographed in a single setup 

with both females in the same frame. Essentially, this is how Bogdanovich 

presents a similar scene (a). However, if the mother were a lying hypocrite, 

and the daughter suspected that the older woman might be in love with the 

boy herself, a director would be forced to break the scene down into five or 

six shots (b–g) to give viewers emotional information they wouldn’t receive 

from the characters themselves.  (Columbia Pictures)

4–14  THE LAST PICTURE SHOW
(U.S.A., 1971) with Cybill  Shepherd 

and Ellen Burstyn, directed by  

Peter Bogdanovich.

(a)
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(c)

(e)

(g)

(b)

(d)

(f)
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Editing can shift the action from reality to 

fantasy in an instant. Often, such shifts are 

accompanied by a cue—eerie music, for 

example, or a rippling image that suggests a  different 

level of consciousness. At other times, the shift is 

undetectable, a deliberate attempt to disorient the 

viewer. The novelist hero of this movie often 

intermingles reality with fantasy. In this scene, he is 

trying to shave while  suffering from a colossal 

hangover. His roommate is practicing his  music, making 

the shaky hero even shakier. In exasperation, he walks 

over to the roommate and strangles him. A moment 

later, we see the hero shaving again and the  roommate 

still practicing his music. The strangulation took place 

only in the hero’s vivid imagination. Because it is 

presented with no  transitional cue, we too confuse 

reality with fantasy—the theme of the film, and the 

entry point of the  creative process for the writer.   

(VNF/Rob Houwer Prod. )

Even in the heyday of the Hollywood studio 

system, when the dominance of classical 

cutting was virtually unchallenged, there were 

instances when you couldn’t interrupt the action with 

a cut. For example, in this famous dance sequence, 

Astaire begins to tap dance on the floor of his hotel 

room and then—without a cut—he taps up the wall, 

then onto the ceiling, seemingly defying gravity. How 

was it done? A revolving set and camera were 

synchronized so that whenever the hotel room slowly 

began to turn, the camera turned with it as Astaire 

tapped his way onto the new “floor” unobtrusively in 

one continuous motion. Had director Donen cut to 

separate shots, the sequence would have lost much of 

its magical whimsy.  (MGM)

4–15a  THE 4TH MAN (Holland,

1984) with Jeroen Krabbé (top), 

directed by Paul Verhoeven.

4–15b  ROYAL WEDDING 
(U.S.A., 1951) with Fred Astaire, directed 

by Stanley Donen.
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Each cut reveals different information, and 

deepens the emotional impact. Shot 4–16a is 

taken from behind the character, creating a 

sense of mystery. Notice how two-thirds of the frame 

is left empty. Visual artists often use “negative space” 

such as this to create a vacuum in the image, a sense 

of something missing, something left unsaid. In this 

case, the pregnant protagonist (Maura) has just been 

dumped by her lover—on a voice message machine 

no less. He is an unworthy swine, but inexplicably, 

perversely, she still loves him. His abandonment has 

left a painful, empty place in her life. In 4–16b, we 

get a frontal medium shot of the character, resolving 

the mystery somewhat and bringing us closer to her. 

Finally, in 4–16c, we get a close-up of her face, 

forcing us to identify more closely with her pain.   

(El Deseo/Laurenfilm)

4–16a, b, c  WOMEN ON THE 
VERGE OF A NERVOUS BREAKDOWN 
(Spain, 1988) with Carmen Maura, directed 

by Pedro Almodóvar.

(a)

(c)

(b)
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Editing is often used to deceive—to conceal rather than reveal. For 

example, the dance numbers in this film were performed by a double, a 

professional dancer whose identity is cunningly concealed by the artful 

lighting and the  discreetly distanced camera. These dance shots were intercut with 

closer shots of Jennifer Beals, wearing the 

same costume and moving to the same 

music. With the musical number providing 

the continuity, these intercut shots create 

the illusion of a continuous movement, with 

Beals featured throughout. These editing 

techniques are also commonly used in such 

scenes as sword fights, dangerous stunts, 

and many other activities requiring 

specialized skills.  (Paramount Pictures)

4–17a & b  FLASHDANCE 
(U.S.A., 1983) with  Jennifer Beals, 

directed by Adrian Lyne.



“We can save it in the editing” is a common refrain among filmmakers who are 

dissatisfied with how a scene plays in its uncut form. Jodie Foster, who is a director  

as well as an actor, has said: “What you can do in the editing room to help a scene is 

amazing.” A sluggish performance by an actor can be juiced up by quick cutting. “You can 

definitely help performances by intercutting reaction shots,” Foster has pointed out. “And you  

can help a film’s structure by moving sequences to another location, or even by dropping scenes 

that hold up the pacing.” 

 Of course this very flexibility is what can ruin an otherwise good movie. Many producing 

organizations, especially in the Hollywood film industry, try to control the final cut of a film, 

the better to goose up its pacing and cut the product down to a tidy two-hour length. This is 

why there are so many “director’s cut” versions in DVD and video formats. Such recut versions 

represent what the director originally wanted to include, not what the big money folks thought 

would be more commercial. (Sometimes they’re right.)

 Jodie Foster, a two-time Academy Award winner as Best Actress, is also a single mother of two. 

She has managed her  career with remarkable intelligence, beginning as a gifted child actor and 

moving on to become a producer-director with her own production company.  (Warner Bros. )
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4–17c  THE BRAVE ONE 
(U.S.A., 2007) with Jodie Foster, 

directed by Neil Jordan.



India, where an impoverished youth is a contestant on a TV show called Who Wants to Be a 

Millionaire. The young man is uneducated, but astonishingly, each time he’s asked a question, 
he gives the correct answer. Many people—including the  police—think he’s cheating, that he’s 
been given the answers in advance. But we learn otherwise. Each time he’s given a question, 
Boyle flashes back to an important early  experience in the boy’s life. The quiz game questions 
provide the structural spine of the movie, triggering off a revealing flashback that explains why 
the youth knows the correct answer. It’s a gimmick, but it works.

From its crude beginnings, Griffith expanded the art of editing to include a wide  variety 
of functions: locale changes, time lapses, shot variety, emphasis of psychological and physical 
details, overviews, symbolic inserts, parallels and contrasts, associations,  point-of-view shifts, 
simultaneity, and repetition of motifs.

Musicals are often edited in a radically formalist style, without 

having to observe the cutting conventions of ordinary dramatic 

movies. The editing of West Side Story is very abstract. The 

music, by Leonard Bernstein, and the dance numbers, choreographed 

by Jerome Robbins, are edited together for maximum aesthetic impact, 

rather than to forward the story. Nor are the shots linked by some 

principle of thematic association. Rather, the shots are juxtaposed 

primarily for their lyrical and kinetic beauty, somewhat like a music 

video.  (Mirisch-7 Arts/United Artists)
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4–18a  WEST SIDE STORY 
(U.S.A., 1961) directed by Robert Wise 

and Jerome Robbins.



Griffith’s method of editing was also more economical. Related shots could be bunched 
together in the shooting schedule, regardless of their positions (or “time” and “place”) in the 
finished film. Especially in later years, in the era of high-salaried stars, directors could shoot 
all the star sequences in a brief period and out of cinematic continuity. Less expensive details 
(extreme long shots, minor actors, close-ups of objects, etc.) could be shot at a more convenient 
time. Later, the shots would be arranged in their proper sequence on the editor’s cutting bench.

Andrew Lloyd Webber’s famous stage 

musical was  directed by the great Harold 

Prince, the winner of many Broadway 

Tony Awards. The stage version  featured a variety 

of poetic and thrilling scenes, made possible 

precisely because of the physical  limitations of 

the stage: Space is often symbolic rather than 

literal. Schumacher uses many edits in the film 

version, but the movie is not circumscribed by a 

single stage space, and hence, the film musical 

offers us a seamless, fluid staging of the 

action—like a mesmerizing dream that’s both 

scary and seductive.  (Really Useful Films/

Warner Bros. Photo: Alex Bailey)
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4–18b  THE PHANTOM OF THE 
OPERA (U.S.A., 2004) with Emmy 

Rossum and Gerard  Butler, directed by  

Joel Schumacher.
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Soviet Montage and the Formalist 
Tradition

Griffith was a practical artist, concerned with communicating ideas and emotions in the most 
effective manner possible. In the 1920s, the Soviet filmmakers expanded his associational prin-
ciples and established the theoretical premises for thematic editing, or montage as they called 
it (from the French, monter, to assemble). V. I. Pudovkin wrote the first important theoretical 
treatises on what he called “constructive editing.” Most of his statements are explanations of 
Griffith’s practices, but he differed with the American (whom he praises lavishly) on several 
points. Griffith’s use of the close-up, Pudovkin claimed, is too limited. It’s used simply as a 
clarification of the long shot, which carries most of the meaning. The close-up, in effect, is 
merely an interruption, offering no meanings of its own. Pudovkin insisted that each shot 

Editing as Comedy. Reiner’s comic parody of Nazi films and other 

noir genres of the 1940s is a tour de force of editing. A silly spy 

plot involving Martin is intercut with footage from such vintage 

1940s movies as Double Indemnity, Suspicion, The Bribe, Out of the Past,

and Sorry, Wrong Number. Pudovkin and Kuleshov would have 

understood perfectly.  (Universal Pictures)

4–19a  DEAD MEN DON’T WEAR 
PLAID (U.S.A., 1982) with Steve Martin and 

Carl Reiner (bald pate), directed by Reiner.



Throughout most of this sci-fi horror film, 

director Reeves demonstrates one of Pudovkin’s 

principal ideas: Editing can combine actual 

events with fantasy events by cross-cutting in a shot/

reverse-shot pattern (a technique also called “shot/

countershot”). These terrified denizens of New York 

City flee a deadly creature by taking refuge in the city’s 

subway system. By cutting back and forth between the 

monster and the people, the director is able to 

intensify the suspense. Only rarely—generally in the 

climax—do the two opposing forces appear in the 

same shot.  (Paramount Pictures)

Hitchcock was one of Pudovkin’s most articulate champions. “Cinema is 

form,” Hitchcock insisted. “The screen ought to speak its own language, 

freshly coined, and it can’t do that  unless it treats an acted scene as a 

piece of raw material which must be broken up, taken to bits, before it can be 

woven into an expressive visual pattern.” He referred to the piecing together of 

fragmentary shots as “pure cinema,” like individual notes of music that 

combine to produce a melody. In this movie, he confined himself entirely to 

nine characters adrift at sea in a small boat. In other words, this photo contains 

the raw material for every shot in the film.  Formalists insist that the artistry lies 

not in the materials per se, but in the way they are taken apart and 

reconstructed expressively.  (20th Century Fox)
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4–19b  CLOVERFIELD (U.S.A.,

2008) with Lizzy Caplan and Michael 

Stahl-David, directed by Matt Reeves.

4–20  LIFEBOAT (U.S.A., 1944)

directed by Alfred Hitchcock.



should make a new point. Through the juxtaposition of shots, new meanings can be created. 
The meanings, then, are in the juxtapositions, not in one shot alone.

Filmmakers in the Soviet Union were strongly influenced by the psychological theories of 
Pavlov, whose experiments in the association of ideas served as a basis for the editing experi-
ments of Lev Kuleshov, Pudovkin’s mentor. Kuleshov believed that ideas in cinema are created 
by linking together fragmentary details to produce a unified action. These details can be totally 
unrelated in real life. For example, he linked together a shot of Moscow’s Red Square with a 
shot of the American White House, close-ups of two men climbing stairs with another close-
up of two hands shaking. Projected as a continuous scene, the linked shots suggest that the two 
men are in the same place at the same time.

The musical numbers of this period film are edited in volcanic 

explosions of split-second shots. In a sense, Baz Luhrmann’s editing style 

is a throwback to the kaleidoscopic choreographies of Busby Berkeley 

(1–1b) in the big-studio era. Both directors make the musical numbers as much 

about themselves as about the performers or the music. Not everybody likes this 

kind of creative fast cutting, derived mainly from music videos and advertising. 

Film critic and director Peter Bogdanovich is less than enthusiastic about most 

montage styles of editing: “If the actors are good and the scene is good, and you 

can see them and hear them, why the hell cut? For what? Unless there is a 

reason to cut. Every cut is an interruption. Today, every scene is interrupted 

seven zillion times. It’s cut, cut, cut, cut, cut.”  (20th Century Fox)
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4–21a  MOULIN ROUGE (U.S.A.,

2001) with Nicole Kidman and Ewan 

McGregor, directed by Baz Luhrmann.



Kuleshov conducted another famous experiment that provided a theoretical foundation 
for the use of nonprofessional actors in movies. Kuleshov and many of his colleagues believed 
that traditional acting skills were quite unnecessary in the cinema. First, he shot a close-up of 
an actor with a neutral expression. He juxtaposed this with a close-up of a bowl of soup. Then 
he joined the close-up of the actor with a shot of a coffin containing a female corpse. Finally, 
he linked the actor’s neutral expression with a shot of a little girl playing. When these com-
binations were shown to audiences, they exclaimed at the  actor’s expressiveness in portraying 
hunger, deep sorrow, and paternal pride. In each case, the meaning was conveyed by juxtapos-
ing two shots, not by one alone. Actors can be used as raw material, as objects juxtaposed with 
other objects. The emotion is produced not by the actor’s performance, but by associations 
brought about by the juxtapositions. In a sense, the viewer creates the emotional meanings, 
once the appropriate objects have been linked together by the filmmaker (see 4–22).

For Kuleshov and Pudovkin, a sequence was not filmed; it was constructed. Using far more 
close-ups than Griffith, Pudovkin built a scene from many separate shots, all juxtaposed for 

On the other hand, there are times when a jittery editing style 

is perfectly appropriate to the subject matter. In The Bourne 

Supremacy, for example, Damon’s character is suffering from 

amnesia. Even though he’s very proficient with weapons and self-

defense skills, he’s never sure who his friends are, or, more importantly, 

who his enemies are. The fluttery editing style is meant to externalize 

his fragmentary memories, which flash intermittently in his 

consciousness, thereby intensifying his paranoia, since he’s unable to 

make coherent sense of these fragments.  (Universal Pictures)
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4–21b  THE BOURNE SUPREMACY 
(U.S.A., 2004) with Matt Damon and Franka 

Potente, directed by Paul Greengrass.
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Hitchcock’s thriller centers on a photographic journalist (James Stewart, 

4–22b) who is confined to his apartment because of a broken leg. Out of 

boredom, he begins to observe the lives of his neighbors, who live in the 

apartment building just behind his own. His high-society girlfriend (Grace Kelly, 

4–22a) wants to get married and sees no reason why marriage should interfere 

with his work. But he puts her off, filling in his idle hours by speculating on the 

various problems of his neighbors. Each neighbor’s window symbolizes a fragment 

of Stewart’s own problems: They are projections of his own anxieties and desires, 

which center on love, career, and marriage. Each window suggests a different 

option for the hero. One neighbor is a desperately lonely woman. Another 

apartment is occupied by lusty newlyweds. A friendless bachelor musician 

occupies a third apartment. A shallow and promiscuous dancer lives in another. In 

still another is a childless married couple, who fawn pathetically over their dog to 

fill in the vacuum of their lives. In the most sinister apartment is a tormented 

4–22a, b, c, d An “edited 
sequence” from Rear Window 
(U.S.A., 1954) directed by Alfred Hitchcock.

(a) (b)
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middle-aged man (Raymond Burr, 4–22c), who is so harassed by his wife that he 

eventually murders her. By cutting from shots of the spying hero to shots of the 

neighbors’ windows, Hitchcock dramatizes the thoughts going through Stewart’s 

mind. The audience is moved by the editing style rather than by the material per 

se or even by the actors’ performances. Somewhat like the early experiments of 

Pudovkin and Kuleshov, who edited together unrelated bits of film to create a new 

concept, this phony “edited sequence” is composed of totally random publicity 

photos, and might be viewed as a kind of guilt by associational montage. Such 

editing techniques represent a form of characterization. Actors sometimes 

complained that Hitchcock didn’t allow them to act. But he believed that people 

don’t always express what they’re thinking or feeling, and hence the director must 

communicate these ideas through the editing. The actor, in short, provides only a 

part of the characterization. The rest is provided by Hitchcock’s thematically linked 

shots: We create the meaning.  (Paramount Pictures)

(c) (d)
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a unified effect. The environment of the scene is the source of the images. Long shots are rare. 
Instead, a barrage of close-ups (often of objects) provides the audience with the necessary 
associations to link together the meaning. These juxtapositions can suggest emotional and 
psychological states, even abstract ideas.

The Soviet theorists of this generation were criticized on several counts. This technique de-
tracts from a scene’s sense of realism, some critics complained, for the continuity of actual time 
and place is totally restructured. But Pudovkin and the other Soviet formalists claimed that re-
alism captured in long shot is too near reality: it’s theatrical rather than cinematic. Movies must 
capture the essence, not merely the surface, of reality, which is filled with irrelevancies. Only by 
juxtaposing close-ups of objects, textures, symbols, and other selected details can a filmmaker 
convey expressively the idea underlying the undifferentiated jumble of real life.

Some critics also believe that this manipulative style of editing guides the spectator too 
much—the choices are already made. The audience must sit back passively and accept the 
inevitable linking of associations presented on the screen. Political considerations are involved 
here, for the Soviets tended to link film with propaganda. Propaganda, no matter how artistic, 
doesn’t usually involve free and balanced evaluations.

Like many Soviet formalists, Sergei Eisenstein was interested in exploring general principles 
that could be applied to a variety of apparently different forms of creative activity. He believed 
that these artistic principles were organically related to the basic nature of all human activity 
and, ultimately, to the nature of the universe itself. Like the ancient Greek philosopher Hera-
clitus, Eisenstein believed that the essence of existence is constant change. He believed that 
nature’s eternal fluctuation is dialectical—the result of the conflict and synthesis of opposites. 
What appears to be stationary or unified in nature is only temporary, for all phenomena are 
in various states of becoming. Only energy is permanent, and energy is constantly in a state 
of transition to other forms. Every opposite contains the seed of its own destruction in time, 
Eisenstein believed, and this conflict of opposites is the mother of motion and change.

The function of all artists is to capture this dynamic collision of opposites, to incorporate 
dialectical conflicts not only in the subject matter of art but in its techniques and forms as 
well. Conflict is universal in all the arts, according to Eisenstein, and therefore all art aspires 
to motion. Potentially, at least, the cinema is the most comprehensive of the arts because it can 
incorporate the visual conflicts of painting and photography, the kinetic conflicts of dance, the 
tonal conflicts of music, the verbal conflicts of language, and the character and action conflicts 
of fiction and drama.

Eisenstein placed special emphasis on the art of editing. Like Kuleshov and Pudovkin, he 
believed that montage was the foundation of film art. He agreed with them that each shot of 
a sequence ought to be incomplete, contributory rather than self- contained. However, Eisen-
stein criticized the concept of linked shots for being mechanical and inorganic. He believed 
that editing ought to be dialectical: The conflict of two shots (thesis and antithesis) produces 
a wholly new idea (synthesis). Thus, in film terms, the conflict between shot A and shot B is 
not AB (Kuleshov and Pudovkin), but a qualitatively new factor—C (Eisenstein). Transitions 
between shots should not be smooth, as Pudovkin suggested, but sharp, jolting, even violent. 
For Eisenstein, editing produces harsh collisions, not subtle linkages. A smooth transition, he 
claimed, was an opportunity lost.

Editing for Eisenstein was an almost mystical process. He likened it to the growth of or-
ganic cells. If each shot represents a developing cell, the cinematic cut is like the rupturing of 
the cell when it splits into two. Editing is done at the point that a shot “bursts”—that is, when 
its tensions have reached their maximum expansion. The rhythm of editing in a movie should 
be like the explosions of an internal combustion engine, Eisenstein claimed. A master of dy-
namic rhythms, his films are almost mesmerizing in this respect: Shots of contrasting volumes, 
durations, shapes, designs, and lighting intensities collide against each other like objects in a 
torrential river plunging toward their inevitable destination.
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The differences between Pudovkin and Eisenstein may seem academic, but in actual prac-
tice, the two approaches produced sharply contrasting results. Pudovkin’s movies are essentially 
in the classical mold. The shots tend to be additive and are directed toward an overall emo-
tional effect, which is guided by the story. In Eisenstein’s movies, the jolting images represent a 
series of essentially intellectual thrusts and parries, directed toward an ideological argument. 
The directors’ narrative structures also differed. Pudovkin’s stories didn’t differ much from the 
kind Griffith used. On the other hand, Eisenstein’s stories were much more loosely structured, 
usually a series of documentary-like episodes used as convenient vehicles for exploring ideas.

When Pudovkin wanted to express an emotion, he conveyed it in terms of physical imag-
es—objective correlatives—taken from the actual locale. Thus, the sense of anguished drudg-
ery is conveyed through a series of shots showing details of a cart mired in the mud: close-ups 
of the wheel, the mud, hands coaxing the wheel, straining faces, the muscles of an arm pulling 
the wheel, and so on. Eisenstein, on the other hand, wanted film to be totally free of literal con-
tinuity and context. Pudovkin’s correlatives, he felt, were too restricted by realism.

Eisenstein wanted movies to be as flexible as literature, especially to make figurative com-
parisons without respect to time and place. Movies should include images that are thematically 
or metaphorically relevant, Eisenstein claimed, regardless of whether they can be found in 
the locale or not. Even in his first feature, Strike (1925), Eisenstein intercut shots of workmen 
being machine-gunned with images of oxen being slaughtered. The oxen are not literally on 
location, but are intercut purely for metaphorical purposes. A famous sequence from Potemkin

links three shots of stone lions: one asleep, a second aroused and on the verge of rising, and a 
third on its feet and ready to pounce. Eisenstein considered the sequence an embodiment of a 
metaphor: “The very stones roar.”

The Odessa Steps sequence from Potemkin (a.k.a. The Battleship Potemkin) is one of the 
most celebrated instances of editing virtuosity in the silent cinema (4–23). The sequence deals 
with the slaughter of civilians by Cossack troops in czarist Russia in 1905. Eisenstein prolongs 
the sequence by cutting to a variety of people caught up in the chaos. A mother is out for a 
stroll with her baby in a carriage at the top of the stairs (1). The Cossacks fire indiscriminately 
on the people below (2). Chaos results in the crowd on the steps (3). The mother clasps her 
belly where she’s been shot (4). We see a close-up of her anguished face (5). The carriage with 
the crying infant starts its bumpy descent down the steps (6). A young stranger in the crowd 
watches the runaway carriage in horror (7). A quick close-up on the crying child (8). A matron 
in glasses looks on in terror (9). A cut back to the mother, dead on the ground (10). The young 
man screams as a Cossack wields a sword toward the oncoming carriage (11). A quick cut to the 
carriage careening down the stairs (12). A shot of the Cossack with his sword poised to slash 
at the carriage (13). A close-up of his frenzied features (14). The matron is shot in the eye as she 
screams in pain (15). The carriage and baby overturn violently (16).

These are merely a few shots from a much longer sequence, perhaps the best example of 
Eisenstein’s collision montage in practice. The director juxtaposes close-ups with long shots, 
vertical designs with horizontals, darks with lights, downward motions with upward, traveling 
shots with stationary setups, lengthy shots with brief cutaways, and so on. The sequence is so 
famous it has been parodied many times, most notably by Terry Gilliam in Brazil, Woody Al-
len in Bananas, and Peter Segal in Naked Gun 331⁄3: The Final Insult. Brian De Palma also paid 
homage to the sequence in a bravura display of editing virtuosity in The Untouchables.

The acting in most of Eisenstein’s movies is pretty crude, and almost all of his works suf-
fer from their heavy-handed didacticism. Political subtlety was never one of his strong points. 
(Keep in mind, most of Eisenstein’s target audiences were uneducated peasants, most of whom 
were unfamiliar with Marxist ideology.) Nonetheless, the Odessa Steps sequence in Potemkin

is not nearly as dated as his other works, and it retains much of its original power. The cutting 
is so rapid and rhythmically mesmerizing that we are caught up in the scene’s violence, its epic 
sweep, and its poignant humanity. The sequence can be accessed on YouTube.com.
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(1)

(5)

(13)

(2)

(6)

(14)

(9) (10)

4–23 A portion of the Odessa Steps sequence from POTEMKIN
(Soviet Union, 1925), directed by Sergei Eisenstein. (Goskino)
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(3)

(8)
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(4)

(11) (12)
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André Bazin and the Tradition of 
Realism

André Bazin was not a filmmaker, but solely a critic and theorist. For a number of years, he 
was the editor of the influential French journal Cahiers du Cinéma, in which he set forth an 
aesthetic of film that was in sharp opposition to such formalists as  Pudovkin and Eisenstein. 
Bazin was untainted by dogmatism. Although he emphasized the realistic nature of the cin-
ema, he was generous in his praise of movies that exploited editing effectively. Throughout his 
writings, however, Bazin maintained that montage was merely one of many techniques a di-
rector could use in making movies. Furthermore, he believed that in many cases editing could 
actually destroy the effectiveness of a scene (4–28).

Bazin’s realist aesthetic was based on his belief that photography, TV, and cinema, unlike 
the traditional arts, produce images of reality automatically, with a minimum of human inter-
ference. This technological objectivity connects the moving image with the observable physical 
world. A novelist or a painter must represent reality by re-presenting it in another medium—
through language and color pigments. The filmmaker’s image, on the other hand, is essentially 
an objective recording of what actually exists. No other art, Bazin felt, can be as comprehensive 
in the presentation of the physical world. No other art can be as realistic, in the most elemen-
tary sense of that word.

Bazin believed that the distortions involved in using formalist techniques—especially the-
matic editing—often violate the complexities of reality. Montage superimposes a simplistic 
ideology over the infinite variability of actual life. Formalists tend to be too egocentric and 
manipulative, he felt. They are concerned with imposing their narrow view of reality, rather 
than allowing reality to exist in its awesome complexity. He was one of the first to point out 
that such great filmmakers as Chaplin, Mizoguchi, and Murnau  preserved the ambiguities of 
reality by minimizing editing.

Bazin even viewed classical cutting as potentially corrupting. Classical cutting breaks down 
a unified scene into a certain number of closer shots that correspond implicitly to a mental 
process. But the technique encourages us to follow the shot sequence without our being con-
scious of its arbitrariness. “The editor who cuts for us makes in our stead the choice which we 
would make in real life,” Bazin pointed out. “Without thinking, we  accept his analysis because 
it conforms to the laws of attention, but we are deprived of a privilege.” He believed that clas-
sical cutting subjectivizes an event because each shot  represents what the filmmaker thinks is 
important, not necessarily what we would think.

One of Bazin’s favorite directors, the American William Wyler, reduced editing to a mini-
mum in many of his films, substituting the use of deep-focus photography and lengthy takes. 
“His perfect clarity contributes enormously to the spectator’s reassurance and leaves to him 
the means to observe, to choose, and form an opinion,” Bazin said of Wyler’s austere cutting 
style. In such movies as The Little Foxes, The Best Years of Our Lives (1–20b), and The Heiress,

Wyler achieved an unparalleled neutrality and transparency. It would be naive to confuse this 
neutrality with an absence of art, Bazin insisted, for all of Wyler’s effort tends to hide itself.

Unlike some of his followers, Bazin did not advocate a simpleminded theory of  realism. 
He was perfectly aware, for example, that cinema—like all art—involves a certain amount of 
selectivity, organization, and interpretation. In short, a certain amount of distortion. He also 
recognized that the values of the filmmaker will inevitably influence the manner in which 
reality is perceived. These distortions are not only inevitable, but in most cases desirable. For 
Bazin, the best films were those in which the artist’s personal vision is held in delicate balance 
with the objective nature of the medium. Certain aspects of reality must be sacrificed for the 
sake of artistic coherence, then, but Bazin felt that  abstraction and artifice ought to be kept to 
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Almost all movies compress time, condensing 

many months or even years into a running 

time of roughly two hours, the average length 

of most films. Zinnemann’s classic western is a rare 

example of a literal adherence to the unities of time, 

place, and action, for the entire story takes place in  

a breathless eighty-four minutes—the film’s running 

time. (Stanley Kramer/UA)

Not all realists use an unobtrusive 

style of editing. Most of Lumet’s 

gritty New York City dramas like The 

Pawnbroker, Serpico, Prince of the City, and 

Dog Day Afternoon are based on actual 

events and were shot mostly in the streets of 

the city. All are considered masterpieces of 

realism, yet all of them are edited in a 

nervous, jumpy style that connects a wide 

assortment of characters and explosive 

events. Dog Day Afternoon was edited by the 

famous Dede Allen, who was nominated for 

an Oscar for her work. She also edited Bonnie and Clyde and Serpico, among others, during her 

fifty-year career. Women have always been prominent in the editing field, unlike other areas of the 

filmmaking craft. According to the Motion Picture Editors Guild, 1,500 of its 7,300 active members 

are female—roughly 21 percent. In a forty-year career, English editor Anne V. Coates has been 

nominated for the editing Oscar five times, and won for Lawrence of Arabia. Perhaps most famous 

of all, Thelma Schoonmaker (pronounced skoonmaker), a seven-time Academy Award nominee, has 

worked mostly for Martin Scorsese, including every one of his movies since Raging Bull (1980). She 

has won three Oscars, for Raging Bull, The Aviator, and The Departed. (Warner Bros. )

4–24  HIGH NOON (U.S.A., 1952)

 with Gary Cooper and Lloyd Bridges, 

directed by Fred Zinnemann.

4–25  DOG DAY AFTERNOON 
(U.S.A., 1975) with Al Pacino, 

directed by Sidney Lumet.



a minimum. The materials should be allowed to speak for themselves. Bazinian realism is not 
mere newsreel objectivity—even if there were such a thing. He believed that reality must be 
heightened somewhat in the cinema, that the director must reveal the poetic implications of 
ordinary people, events, and places. By poeticizing the commonplace, the cinema is neither a 
totally objective recording of the physical world nor a symbolic abstraction of it. Rather, the 
cinema occupies a unique middle position between the sprawl of raw life and the artificially 
re-created worlds of the traditional arts.

Though it won a slew of Oscars—including Best Picture, Best 

Directors, and Best Adapted Screenplay—this movie contains a 

gaping hole in the editing. The climactic scene is missing. French 

literary theorists have coined the term scène à faire—roughly, the obligatory 

scene, or more colloqually, the must-do scene. What’s meant by this term is 

that crucial scene where the protagonist and antagonist clash overtly, and 

their conflict is resolved in favor of one or the other. But many viewers were 

puzzled by what finally happens to the protagonist (played by Josh Brolin). 

Suddenly he’s gone. We assume he’s dead (presumably murdered by the 

villain, brilliantly played by Bardem). But since we don’t see him die—or for 

that matter, precisely who kills him—we are left with a sense of frustration 

over the lack of closure in the narrative.   (Paramount Pictures/Miramax)
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4–26  NO COUNTRY FOR OLD MEN 
(U.S.A., 2007) with Javier Bardem, written 

and directed by Joel and Ethan Coen.
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Even in the world of documentary films,  

editing styles can range from ultrarealistic  

to ultraformalistic. Like most cinéma vérité

documentarists, Marcel Ophüls keeps editing to an 

absolute minimum. Implicit in the art of editing is 

artifice—that is, the manipulation of formal elements 

to produce a seductive aesthetic effect. Many 

documentarists believe that an edited analysis of a 

scene shapes and aestheticizes it—compromising its 

authenticity. A selected sequence of shots, even if 

factually based, extrapolates one person’s truth from  

an event and, in so doing, infuses it with an ideology. 

An unedited presentation, on the other hand, preserves 

a multiplicity of truths.  (NDR/Télévision Rencontre)

The editing style of this documentary is 

subjective and personal. The movie itself is 

almost like an intimate diary by a famous 

 actor exploring one of his most celebrated stage 

roles, Shakespeare’s fascinating disciple of evil, 

Richard III. Pacino’s voice-over connects many of 

the shots, which include interviews with other 

actors, historical artifacts, views of Shakespeare’s 

Globe Theatre, and snippets of scenes from the play 

in rehearsal and performance. The movie is like a 

dazzling lecture/presentation by someone who is 

both an artist and a cool teacher.  (20th Century 

Fox. Photo: Michael Halsband)

 Most documentaries fall between these two extremes, as  Albert Maysles has pointed out: “We 

can see two kinds of truth here. One is the raw material, which is the footage, the kind of truth that 

you get in literature in the diary form—it’s immediate, no one has tampered with it. Then there’s 

the other kind of truth that comes in extracting and juxtaposing the raw material into a more 

meaningful and coherent storytelling form which finally can be said to be more than just raw data. 

In a way, the interests of the people in shooting and the people in editing (even if it’s the same 

individual) are in conflict with one another, because the raw material doesn’t want to be shaped. 

It wants to maintain its truthfulness. One discipline says that if you begin to put it into another 

form, you’re going to lose some of the veracity. The other discipline says if you don’t let me put this 

into a form, no one is going to see it and the elements of truth in the raw material will never reach 

the audience with any impact, with any artistry, or whatever. So there are these things which are 

in conflict with one another and the thing is to put it all together, deriving the best from both. It 

comes almost to an argument of content and form, and you can’t do one without the other.”

4–27b  LOOKING FOR RICHARD 
(U.S.A., 1996) with Al Pacino, 

directed by Pacino.

4–27a  THE SORROW AND THE 
PITY (France/Switzerland/W. Germany, 

1970) directed by Marcel Ophüls.
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Bazin wrote many articles overtly or implicitly criticizing the art of editing, or at least point-
ing out its limitations. If the essence of a scene is based on the idea of division, separation, or 
isolation, editing can be an effective technique in conveying these ideas. But if the essence of 
a scene demands the simultaneous presence of two or more related elements, the filmmaker 
ought to preserve the continuity of real time and space (4–28). He or she can do this by in-
cluding all the dramatic variables within the same mise en scène—that is, by exploiting the 
resources of the long shot, the lengthy take, deep focus, and widescreen. The filmmaker can 
also preserve actual time and space by panning, craning, tilting, or tracking rather than 
cutting to individual shots.

John Huston’s The African Queen contains a shot illustrating Bazin’s principle. In attempt-
ing to take their boat down river to a large lake, the two protagonists (Humphrey Bogart and 
Katharine Hepburn) get sidetracked on a tributary of the main river. The tributary dwindles 
down to a stream and finally trickles into a tangle of reeds and mud, where the dilapidated 
boat gets hopelessly mired. The exhausted travelers resign themselves to a slow death in the 
suffocating reeds, and eventually fall asleep on the floor of the boat. The camera then cranes 
upward, over the reeds, where—just a few hundred yards away—is the lake. The bitter irony of 
the scene is conveyed by the continuous movement of the camera, which preserves the physical 
proximity of the boat, the intervening reeds, and the lake. If Huston had cut to three separate 
shots, we wouldn’t understand these spatial interrelationships, and therefore the irony would 
be lost.

In direct opposition to Pudovkin, André 

Bazin believed that when the essence of a 

scene lies in the simultaneous presence of 

two or more elements, editing is ruled out. Such 

scenes gain their emotional impact through the 

unity of space, not through the juxtaposition of 

separate shots. In this famous sequence, for 

example, Lloyd’s comedy of thrills is made more 

comic and more thrilling by the scene’s realistic 

presentation: The dangling hero and the street 

below are kept in the same frame. Actually, the 

distance between the two is exaggerated by the 

cunning placement of the camera, and there was 

always at least a platform about three stories 

below him—“but who wants to fall three stories?” 

Lloyd asked.   (Hal Roach/Pathé Exchange. 

Photo: Gene Kornman)

4–28  SAFETY LAST (U.S.A., 1923)

with Harold Lloyd, directed by Fred 

Newmeyer and Sam  Taylor.
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Bazin pointed out that in the evolution of movies, virtually every technical innovation 
pushed the medium closer to a realistic ideal: in the late 1920s, sound; in the 1930s and 1940s, 
color and deep-focus photography; in the 1950s, widescreen. In short, technology, not critics 
and theorists, usually alters technique. For example, when The Jazz Singer ushered in the talkie 
revolution in 1927, sound eclipsed virtually every advance made in the art of editing since 
Griffith’s day. With the coming of sound, films had to be more realistically edited, whether their 
directors wished them so or not. Microphones were placed on the set itself, and sound had 
to be recorded while the scene was being photographed. Usually the microphones were hid-
den—in a vase of flowers, a wall sconce, etc. Thus, in the earliest sound movies, not only was 
the camera restricted, but the actors were as well. If they strayed too far from the microphone, 
the dialogue couldn’t be recorded properly.

The effects on editing of these early talkies were disastrous. Synchronized sound an-
chored the images, so whole scenes were played with no cuts—a return to the “primitive” se-
quence shot. Most of the dramatic values were aural. Even commonplace sequences held a 
fascination for audiences. If someone entered a room, the camera recorded the fact, whether it 
was dramatically important or not, and millions of spectators thrilled to the sound of the door 
opening and slamming shut. Critics and filmmakers despaired: The days of the recorded stage 
play had apparently returned. Later these problems were solved by the invention of the blimp,
a soundproof camera housing that permits the camera to move with relative ease, and by the 
practice of dubbing sound after the shooting is completed (see Chapter 5).

But sound also provided some distinct advantages. In fact, Bazin believed that it represent-
ed a giant leap in the evolution toward a totally realistic medium. Spoken dialogue and sound 
effects heightened the sense of reality. Acting styles became more sophisticated as a result of 
sound. No longer did performers have to exaggerate visually to compensate for the absence of 

Bazin and his disciples were enthu siastic champions of the 

films of  Mizoguchi. The Japanese master  favored the use of 

lengthy takes rather than editing. He generally cut within a 

continuous take only when there was a sharp psychological shift 

within the scene. Used sparingly in this way, the cut acquires a 

greater dramatic impact than can be found in most conventionally 

 edited movies.  (Shochiku Eiga)

4–29  UTAMARO AND HIS FIVE 
WOMEN (Japan, 1955) directed by 

Kenji Mizoguchi.



voices. Talkies also permitted filmmakers to tell their stories more economically, without the 
intrusive titles that interspersed the visuals of silent movies. Tedious expository scenes could 
also be dispensed with. A few lines of dialogue easily conveyed what an audience needed to 
know about the premise of the story.

The use of deep-focus photography also exerted a modifying influence on editing practic-
es. Prior to the 1930s, most cameras photographed interiors on one focal plane at a time. These 
cameras could capture a sharp image of an object from virtually any distance, but unless an 
enormous number of extra lights were set up, other elements of the picture that weren’t at the 
same distance from the camera remained blurred, out of focus. One justification for editing, 
then, was purely technical: clarity of image.

The aesthetic qualities of deep-focus photography permitted composition in depth: Whole 
scenes could be shot in one setup, with no sacrifice of detail, for every distance appeared with 
equal clarity on the screen. Deep focus tends to be most effective when it adheres to the real 
time–space continuum. For this reason, the technique is sometimes thought to be more theat-
rical than cinematic, for the effects are achieved primarily through a spatially unified mise en 
scène rather than a fragmented juxtaposition of shots.

Sometimes economics dictates style, as with this witty low-budget 

feature. Everyone worked for free. Smith shot the movie in the same 

convenience store he worked at (for $5 an hour) during the day. He 

also used lengthy takes in a number of scenes. The actors were required to 

memorize pages of dialogue (often very funny) so that the entire sequence 

could be shot without a cut. Why? Because Smith didn’t need to worry about 

such costly decisions as where to put the camera with each new cut or how 

to light each new shot or whether he could afford to rent editing equipment 

to cut the sequence properly. Lengthy takes require one setup: The lights and 

camera usually remain stationary for the duration of the scene. The movie’s 

final cost: a piddling $27,575. He charged it. It went on to win awards at the 

Sundance and Cannes Film Festivals.  (Miramax/View Askew)
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4–30  CLERKS (U.S.A., 1994) with Jeff 

Anderson and Brian O’Halloran; written, 

edited, and directed by Kevin Smith.
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Bazin liked the objectivity and tact of deep focus. Details within a shot can be presented 
more democratically, as it were, without the special attention that a close-up  inevitably confers. 
Thus, realist critics like Bazin felt that audiences would be more  creative—less passive—in 
understanding the relationships between people and things.  Unified space also preserves the 
ambiguity of life. Audiences aren’t led to an inevitable conclusion but are forced to evaluate, 
sort out, and eliminate “irrelevancies” on their own.

In 1945, immediately following World War II, a movement called neorealism sprang up in 
Italy and gradually influenced directors all over the world. Spearheaded by Roberto Rossellini 
and Vittorio De Sica, two of Bazin’s favorite filmmakers, neorealism de- emphasized editing. The 
directors favored deep-focus photography, long shots, lengthy takes, and an austere restraint in 
the use of close-ups.

When asked why he de-emphasized editing, Rossellini replied: “Things are there, why ma-
nipulate them?” This statement might well serve as Bazin’s theoretical credo. He deeply ad-
mired Rossellini’s openness to multiple interpretations, his refusal to diminish reality by mak-
ing it serve an ideological thesis. “Neorealism by definition rejects analysis, whether political, 
moral, psychological, logical, or social, of the characters and their actions,” Bazin pointed out. 
“It looks on reality as a whole, not incomprehensible, certainly, but inseparably one.”

The more cutting a film contains, the faster the tempo will seem, which in 

turn produces more energy and excitement. Amélie is like a whimsical fairy 

tale that whizzes past us breathlessly, its editing style sparkling with 

effervescence. The main character (Tautou) is a shy Parisian waitress who lives in 

the picturesque—and digitally enhanced—neighborhood of Montmartre. The 

exuberant tone of the movie is mostly due to Jeunet’s playful  editing, but the 

special effects also contribute. For example, when Amélie first sees the love of her 

life, her heart visibly glows beneath her blouse. When her heart is broken, she 

digitally melts into a  puddle on the ground. Crazy metaphors.  (UGC/Canal+)

4–31  AMÉLIE (France, 2001)

with Audrey Tautou, directed by   

Jean-Pierre Jeunet.
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Sequence shots tend to produce (often unconsciously) a sense of mounting anxiety in the 
viewer. We expect setups to change during a scene. When they don’t, we often grow restless, 
hardly conscious of what’s producing our uneasiness. Jim Jarmusch’s bizarre comedy, Stranger 

Than Paradise, uses sequence shots throughout (4–32). The camera inexorably waits at a pre-
determined location. The young characters enter the scene and play out their tawdry, comic 
lives, complete with boring stretches of silence, glazed expressions of torpor, and random tics. 
Finally, they leave. Or they just sit there. The camera sits with them. Fade out. Very weird.

Similarly, in Rodrigo García’s Nine Lives, the director explores the situations of various 
women who are all floundering in important relationships. Each story is shot in a  single take, 
with no cuts. Why use such a difficult technique, when editing to different shots would be 
faster, cheaper, and easier? García is saying that each of these nine women is trapped, unable 
to break out of a constricting situation, often of their own making. By confining them in a 
continuous take, we subconsciously sense their frustration, their  inability to break out of the 
impasse of their lives. A series of separate cuts would dissipate much of this tension. A similar 
technique is used in an imaginative horror film, Silent House, directed by Chris Kentis and 
Laura Lau. A frightened young woman (Elizabeth Olsen) wanders through a dark house that 
is—or seems—haunted. The entire movie appears to unfold in a single unedited shot in real 
time (roughly ninety minutes). Sound effects make the often darkened scenes threatening and 
scary. Neither she nor the audience can tell if what she’s experiencing is real, or a product of 
her unraveling imagination.

Each scene in this movie is a sequence shot—a lengthy take without 

cuts. Far from being “primitive,” the sequence-shot technique 

produces a sophisticated, wry effect, bizarre and funny. In this 

scene, the two protagonists (John Lurie and Richard Edson) eat yet another 

goulash dinner while Lurie berates his stout, outspoken aunt (Cecillia Stark) 

for still speaking Hungarian after years of living in America. The scene’s 

comic rhythms are accented by the staging: The bickering relatives must 

bend forward to see each other, while the visitor, caught in the crossfire, 

tries unsuccessfully to stay neutral.  (Cinethesia/Grokenberger/ZDF)

4–32  STRANGER THAN PARADISE 
(U.S.A., 1984) directed by Jim Jarmusch.



Like many technological innovations, widescreen provoked a wail of protest from many 
critics and directors. The new screen shape would destroy the close-up, many feared, especially 
of the human face. There simply was too much space to fill, even in long shots, others com-
plained. Audiences would never be able to assimilate all the action, for they wouldn’t know 
where to look. It was suitable only for horizontal compositions, some argued, useful for epic 
films, but too spacious for interior scenes and small subjects. It was appropriate only for fu-
neral processions and snakes, sniffed one old timer. Editing would be further minimized, the 
formalists complained, for there would be no need to cut to something if everything was al-
ready there, arranged in a long horizontal series.

At first, the most effective widescreen films were, in fact, westerns and historical extrava-
ganzas (4–34). But before long, directors began to use the new screen with more sensitivity. 
Like deep-focus photography, scope meant that they had to be more conscious of their mise en 
scène. More relevant details had to be included within the frame, even at its edges. Films could 
be more densely saturated and—potentially, at least—more effective artistically. Filmmakers 
discovered that the most expressive parts of a person’s face were the eyes and mouth, and con-
sequently close-ups that chopped off the tops and bottoms of actors’ faces weren’t as disastrous 
as had been predicted.

American movies are usually edited at a fast pace without any 

slackness or “dead spots”  between the shots. The Straight Story is a 

conspicuous exception. Based on true-life events, the movie is a road 

picture, but instead of the usual vroom-vrooming vehicles racing down 

streets and screeching ’round corners, the vehicle of choice is a ’66 John 

Deere tractor that the elderly hero (Farnsworth) drives from Iowa to 

Wisconsin, where his estranged and ailing brother lives. The movie is cut at a 

very, very slow pace—to approximate the chugging progress of his antiquated 

transport. See also www.editorsguild.com, the website associated with Editors 

Guild, a magazine featuring interviews and articles on contemporary editing 

practices. (Les Films Alain Sarde/Canal+/Ch4/Ciby 2000)

4–33  THE STRAIGHT STORY 
(U.S.A., 1999) with Richard Farnsworth, 

directed by David Lynch.
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Throughout most of this  psychological thriller (which is based on Henry 

James’s novelette The Turn of the Screw), we are not sure if the ghost is 

“real” or simply the hysterical projection of a repressed governess (Kerr), 

 because we usually see the apparition through her eyes. That is, the camera 

 repre sents her point of view, which may or may not be  reliable. But when an 

 objective camera is used, as in this photo, both the  governess and the ghost are 

included in the same space, with no cutting between separate shots. Hence, we 

conclude that the spirit figure has an independent existence outside of the 

governess’s imagination. He’s real.  (20th Century Fox)

Most filmmakers bemoaned the advent of widescreen in the 1950s almost as 

much as they bemoaned sound in the late 1920s. Bazin and other realists 

embraced the innovation as yet another step away from the distorting 

effects of montage. Widescreen tends to de-emphasize depth in favor of breadth, 

but Bazin believed that a horizontal presentation of the visual materials could be 

more democratic—less distorting even than deep focus, which tends to emphasize 

 visual importance in terms of an object’s closeness to the camera’s lens. The 

widescreen is especially effective in portraying epic events, like this thrilling 

re-creation of a World War I battle.  (Warner Bros. Photo: Bruno Calvo)

4–34  A VERY LONG 
ENGAGEMENT (France, 2004)

directed by Jean-Pierre Jeunet.

4–35  THE INNOCENTS 
(Britain, 1961) with Deborah Kerr, 

directed by Jack Clayton.
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It’s very hard to judge a movie’s editing. You have to know what was available before 

the cutting even began—whether the footage was excellent to begin with (which an 

incompetent editor can still screw up), or whether the editor had a pile of junk to sort 

through before managing to sculpt at least a moderately respectable movie out of the shards 

he or she was presented with. “A feature-length film generates anywhere from twenty to forty 

hours of raw footage,” says editor Ralph Rosenblum. “When the shooting stops, that 

unfinished film becomes the movie’s raw material, just as the script had been the raw material 

before. It now must be selected, tightened, paced, embellished, and in some scenes given 

artificial respiration.” Annie Hall was originally conceived by Woody Allen as a story about his 

own character, Alvy Singer, and his various romantic and professional relationships. The 

character of Annie Hall (Keaton) was merely one of several plot lines. But both Allen and 

Rosenblum agreed that the original concept didn’t work on the cutting bench. The editor 

suggested cutting away most of the footage and focusing on a central love story, between Alvy 

and Annie Hall. The resultant romantic comedy went on to win a number of Oscars, including 

Best Picture, Best Director, Best Screenplay, and Best Actress for Keaton. Ironically, no award 

for its editor. See Ralph Rosenblum (and Robert Karen), When the Shooting Stops . . . The 

Cutting Begins (New York: Viking, 1979).  (United Artists)

4–36  ANNIE HALL (U.S.A., 1977)

with Woody Allen and Diane Keaton, 

edited by Ralph Rosenblum, written and 

directed by Allen.
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Not surprisingly, the realist critics were the first to reconsider the advantages of widescreen. 
Bazin liked its authenticity and objectivity. Here was yet another step away from the distorting 
effects of editing, he pointed out. As with deep focus, widescreen helped to preserve continuity 
of time and space. Close shots containing two or more people could now be photographed 
in one setup without suggesting inequality, as deep focus often did in its variety of depth 
planes. Nor were the relations between people and things fragmented as they were with edited 
sequences. Scope was also more realistic because the widescreen enveloped the viewer in the 
breadth of an experience, even with its edges—a cinematic counterpart to the eye’s peripheral 
vision. All the same advantages that had been applied to sound and deep focus were now ap-
plied to widescreen: its greater fidelity to real time and space; its detail, complexity, and den-
sity; its more objective presentation; its more coherent continuity; its greater ambiguity; and 
its encouragement of creative audience participation.

Interestingly, several of Bazin’s protégés were responsible for a return to more flamboy-
ant editing techniques in the following decades. Throughout the 1950s, Godard, Truffaut, and 
Chabrol wrote criticism for Cahiers du Cinéma. By the end of the decade, they turned to making 
their own movies. The nouvelle vague, or New Wave as this movement was called in English, 
was eclectic in its theory and practice. The members of this group, who were not very tightly 
knit, were unified by an almost obsessional enthusiasm for film culture, especially American 
film culture. Although rather dogmatic in their personal tastes, the New Wave critics tended 
to avoid theoretical dogmatism. They believed that technique was meaningful only in terms of 
subject matter. In fact, it was the New Wave that popularized the idea that what a movie says 
is inextricably bound up with how it’s said. They insisted that editing styles ought to be deter-
mined not by fashion, the  limitations of technology, or dogmatic pronouncements, but by the 
essence of the subject matter itself.

A problem facing every director is gauging the energy levels of the performers. This affects 
how many takes he or she can hope for. For example, during the big-studio era in Hollywood, 
director Frank Capra’s favorite actress was Barbara Stanwyck. He realized early on that she was 
at her best on the first or second take. After that, her energy began to fade and she was seldom 
effective after three or four takes. Capra had the same problem when directing Frank Sinatra. 
His first or second take was always the best. If Capra repeated the scene beyond that number, 
Sinatra got bored, and his performance became perfunctory and listless.

During this same period, William Wyler was known in the industry as “forty-take Wyler.” 
Most performers dreaded those infamous words, “Once again.” In Wuthering Heights, Wyler 
was directing Laurence Olivier, and he repeated a scene eighteen times. “Good God, man, what 
do you want?” the frustrated actor snapped. Wyler smiled and replied sadly, “I want you to be 
better.” The twentieth take was tinged with Olivier’s anger and resentment. That’s what Wyler 
wanted, and he then moved on to the next scene. As this anecdote suggests, sometimes direc-
tors are not totally sure what they’re looking for in a performance, but they recognize it when 
they see it.

In our own time, David Fincher is also a director who likes to shoot many takes. In the 
opening scene of The Social Network, for example, he shot ninety-nine takes in nine camera 
setups before he was satisfied. Aaron Sorkin’s script required the performers to snap out their 
lines quickly, with no hesitations between their comments. Needless to say, his actors had to be 
extraordinarily disciplined to retain their spontaneity after so many repetitions.

On the other hand, there are many directors who dislike shooting more than one or two 
takes, because they believe that repetition dampens an actor’s spontaneity, making his perfor-
mance too pat and over-controlled. Some directors even keep an actor’s mistakes as part of the 
performance. John Ford, for example, disliked even rehearsing a scene, fearing the performers 
would lose their freshness. When an actor bungled his gestures in one scene, he asked Ford if 
he could do another take, to make the gesture smoother. “I don’t want it to look perfect—like a 
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circus,” Ford growled back. Clint Eastwood is also famous for shooting one or two takes for a 
scene. While filming Invictus, actor Matt Damon asked if he could do another take. Eastwood 
replied: “What, you want to waste everybody’s time?”

When Sam Peckinpah’s The Wild Bunch was released in 1969, one critic described it as “the 
most violent movie ever made.” The social context of the film was one of the most revolution-
ary periods of American history: The war in Vietnam was raging and escalating, and there 
seemed to be no end in sight. The Civil Rights Movement had turned ugly, no longer guided 
by the nonviolent leadership of Martin Luther King, Jr., who was murdered in 1968, but now 
grown aggressively anti-establishment and prone to violence itself. When criticized for his mili-
tant stance, Black Power leader Stokely Carmichael replied, “Violence is as American as apple 
pie.” There was also a social revolution among young people, especially college students who 
strongly opposed the war in Vietnam, and were deeply skeptical of all forms of authority. This 
group too was prone to violence and destruction.

The technical brilliance of The Wild Bunch is what makes it stand out. The final shootout 
of the film is spectacularly edited. Peckinpah and his editor Lou Lombardo made the shoot-
out savage and lyrical at the same time. The images are supremely beautiful, thanks to the 
cinematography of Lucien Ballard. Jerry Fielding’s virile score also contributed to the film’s  
emotional impact.

Shootouts in westerns have always been standard features of the genre, of course, but they 
never had the visceral impact of Peckinpah’s film. Set mostly in Mexico in 1913, much later than 
most westerns, the movie is also an elegiac lament for the passing of the Old West. New tech-
nologies had rendered violence and war more explosive than ever—the automobile, primitive 
airplanes, and the Gatling gun, forerunner of modern automatic machine guns.

The dramatic context of the shootout involves a group of vicious Mexican outlaws versus 
a smaller group of aging bank robbers, led by Pike (William Holden, 4–37d), who at least 
believes in the value of group loyalty and solidarity. His confreres in the shootout are Ernest 
Borgnine (4–37h), Warren Oates (4–37n), and Ben Johnson. When one of their gang (Jaime 
Sánchez, 4–37e) is captured by the Mexican thugs, the Bunch decides to try to rescue him, 
despite overwhelming numerical odds. It is a suicidal mission, and most of them know it.

The shootout takes place in a Mexican village, and the peasants as well as the combatants 
are cut down in the explosive conflagration between the two groups. Much of the violence is 
choreographed in slow motion, lending it a balletic beauty. Geysers of blood spurt from the 
necks and bellies of the combatants, while innocent villagers run for cover. The editing of the 
sequence is strangely beautiful in its lyricism, temporarily blinding us to the fact that human 
beings are dying in all that terrible, apocalyptic beauty. After the movie’s release, Peckinpah was 
known in the industry as “Bloody Sam.” Many subsequent filmmakers have been influenced by 
Peckinpah’s style, most notably John Woo, Martin Scorsese, and Quentin Tarantino. The images 
presented here are mere samples of the far more complex sequence, which can be accessed on 
YouTube.

Like many other language systems in movies, editing in the contemporary cinema has been 
revolutionized by the advent of digital technology. With new systems, such as Avid, Lightworks, 
and Apple’s Final Cut Pro, modern editors can cut a movie with phenomenal speed and flex-
ibility. A film’s footage is entered on a computer’s hard drive, allowing the editor to try dozens 
of choices in a matter of minutes rather than days or even weeks when an editor had to literally 
cut and splice strips of celluloid.

Like most techniques, this one has been misused. Anne Coates, who edited David Lean’s 
Lawrence of Arabia as well as Steven Soderbergh’s Erin Brockovich, has pointed out the limita-
tions of this new technology: “I’m not against flashy cutting; it can be great. But I don’t see the 
point of lots of cuts where you can’t see what’s happening at all. I think that’s going over the top 
with this, and it’s very easy to do on these machines.”
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4–37  THE WILD BUNCH (U.S.A., 1969)

directed by Sam Peckinpah. (Warner Bros./Seven Arts)
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Some questions we ought to ask ourselves about a movie’s editing style include: How much 
cutting is there and why? Are the shots highly fragmented or relatively lengthy? What is the 
point of the cutting in each scene? To clarify? To stimulate? To lyricize? To create suspense? 
To explore an idea or emotion in depth? Does the cutting seem manipulative or are we left to 
interpret the images on our own? What kind of rhythm does the editing establish with each 
scene? Is the personality of the filmmaker apparent in the cutting or is the presentation of shots 
relatively objective and functional? Is editing a major language system of the movie or does the 
film artist relegate cutting to a relatively minor function?

Further Reading

“The Art and Craft of Film Editing,” Cineaste (Spring, 2009). A collection of essays on editing by 
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Christie, Ian, and Richard Taylor, eds., Eisenstein Rediscovered (New York and London: Routledge, 
1993). A collection of scholarly essays on Eisenstein and his legacy.

Dancyger, Ken, The Technique of Film and Video Editing: History, Theory, and Practice, fourth edition
(Boston: Focal Press, 1997). Comprehensive.

Fairservice, Don, Film Editing: History, Theory, and Practice (Manchester: Manchester University 
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Cinematic sound . . . does not simply add to, 

but multiplies, two or three times, the effect of 

the image.

Akira Kurosawa, Filmmaker
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Historical Background

In 1927, when The Jazz Singer ushered in the talkie era, many critics felt that sound would deal 
a deathblow to the art of movies. But the setbacks were temporary, and today sound is one of 
the richest sources of meaning in film art. Actually, there never was a silent period. Virtually all 
movies prior to 1927 were accompanied by some kind of music. In the large city theaters, full 
orchestras provided atmospheric background to the visuals. In small towns, a piano was often 
used for the same purpose. In many theaters, the “Mighty Wurlitzer” organ, with its bellowing 
pipes, was the standard musical accompaniment. Music was played for practical as well as ar-
tistic reasons, for these sounds muffled the noises of the patrons who were occasionally rowdy, 
particularly when entering the theater.

Most of the early “100 percent talkies” were visually dull. The equipment of the time re-
quired the simultaneous (synchronous) recording of sound and image: The camera was re-
stricted to one position, the actors couldn’t move far from the microphone, and editing was re-
stricted to its most minimal function—primarily scene changes. The major source of meaning 
was the dialogue. The images tended merely to illustrate the soundtrack. Before long, adven-
turous directors began experimenting. The camera was housed in a soundproof blimp, thus 
permitting the camera to move in and out of a scene silently. Soon, several microphones, all on 
separate channels, were placed on the set. Overhead sound booms were devised to follow an 
actor on a set, so his or her voice was always within range, even when the actor moved around.

Despite these technical advances, formalist directors remained hostile to the use of real-
istic (synchronous) sound recording. Eisenstein was especially wary of dialogue. He predicted 
an onslaught of “highly cultured dramas” that would force the cinema back to its stagey begin-
nings. Synchronous sound, he believed, would destroy the flexibility of editing and thus kill 
the very soul of film art. Synchronous sound did, in fact, require a more literal continuity,
especially in dialogue sequences. Eisenstein’s metaphoric cutting, with its leaps in time and 
space, wouldn’t make much sense if realistic sound had to be provided with each image. Alfred 
Hitchcock pointed out that the most cinematic sequences are essentially silent. Chase scenes, 
for example,  require only some general sound effects to preserve their continuity.

Most of the talented directors of the early sound era favored nonsynchronous sound. The 
Frenchman René Clair believed that sound should be used selectively, not indiscriminately. 
The ear, he believed, is just as selective as the eye, and sound can be edited in the same way 
images can. Even dialogue sequences needn’t be totally synchronous, Clair believed. Conversa-
tion can act as a continuity device, freeing the camera to explore contrasting  information—a 
technique especially favored by ironists like Hitchcock and Ernst Lubitsch.

Clair made several musicals illustrating his theories. In Le Million, for example, music and 
song often replace dialogue. Language is juxtaposed ironically with nonsynchronous images. 
Many of the scenes were photographed without sound and later dubbed when the montage
sequences were completed. The dubbing technique of Clair, though ahead of its time, eventu-
ally became a major approach in sound film production.

Several American directors also experimented with sound in these early years.  Lubitsch 
used sound and image nonsynchronously to produce a number of witty and often cynical 
juxtapositions. The celebrated “Beyond the Blue Horizon” sequence from his musical Monte 

Carlo is a good example of his mastery of the new mixed medium. While the spunky heroine 
(Jeanette MacDonald) sings cheerily of her optimistic expectations, Lubitsch provides us with a 
display of technical bravura. Shots of the speeding train that carries the heroine to her destiny 
are intercut with close-ups of the whirring locomotive wheels in rhythmical syncopation with 
the huffing and the chugging and the tooting of the train. Unable to resist a malicious fillip, 
Lubitsch even has a chorus of suitably obsequious peasants chime in with the heroine in a tri-
umphant reprise as the train plunges past their fields in the countryside. The sequence is both 
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There had been a number of experiments in synchronous sound 

prior to this film, but they failed to create much of a stir with the 

public. Significantly, Warner Brothers managed to break the sound 

barrier with a new genre, the musical. Actually, even this movie was mostly 

silent. Only Jolson’s musical numbers and a few snatches of dialogue were 

in synch sound. See Beyond the Soundtrack: Representing Music in the 

Cinema, edited by Daniel Goldmark et al. (Berkeley:  University of 

California Press, 2007).  (Warner Bros. )

After the introduction of talkies, American 

movies—which had always been among the 

fastest in the world—got even faster. The films of 

such 1930s masters as Howard Hawks and Frank Capra 

emphasized speed by having the dialogue delivered 30 to 

40  percent faster than normal. This breathless sense of 

urgency was especially effective in gangster films, which 

were immensely popular during the Depression era. In 

his classic essay, “The Gangster as Tragic Hero,” Robert 

Warshow hit on why the gangster struck such a 

responsive chord in audiences and why he has held our 

imagination ever since: “The gangster is the man of the 

city, with the city’s  language and knowledge, with its 

queer and  dishonest skills and its terrible daring, 

carrying his life in his hands like a placard, like a club. 

. . . It is not the real city, but that dangerous and sad city 

of the imagination which is so much more important, 

which is the modern world.”  (United Artists)

5–1 THE JAZZ SINGER 
(U.S.A., 1927) with Al Jolson, 

directed by Alan Crosland.

5–2 SCARFACE, SHAME OF A 
NATION (U.S.A., 1932) with Paul Muni 

(center), directed by Howard Hawks.
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exhilarating and outrageously funny. Critic Gerald Mast observed, “This visual-aural sym-
phony of music, natural sound, composition, and cutting is as complex and perfect an example 
of montage-in-sound as Eisenstein’s editing devices in Potemkin were of montage in silents.”

The increased realism brought on by sound inevitably forced acting styles to become more 
natural. Performers no longer needed to compensate visually for the lack of dialogue. Like 
stage actors, film players realized that the subtlest nuances of meaning could be conveyed 
through the voice. Close-ups are another advantage for screen actors. If they are required to 
mutter under their breath, for example, they can do so naturally. They need not, like the stage 
actor, mutter in stage whisper—a necessary convention in the live theater.

In the silent cinema, directors had to use titles to communicate nonvisual information: 
dialogue, exposition, abstract ideas, and so on. In some films, these interruptions nearly ruined 
the delicate rhythm of the visuals. Other directors avoided titles by dramatizing visually as 
much as possible. This practice led to many visual clichés. Early in the story, for example, the 
villain might be identified by showing him kicking a dog, or a heroine could be recognized by 
the halo-effect lighting around her head, and so forth.

Coming from the world of radio, Orson Welles was an important innovator in the field of 
sound. In The Magnificent Ambersons (1942), he perfected the technique of sound montage, in 
which the dialogue of one character overlaps with that of another, or several others. The effect 
is almost musical, for the language is exploited not necessarily for the literal information it 
may convey, but as pure sound orchestrated in terms of  emotional tonalities. One of the most 
brilliant episodes using this technique is the leave-taking scene at the final Amberson ball. 
The scene is shot in deep focus, with expressionistic lighting contrasts throwing most of the 

The sophisticated German émigré Ernst Lubitsch was the first great 

filmmaker to try his hand at the new talkie genre, the musical. Unlike 

most artists working in this form, Lubitsch tended to avoid elaborate 

production numbers in favor of simple character-based songs. In this scene, 

for example, the appalling Prince Otto von Liebenheim has just been jilted 

by his would-be bride, who, understandably, has fled in terror. As he sings 

“Give Me a Moment Please,” the bridesmaids close in around him, serving as 

impromptu chorus girls. Lubitsch delighted in these on-camera regroupings, 

which good-naturedly spoof the artificiality of the genre’s conventions. See 

Scott Eyman, Ernst Lubitsch: Laughter in Paradise (New York: Simon & 

Schuster, 1993).  (Paramount Pictures)

5–3 MONTE CARLO (U.S.A., 1930)

with Claud Allister, directed by  

Ernst Lubitsch.
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Tone of voice can be far more communicative 

than words in revealing a person’s thoughts. This 

is why most sophisticated moviegoers prefer 

written subtitles to dubbing in foreign language movies. 

Mae West was an expert in conveying sexual innuendos 

through tone of voice—so much so, in fact, that censors 

insisted on monitoring her scenes during production for 

fear that the apparently neutral dialogue in her 

screenplays would be delivered in a “salacious” manner. 

Audiences responded enthusiastically to Mae’s insolence 

and snappy wisecracks. In this film, she’s at her 

outspoken best: cool, lecherous, cynical. In her opening 

scene, she saucily proclaims herself to be “one of the 

finest women who ever walked the streets.” West 

preferred playing outcasts, like showgirls and kept 

women. This afforded her the opportunity of satirizing sexual hypocrisies. Her one-liners are legendary, like 

the famous “It’s not the men in my life that counts, it’s the life in my men.” Or “Whenever I’m caught 

between two evils, I take the one I’ve never tried.” Or “I used to be Snow White, but I drifted.” Again: 

“When I’m good, I’m very good; when I’m bad, I’m even better.” When asked how tall he is, a handsome 

young man replies, “Ma’am, I’m six feet seven inches.” Naughty Mae smiles and says, “Let’s forget about 

the six feet and talk about the seven inches.” Mae’s “lewd” comic style—almost exclusively verbal—fueled 

the wrath of the censors, ushering in the puritanical Production Code in 1934.  (Paramount Pictures)

5–4 SHE DONE HIM WRONG 
(U.S.A., 1933) with Mae West,

directed by Lowell Sherman.

5–5 THE SUM OF ALL FEARS (U.S.A.,

2002) with Morgan Freeman and Ben 

Affleck,  directed by Phil Alden  Robinson.

Generally speaking, the volume of sound must correlate with 

the image that  accompanies it. In this photo, for example, 

Freeman whispers confidentially to Affleck, and the camera 

appropriately moves into a close two-shot to preserve the intimacy  

of the communication.  (Paramount Pictures. Photo: Mark Fellman)
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Talkies wiped out the careers of many 

silent film stars, including that of 

John Gilbert, the most popular 

leading man of the late silent era. Gilbert’s 

voice was said to be too high-pitched, though 

in fact it wasn’t. The problem was far more 

complex. Silent film acting was stylized and visually heightened to 

compensate for the lack of sound. Even by silent standards, Gilbert was 

known for his emotional intensity—his gestures romantically exaggerated, 

his ardor raised to a fever pitch. The increased realism brought on by  

the advent of talkies made such acting techniques seem comically 

overwrought. Audiences laughed at their former idols. Talkies ushered in a 

new era, with a new breed of actors. Young leading men like Clark Gable 

were more relaxed and natural in front of the camera, their style of acting 

more suited to the new realism of talkies. See also Rick Altman, Silent 

Film Sound (New York: Columbia University Press, 2004).  (MGM)

This gentle fable centers on the interior 

world of an impoverished blind boy 

(pictured) who works as a tuner of musical 

instruments. He’s constantly distracted by the 

seductive lure of a pretty voice, or an intriguing 

piece of music hovering above the hum of everyday 

life. He’s also obsessed with the first four notes of 

Beethoven’s Fifth  Symphony. The movie lyricizes 

the boy’s ability to live in his imagination, to feel 

rapturous joy at the sounds enveloping him. It’s 

good to be alive.  (Makhmalbaf/Mk2)

5–6 THE MERRY WIDOW 
(U.S.A., 1925) with John Gilbert and Mae 

Murray, directed by Erich von Stroheim.

5–7a THE SILENCE (Iran, 1999) 

with Tahmineh Normatova, written and 

directed by Mohsen Makhmalbaf.



characters into silhouette. The dialogue of one group of characters gently overlaps with that of 
another, which in turn overlaps with a third group. The effect is hauntingly poetic, despite the 
relative simplicity of the words themselves. Each person or couple is characterized by a particu-
lar sound texture: The young people speak rapidly in a normal to loud volume; a middle-aged 
couple whispers intimately and slowly. The shouts of various other family members punctuate 
these dialogue sequences in sudden outbursts. The entire scene seems choreographed, both vi-
sually and aurally: Silhouetted figures stream in and out of the frame like graceful phantoms, 
their words floating and undulating in the shadows. The quarrels among the Amberson family 
are often recorded in a similar manner. Welles’s actors don’t wait  patiently for cues: Accusations 
and recriminations are hurled simultaneously, as they are in life. The violent words, often ir-
rational and disconnected, spew out in spontaneous eruptions of anger and frustration. Like 
many family quarrels, everyone shouts, but  people only half listen.

This movie is an inspiring tale of a shy, lifelong stutterer with low self-esteem 

and a family that regards him with embarrassed disdain. What’s unusual about 

the story is that the stutterer is King George VI, the father of the present queen 

of England. Prince Albert (“Bertie” to his family) is treated as a loser by his imperious 

father, and is taunted by his clever older brother, Edward, who eventually became King 

Edward VIII for a brief time, until he was forced to abdicate the throne when he 

married the American double-divorcée, Wallis Simpson. Aided by the support of his 

doggedly loyal wife (Helena Bonham Carter) and an unorthodox, self-taught speech 

therapist (Geoffrey Rush), the insecure, emotionally scarred monarch, now officially 

known as King George, is finally able to overcome his speech defect. The climax of the 

film is a radio speech he must deliver to rally his subjects on the eve of World War II, 

shortly before Hitler’s military might almost brought Britain to its knees. Colin Firth, 

one of England’s greatest actors, won a well-deserved Academy Award for his touching, 

poignant performance as Bertie. Note how the microphone in this shot dominates the 

terrified monarch as he fights to correct his stutter.  (See-Saw Films/Weinstein)

5–7b  THE KING’S SPEECH 
(Britain, 2010) with Colin Firth, 

directed by Tom Hooper.
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Sound Effects

Although the function of sound effects is primarily atmospheric, they can also be precise 
sources of meaning in film. Cinematic sound is a constructed experience: multiple layers of 
sound are synthesized (mixed) in a studio rather than recorded in reality, for most film sounds 
are not even present during the actual shooting. Often these sounds are completely unlike their 
on-screen counterparts. For example, the crunch of a blade penetrating a security officer’s skull 
in Terminator 2: Judgment Day is actually a recording of a dog biting into a dog biscuit.

In the American film industry, most of the sound effects and often as much as 50 percent of 
the dialogue is recorded in a studio after the footage has been shot. Then why bother with live 
sound at all, you might well ask. The dialogue and sounds recorded live on a set or on location 
usually serve as guides for the actors and sound technicians, so that they can get a “feel” for the 
original situation.

In the Hollywood studio industry, the main sound effects technician is called a Foley art-
ist, named after Jack Foley, a pioneer in post-production sound creation. The Foley artist gath-
ers all the different sounds necessary for a movie. Many of these are prerecorded and stored 
in sound libraries—sounds like thunderstorms, a squeaky door, the wind howling, and so on. 
A popular theory of sound design in Hollywood is known colloquially as “see a dog, hear a 
dog.” That is, if a dog appears on screen, the audience hears traditional dog sounds, such as the 
clink-clank of his leash or barking. Then the sound mixer decides on the relative loudness of 
each piece of sound. The mixer also decides what sounds go into what separate channels of a 
stereophonic sound system. Most movie theaters have five separate speakers: center, left-front, 
right-front, left-back, and right-back. Dolby sound systems, perfected in the 1990s, have as 
many as six or seven separate speakers.

Critics refer to sounds that the characters can hear as diegetic, while sounds they can’t hear 
are nondiegetic. The most obvious difference can be illustrated by a movie’s music. If the char-
acters are listening to a stereo, the music is diegetic. If the score has no source within the im-
age it’s nondiegetic. Diegetic music is sometimes known as source music, whereas nondiegetic 
music is often referred to as scored music.

Moviegoers are not usually consciously aware of how sound affects them, but they are 
constantly manipulated by the mixer’s synthesis. For example, in the period film Quiz Show,

the flashbulbs of old-fashioned cameras pop harmlessly while the main character enjoys his 
fame. During his downfall, these same flashbulbs explode aggressively, producing a scary, over-
whelming effect. In Psycho, the main character (Janet Leigh) drives her car through a rain-
storm. On the soundtrack, we hear her windshield wiper blades slashing furiously against the 
downpour. Later, when she is taking a shower in a motel, these same sounds are repeated. The 
source of the water noise is apparent, but the slashing sounds seem to come from nowhere—
until a demented killer crashes into the bathroom brandishing a knife.

The pitch, volume, and tempo of sound effects can strongly affect our responses to any 
given noise. High-pitched sounds are generally strident and produce a sense of tension in 
the listener. Especially if these types of noises are prolonged, the shrillness can be totally un-
nerving. For this reason, high-pitched sounds (including music) are often used in suspense 
sequences, particularly just before and during the climax. Low-frequency sounds, on the other 
hand, are heavy, full, and less tense. Often, they are used to emphasize the dignity or solemnity 
of a scene, like the male humming chorus in The Seven Samurai. Low-pitched sounds can also 
suggest anxiety and mystery: Frequently a suspense sequence begins with such sounds, which 
then gradually increase in frequency as the scene moves toward its climax.

Sound volume works in much the same way. Loud sounds tend to be forceful, intense, and 
threatening (5–8a). Quiet sounds strike us as delicate, hesitant, and often weak. These same 
principles apply to tempo. The faster the tempo of sound, the greater the tension produced in 
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The voice as a weapon. Dialogue that’s 

shouted rather than spoken can be a 

kind of assault. Throughout this movie, 

the vicious protagonist (McDowell) barks and 

snarls at his adversaries like a feral dog on a 

chain, setting them on edge as they cringe from 

his aggressive incursions.  (Warner Bros. )

5–8a A CLOCKWORK ORANGE 
(Britain/U.S.A., 1972) with Malcolm 

McDowell, directed by Stanley Kubrick.

5–8b THE BOURNE ULTIMATUM 
(U.S.A., 2007) with Matt Damon and 

Joan Allen, directed by Paul Greengrass.
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The Bourne films are among the most kinetic thrillers ever made, 

providing heart-thumping nonstop excitement at a pace so rapid  

that many audiences are left breathless. This third installment of  

the franchise leaps from London to Paris to Moscow to Madrid to Tangier to 

New York with a turbocharged adrenalin rush. The expert editing is matched 

by the sophisticated use of sound: The movie won Oscars for Best Sound 

Mixing and Best Sound Editing. Like the other two films of the trilogy, The 

Bourne Ultimatum was a huge international hit, and was also enthusiastically 

praised by critics.  (Universal Pictures. Photo: Jasin Boland)
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Kurosawa was a master of sound. In this loose adaptation 

of Shakespeare’s King Lear, the vengeful character of Lady 

Kaede (pictured) makes Lady Macbeth look like Mary 

Poppins. She is characterized by the eerie chafing sound of her silk 

gowns as she glides across the polished floors like a cobra poised 

for a strike.  (Herald Ace/Nippon Herald/Greenwich Prods. )

In this documentary about Danish soldiers 

fighting in Afghanistan, the sounds of war 

are deafening, an auditory counterpart to 

the traumatic visuals. The young soldiers are 

stationed in the notorious region of Helmand 

province—the heart of the Taliban insurgency.  

Long stretches of boredom and quiet alternate with 

sudden explosions of violence. In one scene, the 

soldiers stumble on some Taliban fighters crouching 

in a ditch. One of the Danes tosses a hand grenade 

into the ditch and the enemy fighters are thus 

“neutralized” with a shattering explosion. The 

documentary caused a furor back in peace-loving 

Denmark. Civilians were outraged by the soldiers’ 

perceived barbarism. But in wartime (and peace 

time too, for that matter), the first law of nature is 

to survive.  (Fridthjof Film)

5–9a RAN (Chaos, Japan, 1985)

with Mieko Haranda, directed by  

Akira Kurosawa.

5–9b  ARMADILLO (Denmark, 2010)

directed by Janus Metz Pedersen.



the listener (5–2). In the chase sequence of William Friedkin’s The French Connection, all of 
these principles are used masterfully. As the chase reaches its climax, the screeching wheels 
of the pursuing auto and the crashing sound of the runaway train grow louder, faster, and  
higher pitched.

Off-screen sounds bring off-screen space into play: The sound expands the image beyond 
the confines of the frame. Sound effects can evoke terror in suspense films and thrillers. We 
tend to fear what we can’t see, so directors will sometimes use off-screen sound effects to strike 
a note of anxiety. The sound of a creaking door in a darkened room can be more fearful than 
an image of someone stealing through the door (5–11).

Sound effects can also serve symbolic functions, which are usually determined by the 
dramatic context. In Bergman’s Wild Strawberries, the protagonist, an elderly professor, has 
a nightmare. The surrealistic sequence is virtually silent except for the insistent sound of a 
heartbeat—a memento mori for the professor, a reminder that his life will soon end.

In reality, there’s a considerable difference between hearing and listening. Our minds au-
tomatically filter out irrelevant sounds. While talking in a noisy city location, for example, we 
listen to the speaker, but we barely hear the sounds of traffic. The microphone is not so selective. 
Most movie soundtracks are cleaned up of such extraneous noises. A sequence might include se-
lected city noises to suggest the urban locale, but once this context is established, outside sounds 
are diminished and sometimes even eliminated to permit us to hear the conversation clearly.

Sound in film is generally geared to space: When a severe 

discrepancy exists, the  effect can be disorienting and even 

frightening. In this movie, the devil has possessed a young 

girl (Linda Blair). The sounds emanating from her small body echo 

loudly,  creating a cavernous effect, as if the girl’s slight figure had 

been spiritually expanded thousands of times to accommodate the 

demons that inhabit it.  (Warner Bros. )
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5–10 THE EXORCIST (U.S.A., 1973)

with Linda Blair, Max von Sydow, and  

Jason Miller; directed by William Friedkin.



After the 1960s, however, a number of directors retained these noisy soundtracks in the 
name of greater realism. Influenced by the documentary school of cinéma vérité—which 
tends to avoid simulated or re-created sounds—directors like Jean-Luc Godard even allowed 
important dialogue scenes to be partly washed out by on-location sounds. In Masculine-Femi-

nine, Godard’s use of sound is especially bold. His insistence on natural noises—all of them as 
they were recorded on the set—dismayed many critics, who complained of the “cacophonous 
din.” The movie deals with violence and the lack of privacy, peace, and quiet. Simply by exploit-
ing his soundtrack, Godard avoided the need to comment overtly on these themes—they are 
naggingly persistent in virtually every scene.

In genres like ghost stories, suspense thrillers, and tales of the 

supernatural, off-screen sounds can create a sense of terror lurking 

beyond the frame. In this eerie psychological thriller, for example, 

Amenábar is able to keep the source of terror off-screen for most of the movie, 

tantalizing us with scary off-frame sounds, and forcing us to bond with the 

terrified mother (Kidman) who is trying to protect her two children in an 

isolated Victorian mansion. The Others is an excellent example of how Dolby 

sound, with its multiple sound sources, can spatialize sound, a technique called 

“the Doppler effect.” Weird sounds literally leap from one area of the image to 

another, often streaming to the rear theater speakers, giving the  audience the 

scary sensation that they’re surrounded by the sound as well as the character. 

See also Gianluca Sergi, The Dolby Era: Film Sound in Contemporary Hollywood

(Manchester, U.K.: Manchester University Press, 2004).  (Miramax/Canal+/

Sogecine. Photo: Teresa Isasi)
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5–11 THE OTHERS (Spain/U.S.A.,

2001) with Nicole Kidman, written and 

directed by Alejandro Amenábar.
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The final scene from a movie is often the most important. Because of its privileged posi-
tion, it can represent the filmmaker’s summing up of the significance of the previous scenes. In 
Ermanno Olmi’s Il Posto (The Job, also known as The Sound of Trumpets), the director under-
cuts the supposedly “happy ending” with an ironic sound effect. The movie deals with a shy, 
working-class youth who struggles diligently to land a lower-level clerking job with a huge, 
impersonal corporation in Milan. Finally, he is hired. The boy is especially pleased that he has 
a secure job “for life.” Olmi is more ambivalent. The final scene of the film presents a picture of 
stupifying tedium and entrapment: A close-up of the youth’s sensitive face is juxtaposed with 
the monotonous sound of a copying machine, clacking louder and louder and louder.

Sound effects can also express internal emotions. In Robert Redford’s Ordinary People, for 
example, an uptight mother (Mary Tyler Moore) has prepared French toast for her emotionally 
unstable son. Though it is his favorite breakfast food, the young man is too tense to eat: His 
ambivalent attitude toward his mother is one of his main problems. Irritated by his “selfish” 
indifference to her gesture of maternal concern, she swoops up his plate and carries it to the 
sink, where she stuffs the French toast into the garbage disposal, its grinding roar a symbolic 
embodiment of her anger and agitation.

Like absolute stasis, absolute silence in a sound film tends to call attention to itself. Any 
significant stretch of silence creates an eerie vacuum—a sense of something impending, about 
to burst. Arthur Penn exploited this phenomenon in the conclusion of Bonnie and Clyde. The 
lovers stop on a country road to help a friend (actually an informer) with his truck, which has 
presumably broken down. Clumsily, he scrambles under the truck. There is a long moment 
of silence. The two lovers exchange puzzled, then anxious, glances. Suddenly, the soundtrack 
roars with the noise of machine guns as the lovers are brutally cut down by policemen hiding 
in the bushes.

Like the freeze frame, silence in a sound film can be used to symbolize death, because 
we tend to associate sound with the presence of ongoing life. Kurosawa used this technique 
effectively in Ikiru, after the elderly protagonist has been informed by a doctor that he is dy-
ing of cancer. Stupefied by the specter of death, the old man stumbles out onto the street, 
the soundtrack totally silent. When he’s almost run over by a speeding auto, the soundtrack 
suddenly roars with the noise of city traffic. The protagonist is yanked back into the world of  
the living.

Music
Music is a highly abstract art, tending toward pure form. It’s impossible to speak of the “subject 
matter” of a musical phrase. When merged with lyrics, music acquires a more concrete content 
because words, of course, have specific references. Both words and music convey meanings, but 
each in a different manner. With or without lyrics, music can be more specific when juxtaposed 
with film images. In fact, many musicians have complained that images tend to rob music of its 
ambiguity by anchoring musical tones to specific ideas and emotions. Some music lovers have 
lamented that Ponchielli’s elegant Dance of the Hours conjures images of ridiculous dancing 
hippos, one of Disney’s most brilliant sequences in Fantasia.

Theories about film music are surprisingly varied. Pudovkin and Eisenstein insisted that 
music must never serve merely as accompaniment: It ought to retain its own integrity. The film 
critic Paul Rotha claimed that music must even be allowed to dominate the image on occasion. 
Some filmmakers insist on purely descriptive music—a practice referred to as mickeymous-
ing (so-called because of Disney’s early experiments with music and animation). This type 
of score uses music as a literal equivalent to the image. If a character stealthily tiptoes from a 
room, for example, each step has a musical note to emphasize the suspense.
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A filmmaker doesn’t need to have technical expertise to use music effectively. As Aaron Co-
pland pointed out, directors must know what they want from music dramatically: It’s the com-
poser’s business to translate these dramatic needs into musical terms. Directors and composers 
work in a variety of ways. Most composers begin working after they have seen the rough cut
of a movie—that is, the major footage before the editor has tightened up the slackness between 
shots. Some composers don’t begin until the film has been totally completed except for the 
music. Directors of musicals, on the other hand, usually work with the composer before shoot-
ing begins. All the songs are usually recorded in advance in the studio. Later, the performers 
lip-synch to these recordings while dancing.

Beginning with the opening credits, music can serve as a kind of overture to suggest the 
mood or spirit of the film as a whole. John Addison’s opening music in Tom Jones is a witty, rap-
idly executed harpsichord piece. The harpsichord itself is associated with the eighteenth cen-
tury, the period of the film. The occasionally jazzy phrases in the tune suggest a sly twentieth-
century overview—a musical equivalent of the blending of centuries found in the movie itself.

A film’s rhythm is often created through 

its musical score. In this famous dance 

musical, director  Badham used the 

pulsating Bee Gees disco tune, “Staying Alive,”  

as a basis for both the staging and the editing 

rhythms. “Every time we shot a shot,” Badham 

explained, “that music would be playing, so that  

all the movie that is on screen is in exact tempo  

to that [song].” The film triggered off a disco dance 

craze that swept the Western world in the late 

1970s. (Paramount Pictures. Photo: Holly Bower)

5–12 SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER 
(U.S.A., 1977) with Karen Lynn  Gorney and 

John Travolta, directed by John Badham.
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Certain kinds of music can suggest locales, classes, or ethnic groups. For example, John 
Ford’s westerns feature simple folk tunes like “Red River Valley” or religious hymns like “Shall 
We Gather at the River,” which are associated with the American frontier of the late nineteenth 
century. Richly nostalgic, these songs are often played on frontier instruments—a plaintive 
harmonica or a concertina. Similarly, many Italian movies feature lyrical, highly emotional 
melodies, reflecting the operatic heritage of that country. The greatest composer of this kind 
of film music was Nino Rota, who scored virtually all of Fellini’s films, as well as such distin-
guished works as Zeffirelli’s Romeo and Juliet and Coppola’s Godfather movies.

Music can be used as foreshadowing, especially when the dramatic context doesn’t permit 
a director to prepare an audience for an event. Hitchcock, for example, often  accompanied an 
apparently casual sequence with “anxious” music—a warning to the audience to be prepared. 
Sometimes these musical warnings are false alarms; other times they explode into frightening 
crescendos. Similarly, when actors are required to assume restrained or neutral expressions, 
music can suggest their internal—hidden—emotions. Bernard Herrmann’s music functions in 
both ways in Psycho.

Music can also provide ironic contrast. In many cases, the predominant mood of a scene can 
be neutralized or even reversed with contrasting music. In Bonnie and Clyde, the robbery scenes 
are often accompanied by spirited banjo music, giving these sequences a jolly sense of fun. Jon 
Brion’s schizoid score for Punch-Drunk Love (directed by Paul Thomas Anderson) is often used 
to convey agitated emotions within a calm context. When the strung-out protagonist (Adam 

The sound mixing in Coppola’s surrealistic Vietnam epic is masterful, 

suffused with grotesque ironies. The movie’s sound was mixed by the 

 legendary Walter Murch, who won an Oscar for Best Sound—the first of 

many subsequent awards he has won for his editing and sound  editing mastery. The 

soundtrack for Apocalypse Now synthesized over 160 different tracks. Murch coined 

the term “Sound Designer,” which is a more accurate description of his work than 

the more prosaic “sound mixer.” In this sequence, American helicopters hover and 

swirl like huge mechanized gods, dropping napalm bombs on a jungle village to the 

accompaniment of Wagner’s inexorable “Ride of the Valkyries,” which thunders on 

the soundtrack. As terrified peasants scurry for shelter, American soldiers prepare 

to go surfing in the poisonous fumes of battle.  (Zoetrope/United Artists)

5–13 APOCALYPSE NOW 
(U.S.A., 1979) directed by Francis 

Ford Coppola.
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Sandler) is under pressure at his job, the musical score becomes aggressively percussive, with 
lots of boings, twangs, and weird electronic sounds going berserk. When he falls in love with 
his gentle lady (Emily Watson), the orchestral accompaniment is a Frenchified lyrical waltz, 
as romantic as a boat ride down the Seine. The music is full-bodied, lilting, rhapsodic—usu-
ally accompanying perfectly undramatic visuals, like Sandler and Watson just walking along  
the street.

Characterization can be suggested through musical motifs. In Fellini’s La Strada, the pure, 
sad simplicity of the heroine (Giulietta Masina) is captured by a melancholy tune she plays on 
a trumpet. This theme is varied and elaborated on in Nino Rota’s delicate score, suggesting that 
even after her death, her spiritual influence is still felt.

Characterization can be even more precise when lyrics are added to music. In The Last 

Picture Show, for instance, pop tunes of the 1950s are used in association with specific charac-
ters. The bitchy Jacy (Cybill Shepherd) is linked to “Cold, Cold Heart.” Her deceived boyfriend 
Duane (Jeff Bridges) is characterized by “A Fool Such As I.” American Graffiti uses pop tunes in 
a similar manner. Two young lovers who have just quarreled are shown dancing at a sock hop 

Set in a predominantly African American section of Brooklyn, this 

movie explores the tensions between the black community and the 

Italian American proprietor (Aiello) of a pizza restaurant. The two 

cultures are  characterized by their music as well as their lifestyles. The 

African American characters listen to soul, gospel, and rap music, whereas 

the ballads of Frank Sinatra are more typical of the Italian American 

characters. Coming from a musical family, Spike Lee is painstakingly precise 

about his musical scores, which are usually  excellent.  (Universal Pictures)

5–14a DO THE RIGHT THING 
(U.S.A., 1989) with Spike Lee and Danny 

Aiello, written and directed by Lee.



to the tune of “Smoke Gets in Your Eyes.” The lyric “yet today my love has flown away” acquires 
particular poignancy for the girl because the boy has just told her that he intends to date others 
when he goes off to college. The lovers are reconciled at the end of the movie when he decides 
not to leave after all. On the soundtrack, “Only You” is appropriately intuned, its syrupy lyrics 
emphasizing the destiny of love.

Stanley Kubrick was a bold—and controversial—innovator in the use of film music. In Dr. 

Strangelove, he sardonically juxtaposed Vera Lynn’s sentimental World War II tune, “We’ll Meet 
Again,” with images of a global nuclear holocaust—a grim reminder that we probably won’t

meet again after World War III. In 2001, Kubrick  juxtaposed images of a twenty-first-century 
rocket ship gliding through the immense blueness of space with the sounds of Strauss’s nine-
teenth-century “Blue Danube” waltz—an aural foreshadowing of humanity’s obsolete tech-
nology in the more advanced technological universe beyond Jupiter. In A Clockwork Orange,

Kubrick used music as a distancing device, especially in violent scenes. Musical incongruity 
 undercuts an otherwise  vicious gang fight that takes place to the accompaniment of Rossini’s 
urbane and witty overture to The Thieving Magpie. A brutal attack and rape scene is accompa-
nied by a grotesque song-and-dance routine set to the tune of “Singin’ in the Rain.”

Part of the appeal of rock ’n’ roll is its rebellion against conventional 

morality and bourgeois conformity. Enter the disreputable Dewey Finn 

(Black), a wannabe rock star and sometimes substitute teacher at a ritzy 

private school. Rock ’n’ roll will make you free, he teaches his astonished 

students: Put away your dusty tomes and listen up to the exhilarating sounds 

of the Ramones, Led Zepplin, and the Who. When a shy, overweight girl  resists 

his messianic call to become a rock musician, he says: “You have an issue with 

weight? You know who else has a weight issue? Me! But I get up there on the 

stage and start to sing, and people worship me!” (Which is not quite true, but 

is undeniably an  effective teaching technique.) Like many other film critics, 

Roger Ebert found School of Rock liberating: “Here is a movie that proves you 

can make a family film that’s alive and well-acted and smart and perceptive 

and funny—and that rocks.”  (Paramount Pictures. Photo: Andrew Schwartz)

5–14b SCHOOL OF ROCK (U.S.A.,

2003) with Jack Black, written by Mike 

White, directed by Richard Linklater.
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5–15 Audiovisual score from 
ALEXANDER NEVSKY (Soviet Union, 1938) 

music by Sergei Prokofiev, directed by  

Sergei Eisenstein.
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The composer need not always subordinate his or her talents to those of the film 

director. Here, two great  Soviet artists aligned their contributions into a totally 

fused production in which the music corresponds to the movement of the images 

set in a row. Prokofiev avoided purely “representational” elements (mickey mousing). 

Instead, the two concentrated sometimes on the images first, other times on the music. 

The result was what Eisenstein called “vertical montage,” where the notes on the staff, 

moving from left to right, parallel the movements or major lines of the images which, set 

side by side, also “move” from left to right. Thus, if the lines in a series of images move 

from lower left to  upper right, the notes of music would move in a similar direction on the 

musical staff. If the lines of a composition were jagged and uneven, the notes of music 

would also zigzag in a corresponding manner. See Sergei Eisenstein, “Form and Content: 

Practice,” in Film Sense (New York: Harvest Books, 1947). 



This movie is a biography of the distinguished 

pianist, Wladyslaw Szpilman, a preeminent 

 interpreter of the music of the Polish composer 

Chopin. A Jew, Szpilman survived the Nazi Holocaust in 

the 1940s. He managed to escape the Nazi roundup, but 

was separated from his family and hid out in the 

infamous Warsaw ghetto, where he barely survived 

disease and starvation. The soundtrack often features 

Chopin’s piano music, lending the story a poetic, wistful 

melancholia. Roman Polanski, himself a Polish Jew, was 

only a child during this period, but he too managed to 

elude the Nazi death camps and lived to tell about it. In 

many respects, The  Pianist is his most personal movie. 

The film won the Palme d’Or, the top prize at the 

Cannes Film Festival, and Polanski went on to win an 

American Academy Award as Best Director. Brody won a 

Best Actor Oscar for his poetic, introspective performance. 

(Focus Features/Studio Canal. Photo: Guy Ferrandis)

5–16a THE PIANIST (Poland/France/

Britain/Germany, 2002) with Adrien Brody, 

directed by Roman Polanski.

5–16b  THE FURIOUS FORCE OF 
RHYMES (U.S.A./France, 2010) 

directed by Joshua Atesh Litle.
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Hip-hop (aka rap music) emerged in the 1970s in the African American 

and Latino ghettos of New York City. Highly percussive, usually in 4/4 

time, and generally lacking a strong melodic line, hip-hop became an 

emotional outlet for rebellious youth—protesting their economic, social, and 

political disenfranchisement. The lyrics were often coarse, slangy, and steeped 

in anger, especially toward women. In the 1980s, the music spread to other 

countries, incorporating the in-your-face aggression of American rappers. This 

documentary explores hip-hop music in six countries: the United States, France, 

Germany, Israel, Palestine, and Senegal. In all these countries and others, the 

pounding, rhyming lyrics cry out against violence, racism, and oppression. 

Israeli Jews, marginalized French Arabs, East German skinheads, and West 

African feminists—all these passionate rappers use hip-hop to express their 

fury and alienation. See also George Nelson, Hip Hop America, revised edition 

(New York: Penguin Books, 2005).  (Arte/Furious Media)
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In addition to being a fairly accurate 

characterization of the boorish but 

likable lout who was Wolfgang Amadeus 

Mozart, this film also explores an interesting 

religious paradox. Why would God torment a 

pious servant (Mozart’s rival, Antonio Salieri) 

with a knowledge of his own inescapable 

mediocrity as a composer, while the irreverent 

Mozart is blessed with genius? Amadeus means 

“loved of God.”  (Saul Zaentz Company)

This is both a biography film of the country music 

legend Johnny Cash (Phoenix) and a prolonged 

love story between Cash and the love of his life, 

singer June Carter (Witherspoon). She keeps him at bay 

for over ten years—his boozing and drug addiction are 

only two reasons for her reluctance, not to speak of the 

fact that both are married to other people during most of 

those years. But finally, love triumphs—never more 

electrifying than when the two are singing  together. Cash 

even proposes to her in front of an audience. Beneath his 

hypermasculine bravado and occasional bouts of 

loutishness is an angst-ridden, sensitive, and desperately 

needy man, so smitten by love that she almost seems to 

yield out of sheer pity for his anguish. Beneath her cheery 

Southern sweetness is a tough, sensible, and principled 

woman whose Christian values and decency are traits that 

help to redeem his wasted life. Amazingly, both Phoenix 

and Witherspoon did their own singing, though neither  

is a musician, and they sound remarkably like the 

originals. (20th Century Fox. Photo: Suzanne Tenner)

5–17a AMADEUS (U.S.A., 1984)

with Tom Hulce (center), music by 

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, directed by 

Milos Forman.

5–17b WALK THE LINE (U.S.A.,

2005) with Joaquin Phoenix and Reese 

Witherspoon, directed by James Mangold.
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Ephron’s romantic comedy is a winsome combination of the 

contemporary with the traditional. This double perspective is best 

illustrated by the songs on the soundtrack. Many of them are 

classic tunes of the 1940s, but sung by today’s singers—such as “In the 

Wee Small Hours of the Morning” sung by Carly  Simon, or “When I Fall in 

Love,” a sweet duet sung by Celine Dion and Clive Griffin. Other standards 

are sung by great singers of the past, like: “As Time Goes By” sung by 

Jimmy  Durante, “A Kiss to Build a Dream On” by the incomparable Louis 

Armstrong, and “Stardust” crooned by the velvet-voiced Nat King Cole. The 

musical score of the movie became a huge best-selling album  (produced by 

Sony Music).  (Tri-Star. Photo: Bruce McBroom)

Some movies—very few—dispense with music 

entirely, giving them a stark, joyless effect. This 

film is about a young woman (Vasiliu) who is 

trying to get an illegal abortion with the help of her 

college roommate (Marinca). The setting is the communist 

police state of Romania during the brutal Ceausescu 

regime, which outlawed all forms of birth control. With 

no musical soundtrack, and a photographic style that is 

plain and unadorned, the world of the film is uninviting 

in the extreme—grim, desperate, and predatory. See also 

Alexander Leo Serban, et al, “New Romanticism,” Film 

Criticism (winter/spring, 2010), a collection of scholarly 

essays.  (Mobra Films/Saga Film)

5–18a SLEEPLESS IN SEATTLE 
(U.S.A., 1993) with Meg Ryan, Ross 

Malinger, and Tom Hanks; written and 

directed by Nora Ephron.

5–18b 4 MONTHS, 3 WEEKS AND 
2 DAYS (Romania, 2007) with Anamaria 

Marinca and Laura Vasiliu, written and 

directed by Cristian Mungiu.
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A frequent function of film music is to underline speech, especially dialogue. A common as-
sumption about this kind of music is that it merely acts to prop up bad dialogue or poor acting. 
The hundreds of mediocre love scenes performed to quivering violins have perhaps prejudiced 
many viewers against this kind of musical accompaniment. However, some of the most gifted 
actors have benefited from it. In Olivier’s Hamlet, the composer William Walton worked out 
his score with painstaking precision. In the “To be or not to be” soliloquy, the music provides 
a counterpoint to Olivier’s subtly modulated delivery, adding yet another dimension to this 
complex speech.

Musicals
One of the most enduring and popular film genres is the musical, whose principal raison 
d’être is song and dance. Like opera and ballet, the narrative elements of a musical are usu-
ally pretexts for the production numbers, but some musicals are exceptionally sophisticated 
dramatically. Musicals can be divided into the realistic and the formalistic. Realistic musicals 
are generally backstage stories, in which the production numbers are presented as dramatically 
plausible. Such musicals usually justify a song or dance with a brief bit of dialogue—“Hey 
kids, let’s rehearse the barn number”—and the barn number is then presented to the audience. 
A few realistic musicals are virtually dramas with music. In George Cukor’s A Star Is Born, for 
example, the narrative events would hold up without the musical numbers, although audiences 
would thereby be deprived of some of Judy Garland’s best scenes—a documentation, as it were, 
of her character’s talent (5–20). New York, New York (5–23) and Ray (5–24) are also dramas 
interspersed with music.

A biography of the iconic French singer, Edith Piaf, fondly 

known in France as “the Little Sparrow,” this movie features 

Piaf’s actual recordings on the soundtrack. Cotillard lip-synchs 

the songs seamlessly. The actress, who is tall and gorgeous, disappears 

into the character of Piaf, who was small, hunched over, and far from 

beautiful. A woman with a tortured past, Piaf was also tempestuous 

and volatile, a morphine addict and alcoholic who died at the age of 47. 

Cotillard won a Best Actress Academy Award for her performance—very 

unusual for a foreign language film. One critic described it as less a 

performance than a possession, so authentic is Cotillard’s 

impersonation.  (Legende Films)

5–19 LA VIE EN ROSE (France/

Britain/Czech Republic, 2007) with Marion 

Cotillard, directed by Olivier Dahan. 
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To many lovers of musicals, Judy Garland is 

the singer supreme. Even as a little girl, she 

had a grown woman’s voice—deep and 

powerful, yet capable of surprising poignancy. As a 

child star at MGM, she was worked like a mule: 

recording songs, performing on radio, attending 

publicity events, in addition to acting in two or 

three films a year and often enduring twelve to 

fourteen hours of work a day. She was bright, 

funny, and very high-strung. Soon the workload began to take its toll. While still a 

teenager, she had five doctors at MGM. One gave her pills for her weight 

problems.  Another gave her pills to help her sleep. Still another gave her pills to 

wake her up. There were shrinks, psychologists, advisors. The pills she became 

addicted to triggered wild mood swings. Although she was only four feet nine 

inches tall, her weight swelled up to 180 pounds. By the age of 28, she was 

considered an unemployable drug addict. She had become a monster—

demanding, imperious, irresponsible, and unprofessional. There were a series of 

comebacks, nervous breakdowns, suicide attempts, five husbands, more 

comebacks, and always more drugs. In between these extremes, she made some of 

the finest musicals in history, immortalizing many of America’s greatest popular 

songs. Garland was also a gifted dramatic actress, as this film attests—her last 

great movie performance. In addition, Garland was an appealing comedienne and 

a respectable dancer. Her one-woman shows in New York and London were the 

stuff of legends, inspiring legions of cult fans. In the last decade of her life, the 

1960s, she was broke most of the time and had wasted away to a frail and haggard 

ninety pounds. She was found dead in her London apartment in 1969, of a drug 

overdose. She was only 47 years old. Throughout her stormy career, she kept her 

three children close by her, even while on tour. They all speak of their Mama with 

affection and smiles. See Gerald Clarke, Get Happy: The Life of Judy Garland (New 

York: Random House, 2000).  (Warner Bros. )

5–20 Publicity photo of Judy 
Garland in A STAR IS BORN 
(U.S.A., 1954) directed by George Cukor.
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Formalist musicals make no pretense at realism. Characters burst out in song and dance in 
the middle of a scene without easing into the number with a plausible pretext. This conven-
tion must be accepted as an aesthetic premise, otherwise the entire film will strike the viewer 
as absurd. Everything is heightened and stylized in such works—sets, costumes, acting, and 
so forth. Most of Vincente Minnelli’s musicals are of this type: Meet Me in St. Louis, The Band 

Wagon (5–21), An American in Paris, and Gigi.

Although musicals have been produced in several countries, the genre has been dominated 
by Americans, perhaps because it’s so intimately related to the American studio system. In the 
1930s, several major studios specialized in a particular type of musical. RKO produced the 
charming Fred Astaire–Ginger Rogers vehicles such as Top Hat, Shall We Dance?, and Follow 

the Fleet (3–10), all directed by Mark Sandrich. Paramount specialized in sophisticated “con-
tinental” musicals like Lubitsch’s The Love Parade, One Hour With You, and Monte Carlo (5–3). 
At Warner Brothers, choreographer-director Busby Berkeley delighted audiences with his pro-
letarian show-biz stories like Gold  Diggers of 1933, Dames, and Footlight Parade. Berkeley’s 
stylistic signature is his fondness for abstract geometrical patterns and photography of dancers 
from unconventional angles to suggest a kaleidoscopic effect (see 1–1b).

In the 1940s and 1950s, the musical was dominated by MGM, which had the finest musi-
cal directors under contract: Kelly, Donen, and Minnelli. In fact, this prosperous studio had 
a virtual monopoly on the musical personalities of the day, including Garland, Kelly, Frank 
Sinatra, Mickey Rooney, Ann Miller, Vera-Ellen, Leslie Caron, Donald O’Connor, Cyd Charisse, 
Howard Keel, Mario Lanza, Kathryn Grayson, and many others. MGM also lured away Astaire, 
Hermes Pan, and Berkeley, who, along with Michael Kidd, Bob Fosse, Gower Champion, and 
the ubiquitous Kelly, created most of the choreographies for the studio.

The best movie musicals are generally 

created directly for the screen and are 

seldom stage adaptations. This charming 

“Triplets” number would be difficult to pull off 

in the live theater, for the three performers 

were required to strap false legs and feet onto 

their knees, their real legs bent behind them as 

they execute their song and dance.  (MGM)

5–21 THE BAND WAGON (U.S.A.,

1953), with Fred  Astaire, Nanette Fabray, 

and Jack Buchanan; music by Howard  

Dietz and Arthur Schwartz; directed by 

Vincente Minnelli.
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Some musicals are virtual operas, with no spoken dialogue. Stephen 

Sondheim’s gruesome classic, Sweeney Todd, is  entirely sung, and Depp 

and the rest of the cast do their own singing—a considerable 

achievement considering the technical challenges of Sondheim’s difficult 

score. Depp, who is not a professional singer, agreed to do the role only if he 

could do his own singing. He and Tim Burton have worked together on a 

number of movies, including the great Edward Scissorhands. “Johnny is a great 

character actor,” Burton has said, “a character actor in the form of a leading 

man. He’s not necessarily interested in his image but more in becoming a 

character and trying different things. He’s willing to take risks. Each time I 

work with him he’s something different.” He is also one of the most admired 

actors of his generation.  (Dreamworks/Warner Bros. Photo: Leah Gallo)

A number of commentators have pointed 

out that the most enduring genres tend to 

evolve  toward a revisionist phase—mocking 

many of the genre’s original values by subjecting 

them to skeptical scrutiny. For example, most 

musicals of the big studio era were essentially love 

stories and are concluded with the obligatory 

boy-wins-girl finale. Such revisionist musicals as 

Cabaret and New York, New York, however, end with 

the lovers  going their separate ways, too absorbed 

by their own  careers to submit to love’s rituals of 

self- sacrifice.  (United Artists)

5–22 SWEENEY TODD: THE 
DEMON BARBER OF FLEET STREET 
(U.S.A., 2007) with Johnny Depp, directed 

by Tim Burton.

5–23 NEW YORK, NEW YORK 
(U.S.A., 1977) with Liza Minnelli and Robert 

De Niro, music by John Kander and Fred 

Ebb, directed by Martin Scorsese.
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The combining of music with drama is a practice extending back at least to ancient Greece, 
but no other medium exceeds the expressive range of the cinema. The stage has no equivalent 
to the musical documentary, like Woodstock or Gimme Shelter. Movie musicals can take the 
form of animated fantasies, such as the Disney features Bambi and Dumbo. Musical biogra-
phies like Amadeus and La Vie en Rose are commonplace in film. Examples of great musicals 
created directly for the screen are Singin’ in the Rain and The Band Wagon. Others are loose 
adaptations of stage musicals, like My Fair Lady, Hair, Little Shop of Horrors, The Phantom of 

the Opera, and Sweeney Todd.

This is a biography film with music, rather than a true musical. It 

recounts the hardships of the great blues singer Ray Charles, who 

was blind and born poor, yet still managed to overcome  adversity 

(which also included a nasty heroin addiction) to achieve spectacular 

success. Although Jamie Foxx is himself an accomplished singer—and a 

best-selling recording artist—he lip-synched his singing scenes with Charles’s 

actual voice on the soundtrack.  (Universal Pictures. Photo: Nicola Goode)
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5–24 RAY (U.S.A., 2004) with Jamie 

Foxx, directed by Taylor Hackford.
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Spoken Language

A common misconception, held even by otherwise sophisticated moviegoers, is that language 
in film cannot be as complex as it is in literature. The fact that Shakespeare has been success-
fully brought to the screen—with no significant impoverishment in either language or visual 
beauty—should stand as an obvious contradiction to this notion. In fact, a number of great 
films are not particularly literary. This is not to say that movies are incapable of literary distinc-
tion, but only that some filmmakers wish to emphasize other aspects of their art.

In some respects, language in film can be more complex than in literature. In the first place, 
the words of a movie, like those of the live theater, are spoken, not written, and the human 
voice is capable of far more nuances than the cold printed page. The written word is a crude 
approximation of the connotative richness of spoken language. Thus, to take a simple example 
of no literary merit, the meaning of the words “I will see him tomorrow” seem obvious enough 
in written form. But an actor can emphasize one word over the others and thus change the 
meanings of the sentence completely. Here are a few possibilities:

I will see him tomorrow. (implying, not you or anyone else)

I will see him tomorrow. (implying, and I don’t care if you approve)

I will see him tomorrow. (implying, but that’s all I’ll do)

I will see him tomorrow. (implying, but not anyone else)

I will see him tomorrow. (implying, not today, or any other time)

Of course, a novelist or poet could emphasize specific words by italicizing them. But unlike 
actors, writers don’t underline words in every sentence. On the other hand, actors routinely go 
through their speeches to see which words to stress, which to “throw away,” and the ways to 
best achieve these effects—in each and every sentence. To a gifted actor, the written speech is a 
mere blueprint, an outline, compared to the complexities of spoken speech. A performer with 
an excellent voice—a Meryl Streep or a Kenneth Branagh—could wrench ten or twelve mean-
ings from this simple sentence, let alone a Shakespearean soliloquy.

Written punctuation is likewise a simplified approximation of speech rhythms. The pauses, 
hesitancies, and rapid slurs of speech can only be partially suggested by punctuation:

I will . . . see him—tomorrow.

I will see him—tomorrow!

I . . . will . . . see him—tomorrow?

And so on. But how is one to capture all the meanings that have no punctuation equiva-
lents? Even professional linguists, who have a vast array of diacritical marks to record speech, 
recognize that these symbols are primitive devices at best, capable of capturing only a fraction 
of the subtleties of the human voice. An actor like Laurence Olivier built much of his reputation 
on his genius in capturing little quirks of speech—an irrepressible giggle between words, for 
example, or a sudden vocal plummeting on one word, a gulp, or a hysterical upsurge in pitch.

By definition, speech patterns deviating radically from the official dialect are generally re-
garded as substandard—at least by those who take such class distinctions seriously. Dialects 
can be a rich source of meaning in movies (and in life, too, for that matter). Because dialects 
are usually spoken by people outside the Establishment, they tend to convey a subversive ide-
ology. The earthiness of Cockney and the robust dialects of Britain’s midland industrial cities 
like Liverpool were popularized by such working-class rock groups as the Rolling Stones and 
the Beatles. A number of continental filmmakers have also exploited the expressive richness of 
dialects, most notably Lina Wertmüller (5–28).
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Senegal, a former French colony, has a 

population of only 4 million, yet it has 

produced many of the most important 

movies of black Africa, most notably those of 

Sembene, the continent’s best-known 

filmmaker. Xala (which roughly translates as 

“the curse of impotence”) is  spoken in French 

and Wolof, the native language of Senegal.  

The movie is an exposé of the nation’s servile 

ruling class, whose members have eagerly 

embraced the culture of their white colonial 

predecessors. (At this lavish wedding 

reception, for example, several Frenchified 

Beautiful People wonder what the English 

translation is for “le weekend.”) The cultural 

commentator Juan José Hernández Arregui has 

observed, “Culture becomes bilingual not due 

to the use of two languages but because of the conjuncture of two cultural 

patterns of thinking. One is national, that of the people, and the other is 

estranging, that of the classes subordinated to outside forces. The admiration 

that the upper classes express for the United States or Europe is the highest 

expression of their subjection.” Like many artists in developing countries, 

Sembene advocated the creation of a truly native culture, somewhat like 

Emerson’s call in the nineteenth century for American artists to stop producing 

tepid imitations of British models in favor of a truly American idiom.   

(New Yorker Films/Films Domireew)

A good example of a subtext can be 

found in the relationship between F.B.I. 

Director J. Edgar Hoover (DiCaprio) and 

his Assistant Director and longtime companion, 

Clyde Tolson (Hammer). It was long rumored 

that the two were lovers, since they ate lunch 

and dinner together every day and even took 

vacations together. But the film suggests that 

Hoover was a repressed homosexual, in part 

because of his domineering mother’s 

homophobia. In one scene, she tells him she 

would rather have a dead son than a “daffodil” 

for a son. Throughout his life, as this photo 

suggests, Hoover was trapped between his 

sexual longing for Tolson, and his fear of his 

mother’s disapproval.  (Malpaso/Warner Bros. )

5–25a XALA (Senegal, 1975) 

directed by Ousmane Sembene.

5–25b  J. EDGAR (U.S.A., 2011) with

Armie Hammer, Leonardo DiCaprio, and 

Judi Dench, directed by Clint Eastwood.
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Southern accents are among the most lyrical 

dialects of American speech. Perhaps this is 

why so many of America’s finest writers are 

from the South. This movie, which is narrated by 

Sarandon’s character (a North Carolinian and 

sometimes English instructor), is punctuated with 

lyrical flights of linguistic fancy that sometimes leave 

the menfolk speechless with wonderment.  (Orion)

When playing a famous personage, most 

actors focus on his or her looks, how 

accurately the performer resembles the 

original physically. Meryl Streep is unusual in that 

she generally begins with how her character

sounds. (She usually relegates her appearance to 

her makeup specialists, Mark Coulier and J. Roy 

Helland, who won Oscars for transforming Streep 

into Margaret Thatcher, the Conservative Prime 

Minister of Britain during the 1980s.) Streep is 

famous for her vocal virtuosity: She has played 

characters from a variety of different countries 

and has mastered a wide assortment of accents 

and dialects. Interestingly, Margaret Thatcher 

hired vocal coaches early in her career to help her 

develop a more authoritative voice—a valuable 

asset in the male-dominated world of British 

politics. Like Streep, her normal speaking voice 

was somewhat high-pitched and girlish. Thatcher’s 

coaches taught her how to “support” her voice to 

deepen its tone. Thatcher also developed the 

technique of using lengthy sentences—so she could not be interrupted—and 

emphasizing key words at the end of her statements by lowering her pitch 

even deeper. “She had the capacity to go on and on and on and on, and on 

and on and on, and just a moment, I haven’t finished yet,” Streep observed 

of her character. “She had a way of overriding interviewers that I’m going to 

emulate for the rest of my life,” the actress joked.  (Pathe)

5–26a Publicity photo for BULL
DURHAM (U.S.A., 1988) with Susan 

Sarandon and Kevin Costner, written and 

directed by Ron Shelton.

5–26b  THE IRON LADY (Britain/

France, 2011) with Meryl Streep, directed by 

Phyllida Lloyd.
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Because language is spoken in movies and plays, these two mediums enjoy an advantage 
over printed language in that the words of a text can be juxtaposed with the ideas and emo-
tions of a subtext. Briefly, a subtext refers to those implicit meanings behind the language of a 
film or play script. For example, the following lines of dialogue might be contained in a script:

WOMAN: May I have a cigarette, please?

MAN: Yes, of course. (lights her cigarette)

WOMAN: Thank you. You’re very kind.

MAN: Don’t mention it.

As written, these four not very exciting lines seem simple enough and rather neutral emo-
tionally. But depending on the dramatic context, they can be exploited to suggest other ideas, 
totally independent of the apparent meaning of the words. If the woman was flirting with the 
man, for example, she would deliver the lines very differently than an efficient businesswoman. 
If they detested one another, the lines would take on another significance. If the man was flirt-
ing with a hostile female, the lines would be delivered in yet another way, suggesting other 
meanings. In short, the meaning of the passage is  provided by the actors, not the language, 
which is merely camouflage. (For a more detailed discussion of the concept of a subtext, see 
Chapter 6.)

Any script meant to be spoken has a subtext, even one of great literary distinction. A good 
example from a classic text can be seen in Zeffirelli’s Romeo and Juliet, in which Mercutio (John 
McEnery) is played not as a witty bon vivant who’s intoxicated with his own talk, but as a 
neurotic young man with a shaky grasp of reality. This interpretation upset some traditional-
ists, but in the context of the movie, it reinforces the loving bond between Romeo and his best 
friend and helps justify Romeo’s impulsive (and self-destructive) act of revenge later in the film 
when Mercutio is killed by Tybalt.

Some contemporary filmmakers deliberately neutralize their language, claiming that the 
subtext is what they’re really after (5–27). The late Harold Pinter, the dramatist and screenwriter, 

“What I am after is essentially the subtext,” 

Robert Altman declared. “I want to get the 

quality of what’s happening between 

people, not just the words. The words often don’t 

matter, it’s what they’re really saying to each other 

without the words. Most of the dialogue, well, I 

don’t even listen to it. As I get confident in what 

the actors are doing, I don’t even listen to it. I find 

that actors know more about the characters they’re 

playing than I do.”  (Warner Bros. )

5–27 MCCABE & MRS. MILLER 
(U.S.A., 1970) with Julie Christie and 

Warren Beatty, directed by Robert Altman.
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was perhaps the most famous example of a writer who stressed the significance of the subtext. 
In The Homecoming, a scene of extraordinary eroticism is conveyed through dialogue involving 
the request for a glass of water! Pinter claimed that language is often a kind of “cross-talk,” a 
way of concealing fears and anxieties. In some respects, this technique can be even more effec-
tive in film, where close-ups can convey the meanings behind words more subtly than an actor 
on a stage.

But these are merely some of the advantages of language that film enjoys over literature—
advantages shared, in large part, by the live theater. As an art of juxtapositions, movies can also 
extend the meanings of language by contrasting spoken words with  images. The sentence “I 
will see him tomorrow” acquires still other meanings when the image shows the speaker smil-
ing, for example, or frowning, or looking determined. All sorts of juxtapositions are possible. 
The sentence could be delivered with a determined emphasis, but an image of a frightened face 
(or eye, or a twitching mouth) can modify the verbal determination or even cancel it out. The 
juxtaposed image could be a reaction shot—thus emphasizing the effect of the statement 
on the listener. Or the camera could photograph an important object, implying a connection 
among the speaker, the words, and the object. If the speaker is photographed in long shot, his 
or her juxtaposition with the environment could also change the meanings of the words. The 
same line spoken in close-up would emphasize yet other meanings.

This advantage of simultaneity extends to other sounds. Music and sound effects can mod-
ify the meanings of words considerably. The same sentence spoken in an echo chamber will 
have different connotations from the sentence whispered intimately. If a clap of thunder coin-
cided with the utterance of the sentence, the effect would be different from the chirping of birds 
or the whining of the wind. Because film is also a mechanical medium, the sentence could be 
modified by a deliberate distortion in the sound recording. In short, depending on the vocal 
emphasis, the visual emphasis, and the accompanying soundtrack, this simple sentence could 
have dozens of different meanings in film, some of them impossible to capture in written form.

Wertmüller is acutely sensitive to the 

ideological implications of dialects. Much 

of her comedy is mined from the earthy 

idioms of her working-class southerners in contrast 

with the official (Tuscan) dialect spoken in the 

north of Italy. Her characters frequently swear or 

express themselves in coarse language, which is 

often very funny. Much of this comedy is lost in 

translation. The language is sometimes drained of 

its vitality, reduced to bland respectability. For 

example, “Piss off!” becomes “Go away,” or worse 

yet, “Please leave me alone.”  (EIA)
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5–28 ALL SCREWED UP (Italy,

1973) directed by Lina Wertmüller.
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Spoken language is steeped in  ideology. It’s 

an instant revealer of class, education, and 

cultural bias. In most countries, regional 

dialects are considered substandard—at any rate  

by those  speaking the  “official” (that is,  ruling-class) 

 dialect. In Britain in particular,  dialects correlate 

closely with the class system. People in power speak 

the same “Establishment” dialect that’s taught in the 

exclusive private schools that still educate most 

ruling-class Britons. On the other hand, the 

 working-class Scottish dialect of the main characters 

in this movie clearly places them outside the spheres 

of power and prestige. They’re lowly proles, 

outsiders, déclassé. Hence, the booze, the drugs,  

the boredom.  (Figment/Noel Gay/Channel 4)

How did people talk in ancient Greece? Well,  certainly 

not in his “mush-mouth Missouri dialect,” to quote 

Brad Pitt, who plays the famous Greek warrior 

Achilles in this faithful adaptation of Homer’s The Illiad.

When performing in classic works such as this, English-

speaking actors generally use a “transatlantic” dialect, which 

in fact is an accent spoken nowhere but on stage and screen. 

This is a manner of speaking English that contains no regional 

accents. Consonants are all pronounced crisply, and there is 

absolutely no slurring of words. Vowel sounds, like the “a” of 

“path” or “bath,” are pronounced midway between the flat 

“a” of North America and the broad “a” of the British Isles. 

In short, any sound that resembles modern American, British, 

or  Australian speech is studiously avoided in favor of a more 

neutral pronunciation that is not linked with any particular 

geographical location.  (Warner Bros. Photo: Alex Bailey)

5–29a TRAINSPOTTING
(Britain, 1996) with Ewan McGregor, 

directed by Danny Boyle.

5–29b TROY (U.S.A., 2004)

with Brad Pitt, directed by  

Wolfgang  Petersen.
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Movies contain two types of spoken language: the monologue and dialogue. Monologues 
are often associated with documentaries, in which an off-screen narrator provides the audience 
with factual information accompanying the visuals. Most documentary theorists are agreed 
that the cardinal rule in the use of this technique is to avoid duplicating the information given 
in the image itself. The commentary should provide what’s not apparent on the screen. The 
audience, in short, is provided with two types of information, one concrete (visuals), the other 
abstract (narration). Cinéma vérité documentarists have extended this technique to include 
interviews, a practice pioneered by the French filmmaker Jean Rouch. Thus, instead of an 
anonymous narrator, the soundtrack conveys the actual words of the subjects of the documen-
tary—slum dwellers, perhaps, or students. The camera can focus on the speaker or can roam 
elsewhere, with the soundtrack providing the continuity.

Monologues have also been used in fiction films. This technique is especially useful for con-
densing events and time. Narrative monologues can be used omnisciently to  provide an ironic 
contrast with the visuals. In Tom Jones, an adaptation of a famous  eighteenth-century English 
novel by Henry Fielding, John Osborne’s script features an off-screen narrator who’s nearly as 
witty and urbane as Fielding’s, though necessarily less chatty. This narrator sets up the story, 
provides us with thumbnail sketches of the characters, connects many of the episodes with 
necessary transitions, and comments philosophically on the escapades of the incorrigible hero.

Off-screen narration tends to give a movie a sense of objectivity and often an air of predesti-
nation. Many of the works of Billy Wilder are structured in flashbacks, with ironic monologues 
emphasizing fatality: The main interest is not what happened, but how and why (5–30a).

Voice-over monologues are often used to 

produce ironic contrasts between the past 

and the present. Almost inevitably, such 

contrasts suggest a sense of destiny or fate. This film 

is narrated by a dead character (William Holden). 

The flashback images show us how he got himself 

killed: by exploiting the foolish ness of a deluded 

recluse, Norma Desmond (Swanson), who once was 

a silent film star. Near the end of the movie, she 

cracks under the strain of his abandonment and 

shoots him. She now believes that the police and 

reporters surrounding her are members of a film 

crew photographing her comeback performance. 

Holden’s final voice-over speech is poetic, 

uncharacteristically gentle: “So they were turning 

after all, those cameras. Life, which can be strangely 

merciful, had taken pity on Norma Desmond. The 

dream she had clung to so desperately had enfolded 

her.”  (Paramount Pictures)

5–30a SUNSET BOULEVARD 
(U.S.A., 1950) with Gloria Swanson, 

directed by Billy Wilder.
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The interior monologue is one of the most valuable tools of filmmakers, for it can convey 
what a character is thinking. The interior monologue is frequently used in adaptations of plays 
and novels. Before Olivier, most film soliloquies were delivered as they are on stage: That is, the 
camera and microphone record a character literally talking to himself. Olivier’s Hamlet intro-
duced a more cinematic soliloquy. In the “To be or not to be” speech, several of the lines are not 
spoken but “thought”—via a voice-over soundtrack. Suddenly, at a crucial line, Olivier spews 
out the words in exasperation. Through the use of the soundtrack, private ruminations and 
public speech can be combined in interesting ways, with new and often more subtle emphases.

A major difference between stage dialogue and screen dialogue is degree of density. One of 
the necessary conventions of the live theater is articulation: If something is bothering a charac-
ter, we can usually assume that he or she will talk about the problem. The theater is a visual as 
well as aural medium, but in general, the spoken word is dominant: We tend to hear before we 
see. If information is conveyed visually in the theater, it must be larger than life, for most of the 
audience is too far from the stage to perceive visual  nuances. The convention of articulation is 
necessary, therefore, to compensate for this  visual loss. Like most artistic conventions, stage dia-
logue is not usually realistic or natural, even in so-called realistic plays. In real life, people don’t 
articulate their ideas and feelings with such precision. In movies, the convention of articulation 

Voice-overs are especially effective in presenting us with a 

contrast between what’s said socially and what’s thought 

privately. Almost always, the private voice-over contains the 

truth, the character’s real feelings about a situation. The Usual Suspects,

a quirky psychological crime thriller, is unusual in that the voice-over 

narrator is a compulsive liar and manipulator. Almost everything he tells 

us is a crock. And we fall for his story, at least until the final scene when 

we discover—surprise—we’ve been duped.  (Polygram/Spelling)

5–30b THE USUAL SUSPECTS 
(U.S.A., 1995) with Kevin Pollak, Stephen 

Baldwin, Benicio Del Toro, Gabriel Byrne, 

and Kevin Spacey; directed by Bryan Singer.
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Not all voice-over narratives are 

omniscient. This movie is narrated by a 

bored and dimwitted teenager (Spacek) 

who talks in True  Romance clichés and hasn’t a 

glimmer of insight into what wrecked her life. 

As the comedian Ron White observed: “There’s 

no cure for  stupid.”  (Warner Bros. )

Mainstream animation films, ostensibly aimed at children, often 

attract adults as well, in part because the characters are voiced by 

well-known Hollywood stars. In fact, performers like Jada Pinkett 

Smith eagerly jump at the chance to do voice-over work because they are 

parents themselves and enjoy the idea that their kids will delight in their 

work. As a mother of three, making a movie her children could see was a 

major reason for doing an animated film. Madagascar is about four friends 

(pictured) who were born and raised in New York’s Central Park Zoo. 

Provided with cozy dens, regular meals, and a constant stream of adoring 

admirers, they enjoy all the perks of la 

dolce vita. But soon there’s trouble in 

paradise. Marty the Zebra (Rock) longs to 

see the outside world. He escapes and is 

pursued by his frantic friends. After a 

series of bizarre twists, they end up on the 

tropical island of Madagascar. Now these 

native New Yorkers must learn to survive in 

the real wilds of nature. They learn the 

true meaning of the phrase “It’s a jungle 

out there.”  (Dreamworks)

5–31 BADLANDS (U.S.A., 1973)

with Sissy Spacek, written and directed 

by Terrence Malick.

5–32 MADAGASCAR (U.S.A., 2005)

with Melman the Giraffe (voiced by David 

Schwimmer), Marty the Zebra (Chris Rock), 

Alex the Lion (Ben Stiller), and Gloria the 

Hippo (Jada Pinkett Smith);  directed by Eric 

Darnell and Tom McGrath.
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can be relaxed. Because the close-up can show the most minute detail, verbal comment is often 
superfluous. This greater spatial flexibility means that film language doesn’t have to carry the 
heavy burden of stage dialogue. In fact, the image conveys most meanings, so dialogue in film 
can be as spare and realistic as it is in everyday life, as in such starkly dialogued movies as Mil-

lion Dollar Baby (5–33).
Movie dialogue doesn’t have to conform to natural speech. If language is stylized, the di-

rector has several options for making it believable. Like Olivier, he or she can emphasize an 
intimate style of delivery—sometimes even whispering the lines. Orsen Welles’s Shakespearean 
films are characterized by a visual flamboyance: The expressionistic stylization of the images in 
Othello complements the artificiality of the language. Generally speaking, if dialogue is nonre-
alistic, the images must be coexpressive: Sharp contrasts of style between language and visuals 
can produce jarring and often comic incongruities.

Foreign language movies are shown either in dubbed versions or in their original language, 
with written subtitles. Both methods of translation have obvious drawbacks. Dubbed movies 
often have a hollow, tinny sound, and in most cases, the dubbing is performed by less gifted 
actors than the originals. Sound and image are difficult to match in dubbed films, especially in 
the closer ranges where the movements of the actors’ lips aren’t synchronized with the sounds. 
Even bilingual actors who do their own dubbing are less nuanced when they’re not speak-
ing their native language. For example, Sophia Loren’s performance in the English-language 
version of Two Women is very good, but it lacks the vocal expressiveness of her brilliant line 
readings in the original Italian. In English, Loren’s classy, pear-shaped tones are somewhat at 
odds with her role as an earthy peasant. In a similar vein, actors with highly distinctive voices, 
like Mae West or John Wayne, sound preposterous when dubbed in German or Japanese. On 
the other hand, dubbed movies permit the spectator to concentrate on the visuals rather than 
the subtitles, which are distracting and can absorb much of a viewer’s energy. Nobody likes to 
“read” a movie.

Effective dialogue is not always the 

result of literate scripts and richly 

expressive language. Talk is usually 

kept to a stark minimum in Eastwood’s 

films. He’s at his best when we must infer 

what he’s thinking: His face is far more 

expressive than the way he talks, for his 

words are few, delivered in a matter-of-fact 

monotone. In Eastwood’s case, less is 

usually more.  (Warner Bros. Photo: 

Merie W. Wallace)

5–33 MILLION DOLLAR BABY 
(U.S.A., 2004) with Clint Eastwood and 

Hilary Swank, directed by Eastwood.
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Animation voice-over performers are generally 

chosen because of their “personality” voices, 

which can convey a multitude of meanings 

without the actor even  appearing on screen. Wanda 

Sykes is a writer and gifted stand-up comedian as well as 

an actress. She is best known for her sarcastic wit and 

distinctive voice, which is steeped in irony. The great 

French filmmaker Jean Renoir once observed: “The 

purpose of all artistic  creation is the knowledge of man, 

and is not the human voice the best means of conveying 

the personality of a human being?”  (Dreamworks)

This stylized gangster film features an almost steady torrent of foul 

language, as violent as the lives of the characters. In fact, eventually the 

swearing becomes grotesquely comical, adding to the movie’s bizarre 

tone, which blends violence, cruelty, and pathos with black comedy. In cases like 

this, sanitized dialogue would be a form of aesthetic dishonesty, totally at odds 

with the movie’s nasty edge of realism.  (Live Entertainment/Dog Eat Dog)

5–35 RESERVOIR DOGS 
(U.S.A., 1992) with Steve Buscemi and 

Harvey Keitel, written and directed by 

Quentin Tarantino.

5–34 Publicity photo for OVER
THE HEDGE (U.S.A., 2006) with Wanda 

Sykes and friend, directed by Tim  Johnson 

and Karey Kirkpatrick.
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Most experienced filmgoers still prefer subtitles, however, despite their cumbersomeness. In 
the first place, some spectators are sufficiently conversant in foreign languages to understand 
most of the dialogue (especially in continental Europe, where virtually all educated people 
speak a second language, and in some cases, three or four). An actor’s tone of voice is often 
more important than the dialogue per se, and subtitled movies allow us to hear these vocal 
nuances. In short, subtitles permit us to hear what the original artists said, not what some 
disinterested technician—however clever—decided we would settle for.

The advantages of sound make it indispensable to the film artist. As René Clair foresaw 
many years ago, sound permits a director more visual freedom, not less. Because speech can 
reveal a person’s class, region, occupation, prejudices, and so forth, the director doesn’t need to 
waste time establishing these facts visually. A few lines of dialogue can convey all that’s neces-
sary, thus freeing the camera to go on to other matters. There are many instances where sound 
is the most economical and precise way of conveying information in film.

In analyzing a movie’s sound, we should ask ourselves how sound is orchestrated in each 
scene. Is the sound distorted? Why? Is the sound edited down and simplified or dense and 
complex? Is there any symbolism in the use of sound? Does the film employ repeated motifs? 
How is silence used? What type of musical score does the film feature? Is the score original 
or derived from outside sources? What types of instruments are used? How many? A full or-
chestra? A small combo? A solo instrument? Is music used to underline speech or is it em-
ployed only for action scenes? Or not at all? How is language used? Is the dialogue spare and 
functional? Or “literary” and richly textured? Does everyone speak the standard dialect or are 
there regional accents? How does dialogue correlate with class? What about the subtext, the 
emotional implications beneath the dialogue? How do we know what the characters want if 
they don’t talk about it? What about language choice? Any fancy words? Swearing and coarse 
expressions? Is there a voice-over narrator? Why was he or she chosen to narrate the story? 
Why not another character?
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! Identify the four categories of  

film acting and their purposes 

within film.

! Contrast the differences between 

stage and screen acting, and 

identify why those difference make 

film “the director’s medium.”

! Summarize the history of the 

American star system, including 

the golden age of film stars, and 

list benefits and drawbacks to 

being a film star.

! Differentiate between personality 

stars and actor stars, and list 

examples of each.

! Classify the various styles of  

acting through time and across 

national origins.

! Describe the importance of casting 

in film, and explain why some 

actors try to avoid typecasting.

Learning Objectives

The Help (U.S.A., 2011)

In the cinema the actor must think and let his 

thoughts work upon his face. The  objective 

nature of the medium will do the rest. 

A theatrical performance requires magnification, 

a cinema performance requires an inner life.

Charles Dullin, Stage and Film Actor

(Dreamworks)
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Film acting is a complex and variable art that can be  broken down into four categories:

1. Extras. These actors are used primarily to provide a sense of a crowd—as in “a cast of 
thousands.” Players of this type are used as camera material, like a landscape or a set.

2. Nonprofessional performers. These are amateur players who are chosen not because 
of their acting ability, which can be negligible, but because of their authentic appear-
ance—they look right for a given part.

3. Trained professionals. These stage and screen performers are capable of playing a va-
riety of roles in a variety of styles. The majority of actors fall into this category.

4. Stars. These are famous performers who are widely recognized by the public. 
Their drawing power is one of the main attractions of a film or stage play. The star 
system was developed and has been dominated by the American cinema, though 
it’s hardly unique to movies. Virtually all the performing arts—opera, dance, live 
theater, television, concert music—have exploited the box-office popularity of a char-
ismatic performer.

No matter how a film actor is classified, virtually all performers in this medium concede 
that their work is shaped by the person who literally and figuratively calls the shots. Even Char-
lie Chaplin, the most famous movie star of his era, admitted, “Film acting is unquestionably 
a director’s medium.” In short, the movie actor is ultimately a tool of the director—another 
“language system” that the filmmaker uses to communicate ideas and emotions.

Stage and Screen Acting
The differences between stage and screen acting are largely determined by the differences in 
space and time in each medium (see also Chapter 7, “Dramatization”). In general, the live the-
ater seems to be a more satisfactory medium for the actor because, once the curtain goes up, he 
or she tends to dominate the proceedings. In movies, this is not usually the case. Actress Kim 
Stanley expressed the differences well: “No matter what you do in film, it is, after all, bits and 
pieces for the director, and that’s marvelous for the director but it doesn’t allow the actor to 
learn to mold a part. In films, it’s the director who is the artist. An actor has much more chance 
to create on stage.”

Even the requirements are different in each medium. The essential requisites for the stage 
performer are to be seen and heard clearly. Thus, the ideal theatrical actor must have a flexible, 
trained voice. Most obviously, their voices must be powerful enough to be heard even in a 
theater containing thousands of seats. Because language is the major source of meaning in the 
theater, the nuances of the dialogue must be conveyed through vocal expressiveness. An actor’s 
voice must be capable of much variety. It’s necessary to know what words to stress and how 
to stress them, how to phrase properly for different types of lines, when to pause and for how 
long, and how quickly or slowly a line or speech ought to be delivered. Above all, the stage 
actor must be believable, even when reciting dialogue that’s highly stylized and unnatural. 
Most of the credit for an exciting theatrical production is given to the performers, but much 
of the burden is also theirs, for when we’re bored by a production of a play, we tend to blame  
the actors.

Physical requirements are less exacting in the theater than in movies. Most obviously, the 
stage actor must be seen—even from the back of the auditorium. Thus, it helps to be tall, for 
small actors tend to get lost on a large stage. It also helps to have large and regular features, 
although makeup can cover a multitude of deficiencies. For this reason, casting a 40-year-old 
actor as Romeo is not necessarily a disaster in the theater, for if the actor is in reasonably good 



physical shape, his age won’t show beyond the first rows of seats. Because of the low visual 
saturation in the theater, actors can play roles twenty years beyond their actual age, provided 
their voices and bodies are flexible enough.

The stage actor’s entire body is always in view, and for this reason, he or she must be able 
to control it with some degree of precision. Such obvious activities as sitting, walking, and 
standing are performed differently on the stage than they are in real life. An actor must usu-
ally learn how to dance, how to fence, and how to move naturally in period costumes. An 
actor must know what to do with his or her hands—when to let them hang and when to use 
them for expressive gestures. Furthermore, stage actors must know how to adjust their bodies 
to different characters: A 17-year-old girl moves differently than a woman of 30; an aristocrat 
moves differently than a clerk of the same age. The body must communicate a wide variety of 
emotions in pantomime: A happy person even stands differently than one who is dejected or 
fearful or bored.
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Love scenes on stage are usually verbal, and rarely is there much extended 

love play. Nudity is extremely rare. Love scenes in movies are usually the 

opposite: The emphasis is on physical contact, with a minimum of dialogue. 

Most film actors hate playing nude scenes, which are usually performed while 

dozens of technicians are observing from the sidelines. Despite this unromantic 

public arena, the performers must act as though they’re behind closed doors, drunk 

on intimacy and passion. Furthermore, nudity can be distracting, both on stage and 

on the screen, as the British Shakespearean actor Ian McKellen pointed out: 

“Inevitably, if a man or woman takes his clothes off, the eyes are going to go to 

those parts that are normally hidden, and at that moment there may be something 

of import which the scene is about that is lost. If it’s a distraction of that sort, it’s 

not worth the candle.”  (New Regency. Photo: Barry Wetcher)

6–1  UNFAITHFUL (U.S.A., 2002)

with Diane Lane and Olivier Martinez, 

directed by Adrian Lyne.
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Marlene Dietrich was one of the first film stars to take advantage of cosmetic surgery— 

commonplace in today’s industry, with men as well as women. Plastic surgery is a 

business decision as well as a personal one, for actors can extend their careers by many 

years, providing they still look fit and more youthful than their actual years. When Dietrich 

first arrived in America from  Germany in 1930, her mentor,  director Josef von Sternberg, told 

her to lose twenty pounds. He also arranged to have her slightly bulbous nose surgically 

chiseled to perfection. The removal of some rear molars created a sunken-cheek glamour to her 

face, not to speak of emphasizing her high cheekbones, which many experts still regard as the 

sine qua non of feminine beauty. Dietrich was also an expert at makeup, and was able to 

convert her features into a mask of immutable flawlessness. Notice how her artificially arched 

eyebrows enlarge her eyes, and how the cunning application of lipstick gives her thin lips a 

more voluptuous fullness. A painstaking self-critic of her appearance, Dietrich was able to 

prolong her career into her seventies—though primarily on stage in her one-woman shows 

rather than on the screen. Distance preserves the illusion of physical beauty far more 

effectively than the merciless cinematic close-up.  (Paramount Pictures. Photo: Don English)

6–2a  SHANGHAI EXPRESS 
(U.S.A., 1932) with Marlene Dietrich, 

directed by Josef von Sternberg.
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In movies, especially American movies, the star system isolates the 

leading player from the secondary and minor characters; but an ensemble 

cast emphasizes the interactions of a group of equally important 

characters, as in this family comedy. Ensemble casts are more common on the 

stage, since the actors are viewed in the same space at the same time. If there is 

one overriding theme of the American cinema, it is the sanctity of the family, 

whether in comedy or drama. Though dysfunctional in many ways, the members 

of this family realize that when the chips are down, the family remains a bastion 

of support and solidarity—usually.  (20th Century Fox. Photo: Eric Lee)

Part of the pleasure of big-budget animation 

movies is recognizing the celebrity voice 

behind the image. For example, the decidedly 

plump, decidedly  greenish Princess Fiona in this film 

is voiced by the glamorous, pencil-slim Cameron 

Diaz, who has earned millions of dollars from this 

recurring role. (Dreamworks)

6–2b Publicity photo for SHREK
THE THIRD (U.S.A., 2007) with Cameron 

Diaz, directed by Chris Miller.

6–3  LITTLE MISS SUNSHINE 
(U.S.A., 2006) with Alan Arkin, Steve 

Carell, Paul Dano, Abigail Breslin, Toni 

Collette, and Greg Kinnear; directed by 

Jonathan Dayton and Valerie Faris.
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Theatrical acting preserves real time. The performer must build—scene by scene— toward 
the climactic scene near the end of the play. Usually, the stage actor begins at a relatively 
low energy level, then increases with each progressive scene until, in the climax, the energy  
reaches its bursting point and finally tapers off in the resolution of the play. In short, the actor  
generates in psychic energy the play’s own structure. Within this overall structure, the stage 
performer “builds” within each scene, although not every scene is automatically played at 
a greater intensity than its predecessor, for different plays build in different ways. What’s  
essential for the stage actor is to sustain an energy level for the  duration of a scene. Once the 
curtain rises, he or she is alone on the stage. Mistakes aren’t easily corrected, nor can a scene 
be replayed or cut out.

In general, the film player can get along quite well with a minimum of stage technique. 
The essential requisite for a performer in the movies is what Antonioni called “expressiveness.” 
That is, he or she must look interesting (6–4a). No amount of technique will compensate for 
an unphotogenic face. A number of stage performers have fared badly in the movies because of 

The cinematic close-up allows the film actor to concentrate totally on 

the truth of the moment— without the need to worry about projecting 

to the back row. Gestures and facial expressions can be exquisitely 

 nuanced. Stage actors generally must convey such  nuances through words. The 

Hungarian theorist Béla Balázs believed that the movie close-up can isolate the 

human face from its surroundings and penetrate the soul: “What appears on 

the face and in facial expression is a spiritual experience,” Balázs observed. 

This experience is impossible to achieve in the live theater, because the 

spectator is too distant from the performer. Meryl Streep has been nominated 

for an unprecedented seventeen Academy Awards—more than any other actor 

in history.  (Paramount Pictures/Miramax. Photo: Clive Coote)

6–4a  THE HOURS (U.S.A., 2002)

with Meryl Streep, directed by  

Stephen Daldry.
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Versatility has long been a yardstick by which serious acting is measured, 

and very few contemporary actors are as versatile as Philip Seymour 

Hoffman. He has starred in Broadway revivals of such great American 

plays as True West, Long Day’s Journey into Night, and Death of a Salesman, in 

addition to directing for the stage. In movies he has performed such varied roles 

as an obscene phone caller in Happiness, a funny porno film groupie in Boogie 

Nights, and a good-hearted drag queen in Flawless. Two of his finest 

performances are in Punch-Drunk Love, where he plays a slobby, beer-bellied, 

macho guy, and, in a total reversal of type, the famous author Truman Capote 

when he was researching and writing his most celebrated book, In Cold Blood. A 

fairly large, beefy man, Hoffman nonetheless was able to capture the diminutive 

Capote’s prissy manner and his high-pitched slow drawl. Hoffman’s insightful 

performance won him a Best Actor Oscar.

6–4c  CAPOTE (U.S.A., 2005) 

with Philip Seymour Hoffman, directed 

by Bennett Miller. (Sony Pictures/Infinity. 

Photo: Attila Dory)

6–4b  PUNCH-DRUNK LOVE 
(U.S.A., 2002) with Philip Seymour 

Hoffman, written and directed by Paul 

Thomas Anderson. (Ghoulardi/New Line/

Revolution. Photo: Bruce Birmelin)
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this deficiency. Some of the most famous stage actors in history—including Sarah Bernhardt—
look preposterous on film: Her techniques are mannered and stagey to the point of caricature. 
In movies, then, too much technique can actually undercut a performance, can make it seem 
hammy and insincere.

Acting in the cinema is almost totally dependent on the filmmaker’s approach to the story 
materials. In general, the more realistic the director’s techniques, the more necessary it is to 
rely on the abilities of the players. Such directors tend to favor long shots, which keep the 
performer’s entire body within the frame. This is the camera distance that corresponds to the 
proscenium arch of the live theater. The realist also tends to favor lengthy takes—thus permit-
ting the actors to sustain performances for relatively long periods without interruption. From 
the audience’s point of view, it’s easier to evaluate acting in a realistic movie because we are 
permitted to see sustained scenes without any apparent directorial interference. The camera 
remains essentially a recording device.

The more formalistic the director, the less likely he or she is to value the actor’s contribu-
tion. Some of Hitchcock’s most stunning cinematic effects were achieved by minimizing the 
contributions of actors. During the production of Sabotage, Hitchcock’s leading lady, Sylvia Sid-
ney, burst into tears on the set because she wasn’t permitted to act a crucial scene. The episode 
involved a murder in which the sympathetic heroine kills her brutish husband in revenge for 
his murder of her young brother. On stage, of course, the heroine’s feelings and thoughts would 
be communicated by words and the actress’s exaggerated facial expressions. But in real life, 
Hitchcock observed, people’s faces don’t necessarily reveal what they think or feel. The director 
preferred to convey these ideas and emotions through edited juxtapositions (6–5).

The setting for the scene is a dinner table. The heroine looks at her husband, who is eating 
as usual. Then a close-up shows a dish containing meat and vegetables with a knife and fork 
lying next to it; the wife’s hands are seen behind the dish. Hitchcock then cuts to a medium
shot of the wife thoughtfully slicing some meat. Next, a medium shot of the brother’s empty 
chair. Close-up of the wife’s hands with knife and fork. Close-up of a bird cage with canaries—
a reminder to the heroine of her dead brother. Close-up of wife’s thoughtful face. Close-up 
of the knife and plate. Suddenly a close-up of the husband’s suspicious face: He notices the 
connection between the knife and her thoughtful expression, for the camera pans, rather than 
cuts, back to the knife. He gets up next to her. Hitchcock quickly cuts to a close-up of her 
hand reaching for the knife. Cut to an extreme close-up of the knife entering his body. Cut 
to a two-shot of their faces, his convulsed with pain, hers in fear. When Sylvia Sidney saw the 
finished product, she was delighted with the results. The entire scene, of course, required very 
little acting in the conventional sense.

Generalizing about acting in movies is difficult because directors don’t approach every film 
with the same attitudes. Elia Kazan and Ingmar Bergman, distinguished stage directors as well 
as filmmakers, varied their techniques considerably, depending on the dramatic needs of the 
film. Nor is there any “correct” approach to filming a scene.

But whether a director is a realist or formalist, the differences between film acting and 
stage acting remain fundamental. For example, a player in movies is not so restricted by vocal 
requirements because sound volume is controlled electronically. Marilyn Monroe’s small, girly 
voice wouldn’t have projected beyond the first few rows in the theater, but on film it was per-
fect for conveying that childlike vulnerability that gave her performances such poetic delicacy. 
Some film actors are popular precisely because of the offbeat charm of their voices. Because 
acting in movies is not so dependent on vocal flexibility, many performers have succeeded 
despite their wooden, inexpressive voices: Gary Cooper, John Wayne, Clint Eastwood, Arnold 
Schwarzenegger.

Even the quality of a movie actor’s voice can be controlled mechanically. Music and sound 
effects can totally change the meaning of a line of dialogue. Through electronic devices, a 
voice can be made to sound garbled or booming or hollow. Much of the dialogue in a movie is 
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Through the art of editing, a director can construct a highly emotional 

“performance” by juxtaposing shots of  actors with shots of objects. In 

scenes such as these, the actor’s contribution tends to be minimal: The 

total effect is achieved through the linking of two or more shots. This 

6–5 Sequence from SABOTAGE
(Britain, 1936) with Sylvia Sidney and Oscar 

Homolka, directed by Alfred Hitchcock.

(a) (b) (c)

(g) (h) (i)

(m) (n) (o)

(s) (t) (u)
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(d) (e) (f)

(j) (k) (l)

(p) (q) (r)

(v) (w) (x)

associational process is the basis of Pudovkin’s theory of constructive editing. 

This sequence and many others can be found in Hitchcock, by François Truffaut 

(New York: Simon and Schuster, 1967), a fascinating, copiously illustrated, 

book-length interview by two great film artists.  (Gaumont-British (ITV Global))
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The Naked and the Nude. A number of cultural 

commentators have noted the distinction between a 

nude figure and a naked one. A nude or seminude 

body (6–6a) is meant to be looked at, meant to be admired, 

like the “artistic” models featured in Fitzgerald’s Beefcake, a 

campy exploration of male sexuality that’s part fiction, part 

documentary. The movie was inspired by the so-called muscle 

magazines of the 1950s and 1960s, which had a large gay 

following. Sexual allure is a compelling attraction in most of 

the performing arts, dating back to ancient times. In fact, the beauty of the 

human form—both male and female—has been one of the most persistent lures 

of the cinema almost since its inception. The appeal is both aesthetic and carnal: 

We’re drawn to the sensual beauty of the sculpted bodies, and we want to touch, 

perhaps to possess. On the other hand, a naked person (6–6b) is usually 

embarrassed to be seen publicly without clothes on, a source of considerable 

hilarity as Cleese’s would-be adulterer is caught buck naked by unexpected 

guests. See also Masculinity: Bodies, Movies, Culture, edited by Peter Lehman 

(New York and London: Routledge, 2001).

6–6a  BEEFCAKE (Canada, 1999) 

directed by Thom  Fitzgerald. (AIF/Ch4/

Odeon/Telefilm)

6–6b  A FISH CALLED WANDA 
(Britain, 1988) with John Cleese, directed 

by Charles Crichton. (MGM/UA. Photo: 

David James)
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Actors in every medium (except radio) must be conscious of body 

language and what it reveals about character. Silent actors were 

deprived of their voices, so they externalized their feelings and 

thoughts through gesture, movement, facial expression, and body language—

all of which had to be heightened to compensate for their lack of speech. In 

this shot, for example, Big Jim McKay is puzzled by the scary rumbling and 

quaking of their cabin. The hungover Charlie explains—through 

pantomime—that his queasy stomach is the culprit.  (United Artists)

When characters are unable or unwilling 

to express their feelings openly, body 

 language can often express them silently. 

In this photo, for example, the two characters—

both unhappy, divorced, and drinking heavily—

communicate disdain and rejection despite the 

fact that they’re seated next to each other, literally 

touching. Notice how each angles his or her body 

away from the other. The division between them is 

further emphasized by the separation line of the 

building and garden area in the background. This 

is not a match made in heaven. In fact, this is not 

a match of any kind.  (Film4)

6–7a  THE GOLD RUSH
(U.S.A., 1925) with Charles Chaplin and 

Mack Swain, directed by Chaplin.

6–7b  ANOTHER YEAR (Britain,

2010) with Peter Wight and Leslie 

Manville, directed by Mike Leigh.
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dubbed, so a director can re-record a line until it’s perfect. Sometimes the director will select 
one or two words from one recorded take and blend them with the words of another, or even 
a third or fourth. This kind of synthesizing can be carried even further—by combining one 
actor’s face with another actor’s voice (6–8).

Similarly, the physical requirements for a film actor are different from those of a stage per-
former. The movie player doesn’t have to be tall, even if he’s a leading man type. Alan Ladd, for 
example, was quite short. His directors simply avoided showing his body in full unless there 
was no one else in frame to contrast with his height. He played love scenes standing on a box, 
his body cut off at the waist. Low-angle shots also tended to make him seem taller. A film 
actor’s features don’t have to be large, only expressive— particularly the eyes and mouth. Nor 
does a film actor have to be attractive. For example, Humphrey Bogart was not a good-looking 
man, but the camera “liked him.” That is, his face was uncannily photogenic, opening up to the 
camera in a way that often surprised his cinematographers. Sometimes this contrast between 
reality and its illusion can be intimidating. Complained Jean Arthur, “It’s a strenuous job every 
day of your life to live up to the way you look on the screen.”

Virtually all Italian movies are dubbed after the footage has been 

photographed and sometimes even after it’s been edited. Fellini 

selected his players according to their face, body type, or personality. 

Like many Italian filmmakers, he often used foreign actors, even in major roles. 

The American Richard Basehart spoke his lines in English during this film’s 

production. Once shooting was completed, Fellini hired an Italian actor with 

the same vocal quality to dub in the character’s voice.  (Ponti-De Laurentiis)

6–8  LA STRADA (Italy, 1954)

with Richard Basehart and Giulietta 

Masina, directed by Federico Fellini.
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An actor who moves clumsily is not necessarily at a disadvantage in film. The director can 
work around the problem by not using many long shots and by photographing the actor after

he or she has moved. Complicated movements can be faked by using stuntmen or stuntwomen 
or doubles. These shots are intercut with closer shots of the leading actor, and the edited jux-
taposition leads the audience to assume that the main performer is involved in all the shots 
(see 4–17a & b). Even in close-up, the film performer’s physical appearance can be changed 
through the use of special lenses, filters, and lights.

Because the shot is the basic building unit in film, the actor doesn’t have to sustain a per-
formance for very long—even in realistic movies in which the takes can run for two or three 
minutes. In a highly fragmented film—in which shots can last for less than a second—one can 
scarcely refer to the performer’s contribution as acting at all: He or she simply is.

The shooting schedule of a movie is determined by economic considerations. Thus, the 
shooting of various sequences can be out of chronology. An actor may be required to perform 
the climactic scene first and low-keyed exposition shots later. The screen actor, then, doesn’t 
“build” emotionally as the stage actor must. The film player must be capable of an intense 
degree of concentration—turning emotions on and off for very short periods of time. Most of 
the time, the player must seem totally natural, as if he or she weren’t acting at all. “You do it just 
like in reality,” Henry Fonda explained (6–10).  Certainly the film player is almost always at 
the mercy of the director, who later constructs the various shots into a coherent performance. 
Some directors have tricked actors into a performance, asking for one quality to get another.

Realism in movies can be far more “real” than stage realism, for 

a stage actor’s skill and  discipline are always apparent to the 

audience. Film realism is more convincing  because of the player’s 

lack of technical skill. This movie is based on the Pocahontas/Captain 

John Smith legend and the founding of the Jamestown colony in Virginia 

in 1607. Malick used the 14-year-old nonprofessional Kilcher to play the 

idealistic Pocahontas precisely because of her artless sincerity. She is 

totally devoid of theatrical mannerisms, and hence totally believable as 

an innocent in a garden of Eden—before the arrival of the white man and 

his European contaminations, both physical and spiritual.  (New Line)

6–9  THE NEW WORLD (U.S.A., 2005)

with Colin Farrell and Q’orianka Kilcher, 

written and directed by Terrence Malick.
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Because acting in the cinema is confined to short segments of time and space, the film 
player doesn’t need a long rehearsal period to establish a sense of ease with other actors, the set, 
or costumes. Many directors keep rehearsals to a minimum so as not to dissipate the spontane-
ity of the players, their sense of discovery and surprise. Unlike the stage player, the film actor 
doesn’t have to create an intimate rapport with other performers: Sometimes they haven’t even 
met until they arrive on the set or on location. Actors occasionally don’t know their lines: This 
is remedied by having a prompter on the set or by writing the lines on a chalkboard off frame 
where the actor can read them.

A film actor is expected to play even the most intimate scenes with dozens of technicians 
on the set, working or observing (6–1). The actors must seem totally at ease, even though the 
lights are unbearably hot and their running makeup must be corrected between shots. Because 
the camera distorts, actors are required to perform some scenes  unnaturally. In an embrace, 
for example, lovers can’t really look at each other in the eyes or they will appear cross-eyed on 
the screen. In point-of-view shots, actors must direct their lines at the camera rather than at 
another player. Much of the time, the performer has no idea what he or she is doing, or where 
a shot might appear in the finished film, if indeed it appears at all, for many an actor’s perfor-
mance has been left on the cutting room floor. In short, the lack of continuity of time and space 
in movies places the performer almost totally in the hands of the director.

Most actors agree that film is a more intimate medium than live theater. 

Screen actors don’t have to project their voices: They can talk normally. 

They don’t have to make their movements larger-than-life, just gesture the 

way they do in everyday life. They can communicate through eye contact alone: 

The camera magnifies their intimacy hundreds of times. Tobey Maguire began as 

a child actor, and performing in front of a camera is almost second nature to him. 

He is a film natural, a deft underplayer who seems to be behaving rather than 

acting. He rarely lets the wires show, concealing his artistry behind a deceptively 

simple, throwaway style of performance. He’s the all-American boy-next-door in 

this film—sincere, modest, and decent. Only something . . . weird is happening to 

him lately.  (Marvel/Sony Pictures. Photo: Melissa Moseley)

6–10  SPIDER-MAN 2 (U.S.A., 2004)

with Tobey Maguire, directed by  

Sam Raimi.
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The American Star System

The star system has been the backbone of the American film industry since the mid-1910s. 
Stars are the creation of the public, its reigning favorites. Their influence in the fields of fashion, 
values, and public behavior has been enormous. “The social history of a nation can be written 
in terms of its film stars,” Raymond Durgnat has observed. Stars confer instant consequence 
to any film they appear in. Their fees have staggered the public. In the 1920s, Mary Pickford 
and Charles Chaplin were the two highest paid employees in the world. Contemporary stars 
such as Julia Roberts and Tom Cruise command salaries of many millions per film, so popular 
are these box-office giants. Some stars had careers that spanned five decades: Bette Davis and 
John Wayne, to name just two. Stars are the direct or indirect reflection of the needs, drives, and 
anxieties of their audience: They are the food of dreams, allowing us to live out our deepest 
fantasies and obsessions. Like the ancient gods and goddesses, stars have been adored, envied, 
and venerated as mythic icons.

Prior to 1910, actors’ names were almost never included in movie credits because producers 
feared the players would then demand higher salaries. But the public named their favorites 
anyway. Mary Pickford, for example, was first known by her character’s name, “Little Mary.” 
From the beginning, the public often fused a star’s artistic persona with his or her private 
personality, sometimes disastrously. For example, Ingrid Bergman’s much-publicized love affair 

Good looks and sex appeal have always been 

the conspicuous traits of most film stars, both 

male and female. Tall, strong, gorgeous Esther 

Williams was the first American female star to combine 

fitness with beauty. An MGM star in the 1940s and 

1950s, she appeared in twenty-six light entertainment 

films that showcased her skill as a swimmer and diver. 

She was—and still is—proud that her films promoted 

fitness: “My movies made it clear that it’s all right to 

be strong and feminine at the same time,” Williams 

said. “A survey showed I received more fan mail from 

teenage girls than anyone in the business.” After 

raising her family, Williams formed her own business 

by shrewdly exploiting her fame to establish a 

successful line of bathing suits.  (MGM)

6–11 MGM publicity photo of 
Esther Williams, circa 1952.
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Acting is a demanding art, requiring dedication, discipline, and Spartan 

endurance. De Niro is famous for his rigorous preparations prior to 

production, researching his roles exhaustively. He prefers to bury 

himself in a role. He rarely exploits his personal charisma and is noticeably 

uncomfortable during interviews, which he rarely grants. De Niro has always 

insisted that life should take precedence over art. But his is an art that conceals 

art. “Some of the old movie stars were terrific,” he explained, “but they 

romanticized. People chase illusions and these illusions are created by movies. I 

want to make things concrete and real and to break down the illusion. I don’t 

want people years from now to say, ‘Remember De Niro, he had real style.’” 

Many of his finest performances have been in collaboration with his old friend, 

director Martin Scorsese.  (Columbia Pictures)

6–12  TAXI DRIVER (U.S.A., 1976)

with Robert De Niro, directed by  

Martin Scorsese.
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with Italian director Roberto Rossellini created a scandalous uproar in the United States in 
the late 1940s. It nearly wrecked her career, not to speak of her psyche. She was a victim of her 
own public image, which had been carefully nurtured by her boss, producer David O. Selznick. 
In the public mind, Bergman was a wholesome, almost saintly woman—modest and simple, 
a happy wife and mother. This image was buttressed by her most popular roles: the radiantly 
ethereal Ilsa in Casablanca, the fervent political idealist in For Whom the Bell Tolls, the warm, 
indomitable mother superior in The Bells of St. Mary’s, and the noble warrior-saint of Joan of 

Arc. In reality, Bergman was an ambitious artist, anxious to play a variety of roles, including 
villainess parts. When she and Rossellini met, they soon fell in love, and though still married 
to her first husband, Bergman became pregnant with Rossellini’s child. When her condition be-
came public, the press had a field day, indulging in an orgy of lurid speculations and attacking 
her for  “betraying” her public. She was reviled by religious groups and even denounced from 
the floor of the U.S. Senate, where she was described as “Hollywood’s apostle of degradation” 
and “a free-love cultist.” Bergman and Rossellini married in 1950, but their joint movies were 
boycotted in the United States, and she remained out of the country for several years. She was 
apparently “forgiven” in 1956, when she won her second Academy Award (Best Actress) for her 
performance in Anastasia, a big box-office success.

Unless the public is receptive to a given screen personality, audiences can be remarkably 
resistant to someone else’s notion of a star. For example, producer Samuel Goldwyn ballyhooed 
his Russian import, Anna Sten, without stinting on costs. But audiences stayed away from her 
movies in droves. “God makes the stars,” the chastened Goldwyn finally concluded. “It’s up to 
the producers to find them.”

The so-called golden age of the star system—roughly the 1930s and 1940s— coincided with 
the supremacy of the Hollywood studio system. Most of the stars during this period were un-
der exclusive contract to the five major production companies: MGM, Warner Brothers, Para-
mount, Twentieth Century Fox, and RKO—known in the trade as the Big Five, or the majors.
Throughout this period, the majors produced approximately 90 percent of the fiction films 
in America. They also ruled the international market: Between the two world wars, American 
movies dominated 80 percent of the world’s screens and were more popular with foreign audi-
ences than all but a few natively produced movies.

In their first years under studio contract, stars were given maximum exposure. For example, 
Clark Gable appeared in fourteen movies in 1930, his first year at MGM. Each of his roles 
represented a different type, and the studio kept varying them until one clicked with the pub-
lic. After a particularly popular performance, a star was usually locked into the same type of 
role—often under protest. Because the demand for stars was the most predictable economic 
variable in the business of filmmaking, the studios used their stars as a guarantee of box-office 
success. In short, stars provided some measure of stability in a traditionally volatile industry. 
To this day, stars are referred to as “bankable” commodities—that is, insurance for large profits 
to investors.

The majors viewed their stars as valuable investments, and the buildup techniques devel-
oped by the studios involved much time, money, and energy. Promising neophytes served an 
apprenticeship as starlets, a term reserved for females, although male newcomers were sub-
jected to the same treatment. They were often assigned a new name, were taught how to talk, 
walk, and wear costumes. Frequently their social schedules were arranged by the studio’s pub-
licity department to ensure maximum press exposure. Suitable “romances” were concocted to 
fuel the columns of the 400 or more reporters and columnists who covered the Hollywood 
beat during the studio era. A few zealous souls even agreed to marry a studio-selected spouse 
if such an alliance would further their careers.

Though stars were often exploited by the studios, there were some compensations. As 
a player’s box-office power increased, so did his or her demands. Top stars had their names 
above the title of the film, and they often had script approval stipulated in their contracts. 
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The many faces of Tom Cruise. Although 

few film critics would describe Cruise as 

one of the great actors of his generation, 

none of them would deny that he is one of the 

great stars. Hollywood.com, which compiles box-office data, has estimated his 

worldwide grosses at over $6 billion. Cruise is actually more versatile than he’s 

generally given credit for. Most of his earliest movies followed a similar generic 

pattern: He begins as a brash, confident upstart, a bit cocky and full of himself. A 

great-looking guy, of course. But he’s not as smart as he thinks he is, and is 

humbled by a conspicuous error in judgment. With the help of a supportive 

young woman who loves him, however, he sees the error of his ways and goes on 

to even greater success—only now without the swagger. Jerry Maguire is typical 

of this type of role.

 In his more mature period, Cruise has excelled at action films, like the hugely 

profitable Mission: Impossible franchise (6–13b). Though he is now in his fifties, 

Cruise maintains a boyish appearance, in part because he’s in superb physical 

condition. In most of his action films, he performs his own stunts, including 

scaling the tallest building in the world in Dubai in Ghost Protocol (pictured).

6–13a  JERRY MAGUIRE (U.S.A.,

1996) with Tom Cruise and Cuba Gooding 

Jr., written and directed by Cameron 

Crowe. (Columbia Pictures)

6–13b  MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE—
GHOST PROTOCOL (U.S.A., 2011) 

with Tom Cruise, directed by Brad Bird.

(Paramount Pictures)
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Some of them also insisted on director, producer, and costar approval. Glamorous stars boast-
ed their own camera operators, who knew how to conceal physical defects and enhance vir-
tues. Many of them demanded their own clothes designers, hair stylists, and lavish dressing 
rooms. The biggest stars had movies especially tailored for them, thus guaranteeing maximum  
camera exposure.

Top stars attracted the loyalty of both men and women, although as sociologist Leo Handel 
pointed out, 65 percent of the fans preferred stars of their own sex. The studios received up 
to 32 million fan letters per year, 85 percent of them from young females. Major stars received 
about 3,000 letters per week, and the volume of their mail was regarded as an accurate barom-
eter of their popularity. The studios spent as much as $2 million a year processing these letters, 
most of which asked for autographed photos. Box-office appeal was also gauged by the number 
of fan clubs devoted to a star. In the 1930s, the stars with the greatest number of fan clubs were 
Gable, Jean Harlow, and Joan Crawford—all of them under contract to MGM, “The Home of 
the Stars.” Gable alone had seventy clubs, which partly accounted for his supremacy as the top 
male star of the period.

The mythology of stardom usually emphasizes the glamour of movie stars, lifting them 
above the mundane concerns of ordinary mortals. Critic Parker Tyler observed that stars ful-
fill an ancient need, almost religious in nature: “Somehow their wealth, fame, and beauty, 

 In addition to being a savvy career manager, Cruise is 

also an ambitious artist, eager to test his limits, unafraid 

of taking calculated risks by playing against type. He has 

expanded his range considerably in such offbeat parts as 

those in The Color of Money, Born on the Fourth of July,

and Collateral. In Magnolia he plays a strutting, woman-

hating “self-empowerment” guru, so puffed up with his 

own irresistibility that when his pomposity is punctured, 

he collapses like a spent balloon. In a hilarious cameo role 

in Tropic Thunder he plays a loud, vulgar studio mogul and 

is barely recognizable. In Rock of Ages, he plays Stacee 

Jaxx, a Bret Michaels/Axl Rose/porn star combination that 

astonished many critics with its compelling theatricality.
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6–13c  MAGNOLIA (U.S.A., 1999) 

with Tom Cruise, written and directed by 

Paul Thomas Anderson. (New Line. Photo: 

Peter Sorel)
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Kate Winslet and Daniel Day-Lewis are among the most 

admired British actors of their generation. Winslet is 

extraordinarily prolific, averaging two or three films a 

year, both in Britain and America, in leading roles and smaller 

character parts, and in a variety of accents. She is equally 

adept in period roles such as those in Hamlet, Sense and 

Sensibility, and Titanic (all performed before she was 22), and 

in contemporary parts such as her kooky turn in Eternal 

Sunshine of the Spotless Mind. She has received five Academy 

Award nominations, and she finally won for her performance 

in The Reader. (Focus Features. Photo: Ellen Kuras)

Day-Lewis is equally versatile, the winner of 

three Best Actor Academy Awards, for My Left 

Foot, playing an Irishman, and There Will Be 

Blood, playing an American, and playing the title role 

in Steven Spielberg’s Lincoln. He has played comedy 

and drama, period roles, and contemporary parts, 

and in a variety of dialects. His range is awesome, 

from the Cockney tough in My Beautiful Laundrette

to the fruity upper-class twit in A Room with a View

to the New Age macho man in The Last of the 

Mohicans. Unlike most British actors, Winslet and 

Day-Lewis have done relatively little stage and 

television work, confining most of their artistry to 

movies. (Paramount Pictures/Vantage)

6–14a  ETERNAL SUNSHINE OF 
THE SPOTLESS MIND (U.S.A., 2004)

with Kate Winslet, directed by  

Michel Gondry. 

6–14b  THERE WILL BE BLOOD 
(U.S.A., 2007) with Paul Dano and 

Daniel Day-Lewis, directed by  

Paul Thomas Anderson.
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their apparently unlimited field of worldly pleasure—these conditions tinge them with the 
supernatural, render them immune to the bitterness of ordinary frustrations.” Of course, this 
mythology also involves the tragic victims of stardom, like Marilyn Monroe, who became a 
symbol of the personal tragedy that can befall a star. She was born (illegitimate) to an emotion-
ally unstable mother who spent most of her life in mental asylums. As a child, Norma Jeane 
Mortenson (aka Norma Jeane Baker) was raised in a series of orphanages and foster homes. 
Even then—especially then—she dreamed of becoming a famous Hollywood star. She was 
raped at the age of 8, married to her first husband at 16. She used sex (like many before her) as 
a means to an end—stardom. In the late 1940s, she had a few bit roles, mostly as sexy dumb 
blondes. Not until John Huston’s The Asphalt Jungle (1950) did she create much of a stir. In 
that same year, Joseph Mankiewicz cast her in All About Eve, as “a graduate of the Copacabana 
School of Dramatic Art,” as George Sanders dryly deadpans in the film. (Sanders claimed he 
knew Marilyn would one day become a star “because she desperately needed to be one.”) After 
Twentieth Century Fox signed her to a contract, the studio didn’t know what to do with her. 
She appeared in a series of third-rate studio projects, but despite their mediocrity, the public 
clamored for more Marilyn. She rightly blamed Fox for mismanaging her career: “Only the 
public can make a star. It’s the studios who try to make a system of it,” she bitterly complained.

“It’s so funny that people use ambition

like it’s a bad word,” Jennifer Lopez has 

stated. She freely admits to being 

fiercely ambitious. A Grammy-nominated 

recording artist, she is also a dancer as well as 

an actress of considerable range. “I’ve  always 

chosen different kinds of roles because I didn’t 

want to be pushed in one category,” she has 

said. “I wanted to show that I could do 

anything, any type of character, any emotion—

weak, strong, vulnerable, kickass, whatever.” In Selena and My Family/Mi 

Familia she plays sweet, good-natured Latinas. In Blood & Wine and U

Turn she plays  dangerous femmes fatales. In the critically acclaimed 

romantic comedy Out of Sight, she plays a police  officer who’s funny, 

sophisticated, and very sexy. Disciplined and hard-working, Lopez doesn’t 

drink, smoke, or do drugs. “I  believe there’s a certain responsibility for 

your actions,” she insists.  (New Line. Photo: Melissa Moseley)

6–15  MONSTER-IN-LAW (U.S.A.,

2005) with Jane Fonda and Jennifer 

Lopez, directed by Robert Luketic.
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There are many talented and even brilliant 

performers who never achieve film stardom 

because they lack “a face that opens up to the 

camera,” to quote from a  frequent observation of 

cinematographers. Good bone structure helps, but it’s not 

enough. Beautiful features and a commanding presence 

are also useful. But mostly, an “open” face implies a lack 

of self-consciousness, a willingness to let the camera 

capture the most intimate nuances of emotion and 

thought. A face like this.  (Columbia (ITV Global))

Absolute concentration on the truth of 

the dramatic moment. That’s what many 

actors claim is the most difficult aspect of 

the art. In part, this is because acting is a 

somewhat schizoid craft, for the performer must 

command an emotional credibility while still 

remaining conscious of the fact that he’s on a set, 

and the camera is pointed at him, not to speak of 

the presence of the director and dozens of 

technicians who are observing off-camera. Staying 

true to the emotional specifics of the scene is no 

easy task. In this shot, for example, the 

protagonist and his mother are cornered by an 

enraged homicidal maniac. At this close range, any fakery or insincerity 

in the acting is easily detected. The scene works because the actors make 

it seem real: The characters are frozen in terror. We’re helpless bystanders 

to an impending assault.  (Dreamworks. Photo: Suzanne Tenner)

6–16a  TO DIE FOR (U.S.A., 1995)

with Nicole Kidman, directed by  

Gus Van Sant. 

6–16b  DISTURBIA (U.S.A., 2007)

with Shia LeBeouf and Carrie-Anne Moss, 

directed by D. J. Caruso.
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At the peak of her popularity, she left Hollywood in disgust to study at the Actors Stu-
dio. When she returned, she demanded more money and better roles—and got both. Joshua 
Logan, who directed her in Bus Stop (1956), said she was “as near genius as any actress I ever 
knew.” Supremely photogenic, she gave herself entirely to the camera,  allowing it to probe her 
deepest vulnerabilities. Laurence Olivier, her costar and director in The Prince and the Showgirl

(1957), marveled at her cunning way of fusing guilelessness with carnality—the mind and soul 
of a little girl wrapped in the body of a whore. Throughout her years as a top star, her private 
life was a shambles. “She was an unfortunate doped-up woman most of the time,” biographer 
Maurice Zolotow observed. Her failed marriages and love affairs were constantly in the head-
lines, and increasingly she turned to drugs and alcohol for solace. She was notorious for her 
irresponsibility, often not even bothering to show up on the set for days at a time, thus incur-
ring enormous cost overruns. Because of her addiction to drugs and alcohol, even when she 
did show up, she scarcely knew who—much less where—she was. She was found dead in 1962: 
an overdose of barbiturates and alcohol (see 6–22b).

The realities behind the mythology of the stars is not very romantic. For every actor who 
manages to scale the peaks of stardom, there are hundreds of thousands who fail, their hard work 
wasted, their sacrifices scoffed at, their dreams shattered. Maureen  Stapleton won important act-
ing awards for her distinguished work in films, television, and the stage, but she spoke eloquently 
of the hardships actors must endure in a world that often regards them as fortunate simpletons:

I believe in the toughness of actors. I have a feeling of genuine pride in actors as my 
people. . . . We’re called egomaniacs; we’re thought of as children.  Actors are supposed to 
be irresponsible, stupid, unaware, and a kind of joke. They’re accused of having big egos. 
Well, the actor’s ego is no different in size because he’s an actor. A writer or a painter or a 
musician can go off into a corner and lick his wounds, but an actor stands out in front 
of the crowd and takes it. . . . Actors spend years and years being treated like dirt. They’re 
constantly in a state of debasement, making the rounds of casting directors and having 
to look happy and great. I made the rounds for years, but I wasn’t good at it. But then 
nobody is. You need a very strong stomach. You need a sense of the business as a whole, 
so that you don’t get lacerated every time somebody tells you you’re lousy. You need 
strength, and no matter how strong you get, you always need to get stronger. (Quoted in 
The Player: A Profile of an Art)

The tabloids in supermarket racks are filled with lurid stories of how film stars have screwed 
up their lives or have made fools of themselves in public or behaved like selfish brats. These 
types of stories sell newspapers, for they appeal to the public’s envy and malice.

What is far less frequently written about is how stars are hounded out of their privacy by 
unscrupulous reporters and paparazzi. Nor do we often read about how stars like Bob Hope, 
Audrey Hepburn, Elizabeth Taylor, and Natalie Portman have devoted thousands of hours to 
public service. Or the humanitarian work of stars like Sean Penn, Ben Stiller, Matt Damon, and 
Ben Affleck. Or about the patriotic activities of stars like Tom Hanks, John Wayne, or Marlene 
Dietrich. Or the successful political careers of stars like Shirley Temple and Ronald Reagan. Or 
the political activism of hundreds of stars like Marlon Brando and Jane Fonda. Or the fantas-
tic generosity of stars like Barbra Streisand and Paul Newman. Newman alone donated over 
$330 million to various charities. He also set up a food company, Newman’s Own, to continue 
aiding charities after his death.

Contemporary film stars have become quite savvy in exploiting the public’s fascination 
with their lives in order to promote their humanitarian work. George Clooney has worked tire-
lessly to publicize the genocide that has taken place in the Darfur region of Sudan in Africa. “If 
you’re going to be famous and have cameras follow you around, you might as well go where the 
cameras will do some good,” Clooney pointed out.
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The lovability factor. Some performers are so beloved by 

the public that their mere presence in a movie is often 

enough to make it a box-office hit. Tom Hanks and 

Sandra Bullock are two such performers. Hanks is a favorite with 

critics as well as a darling of the public. He has won two Best 

Actor Oscars, in addition to many other artistic honors. Most of 

his movies have been huge box-office hits: Over seventeen of his 

films have grossed over $100 million, and his total box-office 

receipts have exceeded $3.5 billion. In 2006, Forbes magazine 

named him America’s “most trusted celebrity,” in part because of his strong support for the NASA space program, the U.S. 

military, gay rights, and many other liberal causes. On talk shows, Hanks is funny, quick-witted, and game for anything silly.

 Sandra Bullock is also a great favorite with the public, though film critics have been less than enthusiastic about many of 

her movies. For example, Mark Kermode has said “she’s funny, she’s gorgeous, it’s impossible not to love her and yet she makes 

rotten film after rotten film.” (She has also made several excellent movies, most notably Speed, While You Were Sleeping,

Crash, and The Blind Side.) Her films have grossed over $3 billion, according to Boxofficemojo.com, a movie database. She too 

is a favorite on talk shows, where she is usually ironic, witty, and self-deprecating. Like Hanks too, she is famously generous, 

donating millions of dollars to the Red Cross and other disaster-relief organizations. Both performers are national treasures.

 It is an oft-repeated cliché that the Hollywood film community is much more liberal than the rest of America. This is 

both true and not true. It’s certainly not true about most of the people who control the financing of movies. The majority 

of producers—extending from the mighty moguls of the big-studio era to those who bankroll today’s industry—tend to be 

politically conservative. Perhaps the most famous example is Louis B. Mayer, the colorful mogul who headed MGM during 

its glory days (roughly the 1930s and 1940s). Mayer was a staunch Republican, a political activist, and a vocal champion of 

conservative values. Inevitably, such values seeped into the movies he chose to finance. However, Mayer was also a showman and 

a shrewd businessman: Most of his movies made money, and his studio was the most prestigious and commercially successful in 

Hollywood during his lengthy tenure.

 On the other hand, the creative artists of the industry—actors, writers, and many directors—tend to lean left-of- center. 

Movie stars like George Clooney use their celebrity status to advance their liberal values. Good Night, and Good Luck, for 

example, is about the Red Scare of the 1950s, when CBS journalist Edward R. Murrow (Strathairn) openly challenged the right-

wing extremist Senator Joseph McCarthy, who loudly insisted that the U.S. government was riddled with Communists. The movie 

was shot in sleek black and white (cinematography by Robert Elswit), so that actual TV footage of McCarthy becomes part of 

the show. Clooney also cowrote the screenplay (with 

Grant Heslov), incorporating a lot of Murrow’s and 

McCarthy’s actual statements as part of the dialogue. 

The distinction between fiction and documentary is 

thus deliberately blurred. The low-budget film was a 

labor of love for all of its participants (Clooney has 

a lot of friends, willing to contribute their talents on 

the cheap). The movie was made because Clooney 

wanted it to be made. That’s star power.

 See also Scott Eyman’s Lion of Hollywood: The Life 

and Legend of Louis B. Mayer (New York: Simon and 

Schuster, 2005).

6–17b  GOOD NIGHT, AND GOOD 
LUCK (U.S.A., 2005) with George Clooney 

and David Strathairn, directed by Clooney.

(Warner Bros. Photo: Melinda Sue Gordon)

6–17a  EXTREMELY LOUD & 
INCREDIBLY CLOSE (U.S.A., 2012) with Tom 

Hanks and Sandra Bullock, directed by Stephen 

Daldry. (Warner Bros. Photo: Suzanne Tenner)
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Perhaps the shrewdest philanthropists in the contemporary film industry are Angelina Jolie 
and her partner Brad Pitt. Their Jolie-Pitt Foundation has contributed millions of dollars to 
such causes as rebuilding New Orleans after it was devastated by Hurricane Katrina. They 
have provided grants to such humanitarian groups as Doctors Without Borders and various 
AIDS relief organizations. They have visited refugee camps in war-torn areas in Africa, Afghan-
istan, and Iraq. They have testified before U.S. Congressional committees about the torture and 
mutilation of women and children throughout Africa. Knowing that the press will hound them 
anyway, they have sold the rights to exclusive photos of their newborn children to magazines 
like People for a reported $14 million—which was then channeled into the Jolie-Pitt Founda-
tion. When the photos appeared in People, sales for the magazine went up 45 percent.

Stars must pay a high price for their wealth and fame. They must get used to being treated 
like commodities with a price tag. Even at the beginning of the star system, they were reduced 
to simplified types: virgins, vamps, swashbucklers, flappers, and so on. Over the years, a vast 
repertory of types evolved: the Latin lover, the he-man, the heiress, the good-bad girl, the cyni-
cal reporter, the career girl, and many others. Of course, all great stars are unique even though 
they might fall into a well-known category. For example, the cheap blonde has long been one 
of America’s favorite types, but such important stars as Mae West, Jean Harlow, and Marilyn 
Monroe are highly distinctive as individuals. A successful type was always imitated. In the mid-
1920s, for example, the Swedish import Greta Garbo created a sophisticated and complex type, 
the femme fatale. Garbo inspired many imitations, including such important stars as Marlene 
Dietrich and Carole Lombard, who were first touted as “Garbo types,” only with a sense of 
humor. In the 1950s, Sidney Poitier became the first African-American star to attract a wide 
following outside of his own race. In later years, a number of other black performers attained 
stardom in part because Poitier had established the precedent. He was one of the great origi-
nals and hence worthy of imitation.

At about the turn of the nineteenth century, George Bernard Shaw wrote a famous es-
say comparing the two foremost stage stars of the day—Eleonora Duse and Sarah Bernhardt. 
Shaw’s comparison is a useful springboard for a discussion of the different kinds of film stars. 
Bernhardt, Shaw wrote, was a bravura personality, and she managed to tailor each different 
role to fit this personality. This is what her fans both expected and  desired. Her personal charm 
was larger than life, yet undeniably captivating. Her performances were filled with brilliant 
effects that had come to be associated with her  personality over the years. Duse, on the other 
hand, possessed a more quiet talent, less dazzling in its initial impact. She was totally different 
with each role, and her own personality never seemed to intrude on the playwright’s character. 
Hers was an invisible art: Her impersonations were so totally believable that the viewer was 
likely to forget it was an impersonation. In effect, Shaw was pointing out the major distinctions 
between a personality star and an actor star.

Personality stars commonly refuse all parts that go against their type, especially if they’re 
leading men or leading ladies. Performers like Tom Hanks almost never play cruel or psycho-
pathic roles, for example, because such parts would conflict with their sympathetic image. If a 
star is locked into his or her type, any significant departure can result in box-office disaster. For 
example, when Pickford tried to abandon her little girl roles in the 1920s, her public stayed at 
home: They wanted to see Little Mary or nothing. She retired in disgust at the age of 40, just 
when most players are at the peak of their powers.

On the other hand, many stars prefer to remain in the same mold, playing variations on 
the same character type. John Wayne was the most popular star in film history. From 1949 to 
1976, he was absent from the top ten only three times. “I play John Wayne in every part regard-
less of the character, and I’ve been doing okay, haven’t I?” he once asked. In the public mind, 
he was a man of action—and violence—rather than words. His iconography is steeped in a 
distrust of sophistication and intellectuality. His name is virtually synonymous with masculin-
ity—though his persona suggests more of the warrior than the lover, a man’s man rather than a 
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lady’s man. As he grew older, he also grew more human, developing his considerable talents as 
a comedian by mocking his own macho image. Wayne was fully aware of the enormous influ-
ence a star can wield in transmitting values, and in many of his films, he embodied a right-wing 
ideology that made him a hero to conservative Americans, including Ronald Reagan, Newt 
Gingrich, Oliver North, and Pat Buchanan.

Ironically, as Garry Wills points out in his cultural study, John Wayne’s America: The Politics 

of Celebrity, Wayne actually disliked horses, though in the popular imagination he was the 
archetypal Westerner on a horse (10–3a). He also consciously evaded the military draft dur-
ing World War II, yet his roles in such popular films as The Sands of Iwo Jima (7–15) firmly 
established him as a military exemplar. “From now on,” Wills points out, “the man who evaded 
service in World War II would be the symbolic man who won World War II.” In short, a star’s 
iconographical status can actually contradict historical truth. In a 1995 poll, John Wayne (who 
had been dead for over sixteen years) was named America’s all-time favorite movie star. In a 
2012 Harris Poll, Wayne was listed as America’s No. 3 Favorite Star, after Johnny Depp and 
Denzel Washington.

Film theorist Richard Dyer has pointed out that stars are signifying entities. Any  sensitive 
analysis of a film with a star in its cast must take into account that star’s iconographical signifi-
cance. Stars like Jane Fonda have embodied complex political associations simply by demon-
strating the lifestyle of their politics and displaying those political beliefs as an aspect of their 
personality/characterization. Like John Wayne—and most other stars—Fonda’s films convey 
an ideology, usually implying ideal ways of behaving. As such, stars can have tremendous im-
pact in transmitting values. Dyer also demonstra tes how a star’s iconography is always devel-
oping, incorporating elements from the star’s actual life as well as previous roles. For example, 
Fonda’s career can be divided into six phases:

1. The father. Her entry into the film industry in 1960 was facilitated by Henry Fonda’s 
prestige. Physically, she clearly resembled him, and he too was a well-known liberal, 
with an all-American iconography. Jane’s roles during this period emphasized a ram-
bunctious sexiness, with more of the tomboy than the siren. This phase culminated in 
Cat Ballou (1965).

2. Sex. This period is dominated by Fonda’s French film director husband, Roger Vadim, 
who exploited her good looks and sensational figure in a series of erotic films, most 
notably Barbarella (1968). Although the marriage ended in divorce, Fonda claimed 
that Vadim liberated her from her sexual hangups and naiveté.

3. Acting. Fonda returned to America, where she studied with Lee Strasberg at the Actors 
Studio in New York. Her depth and range as an artist expanded considerably during this  
period, and she was nominated for an Academy Award for her work in They Shoot Horses, 

Don’t They? (1969). She won one for her performance as a prostitute in Klute (1971).
4. Politics. Fonda was radicalized by Vietnam and the women’s movement. She spoke 

out frequently against the war, racism, and sexism. She also politicized her work, star-
ring in movies that were frankly ideological, like Tout va bien (France, 1972), A Doll’s 

House (Britain, 1973), and Julia (1977). Her left-wing political activities adversely af-
fected her box-office popularity for a period, but she continued to speak out on im-
portant public issues, refusing to be intimidated.

5. Independence. Fonda’s own production company produced Coming Home (1978). She 
enjoyed outstanding success as a producer. She also wrote several books and was a 
leader in the physical fitness movement.

6. Later years and private life. When she married media mogul Ted Turner, Fonda re-
tired from acting in 1992. After their divorce, she returned to acting with Monster-

in-Law (6–15), a commercial success. In 2009, at the age of 71, she returned to the 
Broadway stage, to considerable critical acclaim.
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Many films with futuristic or fantastic settings are 

shot in a studio in front of a special effects blue 

screen (6–18a), with the actors pretending they’re 

on location, such as an airport runway (6–18b). Performers 

occasionally complain that blue-screen (sometimes green) 

acting seems to exist in a vacuum, that they have to imagine 

the specific textures and details of a set rather than actually 

interacting with a concrete locale. When actors have to play opposite 

someone who’s literally not there, but will be digitally added later, the 

problems are even more acute. On a stage or an actual location, the subtle 

interactions between actors are often what distinguish excellent 

performances from merely adequate ones. Phil Tippett, a special effects 

technician, has noted the lack of spontaneity that characterizes a lot of 

blue-screen acting: “On the conventional shooting stage, you have props, the 

other three walls. But with a blue-screen stage, you have 100 technicians and 

you’re surrounded on three sides by blue. . . . The actors and director aren’t 

bouncing off of anything.”

6–18b The scene as it appears in 
the film, with colors  desaturated to 
sepia, with Angelina Jolie, Law, and 
Paltrow. (Paramount Pictures)

6–18a Production photo of 
Gwyneth Paltrow, director Kerry 
Conran, and Jude Law rehearsing a 
scene from SKY CAPTAIN AND THE 
WORLD OF TOMORROW (U.S.A., 2004).

(Paramount Pictures. Photo: Keith Hamshere)
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In America, most leading men and leading ladies retire 

discretely when they can no longer play glamorous roles. Not 

Jeff Bridges, who relished playing character parts even when 

he was a young man. Bridges, who is also a musician, comes from a 

distinguished acting family, including his father Lloyd and brother 

Beau. Jeff received his first Oscar nod (out of a total of six to date) 

when he was only 22 (for The Last Picture Show). He has been a 

darling of critics almost from the start. Pauline Kael said of him: “He 

may be the most natural and least self-conscious screen actor that 

has ever lived.” In fact, he’s such an artless performer that we seldom 

are able to see his technique, even for stylized performances like 

“The Dude” in The Big Lebowski (also by the Coen brothers), perhaps 

his most famous role. Of course, “artless” work requires a lot of 

art—art that effaces itself on the screen. His funny and endearing 

performance as Rooster Cogburn in True Grit was almost universally 

praised. Rottentomatoes.com, a website that compiles critical 

reception, awarded the western a 96 percent positive score. Bridges 

is also deeply involved in the End Hunger Network, a humanitarian 

organization he helped to establish.  (Skydance)

Helen Mirren, an actress of incomparable artistic skill, 

has won more acting awards than she can probably 

count. Like most major British actors, she has 

distinguished herself in television, film, and live theater. Her 

recurring role as the alcoholic police detective Jane Tennison in 

the TV series, Prime Suspect, was lavishly praised. On the stage, 

she has performed many classic dramatists, including Chekhov, 

Strindberg, Turgenev, and a great deal of Shakespeare—his 

tragedies, comedies, and history plays. She won an American 

 Oscar for her subtle portrait of Queen Elizabeth II in this 

movie. The elderly monarch, prim, dowdy, and sometimes 

comically rigid, is nonetheless sympathetically drawn—a 

decent woman steeped in a sense of duty, responsibility, and 

self-sacrifice. Mirren wept when she saw the frumpy, boring 

clothes she had to wear for the role.  (Pathé)

Character actors are the unsung heroes of the profession. What they lack in 

glamour they usually make up in versatility and longevity. Since they don’t 

trade in on their slick looks, they can continue acting well into old age. 

Character actors usually look like real people, not movie stars. They’re often 

average looking, or overweight, or otherwise unextraordinary. But once they get 

into character, there’s nothing ordinary about them: They command the camera.

6–19

6–19a  TRUE GRIT (U.S.A., 2010) 

with Jeff Bridges, written and directed 

by Joel and Ethan Coen.

6–19b  THE QUEEN (Britain,

2006) with Helen Mirren, directed by 

Stephen Frears.



Viola Davis is one of the leading African American actors of her 

generation. She has worked in film and television as well as the New York 

stage, where she has won two Tony Awards. A graduate of the prestigious 

Juilliard School, she won an Oscar nomination for her brief cameo role in Doubt 

(2008). Her performance as the nurturing maid, Aibbileen Clark, in this film also 

won her an Academy Award nomination as Best Actress (opposite her good 

friend, Meryl Streep, who won). Even today, the kind of roles offered to black 

performers tend to be limited. As Davis pointed out, “You’re not doing the Irish 

and Scottish accents they taught at Juilliard. In the real world, you’re doing 

Ebonics and Jamaican.” Nonetheless, even within this limited range, Davis 

always manages to project a sense of decency and humanity.  (Dreamworks)

Kathy Bates is a powerful dramatic 

actress and a hilarious comic artist. 

She can be sexually  aggressive, 

funny, and bossy, as in this film, or 

controlling and obsessive, like the scary 

wacko in Misery, which netted her an Oscar. 

What she never is is boring or predictable. 

Her presence in a movie is a virtual 

guarantee of a good time.  (New Line)

6–19d  ABOUT SCHMIDT 
(U.S.A., 2002) with Kathy Bates, 

directed by Alexander Payne.

6–19c  THE HELP (U.S.A., 2011) 

with Viola Davis, directed by  

Tate Taylor.
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The top box-office attractions tend to be personality stars. They stay on top by being them-
selves, not by trying to impersonate anyone. Gable insisted that all he did in front of the camera 
was to “act natural.” Similarly, Marilyn Monroe was always at her best when she played roles 
that exploited her indecisiveness, her vulnerability, and her pathetic eagerness to please.

On the other hand, there have been many stars who refuse to be typecast and attempt the 
widest array of roles possible. Such actor stars as Johnny Depp and Reese Witherspoon have 
sometimes undertaken unpleasant character roles rather than conventional leads to expand 
their range, for variety and breadth have traditionally been the yardsticks by which great acting 
is measured.

Many stars fall somewhere between the two extremes, veering toward personality in some 
films, toward impersonation in others. Such gifted performers as James Stewart, Cary Grant, 
and Audrey Hepburn played wider variations of certain types of roles. Nonetheless, we couldn’t 
imagine a star like Hepburn playing a woman of weak character or a coarse or stupid woman, 
so firmly entrenched was her image as an elegant and rather aristocratic female. Similarly, most 
people know what’s meant by “the Clint Eastwood type.”

The artist as entrepreneur. Rapper/actor/producer/

writer/composer/director Ice Cube (real name: 

O’Shea Jackson) has managed his career with 

admirable shrewdness. As a rap recording artist, he has 

had several platinum-plus albums. But his future lies in 

cinema. “Rap is a young man’s game,” he has said, “I can 

do bigger and better things with movies.” He’s already 

done a lot. In 1998 he set up his own production 

company, Cube Vision. He has produced dozens of TV 

programs in addition to acting in many of them. He has 

acted in thirty-two films, in both comic and serious roles. 

He has composed forty-nine soundtracks. In addition, he’s 

produced nine movies, including the highly successful 

Friday comedies, which have grossed over $100 million. 

He has also written seven screenplays and directed two 

films. Because he has a feel for “neighborhood” films, 

MGM asked him to work on the script of the ensemble 

comedy Barber Shop and serve as its producer. It was 

modestly budgeted ($12 million), and ended up grossing 

over $75 million. Like most of his films and TV shows, it 

has a strong flavor of the ’hood, with frequent flights of 

irreverent humor, rich characterizations, and lots of heart. 

The quintessence of Soul.  (State Street Pictures/Cube 

Vision. Photo: Tracy Bennett)

6–20  BARBER SHOP (U.S.A., 2002) 

with Ice Cube, directed by Tim Story.
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The distinction between a professional actor and a star is not based on technical skill, but 
on mass popularity. By definition, a star must have enormous personal magnetism, a riveting 
quality that commands our attention. Few public personalities have inspired such deep and 
widespread affection as the great movie stars. Some are loved because they embody such tradi-
tional American values as plain speaking, integrity, and idealism: Gary Cooper and Tom Hanks 
are examples of this type. Others are identified with anti-establishment images and include 
such celebrated loners as Bogie, Clint Eastwood, and Jack Nicholson. Players such as Cary 
Grant and Carole Lombard are so captivating in their charm that they’re fun to watch in almost 
anything. And of course, many of them are spectacularly good-looking: Names like Angelina 
Jolie and George Clooney are virtually synonymous with godlike beauty.

Sophisticated filmmakers exploit the public’s affection for its stars by creating ambiguous 
tensions between a role as written, as acted, and as directed. “Whenever the hero isn’t portrayed 
by a star the whole picture suffers,” Hitchcock observed. “Audiences are far less concerned 
about the predicament of a character who’s played by someone they don’t know.” When a star 
rather than a conventional actor plays a role, much of the characterization is automatically 
fixed by the casting; but what the director and star then choose to add to the written role is 
what constitutes its full dramatic meaning. Some directors have capitalized on the star system 
with great artistic effectiveness, especially studio-era filmmakers (6–22a).

Actor Jack Lemmon once recounted a 

visit he paid to Edmund Gwenn, an 

elderly character  actor who was dying of 

cancer in a hospital. “Is it hard to die?” Lemmon 

asked respectfully. “Yes,” Gwenn replied, “but 

not as hard as comedy.” Comic performers 

almost never receive as much respect or prestige as straight dramatic actors. (Ever notice 

how few comic performers receive the big acting awards?) Nonetheless, virtually every actor 

will admit that comic roles tend to be tougher to perform than most dramatic parts. The 

Wedding Crashers is about two best friends and business partners (pictured) who attend 

weddings uninvited because it’s an easy way to meet women—not to speak of good food, 

booze, music, dancing, and a party atmosphere. “Owen and Vince play off each other so 

well that they reminded me of Abbott and Costello,” said director Dobkin. “They are a great 

comedy team because Owen has a very slow methodical delivery and Vince is like a machine 

gun. Their energy levels and timing were always spot-on and they’re definitely two of the 

best comedians out there today.”  (New Line. Photo: Richard Cartwright)
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6–21  THE WEDDING CRASHERS 
(U.S.A., 2005) with Vince Vaughn and 

Owen Wilson, directed by David Dobkin.



Perhaps Hitchcock’s greatest genius was how he 

managed to outwit the system while still succeeding 

brilliantly at the box office. For example, Hitchcock 

knew that a star in the leading role virtually guaranteed the 

commercial success of his pictures. But he liked to push his 

stars to the dark side—to explore neurotic, even psychotic 

undercurrents that often subverted the star’s established 

iconography. Everyone loved Jimmy Stewart as the 

stammering, decent, all-American idealist, best typified by 

It’s a Wonderful Life. In this movie, Stewart’s character is 

obsessed with a romantic idealization of a mysterious woman 

(Novak). He’s convinced himself that he’s desperately in 

love—ironically, with a woman who’s a fiction. Within the 

generic format of a detective thriller, Hitchcock is able to 

explore the obsessions, delusions, and desperate need that 

many people call love.  (Paramount Pictures)

Marilyn Monroe has been the subject of thousands of articles 

and books, and today, more than fifty years after her death, 

she remains an object of fascination with the public, an icon of 

popular culture. After intensely researching her role for this film 

(based on a memoir by Colin Clark), Michelle Williams concluded: 

“Marilyn Monroe was a character she played. It was an invention.” In 

an interview with Entertainment Weekly, Williams added: “A lot of 

people assumed she really walked like that or had a voice like that. But 

it was something she honed and studied.” Williams also noted that 

Marilyn favored dresses that hugged her hips and were cut off at the 

knees, thus constricting her legs so that she couldn’t take very big 

steps. Hence, the sexy walk. This movie recounts her life during the 

tense times of filming The Prince and the Showgirl (1957) in England, 

directed by Laurence Olivier, who was also her costar. Olivier hated the 

entire experience and was disgusted by Monroe’s lack of 

professionalism—her constant tardiness, her frequent absences from 

the set when the entire cast and crew had to wait hours for her to 

show up, if she showed at all. In reality, she was paralyzed by stage 

fright (a life-long terror), intimidated by the famous British actors who 

were also in the cast, and insecure about memorizing her lines, 

another life-long problem. In addition, her marriage to playwright 

Arthur Miller was deteriorating, and, of course, all the drugs she was 

taking were making these problems worse. What many people didn’t 

know was Monroe was a passionate believer in equal rights, rights for 

blacks and for the poor and disenfranchised. In her last published 

interview, she spoke of these issues, and said, “End the interview with 

what I believe. Please don’t make me a joke.”  (BBC Films)
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6–22a  VERTIGO (U.S.A., 1958)

with James Stewart and Kim Novak, 

directed by Alfred Hitchcock.

6–22b Publicity photo of 
Michelle Williams in MY WEEK 
WITH MARILYN (Britain/U.S.A., 2011) 

directed by Simon Curtis.
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Perhaps the ultimate glory for a star is to become an icon in American popular mythology. 
Like the gods and goddesses of ancient times, some stars are so universally known that one 
name alone is enough to evoke an entire complex of symbolic associations—“Marilyn,” for 
example. Unlike the conventional actor (however gifted), the star automatically suggests ideas 
and emotions that are deeply embedded in his or her persona. These undertones are deter-
mined not only by the star’s previous roles, but often by his or her actual personality as well. 
Naturally, over the course of many years, this symbolic information can begin to drain from 
public consciousness, but the iconography of a great star like Gary Cooper becomes part of 
a shared experience. As the French critic Edgar Morin has pointed out, when Cooper played 
a character, he automatically “gary-cooperized” it, infusing himself into the role and the role 
into himself. Because audiences felt a deep sense of identification with Coop and the values he 
symbolized, in a sense they were celebrating themselves—or at least their spiritual selves. The 
great originals are cultural archetypes, and their box-office popularity is an index of their suc-
cess in synthesizing the aspirations of an era. As a number of cultural studies have shown, the 
iconography of a star can involve communal myths and symbols of considerable complexity 
and emotional richness.

Styles of Acting
Acting styles differ radically, depending on period, genre, tone, national origins, and  directorial 
emphasis. Such considerations are the principal means by which acting styles are classified. 
Even within a given category, however, generalizations are, at best, a loose set of expectations, 
not Holy Writ. For example, the realist–formalist dialectic that has been used as a classification 
aid throughout this book can also be applied to the art of acting, but there are many varia-
tions and subdivisions. These terms are also subject to different interpretations from period 
to period. Lillian Gish was regarded as a great realistic actress in the silent era, but by today’s 
standards, her performances look rather ethereal. In a parallel vein, the playing style of Klaus 
Kinski in such movies as Aguirre, the Wrath of God (6–23) is stylized, but compared to an 
extreme form of expressionistic acting, such as that of Conrad Veidt in The Cabinet of Dr. 

Caligari (7–16), Kinski is relatively realistic. It’s a matter of degree.
Classifying acting styles according to national origins is also likely to be misleading, at least 

for those countries that have evolved a wide spectrum of styles, such as Japan, the United States, 
and Italy. For example, the Italians (and other Mediterranean peoples) are said to be theatrical 
by national temperament, acting out their feelings with animation, as opposed to the reserved 
deportment of the Swedes and other Northern Europeans. But within the Italian cinema alone, 
these generalizations are subject to considerable modification. Southern Italian characters tend 
to be acted in a manner that conforms to the volatile Latin stereotype, as can be seen in the 
movies of Lina Wertmüller (6–24). Northern Italians, on the other hand, are usually played 
with more restraint and far less spontaneity, as the works of Antonioni demonstrate.

Genre and directorial emphasis also influence acting styles significantly. For example, in 
such stylized genres as the samurai film, Toshiro Mifune is bold, strutting, and larger than life, 
as in Kurosawa’s Yojimbo. In a realistic contemporary story like High and Low (also directed by 
Kurosawa), Mifune’s performance is all nuance and sobriety.

The art of silent acting encompasses a period of only some fifteen years or so, for though 
movies were being produced as early as 1895, most historians regard Griffith’s The Birth of a 

Nation (1915) as the first indisputable masterpiece of the silent cinema. The changeover to 
sound was virtually universal by 1930. Within this brief span, however, a wide variety of playing 
styles evolved, ranging from the detailed, underplayed realism of Gibson Gowland in Greed,

to the grand, ponderous style of such tragedians as Emil Jannings in The Last Command. The 
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Expressionistic acting is generally associated with 

the German cinema—a cinema of directors, rarely 

actors. Stripped of individualizing details, this style 

of acting stresses a symbolic concept rather than a 

believable three-dimensional character. It is presentational 

rather than representational, a style of extremes rather 

than norms. Psychological complexity is replaced by a 

stylized thematic essence. For example, Kinski’s portrayal 

of a Spanish conquistador is conceived in terms of a 

treacherous serpent. His Dantean features a frozen mask 

of ferocity, Aguirre can suddenly twist and coil like a cobra 

poised for a strike.  (Werner Herzog Filmproduktion)

Farcical acting is one of the most difficult 

and misunderstood styles of performance. 

It requires an intense comic exaggeration 

and can easily become tiresome and mechanical if 

the farceur is not able to preserve the humanity of 

the character. Here, Giannini plays a typical ethnic 

stereotype—a sleazy, heavy-lidded Lothario who, in an act of sexual revenge, 

embarks on a campaign to seduce the unlovely wife of the man who has 

cuckolded him. Giannini was Wertmüller’s favorite actor, and he appeared in 

many of her movies. Other famous actor–director teams include Dietrich and 

Sternberg, Wayne and Ford, Ullmann and Bergman, Bogart and Huston, Mifune 

and Kurosawa, Léaud and Truffaut, De Niro and Scorsese, and many more.  (EIA)

6–24  THE SEDUCTION OF MIMI 
(Italy, 1972) with Elena Fiore and Giancarlo 

Giannini, directed by Lina  Wertmüller.

6–23  AGUIRRE, THE WRATH OF 
GOD (West Germany, 1972) with Klaus 

Kinski, directed by Werner Herzog.
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great silent clowns like Chaplin, Keaton, Harold Lloyd, Harry Langdon, and Laurel and Hardy 
also developed highly personal styles that bear only a superficial resemblance to each other.

A popular misconception about the silent cinema is that all movies were photographed and 
projected at “silent speed”—sixteen frames per second (fps). In fact, silent speed was highly 
variable, subject to easy manipulation because cameras were hand cranked. Even within a 
single film, not every scene was necessarily photographed at the same speed. Generally speak-
ing, comic scenes were undercranked to emphasize speed, whereas dramatic scenes were over-
cranked to slow down the action, usually twenty or twenty-two fps. Because most present-
day projectors feature only two speeds—sixteen silent and twenty-four sound—the original 
rhythms of the performances are violated. This is why actors in silent dramas can appear jerky 
and slightly ludicrous. In comedies, this distortion can enhance the humor, which is why the 
performances of the silent clowns have retained much of their original charm. Outside the 
comic repertory, however, due allowances must be made for the distortions of technology.

The most popular and critically admired player of the silent cinema was Chaplin. The wide 
variety of comic skills he developed in his early years of vaudeville made him the most versatile 
of the clowns. In the area of pantomime, no one approached his inventiveness. Critics waxed 
eloquently on his balletic grace, and even the brilliant dancer Vaslav Nijinsky proclaimed 
Chaplin his equal. His ability to blend comedy with pathos was unique. George Bernard Shaw, 
the greatest living playwright of this era, described  Chaplin as “the only genius developed in 
motion pictures.” After viewing Chaplin’s  powerful—and very funny—performance in City 

Lights, the fastidious critic Alexander Woolcott, who otherwise loathed movies, said, “I would 
be prepared to defend the proposition that this darling of the mob is the foremost living artist.”

A film’s tone dictates its acting style. Tone is 

determined primarily by genre, dialogue, and 

the director’s attitude toward the dramatic 

materials. The original audiences of The Rocky Horror 

Picture Show were put off by its perversely campy wit 

and its spirit of mockery. The straight world and its 

values are mercilessly assaulted by the movie’s  garish 

theatricality. The film has long been a cult favorite, 

grossing over $80 million on the midnight movie circuit 

of college towns and large cities. Most cult movies 

appeal to our subversive instincts, our desire to see 

conventional morality trashed.  (20th Century Fox)

6–25  THE ROCKY HORROR 
PICTURE SHOW (Britain, 1975) with 

Tim Curry, directed by Jim Sharman.
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Greta Garbo perfected a romantic style of acting that had its roots in the silent cinema and 
held sway throughout the 1930s. Critics have sometimes referred to this mode of performance 
as star acting. “What, when drunk, one sees in other women, one sees in Garbo sober,” said 
the British critic Kenneth Tynan. Almost invariably, MGM cast her as a woman with a mysteri-
ous past: mistress, courtesan, the “other woman”—the essence of the Eternal Female. Her face, 
in addition to being stunningly beautiful, could unite conflicting emotions, withholding and 
yielding simultaneously, like a succession of waves rippling across her features. Tall and slender, 
she moved gracefully, her collapsed shoulders suggesting the exhaustion of a wounded butter-
fly. She could also project a provocative bisexuality, as in Queen Christina, where her resolute 
strides and masculine attire provide a foil to her exquisite femininity.

The most important British film actors are also the most prominent in the live theater. The 
British repertory system was the envy of the civilized world. Virtually every medium-sized city 
once had a resident drama company, where actors could learn their craft by playing a variety 
of roles from the classic repertory, especially the works of Shakespeare. As players improved, 
they rose through the ranks, attempting more complex roles. The best of them migrated to 
the larger cities, where the most prestigious theater companies were found. The discipline that 
most British actors acquired in this repertory system made them the most versatile of players. 
The finest of them were regularly employed in the theaters of London, which is also adjacent 
to the centers of film production in Britain. This centralization allowed them to move from the 
live theater to film to TV with a minimum of inconvenience. Today, British actors usually enter 
the profession via several years’ training at a recognized drama school, although the emphasis 
placed on stage acting in these institutions reflects the heritage of the old repertory system.

In the acting profession, playing Shakespeare is considered the artistic summit. If you can 
act in Shakespeare convincingly, the argument goes, you can act in anything, because Shake-
speare requires the broadest range of an actor’s technical skills and artistic insight. Shake-
speare’s language is 400 years old and so archaic that even highly literate people are likely to 
miss as much as a fourth of the dialogue. To recite the language clearly (which itself is no easy 
feat) is absolutely mandatory. But that’s not enough: The dialogue must be spoken with feeling 
by flesh-and-blood human beings. That’s a lot tougher. Take Hamlet’s final speech at the end of 
Act II, when he gives vent to his self-contempt for not avenging his father’s murder:

Why, what an ass am I! This is most brave
That I, the son of a dear murthered,
Prompted to my revenge by heaven and hell,
Must like a whore unpack my heart with words,
And fall a-cursing like a very drab,
A scullion! Fie upon it, foh!

Because the dialogue is in verse, the actor must avoid the temptation of a singsong  monotony 
on the one hand, or at the other extreme, to deliver the musical lines with a prosey inflection in 
an effort to make the speech sound more “realistic.” The language must be pronounced crisply 
or the audience will never be able to make out such odd words as “murthered,” “drab,” and 
“scullion.” The actor must be skilled enough to convey the emotional content of these words 
even though most modern audiences are not likely to know their precise meaning. “Fie” and 
“foh” were common interjections to express disapproval in Shakespeare’s day, but of course no 
one uses these expressions today. In short, it takes more than technique, intelligence, and chutz-
pah to successfully play a role as tough as Hamlet. It takes a kind of genius (6–26b).

British acting has traditionally tended to favor a mastery of externals, based on close ob-
servation, with players being trained in diction, movement, makeup, dialects, fencing, dancing, 
body control, and ensemble acting. For example, Laurence Olivier always built his characters 
from the outside in. He molded his features like a sculptor or painter. “I do not search the 
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Behaving versus Performing. Realistic film 

acting is often a matter of subtle nuances, 

a snapshot of a fleeting moment. The actor 

seems to be unaware of the camera, or anything 

but his own private thoughts. There is no need to 

project out to the audience in shots such as these, 

for the essence of the performance is a sense of 

the character’s total self-absorption: He thinks 

nobody’s watching.  (Universal Pictures. Photo: 

Francois Duhamel)

Above all, British actors have perfected the art of reciting highly stylized 

dialogue–the language of Shakespeare, Wilde, and Shaw–without violating 

the believability of their characters.  Because of their great literary heritage, 

British performers are almost universally considered unsurpassed masters of 

period styles of acting. Kenneth Branagh is one of the leading Shakespearean 

actors of his generation. In the grand tradition of Laurence Olivier and Orson 

Welles, he is also a gifted stage and film director. This ambitious uncut version of 

Hamlet, though too long, is filled with bravura flashes of brilliance, such as this 

scene, near the end of Act II, when Hamlet is totally disgusted by the decadence of 

the court and seethes at his own lack of resolve to do something—anything—to 

avenge his father’s  murder.  (Castle Rock/Turner Pictures)

6–26a  JARHEAD (U.S.A., 2005) 

with Jake Gyllenhaal, directed by  

Sam Mendes.

6–26b  HAMLET (Britain, 1996)

with Kenneth Branagh, directed  

by Branagh.
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character for parts that are already in me,” he explained, “but go out and find the personality I 
feel the author created.” Like most British actors of his generation, Olivier had a keen memory 
for details: “I hear remarks in the street or in a shop and I retain them. You must constantly 
observe: a walk, a limp, a run; how a head inclines to one side when listening; the twitch of an 
eyebrow; the hand that picks the nose when it thinks no one is looking; the mustache puller; 
the eyes that never look at you; the nose that sniffs long after the cold has gone.”

Makeup for Olivier was magical. He loved hiding his real features behind beards, false com-
plexions, fake noses, and wigs. “If you’re wise,” he warned, “you always take off the part with 
your makeup.” He also prided himself on his ability to mimic dialects: “I always go to endless 
trouble to learn American accents, even for small television parts. If it’s north Michigan, it’s 
bloody well got to be north Michigan.”

Olivier kept his body in peak condition. Even as an old man, he continued running and 
lifting weights. When illness curbed these forms of exercises, he took to swimming. At the age 
of 78, he was still swimming half a mile almost every morning. “To be fit should be one of the 
actor’s first priorities,” he insisted. “To exercise daily is of utmost importance. The body is an 
instrument which must be finely tuned and played as often as possible. The actor should be 
able to control it from the tip of his head to his little toe” (quotes are from Laurence Olivier on 

Acting [New York: Simon & Schuster, 1986]). Contemporary British acting has moved beyond 
this classical style (6–27).

Mike Leigh prefers to work with 

many of the same actors from film 

to film, much like a cinematic 

repertory company. They rehearse 

extensively, improvising much of their 

dialogue and reshaping the script with 

their insights and discoveries. The result of this artistic collaboration is a 

 performance style of extraordinary intimacy, spontaneity, and humanity. They 

just don’t look or sound like actors—they seem to be real people with real 

hang-ups. In Secrets & Lies, the  protagonist (Blethyn) always manages to find 

the worst possible moment to embarrass or shock her family. Weepy, self-

pitying, grotesquely funny, and desperately needy, she manages to repel us even 

while enlisting our compassion. It is only one of several great performances in 

the movie. The acting is also a far cry from the pear-shaped tones and precise 

diction of traditional British acting techniques. With Leigh’s actors, you don’t 

notice the technique: just the raw  emotions.  (Ciby 2000/Channel 4)

6–27  SECRETS & LIES (Britain,

1996) with Brenda Blethyn (extreme right), 

written and directed by Mike Leigh.
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Marlon Brando once described acting as “a 

desperate tap dance.” A performer must do 

something inventive and compelling with his 

role if he is to stand out, Brando believed. It’s not 

enough to just show up and be good-looking and 

charming. Well, not always. For example, the cast of 

this film featured many non professionals from the 

actual slums of Mumbai, India. The film also featured a 

handful of experienced actors in the major roles. The 

two lovers are portrayed by  Patel, who is British, but of 

Indian descent, and Pinto, who is Indian, but whose 

professional career was primarily in modeling. He had 

done a little acting prior to this role, but she had done 

virtually none. Yet their tender love scenes are 

believable—touching and innocent and sweet. 

Sometimes youth, good looks, and charm can be 

enough.  (Film 4/Celador Films/Pathé)

Zinnemann was a master of subtexts, most subtly in 

this film, which deals with the life of a missionary 

nursing nun, Sister Luke (Hepburn). While on 

assignment in Africa, she meets a dedicated surgeon, Dr. 

Fortunati (Finch). He’s a nonbeliever, but a man she respects 

and admires. Gradually he begins to fall in love with her, 

growing more frustrated with her religious vows, with her 

life that he feels is “against nature.” But his is a love that’s 

doomed never to be spoken of, for he knows she has 

committed herself to a life of service to God. We must read 

between the lines to understand their complex feelings: 

They’re found not in the text, but in the subtext, in the 

realm of the unspeakable. See also Arthur Nolletti, Jr., 

“Spirituality and Style in The Nun’s Story,” in The Films of 

Fred Zinnemann, edited by Nolletti (Albany: State University 

of New York Press, 1999).  (Warner Bros. )

6–28a  SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE 
(Britain, 2008) with Dev  Patel and Freida 

Pinto, directed by Danny Boyle.

6–28b  THE NUN’S STORY (U.S.A.,

1959) with Audrey Hepburn and Peter 

Finch, directed by Fred Zinnemann.
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Acting styles are determined in part by a player’s 

energy level. High-voltage performers like Cagney 

usually project out to the audience, commanding 

our attention with a bravura style. Much of our pleasure 

in a Cagney performance is watching him “struttin’ his 

stuff.” He was a highly kinetic performer, expressing his 

character’s emotions through movement. His dancing is 

exhilarating—cocky, sexy, and funny. Even in dramatic 

roles, he is seldom at rest—edgy, punctuating the air 

with his hand gestures, prancing on the balls of his feet. 

“Never settle back on your heels,” was his credo. “Never 

relax. If you relax, the audience relaxes.” Other high-

energy performers include Harold Lloyd, Katharine 

Hepburn, Bette Davis, Gene Kelly, George C. Scott, 

Barbra Streisand, James Woods, Joe Pesci, Jim Carrey, 

and Vince Vaughn.  (Warner Bros. )

Low-key performers like Deneuve are 

sometimes said to work “small” or “close 

to the lens.” Rather than projecting out to 

the audience, these performers allow the camera 

to tune in on their behavior, which is seldom 

exaggerated for dramatic effect. Eyewitness 

accounts of Deneuve’s acting usually stress how 

little she seems to be working. The subtleties are 

apparent only at very close range. Other players 

in this mode include Harry Langdon, Spencer Tracy, Henry Fonda, Marilyn 

Monroe, Montgomery Clift, Kevin Costner, Jack Nicholson (usually), Winona 

Ryder, and Tobey Maguire. Of course, dramatic context is all-important in 

determining an actor’s energy level.  (Paris Film/Five Film)

6–29a  YANKEE DOODLE DANDY 
(U.S.A., 1942) with James Cagney, directed 

by Michael Curtiz.

6–29b  BELLE DE JOUR (France/

Italy, 1967) with Catherine Deneuve 

(right), directed by Luis Buñuel.
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The post–World War II era tended to emphasize realistic styles of acting. In the early 1950s, 
a new interior style of acting, known as “the Method,” or “the System,” was introduced to 
American movie audiences. It was commonly associated with director Elia Kazan. Kazan’s On 

the Waterfront was a huge success and a virtual showcase for this style of performance. It has 
since become the dominant style of acting in the American cinema as well as the live the-
ater. The Method was an offshoot of a system of training actors and rehearsing that had been 
developed by Constantin Stanislavsky at the Moscow Art Theater. Stanislavsky’s ideas were 
widely adopted in New York theater circles, especially by the Actors Studio in New York, which 
received much publicity during the 1950s because it had developed such well-known graduates 
as Marlon Brando, James Dean, Julie Harris, Paul Newman, and many others.

Kazan cofounded and taught at the Actors Studio until 1954, when he asked his  former 
mentor, Lee Strasberg, to take over the organization. Within a short period, Strasberg became 
the most celebrated acting teacher in America, and his former students were—and still are—
among the most famous performers in the world.

Pain as pleasure. One of the paradoxes of art is that the misfortunes of the 

characters are somehow transformed into something powerful, moving, and 

spiritually illuminating. This movie is set in war-torn Italy during World War 

II. Loren’s character and her 13-year-old daughter are violently gang-raped on a 

deserted road. It’s a brutal coming-of-age for the girl, and for the mother, a bitter 

realization that we can’t always protect our children, no matter how cautious we 

are. Like most of the great Italian neorealist films, Two Women doesn’t offer any 

cheap comfort at the end, only a sense of spiritual solidarity with two deeply 

wronged human beings. Loren’s performance is devastating, transcendent. In 

addition to a Best Actress Academy Award, she also won the New York Film Critics’ 

Award and the top acting prize at the Cannes Film Festival.  (CCC/Cocinor/SGC)

6–30  TWO WOMEN (Italy, 1960)

with Sophia Loren, directed by   

Vittorio De Sica.
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The central credo of Stanislavsky’s system was, “You must live the part every moment you 
are playing it.” He rejected the tradition of acting that emphasized externals. He believed that 
truth in acting can only be achieved by exploring a character’s inner spirit, which must be 
fused with the actor’s own emotions. One of the most important techniques he developed is 
emotional recall, in which an actor delves into his or her own past to discover feelings that are 
analogous to those of the character. “In every part you do,” Julie Harris explained, “there is 
some connection you can make with your own background or with some feeling you’ve had at 
one time or another.” Stanislavsky’s techniques were strongly psychoanalytical: By exploring 
their own subconscious, actors could trigger real emotions, which are recalled in every perfor-
mance and transferred to the characters they are playing. He also devised techniques for help-
ing actors focus their concentration on the “world” of the play—its concrete details. In some 
form or another, these techniques are probably as old as the acting profession itself, but Stan-
islavsky was the first to systematize them with exercises and methods of analysis (hence the 
terms the System and the Method). He didn’t think that inner truth and emotional sincerity were 
sufficient. He insisted that actors need to master the externals as well, particularly for classic 
plays, which require a somewhat stylized manner of speaking, moving, and wearing costumes.

Stanislavsky was famous for his lengthy rehearsal periods, in which players were encour-
aged to improvise with their roles to discover the resonances of the text—the  subtext, which is 
analogous to Freud’s concept of the subconscious. Kazan and other Method-oriented directors 
used this concept in directing movies: “The film director knows that beneath the surface of 
his screenplay there is a subtext, a calendar of intentions and feelings and inner events. What 
appears to be happening, he soon learns, is rarely what is happening. The subtext is one of 
the film director’s most valuable tools. It is what he directs.” Spoken dialogue is secondary for 
Method players. To capture a character’s “inner events,” actors sometimes “throw away” their 
lines, choke on them, or even mumble. Throughout the 1950s, Method actors like Brando and 
Dean were ridiculed by some critics for mumbling their lines.

A master of psychological nuances, Ozu 

believed that in the art of acting, less is 

more. He  detested melodramatic excesses 

and demanded the utmost realism from his players, 

who frequently chafed at his criticism that they 

were “acting” too much. He avoided using stars and 

often cast against type so audiences would view the 

characters with no preconceptions. He usually chose 

his players according to their personality rather 

than their acting ability. Above all, Ozu explored the 

conflict between individual wishes and social 

necessity. His scenes are often staged in public 

settings, where politeness and social decorum 

require the stifling of personal disappointment. Ozu 

often instructed his players not to move, to express 

their feelings only with their eyes. Note how the 

foreground character is privately miles away, while 

still conforming superficially to the decorum of the 

occasion. (Toho Company)

6–31  THE END OF SUMMER 
(Japan, 1961) directed by Yasujiro Ozu.
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A traditional distinction in acting styles is presentational 

versus representational. A presentational style openly 

acknowledges the audience. A character sometimes even 

addresses us directly, establishing an intimate rapport that excludes 

the other characters. The Chevalier character in this famous Lerner 

and Loewe musical is presentational. Note how he seems to act as an 

intermediary between the world of the movie (Paris, early 1900s) and 

the world of the audience.  (MGM)

A representational style is generally more 

 realistic and self-contained. The characters 

 inhabit their own separate world and 

never  acknowledge the presence of an audience or 

a camera. We are allowed to act as voyeurs and 

eavesdrop on their conversations, but actors 

 always perform as though no one is watching or 

listening. As this shot of a family crisis in North 

Country suggests, a representational style can 

seem invasive, prying into a private moment. 

(Warner Bros. Photo: Richard Foreman)

6–32a  GIGI (U.S.A., 1958) with 

Maurice Chevalier, Leslie Caron, and Louis 

Jourdan; directed by Vincente Minnelli.

6–32b  NORTH COUNTRY (U.S.A.,

2005) with Richard Jenkins,  Charlize 

Theron, and Sissy Spacek; directed by 

Niki Caro.
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Stanislavsky disapproved of the star system and individual virtuosity. In his own produc-
tions, he insisted on ensemble playing, with genuine interactions among the actor/characters. 
Players were encouraged to analyze all the specifics of a scene: What does the character really 
want? What is his or her history, or “backstory”? What has happened prior to the immediate 
moment? What time of day is it? And so on. When presented with a role utterly foreign to their 
experience, actors were urged to research the part so it would be understood in their guts as 
well as their minds. Method actors are famous for their ability to bring out the emotional in-
tensity of their characters. Method-oriented directors generally believe that a player must have 
a character’s experience within him or her, and they go to considerable lengths to learn about 
the personal lives of their players in order to use such details for characterization.

In the 1960s, the French New Wave directors—especially Godard and Truffaut—popular-
ized the technique of improvisation while their players were on camera. The resultant increase 
in realism was highly praised by critics. Of course, there was nothing new in the technique 
itself. Actors often improvised in the silent cinema, and it was the foundation of silent com-
edy. For example, Chaplin, Keaton, and Laurel and Hardy needed to know only the premise 
of a given scene. The comic details were improvised and later refined in the editing stage. The 
cumbersome technology of sound put an end to most of these practices. Method-trained actors 
use improvisation primarily as an exploratory rehearsal technique, but their performances are 
usually set when the camera begins to roll.

Godard and Truffaut, to capture a greater sense of discovery and surprise, would occasion-
ally instruct their players to make up their dialogue while a scene was actually being pho-
tographed. The flexible technology introduced by cinéma verité allowed these directors to 
capture an unprecedented degree of spontaneity. In Truffaut’s The 400 Blows, for example, the 
13-year-old protagonist (Jean-Pierre Léaud) is interviewed by a prison psychologist about his 
family life and sexual habits. Drawing heavily on his own experience, Léaud (who wasn’t in-
formed of the questions in advance) answers them with disarming frankness. Truffaut’s camera 
is able to capture the boy’s hesitations, his embarrassment, and his charming macho bravado. 
In one form or another, improvisation has become a valuable technique in the contemporary 
cinema. Such filmmakers as Robert Altman, Rainer Werner Fassbinder, and Martin Scorsese 
have used it with brilliant results.

Casting
Casting a movie is almost an art in itself. It requires an acute sensitivity to a player’s type, a 
convention inherited from the live theater. Most stage and screen performers are classified ac-
cording to role categories: leading men, leading ladies, character actors, juveniles, villains, light 
comedians, tragedians, ingenues, singing actors, dancing actors, and so on. Typing conventions 
are rarely violated. For example, even though homely people obviously fall in love, romantic 
roles are almost always performed by attractive players. Similarly, audiences are not likely to be 
persuaded by a player with an all-American iconography (like Bruce Willis) cast in European 
roles. Nor is one likely to accept a performer like Klaus Kinski as the boy next door, unless 
one lives in a very weird neighborhood. Of course, a player’s range is all-important in deter-
mining his or her type. Some, like Nicole Kidman, have extremely broad ranges, whereas oth-
ers, like Arnold Schwarzenegger, are confined to variations of the same two types: one comic,  
one menacing.

Typecasting was almost invariable in the silent cinema. In part, this was because characters 
tended toward allegorical types rather than unique individuals and often were even identified 
with a label: “The Man,” “The Wife,” “The Mother,” “The Vamp,” and so on. Blonde play-
ers were usually cast in parts emphasizing purity, earthy brunettes in erotic roles. Eisenstein 
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One of the most famous casting coups 

in film history is De Sica’s selection of 

Maggiorani and Staiola as an 

impoverished laborer and his idolizing son. Both 

were nonprofessionals. Maggiorani actually was 

a laborer and had difficulty finding a factory job 

after this movie. When De Sica was trying to 

finance the film, one producer agreed to put up 

the money provided that the leading role was 

played by Cary Grant! De Sica couldn’t imagine 

an elegant and graceful actor like Grant in the 

role, and the director wisely went elsewhere for 

his financing.  (Produzione De Sica)

As a leading man, Denzel Washington is reliably likable—decent, 

handsome, and all-American. But he’s often at his best when he 

plays against type, as in this film, where he plays a notorious 

Harlem gangster, Frank Lucas.  Lucas is menacing, unpredictable, and not 

afraid to use violence to get what he wants. Washington’s other famous 

against-type performances are as a crooked cop in Training Day, a role that 

won him a Best Actor Oscar, and as a drug-addicted airline pilot in Flight.

(Universal Pictures/Scott Free. Photo: David Lee)

6–33a  BICYCLE THIEVES (Italy,

1948) with Lamberto Maggiorani and Enzo 

Staiola, directed by Vittorio De Sica.

6–33b  AMERICAN  GANGSTER 
(U.S.A., 2007) with Denzel Washington, 

directed by Ridley Scott.
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Cukor’s version of Shakespeare’s play is 

an example of the disasters that can 

befall a movie when a director casts 

against type. The lovers are a far cry from the 

youngsters called for in the original. Shearer was 

37 when she played the 13-year-old Juliet; 

Howard as Romeo was 44. At 55, John Barrymore 

was preposterous as Mercutio, Romeo’s firebrand 

friend. The spectacle of middle-aged adults 

behaving so childishly makes the whole dramatic 

action seem ludicrous.  (MGM)

Zeffirelli’s version of the play is much 

more successful because he cast to type 

and awarded the roles to two teenagers. 

To be sure, Cukor’s actors speak the lines better, 

but Zeffirelli’s look truer. The differences 

between the ages of an actor and character are 

far more important on screen than on stage, for 

the cinematic close shot can be merciless in 

revealing age.  (Paramount Pictures)

6–34a  ROMEO AND JULIET 
(U.S.A., 1936) with Leslie Howard and 

Norma Shearer, directed by George Cukor.

6–34b  ROMEO AND JULIET 
(Britain/Italy, 1968) with Leonard Whiting 

and Olivia Hussey, directed by  

Franco Zeffirelli.
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In casting a movie, the director and producers 

must be sensitive to the “chemistry” or lack 

thereof between the leads. If the actors are 

merely going through the motions, the audience will 

sense their lack of rapport. In this film, the two leads 

are superbly matched. The protagonist (Allen) has been 

abandoned by her husband and has four teenage 

daughters to raise on her own. Her next-door neighbor 

(Costner) is a slightly disreputable ex-baseball player 

who often joins her in their mutual solace of alcohol. 

Even in this still photo, the sexual charge between them 

throws off sparks.  (New Line. Photo: Paul Chedlow)

When the story line of a movie is complicated and 

filled with many characters, sometimes well-known 

stars are cast even for smaller roles, so that the 

audience can follow the action without getting confused. 

This film is loosely based on the 2008 financial meltdown 

of a company like Lehman Brothers. It was the first act of 

the Great Recession, which not only bankrupted Lehman, 

but also such financial giants as Bear Sterns, not to speak 

of the millions of ordinary investors who lost as much as 

75 percent of their net worth. The events take place during 

a twenty-four-hour period in which senior management 

decides to sell off tens of millions of dollars worth of toxic 

assets, before the public finds out that they’re worthless. 

The fat cats of the company walk away with huge profits, 

while ordinary shareholders end up getting the shaft. In 

the real world, no one was ever prosecuted for their 

financial recklessness, or for cheating the public.   

(Before the Door Pictures)

6–35a  THE UPSIDE OF ANGER 
(U.S.A., 2004) with Joan Allen and Kevin 

Costner, written and directed by  

Mike Binder. 

6–35b Publicity poster for 
MARGIN CALL (U.S.A., 2011) 

directed by J. C. Chandor.
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Unfamiliar performers enjoy an obvious superiority over stars—the 

public has no way of guessing what kind of people they’re playing. 

Nonprofessional players and little-known actors can surprise us 

with astonishing revelations. In this movie, the character surprises send 

the story spinning into totally new directions. If the main characters had 

been played by personality stars, the audience would have guessed in 

advance what makes the characters tick, for the star system is usually a 

form of precharacterization. With actors like Davidson and Rea, we must 

judge the characters only as their bizarre tale unfolds.  (Palace Pictures)

Casting nonprofessional actors can be risky, 

for a performer’s physical stiffness and lack of 

vocal flexibility can be distracting, calling 

unwanted attention to the actor rather than the 

character. But there’s no doubt that nonprofessionals 

can be far more authentic, especially in strongly 

emotional films like this one. Pistereanu’s 

performance as a Romanian juvenile criminal is 

convincing precisely because he lacks technical polish, 

and in fact, sometimes seems to be out of control. 

Serban encouraged his young actor to try to actually 

feel how his character would feel in any given 

situation, not to worry about technical matters at all. 

The result was a performance of powerful emotional 

intensity, with no frills, no “artistry.”  (Strada Film)

6–36b  IF I WANT TO WHISTLE, 
I WHISTLE (Romania/Sweden, 2010) 

with George Pistereanu, directed by  

Florin Serban.

6–36a  THE CRYING GAME 
(Ireland/Britain, 1992) with Jaye Davidson 

and Stephen Rea, written and directed by 

Neil Jordan.
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insisted that players ought to be cast strictly to type and was  inclined to favor nonprofession-
als because of their greater authenticity. Why use an actor to impersonate a factory worker, he 
asked, when a filmmaker can use a real factory worker instead?

But trained actors resent being typed and often attempt to broaden their range. Sometimes 
it works, sometimes it doesn’t. Humphrey Bogart is a good example. For years, he was stereo-
typed as a tough, cynical gangster, until he joined forces with director John Huston, who cast 
him as the hard-boiled detective Sam Spade in The Maltese Falcon. Huston weaned him even 
further from his type in The Treasure of the Sierra Madre, in which Bogart played a crafty para-
noid, the prospector Fred C. Dobbs. The actor totally reversed his image in The African Queen,

in which he played Charlie Allnut, a lovable and funny drunk whose vulnerability endeared 
him to audiences and won Bogart an Academy Award for Best Actor. But in Beat the Devil,

Huston’s celebrated casting instincts deserted him when he used Bogart in a role beyond his 
powers—as a sophisticated adventurer stranded with a shabby assortment of rogues and loons. 
The witty tongue-in-cheek dialogue fell flat in Bogart’s self-conscious performance. A polished 
player like Cary Grant could have acted the part with much greater believability and grace.

“Casting is characterization,” Hitchcock pointed out. Once a role has been cast, especially 
with a personality star, the essence of the fictional character is already established. In a sense, 
stars are more “real” than other characters, which is why many people refer to a character by the 
actor’s name, rather than by the name of the person in the story. After working with Hitchcock 
on the script of Strangers on a Train, the novelist Raymond Chandler ridiculed the director’s 
method of characterization: “His idea of character is rather primitive,” Chandler complained: 
“Nice Young Man,” “Society Girl,” “Frightened Woman,” and so on. Like many literary types, 
Chandler believed that characterization must be created through language. He was insensitive 
to the other options available to a filmmaker. For example, Hitchcock was a cunning exploiter 
of the star system—a technique that has nothing to do with language. For his leading ladies, 
for instance, he favored elegant blondes with an understated sexuality and classy, ladylike man-
ners—in short, the Society Girl type. But there are great individual differences between such 
heroines as Joan Fontaine, Ingrid Bergman, and Grace Kelly, to mention only three of Hitch-
cock’s famous blondes.

Hitchcock’s casting is often meant to deceive. His villains were usually actors of enormous 
personal charm—like James Mason in North by Northwest. Hitchcock counted on the audi-
ence’s goodwill toward an established star, permitting his “heroes” to behave in ways that can 
only be described as morally dubious. In Rear Window, for example, James Stewart is literally a 
voyeur, yet we can’t bring ourselves to condemn such a wholesome type as Jimmy Stewart, the 
all-American boy (see 4–22). Audiences also assume that a star will remain in the movie until 
the final reel, at which point it’s permissible—though  seldom advisable—to kill him or her off. 
But in Psycho, the Janet Leigh character is brutally murdered in the first third of the film—a 
shocking violation of convention that jolts audiences out of their complacency. Sometimes 
Hitchcock cast awkward, self-conscious actors in roles requiring a note of evasive anxiety, like 
Farley Granger in Rope and Strangers on a Train. In cases such as these, self-conscious acting is 
precisely what is called for—it’s part of the characterization.

Many filmmakers believe that casting is so integral to character, they don’t even  begin work 
on a script until they know who’s playing the major roles. Yasujiro Ozu confessed, “I could no 
more write, not knowing who the actor was going to be, than an artist could paint, not know-
ing what color he was using.” Billy Wilder always tailored his dialogue to fit the personality 
of his players. When Montgomery Clift backed out of playing the lead in Sunset Boulevard,

Wilder rewrote the part to fit William Holden, who brought totally different character nuances 
to the role.

Like photography, mise en scène, movement, editing, and sound, acting is a kind of lan-
guage system. The filmmaker uses actors as a medium for communicating ideas and emotions. 
Merely by casting a performer like Lamberto Maggiorani rather than Cary Grant, Vittorio 
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De Sica radically altered the artistic impact of Bicycle Thieves. Not that Maggiorani is a bet-
ter actor than Grant. Quite the reverse is true, but their artistic skills are not in question here. 
What is involved is the utter authenticity of Maggiorani as  opposed to the complex iconog-
raphy of Grant, an iconography rich in glamour, wit, and sophistication—and hence totally 
inappropriate for the role. As we have seen, strongly iconographic stars such as Gary Cooper 
and Marilyn Monroe embody a complex network of emotional and ideological values, and 
these values are part of the filmmaker’s artistic statement.

In analyzing the acting in a movie, we should consider what type of actors are featured and 
why—amateurs, professionals, or popular stars? How are the actors treated by the director—as 
camera material or as artistic collaborators? How manipulative is the editing? Or are the ac-
tors allowed to recite their dialogue without a lot of cuts? Does the film highlight the stars or 
does the director encourage ensemble playing? What about the star’s iconography? Does he 
or she embody certain cultural values or does the star change radically from film to film, thus 
preventing any iconographic buildup? If the star is highly iconographic, what values does he 
or she embody? How does this cultural information function within the world of the movie? 
What style of acting predominates? How realistic or stylized is the acting style? Why were these 
actors cast? What do they bring with them to enhance their characters?

“Show me an actor with no personality, and I’ll 

show you someone who isn’t a star,” Katharine 

Hepburn once observed. In the contemporary 

cinema, Julia Roberts radiates personality. Beloved by the 

public for her spectacular good looks and captivating 

smile, she is an accomplished performer in straight 

dramatic roles. But she really shines in comedies, where 

her acting style is so spontaneous it hardly looks like she’s 

working. On her rare appearances on talk shows, she is 

funny, smart, and charming.  (Universal Pictures. Photo: 

Bob Marshak)
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6–37  ERIN BROCKOVICH 
(U.S.A., 2000) with Julia Roberts, 

directed by Steven Soderbergh.
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! Compare live theatre with film  

and describe how time, space,  

and language are used in  

each medium.

! Explain why it is easier to adapt a 

stage play to screen than to adapt 

a film for stage.

! Illustrate the role of the director  

in film and live theatre, and 

identify what makes some 

directors “auteurs.”

! Demonstrate how settings on  

stage and in film can act as 

symbolic extensions of theme  

and characterization.

! Show how costumes and makeup 

are used to create aspects of 

character and theme, and describe 

how lines and color can be used to 

suggest psychological qualities.

! Describe some of the costumes 

and settings film studios used 

during the golden age  

of Hollywood.

Learning Objectives

Blade Runner (U.S.A., 1982)

The function of the cinema is to reveal, to bring 

to light certain details that the stage would have 

left untreated.

André Bazin, Film Critic

(Warner Bros.) 

DRAMATIZATION 7
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Many people cling to the naive belief that stage drama and film are two aspects of the same art, 
only drama is “live,” whereas movies are “recorded.” Certainly, there are undeniable similarities 
between the two arts. Most obviously, both use action as a principal means of communication: 
What people do is a major source of meaning. Live theater and movies are also collaborative 
enterprises, involving the coordination of writers, directors, actors, and technicians. Drama and 
film are both social arts, exhibited before groups of people, and experienced publicly as well 
as individually. But films are not mere recordings of plays. The language systems of each are 
fundamentally different. For the most part, movies have a far broader range of techniques at 
their disposal.

Time, Space, and Language
In the live theater, time is less flexible than in movies. The basic unit of construction in the the-
ater is the scene, and the amount of dramatic time that elapses during a scene is roughly equal 
to the length of time it takes to perform. True, some plays traverse many years, but usually these 
years transpire “between curtains.” We’re informed that it is “seven years later” either by a stage 
direction or by the dialogue. The basic unit of construction in movies is the shot. Because the 
average shot lasts only eight or ten seconds (and can be as brief as a fraction of a second), the 
cinematic shot can lengthen or shorten time more subtly. Drama has to chop out huge blocks 
of time between the relatively few scenes and acts; films can expand or contract time between 
the many hundreds of shots. Theatrical time is usually continuous. It moves forward. Temporal 
dislocations like the flashback are rare in the live theater, but commonplace in movies.

Space in the live theater is also dependent on the basic unit of the scene. The action takes 
place in a unified area that has specific limits, usually defined by the proscenium arch. Drama, 
then, almost always deals with closed forms: We don’t imagine that the  action is being con-
tinued in the wings or the dressing rooms of the theater. The “proscenium arch” in film is the 
frame—a masking device that isolates objects and people only temporarily. Movies deal with 
a series of space fragments. Beyond the frame of a given shot, another aspect of the action waits 
to be photographed. A close-up of an object, for example, is generally a detail of a subsequent 
long shot, which will give us the context of the close-up. In the theater, it’s more difficult to 
withhold information in this manner.

In the live theater, the viewer remains in a stationary position. The distance between the au-
dience and the stage is constant. Of course, an actor can move closer to an audience, but com-
pared to the fluid space in the cinema, distance variation in the live theater is negligible. The 
film viewer, on the other hand, identifies with the camera’s lens, which is not immobilized in a 
chair. This identification permits the viewer to “move” in any direction and from any distance. 
An extreme close-up allows us to count the lashes of an eyelid; the extreme long shot per-
mits us to see miles in each direction. In short, the  cinema allows the spectator to feel mobile.

These spatial differences don’t necessarily favor one medium over the other. In the live 
theater, space is three dimensional, is occupied by tangible people and objects, and is therefore 
more lifelike. That is, our perception of space is essentially the same as in reality. The living 
presence of actors, with their subtle interactions—both with other actors and the audience—is 
impossible to duplicate in film. Movies provide us with a two- dimensional image of space and 
objects, and no interaction exists between the screen actors and the audience. For this reason, 
nudity is not so controversial an issue on the screen as in the live theater. On stage the naked 
people are real, whereas in movies they’re “only pictures” (7–3a).

The stage player interacts with viewers, establishing a delicate rapport with each different 
audience. The screen player, on the other hand, is inexorably fixed on celluloid: He or she can’t 
readjust to each audience, for the worlds of the screen and the viewer aren’t connected and 
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Enactment as meaning. Since ancient 

times, dramatic narratives have unfolded 

in terms of actions and reactions, not 

just spoken words. Words can’t be seen, actions 

can. In this sequence for example, the love/hate 

relationship between a mother and daughter is 

dramatized through a piano. The mother 

(Bergman, no relation to the director) is 

good-looking, clever, and charming. She’s also a 

world-class professional pianist, who spends 

most of her life on tour. The daughter—mousy, 

insecure, and desperately needy—plays a piece 

by Chopin while her mother listens. She really 

wants to like her daughter’s playing, but winces 

at her amateurish execution. Cautiously, the 

younger woman asks her mother’s opinion. 

Kindly but firmly, the mother executes the music 

as it ought to be played, objectively pointing out why certain sections need 

to be executed more subtly. As the daughter listens, her face grows dismayed, 

then disappointed, and finally filled with bitterness. We can see that these 

are probably festering enmities, extending back to the daughter’s childhood. 

They don’t need to talk about their feelings: We can see what’s happening 

between them through this symbolic enactment.  (Personafilm/Itc)

Many filmmakers prefer using a video 

assist monitor on their sets as a 

 quick-check device before actually 

shooting a scene on film stock. Stock is more 

expensive and not nearly so immediate in 

terms of feedback. By photographing a scene 

with a video camera, the director can correct 

any problems in the staging and mise en 

scène. The actors can check to see if their 

performances are too subdued or too broad or too whatever. The 

cinematographer can preview the lighting and camerawork. And the 

producers can see if their money is up there on the screen or going 

down the drain. When everyone is satisfied, they can then proceed to 

shoot the scene on movie stock. The video  run-through is like a 

preliminary sketch for a finished painting or a dress rehearsal for a 

stage play.  (Columbia Pictures. Photo:  Eric Liebowitz)

7–1a  AUTUMN SONATA 
(Sweden, 1978) with Ingrid Bergman 

and Liv Ullmann, written and directed by 

Ingmar Bergman.

7–1b Production photo from 
BOOTY CALL (U.S.A., 1997) with (front to 

rear) director Jeff Pollack and actor Jamie Foxx, 

coproducers John M. Eckert and John Morrissey, 

and (standing)  actor Tommy Davidson.
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Screen space can explore even microscopic areas: literally, 

through microcinematography, or figuratively, through 

special effects. The principal setting of this film—the 

interior of a human body—couldn’t possibly be duplicated on 

stage. To perform a delicate brain operation, several scientists are 

reduced to the size of bacteria. They travel through the patient’s 

bloodstream in a miniaturized submarine. This photo shows the 

crew’s only survivors floating in the area of the optic nerve as they 

frantically search for the patient’s eye so they can escape from his 

body before they return to normal size.  (20th Century Fox)

Don’t try this at home. Don’t even try this on a 

stage. Spectactular scenes like these two 

fighters hurtling through a blazing inferno are 

best confined to a movie set, where hundreds of 

off-screen technicians can guarantee the safety of the 

actors. Usually.  (Warner Bros. Photo: Kharen Hill)

On stage, this shot would not be very effective: The audience 

would be too far away to assimilate a mere few inches of  visual 

drama. On film, the shot is powerfully suspenseful because its 

mise en scène is defined (temporarily) by the frame, which 

foregrounds the subject matter in an intense close-up. The stage 

director’s space is much more restricted, and uniform from scene to 

scene. Movie directors can get very close or very far away with equal 

ease. (Paramount Pictures/Polygram. Photo:  Richard Foreman Jr)

7–2a  FANTASTIC VOYAGE (U.S.A.,

1966) art direction by Jack Martin Smith 

and Dale Hennesy, special effects by Art 

Cruickshank, directed by Richard Fleischer.

7–2b  THE RELIC (U.S.A., 1996)

with Penelope Ann Miller, directed by 

Peter Hyams.

7–2c  THE LORD OF THE RINGS: 
THE FELLOWSHIP OF THE RING 
(U.S.A., 2001) directed by Peter Jackson.

7–2d  ROMEO MUST DIE (U.S.A.,

2000) with Russell Wong and Jet Li, 

directed by Andrzej Bartkowiak.

Epic stories can be treated on the stage, but they are always 

stylized, miniaturized. Theatrical space is too constricted for a  

realistic presentation. This thrilling, thundering charge of warriers  

on horseback would be impossible to stage on the confines of even the largest 

theatrical stage.  (New Line/Saul Zaentz/Wing Nut. Photo: Pierre Vinet)
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Nudity is common in movies, rare in the live theater. 

A naked actor on stage often triggers off a public 

outcry, but because movies are “only pictures,” nudity 

seldom provokes much controversy except in puritanical 

communities. As a result, cinema has been able to exploit 

nakedness as a symbolic comment, a way of exploring 

universal impulses. For example, this “naughty” sex farce 

deals with a woman who loves two men, one a ghost. Her  

first husband (Wilker) was charming, exciting, and totally 

irresponsible. He died during one of his many sexual 

escapades, but his ghost—visible only to us and his former 

wife—returns to enjoy his conjugal prerogatives. Dona Flor’s 

second husband is decent and reliable, a good provider, a 

rock of stability. He’s also stupifyingly dull. To be totally 

happy, Dona Flor must satisfy both needs—for a dynamo in 

the bedroom and a pillar of society in the outside world. She 

accordingly manages to arrange an amiable, if somewhat 

ghostly, ménage à trois.  (Carnaval Unifilm/Coline/CCS)

7–3a  DONA FLOR AND HER 
TWO HUSBANDS (Brazil, 1977)

with José Wilker, Sonia Braga, and Mauro 

Mendonça; directed by Bruno Baretto.

7–3b  INDIANA JONES AND THE 
KINGDOM OF THE CRYSTAL SKULL 
(U.S.A., 2008) with Cate Blanchett and 

Harrison Ford, directed by Steven Spielberg.

Size matters. The stage director can bring an important character 

downstage, closer to the audience, but the character’s size is still 

not very different from the actors in the rear. Film directors enjoy 

much more flexibility in this respect, manipulating their mise en scène 

with greater subtlety. Notice how the villainess (Blanchett) dominates 

nearly half of the screen in this shot, reducing our captured hero to 

relative insignificance. The space that each occupies becomes a symbol of 

their dominance—or lack thereof.  (Paramount Pictures/Lucasfilm)
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continuous as they are in the live theater. Movies often seem dated because acting styles can’t 
be adjusted to newer audiences. Stage actors, on the other hand, can make even a 2,000-year-
old play seem fresh and relevant, for while the words remain the same, their interpretation and 
delivery can always be changed to conform with contemporary acting styles.

Because of the spatial differences, the viewer’s participation is different in each medium. 
In the live theater, the audience generally must be more active. All the visual elements are pro-
vided within a given space, so the viewer must sort out what’s essential from what’s incidental. 
Disregarding for the moment the importance of language in the theater, drama is a medium 
of low visual saturation. That is, the audience must fill in certain meanings in the absence of 
visual detail. A movie audience, on the other hand, is generally more passive. All the necessary 
details are provided by close-ups and by edited juxtapositions. Film, then, is a medium of high 
visual saturation—that is, the pictures are densely detailed with information, requiring little 
or no filling in.

Although both drama and film are eclectic arts, the theater is a narrower medium, one spe-
cializing in spoken language. Most of the meanings in the theater are found in words, which are 
densely saturated with information. For this reason, drama is generally considered a writer’s 
medium. The primacy of the text makes it a special branch of literature. In the live theater, we 
tend to hear before we see. The film director René Clair once noted that a blind person could 
still grasp the essentials of most stage plays. Movies, on the other hand, are generally regarded 
as a visual art and a director’s medium, for it is the director who creates the images. Clair 
observed that a deaf person could still grasp most of the essentials of a film. But these gener-
alizations are relative, for some movies—many of the works of Orson Welles, for example—are 
densely saturated, both visually and aurally.

Because plays stress the primacy of language, one of the major problems in adapting them 
to the screen is determining how much of the language is necessary in a predominantly vi-
sual art like movies. George Cukor’s version of Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet (6–34a) was a 
conservative film adaptation. Virtually all the dialogue was retained, even the exposition and 
purely functional speeches of no particular poetic merit. The result is a respectful but often 
tedious film in which the visuals merely illustrate the language. Often, images and dialogue 
contain the same information, producing an overblown, static quality that actually contradicts 
the swift sense of action in the stage play.

Zeffirelli’s film version of this play is much more successful (6–34b). Verbal exposition was 
cut almost completely and replaced (just as effectively) by visual exposition. Single lines were 
pruned meticulously from some of the speeches where the same information could be con-
veyed by images. Most of the great poetry was preserved but often with nonsynchronous
visuals to expand—not duplicate—the language. The essence of Shakespeare’s play is found 
in the impulsive haste of its youthful protagonists, the domino-like swiftness of the chain of 
events, and the violence of much of the action. Zeffirelli heightened these characteristics by 
kineticizing many of the scenes. The fight sequences are often photographed with a handheld 
camera that lurches and swirls with the combatants as they spill onto the streets of Verona. 
Zeffirelli’s movie, though technically less faithful to the stage script, is actually more Shake-
spearean in spirit than the scrupulously literal version of Cukor.

Both theater and cinema are audiovisual mediums, then, but they differ in their stress of 
certain conventions. The two major sources of information in the live theater are  action and 
dialogue. We observe what people do and what they say. Theatrical action is restricted primar-
ily to objective long shots, to use a cinematic metaphor. Only fairly large actions are effective: 
the duel between Hamlet and Laertes, Amanda helping Laura to dress in The Glass Menagerie,

and so on. Extreme long-shot ranges—to continue the cinematic metaphor—must be stylized 
in the live theater. The epic battles of Shakespeare’s plays would look ridiculous if staged real-
istically. Likewise, close-up actions would be missed by all but those in the front rows unless 
the actions were exaggerated and stylized by the actors. Except for the most intimate theaters, 
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In the live drama, if a small prop 

(like a  wallet) is important, it must  

be highlighted conspicuously or the 

audience will fail to notice its existence, much 

less its importance. In the cinema, small 

articles can be isolated from their context.  

In this photo, Bresson captures a pickpocket’s 

swift stroke as he lifts a wallet from a 

pedestrian on a busy walkway. This snapshot 

quality is difficult to produce on stage. 

(Compagnie Cinématographique de France)

Martin Lawrence’s stand-up comedy concert, if 

viewed live in a large auditorium, would have been 

a rather distant affair (7–4b). Of course, large TV 

monitors bring the action much closer (7–4c), though the 

experience is more akin to watching television than to 

watching an actual live performance.  (MTV/Paramount 

Pictures. Photo: Eric Liebowitz)

7–4a  PICKPOCKET (France,

1959) directed by Robert Bresson.

7–4b & c  MARTIN LAWRENCE 
LIVE: RUNTELDAT (U.S.A., 2002)

directed by David Raynr.
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There are thousands of stage plays that 

have been adapted into movies, but 

relatively few movies that have made a 

graceful transition to the stage. Among the most 

successful film-to-stage adaptations are Disney’s 

animated classics, The Lion King and Beauty and 

the Beast, perhaps because these stories were 

totally reconceived in stage terms, rather than 

plodding, literal-minded copies of the movies. 

But Singin’ in the Rain, regarded as one of the 

greatest film musicals of all time, was only a 

so-so success as a stage musical, perhaps because 

the movie version is so totally dominated by 

Gene Kelly, a triple threat as star, choreographer, 

and codirector. Pity the poor stage actor who 

has to fill Kelly’s shoes.  (MGM)

On the other hand, All About Eve might very well 

make a decent stage play, in part because its 

action consists mostly of talk and, in fact, the 

Broadway musical, Applause, is a stage adaptation of the 

film. The movie deals with a group of New York stage 

personalities and their various neuroses and insecurities. 

Joseph L. Mankiewicz, one of Hollywood’s most literate 

writer-directors, was fondly described by one critic as 

“Old Joe, the Talk Man.” Above all, Mankiewicz was a 

superb verbal stylist, a master of sophisticated wit and 

bitchy repartee. All of this would transfer easily to the 

live theater.  (20th Century Fox)

7–5a  SINGIN’ IN THE RAIN 
(U.S.A., 1952) with Gene Kelly, 

directed by Kelly and Stanley Donen.

7–5b  ALL ABOUT EVE (U.S.A., 1950)

with Bette Davis, Marilyn  Monroe, and 

George Sanders; written and directed by 

Joseph L. Mankiewicz.
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close-up actions in the live drama have to be verbalized. That is, the most subtle actions and 
reactions of stage characters are usually conveyed by language rather than by visual means. 
We know of Hamlet’s attitude toward Claudius primarily through Hamlet’s soliloquies and 
dialogue. On the close-up level of action, then, what we see on stage is often not what people 
do, but what they talk about doing, or what’s been done.

Because of these visual problems, most plays avoid actions requiring vast or minute spaces. 
Theatrical action is usually confined to the long- and full-shot range. If vast or tiny spaces are 
required, the theater tends to resort to unrealistic conventions: to ballets and stylized tableaux 
for extreme long-shot actions, and to the convention of verbal  articulation for close-up actions. 

In the live theater, actors are selected not only on 

the basis of their looks and talent, but also on how 

well they match up with the other actors on stage. 

Theatrical directors must always conceive of their 

productions in terms of an ensemble effect. In the cinema, 

these considerations are secondary. In this movie, Eastwood, 

who stands six foot four, is romantically paired with Adele 

Yoshioka, who is five foot four. On stage, this height 

discrepancy would be a sight gag, but on the screen (or 

more accurately, off screen), the problem was easily resolved 

through the art of exclusion.  (Warner Bros. /Malpaso)
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7–6 Publicity photo for MAGNUM
FORCE (U.S.A., 1973) with Clint Eastwood 

and Adele Yoshioka, directed by Ted Post.
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Movies, on the other hand, can move easily among all these ranges. For this reason, the cinema 
often dramatizes the action that takes place on stage only “between curtains.”

The human being is central to the aesthetic of the theater: Words must be recited by people; 
conflicts must be embodied by actors. The cinema is not so dependent on  humans. The aes-
thetic of film is based on photography, and anything that can be photographed can be the 
subject matter of a movie. For this reason, adapting a play to the screen, although difficult, is 
hardly impossible, for much of what can be done on the stage can be duplicated on the screen. 
To adapt most movies to the stage, however, would be much tougher. Movies with exterior 
locations would be almost automatically ruled out, of course: How could you go about adapt-
ing John Ford’s epic westerns like Stagecoach? But even films with interior locations would 
probably be impossible to translate into theatrical terms. True, the words would present no 
problem, and some actions would be transferable. But how would you deal with the time and 
space dislocations of Richard Lester’s Beatles film, A Hard Day’s Night? Theme and character-
ization in Joseph Losey’s The Servant are communicated primarily through the use of camera 
angles— impossible to duplicate in the theater (11–9a). The theme of Bergman’s The Silence is 
conveyed primarily through images of empty corridors, doors, and windows. How could you 
transfer this technique to the stage?

The cinema is well suited to dealing with the relationship between 

people and nature—a rare theme in the live theater, which tends 

to favor interior settings. This loose adaptation of Thomas Hardy’s 

great novel, The Mayor of Casterbridge, is set in the village of Kingdom 

Come, in the snowbound mountains of Northern California. The year is 

1867, shortly after the era of the gold rush. Nature seems to be on a 

rampage, with fire and ice dwarfing the vulnerable humans into 

insignificance.  (BBC/Canal+/Pathé. Photo: Chris Large)

7–7  THE CLAIM (Britain/Canada,

2000) with Peter Mullan, directed by 

Michael Winterbottom.
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War Horse is a textbook example of the 

strengths and limitations of adapting a 

story in three different mediums. It 

began as a children’s novel in 1982 by British 

writer Michael Morpurgo. An epic tale of the 

horrors of World War I, the story is told from 

the point of view of a horse, Joey, who’s sold to 

the British military to serve in the cavalry. 

Needless to say, a horse telling his own story 

was not very plausible as a stage device, so 

when Nick Stafford adapted the story for the 

live theater in 2007, he had to reconceive the 

tale in theatrical terms. The Handspring Puppet Company was enlisted to make life-size horse puppets 

(with handlers discreetly dressed in period costume). The play opened in London to rapturous reviews, 

and won many awards. Critics were especially impressed with the poetic presentation, which also 

included many folk songs and popular tunes of the period. When the play was transferred to New York 

(with the same directors, Marianne Elliott and Tom Morris), it won a slew of Tony Awards, including 

Best Play and Best Direction. One reviewer marveled that the life-size puppets seemed to breathe, 

snort, feed, gallop, and rear up as naturally as the genuine article. When Steven Spielberg decided to 

make the story into a movie, he hired Richard Curtis and Lee Hall to write the screenplay. The film was 

shot entirely in England, with a British cast. The movie is by far the most realistic version of the story, 

and is especially harrowing when Joey is terrified by the bombs exploding around him and he panics 

and gallops off into the field of battle (pictured). The three versions of the story are powerful examples 

of how the form of a tale inevitably transforms its content.  (Dreamworks)

The cinema can be a medium of subtle nuances 

as well as epic events. This faithful adaptation 

of James Joyce’s famous short story is comprised 

almost exclusively of “little things”—a touch of the 

hand, a wistful sidelong glance, a private moment of 

bitterness. On stage, such fragile materials would be 

considered hopelessly undramatic. But because the 

camera can move into the intimate ranges, such details 

can be woven into a poetic fabric of sheerest 

delicacy.  (Vestron-Zenith)

7–8a  WAR HORSE (U.S.A., 2011) 

directed by Steven Spielberg.

7–8b  THE DEAD (U.S.A., 1987)

with Anjelica Huston,  directed by  

John Huston.
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We shouldn’t assume from this that the best method of adapting a play for the screen is 
to “open it up”—to substitute exterior locations for interiors. Cinema doesn’t always mean 
extreme long shots, sweeping pans, and flashy editing. Hitchcock once observed that many 
filmed versions of plays fail precisely because the tight, compact structure of the original 
is lost when the film director “loosens it up” with inappropriate cinematic techniques. Par-
ticularly when a play emphasizes a sense of confinement, either physical or psychological—
and a great many of them do—the best adaptors respect the spirit of the original by finding  
filmic equivalents.

In the live theater, actors can’t make elaborate costume changes unless they have enough 

time—usually between act breaks. In movies, costume and makeup changes can take as long 

as necessary, since lengthy preparations can be edited out. Much of the comedy of Tootsie

revolves around a difficult and obsessively perfectionist actor named Michael Dorsey (Hoffman). 

Eventually no one wants to hire him because he’s “such a pain in the ass to work with.” Undaunted, 

he disguises himself as a middle-aged actress named Dorothy Michaels and lands him/herself a juicy 

role on a daytime soap opera. Dorothy turns out to be a hugely popular TV personality, much beloved 

by the public and by her associates at work. Some of the funniest episodes in the movie deal with the 

quick changes Michael must make whenever someone unexpectedly shows up at his door while he’s 

out of character. In actuality, Hoffman was required to sit for hours as makeup specialists and 

costumers helped him to become Dorothy. In addition to being one of the greatest films to explore 

the world of actors, Tootsie is also a classic of the feminist cinema. In the process of playing Dorothy, 

Michael discovers his best self, as he grudgingly admits late in the film: “I was a much better man 

when I was a woman than when I was a man.” Michael Dorsey/Dorothy Michaels is one of Hoffman’s 

most brilliant creations. Sydney Pollack claimed that he hated directing the movie because Hoffman 

“was such a pain in the ass to work with.”  (Columbia Pictures)
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7–9  TOOTSIE (U.S.A., 1982)

with Dustin Hoffman, directed by 

Sydney Pollack.
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The Director

In the mid-1950s, the French periodical Cahiers du Cinéma popularized the auteur theory, a 
view that stressed the dominance of the director in film art. According to this view, whoever 
controls the mise en scène—the medium of the story—is the true “author” of a movie. The 
other collaborators (writers, cinematographer, actors, editor, and so forth) are merely the direc-
tor’s technical assistants. No doubt the auteur critics exaggerated the primacy of the director, 
particularly in America, where many film directors were at the mercy of the Hollywood studio 
system, which tended to emphasize group work rather than individual expression and publi-
cized stars rather than directors. Nevertheless, the auteur critics were essentially correct about 
the most artistically significant films.

Even today, the most admired movies—from whatever country—tend to be director’s films. 
To refer to a movie as “good except for its direction” is as contradictory as referring to a play as 
“good except for its script.” Of course, we can enjoy a poorly directed movie or a badly written 
play, but what we enjoy are usually the secondary aspects of the art—a touching performance, 
a striking set. Good acting and stylish camerawork have often redeemed rubbish material. 
Such enjoyable elements generally represent the individual triumph of a gifted interpretive 
artist (actor, set designer, cinematographer) over the mediocrity of the dominant artist—the 
director in film, the writer in the live theater.

The late Ingmar Bergman, in addition to being Sweden’s greatest 

filmmaker, was also that country’s most famous stage director. He 

was extraordinarily prolific in his lengthy career, in part because he 

worked with the same actors, like a cinematic repertory company. His 

low-budget masterpieces were shot almost like home movies, often at his 

island home, with actors who knew each other well and had worked with the 

famous auteur many times. Hence, they were able to give him what he 

wanted with very little wasted time, energy, and expense. Bergman is unique 

in the annals of world cinema.  (United Artists)

7–10a  SHAME (Sweden, 1968) with 

Liv Ullmann and Max Von Sydow, written 

and  directed by Ingmar Bergman.
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André Bazin believed that in adapting a 

play a filmmaker’s greatest challenge is 

translating the artificial space of the 

theater into the realistic space of the cinema 

without losing the essence of the original. For 

example, in Lillian Hellman’s stage play, this 

scene between a devious father and his creepy 

son takes place in the same living room set as 

most of the other scenes. Wyler’s presentation is 

at once more effective and realistic. The two 

characters are shaving in the family bathroom 

while they haltingly probe the possibility of 

swindling a relative. Neither wants to reveal 

himself; neither looks at the other directly. Instead, they address each 

other by looking in their respective mirrors, their backs turned. “There is 

a hundred times more cinema, and of a better kind, in a shot in The Little 

Foxes,” Bazin claimed, “than in all the outdoor dolly shots, natural 

locations, exotic geography, and flipsides of sets with which the screen so 

far has tried to make up for stagey origins.”  (RKO Radio Pictures)

Directors sometimes trick their actors into a 

performance, a technique that requires skillful 

improvisors. For example, in one scene between 

a young working-class married couple, director 

Cianfrance and his crew were working on the Manhattan 

Bridge during frigid weather. He told Michelle Williams 

that she had to keep a secret from her husband. 

Cianfrance then told Gosling that he had to get her to 

reveal her secret. The actors improvised the scene, with 

each stubbornly refusing to give in. Suddenly, to the 

horror of the crew, the frustrated Gosling climbed over 

the ten-foot fence—without a safety net—and looked 

like he was going to jump into the river below. “I was 

frozen in shock,” Williams stated. Finally, she tells him 

that she’s going to have a baby. Gosling admitted the 

stunt was “pretty dumb. . . . I was forced to climb higher, 

and then I had one leg over, I was looking down at the 

water, and at that point I was begging her.” How did she 

hold out for so long? “She’s amazing,” Gosling replied. 

“Sadistic but amazing.” The scene is one of the most 

gripping in the movie, which is filled with powerful 

scenes. It also demonstrates why Williams and Gosling 

are considered among the most gifted actors of their 

generation. (Hunting Lane Films)

7–10b  THE LITTLE FOXES 
(U.S.A., 1941) with Dan Duryea and Carl 

Benton Reid, directed by William Wyler.

7–10c  BLUE VALENTINE (U.S.A.,

2010) with Michelle Williams and Ryan 

Gosling, directed by Derek Cianfrance.
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There are no hard and fast rules about “opening up” a stage play 

when adapting it as a movie. Sometimes it’s better not to expand the 

original, as Elia Kazan discovered when he tried to convert this 

famous Tennessee Williams drama into a screenplay. Originally Kazan 

intended to dramatize the events leading up to the introduction of the 

protagonist, the fragile Blanche Dubois (Leigh). On stage, these sordid events 

are merely discussed, not shown. But Kazan’s experiment didn’t work. More 

was lost than gained, as he admitted: “The force of the play had come 

precisely from its compression, from the fact that Blanche was trapped in 

these two small rooms where she couldn’t escape if she wanted to.” Kazan 

decided to shoot the story almost exclusively in those two cramped rooms. 

The movie was a huge success, winning many awards.

 On the other hand, Driving Miss Daisy was a success in 

part because the play was opened up. On stage, Alfred Uhry’s 

period drama was a simple three-character sketch, with 

virtually no sets, and the actors pantomiming their props. 

The screenplay (also written by Uhry) opened up the action, 

adding new characters and providing realistic sets for the 

scenes. Critics almost universally preferred the movie to the 

stage play because the screen version is more richly textured, 

more rooted in a particular time and place. The movie won a 

Best Picture Oscar and a Best Actress Oscar for Jessica Tandy, 

as well as an Academy Award for Uhry’s screenplay.

7–11b  DRIVING MISS DAISY 
(U.S.A., 1989) with Dan Aykroyd, Jessica 

Tandy, and  Morgan Freeman; directed by 

Bruce Beresford. (Warner Bros.)

7–11a  A STREETCAR NAMED  DESIRE 
(U.S.A., 1951) with Vivien Leigh and Marlon 

Brando, directed by Elia Kazan. (Warner Bros.)
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On the stage, then, the director is essentially an interpretive artist. If we see a rotten produc-
tion of King Lear, we don’t dismiss Shakespeare’s play, but only a specific interpretation of the 
play. True, the stage director creates certain patterns of movement, appropriate gestures for ac-
tors, and spatial relationships, but all of these visual elements take second place to the language 
of the script, which is created by the playwright. The theatrical director’s relation to the text is 
similar to the stage actor’s relation to a role: He or she can add much to what’s written down, 
but what is contributed is usually secondary to the text itself.

The stage director is a kind of go-between for the author and the production staff. That is, 
the director is responsible for the general interpretation of the script and usually defines the 
limits for the other interpretive artists: actors, designers, technicians. The director must see 
to it that all the production elements are harmonized and subordinated to an overall inter-
pretation. His or her influence is stronger during rehearsals than in the  actual performance. 
Once the curtain opens before an audience, the director is powerless to control what then 
takes place.

On the other hand, screen directors have a good deal more control over the final product. 
They too dominate the preproduction activities, but unlike the stage director, the filmmaker 
controls virtually every aspect of the finished work as well. The degree of precision a film di-
rector can achieve is impossible on the stage, for movie directors can rephotograph people and 
objects until they get exactly what they want. As we have seen, films communicate primarily

through moving images, and it’s the director who determines most of the visual elements: the 
choice of shots, angles, lighting effects, filters, optical effects, framing, composition, camera 
movements, and editing. Furthermore, the director usually authorizes the costume and set 
designs and the choice of locales.

The differences in control and precision can best be illustrated perhaps by examining their 
handling of the mise en scène. Stage directors are much more restricted: They must work 
within one stationary set per scene. All patterns of movement take place within this given area. 
Because this is a three-dimensional space, they have the advantage of depth as well as breadth 
to work with. Through the use of platforms, they can also exploit height on the stage. The 
theatrical director must use certain space conventions to ensure maximum clarity. Thus, with 
a proscenium stage, the audience pretends it’s peeping into a room where one wall has been 
removed. Naturally, no furniture is placed against this “wall,” nor do players turn their backs 
against it for very long periods or their dialogue wouldn’t be audible. If a thrust stage is used, 
the audience surrounds the acting area on three sides, forcing the performers to rotate their 
movements and speeches so that no side is neglected.

In the cinema, the director converts three-dimensional space into a two-dimensional image 
of space. Even with deep-focus photography, “depth” is not literal (7–12b). But the flat image 
has certain advantages. A camera can be placed virtually anywhere, so the film director is not 
confined to a stationary set with a given number of “walls.” The eye-level long shot more or less 
corresponds to the theatrical proscenium arch. But in movies, the close-up also constitutes a 
given space—in effect a cinematic “roomlet” with its own “walls” (the frame). Each shot, then, 
represents a new given space with different (and temporary) confines. Furthermore, the mov-
able camera permits the director to rearrange the “walls” many times for maximum expressive-
ness with no sacrifice of clarity. Thus, in film, a character can enter the frame from below, from 
above, from any side, and from any angle. By dollying or craning, a camera can also take us 
“into” a set, permitting objects to pass by us.

Because the stage director’s mise en scène is confined to the unit of the scene, a certain 
amount of compromise is inevitable. He or she must combine a maximum of expressiveness 
with a maximum of clarity—not always an easy task. Film directors have to make fewer com-
promises of this sort, for they have a greater number of “scene-lets” at their disposal: Most 
movies average well over a thousand shots. The film director can give us a half dozen shots of 
the same object—some emphasizing clarity, others emphasizing expressiveness. Some shots 
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Above all, drama is action, insisted Aristotle, who wrote the first 

important treatise on the subject, The Poetics, in 350 bc. In cinema, 

this principle is even more essential. In actuality, stage plays usually 

dramatize the consequences of action, whereas movies concentrate on action 

per se, like Jolie’s scenes of violence, rape, and torture during the 1992–1995 

Bosnian War, which pitted Bosnian Muslims against Serbian Christians. As a 

U.N. observer of much of the war’s devastation (both human and material), 

Jolie included many factually based scenes of genocide in her fictionalized 

story. She dramatizes how Muslim women were considered easy targets for the 

invading Serbs, who used rape as a common military strategy, one of the perks 

of war. The title, of course, is an ironic allusion to the biblical Land of Milk and 

Honey—i.e., Paradise.  (GK Films. Photo: Ken Regan)

On the stage, the size of objects is constant; in 

movies, it’s relative. In this deep-focus shot, for 

example, the materials of three depth planes are 

precisely aligned to produce an ironic contrast. The 

protagonist (Takashi Shimura, whose picture adorns the 

Buddhist altar) was a lowly bureaucrat who did something 

really significant with his existence only in the final 

months of his life, when he realized he was dying of 

cancer. In the flashback portions of the movie, his 

battered hat is a symbol of his humility and dogged 

perseverance. His funeral wake (pictured) is a rigid, dismal 

affair, attended primarily by the deceased’s fellow 

bureaucrats. The placement of the camera in this photo 

implicitly contrasts the unpretentious hat with the 

chagrined faces of the office workers. Because each viewer 

in the live theater has a unique perspective of the stage, 

spatial techniques like this are rare. In movies, they are 

common, because the camera determines one perspective 

for all.  (Toho Company)

7–12a  IN THE LAND OF BLOOD 
AND HONEY (U.S.A., 2010) with Zana 

Marjanović and Goran Kostić, written and 

directed by Angelina Jolie.

7–12b  IKIRU (TO LIVE) (Japan,

1952) directed by Akira Kurosawa.
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How much “directing” does a movie director 

actually do? It varies considerably, depending on 

the personalities involved. Some directors hardly 

talk to their performers once the main parameters of their 

roles have been mutually agreed upon in advance. “Show 

me what you can do,” is the implicit assumption of these 

minimalists. John Huston was a good example. Once, 

when an actress asked him if she should sit down during a 

scene, he replied, “I don’t know. Are you tired?”

 Other directors, like Pedro Almodóvar are more 

hands-on in their approach. In 7–13 top, for example, 

Almodóvar (black T-shirt) seems to be watching the 

married couple, but he’s also thinking, “Is this where I 

should put the camera? Why? How about the other side of 

the priest?”  During rehearsals, he and his D.P. stake out 

various camera placement options, which often involve 

 adjustments in the lighting. In 7–13 center, Almodóvar is 

demonstrating a dramatic gesture to actor Javier Cámara, 

while actor Dario Grandinetti looks on. Some performers 

resent such specific instructions, but Almodóvar, in 

addition to being the most commercially successful 

filmmaker in Spain, is also a highly admired artist in the 

international cinema. He is a world-class auteur. So actors 

tend to do as he asks. In 7–13 bottom, Almodóvar is 

virtually caressing actress Rosario Flores with his words, 

offering her insights into the character’s psyche at a given 

moment. This kind of intimate bonding helps an actor to 

focus totally on the  feelings and thoughts of the character 

now. Not surprisingly, the acting in Almodóvar’s movies is 

usually excellent.  (El Deseo, S.A. /Sony Pictures Classics)

7–13 Three photos taken during 
rehearsals of TALK TO HER 
(Spain, 2002) written and directed by 

Pedro Almodóvar.
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can show a character with his or her back to the camera: The soundtrack guarantees the clar-
ity of the character’s speech. A character can be photographed through an obstruction of some 
kind—a pane of glass or the dense foliage of a forest. Because the cinematic shot need not be 
lengthy, clarity can be suspended temporarily in favor of expressiveness.

In adapting a stage play, the filmmaker is confronted with thousands of choices, petty and 
monumental. These can alter the original in ways never dreamed of by the original dramatist. 
Even with classic texts, a filmmaker can emphasize the psychological, the social, or the epic, 
because these are determined in large measure by the way space is used in movies. A filmmaker 
can stage the action on studio sets or in a natural setting, but the choice will significantly alter 
the meaning of the work.

Settings and Décor
In the best movies and stage productions, settings are not merely backdrops for the action, 
but symbolic extensions of the theme and characterization. Settings can convey an immense 
amount of information, especially in the cinema. Stage sets are generally less detailed than film 
sets, for the audience is too distant from the stage to perceive many small details. The director 
in this medium must generally work with fewer sets, usually one per act. Inevitably, the stage 
director must settle for less precision and variety than screen directors, who have virtually no 
limits of this kind, especially when shooting on location.

Spatial considerations force stage directors to make constant compromises with their sets. 
If they use too much of the upstage (rear) area, the audience won’t be able to see or hear well. If 
they use high platforms to give an actor dominance, they then have the problem of getting the 
actor back on the main level quickly and plausibly. Stage directors must also use a constant-
sized space: Settings are usually confined to “long shots.” If they want to suggest a vast field, 
for example, they must resort to certain conventions. They can stage an action in such a way 
as to suggest that the playing area is only a small corner of the field. Or they can stylize the set 
with the aid of a cyclorama, which gives the illusion of a vast sky in the background. If they 
want to suggest a confined area, they can do so only for short periods, for an audience grows 
restless when actors are restricted to a small playing area for long periods. Stage directors can 
use vertical, horizontal, and oblique lines in a set to suggest psychological states; but these 
lines (or colors or objects) cannot be cut out from scenes where they are inappropriate, as they 
could be in a movie.

The film director has far more freedom in the use of settings. Most important, of course, 
the cinema permits a director to shoot outdoors—an enormous advantage. The major works 
of a number of great directors would have been impossible without this freedom: Griffith, 
Eisenstein, Keaton, Kurosawa, Antonioni, Ford, De Sica, Renoir. Epic films would be virtually 
impossible without the extreme long shots of vast expanses of land. Other genres, particu-
larly those requiring a degree of stylization or deliberate unreality, have been associated with 
the studio: musicals, horror films, and many period films. Such genres often stress a kind of 
magical, sealed-off universe, and images taken from real life tend to clash with these essentially 
claustrophobic qualities.

However, these are merely generalizations. There are some westerns that have been shot 
mostly indoors and some musicals that have been photographed in actual locations. If a loca-
tion is extravagantly beautiful, there’s no reason why a romantic musical can’t exploit such 
a setting. The Paris locations of Minnelli’s Gigi are a good example of how actual locations 
can enhance a stylized genre (6–32a). In short, it all depends on how it’s done. As the French 
historian Georges Sadoul pointed out, “The dichotomy between the studio and the street, the 
antithesis between Lumière and Méliès, are false oppositions when one attempts to find in 
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The appeal of actual locations, of course, is that they’re a lot 

cheaper than sets that have to be constructed. Location shooting 

also gives a movie an unquestioned authenticity. The Chicago 

setting of this Prohibition-era gangster film is about the downfall of the 

city’s most notorious thug, Al Capone. Among the many pleasures of De 

Palma’s movie is a stunning homage to Eisenstein’s famous Odessa Steps 

sequence from Potemkin. (Paramount Pictures)

Shot on location, this film is based on a true 

story of Micky Ward (Wahlberg), his half-brother, 

Dicky Eklund (Bale), and their raucous working-

class family who all live in the blue-collar factory town of 

Lowell, Massachusetts. Micky is an aspiring boxer. His 

unreliable, crack-addicted brother is his sometimes 

manager, and a full-time doofus. A former boxer himself, 

Dicky was once known as “The Pride of Lowell,” and the 

city, now experiencing massive unemployment and hard 

times, provides the film with a gritty, documentarylike 

authenticity.  (Mandeville Films. Photo: Jo Jo Whilden)

7–14a  THE UNTOUCHABLES 
(U.S.A., 1987) with Charles Martin Smith, 

Kevin Costner, Sean Connery, and Andy 

Garcia; directed by Brian De Palma.

7–14b  THE FIGHTER (U.S.A., 2010) 

with Christian Bale and Mark Wahlberg, 

directed by David O. Russell.
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them the solution to the problems of realism and art. Films completely outside time have been 
shot out of doors; completely realistic films have been shot in the studio.”

In set design, as in other aspects of movies, the terms realism and formalism are simply 
convenient critical labels. Most sets tend toward one style or the other, but few are pure ex-
amples. For instance, in The Birth of a Nation, Griffith proudly proclaims that a number of his 
scenes are historical facsimiles of real places and events—like Ford’s Theater where Lincoln 
was assassinated, or the signing of the Emancipation Proclamation. These scenes were mod-
eled on actual photographs of the period. Yet Griffith’s facsimiles were created in a studio. On 
the other hand, real locations can be exploited to create a somewhat artificial—formalistic—ef-
fect. For example, in shooting Ten Days That Shook the World, Eisenstein had the Winter Palace 
at his disposal for several months. Yet the images in the movie are baroque: richly textured 
and formally complex. Although Eisenstein chose actual locations for their authenticity, they 
are never just picturesque backgrounds to the action. Each shot is carefully designed. Each ex-
ploits the inherent form of the setting, contributing significantly to the aesthetic impact of the 
sequence. Realistic or formalistic?

The main appeal of studio sets is usually their lack of reality, best 

illustrated by such fantasy films as Edward Scissorhands. Studio 

sets like these allow the filmmaker to create a magical, ethereal 

world, one where nothing is left to chance. Tim Burton is one of the 

foremost expressionists of the contemporary cinema, a conjuror of 

magical worlds of color and light and myth and imagination. His worlds 

are created in the sealed-off confines of the studio, far removed from the 

contaminations of prosaic reality.   (20th Century Fox)

7–14c  EDWARD SCISSORHANDS 
(U.S.A., 1990) with Johnny Depp, directed 

by Tim Burton.
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Realism is never a simple term. In movies, it’s used to describe a variety of styles. Some crit-
ics use modifiers like “poetic realism,” “documentary realism,” and “studio realism” to make 
finer distinctions. The nature of beauty in realism is also a complex issue. Beauty of form is 
an important component of poetic realism. The early works of Fellini, such as The Nights of 

Cabiria, are handsomely mounted and slightly stylized to appeal to our visual sense. Similarly, 
John Ford shot nine of his westerns in Monument Valley, Utah, because of its spectacular 
beauty. Among other things, Ford was a great landscape artist. Many realistic films shot in the 
studio are also slightly stylized to exploit this “incidental” visual beauty.

Because a studio allows a director more control 

and precision than an actual location, some 

filmmakers use the so-called process shot in 

scenes requiring exterior locations. This technique 

involves the rear projection of a moving image on a 

translucent screen. Live actors and a portion of a set are 

placed in front of this screen, and the entire action and 

background are then photographed by a camera that is 

synchronized with the rear projector (a). The finished 

product (b) looks reasonably authentic, although 

backgrounds tend to look suspiciously washed out and 

flat in comparison to foreground elements. Today, this 

technology is being replaced by digital computer 

technology. Even sky and atmospheric conditions can 

be altered electronically.  (Republic)

7–15 Production photo of THE
SANDS OF IWO JIMA (U.S.A., 1949)

with John Wayne (front and center), 

directed by Allan Dwan.

(a)

(b)
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In other realistic films, beauty—in this conventional sense—plays a lesser role. A major 
criterion of aesthetic value in a movie like Pontecorvo’s The Battle of Algiers is its deliberate 
roughness. The story deals with the struggle for liberation of the Algerian people from their 
French colonial masters. It was shot entirely in the streets and houses of  Algiers. The setting 
is rarely exploited for its aesthetic beauty. In fact, Pontecorvo’s lack of formal organization, his 
refusal to yield an inch in matters of “style,” is his principal virtue as an artist (see 1–27). The 
moral power of the materials takes precedence over formal considerations. The setting’s beauty 
is in its truth. In films such as these, style (that is, distortion) is regarded as prettification, a form 
of insincerity, and therefore ugly.

To the unsympathetic, the cult of realism verges on madness. But there’s a method to it. For 
example, John Huston shot The African Queen in the tropics because he knew he wouldn’t have 
to worry about a thousand little details, such as how to get the actors to sweat a lot or how to 
get their clothes to stick to their bodies.

Spectacle films usually require the most elaborate sets. Historical reconstructions of an-
cient Rome or Egypt are enormously expensive to build, and they can make or break a film in 
this genre because spectacle is the major attraction.

Expressionistic sets are usually created in the studio, where the contaminations of reality 
cannot penetrate. Magic, not realism, is the aim. Méliès is the prototypical example. He was 
called “the Jules Verne of films” because his feats of prestidigitation astonished the public. The 
first in a long line of special effects wizards, Méliès usually painted his sets, often with trompe-

l’oeil perspectives to suggest depth. He combined live actors with fanciful settings to produce 
a dreamlike atmosphere. He used animation, miniatures, and a wide range of optical tricks, 
charming his audiences with vistas of imaginary realms (4–4b).

The German Expressionist 

movement of the post–World War I 

era emphasized visual design above 

all. The movement’s main contributions 

were in the live theater, the graphic arts, 

and the cinema. It is a style steeped in 

anxiety and terror. The sets are deliberately 

artificial: flat, obviously painted, with no 

attempt to preserve the conventions of 

perspective and scale. They are meant to represent a dreamlike state 

of mind, not a place. The lighting and set designs are carefully 

coordinated, with one shading off into the other. Horizontal and 

vertical lines are avoided in favor of diagonals, which produce a sense 

of instability and visual anguish. The jerky, machinelike acting is 

meant to convey the essence of depersonalization. We’re in 

Zombieland. (UFA/Decla-Bioscop)

7–16  THE CABINET OF DR. CALIGARI 
(Germany, 1920) with Conrad Veidt and Werner 

Krauss (wearing hat); production design by 

Hermann Warm, Walter Röhrig, and Walter 

Reimann; directed by Robert Wiene.
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The heyday of the German Expressionist 

movement was the 1920s, but its 

influence has been enormous, especially 

in the United States, as can be seen in these two 

photos. The great stage director Max Reinhardt 

was a seminal influence. In his theory of design, 

Reinhardt advocated an ideal of “landscapes imbued with soul.” The 

declared aim of most German Expressionists was to eliminate nature 

for a state of absolute abstraction. Fritz Lang’s stylized set was 

created in a studio, whereas Burton’s is out of doors, but both 

emphasize twisted tree trunks, tortured branches shorn of greenery, 

drifting fog, desiccated leaves, and a hallucinatory atmosphere of 

dread and angst. See Lotte Eisner, The Haunted Screen: Expressionism 

in the German Cinema and the Influence of Max Reinhardt (Berkeley: 

University of California Press, 1973), a copiously illustrated analysis.

7–17a  SIEGFRIED (Germany, 1924)

with Paul Richter, directed by Fritz Lang. 

(UFA/Decla-Bioscop)

7–17b  SLEEPY HOLLOW (U.S.A.,

1999) with Johnny Depp, Christina Ricci, 

and Marc Pickering; directed by Tim Burton. 

(Paramount Pictures. Photo: Clive Coote)
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Expressionistic sets appeal to our sense of the marvelous. The work of Danilo Donati, Italy’s 
best-known designer, is a good example. The extravagant artificiality of the sets and costumes 
in such movies as Fellini’s Satyricon, Amarcord, and Casanova are pure products of the imagi-
nation—Fellini’s as well as Donati’s. The director often provided the designer with preliminary 
sketches, and the two artists worked closely in determining the visual design of each film. 
Their conjurations can be moving, as well as witty and beautiful. For example, Amarcord is a 
stylized reminiscence of Fellini’s youth in his hometown of Rimini. (The title, from the Romag-
nan dialect, means “I remember.”) But Fellini shot the movie in a studio, not on location. He 
wanted to capture feelings, not facts. Throughout the film, the townspeople feel stifled by the 
provincial isolation of their community. They are filled with loneliness and long for something 
extraordinary to transform their lives. When they hear that a mammoth luxury liner, the Rex,

will pass through the ocean waters a few miles beyond the town’s shore, many of these wistful 
souls decide to row out to sea to greet the ship. Hundreds of them crowd into every available 
boat and stream away from the beach like fervent pilgrims on a quest. Then they wait. Evening 
settles, bringing with it a thick fog. Still they wait. In one boat, Gradisca, the charming town 
sexpot, confides to some sympathetic friends her dissatisfaction with her life. At 30, she is still 
single, childless, and unfulfilled. Her “heart overflows with love,” yet she has never found a 

Among the many pleasures of this 

period picture are the stunning Art 

Deco sets and furnishings. Art Deco is a 

style that dominated the Americas and Europe 

from about 1925 to roughly 1945. Streamlined, 

spare of adornment, elegantly curved, or 

playfully zigzagging, Art Deco was considered 

the cutting edge of modern design. In fact, in 

the United States, the style was often referred 

to as “Moderne” in the 1930s, the heyday of 

Art Deco. It was sleek and sophisticated, often 

making use of such modern industrial materials as plastic (sometimes 

called Bakelite or Lucite in the 1930s), aluminum, chrome, and glass-

block. Lighting sources were frequently indirect, emanating from wall 

sconces or streaming dramatically through translucent walls of glass that 

curved exuberantly in defiance of right-angled sobriety. Stylized statuary—

usually slender female nudes or powerfully muscled seminude males—

epitomized the glamour of being very avant-garde and incredibly cool. See 

also Screen Deco, by Howard Mandelbaum and Eric  Myers (New York: St. 

Martin’s Press, 1985) for a generously illustrated history from 1925 to the 

late 1940s.  (Circle Films/Working Title. Photo: Melinda Sue Gordon)

7–18  BARTON FINK (U.S.A., 1991)

with John Turturro and Jon Polito,  written 

and directed by Joel and Ethan Coen.
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Different wars, different colors. Location 

has much to do with what colors are 

permissible in a movie. These war films 

have totally different looks, each determined by its 

setting. Saving Private Ryan deals with the World 

War II era and is set in battle-torn Europe. The 

documentary-like images are dominated by grays 

and have a dusty, worn look, as though even 

nature has exhausted itself after too many years of 

death and destruction.  (Dreamworks/Amblin/

Universal Pictures. Photo: David James)

The war in Vietnam was fought in part in the 

jungles of that bomb-pocked tropical land. The 

lush, colorful foliage often conceals unspeakable 

horrors, and the atrocities are committed by both sides. 

During battle, nature is violently defiled, exploding into 

a blazing inferno of heat and flames, radiating red, 

yellow, and scorching white.  (Orion)

Realism is usually thought of as a styleless style, a type 

of presentation that doesn’t call attention to itself. But 

not always. Ridley Scott is one of the great stylists of the 

cinema, so much so in fact that a smoky, sfumato atmosphere is 

referred to as “the Ridley Scott look” among industry regulars. 

Black Hawk Down is a combat film that required the utmost 

realism in terms of its desert location, Somalia. But as this 

photo demonstrates, an image can be authentically realistic and 

still be strikingly beautiful.  (Columbia Pictures/Revolution 

Studios. Photo: Sidney Baldwin)

7–19a  SAVING PRIVATE RYAN 
(U.S.A., 1998) with Tom Hanks, directed 

by Steven Spielberg.

7–19c  BLACK HAWK DOWN 
(U.S.A., 2001) with Tom Guiry, directed 

by Ridley Scott.

7–19b  PLATOON (U.S.A., 1986)

with Tom Berenger, directed by  

Oliver Stone.
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“truly dedicated man.” In the dark silence, she weeps softly over the prospect of a barren future. 
Midnight passes, and still the townspeople wait faithfully. Then, when most of the characters 
are sleeping in their fragile boats, they’re awakened by a boy’s shout: “It’s here!” Like a graceful 
ghost ship, the light-bedecked Rex glides past in all its regal grandeur (7–21). Nino Rota’s rap-
turous music swells to a crescendo as the townspeople wave and shout joyously. Gradisca’s eyes 
stream with tears of exhilaration and yearning while a blind accordionist asks excitedly, “Tell 
me what it looks like!” Then, as mysteriously as it appeared, the phantom ship is swallowed by 
the fog and slips silently off into the night.

During the golden age of the Hollywood studio system, each of the majors had a charac-
teristic visual style, determined in large part by the designers at each studio. Some were called 
“production designers,” others “art directors,” a few simply “set designers.” Their job was to 
determine the “look” of each film, and they worked closely with producers and directors to 
ensure that the sets, décor, costumes, and photographic style were coordinated to produce a 
unified effect. For example, MGM specialized in glamour, luxury, and opulent production
values, and its art director, Cedric Gibbons, virtually stamped each film with “the Metro look” 
(7–20a). Because all the studios attempted to diversify their products as much as possible, 
however, their art directors had to be versatile. For instance, RKO’s Van Nest Polglase super-
vised the design of such diverse movies as King Kong, Top Hat, The Informer, and Citizen Kane.
Paramount’s Hans Dreier began his career at Germany’s famous UFA studio. He was usually at 
his best creating a sense of mystery and romantic fantasy, as in the films of Josef von Sternberg. 
Dreier also designed the superb Art Deco sets for Lubitsch’s Trouble in Paradise. Warner Broth-
ers’ art director, Anton Grot, was a specialist in grubby, realistic locales (7–20b). The studio 
claimed that its films were “Torn from Today’s Headlines!” to quote from its publicity blurbs. 
Warner Brothers favored topical genres with an emphasis on working-class life: gangster films, 
urban melodramas, and proletarian musicals. Like his counterparts at other studios, however, 
Grot could work in a variety of styles and genres. For example, he designed the enchanting 
sets for A Midsummer Night’s Dream (1935). Unfortunately, there’s not much else in this movie 
that’s enchanting.

Certain types of locale were in such constant demand that the studios constructed perma-
nent back-lot sets, which were used in film after film: a turn-of-the-century street, a European 
square, an urban slum, and so on. Of course, these were suitably altered with new furnishings 
to make them look different each time they were used. The studio with the largest number of 
back lots was MGM, although Warner, Paramount, and Twentieth Century Fox also boasted 
a considerable number of them. Not all standing sets were located close to the studio. It was 
cheaper to construct some outside the environs of Los Angeles where real estate values weren’t 
at a premium. If a movie called for a huge realistic set—like the Welsh mining village for How 

Green Was My Valley—it was often built miles away from the studio (7–20c). Similarly, most 
of the studios owned western frontier towns, ranches, and midwestern-type farms, which were 
located outside the Los  Angeles area.

What matters most in a setting is how it embodies the essence of the story material. As the 
British designer Robert Mallet-Stevens noted, “A film set, in order to be a good set, must act. 
Whether realistic or expressionistic, modern or ancient, it must play its part. The set must pres-
ent the character before he has even appeared. It must indicate his social position, his tastes, his 
habits, his lifestyle, his personality. The sets must be intimately linked with the action.”

Settings can also be used to suggest a sense of progression in the characters. For example, 
in Fellini’s La Strada, one of his most realistic movies, the protagonist and his simpleminded 
assistant are shown as reasonably happy, traveling together from town to town with their tacky 
theatrical act. After he abandons her, he heads for the mountains. Gradually, the landscape 
changes: Trees are stripped of their foliage, snow and dirty slush cover the ground, the sky is 
a murky gray. The changing setting is a gauge of the protagonist’s spiritual condition: Nature 
itself seems to grieve after the helpless assistant is left alone to die.
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MGM, “the Tiffany of studios,” prided itself on its 

opulent and glossy production values. It was the most 

prosperous studio in Hollywood in the 1930s, boasting 

twenty-three sound stages and 117 acres of standing backlots, 

which included a small lake, a harbor, a park, a jungle, and 

many streets of houses in different periods and styles. The 

“Metro look” was largely determined by Gibbons, who was the 

studio’s art director from 1924 to 1956.  (MGM)

Grot was art director at Warner Brothers from 1927 to 1948. 

Unlike his counterparts Gibbons, Dreier, and Polglase, 

however, Grot often took an active hand in designing the 

studio’s major films. His earliest work is somewhat in the German 

Expressionist tradition, but he soon became one of the most versatile 

of artists. He designed films like the gritty and realistic Little Caesar,

as well as the Busby Berkeley musical Gold Diggers of 1933, with its 

surrealistic, dreamlike sets.  (Warner Bros. )

The art directors at Twentieth Century Fox 

specialized in realistic sets, like this turn-of-the-

century Welsh mining village, which covered 

eighty-six acres and was built in a California valley. Elaborate 

sets like these were not dismantled after production, for 

with suitable alterations they could be converted into other 

locations. For example, two years after Ford’s film, this set 

was transformed into a Nazi-occupied Norwegian village for 

The Moon Is Down. (20th Century Fox)

7–20a  GRAND HOTEL (U.S.A., 1932)

with Greta Garbo (left), art direction by 

Cedric Gibbons, gowns by Adrian, directed 

by Edmund  Goulding.

7–20b  LITTLE CAESAR (U.S.A., 1930)

with Edward G. Robinson (standing),  

art direction by Anton Grot, directed by 

Mervyn LeRoy.

7–20c  HOW GREEN WAS MY 
VALLEY (U.S.A., 1941) art direction by 

Nathan Juran and Richard Day, directed  

by John Ford.
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Stage sets owe relatively little to the computer, but in the cinema, 

especially in such genres as science fiction and animation, 

computer-generated settings are more and more common. The 

eerie, otherworldly settings of this medieval epic saga were computer-

generated. Though the performance capture technology of the film was 

expensive and labor intensive, it was still cheaper than taking an entire 

film crew and cast on location. Location shooting would have required 

radical modifications to produce the same stark, ethereal effects of the 

movie setting.  (Paramount Pictures/Shangri-La)

For Fellini, who began his career as a realist, the studio became 

a place to create magic—along with his fellow magicians 

Donati and Rotunno. “To me and other directors like me,” 

Fellini said, “the cinema is a way of interpreting and remaking reality 

through fantasy and imagination. The use of the studio is an 

indispensable part of what we are doing.”  (FC Produzioni/PECF)

7–21  AMARCORD (Italy, 1974)

art direction and costumes by Danilo 

Donati, cinematography by Giuseppe 

Rotunno, directed by Federico Fellini.

7–22  BEOWULF (U.S.A., 2007)

with Ray Winstone (left, altered by 

“performance  capture”), directed by 

Robert Zemeckis.
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On the stage, a setting is generally admired with the opening of the curtain, and then for-
gotten as the actors take over the center of interest. In the movies, a director can keep cutting 
back to the setting to remind the audience of its significance. A film can fragment a set into a 
series of shots, now emphasizing one aspect of a room, later another, depending on the needs 
of the director in finding appropriate visual analogues for thematic and psychological ideas. 
In Losey’s The Servant, a stairway is used as a major thematic symbol. The film deals with a 
servant’s gradual control over his master (11–9a). Losey uses the stairway as a kind of psycho-
logical battlefield where the relative positions of the two men on the stairs give the audience 
a sense of who’s winning the battle. Losey also uses the rails on the stairway to suggest prison 
bars: The master of the house is often photographed from behind these bars.

Even the furniture of a room can be exploited for psychological and thematic reasons. In 
one of his classes, Eisenstein once discussed the significance of a table for a set. The class 
exercise centered on an adaptation of Balzac’s novel Père Goriot. The scene is set at a dinner 
table that Balzac described as circular. But Eisenstein convincingly argued that a round table 
is wrong cinematically, for it implies equality, with each person linked in a circle. To convey the 
stratified class structure of the boarding house, Eisenstein  suggested the use of a long rectan-
gular table, with the haughty mistress of the house at the head, the favored tenants close to her 
sides, and the lowly Goriot alone, near the base of the table.

The situation of this political black comedy might almost have been 

dreamed up by Samuel Beckett, a fellow dramatist of the absurd. Both 

Tanović  and Beckett share a bleak comic vision of humanity. Two enemy 

soldiers, a Bosnian and a Serb, are trapped in a trench between enemy lines 

during the brutal Bosnian War. Neither trusts the other and there’s no escaping 

without getting shot. A wounded soldier lies nearby, collapsed on a spring-loaded 

bomb, set to explode beneath him if he moves, thus killing everyone else in his 

vicinity. From this grotesque narrative premise, Tanović  is able to fashion a grim 

fable of human folly. But beneath the stupidity, flashes of humanity occasionally 

illuminate this dark moral landscape. Oddly, the movie is surprisingly 

funny.  (Noe Productions. Photo: Dejan Vekic)
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7–23  NO MAN’S LAND (Bosnia,

2001) with Branko Djurić and Rene 

Bitorajac, written and directed by  

Danis Tanović.
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Such attention to detail often distinguishes a master of film from a mere technician, who 
settles for only a general effect. The setting of a movie—far more than any play—can even 
take over as the central interest (7–24). In Kubrick’s 2001, the director spends most of his time 
lovingly photographing the instruments of a spaceship, various space stations, and the enor-
mous expanses of outer space itself. The few people in the movie seem almost incidental and 
certainly far less interesting than the real center of concern—the setting. It would be impossible 
to produce 2001 on stage: The materials of the film are not theatrically convertible. Kubrick’s 
movie is a vivid illustration of Bazin’s observation that the function of the cinema is “to bring 
to light certain details that the stage would have left untreated.”

A systematic analysis of a set involves a consideration of the following characteristics:

1. Exterior or interior. If the set is an exterior, how does nature function as a symbolic 
analogue to the mood, theme, or characterization?

2. Style.  Is the set realistic and lifelike or stylized and deliberately distorted? Is it in a 
particular style, such as colonial American, Art Deco, Victorian, sleek contemporary, 
and so forth?

3. Studio or location.  If the set is an actual location, why was it chosen? What does it say 
about the characters?

4. Period.  What era does the set represent?
5. Class.  What is the apparent income level of the owners?
6. Size.  How large is the set? Rich people tend to take up more space than the poor, who 

are usually crowded in their living area.
7. Decoration.  How is the set furnished? Are there any status symbols, oddities of taste, 

and the like? Is it crowded or sparsely furnished?
8. Symbolic function. What kind of overall image does the set and its furnishings project?

A hybrid of science fiction, film noir, detective 

thriller, bounty-hunter western, and love story, 

Blade Runner is also eclectic in its visual style, 

a collaborative effort that includes the contributions 

of art director David Snyder, production designer 

Lawrence G. Paull, special visual effects designer 

Douglas Trumbull, and cinematographer Jordan 

Cronenweth. The story is set in Los Angeles in the year 

2019. Nature has gone berserk, deluging the teeming 

city with an almost constant downpour. Smoke, fog, 

and steam add to the fumigated congestion. It is a city 

of dreadful night, punctuated by neon signs in 

Day-Glo colors, cheap Orientalized billboards, and a 

profusion of advertising come-ons. Hunks of 

long-discarded machinery litter the landscape. The 

soundtrack throbs with eerie sounds, echoes, 

pounding pistons, and the noises of flying vehicles 

shuttling through the poisonous atmosphere. It is a 

city choking on its own technology.  (Warner Bros. )

7–24  BLADE RUNNER 
(U.S.A., 1982) with Harrison Ford, 

directed by Ridley Scott.
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Costumes and Makeup

In the most sensitive films and plays, costumes and makeup aren’t merely frills added to en-
hance an illusion, but aspects of character and theme. Costumes can reveal class, self-image, 
even psychological states. Depending on their cut, texture, and bulk, certain costumes can 
suggest agitation, fastidiousness, delicacy, dignity, and so on. A costume, then, is a medium, es-
pecially in the cinema, where a close-up of a fabric can suggest information that’s independent 
even of the wearer.

Color symbolism is used by Zeffirelli in Romeo and Juliet. Juliet’s family, the  Capulets, are 
characterized as aggressive parvenues: Their colors are appropriately “hot” reds, yellows, and 
oranges. Romeo’s family, on the other hand, is older and perhaps more established, but in obvi-
ous decline. They are costumed in blues, deep greens, and purples. These two color schemes 
are echoed in the liveries of the servants of each house, which helps the audience identify the 
combatants in the brawling scenes. The color of the costumes can also be used to suggest 
change and transition. Our first view of Juliet, for example, shows her in a vibrant red dress. 
After she marries Romeo, her colors are in the cool blue spectrum. Line as well as color can 
be used to suggest psychological qualities. Verticals, for example, tend to emphasize stateliness 
and dignity (Lady Montague); horizontal lines tend to emphasize earthiness and comicality 
(Juliet’s nurse).

Perhaps the most famous costume in film history is Charlie Chaplin’s tramp outfit. The 
costume is an indication of both class and character, conveying the complex mixture of van-
ity and dash that makes Charlie so appealing. The moustache, derby hat, and cane all sug-
gest the fastidious dandy. The cane is used to give the impression of self- importance as Char-
lie swaggers confidently before a hostile world. But the baggy trousers several sizes too large, 
the oversized shoes, the too-tight coat—all these suggest Charlie’s insignificance and poverty.  
Chaplin’s view of humanity is symbolized by that costume: vain, absurd, and—finally—poi-
gnantly vulnerable.

In most cases, especially period films, costumes are designed for the performers who will 
be wearing them. The costumer must always be conscious of the actor’s body type—whether 
he or she is thin, overweight, tall, short, and so on—to compensate for any deficiency. If a per-
former is famous for a given trait—Dietrich’s legs, Marilyn’s bosom, Matthew McConaughey’s 
chest—the costumer will often design the actor’s clothes to highlight these attractions. Even 
in period films, the costumer has a wide array of styles to choose from, and his or her choice 
will often be determined by what the actor looks best in within the parameters defined by the 
milieu of the story.

During the Hollywood studio era, powerful stars often insisted on costumes and makeup 
that heightened their natural endowments, regardless of period accuracy. This was a practice 
that was encouraged by the studio bosses, who wanted their stars to look as glamorous as pos-
sible by suggesting a “contemporary look.” The results are usually jarring and incongruous. 
Even prestigious directors like John Ford gave in to this tradition of vanity. In Ford’s otherwise 
superb western, My Darling Clementine (1946), which is set in a rough frontier community, 
actress Linda Darnell wore glamorous star makeup and a 1940s-style hairdo, even though the 
character she was playing was a cheap Mexican “saloon girl”—a coy period euphemism for a 
prostitute. She looks as though she just stepped out of a hoity-toity beauty salon after receiving 
the deluxe treatment. She’s groomed to within an inch of her life.

In realistic contemporary stories, costumes are often bought off the rack rather than in-
dividually designed. This is especially true in stories dealing with ordinary people, people 
who buy their clothes in department stores. When the characters are lower class or poor, cos-
tumers often purchase used clothing. For example, in On the Waterfront, which deals with 
dockworkers and other working-class characters, the costumes are frayed and torn. Costumer 
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Visconti had the unusual distinction of being 

both a Marxist and an aristocrat (he was the 

Duke of Modrone). A master of the period film, 

he was exceptionally sensitive to the symbolic 

significance of costumes and décor. They are part of 

Visconti’s political statement. For example, the clutter, 

texture, and florid patterns of the Victorian furnishings 

in this movie suggest a stifling hothouse artificiality, 

sealed off from nature. The costumes, impeccably 

accurate to period, are elegant, constricting, and totally 

without utility. They were meant to be. Idle people of 

independent income—that is, income derived from the 

 labor of others—rarely concern themselves with utility 

in clothing. It’s a portrait of an overstuffed, overrefined 

society, gasping for fresh air.  (Titanus/SNPC)

This opulent costume picture, set in the 

tenth century, is a voluptuous exercise in 

style, bursting with bright, bold colors, 

sweeping panoramas of the imperial setting, and 

epic battles worthy of the greatest practitioners 

of the grand style. A supreme master of visual 

lyricism, Zhang drew his inspiration from 

Chinese opera, Japanese samurai films, the 

bloody tragedies of Shakespeare, and especially 

from the tradition of Hong Kong action films. 

The costumes alone are worth the price of 

admission. This stylized golden warrior’s outfit 

would probably not be very practical in battle, 

but it’s certainly magnificent to look at. “The eye swoons,” one critic 

marveled. Zhang was selected by the Chinese government to design and 

direct the spectacular opening and closing ceremonies of the 2008 Beijing 

Olympics, spectacles that were universally praised for their stylistic 

 virtuosity.  (Beijing New Picture Film Co/Edko Film. Photo: Bai Xiaoyan)

7–25a  THE LEOPARD (Italy, 1963)

art direction by Mario Garbuglia, costumes 

by Piero Tosi, directed by Luchino Visconti.

7–25b  CURSE OF THE GOLDEN 
FLOWER (China/Hong Kong, 2006) with 

Chow Yun Fat, directed by Zhang Yimou.
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A costume’s silhouette refers to its outline, how 

much of the body is revealed or obscured by the 

outer form of the garment. The more form-fitting 

the silhouette, the more erotic the costume—assuming, 

of course, that the wearer is in good shape. In these 

costumes, the male musculature is stylized and embossed 

into the rubberized suits. They weighed over forty 

pounds each and were intensely uncomfortable and hot 

under the studio lights. The actual bodies of Kilmer and 

O’Donnell, though perfectly respectable, are not quite so 

Michelangeloesque: The suits were designed to add 

muscles here and there and to flatten a few inconvenient 

protuberances. But there’s no question that the costumes 

make the boys look good—powerful, sexy, pumped up 

for action.  (Warner Bros. /DC Comics)

The iconic character of the Joker in the Batman films is usually 

made up to look like a comical cartoon figure. But in Nolan’s 

darker, more paranoid vision, the Joker is more scary than 

funny, thanks to Ledger’s brilliant performance. The late actor created 

his own makeup for the role, and it enhances the character’s psychotic 

unpredictability. His mouth is an indistinct smear of blood red, his face 

a sad clownish white. The eyes glare at us from two dark sunken pits of 

black. This is the face of a mad man.  (Warner Bros. /DC Comics)

7–26a Publicity photo for 
BATMAN FOREVER (U.S.A., 1995)

with Val Kilmer and Chris O’Donnell, 

directed by Joel Schumacher.

7–26b  THE DARK KNIGHT 
(U.S.A., 2008) with Heath Ledger, 

directed by Christopher Nolan.
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Anna Hill Johnstone bought them in used clothing stores in the neighborhood adjoining the  
waterfront area.

Costumes, then, represent another language system in movies, a symbolic form of commu-
nication that can be as complex and revealing as the other language systems filmmakers use. 
A systematic analysis of a costume includes a consideration of the following characteristics:

1. Period. What era does the costume fall into? Is it an accurate reconstruction?          
If not, why?

2. Class. What is the apparent income level of the person wearing the costume?
3. Sex. Does a woman’s costume emphasize her femininity or is it neutral or masculine? 

Does a man’s costume emphasize his virility or is it fussy or effeminate?
4. Age. Is the costume appropriate to the character’s age or is it deliberately too youthful, 

dowdy, or old-fashioned?
5. Silhouette. Is the costume form-fitting or loose and baggy?
6. Fabric. Is the material coarse, sturdy, and plain, or sheer and delicate?
7. Accessories. Does the costume include jewelry, hats, canes, and other accessories? What 

kind of shoes?

Set in rural Spain in 1944, shortly after Generalisimo Franco and his 

fascist thugs took over the country, this movie centers on a 10-year-old 

girl and the monsters—both  human and  imaginary—she must do battle 

with. At the Cannes Film Festival, the movie famously received a twenty-two-

minute standing ovation from the audience. Film critic Richard Corliss wrote 

that del Toro “has the wildest imagination and grandest ambitions of anybody in 

modern movies.” Interestingly, the spectacular visual richness of the film was not 

created by CGI or special effects technology, but in the old-fashioned way, 

through human artistry. The movie won Oscars for Best Art Direction, Best 

Cinematography, and Best Makeup.  (Tequila Gang/Warner Bros. )
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7–27  PAN’S LABYRINTH 
(Mexico, 2007) with Doug Jones, written 

and directed by Guillermo del Toro.
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8. Color. What are the symbolic implications of the colors? Are they “hot” or “cool” ? 
Subdued or bright? Solids or patterns?

9. Body exposure. How much of the body is revealed or concealed? The more body re-
vealed, the more erotic the costume.

10. Function. Is the costume meant for leisure or for work? Is it meant to impress by its 
beauty and splendor, or is it merely utilitarian?

11. Body attitude. What about the wearer’s posture? Proud and tall? Or caved in     
and embarrassed?

12. Image. What is the overall impression that the costume creates—sexy, constricting, 
boring, gaudy, conventional, eccentric, prim, cheap-looking, elegant?

Variations of this image have become 

iconographic in popular culture, replicated 

millions of times, and recognized by virtually 

everyone on the planet. Why did this image in particular 

capture the imagination of so many people? Perhaps it 

was the costume. (1) The period of the garment is 1955, 

but it is so classic in its lines that variations of the dress 

can still be found in stores today. (2) The class of the 

dress is middle to upper middle: It’s an elegant, 

well-made party dress. (3) The sex is feminine in the 

extreme, emphasizing such erotic details as a plunging 

neckline and bare arms and back. (4) The age level 

would be suitable to any mature woman (from the late 

teens to the mid-forties) in good physical shape. (5) The 

silhouette is form-fitting from the waist up, emphasizing 

Marilyn’s famous breasts. The accordion-pleated flare 

skirt ordinarily would obscure her shape below the 

waist, but the updraft from the subway below swooshes 

the skirt toward her face. Her gesture of holding the 

skirt down near the crotch suggests a childish innocence 

and spontaneity. (6) The fabric is lightweight, suitable 

for a summer evening, probably a silk/cotton blend.  

(7) The accessories include only the circular earrings 

(hard to see in this photo) and the high-heeled strap 

sandals. The shoes are sexy and delicate, but not very 

practical. They make her look p ampered and vulnerable 

and easy to catch. (8) The dress’s color is white—pure, 

clean, untouched by the city’s dirt. (9) There is quite a 

bit of body exposure—the arms, shoulders, back, cleavage, and—at least 

here—much of the upper thighs. (10) The function of the dress is recreational, 

not work-related. It’s meant to attract attention. It’s a dress to have fun in.  

(11) Marilyn’s body attitude is childish exuberance—-she’s not in the least 

ashamed or embarrassed by her body and wears the outfit with confidence.  

(12) The general image suggests innocence, femininity, spontaneity, and a 

riveting sexual allure.  (20th Century Fox. Photo: Sam Shaw)

7–28 Publicity photo of Marilyn 
Monroe in THE SEVEN YEAR ITCH 
(U.S.A., 1955) directed by Billy Wilder.
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In keeping with Paramount’s sophisticated and 

somewhat European sensibility, Travis Banton’s 

designs are so classically elegant that they 

could be worn today and still elicit admiration, like 

this fur-trimmed velvet gown, with its sleek Art Deco 

silhouette and its understated eroticism. Classy, very 

classy.  (Paramount Pictures)

Banton favored using fur for his 

women’s designs, and he could not 

have found a more sleek model 

than Dietrich, who always wore his clothes 

elegantly.  (Paramount Pictures)

MGM was considered a great women’s studio, with a roster of female 

stars that was the quintessence of glamour and femininity. Gilbert 

Adrian (he was almost universally known simply as Adrian) was the 

costume designer at the studio during its golden age. He was clever at hiding 

figure faults. He knew when to pad the shoulders, or the bosom, how to keep 

an outfit simple by focusing on one striking feature, and how to draw the eye 

to a woman’s figure strengths and natural endowments. He often cut his 

dresses on the bias, thus making the fabric cling erotically to the hips. Sexy, 

very sexy. Fearful that the costumes might wrinkle, MGM built special lean-to 

contraptions (pictured), so that the actress didn’t have to sit down while 

studying her script between shots. See also Gowns by Adrian: The MGM Years 

1928–1941, by Howard Gutner (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 2002).  (MGM)

During Hollywood’s big-studio era, popular movies 

often gave rise to fashion trends, sometimes even 

inspiring a specific dress to be copied by the clothing 

industry. Costume designers were enormously influential 

arbiters of style—especially in the realm of women’s fashions.

7–29

7–29a Publicity photo of Kay 
Francis in TROUBLE IN PARADISE 
(U.S.A., 1932) gowns by Travis Banton, 

directed by Ernst Lubitsch.

7–29b Publicity photo of 
Marlene Dietrich in DESIRE
(U.S.A., 1936) costumes by Travis 

Banton, directed by Frank Borzage.

7–29c Publicity photo of Jean 
Harlow in DINNER AT EIGHT 
(U.S.A., 1933) gowns by Adrian, 

directed by George Cukor.
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Enigmatic, industry-savvy Edith Head is probably the most famous 

of all Hollywood costume designers, a recipient of an unprecedented 

eight Academy Awards, including one for A Place in the Sun. She was 

head designer at Paramount from 1938 to 1966, and created the costumes for 

over 1,100 movies. These include many films that are male dominated, like 

the western Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid, which also won her an Oscar. 

Edith Head insisted that a costume is always a projection of character, either 

as she sees herself, or as others see her. A Place in the Sun is an excellent 

adaptation of Theodore Dreiser’s famous novel, An American Tragedy. When 

the penniless main character (Montgomery Clift) sees the rich, exquisite 

Taylor character in this gown, she looks like a goddess on a floating cloud, 

come to bring enchantment to the prosaic earthlings below. Dreamy, very 

dreamy. See Edith Head: The Life and Times of Hollywood’s Celebrated 

Costume Designer, by David Chierichetti (New York: HarperCollins, 2003).

Walter Plunckett made his reputation at RKO, 

where he built up the studio’s costume shop into 

one of the best in the industry. Later he freelanced 

with a number of other studios, particularly MGM, where 

he specialized in period costumes. He was nominated for 

seven Oscars and won for An American In Paris (which he 

shared with codesigners Orry-Kelly and Irene Sharaff).

7–29d A PLACE IN THE SUN (U.S.A.,

1951) with Elizabeth Taylor and Montgomery 

Clift, costumes by Edith Head, directed by 

George Stevens. (Paramount Pictures)

7–29f MADAME BOVARY 
(U.S.A., 1949) with Jennifer Jones, 

costume design by Walter Plunckett, 

directed by Vincente Minnelli. (MGM)

7–29e Publicity photo of Walter 
Plunckett and Vivian Leigh with 
Plunckett’s costume for GONE WITH 
THE WIND (U.S.A., 1939) directed by 

Victor Fleming. (Selznick/MGM)
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Born again. American culture is steeped in the idea of second chances. 

It is a central concept of evangelical Christianity. Similarly, to the 

millions of immigrants who streamed to the Land of Opportunity, 

America was—and still is—a chance for a new life. Especially among women, 

the fashion industries encourage the belief that you can remake yourself, 

become a new you. In movies, makeovers in dress and cosmetics usually 

symbolize a psychological and spiritual transformation as well, a sense of being 

fully authentic at last. Not to speak of being confident, sexy, and desirable. The 

grande dame of the makeover movie is Now, Voyager, which features Bette 

Davis in one of her most brilliant performances. With the aid of a nurturing 

psychiatrist, she manages to transform herself from a dowdy, hysterical spinster 

who’s bullied by a domineering mother (a), to a poised and alluring woman, in 

command of her own destiny (b). (Warner Bros. )

In more recent times, Last Holiday combines the 

makeover motif with the carpe diem (seize the day) 

motif. A mousy sales clerk (left), mistakenly believing 

that she has only three weeks to live, decides to have a last fling 

with a luxury trip to Europe. While there, she learns that risk 

taking is part of life, and she emerges like a magnificent 

butterfly from her pro tective cocoon. Her new outlook also 

changes the people who come in contact with her.

 See also The Makeover in Movies, by Elizabeth A. Ford and 

 Deborah C. Mitchell (Jefferson, NC, and London: McFarland & 

Company, 2004), a perceptive study.  (Paramount Pictures)

7–30a & b  NOW, VOYAGER 
(U.S.A., 1942) with Bette Davis, 

directed by Irving Rapper.

7–30c Publicity photo for LAST
HOLIDAY (U.S.A., 2006) with Queen 

Latifah, directed by Wayne Wang.
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Some costumes are pastiches of various 

styles, as in this sci-fi picture, which is set 

in a desolate, post-apocalyptic desert 

landscape. This bleak setting is strewn with debris 

and the discarded artifacts of a former civilization. 

Black is often the color of villainy, but in this 

movie, the villainy is wittily undercut by such 

campy touches as the off-the-shoulder feathers 

atop shoulder pads, a red-tinged Mohawk mane, 

and a metal-studded crotch protector. Scary. And 

weirdly funny.  (Warner Bros)

An Afghan-born Canadian journalist returns to her ravaged homeland 

to prevent her sister from committing suicide. Traveling undercover— 

literally—she manages to  enter Afghanistan, which is ruled by the 

Taliban, the notorious Islamic extremists whose oppression of women 

bordered on the pathological. Wearing the despised burqa that covers a 

woman from head to toe, the journalist surveys the degradation of women 

everywhere. Even the simplest event is scary, like women inspecting a book 

(pictured). The tented females slither anonymously, like tormented shadows 

in Dante’s Inferno. (Makhmalbaf/BAC Films/Studio Canal)

7–31a  THE ROAD WARRIOR 
(Australia, 1982) with Vernon Welles, 

directed by George Miller.

7–31b  KANDAHAR 
(Iran, 2001) written and directed 

by Mohsen Makhmalbaf.
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Almost since the inception of motion pictures, 

one of the main pleasures of moviegoing has 

been gazing at beautiful people and admiring 

their exquisitely toned bodies—not unlike how the 

ancient Greeks and Romans enjoyed looking at a statue 

of a goddess or a magnificent athlete.  (EON/Danjaq. 

Photo: Keith Hamshere)

Japan traditionally is a land where women serve 

at the pleasure of men, and perhaps the geisha  

is the ultimate in female self-effacement. Not 

usually a prostitute, not quite an entertainer in the 

Western sense, the geisha nonetheless exists solely for 

the purpose of pleasuring her male clients. Somewhere 

beneath this ivory porcelain mask of idealized femininity 

lies a real woman’s face—private,  inscrutable, 

repressed. (Columbia Pictures/Dreamworks/Spyglass)

7–32a  DIE ANOTHER DAY 
(Britain/U.S.A., 2002) with Halle Berry, 

directed by Lee Tamahori.

7–32b  MEMOIRS OF A GEISHA 
(U.S.A., 2005) with Ziyi Zhang, directed 

by Rob Marshall.
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Makeup in the cinema is generally subtler than on stage. The theatrical actor uses makeup 
primarily to enlarge his or her features so they’ll be visible from long distances. On the screen, 
makeup tends to be more understated. Even the most delicate changes in makeup can be per-
ceived in the cinema. Mia Farrow’s pale green face in Rosemary’s Baby, for example, was used 
to suggest the progressive corruption of her body while she is pregnant with the devil’s child.

In Tom Jones, Richardson used elaborate, artificial makeup on the city characters like Lady 
Bellaston to suggest their deceitfulness and decadence. (In the eighteenth- century comedy of 
manners, cosmetics are a favorite source of imagery to suggest falseness and hypocrisy.) The 
country characters, on the other hand, especially Sophie Western, are made up more naturally, 
without wigs, powder, and patches.

Cinematic makeup is closely associated with the type of performer wearing it. In general, 
stars prefer makeup that tends to glamorize them. Monroe, Garbo, and Harlow usually had 
an ethereal quality. Marlene Dietrich probably knew more about makeup than any star of her 
generation—glamour makeup, that is (6–2a). Straight actors and actor stars are less concerned 
with glamour unless the characters they’re playing are in fact glamorous. In an effort to sub-
merge their own personalities, such performers often use makeup to disfigure the familiarity 
of their features. Brando and Olivier were particularly likely to wear false noses, wigs, and 
distorting cosmetics. Today, Johnny Depp loves to trash his G.Q. good looks. Because Orson 
Welles was known primarily for playing strong, domineering roles, he resorted to such tricks 
in makeup to maximize the differences between his roles. Nonprofessional players probably 
wear the least amount of makeup, since they’re chosen precisely because of their interesting and 
authentic physical appearance.

As the “unsinkable” ocean liner slowly surrenders 

to the frigid waters of the Atlantic, the scenes get 

darker, colder, and more desperate. The colors, so 

richly luxurious in the earlier scenes, begin to fade with  

the light as they’re swallowed by the enveloping waters. 

But the young lovers, radiating humanity with their warm 

fleshtones and halo lighting, cling to each other like a 

beacon of hope in the final stages of the wounded ship’s 

watery descent. They’re like doomed, tragic lovers of a 

nineteenth-century romantic novel.  (20th Century Fox/

Paramount Pictures)
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7–32c  TITANIC (U.S.A., 1997)

with Kate Winslet and Leonardo DiCaprio, 

written and directed by James Cameron.
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In exploring the dramatic aspects of a movie, we ought to ask ourselves how time, space, 
and language are exploited. If the film is a theatrical adaptation, was the play opened up or did 
the director confine the action to a limited playing area? Why? Could the movie be adapted for 
the stage? How prominent is the director’s hand in the film? What kind of sets are used and 
why? What do the costumes tell us about their wearers? Is the makeup slight and realistic or 
are the actors’ faces totally altered cosmetically?

Further Reading

Barsacq, Léon, Caligari’s Cabinets and Other Grand Illusions: A History of Film Design (New York: 
New American Library, 1978). Copiously illustrated, written by a distinguished Russian-born 
French designer.

Chierichetti, David, Hollywood Costume Design (New York: Harmony Books, 1976). 
Lavishly illustrated.

Gaines, Jane M., and Charlotte Herzog, Fabrications: Costume and the Female Body (New York: 
Routledge, 1990). Feminist emphasis.

Heisner, Beverly, Hollywood Art (Jefferson, NC, and London: McFarland, 1990). Art direction during 
the big-studio era.

Knopf, Robert, ed., Theater and Film (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2005). An 
anthology of scholarly articles covering history, writing, directing, and acting.

LoBrutto, Vincent, ed., By Design (New York: Praeger, 1992). Interviews with movie 
production designers.

McConathy, Dale, and Diana Vreeland, Hollywood Costume (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 
1977). Lavishly illustrated, authoritative.

Neumann, Dietrich, ed., Film Architecture: Set Designs from Metropolis to Blade Runner (Munich, 
London, New York: Prestel, 1999). Generously illustrated.
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Street, Sarah, Costumes and Cinema (New York: Columbia University Press, 2002). Dress codes in 
popular film.
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Since ancient times, people have been intrigued by the seductive powers of storytelling. In The

Poetics, Aristotle distinguished between two types of fictional narratives: mimesis (showing) 
and diegesis (telling). Mimesis is the province of the live theater, where the events “tell them-
selves.” Diegesis, the province of the literary epic and the novel, is a story told by a narrator who 
is sometimes  reliable, sometimes not. Cinema combines both forms of storytelling and hence 
is a more complex medium, with a wider range of narrative techniques at its disposal (8–1).

Narratology
Scholars in modern times have also studied narrative forms, with most of the focus devoted 
to literature, film, and drama. Narratology, as this new interdisciplinary field was called in the 
1980s, is a study of how stories work, how we make sense of the raw materials of a narrative, 
how we fit them together to form a coherent whole. It is also the study of different narra-
tive structures, storytelling strategies, aesthetic conventions, types of stories (genres), and their 
symbolic implications.

In traditional terms, narratologists are interested in the “rhetoric” of storytelling; that is, the 
forms that “message senders” use to communicate with “message receivers.” In cinema, a prob-
lem with this triadic communications model is determining who the sender is. The implied 
author is the filmmaker. However, many stories are not created by a single storyteller. Multiple 
authorship of scripts is common, especially in the United States, where the story is often pieced 
together by producers, directors, writers, and stars—a truly joint enterprise. Even prestigious 
filmmakers like Fellini, Kurosawa, and Truffaut preferred collaborating with others in creating 
the events of a story.

Epic stories are usually concerned with 

important themes, in heroic proportions. The 

protagonist is generally an ideal 

representative of a culture—national, religious, or 

ethnic. This epic saga takes its title from the family’s 

name, Sonnenschein, which translates as “sunshine.” 

It’s only the first of many ironies in the film. The 

family is Jewish, trying to survive in an anti- Semitic 

Hungary through three convulsive epochs—the 

Austro-Hungarian Empire, the Nazi occupation, and 

the brutal communist era. They work hard, they 

excel. They bring honor to their family and their 

country. They downplay their religion. But it’s never 

enough. The family is degraded, their wealth confiscated, their religious 

identity almost obliterated. Most successful epics capture the values and 

aspirations of a culture, sometimes in a bitterly ironic mode. As critic Richard 

Schickel pointed out about Sunshine: “It makes you feel, quite poignantly, the 

crushing tides of history: heedless, inhuman—and tragic.”  (Alliance Atlantis)

8–1  SUNSHINE (Hungary/Britain/

Germany/Canada, 2000) with James Frain, 

Jennifer Ehle, and Ralph Fiennes; directed 

by István Szabó.
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Ever since the silent era, commentators have remarked on how “fast” American films 

move compared to the “slow” Europeans and the “very slow” movies of Asia. Even today, 

American films feature narratives that jump-start almost  immediately and drive 

relentlessly toward a climactic explosion of action. Speed, for example, is about a psychopath 

who plants a bomb on a bus, which must be driven above 50mph or it’ll explode, killing all its 

passengers. The task of driving the vehicle through city traffic falls on the Bullock character, who 

is totally out of her element, though she is guided in her heroic efforts by a resourceful police 

officer (Reeves). Everything in the story is geared toward a fast-moving narrative: the very 

premise of the film, the time limit, the speed limit, the volatile urban environment, and the 

tense cross-cutting between the heroes and the villains. The Home and the World is an adaptation 

of a novel by the Indian Nobel laureate Rabindranath Tagore. Set in the early twentieth century, 

the movie is a subtle psychological study of a triangle involving a rich, liberal, and high-caste 

Hindu who urges his wife to emerge from the traditional purdah (seclusion) to meet his best 

friend, a charismatic revolutionary. Ironically, she eventually falls in love with the friend. The 

story moves slowly, emphasizing the heroine’s insecure, 

tentative steps toward intellectual independence. There 

are very few big dramatic scenes, for she rarely ventures 

outside her home. The action is mostly interior—

psychological and spiritual rather than physical. Realist 

film artists like the great Satyajit Ray are usually at their 

best when the action is slowed down to correspond to 

the rhythms of nature. Such stories require more 

patience than the lapel-grabbing urgency of a movie like 

Speed. Each movie provides its own kind of  pleasure, 

each at its own  natural pace. 

8–2b  THE HOME AND THE WORLD 
(India, 1984) with Swatilekha  Chatterjee 

and Soumitra  Chatterjee, directed by  

Satyajit Ray. (NFDC)

8–2a  SPEED (U.S.A., 1994)

with Keanu Reeves and Sandra Bullock, 

directed by Jan De Bont. (20th Century 

Fox. Photo: Richard Foreman)
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“Character-driven” stories tend to downplay narrative in 

favor of exploring people’s psychological complexities. In 

this ensemble drama, for example, we get to see many of 

the characters in two different contexts. The movie is set in the 

sprawling city of Los Angeles, where the chances of meeting the 

same people twice in a short period are very slim. In a sense, the 

doubled narrative structure of this film is deliberately artificial, 

 despite the realism of the visual style, the acting, and the 

individual scenes. We first meet Dillon’s character early in the 

movie. He’s a police officer who is rudely brushed off by a female African American municipal bureaucrat, 

when he tries to get some help for his invalid father. Later in the story, he stops an auto containing an 

upscale black couple (Newton and  Terrence Howard). The cop deliberately humiliates them by pretending 

to body search the woman in front of her helpless husband. Later in the movie, the officer comes to the 

rescue of the same woman whose crashed auto has trapped her inside. Initially repelled by his presence at 

the accident site, she reluctantly yields to his commands in getting her out of harm’s way. In fact, he saves 

her life. Which is the real police officer, the sadistic racist or the heroic savior?  (Lionsgate)

“I consider myself an essayist,” Godard said, 

“producing essays in novel form or novels in essay 

form: only instead of writing, I film them.” Godard’s 

cinematic essays are a frontal attack on the dominance of 

classical cinema. “The Americans are good at storytelling,” 

he noted, “the French are not. Flaubert and Proust can’t tell 

stories. They do something else. So does the cinema. I prefer 

to use a kind of tapestry, a background on which I can 

embroider on my own ideas.” Instead of scripts, Godard set 

up dramatic situations, then asked his actors to improvise 

their dialogue, as in this scene—a technique he derived from the documentary movement called 

cinéma vérité. He intersperses these scenes with digres sions, opinions, and jokes. Above all, he wanted 

to capture the spontaneity of the moment, which he believed was more authentic when he and his 

actors had to fend for themselves, without the security of a script. “If you know in advance everything 

you are going to do, it isn’t worth doing,” Godard insisted. “If a show is all written down, what is the 

point of filming it? What use is cinema if it trails after literature?” See also Louis D. Giannetti, 

“Godard’s Masculine-Feminine: The Cinematic Essay,” in Godard and Others: Essays on Film Form

(Cranbury, NJ: Fairleigh Dickinson University Press, 1975).  (Anouchka/Argos/Sandrews)

8–3  CRASH (U.S.A., 2005)

with Thandie Newton and Matt Dillon, 

screenplay by Paul Haggis and Bobby 

Moresco, directed by Haggis.

8–4  MASCULINE-FEMININE 
(France, 1966) with Jean-Pierre Léaud and 

Catherine-Isabelle Duport, directed by 

Jean-Luc Godard.
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The problem of the elusive film author is complicated when a movie has a voice-over nar-
ration (8–5). Usually this off-screen narrator is also a character in the story and hence has a 
vested interest in “helping” us interpret the events. A film’s narrator is not necessarily neutral. 
Nor is he or she necessarily the filmmaker’s mouthpiece. Sometimes the narrator—as in the 
first-person novel—is the main character of a movie. (For a fuller discussion of these ideas, see 
the “Spoken Language” section of Chapter 5 and “Point of View” in Chapter 9.)

Narration also differs according to a movie’s style. In realistic films, the implied author is 
virtually invisible. The events “speak for themselves,” as they do in most stage plays. The story 
seems to unfold automatically, usually in chronological sequence.

In classical narrative structures, we are generally aware of a shaping hand in the storyline. 
Boring gaps in the narrative are edited out by a discreet storyteller, who keeps a low profile 
yet still keeps the action on track, moving toward a specific destination—the resolution of the 
story’s central conflict.

Who tells the story and why? These are two questions every spectator 

should ask of a story. This movie centers primarily on the character of  

Andy (Robbins), a man who is imprisoned for killing his wife and her lover. 

Inside prison he meets Red (Freeman), who becomes his closest friend. The story is 

narrated by Red in a voice-over. But why him? We never get inside Andy’s mind the 

way we do with Red, who is a more ordinary person, more like us. He never fully 

understands what’s going on in his friend’s head, so we (like Red) are limited in our 

knowledge. We are kept in suspense about Andy until the very end—with its 

surprise twists. If Andy had told his own story in the first person, there would have 

been no suspense and no surprises because Andy would have told us in advance 

what he was going to do. And that’s why Red tells the story. See also Sarah Kozloff, 

Invisible Storytellers (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1988), which analyzes 

voice-over narration in American fiction films.  (Castle Rock Entertainment)

8–5  THE SHAWSHANK 
REDEMPTION (U.S.A., 1994)

with Morgan Freeman and Tim 

Robbins, directed by Frank Darabont.
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In formalistic narratives, the author is overtly manipulative, sometimes scrambling the 
chronology of the story or heightening or restructuring events to maximize a thematic idea. 
The story is told from a subjective perspective, as in Oliver Stone’s polemic JFK (8–20).

Narratology is often arcane, and occasionally incomprehensible, because of its abstract 
language and jargon. Exotic terms are often used to describe traditional concepts. For example, 
the differences between a story and its plot structure (that is, between a narrative’s content 
and its form) can be expressed in a bewildering assortment of terms. Story versus discourse are 
favored by many American scholars. Others prefer histoire  versus discours, mythos versus logos,

or fabula versus syuzhet.

What are the differences between story and plot? The story can be defined as the  general 
subject matter, the raw materials of a dramatic action in chronological sequence. The plot, on 
the other hand, involves the storyteller’s method of superimposing a structural pattern over 
the story.

The implied author motivates the characters and provides a cause–effect logic to the se-
quence of events. Peter Brooks defines plot as “the design and intention of narrative, what 
shapes a story and gives it a certain direction or intention of meaning.” In short, plot in-
volves the implied author’s point of view as well as the structuring of the scenes into an  
aesthetic pattern.

The Spectator
It’s impossible to understand a movie without being actively engaged in a dynamic interplay 
with its narrative logic. Most of us have been watching movies and television for so long that 
we’re hardly aware of our instantaneous adjustments to an unfolding plot. We absorb auditory 
and visual stimuli at an incredibly rapid rate. Like a complex computer, our brain click-clicks 
away in many language systems simultaneously: photographic, spatial, kinetic, vocal, histri-
onic, musical, sartorial, and so on.

But in the American cinema especially, the story reigns supreme, even if no one seems to 
take the story very seriously (8–7b). All the other language systems are subordinated to the 
plot, the structural spine of virtually all American fiction films, and most foreign movies as well.

David Bordwell and others have explored how the spectator is constantly interacting with 
a movie’s narrative. We attempt to superimpose our sense of order and coherence on the film’s 
world. In most cases, we bring a set of expectations to a movie even before we’ve seen it. Our 
knowledge of a given era or genre leads us to expect a predictable set of variables. For example, 
most westerns take place in the late nineteenth century and are set in the American western 
frontier. From books, TV, and other westerns, we have a rough knowledge of how frontier peo-
ple were supposed to dress and behave.

When narratives fail to act according to tradition, convention, or our sense of history, we 
are forced to reassess our cognitive methods and our attitude toward the narrative. Either we 
adjust to the author’s presentation, or we reject the offending innovation as inappropriate, 
crude, or self-indulgent.

Narrational strategies are often determined by genre. For example, in those types of mov-
ies that thrive on suspense (thrillers, police stories, mysteries), the narrative will deliberately 
withhold information, forcing us to guess, to fill in the gaps. In romantic comedies, on the other 
hand, we generally know the outcome in advance. The emphasis is on how boy wins girl (or 
vice versa), not if he or she wins.

Our prior knowledge of a film’s star also defines its narrative parameters. We wouldn’t 
expect to see Clint Eastwood in a Shakespearean adaptation. Eastwood’s expertise is in ac-
tion genres, especially westerns and contemporary urban crime stories. With personality stars 
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Teenagers are among the most frequent 

filmgoers in America, especially if a movie is 

tailored to their demographic. Coming-of-age 

films like Superbad often center on the fervent desire 

of a horny youth—or in this case, two horny 

youths—to lose their virginity. Raunchy, vulgar, and 

often hilarious, the movie also shows the more 

sensitive side of the teenage male psyche under 

stress, exploring the anxieties and obsessions of the 

young American male in heat.  (Columbia Pictures. 

Photo: Melissa Moseley)

8–6a  SUPERBAD (U.S.A., 2007)

with Michael Cera and Jonah Hill, 

 directed by Greg Motola.

8–6b  BRIDESMAIDS (U.S.A., 2011) 

with (front) Rose Byrne and Melissa McCarthy, 

(back row, from left) Wendy McLendon-Covey, 

Kristen Wiig, Maya Rudolph, and Ellie Kemper; 

directed by Paul Feig.

Written by Kristen Wiig and Annie Mumolo, this movie explores 

the female counterparts of Superbad. Interestingly, both films 

were produced by Judd Apatow, who is virtually the King of 

Comedy in Hollywood, with over 48 producer’s credits, not to speak of 

writing and directing credits. He is best known for his raunchy male 

comedies, but he’s no slouch in the female comedy department, as this 

film demonstrates. (He is also one of the producers of the HBO comedy 

series, Girls, created by the gifted Lena Dunham, who is also the star of 

the series.) Bridesmaids is every bit as raunchy as Superbad, with lots of 

sex gags, fart jokes, lusty encounters, slapstick comedy, and witty 

one-liners. It also contains a hilarious diarrhea sequence that has to be 

seen to be believed. (Universal Pictures. Photo: Suzanne Hanover)
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Many movies are structured around the 

Grand Hotel formula, so-called after the 

1932 film that features an assortment of 

characters who are thrown together in a single 

location or are unified by a common concern or a 

shared lifestyle. This anthology formula is ideal for 

exploring multiple narratives, with no single 

storyline predominating. It’s a favorite structural 

device of Woody Allen, who has used it many times. 

This modern comedy of manners explores the lives 

of three sisters (pictured), their neuroses, and the 

various other neurotics in their lives. By using the 

Grand Hotel formula, Allen is able to include at least a dozen interesting 

characters who all live in New York City and are connected in some way 

to these three women.  (Orion. Photo: Brian Hamill)

Pseudo-narratives. In many light entertainment movies such as 

this, the story is merely a pretext, an excuse to watch some 

beautiful and charming people being beautiful and charming. 

Star power is what this movie is really about. The narrative is a 

transparent structure of display, like the setting for some glittering 

diamonds. The main attraction is the sparkling jewels; the setting 

merely the mounting.  (Warner Bros. Photo: Ralph Nelson)

8–7a  HANNAH AND HER SISTERS 
(U.S.A., 1986) with Mia Farrow, Barbara 

Hershey, and Dianne Wiest; written and 

directed by Woody Allen. 

8–7b  OCEANS TWELVE 
(U.S.A., 2004) with George Clooney, 

Matt Damon, and Brad Pitt; directed by 

Steven Soderbergh.
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especially, we can guess the essential nature of a film’s narrative in advance. With actor stars like 
Johnny Depp, however, we are less certain about what to expect, for Depp’s range is extraordi-
narily broad.

Audiences also judge a film in advance by the connotations of its title. A movie with a 
moronic title like Attack of the Killer Bimbos is not likely to be shown at the prestigious New 
York Film Festival. On the other hand, Lady Windermere’s Fan would probably not play at the 
local mall theater because of its somewhat effete, aristocratic-sounding title. Of course, there 
are always exceptions. Sammy and Rosie Get Laid sounds like a porno film, but it’s actually a 
respected (and sexy) British social comedy. Its title is deliberately aggressive, a bit crude. It’s 
meant to be.

Once a movie begins, we begin to define its narrative limits. The style of the credits and the 
accompanying score help us to determine the tone of the picture. In the early  exposition scenes, 
the filmmaker sets up the story variables and mood, establishing the premise that will drive the 
narrative forward. The beginning scenes imply how the narrative will be developed and where 
it’s likely to end up.

The opening expository scenes also establish the internal “world” of the story—what’s pos-
sible, what’s probable, what’s not very likely, and so on. In retrospect, there should be no loose 
threads in a story if the implied author has done a careful job of foreshadowing. In E.T.: The 

Extra-Terrestrial, for example, Spielberg prepares us for the supernatural events that occur in 
the middle and later portions of the movie because the opening scene (showing us how E.T. got 
left behind by his spaceship) establishes supernaturalism as a narrative variable.

When a critic asked the radical innovator Jean-Luc Godard if he believed that a movie 
should have a beginning, middle, and end, the iconoclastic filmmaker replied: “Yes—but not 
necessarily in that order.” The opening exposition scenes of most movies establish the time 
frame of the story—whether it will unfold in flashbacks, in the present, or in some combina-
tion. The exposition also establishes the ground rules about fantasy scenes, dreams, and the 
stylistic variables associated with these levels of the story (8–8).

Although it is one of the most admired 

movies in the history of the cinema, 

Fellini’s masterpiece features a plot that’s 

diabolically tough to follow. Most viewers are 

unable to comprehend it all on first viewing 

because it’s constantly shifting levels of 

consciousness without warning.  Fantasies spill 

over onto reality, which splashes over memories, 

which fuse with dreams, which turn into 

nightmares, which . . .  (Cineriz/Francinex)

8–8  8 1⁄2 (Italy, 1963)

with Sandra Milo and Marcello 

Mastroianni,  directed by Federico Fellini.
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Some movies are so unusual that it’s virtually impossible 

to predict where the plot will lead. In My Life As a Dog,

for example, the young hero is separated from his 

parents and moves in with an eccentric uncle and aunt in a 

remote village. His  escapades in the country are bizarre, funny, 

and totally  unpredictable.  (Svensk Filmindustri/Filmteknik)

On the other hand, creating suspense is difficult 

when audiences can guess the outcome of a 

story. Like most romantic comedies, Intolerable 

Cruelty ends with the obligatory boy-wins-girl finale, 

but the pleasure of watching the movie is not so much 

what happens as how it happens. The film has so many 

comical twists and turns in the plot that trying to 

untangle all the narrative zigzags is part of the fun. See 

also Romantic Comedy: Boy Meets Girl Meets Genre, by 

Tamar Jeffers McDonald (New York: Columbia 

University Press, 2007).  (Imagine Entertainment/

Alphaville. Photo: Melinda Sue Gordon)

8–9a  MY LIFE AS A DOG (Sweden,

1985) with Anton Glanzelius, directed by 

Lasse Hallström. 

8–9b  INTOLERABLE CRUELTY 
(U.S.A., 2003) with George Clooney and 

 Catherine Zeta-Jones, directed by Joel and 

Ethan Coen.
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An elaborate game is played out between a cinematic narrative and the spectator. While 
watching a movie, we must sort out irrelevant details, hypothesize, test our  hypotheses, retreat 
if necessary, adapt, formulate explanations, and so on. The spectator is constantly subjecting 
the narrative to questions. Why does the heroine do that? Why does her boyfriend respond that 
way? What will the mother do now? And so on.

The more complex the plot, the more cunning we must be—sorting, sifting, weighing new 
evidence, inferring motives and explanations, ever suspicious of being taken off guard. We 
constantly monitor the narrative for unexpected reversals, especially in deceptive genres, such 
as thrillers, detective movies, and police films.

In short, we are never really passive in the face of a film’s plot. Even when the story is boring, 
mechanical, and utterly derivative, we still can get sucked into its plot machinations. We want 
to know where the action is leading: We can find out only if we go along.

The Classical Paradigm
The classical paradigm is a term invented by scholars to describe a certain kind of narrative 
structure that has dominated fiction film production ever since the 1910s. It’s by far the most 
popular type of story organization, especially in the United States, where it reigns virtually un-
challenged. The model is called “classical” because it’s a norm of actual practice, not necessarily 
because of a high degree of artistic excellence. In other words, bad movies as well as good ones 
use this narrative formula.

Aristotle implicitly suggested 

the structure of classical drama 

in The Poetics, but it was not 

until the nineteenth century that the 

inverted V structure was diagrammed 

by the German scholar Gustav Freytag. 

This type of narrative structure begins with an overt conflict, which is 

increasingly intensified with the rising action of the following scenes. Details 

that don’t relate to this conflict are eliminated or kept incidental. The battle 

between the main character and his or her antagonists reaches its highest pitch 

in the climax. Someone wins, the other loses. In the resolution, the strands of 

the story are tied up and life returns to normal with a closing off of the action. 

8–10 The Classical Paradigm.
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Derived from the live theater, the classical paradigm is a set of conventions, not rules. This 
narrative model is based on a conflict between a protagonist, who initiates the  action, and an 
antagonist, who resists it. Most films in this form begin with an implied dramatic question. We 
want to know how the protagonist will get what he or she wants in the face of considerable 
opposition. The following scenes intensify this conflict in a rising pattern of action. This escala-
tion is treated in terms of cause–effect, with each scene implying a link to the next.

The conflict builds to its maximum tension in the climax. Here, the protagonist and antag-
onist clash overtly. One wins, the other loses. After their confrontation, the  dramatic intensity 
subsides in the resolution. The story ends with some kind of formal closure—traditionally a 
wedding or a dance in comedies, a death in tragedies, a reunion or return to normal in dramas. 
The final shot—because of its privileged position—is  often meant to be a philosophical over-
view of some kind, a summing up of the significance of the previous material.

The classical paradigm emphasizes dramatic unity, plausible motivations, and coherence 
of its constituent parts. Each shot is seamlessly elided to the next in an effort to produce a 
smooth flow of action, and often a sense of inevitability. To add urgency to the conflict, film-
makers sometimes include some kind of deadline, thus intensifying the emotion. During the 
Hollywood studio era especially, classical structures often featured double plot lines, in which 
a romantic love story was developed to parallel the main line of action. In love stories, a comic 
second couple often paralleled the main lovers.

Classical plot structures are linear and often take the form of a journey, a chase, or a search. 
Even the characters are defined primarily in terms of what they do. “Action is character” insists 
Syd Field, the author of several handbooks on screenwriting. “What a person does is what he 
is, not what he says.” Field and other advocates of the classical paradigm are not very interested 
in passive characters—people to whom things are done. (These types of characters are more 
typical in foreign films.) Classicists favor characters who are goal oriented so that we can take 
a rooting interest in their plans of action.

Field’s conceptual model is expressed in traditional theatrical terms (8–11a). A screenplay 
is composed of three acts. Act I, “Setup,” occupies the first quarter of the script. It establishes 
the dramatic premise: What is the main character’s goal and what obstacles are likely to get in 
the way of its attainment? Act II, “Confrontation,” consists of the middle two quarters of the 

According to Syd Field, the narrative structure of a movie can be 

broken down into three acts. The story should contain about ten to 

twenty “plot points,” major twists or key events in the action. At the 

midpoint of the second act, there is usually a big reversal of expectations, 

sending the action spinning in a new direction. Although the diagram might 

not be helpful in analyzing most realistic or formalistic narratives, it is 

surprisingly apt in movies using a classical structure. 

8–11a
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story, with a major reversal of fortune at the midpoint. This portion of the screenplay compli-
cates the conflict with plot twists and an increasing sense of urgency, showing the main charac-
ter fighting against obstacles. Act III, “Resolution,” constitutes the final quarter of the story. This 
section dramatizes what happens as a result of the climactic confrontation.

One of the greatest plots in the history of cinema is found in Buster Keaton’s The General, a 
textbook example of the classical paradigm. It fits Gustav Freytag’s inverted V structure as well 
as Field’s three-act play approach. As Daniel Moews has pointed out, all of Keaton’s feature-
length comedies use the same basic comic formula. Buster begins as a sincere but clumsy 
greenhorn who bungles every attempt to ingratiate himself with a person he holds in awe—
usually a pretty girl. At the conclusion of the day, he falls asleep, lonely, depressed, and dispir-
ited. When he awakens, he’s a new man. He goes on to succeed, usually at the same or parallel 
activities of the earlier portions of the movie.

A Civil War comedy loosely based on an actual event, The General is laid out with the nar-
rative elegance of a play by Congreve. The first act establishes the two loves in the hero’s life: 
his train, The General, and Annabelle Lee, his somewhat flaky girlfriend. His only friends, ap-
parently, are two prepubescent boys. (Among other things, the movie is a coming-of-age story.) 
When war is declared, our hero, Johnnie Gray, trying to impress his girl, attempts to enlist. But 
he’s rejected by the authorities: He’s more valuable to the South as an engineer. Through a mis-
understanding, Annabelle thinks Johnnie is a coward. “I don’t want you to speak to me again 
until you are in uniform,” she haughtily informs him. End of Act I.

The plot moves forward with such smoothness 

and poise that we’re hardly aware of its dazzling 

symmetry until the second chase, when most of 

the earlier gag clusters are triumphantly reprised. 

8–11b An outline of the plot 
structure of THE GENERAL.
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A full year is edited out of the story as we begin Act II. (The rest of the movie covers only 
about twenty-four hours.) We see the plans of the Union officers to hijack a Confederate train, 
thereby cutting off the supply lines of the Southern army. The Yankee leader’s map shows the 
major stops and rivers along the railroad route. In fact, this map is a geographical outline of 
Act II.

On the day that the hijacking is to take place, Annabelle Lee boards Johnnie’s train to visit 
her wounded father. She snubs her former suitor. The hijacking of the train sets off the ris-
ing action. The second quarter of the movie is a chase sequence: Johnnie pursues the stolen 
General (with Annabelle on board) as it flees northward. There are a series of gag clusters, each 
involving different props, such as telegraph wires, switched tracks, a water tower, a cannon 
(8–12), and so on. Johnnie is usually the butt of the jokes.

At the midpoint of the film, our hero sneaks into the enemy’s camp, alone and exhausted. 
Nonetheless, he manages to rescue Annabelle. They fall asleep in the woods in a downpour, 
discouraged, almost wiped out.

The next day, a second chase begins, reversing the pattern of the previous day and taking 
up the third quarter of the plot. Now the jokes are inflicted on the pursuing  Yankees as Johnnie 
and Annabelle speed southward in the recaptured General. The gag clusters are also reversed. 
Most of them are parallels to those of the first chase: telegraph wires, logs on the tracks, a water 

Silent film comedians were masters of improvisation, capable of spinning 

off a profusion of gags with a single prop. For example, the gag cluster 

involving this cannon is a miniature drama, complete with exposition, 

variations on a theme that constitute the rising action, and a thrilling climax that 

serves as a topper to the sequence. Even more extraordinary, Keaton and his 

regular crew never used written scripts or shooting schedules. They knew only the 

premise of the film and its conclusion. The rest was improvised. They shot for 

about eight weeks, making due allow ances for baseball games between scenes. 

Later, Keaton viewed all the foot age, edited out the dull stuff, and created the 

narrative structure.  (United Artists)

8–12  THE GENERAL (U.S.A., 1926)

with Buster Keaton, directed by Keaton  

and Clyde Bruckman.
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tower, a burning bridge, and so on. Just in time, Johnnie and Annabelle arrive at the Confeder-
ate camp and warn the troops of an impending Union attack.

Act III is a battle sequence between the two great armies. Johnnie shows himself to be a 
doggedly perseverant soldier, though not always a successful one. He is rewarded for his hero-
ism with a commission in the army. He also wins back the love of his girl. All ends happily.

Keaton’s narrative structure follows an elaborately counterbalanced pattern, in which the 
earlier humiliations are triumphantly canceled out on the second day. Described thus sche-
matically, Keaton’s plots sound rather mechanical. But as his French admirers have pointed 
out, his architectural rigor can be likened to the works of the great neoclassical artists of the 
eighteenth century, with their intricately worked-out parallels and neatly balanced symmetries.

Ordinarily, one would consider such an artificial plot structure as an example of a formal-
ist narrative. However, the execution of each section is rigorously realistic. Keaton performed 
all his own gags (many of them dangerous), usually on the first take. He also insisted on ab-
solute accuracy in the costuming, the sets, and even the trains, which are historically true to 
the period. This combination of realistic execution with a formally patterned narrative is typi-
cal of classical cinema. Classicism is an intermediate style that blends conventions from both  
stylistic extremes.

The journey motif is a narrative 

structure that’s at least as old as 

Homer’s The Odyssey. It forms the 

structural spine of many other literary classics 

as well, including Don Quixote, Tom Jones, and 

Huckleberry Finn. Artistic journeys are usually 

learning experiences in which a central 

character is exposed to a variety of communities along the open road, 

providing insights into the human condition. The Motorcycle Diaries is set in 

the 1950s, and centers on a young Argentinian medical student, Ernesto 

Guevara (Bernal). He was later known as “Che” Guevara, an iconic figure in 

the world of left-wing Latin American mythology. Based on Guevara’s actual 

diaries, the film’s journey is both geographical and spiritual. What the 

23-year-old sees on his motorcycle trip across South America is poverty, 

exploitation, and desperation. But he also experiences the color and exoticism 

of the gorgeous land scape, and the camaraderie and decency of the people. 

The journey later provided the central core of Guevara’s values as a Marxist 

revolutionary.  (Film 4/South Fork/Senator Film)

8–13  THE MOTORCYCLE DIARIES 
(Brazil, 2004) with Gael García Bernal 

(front) and Rodrigo de la Serna, directed by 

Walter Salles.
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A surprising number of experts on story construction employ a three-act concept, though 
the details can vary. For example, Frank Daniel, who taught screenwriting at some of the world’s 
most prestigious film schools, including the University of Southern California, the American 
Film Institute, Columbia University, the Prague Academy of Performing Arts, and Moscow’s 
Gerasimov Institute of Cinematography, employed an eight-sequence structure of roughly ten 
to fifteen minutes each (derived from the length, roughly, of a reel of film in the early days of 
cinema). These eight sections can be accommodated within the classical three-act structure.

Act 1
1. Introduction of the main characters, ending with a point of attack, which introduces 

the problem to the hero.
2. The narrative tension coalesces as the hero’s logical attempts to solve the problem meet 

with failure, or until he or she is forced, reluctantly, to confront the problem head on.

Act 2
3. The protagonist gets to work, recruiting allies, as he/she gears up for a confrontation 

with the antagonist.
4. The hero moves toward a direct confrontation with the antagonist, which ends in the 

hero’s initial defeat at the story’s midpoint. The hero licks his wounds.
5. The tension rises. A major twist, a reversal or betrayal, occurs, calling into question 

everything before it.
6. The hero sinks to an emotional low point, frustrated at his failures, feeling defeated. 

This is the point of maximum tension.

Act 3
7. The hero girds himself for a final battle with the villain. This ends with the climax, 

the direct confrontation between the protagonist and the antagonist. One wins, the  
other loses.

8. The aftermath or denouement: The hero resolves the problem for good, bringing clo-
sure to the story.

This eight-sequence structure doesn’t fit all stories, of course, and applied mechanically with-
out nuance, it’s merely a formula. But many screenwriters employ this or a similar approach for 
narratives that fall within the parameters of the classical paradigm.

Realistic Narratives
Traditionally, critics have linked realism to “life,” formalism with “pattern.” Realism is defined 
as an absence of style, whereas style is a preeminent concern among formalists. Realists reject 
artifice to portray the material world “transparently,” without  distortion or even mediation. 
Conversely, formalists are concerned with fantasy materials or throwaway subject matter to 
emphasize the world of the imagination, of beauty for its own sake.

Today, these views are considered naive, at least so far as realism is concerned. Contempo-
rary critics and scholars regard realism as a style, with an elaborate set of conventions that are 
less obvious perhaps, but just as artificial as those used by expressionists.

Both realistic and formalistic narratives are patterned and manipulated, but the realistic 
storyteller attempts to submerge the pattern, to bury it beneath the surface “clutter” and appar-
ent randomness of the dramatic events. In other words, the pretense that a realistic narrative is 
“unmanipulated” or “like life” is precisely that—a pretense, an aesthetic deception.
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In movies that depend on mystery and suspense for 

their  effects, the narrative often withholds information, 

forcing us to fill in the gaps, teasing and tantalizing us 

with possible  solutions to mysteries that aren’t totally resolved 

until the end.  (Paramount Pictures)

Some narratives are, well, not quite . . . more like a. . . . 

They’re different. Almost from the  inception of the 

cinema, filmmakers and critics have noted the similarity 

of movies to dreams. For example, the great Surrealist film 

artist Luis Buñuel said:

In the hands of a free spirit, the cinema is a magnificent 

and dangerous weapon. It is the best  instrument for 

expressing the world of dreams, of emotions, of instinct. 

The mechanism that produces cinematic images most 

closely resembles the  workings of the mind during sleep.

Perhaps no one is more in touch with this  irrational, trancelike 

state than David Lynch. This movie was originally conceived 

as a pilot for a TV series. Unable to market it, Lynch added a 

new ending and released it as a movie. To say the least, it’s 

confusing. But it’s never dull. It’s also strange, shocking, and 

very sexual. Like a dream.  (Canal+/Universal Pictures. Photo: 

Melissa Moseley)

8–14a  CHINATOWN (U.S.A., 1974)

with Faye Dunaway and Jack Nicholson, 

directed by Roman Polanski.

8–14b  MULHOLLAND DRIVE 
(U.S.A., 2000) with Laura Elena Harring 

and Naomi Watts, written and directed by 

David Lynch.
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Realists prefer loose, discursive plots, with no clearly defined beginning, middle, or end. We 
dip into the story at an arbitrary point. Usually we aren’t presented with a clear-cut conflict, as 
in classical narratives. Rather, the conflict emerges unobtrusively from the unforced events of 
the exposition. The story itself is presented as a “slice of life,” as a  poetic fragment, not a neatly 
structured tale. Rarely is reality neatly structured; realistic art must follow suit. Life goes on, 
even after the final reel.

Realists often borrow their structures from the cycles of nature. For example, many of the 
movies of Ozu are given seasonal titles that symbolize an appropriate human  counterpart—
Early Summer, Late Autumn, Early Spring, The End of Summer, Late Spring (8–15). Other re-
alistic films are structured around a limited period of time, like summer vacation or a school 
semester. Such movies sometimes center on rites of passage, such as birth, puberty, first love, 
first job, marriage, painful separations, death.

Often, we can’t guess the principle of narrative coherence until the end of the movie, espe-
cially if it has a circular or cyclical structure, as many realistic films do. For example, Robert Alt-
man’s M*A*S*H opens with the fresh arrival of two soldier-surgeons, Hawkeye Pierce and Duke 
Forrest. The movie ends when their tour of duty is over. Yet the M*A*S*H unit will continue 
saving lives, even after these two excellent surgeons have left.

The episodic structure of M*A*S*H is what appealed to those who adapted it as a television 
series. Realistic film narratives frequently seem episodic, the sequence of events almost inter-
changeable. The plot doesn’t “build” inexorably, but seems to drift into surprising scenes that 
don’t necessarily propel the story forward. These are offered for their own sake, as examples of 
“real-life” oddities.

Spectators who like fast-moving stories are often impatient with realistic films, which fre-
quently move slowly. This is especially true in the earlier scenes, while we wait for the main 
narrative strand to emerge. “Digressions” often turn out to be parallels to the  central plotline. 
But this parallelism must be inferred; it’s rarely pointed out explicitly. Other traits of realistic 
narratives include the following:

One of the most common genres in Japan is 

the home drama. It was the only genre Ozu 

worked in, and he was one of its most popular 

practitioners. This type of film deals with the day-to-day 

routines of domestic life. Although Ozu was a 

profoundly philosophical artist, his movies consist 

almost entirely of “little things”—the bitter pills of 

self-denial that ultimately render life disappointing. 

Many of Ozu’s films have seasonal titles that 

symbolically evoke appropriate human analogues. Late 

Spring, for example, deals with the attempts of a decent 

widower (Ryu) to marry off his only daughter (Hara) 

before she wilts into spinsterhood.  (Shochiku Eiga)

8–15  LATE SPRING (Japan, 1949)

with Setsuko Hara and Chishu Ryu, 

directed by Yasujiro Ozu. 



1. A nonintrusive implied author who “reports” objectively and avoids making  judgments.
2. A rejection of clichés, stale conventions, stock situations, and predictable characters in 

favor of the unique, the concrete, the specific.
3. A fondness for exposé, with “shocking” or “low” subject matter that is often criticized 

for its grittiness and “bad taste.”
4. An antisentimental point of view that rejects glib happy endings, wishful thinking, 

miraculous cures, and other forms of phony optimism.
5. An avoidance of melodrama and exaggeration in favor of understatement and 

dedramatization .
6. A scientific view of causality and motivation, with a corresponding rejection of such 

romantic concepts as Destiny and Fate.
7. An avoidance of the lyrical impulse in favor of a plain, straightforward presentation.

Formalistic Narratives
Formalistic narratives luxuriate in their artificiality. Time is often scrambled and  rearranged 
to hammer home a thematic point more forcefully. The design of the plot is not concealed but 
heightened. It’s part of the show. Formalistic plots come in a wide  assortment, but usually 
they are structured according to the filmmaker’s theme. For  example, Alfred Hitchcock was 
obsessed by themes dealing with “doubles” and “the wrong man”—a technically innocent man 
who is accused of a crime committed by an  undetected counterpart.

Hitchcock’s The Wrong Man is his most explicit treatment of these narrative motifs. The 
entire plot is doubled, structured in twos. There are two imprisonments, two handwriting 
tests, two conversations in the kitchen, two legal hearings, two visits to a clinic, two visits to 

Ever since the late nineteenth century, when 

it became a dominant international style in 

the arts, realism has provoked controversy  

for its “sordid” or “shocking” subject matter, its 

preoccupation with details that the conventional 

majority finds repulsive but fascinating. This story is 

set in a vicious slum of Rio de Janeiro, ironically 

nicknamed City of God. Many of the youngsters in 

the cast were actually street children of the 

neighborhood. “Some of them worked for drug 

dealers,” Meirelles said. “They knew much more than 

me about the film I was doing.” Violent, brutal, and 

bloody, the movie offers very little hope for these 

lost children. Most of them will never reach 

adulthood. Viewers are likely to ask themselves: How 

did the world get this way?  (O2 Filmes/Videofilmes)
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8–16  CITY OF GOD (Brazil, 2003)

with Alexandre Rodrigues,  directed by 

Fernando Meirelles.
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the lawyer. The hero is arrested twice by two policemen. He is identified (wrongly) by two 
witnesses at two different shops. There are two transfers of guilt: The main character (Henry 
Fonda) is accused of a crime he didn’t commit, and midway through the movie, his emotion-
ally disturbed wife (Vera Miles) takes on the guilt, requiring her to be committed to an asylum. 
“People say that Hitchcock lets the wires show too often,” Jean-Luc Godard noted. “But be-
cause he shows them, they are no longer wires. They are the pillars of a marvelous architectural 
design made to withstand our scrutiny.”

Many formalistic narratives are intruded on by the author, whose personality is part of the 
show. For example, it’s virtually impossible to ignore the personality of Buñuel in his films.  
He slyly interjects his sardonic black humor into his narratives. He loves to undermine his 
characters—their pomposity, their self-deception, their mean little souls (8–18). Godard’s per-
sonality is also highly intrusive, especially in his nontraditional narratives, which he called 
“cinematic essays.”

Formalistic narratives are often interrupted by lyrical interludes, exercises in pure style—
like the enchanting dance numbers in the Fred Astaire–Ginger Rogers RKO musicals of the 
1930s. In fact, stylized genre films like musicals, science fiction, and fantasies offer the richest 
potential for displays of stylistic rapture and bravura effects. These  lyrical interludes interrupt 
the forward momentum of the plot, which is often a mere pretext anyway.

An excellent example of a formalistic narrative is Mon Oncle d’Amerique (My Uncle in 
America), directed by Alain Resnais, with a script by Resnais and Jean Gruault (8–19a). The 
film’s structure is indebted to Godard’s essay form, which can combine elements from the 
documentary and avant-garde film with fiction. The ideas in the movie are the stuff of Psychol-
ogy 101. Resnais frames and intersperses his fictional episodes with footage of an actual medi-
cal doctor and behavioral scientist, Dr. Henri Laborit, who  indulges in the French mania for 

Avant-garde films like The Tree of Life often dispense 

with a narrative line in favor of a highly personal, 

impressionistic approach. The movie embodies 

autobiographical elements from Malick’s childhood in Waco, 

Texas, during the 1950s, as well as philosophical and religious 

concerns. There is very little dialogue, and what little there is 

seems “overheard” rather than dramatically declaimed. Often 

compared to Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey, Malick’s movie is 

cosmic in scope, exploring ideas not explicitly set forth but 

poetically evoked. Malick’s movie is also much warmer than 

Kubrick’s masterpiece, more humanistically grounded. The 

soundtrack contains the music of Brahms, Bach, Mahler, and 

others. Winner of the Palme d’Or at the Cannes Film Festival, 

the movie is not for everyone, and certainly not for those who 

prefer a clear-cut story line. But as critic Roger Ebert pointed 

out, the film’s enormous ambition and complexity make most 

conventional movies look trivial in comparison: “The Tree of Life 

has awe-inspiring visuals suggesting the birth and expansion of 

the universe, the appearance of life on a microscopic level and 

the evolution of the species. This process leads to the present 

moment, and to all of us.”  (Cottonwood Pictures)

8–17  THE TREE OF LIFE (U.S.A.,

2011) with Jessica Chastain and Brad Pitt, 

written and directed by Terrence Malick.
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Most of Buñuel’s movies feature bizarre scenes that are left 

unexplained, as though they were the most normal thing in the 

world. He delighted in satirizing middle-class hypocrisies, treating 

them with a kind of affectionate bemusement mingled with contempt. In 

this film, he presents us with a series of loosely connected episodes dealing 

with the inane rituals of a group of well-heeled semizombies. Interspersing 

these episodes are shots of the main characters walking on an empty road 

(pictured). No one questions why they are there. No one seems to know 

where they are going. Buñuel doesn’t say.  (Greenwich Film Prods. )

Depardieu portrays a hardworking idealist 

whose conservative values and faith in God 

are  severely tested. The significance of the 

title? It’s taken from European pop mythology—the 

proverbial adventurous uncle who left for America, 

made a fortune, and will someday return loaded 

with money to solve all the family’s problems. 

Resnais was also thinking of Samuel Beckett’s bitter 

stage comedy, Waiting for Godot, which revolves 

around an obscure figure (God?) who’s constantly 

waited for, but never shows up.  (Philippe Dussart/

Andrea Films/TF1)

8–19a  MON ONCLE D’AMERIQUE 
(France, 1980) with Gérard  Depardieu, 

directed by Alain Resnais.

8–18  THE DISCREET CHARM OF 
THE BOURGEOISIE (France, 1972) 

 directed by Luis Buñuel.
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dissection, analysis, and classification. He wittily discusses the relationship of human behavior 
to the makeup of the brain, the conscious and subconscious environment, social conditioning, 
the nervous system, zoology, and biology. He alludes to the behavior-modification theories of 
B. F. Skinner and other theories of  human development.

The fictional episodes in the movie are concrete demonstrations of these theories. The char-
acters are autonomous, not mechanized zombies. Nonetheless, they are victims of forces they 
hardly understand. Resnais focuses on three appealing characters. Each is the product of a 
unique biological makeup and cultural environment. Their paths intersect by chance. “These 
people have everything to make them happy,” Resnais observes, “yet they’re not happy at  
all. Why?”

Resnais then shows us why through his dazzling editing and multiple narratives. In a ka-
leidoscope of shifting perspectives, Resnais juxtaposes snippets of the characters’ lives, dreams, 
and memories with Dr. Laborit’s abstract formulations, statistics, and wry observations. The 
three main characters are movie freaks, and at various points during the story, Resnais intercuts 
brief clips from the films of their childhood idols—Jean Marais, Danielle Darrieux, and Jean 
Gabin. Some of these movie clips bear a not-so-coincidental resemblance to the dramatic situ-
ations of the characters. Resnais is also paying homage to three great stars of the French cinema.

Nonfictional Narratives
There are three broad classifications of motion pictures: fiction, documentary, and avant-
garde. Documentaries and avant-garde films usually don’t tell stories, at least not in the con-
ventional (that is, fictional) sense. Of course, documentaries and avant-garde movies are struc-
tured, but neither uses a plot. Rather, the story—if any—is structured according to a theme or 
an argument, especially in documentaries. In the avant-garde cinema, the structure is often a 
matter of the filmmaker’s subjective instincts.

Like many of von Trier’s works, Melancholia

provoked a torrent of condemnation as well as 

praise. The avant-garde movie combines science 

fiction elements with a psychological exploration of 

depression, along with the Danish filmmaker’s recurring 

theme of the suffering of women. The sci-fi angle: A 

rogue planet, Melancholia, is hurtling toward Earth, 

threatening to obliterate our planet. The psychological 

angle is that the mental affliction of depression likewise 

threatens to obliterate the main character (Dunst), on 

her wedding day no less. The movie’s soundtrack throbs 

to the anguished strains of Wagner’s Tristan and Isolde.

Some critics pronounced the movie a masterpiece; 

others condemned it as one of the most boring and 

depressing films ever made.  (Zentropa)
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8–19b  MELANCHOLIA (Denmark/

Sweden/France/Germany, 2011)  

with Kirsten Dunst, written and directed  

by Lars von Trier.



First, documentaries. Unlike most fiction films, documentaries deal with facts—real people, 
places, and events rather than invented ones. Documentarists believe that they’re not creating 
a world so much as reporting on the one that already exists. They are not just recorders of ex-
ternal reality, however, for like fiction filmmakers they shape their raw materials through their 
selection of details. These details are organized into a coherent artistic pattern. Many docu-
mentaries deliberately keep the structure of their films simple and unobtrusive. They want 
their version of the facts to suggest the same apparent  randomness of life itself.

Sound familiar? In fact, the concepts of realism and formalism are almost as useful in 
discussing documentaries as fiction films. However, the overwhelming majority of documen-
tarists would insist that their main interest is with subject matter rather than style.

The realistic documentary is best illustrated by the cinéma vérité or “direct cinema” move-
ment of the 1960s. Because of the need to be able to capture news stories quickly, efficiently, 
and with a minimal crew, television journalism was responsible for the development of a new 
technology, which in turn eventually led to a new philosophy of truth in documentary cinema. 
The technology included the following:

History as narrative. As a number of historians have pointed out, “history” is 

actually a jumble of fragments, unsifted facts, random events, and details that 

no one thought were important enough to explain. This chaos is sorted out by 

a historian who superimposes a narrative over the sprawling materials. But as 

Napoleon observed, “History is the version of past events that people have decided to 

agree upon.” The historian excludes some data, heightens others. Effects are provided 

with causes; isolated events are connected with other superficially remote events. In 

short, many modern historians would insist that the past contains various histories, 

not just one. Each history is the product of a person who assembles, interprets, and 

shapes the facts into a narrative. Oliver Stone’s controversial depiction of the 

assassination of President Kennedy is told from the point of view of New Orleans D.A. 

Jim Garrison (Costner). The movie does what a historian does: It offers a possible 

explanation for a traumatic national tragedy that was never adequately resolved in the 

minds of much of the American public. JFK is a dazzling display of bravura editing, 

encompassing dozens of characters, many years, thousands of miles, and hundreds of 

thousands of historical facts.  (Warner Bros. )

8–20  JFK (U.S.A., 1991) with 

Kevin Costner, written and directed 

by Oliver Stone.
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1. A lightweight 16mm handheld camera, allowing the cinematographer to roam virtu-
ally anywhere with ease.

2. Flexible zoom lenses, allowing the cinematographer to go from 12mm wide-angle 
positions to 120mm telephoto positions in one adjusting bar.

3. New fast film stocks, permitting scenes to be photographed without the necessity of 
setting up lights. So sensitive were these stocks to available lighting that even night-
time scenes with minimal illumination could be recorded with acceptable clarity.

4. A portable tape recorder, allowing a technician to record sound directly in  automatic 
synchronization with the visuals. This equipment was so easy to use that only two 
people—one at the camera, the other with the sound system—were  required to bring 
in a news story.

The flexibility of this hardware permitted documentarists to redefine the concept of authentic-
ity. This new aesthetic amounted to a rejection of preplanning and carefully  detailed scripts. 
A script involves preconceptions about reality and tends to cancel out any sense of spontane-
ity or discovery. Direct cinema rejected such preconceptions as fictional: Reality is not being 
observed but is being arranged to conform to what the script says it is. The documentarist is 
superimposing a plot over the materials. Re-creations of any kind were no longer necessary be-
cause, if the crew members are present while an event is actually taking place, they can capture 
it while it’s happening.

The concept of minimal interference with reality became the dominating preoccupation of 
the American and Canadian schools of cinéma vérité. The filmmaker must not control events in 
any way. Re-creations—even with the people and places actually  involved—were unacceptable. 
Editing was kept to a minimum, for otherwise it could lead to a false impression of the sequence 
of events. Actual time and space were preserved whenever possible by using lengthy takes.

Perhaps no other medium can capture the 

past so vividly as film, which can immerse 

the audience in thousands of historically 

accurate details. The Roundup recreates a horrific 

event of 1942, which took place in France during 

World War II. Over 13,000 Parisian Jews were 

arrested by the Nazi collaborationist government—

all French—and locked in a cycle track, with no 

water to drink and no toilet facilities. The families 

were then packed tightly in cattle cars and shipped 

to the death camps in Germany. The story is based 

on the life of Joseph Weismann, now in his 

eighties, who was one of 4,115 children who were 

shipped to Nazi concentration camps. Miraculously 

Weismann survived, one of about 100 people who 

lived to tell about it.  (Legende Films)

8–21a  THE ROUNDUP (France/

Germany/Hungary, 2010) directed by 

Rose Bosch.
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Cinéma vérité also uses sound minimally. These filmmakers were—and still are— hostile 
to the “voice of God” commentaries that accompanied traditional documentaries. Off-screen 
narration tends to interpret images for the spectator, thus relieving us of the necessity of 
analyzing for ourselves. Some direct cinema advocates dispense with voice-over narration  
entirely (8–22a).

The tradition of the formalistic or subjective documentary can be traced back to the Soviet 
filmmaker Dziga Vertov. Like most Soviet artists of the 1920s, Vertov was a propagandist. He 
believed that the cinema should be a tool of the Revolution, a way of instructing workers about 
how to view events from an ideological perspective. “Art,” he once wrote, “is not a mirror which 
reflects the historical struggle, but a weapon of that struggle.”

Documentarists in this formalistic tradition tend to build their movies thematically, arrang-
ing and structuring the story materials to demonstrate a thesis, like the news stories on televi-
sion’s prestigious 60 Minutes. In many cases, the sequence of shots and even entire scenes can 
be switched around with relatively little loss of sense or logic. The structure of the film is not 
based on chronology or narrative coherence, but on the documentarist’s argument.

Avant-garde films are so variable that it’s hard to generalize about their narrative struc-
tures. Most of these movies don’t even try to tell a story. Autobiographical elements are com-
mon. Many avant-garde artists are primarily concerned with conveying their  “inner impulses,” 
their personal and subjective involvements with people, ideas, and experiences. For this reason, 
avant-garde movies are sometimes obscure and even incompre hensible. Many of these film-
makers create their own personal language and symbology.

With some exceptions, avant-garde films are not written out in advance. In part this is be-
cause the same artist usually shoots and edits the footage and is therefore able to control the 

Welcome to Sarajevo is based on a true story of how some British and 

American journalists covered the Bosnian War in the once-beautiful 

city of Sarajevo, in what was once Yugoslavia, before fierce warring 

factions blasted the city to pieces. The movie combines acted footage 

(pictured) with genuine newsreel footage photographed during the war itself. 

The historical events shown on these newsreels are often sickening—former 

neighbors slaughtering each other like thugs, raping and pillaging without 

restraint. See also Cinema of Flames, by Dina  Iordanova (British Film Institute, 

distributed by University of California Press, 2001), a study of Balkan movies 

and culture.  (Dragon Pictures/Miramax/Channel 4. Photo: Laurie Sparham)

8–21b  WELCOME TO SARAJEVO 
(Britain/U.S.A., 1997) with Stephen Dillane 

(left) and Woody Harrelson (center), 

directed by Michael Winterbottom.
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Cinéma vérité, or direct cinema, prided itself on 

its objectivity and straightforward presentation. 

Certainly, these documentarists realized that 

total neutrality is an impossible goal to achieve. Even 

Wiseman—among the most objective of  documentarists 

—insists that his movies are a subjective interpretation

of actual events, people, and places. He tries to be as 

“fair” as possible in presenting his materials. For 

example, he refuses to use off-frame narrators. The 

subjects of the film are allowed to speak for themselves, 

and the burden of interpretation is placed on the 

spectators, who must analyze the significance of the 

material on their own. Of course, most participants are 

aware of being photographed, and this surely influences 

their behavior. No one wants to look like a fool on 

camera. (The Ford Foundation)

Direct cinema is most effective with materials that are 

intrinsically dramatic, like crisis situations in which a conflict is 

about to reach its climax. For example, during the production 

of this documentary, which deals with a bitter coal-miners’ strike for 

decent working conditions, Kopple and her crew were repeatedly 

plunged in the middle of violence. In one sequence, they are actually 

fired on by a trigger-happy moron. The camera recorded it all. Implicit 

in the  concept of documentary is the verb to document—to verify, to 

provide an irrefutable record of an event.  (Cabin Creek)

8–22a  LAW AND ORDER (U.S.A.,

1969)  directed by Frederick  Wiseman.

8–22b  HARLAN COUNTY, U.S.A. 
(U.S.A., 1977) directed by Barbara Kopple.
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Documentarians, like fiction 

filmmakers, superimpose a narrative 

structure over the sprawling disorder of 

nature. Jacquet’s Academy Award–winning 

documentary is structured like an epic saga, a 

tale of heroic endurance in the face of 

ferocious opposition. The setting is the frozen 

Antarctic. Each winter, thousands of emperor 

penguins trek across the frigid terrain to their 

ancient breeding grounds. The region is so 

bleak and inhospitable that it supports no 

other kind of wildlife at this time of the year. 

In a single file, the determined, endearing 

penguins march against blizzards and gale-force winds, propelled by an 

overpowering need to reproduce and ensure the survival of the species. Jacquet 

is also a superb visual stylist. For example, this image might almost be an 

abstract expressionist canvas, somewhat like the paintings of Georgia O’Keeffe, 

which are often stylized images of flower blossoms. In a similar manner, these 

two cuddling penguins form a pattern of symmetrical harmony, visually 

 reinforcing the tender loyalty that the penguins display for each other in their 

teamwork.  (Bonne Pioche/APC/Canal+. Photo: Jerome Maison)

Structuralism was an avant-garde movement that 

rejected narrative in favor of an abstract structure 

that owed nothing to subject matter. In the 

structuralist cinema, the codes of cognition are totally 

self-defined. They are structured according to the principles 

of recurrence, dialectical polarities, time and space 

increments, and so on. The process of deciphering these 

cognitive codes and their interrelationships is analogous to 

the film’s working itself out, fulfilling its structural destiny. 

In Sharits’s flicker film, two images (requiring separate 

screens and projectors) are simultaneously juxtaposed. Each 

filmstrip consists of irregularly recurring images—two or 

three frames in duration, interspersed by blank or color 

frames—or purely abstract designs, like colored stripes or 

circular shapes. The rapid flickering of images creates a 

mesmerizing stroboscopic effect, testing the audience’s 

psychological and physiological tolerance. The content of 

the film is its structural form rather than the subject matter 

of the images as images.  (Paul Sharits)

8–23  MARCH OF THE PENGUINS 
(France, 2005)  directed by Luc Jacquet.

8–24  RAZOR BLADES (U.S.A.,

1968) directed by Paul Sharits.
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material at these stages of the filmmaking process. Avant-garde filmmakers also value chance and 
spontaneity in their movies, and to exploit these elements, they avoid the inflexibility of a script.

Maya Deren, an American avant-garde filmmaker of the 1940s, differentiated her kind of 
movie (which she called “personal” or “poetic”) from mainstream commercial films primarily 
in terms of structure. Like a lyric poem, personal films are “vertical” investigations of a theme 
or situation. The filmmaker is not concerned so much with what’s happening as with what a 
situation feels like or what it means. The film artist is concerned with probing the depths and 
layers of meaning of a given moment.

Fiction movies, on the other hand, are like novels and plays, according to Deren. They’re 
essentially “horizontal” in their development. Narrative filmmakers use linear structures that 
must progress from situation to situation, from feeling to feeling. Fiction directors don’t have 
much time to explore the implications of a given idea or emotion, for they must keep the plot 
“moving along.”

Other avant-garde filmmakers disdain any kind of recognizable subject matter. Hans Richter 
and other early avant-garde artists in Europe totally rejected narrative. Richter was a champion 
of the “absolute film,” which consists solely of abstract shapes and  designs (see 4–7). Insisting 
that movies should have nothing to do with acting, stories, or literary themes, Richter believed 
that film—like music and abstract painting—should be concerned with pure nonrepresenta-
tional forms. Most movies of this sort are relatively brief, seldom longer than an hour in length.

Genre and Myth
A genre film is a specific type of movie: a war picture, a gangster film, science fiction, and so on. 
There are literally hundreds of them, especially in the United States and Japan, where virtually 
all fiction movies can be classified according to genre. Genres are distinguished by a character-
istic set of conventions in style, subject matter, and values. Genre is also a convenient way of 
focusing and organizing the story materials.

Many genre films are directed at a specific audience. Coming-of-age films are generally 
aimed at teenagers (see 8–6a). Action-adventure genres tend to focus on all-male activities. 
Women are usually relegated to an incidental function, or they provide “romantic interest.” 
The American woman’s picture and Japanese mother films focus on domestic life. In these 
female-oriented genres, men are conventionalized in a similar manner—usually as breadwin-
ners, sexual objects, or the “other man.”

André Bazin once referred to the western as “a form in search of a content.” The same could 
be said of all genre films. A genre is a loose set of expectations, then, not a divine injunction. 
That is, each example of a given story type is related to its predecessors, but not in ironclad 
bondage. Some genre films are good; others are terrible. It’s not the genre that determines artis-
tic excellence, but how well the artist exploits the conventions of its form.

The major shortcoming of genre pictures is that they’re easy to imitate and have been de-
based by stale mechanical repetition. Genre conventions are mere clichés unless they’re united 
with significant innovations in style or subject matter. But this is true of all the arts, not just 
movies. As Aristotle noted in The Poetics, genres are qualitatively neutral: The conventions of 
classical tragedy are basically the same whether they’re used by a genius or a forgotten hack. 
Certain genres enjoy more cultural prestige because they have attracted the most gifted artists. 
Genres that haven’t are widely regarded as innately inartistic, but in many cases, their déclassé 
status is due to neglect rather than intrinsic hopelessness. For example, the earliest film critics 
considered slapstick comedy an infantile genre—until such important comic artists as Chaplin 
and Keaton entered the field. Today, no critic would malign the genre, for it boasts a consider-
able number of masterpieces.
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Genres can be classified according to 

subject matter, style, period, national 

origin, and a variety of other criteria. In the 

1930s, a new American genre was born: screwball 

comedy. Its heyday was roughly 1934–1945. 

Essentially love stories, these films feature zany but 

glamorous lovers, often from different social 

classes. More realistic than the slapstick of the 

silent era, screwball comedy is also more 

collaborative, requiring the sophisticated blending 

of talents of writers, actors, and directors. The 

snappy dialogue crackles with wit and speed. 

Sappy, sentimental speeches are often meant to 

deceive. The narrative premises are absurdly 

improbable, and the plots, which are intricate and 

filled with preposterous twists and turns, tend to snowball out of control. The movies 

center on a comic-romantic couple rather than a solitary protagonist. Often, they are 

initially hostile, with one trying to outwit or outmaneuver the other. Much of the 

comedy results from the utter seriousness of the characters, who are usually unaware 

that they’re funny, even though they engage in the most loony masquerades and 

deceptions. Sometimes one of them is engaged to a sexless prude or a humorless 

bore: This lends an urgency to the attraction between the coprotagonists, who are 

clearly made for each other. The genre usually includes a menagerie of secondary 

characters who are as wacky as the lovers.  (Columbia Pictures)

Since 2001: A Space Odyssey in 1968, science fiction 

has experienced a golden age, not only in America 

but many other countries as well. Combining horror 

with sci-fi, Night Watch was described by critic Stephen 

Holden as “Star Wars Meets the Vampires in Moscow.” 

Based on the novels of Sergei Lukyanenko (who coscripted 

the screenplay), this film was a huge box-office hit in 

Russia, and is the first installment of a projected trilogy. 

The movie is steeped in red, the color of blood, the food  

of vampires. The special effects include such scenes as 

letters that dissolve into bloody clouds, a vampire’s vision 

of a head as a web of throbbing blood vessels, and bloody 

steam emanating from a character’s eyes (pictured). Juicy 

stuff.  (Bazelevs/Channel One Russia/Tabbak)

8–25a  IT HAPPENED ONE NIGHT 
(U.S.A., 1934) with Clark Gable and 

Claudette Colbert, written by Robert Riskin, 

directed by Frank Capra.

8–25b  NIGHT WATCH (Russia,

2006) with Dima Martynov, written and 

directed by Timur Bekmambetov.
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The most critically admired genre films strike a balance between the form’s preestablished 
conventions and the artist’s unique contributions. The artists of ancient Greece drew on a com-
mon body of mythology, and no one thought it strange when dramatists and poets returned 
to these tales again and again. Incompetent artists merely repeat.  Serious artists reinterpret. By 
exploiting the broad outlines of a well-known tale or story type, the storyteller can play off its 
main features, creating provocative tensions between the genre’s conventions and the artist’s 
inventions, between the familiar and the original, the general and the particular. Myths embody 
the common ideals and aspirations of a  civilization, and by returning to these communal tales 
the artist becomes, in a sense, a psychic explorer, bridging the chasm between the known and 
the unknown. The stylized conventions and archetypal story patterns of genres encourage 
viewers to participate ritualistically in the basic beliefs, fears, and anxieties of their age.

Filmmakers are attracted to genres because they automatically synthesize a vast amount 
of cultural information, freeing them to explore more personal concerns. A nongeneric movie 
must be more self-contained. The artist is forced to communicate virtually all the major ideas 
and emotions within the work itself—a task that preempts a lot of screen time. On the other 
hand, the genre artist never starts from scratch (8–26). He or she can build on the accomplish-
ments of predecessors, enriching their ideas or calling them into question, depending on his 
or her inclinations.

The most enduring genres tend to adapt to changing social conditions. Most of them begin 
as naive allegories of Good versus Evil. Over the years, they become more complex in both 
form and thematic range. Finally, they veer into an ironic mode, mocking many of the genre’s 
original values and conventions. Some critics claim that this evolution is inevitable and doesn’t 
necessarily represent an aesthetic improvement.

Film critics and scholars classify genre movies into four main cycles:

1. Primitive. This phase is usually naive, though powerful in its emotional impact, in 
part because of the novelty of the form. Many of the conventions of the genre are es-
tablished in this phase.

2. Classical. This intermediate stage embodies such classical ideals as balance, richness, 
and poise. The genre’s values are assured and widely shared by the audience.

3. Revisionist. The genre is generally more symbolic, ambiguous, less certain in its val-
ues. This phase tends to be stylistically complex, appealing more to the intellect than 
to the emotions. Often, the genre’s preestablished conventions are exploited as ironic 
foils to question or undermine popular beliefs.

4. Parodic. This phase of a genre’s development is an outright mockery of its conven-
tions, reducing them to howling clichés and presenting them in a comic manner.

For example, the western’s primitive phase is exemplified by Edwin S. Porter’s The Great Train 

Robbery (1903), the first western ever made, and an enormously popular movie with the public. 
It was imitated and embellished for decades. The western’s classical phase could be typified by 
many of the works of John Ford, especially Stagecoach (1939), one of the few westerns of that 
era to win wide critical approval as well as box-office success. High Noon (1952) was one of 
the first revisionist westerns, ironically questioning many of the populist values of the genre’s 
classical phase. Throughout the following two decades, most westerns remained in this skepti-
cal mode, including such major works as The Wild Bunch (1969) and McCabe and Mrs. Miller

(1971). Some critics pointed to Mel Brooks’s parodic Blazing Saddles (1973) as the genre’s death-
blow, for many of its conventions are mercilessly lampooned. However, genres have a way of 
springing back to life after being allowed to rest for a few years. For example, Kevin Costner’s 
Open Range (2003) is unabashedly classical. Many cultural theorists insist that questions of 
individual value in a genre’s evolution are largely matters of taste and fashion, not the intrinsic 
merit of the phase per se.
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A common complaint about genre films is that they’re all the same movie. 

True, there are certain traits that are typical of most examples of a given 

genre. Combat films, for example, always contain battle scenes, they tend to 

be dominated by male characters at the virtual exclusion of females, and they all 

extol courage, camaraderie, and masculine fortitude. But genre films must also 

feature a certain degree of novelty, either in the subject matter or its stylistic 

treatment, otherwise there’s not much point in watching a movie with nothing new to 

offer. Windtalkers, which takes place during the Battle of Saipan in World War II, is 

based on historical events in which the Navajo language was used by American 

marines to prevent the enemy from understanding their radio communications. This 

central narrative premise is unique to this movie, even though John Woo observed 

most of the other conventions of the combat genre. On the other hand, Three Kings is 

much more concerned with character development than is typical of most combat 

films. In the chaos of the first U.S. military invasion of Iraq, some renegade American 

soldiers (pictured) try to liberate a cache of Kuwaiti gold for their own private use. 

While trying to pull off their scam, they become the reluctant protectors of some 

innocent civilians who are being persecuted by the 

brutal dictator, Saddam Hussein. Technically, both 

movies are of the same genre, yet there are more 

differences between them than similarities. Genre 

merely defines the general aesthetic arena. What each 

individual film does within those parameters is what 

distinguishes the best from the rest. See also Guts & 

Glory, by Lawrence Suid  (Lexington: University Press of 

Kentucky, second revised edition, 2002), a history and 

analysis of the combat film genre.

8–26b  THREE KINGS (U.S.A., 1999),

with George Clooney, Mark Wahlberg, Ice 

Cube, and Spike Jonze (behind wheel); 

written and directed by David O. Russell.

(Warner Bros. Photo: Murray Close)

8–26a  WINDTALKERS 
(U.S.A., 2002) directed by John Woo.

(MGM/Lion Rock Productions)
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Genres in their classical phase tend to portray a world 

where right and wrong are fairly clear-cut, where the 

moral values of the movie are widely shared by the 

audience, and where justice eventually triumphs over evil. 

Today’s most respected film artists are likely to find such values 

out of touch and naive, if not out-and-out false. The 

contemporary cinema tends to favor genres that are 

revisionist—less idealistic, more ambiguous morally, and far 

from reassuring in their presentation of the human condition. 

For example, Unforgiven is a revisionist western whose grim 

protagonist, William Munny (Eastwood), is a hired killer, so 

lost in violence that he has doomed his soul. When a youthful 

crony remarks that their victim “had it coming,” Munny 

replies, “We all got it coming, kid.” The People vs. Larry Flynt is 

a biography film—not of an admirable role model or moral 

exemplar, but of a notorious pornographer and his zonked-out 

junkie wife. It’s a love story. It’s also a paradoxical defense of 

the First Amendment by a filmmaker who grew up in the 

Communist police state of Czechoslovakia—where a Larry 

Flynt would never have been possible. Fargo is a revisionist 

detective film that’s loosely based on an actual police case. The 

protagonist is Marge Gunderson (McDormand), the very 

pregnant police chief of Brainerd, Minnesota. The movie is 

often funny, interspersed with unsettling scenes of brutality 

and gore. Though the chief finally solves the case, the film’s 

“happy ending” is considerably undercut by its tone of sadness 

and pessimism concerning our pathetic species. 

8–27a  UNFORGIVEN (U.S.A.,

1992) with Clint Eastwood, directed by 

Eastwood. (Warner Bros.)

8–27c  FARGO (U.S.A., 1996)

with Frances McDormand, written 

and directed by Joel and Ethan Coen.

(Working Title/Polygram)

8–27b  THE PEOPLE VS. LARRY 
FLYNT (U.S.A., 1996) with Woody Harrelson 

and Courtney Love, directed by Milos Forman.

(Columbia Pictures. Photo: Sidney Baldwin)



The literary adaptation has long been a traditional stronghold 

of the British cinema, especially adaptations of famous English 

novels, like Charles Dickens’s powerfully emotional Nicholas 

Nickleby. Britain also boasts some of the greatest character actors in 

the world,  including, in this movie, Jim Broadbent, Tom Courtenay, 

Timothy Spall, Alan Cumming, and Edward Fox—an embarrassment 

of riches.  (Hart-Sharp Entertainment. Photo: Simon Mein)

America has always excelled in violent genres 

like police films, thrillers, and private-eye 

movies, often combined with generous doses 

of comedy. This expert Eddie Murphy vehicle features 

one of his best performances. American network 

television also excels in violent  genres, especially 

police stories.  (Paramount Pictures)

8–28a  NICHOLAS NICKLEBY 
(Britain, 2002) with Jamie Bell and 

Charlie Hunnam, adapted and directed 

by  Douglas McGrath.

8–28b  BEVERLY HILLS COP 
(U.S.A, 1984) with  Eddie Murphy, directed 

by Martin Brest.
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One of the most popular story patterns in 

America is the Horatio Alger myth—the 

inspiring tale of a social nobody who, through 

hard work and perseverance, and against all odds, 

manages to pull himself up by his bootstraps and 

achieve extraordinary success.  (United Artists)

Film parodies delight in mocking the thematic and aesthetic 

conventions of a popular genre. Tropic Thunder not only ridicules 

the clichés of war movies, it also satirizes the vanity of actors. As 

cowriter Justin Theroux pointed out, the film is “about an incredibly 

bloated, top-heavy Hollywood production with a bunch of actors who 

didn’t do the research, barely learned their lines, and who are more 

obsessed with how they’re all going to come off than with the subject 

matter.”  (Dreamworks. Photo: Merie W. Wallace)

8–29a  ROCKY (U.S.A., 1976)

with Sylvester Stallone, directed by 

John Avildsen.

8–29b  TROPIC THUNDER 
(U.S.A., 2008) with Ben Stiller and 

Robert Downey Jr., directed by Stiller.
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Some of the most suggestive critical studies have explored the relationship of a genre to the 
society that nurtured it. This sociopsychic approach was pioneered by the French literary critic 
Hippolyte Taine in the nineteenth century. Taine claimed that the social and intellectual anxiet-
ies of a given era and nation will find expression in its art. The implicit function of an artist is 
to harmonize and reconcile cultural clashes of value. He believed that art must be analyzed for 
both its overt and covert meaning, that beneath its explicit content there exists a vast reservoir 
of latent social and psychic information (8–30).

This approach tends to work best with popular genres, which reflect the shared values and 
fears of a large audience. Such genres might be regarded as contemporary myths, lending philo-
sophical meaning to the facts of everyday life. As social conditions change, genres often change 
with them, challenging some traditional customs and beliefs, reaffirming others. Gangster 
films, for example, are often covert critiques of American capitalism. They are often vehicles for 
exploring rebellion myths and are especially popular during periods of social breakdown. The 
protagonists—usually played by small men—are likened to ruthless businessmen, their climb 
to power a sardonic parody of the  Horatio Alger myth. During the Jazz Age, gangster films like 
Underworld (1927) dealt with the violence and glamour of the Prohibition era in an essentially 
apolitical manner. During the harshest years of the Depression in the early 1930s, the genre 
became subversively ideological. Movies like Little Caesar (1930) reflected the country’s shaken 
confidence in authority and traditional social institutions. In the final years of the Depression, 
gangster films like Dead End (1937) were pleas for liberal reform, arguing that crime is the 

Genre films often appeal to 

subconscious anxieties in the audience. 

A number of cultural commentators 

have remarked on the “paranoid style” of most 

American sci-fi movies of the 1950s, when the “Red Scare” intensified the Cold 

War atmosphere between the United States and the Soviet Union. Siegel’s 

low-budget classic deals with how some alien pod-people insidiously invade 

human bodies,  reducing their owners to anonymous zombies, incapable of 

feelings. The movie was produced during an era when many Americans were 

seriously discussing the possibility of building backyard bomb shelters to “protect” 

themselves from an expected nuclear attack by the Soviet Union.  (Allied Artists)

8–30a  INVASION OF THE 
BODY SNATCHERS (U.S.A., 1956)

directed by Don Siegel.
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result of broken homes, lack of opportunity, and slum living. Gangsters of all periods tend to 
suffer from an inability to relate to women, but during the 1940s movies like White Heat (1949) 
featured protagonists who were outright sexual neurotics. In the 1950s, partly as a result of the 
highly publicized Kefauver Senate crime investigations, gangster movies like The Phenix City 

Story (1955) took the form of confidential exposés of syndicate crime. Francis Ford Coppola’s 
The Godfather (1972) and The Godfather, Part II (1974) are a virtual recapitulation of the history 
of the genre, spanning three generations of characters and reflecting the weary cynicism of a 
nation still numbed by the hearts-and-minds hoax of Vietnam and the Watergate conspiracy. 
As Sergio Leone’s  fablelike title suggests, Once Upon a Time in America (1984) is frankly mythi-
cal, treating the traditional rise-and-fall structure of the genre in an almost ritualistic manner. 
Quentin Tarantino’s Pulp Fiction (1994) is a witty send-up of the genre, parodying many of 
its conventions.

The ideas of Sigmund Freud and Carl Jung have also influenced many genre theorists. Like 
Taine, both psychiatrists believed that art is a reflection of underlying structures of meaning, 
that it satisfies certain subconscious needs in both the artist and audience. For Freud, art was 
a form of daydreaming and wish fulfillment, vicariously resolving urgent impulses and desires 
that can’t be satisfied in reality. Pornographic films are perhaps the most obvious example of 
how anxieties can be assuaged in this surrogate manner, and in fact, Freud believed that most 
neuroses were sexually based. He thought that art was a by-product of neurosis, although 

The so-called “Deadly Female” pictures, often mounted in the style of 

film noir, were hugely popular in the 1940s. Cultural commentators have 

pointed out that such films reflected the anxiety that many American 

men experienced during the World War II era and the post-war years. Women 

had gained considerable economic and social independence from their husbands, 

fathers, and boyfriends, who were fighting abroad. The rise of the genre 

correlated with the skyrocketing divorce rate during this period. This type of 

picture deals with the ensnarement of a gullible male by a conniving seductress. 

Some of the best works of the American cinema are in this genre, most notably 

The Maltese Falcon, The Letter, The Lady from Shanghai, The Postman Always 

Rings Twice, Double Indemnity, Fallen Angel, Gun Crazy, Human Desire, Scarlet 

Street, and Body Heat. (RKO) 

8–30b  THE WOMAN IN THE 
WINDOW (U.S.A., 1944) with Joan 

Bennett and Edward G. Robinson, 

directed by Fritz Lang.
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All narratives can be interpreted on a 

symbolic level. There is a principle of 

universality that can be inferred no  

matter how unique or strange a given story may 

be. In this scene from Spielberg’s masterpiece, E.T. 

and his friend Eliot must say good-bye. But E.T. 

will live forever inside Eliot’s mind. Symbolically, 

the boy will soon outgrow his childhood world of 

imaginary best friends, scary-looking creatures, 

and the vast Unknown. But he will never forget 

the beauty and innocence of that world. Steven 

Spielberg has always referred to E.T. as his most 

personal film. “My parents split up when I was 15 

or 16 years old,” he pointed out. “I needed a 

special friend and had to use my imagination to take me to places that felt good—that helped 

me move beyond the problems my parents were having, and that ended our family as a whole.” 

Orson Welles once stated: “A film is a ribbon of dreams. The camera is much more than a 

recording apparatus; it is a medium via which messages reach us from another world that is not 

ours and that brings us to the heart of a great secret. Here magic begins.”  (Universal Pictures)

Many contemporary movies are based on comic books and graphic 

novels, but Transformers is unusual in that its story and characters are 

based on Hasbro action figures, skillfully re- created in the film by 

Industrial Light & Magic. Steven Spielberg, a longtime sci-fi enthusiast, was one 

of the film’s executive producers. Spielberg pointed out that the genre is one of 

the most fertile in terms of creative potential: “The reason I love science fiction 

so much is because it’s the only genre that allows you unlimited access to your 

imagination.” The characters had a ready-made mythology that most of the 

film’s producers and creative staff could tap into because they loved the action 

figures as children. Lunch boxes, comic books, games, and a cartoon series 

augmented this iconic mythology.  (Dreamworks/Paramount Pictures/Hasbro)

8–31a  E.T.: THE EXTRA-
TERRESTRIAL (U.S.A., 1982)

with Henry Thomas and E.T., directed 

by Steven Spielberg.

8–31b  TRANSFORMERS (U.S.A.,

2007) directed by Michael Bay.
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The so-called film franchise is an industry 

term meaning a series of films on the same 

subject. Usually a franchise involves a 

copyright of the intellectual property—a book 

series, like the Harry Potter novels, or a movie 

series like the Star Wars films. Some famous comic 

book characters like Batman are not exclusively 

copyrighted, and hence are not technically 

franchises. For example, Nolan’s “Batman Trilogy” 

(Batman Begins, 2005; The Dark Knight, 2008; and 

The Dark Knight Rises, 2012) are all unified by the 

title character played by Christian Bale, and by 

Nolan’s direction and thematic continuity. But there 

are many other movies, cartoons, and TV series that 

also feature Batman as the central character and 

they are very different from Nolan’s Trilogy. 

(Warner Bros. /DC Comics)

The Harry Potter film franchise is the most 

commercially successful in history. J. K. Rowling’s 

seven novels that the movies are based on are also 

among the highest grossing literary works in history, with 

an estimated 450 million copies sold. The final installment 

of the book series was released in 93 countries and sold 

over 11 million copies within the first 24 hours of sales. It 

was translated into 67 languages. The movie franchise, 

consisting of eight films, grossed over $7.7 billion (that’s 

billion, with a “b”) worldwide. According to the-numbers.

com, the worldwide box-office revenues for the top ten 

grossing film franchises are as follows:

 1. Harry Potter $7,709,205,984

 2. James Bond $5,089,726,104

 3. Star Wars $4,493,985,774

 4. Pirates of the Caribbean $3,723,587,403

 5. Shrek $3,504,757,509

 6. Lord of the Rings $2,937,847,917

 7. Transformers $2,668,537,919

 8. Batman $2,649,224,759

 9. Twilight $2,505,851,689

10. Spider-Man $2,496,145,679

(Warner Bros. )

8–31d  HARRY POTTER AND THE 
DEATHLY HALLOWS: PART 2 (U.S.A./

Britain, 2011) with Daniel Radcliffe (front), 

Emma Watson, and Rupert Grint; directed 

by David Yates.

8–31c  THE DARK KNIGHT RISES 
(U.S.A./Britain, 2012) with Christian Bale, 

directed by Christopher Nolan.
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essentially a socially beneficial one. Like neurosis, art is characterized by a repetition compul-
sion, the need to go over the same stories and rituals to reenact and temporarily resolve certain 
psychic conflicts (8–32).

Jung began his career as a disciple of Freud but eventually broke away, believing that 
Freud’s theories lacked a communal dimension. Jung was fascinated by myths, fairy tales, and 
folklore, which he believed contained symbols and story patterns that were universal to all 
individuals in all cultures and periods. According to Jung, unconscious complexes consist of 
archetypal symbols that are as deeply rooted and as inexplicable as instincts. He called this 
submerged reservoir of symbols the collective unconscious, which he thought had a primordial 
foundation, traceable to primitive times. Many of these archetypal patterns are bipolar and 
embody the basic concepts of religion, art, and society: god–devil, active–passive, male–female, 
static–dynamic, and so on. Jung believed that the artist consciously or unconsciously draws on 
these archetypes as raw material, which must then be rendered into the generic forms favored 
by a given culture. For Jung, every work of art (and especially generic art) is an infinitesimal 
exploration of a universal  experience—an instinctive groping toward an ancient wisdom. He 
also believed that  popular culture offers the most unobstructed view of archetypes and myths, 
whereas elite culture tends to submerge them beneath a complex surface detail.

The French cultural anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss noted that myths have no author, 
no origin, no core axis—they allow “free play” in a variety of artistic forms. Walt Disney’s work 
draws heavily from fairy tales, myths, and folklore, which are profuse in archetypal elements. 

8–32  SWEET HOURS (Spain, 1982)

with Assumpta Serna and Inaki Aierra, 

directed by Carlos Saura.

Almost all civilizations have myths dealing with the rebellion of son against 

father, resulting in son and mother reunited in exclusive love. Sigmund 

Freud, the father of psychoanalysis, identified one such variant as the 

Oedipus complex (named for the Greek mythical hero), which Freud believed was 

the paradigm of prepubescent human sexuality. Its feminine form is known as the 

Electra complex, a name also derived from Greek myth. In most cases, this narrative 

motif is submerged beneath the surface details of a story, or sufficiently disguised 

to appeal primarily to the subconscious. Saura’s Sweet Hours plays with this motif 

in an overt manner. The movie deals with the love affair between a filmmaker 

(Aierra) and an actress (Serna) who is playing his mother in an autobiographical 

film he is making about his childhood.  (Les Productions Jacques Roitfeld)
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Based on Michael Lewis’s best-selling book 

of the same title, Moneyball is unusual in 

that it focuses more on the business of 

baseball rather than the game itself. Pitt plays 

Billy Beane, the general manager of the Oakland 

Athletics, as he tries to put together a winning 

team on a shoestring budget. He is aided in his 

efforts by Peter Brand (Hill), a Yale-trained 

statistician who devises ways to choose players by 

computer analysis rather than by conventional 

wisdom—which consists primarily of throwing 

lots of money at the highest priced candidates. 

The resultant team goes on to win twenty consecutive games. ESPN.com 

polled a panel of experts, and they came up with the ten greatest sports films 

of all time. Interestingly, most of them feature prominent roles for women:

1. Hoosiers, 2. Raging Bull, 3. Field of Dreams, 4. Bull Durham,

5. Caddyshack, 6. The Natural, 7. Chariots of Fire, 8. Jerry Maguire,

9. Seabiscuit, and 10. Remember the Titans.

(Columbia Pictures/Scott Rudin)

Written by Diablo Cody (the woman who also wrote 

Reitman’s Juno), Young Adult is a merciless portrait of a 

self-centered, alcoholic hack writer who is divorced, 

self-destructive, and suffering from acute delusions of grandeur. 

She was once the “It Girl” in the high school of a small 

Minnesota town, and she returns there to “save” her ex-

boyfriend (Patrick Stewart). Unfortunately for her, he’s a happily 

married father of a baby daughter, but he’s too polite and 

sensitive to tell her he doesn’t want to be saved. Despite her 

spectacular good looks and high-fashion figure, Theron loves to 

play ugly women, either literally (Monster) or spiritually, as in 

this film. It’s hard to like this cringe-inducing narcissist, but 

Theron manages to reveal the desperate, lost woman behind the 

arrogant facade. She doesn’t have a clue about why her life 

turned out to be so disappointing. (Paramount Pictures)

8–33a  MONEYBALL (U.S.A., 2011) 

with Brad Pitt and Jonah Hill, directed  

by Bennett Miller.

8–33b  YOUNG ADULT 
(U.S.A., 2011) with Charlize Theron, 

directed by Jason Reitman.
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Pinocchio is a good example of how these elements can be emphasized rather than submerged 
beneath a surface realism. Early in the film, the boy/puppet Pinocchio is told that to be a “real 
boy,” he must show that he is “brave, truthful, and unselfish.” The three principal episodes 
of the movie represent ritualistic trials, testing the youth’s moral fortitude. He dismally fails 
the first two, but redeems himself in the concluding whale episode, where he does indeed 
demonstrate courage, honesty, and unselfishness. Other archetypal elements include a monster 
(Monstro, the whale), magical transformations, a father’s search for his lost son, supernatural 
creatures like a talking cricket (Jiminy Cricket, Pinocchio’s “conscience”), a son’s search for his 
imprisoned father, an anthropomorphized portrayal of nature, and a fairy godmother who 
rescues the improvident young hero when he fails to act responsibly. Like most of Disney’s 
works of this era, the values in Pinocchio are traditional and conservative, an affirmation of the 
sanctity of the family unit, the importance of a Higher Power in guiding our destinies, and the 
need to play by society’s rules.

A story can be many things. To a producer it’s a property that has a box-office value. To a 
writer it’s a screenplay. To a film star it’s a vehicle. To a director it’s an artistic medium. To a genre 
critic it’s a classifiable narrative form. To a sociologist it’s an index of public sentiment. To a 
psychiatrist it’s an instinctive exploration of hidden fears or communal ideals. To a moviegoer 
it can be all of these, and more.

In analyzing a film’s narrative structure, we ought to ask ourselves some basic questions. 
Who’s telling the story? A voice-over narrator? Why him or her? Or does the story “tell it-
self,” like most stage plays? Who is the implied narrator of such stories, the guiding hand 
in the arrangement of the narrative’s separate parts? What do we as spectators supply to the 
story? What information do we provide in order to fill in the narrative’s gaps? How is time 
presented—chronologically or subjectively rearranged through flashbacks and other narrative 
disjunctions? Is the narrative realistic, classical, or formalistic? What genre, if any? What phase 
of the genre’s evolution? What does the movie say about the social context and period that it 
was made in? How does the narrative embody mythical concepts or universal human traits?
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! Analyze the role of screenwriters  

in the collaborative process that  

is filmmaking.

! Describe how screenplays differ 

from published literature, and 

what features are more or less 

important in screenplays.

! Explain how dialogue differs in 

films that cross time and genre, 

and how dialogue is used to 

develop characters’ ideologies.

! Evaluate the reading version 

of North by Northwest for 

fluidity and note the formalistic 

differences between screenplays 

and published literature.

! Identify the most common 

figurative techniques used in 

cinema, and explain how each can 

be used to convey meaning in film.

! List the four basic types of 

narration, and give film examples 

of each.

! Illustrate the three types of 

literary adaptations, and give film 

examples of each.

Learning Objectives

Midnight in Paris (U.S.A./Spain, 2011)

Writing is like prostitution. First, you do it for the 

love of it, then you do it for a few friends, and 

finally you do it for the money.

Molière, French Playwright

(Gravier Productions). 

WRITING 9
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The Screenwriter

Perhaps more than any of the director’s other collaborators, the screenwriter has been brought 
forward from time to time as the main “author” of a film. After all, writers are generally respon-
sible for the dialogue. They outline most of the action (sometimes in detail). And they often 
set forth the main theme of a movie. But generalizing about the writer’s contribution in the 
movie-making process is an exercise in futility because the writer’s role varies immensely from 
film to film and from director to director (9–1). In the first place, some filmmakers have hardly 
bothered with scripts. Especially in the silent era, improvisation was the rule rather than the 
exception. Others used only the barest outlines.

Many of the greatest directors have written their own scripts: Cocteau, Eisenstein, Bergman, 
and Herzog, to name only a few. In the American cinema, there are also many writer-directors: 
Griffith, Chaplin, Stroheim, Huston, Welles, Mankiewicz, Wilder, Sturges, Woody Allen, and 
Coppola are among the most famous. The majority of important directors have taken a major 
hand in writing their scripts, but they bring in other writers to expand on their ideas. Fellini, 
Truffaut, and Kurosawa all worked in this manner.

The American studio system tended to encourage multiple authorship of scripts. Often, 
writers had a certain specialty such as dialogue, comedy, construction, atmosphere, and so on. 
Some writers were best at doctoring weak scripts. Others were good ideas people but lacked the 
skill to execute their ideas. In such collaborative enterprises, the screen credits are not always 
an accurate reflection of who contributed what to a movie. Furthermore, although many direc-
tors such as Hitchcock, Capra, and Lubitsch contributed a great deal to the final shape of their 
scripts, they rarely included their names in the credits, allowing the official writer to take it all.

Screenwriter Scott Z. Burns (he wrote Contagion and The Bourne Ultimatum, among other 
things) remarked, “A movie is made at least four times: when written, when shot, when ed-
ited, and once more when marketed. It’s a million decisions surrounded by coming attractions 
and popcorn.” Whereas “novelists, poets, and playwrights make literature,” Burns observed, 
“screenwriters make changes. This is called collaboration.”

For many years, American critics were inclined to believe that art must be solemn—if not 
actually dull—to be respectable. Even in the heyday of the Hollywood studio system, a hand-
ful of intellectual writers enjoyed tremendous prestige because their scripts were filled with 
fine speeches dealing with justice, brotherhood, and democracy. Not that these values aren’t 
important. But to be effective artistically, ideas must be dramatized with tact and honesty, not 
parceled out to the characters like high-sounding speeches on a patriotic holiday. For example, 
in the novel The Grapes of Wrath, John Steinbeck frequently praises the toughness of the Joad 
family. They have been thrown off their farm during the Great Depression and are forced to 
seek a new life in California, where conditions are even worse for them.

In John Ford’s movie version, there is no narrator, so the characters must speak for them-
selves. Nunnally Johnson’s screenplay is not devoid of ideas, but the ideas are expressed in the 
words of the characters. A good example is Ma Joad’s comments to her husband in the final 
scene of the movie. They are in their shabby truck, driving to a new job—twenty days as fruit 
pickers. Pa Joad (Russell Simpson) admits to his wife (Jane  Darwell) that for a while he thought 
the family was finished. She answers, “I know. That’s what makes us tough. Rich fellas come 
up an’ they die, an’ their kids ain’t no good, an’ they die out. But we keep a-comin’. We’re the 
people that live. They can’t wipe us out. They can’t lick us. We’ll go on forever Pa, ’cause we’re 
the people.” (Quoted from  Johnson’s script in Twenty Best Film Plays, Vol. I, eds. John Gassner 
and Dudley Nichols; New York: Garland Publishing, 1977.) The final image of the film follows: 
a thrilling extreme long shot, in which the fragile Joad vehicle merges imperceptibly with a 
procession of other dilapidated trucks and autos, forming an unbroken river of traffic—Ford’s 
visual tribute to the courage and resilience of the human spirit.
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Successful novelists rarely make good screenwriters because they tend to 

want the language to carry most of the meaning. But movies communicate 

primarily through images, and too many words can clutter the eloquence of 

the visuals. James Jones’s famous World War II novel, The Thin Red Line, serves 

almost as an inspiration—rather than a literal source—for Terrence Malick’s 

elliptical, poetic screenplay. The novel emphasizes soldiers in battle and among 

comrades, but the film is more concerned with philosophical ideas, a melancholy 

meditation on nature’s exquisite beauty and how man defiles it. Like Malick’s other 

movies, this film also explores the mythic idea of a lost paradise and man’s corrupt 

nature, his original sin.  (20th Century Fox. Photo: Merie W. Wallace)

On the other hand, some novelists slip into the screenwriter’s role with ease, 

especially if they’re collaborating with a director with a literary sensibility, 

like Todd Field. Tom Perotta wrote the acclaimed novel that this film is 

based on, and he co-wrote the screenplay with Field. It’s a model of intelligent 

adaptation, cinematic and visually inventive, without ever seeming talky or too 

“literary.” See also www.creativescreenwriting.

com, the website for Creative Writing

magazine, which includes articles and 

interviews by and about contemporary 

screenwriters. (New Line) 

9–1b  LITTLE CHILDREN 
(U.S.A., 2006) with Patrick Wilson and 

Kate Winslet, directed by Todd Field.

9–1a  THE THIN RED LINE 
(U.S.A., 1998) with Nick Nolte, written 

and directed by Terrence Malick.
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Director James Ivory and writer Ruth Prawer Jhabvala have been making 

movies together for over thirty years. The best of them are classy 

adaptations of prestigious literary masterpieces, like E. M. Forster’s A Room 

With a View and Henry James’s difficult The Europeans and The Bostonians.

Jhabvala is a respected author in her own right, but her literate screenplays are her 

main claim to fame, and deservedly so. Nowhere is her artistry more apparent than 

in this sensitive adaptation of Forster’s great novel, Howards End. The problem with 

filming literary masterpieces is that they tend to come off as stilted and dead from 

the neck down. Jhabvala’s screenplay is beautifully written, in addition to being 

faithful to the original, funny, and emotionally involving.  (Merchant Ivory)

Borat is a much less genteel example of British 

artistry. The movie is not so much written as 

improvised. In a fake documentary about a 

journey across America, Baron Cohen, playing a crude, 

clueless reporter from  Kazakhstan, sets up a  series of 

egregiously offensive situations, usually with 

unsuspecting innocents, and then lets the scene play 

out to its  uproarious end. The jokes are filthy, 

shameless, and politically incorrect in the extreme. 

They’re also hilarious.   (20th Century Fox)

9–2b  BORAT: CULTURAL LEARNINGS 
OF AMERICA FOR MAKE BENEFIT 
GLORIOUS NATION OF KAZAKHSTAN 
(Britain/U.S.A., 2006) with Sacha Baron Cohen, 

directed by Larry Charles.

9–2a  HOWARDS END 
(Britain, 1992) with Helena Bonham-

Carter, screenplay by Ruth Prawer 

Jhabvala, directed by James Ivory.
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Zavattini was the most famous screenwriter of 

the Italian cinema, and one of its most 

important theorists. (See the section on 

neorealism in Chapter 11.) His best work was done in 

collaboration with De Sica, including such important 

works as Shoeshine, Bicycle Thieves, Miracle in Milan, 

Umberto D, Two Women, and The Garden of the 

Finzi-Continis. Both Zavattini and De Sica were 

strongly humanistic, Zavattini from a Marxist 

perspective, De Sica  from a Christian orientation. Like 

François Truffaut and Steven Spielberg, De Sica was a 

great director of children, but his sympathies 

extended to all people on the fringes: “My films are a 

struggle against the absence of human solidarity,” he 

explained, “against the indifference of society towards 

suffering. They are a word in favor of the poor and 

the unhappy.”  (S.C.A.C. )

Based on a John le Carré novel, this espionage 

thriller is set in the Cold War era of the 1970s. A 

“mole” (double agent) has been discovered at British 

Intelligence, and the movie, populated by over a dozen key 

characters, finally reveals who the Soviet spy is. But despite 

the film’s superb cast, many viewers were confused by the 

profusion of words, words, words. Instead of dramatizing 

scenes, the screenplay uses dialogue to explain the many 

plot twists. As Alfred Hitchcock pointed out many years ago: 

“In many films there is very little cinema. They are mostly 

what I call ‘photographs of people talking.’ When we tell a 

story in cinema, we should resort to dialogue only when it’s 

impossible to do otherwise. I always try first to tell a story in 

the cinematic way, through a succession of shots. . . . To me, 

one of the cardinal sins for a scriptwriter, when he runs into 

some difficulty, is to say ‘We can cover that by a line of dialogue.’ ” For Hitchcock, this 

was a lazy approach to filmmaking. “You have to be able to see why someone does this, 

why someone goes there. It is no use telling people, they have got to see.” A British critic 

dismissed this film’s anti-climactic revelatory scene as “another brown room with two 

miserable old men not speaking and not moving.”   (Studio Canal/Working Title)

9–3b  TINKER TAILOR SOLDIER SPY 
(Britain, 2011) with Gary Oldman (standing) 

and John Hurt, directed by Tomas Alfredson.

9–3a  SHOESHINE (Italy, 1946)

with Rinaldo Smordoni and Franco 

Interlenghi, written by Cesare Zavattini, 

directed by Vittorio De Sica.
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Generally speaking, students, artists, and intellectuals are the individuals most likely to dis-
cuss ideas and abstractions without a sense of self-consciousness. To be convincing, eloquent 
language must be dramatically probable. We must believe that the words aren’t just the writer’s 
preachments dressed up as dialogue.

But there are always exceptions. Casablanca, for example, features a traditional love triangle, 
in which Ilsa (Ingrid Bergman) is torn between two men—her husband, Victor Laszlo (Paul 
Henreid), a Resistance leader whom she deeply respects and admires, and Rick Blaine (Hum-
phrey Bogart), the man she loves and will always love. Throughout the movie, Rick’s comments 
are generally terse, sardonic, and hard-boiled. He’s not a man given to making pretty speeches. 
But in the airport scene at the end of the film (9–5b), his remarks to the woman he loves—and 
must give up—are overtly ideological:

Inside of us we both know you belong to Victor. You’re part of his work, the thing that 
keeps him going. If that plane leaves the ground and you’re not with him, you’ll regret 
it. . . . Maybe not today, maybe not tomorrow, but soon, and for the rest of your life. . . . 
Ilsa, I’m no good at being noble, but it doesn’t take much to see that the problems of 
three little people don’t amount to a hill of beans in this crazy world. Someday you’ll un-
derstand that. Here’s looking at you, kid. (Quoted from Casablanca Script and Legend,

script by Julius and Philip Epstein and Howard Koch; Woodstock, NY: The Overlook 
Press, 1973.)

Some filmmakers are at their best with talky scripts—provided it’s scintillating talk, as in the 
best movies of Wertmüller, Bergman, and Woody Allen. The French, Swedish, and British cin-
emas are also exceptionally literate. Among the important writers who have written for the 
screen in Britain are George Bernard Shaw, Graham Greene, Alan Sillitoe, John Osborne, Har-
old Pinter, David Storey, and Hanif Kureishi.

On the other hand, dialogue is the 

main conveyor of meaning in this 

movie, which won an American 

Academy Award as Best Foreign Language 

Picture. (A first for an Iranian movie.) The 

main characters—a well-educated, 

middle-class married couple (pictured)—

are enduring a lot of marital stress. The 

characters are articulate and decent. It’s 

precisely their honesty and reasonableness 

that make picking sides virtually 

impossible, for both sides are based on 

strong moral convictions. The movie was an international hit, popular even in 

Israel, where it was highly praised. Of course, the film boasts other virtues 

besides its excellent dialogue. Two highly sympathetic leading actors for one, 

and a documentary visual style that places the characters in a specific time and 

place, with all the concrete details of everyday life in modern Tehran. It is, in 

fact, a latter-day neorealist masterpiece.   (Asghar Farhadi)

9–3c  A SEPARATION (Iran, 2011) 

with Leila Hatami and Payman Moadi, 

written and directed by Asghar Farhadi.
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If a comedy makes us laugh, then it has succeeded, at least in its primary 

aim. But there are different ways to make us laugh. Some are subtle and 

sophisticated, like the Wallace & Gromit claymation films of Nick Park. 

Others are crude and raunchy, like the gross-out comedies of the Farrelly 

brothers. Park’s sensibility is rooted in character, and most of the comedy results 

from the witty movie references. As the director points out: “You know, the 

Wallace & Gromit movies have always referenced other film genres, and we 

thought a great genre to borrow from would be the classic Universal horror 

movies. But, in our movie, instead of a werewolf, we have a Were-Rabbit, and 

instead of devouring flesh and blood—in Wallace & Gromit’s world, it’s got to be 

something more absurd—we made it vegetables. It’s a vegetable-eating monster 

so, in effect, “The Curse of the Were-Rabbit” became the world’s first vegetarian 

horror movie.” The Farrelly boys are more joke-oriented; the grosser the better. 

Examples: racist gags, anti-jock jokes, fart jokes, yelping dog gags, anything 

involving genitals (especially male genitals that are 

attacked, whacked, or otherwise abused), cruel gags 

about deformities, jokes about old or fat people, and 

anything involving bodily fluids. In short, their style 

of comedy revels in all subjects that are likely to 

shock or disgust respectable citizens. Their comedy is 

also laugh-out-loud funny, usually. Gross and funny. 

Sometimes really gross. 

9–4a  WALLACE & GROMIT: 
THE CURSE OF THE WERE-RABBIT 
(Britain, 2005) written and directed by Nick 

Park and Steve Box. (Dreamworks/

Aardman Animation)

9–4b  THERE’S SOMETHING ABOUT 
MARY (U.S.A., 1998) with Cameron Diaz, 

written and directed by Bobby and Peter 

Farrelly. (20th Century Fox. Photo: 

Glenn Watson)
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Despite the enormous importance that the script can play in a sound film, some  directors 
scoff at the notion that a writer could be the dominant artist in the cinema. Antonioni once 
remarked that Dostoyevsky’s Crime and Punishment was a rather ordinary crime thriller—the 
genius of the novel lies in how it’s told, not in the subject matter per se. Certainly, the large 
number of excellent movies based on routine or even mediocre books seems to bear out such 
a view.

Movie scripts seldom make for interesting reading, precisely because they are like blue-
prints of the finished product. Unlike a play, which usually can be read with pleasure, too much 
is missing in a screenplay. Even highly detailed scripts seldom offer us a sense of a film’s mise

During the big-studio era in Hollywood, most 

film scripts were written by committees rather 

than a single author. For the most part, these 

collaborative scripts were like patchwork quilts—some 

romance for the ladies, some action for the guys, a 

touch of comedy for the kids. Nonetheless, in some 

cases, collaborative writing produced excellent results, 

like Twentieth Century and Casablanca.

 The legendary wit and ex-newspaperman Ben Hecht 

was perhaps the most admired screenwriter of his era. 

His specialty was comedy—the more outrageous, the 

better. Twentieth Century was adapted from his stage 

play  (cowritten by Charles MacArthur), with additional  

touches by director Hawks. Hecht delighted in satirizing 

American hick values and conventional morality, which  

he thought was as hypocritical as it was boring.

Casablanca was written by Philip and Julius Epstein 

and Howard Koch, three of Warner Brothers’ ace writers. 

They agonized about how to end the movie until the final 

moment, when they decided that the Bogart character had 

to give up the woman he loves. Unwittingly, the writers 

struck a responsive public nerve: Casablanca was released 

during the darkest days of World War II, when Americans 

and their allies were being called on to make personal 

sacrifices for a higher cause. One critic has suggested that 

the movie is not a portrait of the way we were, but of the 

way we wanted to be. 

9–5a  TWENTIETH CENTURY 
(U.S.A., 1934) with Carole Lombard and 

John Barrymore, directed by Howard 

Hawks. (Columbia Pictures)

9–5b  CASABLANCA (U.S.A., 1942)

with Humphrey Bogart and Ingrid Bergman, 

directed by Michael Curtiz. (Warner Bros.)
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en scène, one of the principal methods of expression at the director’s disposal. With character-
istic wit, Andrew Sarris pointed out how the director’s choice of shot—or the way in which the 
action is photographed—is the crucial element in most films:

The choice between a close-up and a long-shot, for example, may quite often tran-
scend the plot. If the story of Little Red Riding Hood is told with the Wolf in close-up 
and Little Red Riding Hood in long-shot, the director is concerned primarily with the 
emotional problems of a wolf with a compulsion to eat little girls. If Little Red Riding 
Hood is in close-up and the Wolf in long-shot, the emphasis is shifted to the emotional 
problems of vestigial virginity in a wicked world. Thus, two different stories are being 
told with the same basic anecdotal material. What is at stake in the two versions of 
Little Red Riding Hood are two contrasting directorial attitudes toward life. One direc-
tor identifies more with the Wolf—the male, the compulsive, the corrupted, even evil 
itself. The second director identifies with the little girl—the innocence, the illusion, the 
ideal and hope of the race. Needless to say, few critics bother to make any distinction, 
proving perhaps that direction as creation is still only dimly understood. (Quoted from 
“The Fall and Rise of the Film Director,” in Interviews with Film Directors; New York: 
Avon Books, 1967.)

The Screenplay
Film scripts are rarely an autonomous literary products, otherwise they would be published 
with greater frequency. The screenplays of a few prestigious filmmakers, like Woody Allen, Ing-
mar Bergman, and Federico Fellini, have reached print. But even these are merely linguistic ap-
proximations of the films themselves. Perhaps the worst kind of literary by-products of movies 
are “novelizations”—commissioned novel versions of popular films that are usually written by 
hired hacks to cash in on a movie’s box-office popularity.

Screenplays are often modified by the actors who play the characters. This is especially true 
in scripts written for personality stars. Naturally, their roles will usually include the qualities 
that make the star popular. For example, screenwriters who wrote for Gary Cooper knew that 
he was at his best when he said the least. In our own time, Clint Eastwood is famous for his 
terse one-liners: “Go ahead—make my day.” Eastwood’s characters, like Cooper’s, are usually 
suspicious of people who are smooth-talkers.

On the other hand, a good talker is a joy to hear. Joseph L. Mankiewicz was one of the 
most admired writer–directors of the Hollywood big-studio era. His finest work, All About Eve

(7–5b), features several brilliantly written roles. One of the best is the acid-tongued  theater 
critic, Addison Dewitt, played with bitchy sang-froid by George Sanders. Late in the movie, Eve 
Harrington (Anne Baxter), a young actress who has lied, cheated, and slept her way to the top, 
tries to brush off Dewitt, her current companion, because he’s no longer useful to her. Dewitt 
sees right through her and has no intention of playing her fool. She huffily walks to the door 
and opens it. “You’re too short for that gesture,” he dryly observes. “Besides, it went out with 
Mrs. Fisk.” He then proceeds to destroy her pretentions by exposing all of her lies. “Your name 
is not Eve Harrington. It is Gertrude Slecynski,” he begins. “It is true that your parents were 
poor. They still are. And they would like to know how you are—and where. They haven’t heard 
from you for three years.”

Eve finally collapses as he finishes his withering diatribe: “That I should want you at all 
suddenly strikes me as the height of improbability. That, in itself, is probably the reason. You’re 
an improbable person, Eve, and so am I. We have that in common. Also a contempt for human-
ity, an inability to love or be loved, insatiable ambition—and talent. We deserve each other.” 
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(Quoted from More About All About Eve; New York: Bantam, 1974; which contains Mankie-
wicz’s script and a lengthy interview.)

Most of the characters in All About Eve are well educated and literate. Those in On the 

Waterfront, which was written by Budd Schulberg, are working-class longshoremen. Such 
characters usually attempt to conceal their emotions behind a macho facade. But in scenes of 
intense emotions, the words, though simple, are powerful. The famous taxi scene between the 
Malloy brothers, Charley (Rod Steiger) and Terry (Marlon Brando), is a good example. Charley, 
the older and shrewder of the two, once convinced his brother to throw an important box-
ing match. Terry is no longer a boxer, but a stooge for the same union racketeer that Charley 
works for, Johnny Friendly. Charley tries to blame Terry’s manager for what happened. Angry,  
Terry answers:

In modern times too, collaborative authorship is 

far from rare. Though the screenplay to this movie 

is officially credited to Guest and Eugene Levy, in 

actuality the film was improvised by Guest’s friends, who, 

like Guest and Levy, happen to be among the funniest 

people in movies, including Catherine O’Hara, Michael 

McKean, Parker Posey, and Fred Willard. The movie has 

been described as a “mockumentary,” about a group of 

pampered canines and their eccentric owners entering a 

prestigious dog show. Guest employed this Grand Hotel

formula in his other ensemble comedies as well, including 

Waiting for Guffman and A Mighty Wind. (Castle Rock 

Entertainment. Photo: Doane Gregory)

A spinoff of an MTV series, jackass the movie was 

not really written so much as thrown together by 

a bunch of guys who apparently all graduated 

from the Farrelly Brothers School of Dramatic Art. They 

cheerfully admitted that they were drunk or stoned or 

both when carrying out their outrageous stunts, many of 

which involved subjecting their genitals to catastrophic 

peril. Director Jeff Tremaine claimed that the “script” 

ideas came from anyone with a suitably sick and twisted 

mind. After an MTV executive viewed the finished film, 

he muttered, “We’re all going to hell.” (Dickhouse/MTV 

Films/Paramount Pictures. Photo: Ben Zo)
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9–6a  BEST IN SHOW (U.S.A., 2000)

with Christopher Guest and friend, 

directed by Guest.

9–6b  JACKASS THE MOVIE 
(U.S.A., 2002) directed by Jeff Tremaine.
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Apples and oranges. Judging the merits of 

these two excellent screenplays requires a 

certain literary flexibility. Each is skillful, but 

in its own way. Deborah Moggach’s adaptation of 

Jane Austen’s most famous novel preserves much of 

the book’s 1813 literary style. To modern ears, the 

dialogue sounds rather  formal and polite. Stylized 

period dialogue requires first-rate performers like 

these—actors who can infuse the  language with a 

sense of suppressed  passions. The screenplay of 

Chasing Amy is profuse with slang, jive, and 

four-letter words galore. These people love to talk 

and talk and talk. The dialogue is funny, sexy, filled 

with surprises. A revisionist romantic comedy, the 

story centers on two comic book artists (pictured) 

and their odd relationship. She’s a lesbian. He falls 

in love with her anyway. But surprise: She also falls 

in love with him. Until he screws up. . . . Critic Stephen Farber noted: “The 

scene in which Alyssa explains to Holden that she fell in love with him not 

because she was programmed by society but because she chose him as an 

individual is one of the most stirring testaments to the mystery of love that the 

movies have ever offered.” Both screenplays are strongly “literary” in the sense 

that there is a genuine sense of pleasure in demonstrating the intellectual 

precision, wit, and emotional richness of the English language. One is 

stylistically complex, feminine, and imbued with idealism; the other is raunchy, 

quicksilver funny, and emotionally powerful.

9–7b  CHASING AMY 
(U.S.A., 1997) with Ben Affleck and Joey 

Lauren Adams, written and directed by 

Kevin Smith. (Miramax)

9–7a  PRIDE & PREJUDICE 
(Britain, 2005) with Keira Knightley and 

Matthew Macfadyen, directed by Joe 

Wright. (Working Title Photo: Alex Bailey)
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It wasn’t him! It was you, Charley. You and Johnny. Like the night the two of youse come 
in the dressing room and says, ‘Kid, this ain’t your night—we’re going for the price on 
Wilson.’ It ain’t my night. I’d of taken Wilson apart that night! I was ready—remember 
the early rounds throwing them combinations. So what happens—This bum Wilson 
he gets the title shot—outdoors in the ball park!—and what do I get—a couple of 
bucks and a one-way ticket to Palookaville. It was you, Charley. You was my brother. 
You should of looked out for me. Instead of making me take them dives for the short-
end money. . . . I could’ve been a contender. I could’ve had class and been somebody. 
Real class. Instead of a bum, let’s face it, which is what I am. It was you, Charley. (Quot-
ed from On the Waterfront: A Screenplay; Carbondale: Southern Illinois  University 
Press, 1980.)

Good dialogue is often the result of having a good ear—for catching the correct rhythms of 
speech, the right choice of words, the length of people’s sentences, the jargon, slang, or swearing 
people use. The foulmouthed characters in Quentin Tarantino’s Reservoir Dogs (5–35) speak in 
torrents of four-letter words, the linguistic equivalent of the violence of their lives. In contexts 
such as these, polite or laundered prose would constitute bad writing.

A movie’s central theme is often first articulated by its writer, or, as is the case with Broke-

back Mountain, its various writers. Originally appearing as a short story in the New Yorker,

America’s most prestigious literary publication, “Brokeback Mountain” was written by An-
nie Proulx, a Pulitzer Prize–winning author. The story was optioned by  another Pulitzer Prize 
winner, Larry McMurtry (author of The Last Picture Show and Lonesome Dove, among other 
works) and his writing partner, Diana Ossana. Proulx was also one of the film’s producers. They 
expanded the original material by adding scenes and new characters, without losing the stark, 
understated poetry of the short story.

The story is about two young westerners—one a ranch hand (Heath Ledger), the other an 
aspiring rodeo rider (Jake Gyllenhaal). A drunken night of revelry morphs into a passionate 
sexual encounter, which soon becomes a furtive love affair in the isolated, pristine mountains 
of Wyoming in 1963. Over the next twenty years, they marry women and father children, but 
the men’s love affair continues sporadically, urgently, secretly. The toxic homophobia of their 
culture ultimately destroys the relationship, and the story ends on a note of poignant loss, 
missed opportunities, and wasted lives.

Most screenplays are business-like and practical. Because they are not meant for publica-
tion, the action sequences are usually described simply, without literary flourishes. There are 
a few exceptions to this rule, however. One of them is John Osborne’s polished screenplay of 
Tom Jones, based on the eighteenth-century English novel by Henry Fielding. The fox hunting 
scene in the movie is magnificently effective, thanks to Tony Richardson’s skillful direction. But 
Richardson obviously got his inspiration from Osborne’s screenplay:

The hunt is no pretty Christmas calendar affair but a thumping dangerous  vicious busi-
ness, in which everyone takes part so wholeheartedly that it seems to express all in the 
raw, wild vitality that is so near to the surface of their lives. It is passionate and violent. 
Squire Western howls dementedly as he flogs his horse over the muddy earth. The cu-
rate kicks his beefy heels in the air, bellowing with blood and pleasure. Big, ugly, unlov-
able dogs tear at the earth. Tom reels and roars on his horse, his face ruddy and damp, 
almost insensible with the lust and the cry and the gallop, with the hot quarry of flesh 
in the crisp air, the blood and flesh of men, the blood and fur of animals. Everyone is 
caught up in the bloody fever. (Quoted from Tom Jones, A Film Script, by John  Osborne; 
New York: Grove Press, 1964.)
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One of Britain’s most outspoken writers (plays, 

fiction, and autobiography as well as screenplays), 

Hanif Kureishi enjoys shocking the staid literary 

establishment. His themes characteristically revolve 

around conflicts between cultures, races, classes, and 

sexes. Most of his characters are funny as well as bright. 

Despite being from different classes and ethnic 

backgrounds, the two leading characters in this film 

(pictured) are business partners and lovers. They’re totally 

unapologetic about their sexuality, which is not treated as 

a big deal. Kureishi, who is half English and half Pakistani, 

is especially interested in minorities, people outside the 

English mainstream, which is male, white, and 

heterosexual. “Gay men and black men have been 

excluded from history,” Kureishi has said. “They’re trying 

to understand themselves. Like women, black people and 

gay people have been marginalized in society, lacking in 

power, ridiculed.”  (Working Title/Channel 4)

Ozu’s screenplays, usually written in collaboration 

with his longtime writing partner, Kogo Noda, are 

lean and unadorned. They were frequently 

published, and were appreciated as realistic literature. The 

Japanese are among the politest people in the world. It’s 

considered rude to really speak your mind, so people often 

communicate indirectly, by hinting rather than stating 

outright what they want. The full meaning of the dialogue, 

then, remains largely unspoken—between the lines—even 

among family members. To Western ears such dialogue 

might seem rather ordinary, even banal. But to those 

sensitive to the nuances of Japanese culture, the writing is 

understated, elliptical, charged with suppressed emotion. 

Fearful of offending or appearing selfish—the ultimate 

social sin in J apanese  society—Ozu’s characters are generally 

tactful, oblique in their remarks. What’s left unsaid is just as 

important as what is said.  (Shochiku Eiga)

9–8a  MY BEAUTIFUL LAUNDRETTE 
(Britain, 1985) with Gordon Warnecke and 

Daniel Day-Lewis, written by Hanif Kureishi, 

directed by Stephen Frears.

9–8b  TOKYO STORY (Japan,

1953) directed by Yasujiru Ozu.
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Billy Wilder was one of the most respected 

writer-directors of the post–World War II era. 

He was regarded as a master of the well-made 

scenario: Each detail has a precise interlocking 

function. “In a good script, everything is necessary or it 

ain’t good,” he insisted. “And if you take out one piece, 

you better replace it with a different piece, or you got 

trouble.” He was able to mine comedy from the 

unlikeliest sources, like transvestism. Forced to disguise 

themselves as women while on the lam from the mob, 

the musician heroes of this film join an all-girl band to 

escape detection. Most of the gags revolve around the 

incongruity of two virile men trying to cope with the 

agony of womanhood. Lemmon, for example, keeps 

losing one of his chests. In a recent critics’ poll of the 

greatest American film comedies, Some Like It Hot

placed first.  (United Artists)

Truth or fiction? Written by Aaron Sorkin 

(adapted from Ben Mezrich’s 2009 

best-selling book, The Accidental 

Billionaires), this movie purports to be the story of 

Mark Zuckerberg (Eisenberg) and his cofounding of 

the website, Facebook. It also deals with the many 

legal challenges the company faced after Facebook 

enjoyed enormous financial success. When asked 

how accurate the movie was, Zuckerberg replied, 

“Well, they got the tee-shirts right.” In fact, the 

film contains many inaccuracies. “This is my life, 

so I know it’s not so dramatic,” Zuckerberg 

complained. Sorkin’s script suggests that 

Zuckerberg’s motivation was “to get girls.” In fact, 

the young entrepreneur was already exclusively 

involved with the woman who later became his wife. Facebook cofounder Eduardo Saverin 

pointed out that “The movie was clearly intended to be entertainment and not a fact-based 

documentary.” Sorkin freely admitted to taking many liberties with the facts. “I didn’t want 

my fidelity to be to the truth,” he said. “I want it to be to storytelling.” The critics and public 

apparently approved: Rottentomatoes.com reported that the movie received 96 percent 

positive reviews, and Metacritic.com gave it a score of 95, based on 42 reviews, one of the 

site’s highest ratings of all time. The movie received eight Academy Award nominations, and 

Sorkin won the Oscar for Best Adapted Screenplay.  (Columbia Pictures/Scott Rudin)

9–9b Publicity photo for SOME LIKE 
IT HOT (U.S.A., 1959) with Jack Lemmon and 

Tony Curtis, screenplay by Billy Wilder and  

I. A. L. Diamond, directed by Wilder.

9–9a  THE SOCIAL NETWORK 
(U.S.A., 2010) with Andrew Garfield and 

Jesse Eisenberg, directed by David Fincher.
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The most conspicuous trait about Babel is its enormous ambition. As the title suggests, 

the movie is about communication—or rather, the lack of it. The picture is nonlinear, 

and explores the lives of four different groups on three different continents whose lives 

are randomly intertwined when a gun accident (pictured), caused by two Moroccan boys, triggers 

a chain of dramatic events. The movie is set in a variety of countries, and features dialogue in 

 English, Spanish, Arabic, Berber, Japanese, sign language, and French. The inability of people to 

communicate is not only linguistic, but also physical, political, and emotional. Gonzáles Iñárritu 

(pronounced in-YAR-i-too) said of his theme: “The real borderlines are within ourselves and 

more than a physical space, barriers are in the world of ideas.” Like two other films directed by 

Gonzáles Iñárritu, Amores Perros (“Love’s a Bitch,” Mexico, 2000) and 21 Grams (U.S.A., 2003), 

Babel was written by his follow Mexican, Guillermo Arriaga, whose screenplays all feature 

nonlinear, multiple narratives. Among its many international awards, Babel won a Best Picture 

(drama) Golden Globe. See also www.screenwritersutopia.com, which discusses practical and 

theoretical problems for writing movie scripts.  (Anonymous Content/Dune Films)
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9–10  BABEL (Mexico/U.S.A./France,

2006) with Brad Pitt and Cate Blanchett, 

screenplay by Guillermo Arriaga, directed 

by Alejandro Gonzáles Iñárritu.
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North by Northwest: the Screenplay

Ernest Lehman’s screenplay for Hitchcock’s North by Northwest has considerable fluidity as 
a piece of writing. Its excellence consists not of its literary distinction so much as its clearly 
defined actions, providing the director with the raw materials for the shots of the movie. The 
following is an excerpt from the screenplay.

Like many of Hitchcock’s movies, North by Northwest revolves around the wrong-man 
theme. The protagonist is an innocent man accused of and persecuted for a crime he didn’t 
commit. In this film, Roger Thornhill (Cary Grant), a glib but charming advertising execu-
tive, is accidentally mistaken for a government agent named Kaplan. Thornhill is abducted 
by enemy agents, almost murdered by them, then fatefully implicated in the murder of a U.N. 
diplomat. Pursued by both the police and the enemy agents, he flees to Chicago in despera-
tion, hoping to discover the real Kaplan, who presumably will establish Thornhill’s innocence. 
When he arrives in Chicago, he is told that Kaplan will meet him alone at a designated loca-
tion. The following excerpt relates what then takes place:

Helicopter Shot—Exterior, Highway 41—Afternoon
WE START CLOSE on a Greyhound bus, SHOOTING DOWN on it and TRAVELING ALONG with it as 
it speeds in an easterly direction at 70 mph. Gradually, CAMERA DRAWS AWAY from the bus, go-
ing higher but never losing sight of the vehicle, which recedes into the distance below and 
becomes a toylike object on an endless ribbon of deserted highway that stretches across miles 
of flat prairie. Now the bus is slowing down. It is nearing a junction where a small dirt road 
coming from nowhere crosses the highway and continues on to nowhere. The bus stops. A 
man gets out. It is THORNHILL. But to us he is only a tiny figure. The bus starts away, moves on 
out of sight. And now THORNHILL stands alone beside the road—a tiny figure in the middle 
of nowhere.

On the Ground—with Thornhill—(Master Scene)
He glances about, studying his surroundings. The terrain is flat and treeless, even more deso-
late from this vantage point than it seemed from the air. Here and there patches of low-growing 
farm crops add some contour to the land. A hot sun beats down. UTTER SILENCE hangs heavily 
in the air, THORNHILL glances at his wristwatch. It is three twenty-five.

In the distance, the FAINT HUM of a MOTOR VEHICLE is HEARD. THORNHILL looks off to the 
west. The HUM GROWS LOUDER as the car draws nearer. THORNHILL steps closer to the edge of the 
highway. A black sedan looms up, traveling at high speed. For a moment we are not sure it is 
not hurtling right at THORNHILL. And then it zooms past him, recedes into the distance, becom-
ing a FAINT HUM, a tiny speck, and then SILENCE again.

THORNHILL takes out a handkerchief, mops his face. He is beginning to sweat now. It could 
be from nervousness, as well as the heat. Another FAINT HUM, coming from the east, GROWING

LOUDER as he glances off and sees another distant speck becoming a speeding car, this one a 
closed convertible. Again, anticipation on THORNHILL’s face. Again, the vague uneasiness of in-
definable danger approaching at high speed. And again, ZOOM—a cloud of dust—a car reced-
ing into the distance—A FAINT HUM—and SILENCE.

His lips tighten. He glances at his watch again. He steps out into the middle of the highway, 
looks first in one direction, then the other. Nothing in sight. He loosens his tie, opens his shirt 
collar, looks up at the sun. Behind him, in the distance, another vehicle is HEARD approaching. 
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He turns, looks off to the west. This one is a huge transcontinental moving van, ROARING TO-

WARD HIM at high speed. With quick apprehension he moves off the highway to the dusty side 
of the road as the van thunders past and disappears. Its  FADING SOUND is replaced with a NEW

SOUND, the CHUGGING of an OLD FLIVVER.

THORNHILL looks off in the direction of the approaching SOUND, sees a flivver nearing the 
highway from the intersecting dirt road. When the car reaches the highway, it comes to a stop. 
A middle-aged woman is behind the wheel. Her passenger is a nondescript MAN of about fifty. 
He could certainly be a farmer. He gets out of the car. It makes a U-turn and drives off in the 
direction from which it came. THORNHILL watches the MAN and takes up a position across the 
highway from him. The MAN glances at THORNHILL without visible interest, then looks off up 
the highway toward the east as though waiting for something to come along.

THORNHILL stares at the MAN, wondering if this is George Kaplan.
The MAN looks idly across the highway at THORNHILL, his face expressionless.
THORNHILL wipes his face with his handkerchief, never taking his eyes off the MAN across 

the highway. The FAINT SOUND of an APPROACHING PLANE has gradually come up over the scene. 
As the SOUND GROWS LOUDER, THORNHILL looks up to his left and sees a low-flying biplane ap-
proach from the northwest. He watches it with mounting interest as it heads straight for the 
spot where he and the stranger face each other across the highway. Suddenly it is upon them, 
only a hundred feet above the ground, and then, like a giant bird, as THORNHILL turns with the 
plane’s passage, it flies over them, and continues on. THORNHILL stares after the plane, his back 
to the highway. When the plane has gone several hundred yards beyond the highway, it loses 
altitude, levels off only a few feet above the ground and begins to fly back and forth in straight 
lines parallel to the highway, letting loose a trail of powdered dust from beneath the fuselage as 
it goes. Any farmer would recognize the operation as simple crop dusting.

THORNHILL looks across the highway, sees that the stranger is watching the plane with idle 
interest. THORNHILL’s lips set with determination. He crosses over and goes up to the MAN.

THORNHILL: Hot day.

MAN: Seen worse.

THORNHILL: Are you . . . uh . . . by any chance supposed to be meeting someone here?

MAN (still watching the plane): Waitin’ for the bus. Due any minute.

THORNHILL: Oh . . .

MAN (idly): Some of them crop-duster pilots get rich, if they live long enough . . .

THORNHILL: Then your name isn’t . . . Kaplan.

MAN (glances at him): Can’t say it is, ’cause it ain’t. (He looks off up the highway). Well—
here she comes, right on time.

THORNHILL looks off to the east, sees a Greyhound bus approaching. The MAN peers off at 
the plane again, and frowns.

MAN: That’s funny.

THORNHILL: What?

MAN: That plane’s dustin’ crops where there ain’t no crops.

THORNHILL looks across at the droning plane with growing suspicion as the stranger steps 
out onto the highway and flags the bus to a stop. THORNHILL turns toward the stranger as 
though to say something to him. But it is too late. The man has boarded the bus, its doors are 
closing, and it is pulling away. THORNHILL is alone again.

Almost immediately, he HEARS THE PLANE ENGINE BEING GUNNED TO A HIGHER SPEED. He 
glances off sharply, sees the plane veering off its parallel course and heading toward him. He 
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stands there wide-eyed, rooted to the spot. The plane roars on, a few feet off the ground. There 
are two men in the twin cockpits, goggled, unrecognizable, menacing. He yells out to them, but 
his voice is LOST IN THE NOISE OF THE PLANE. In a moment it will be upon him and decapitate 
him. Desperately he drops to the ground and presses himself flat as the plane zooms over him 
with a great noise, almost combing his hair with a landing wheel.

THORNHILL scrambles to his feet, sees the plane banking and turning. He looks about wildly, 
sees a telephone pole and dashes for it as the plane comes at him again. He ducks behind the 
pole. The plane heads straight for him, veers to the right at the last moment. We HEAR two 
sharp CRACKS of GUNFIRE mixed with the SOUND of the ENGINE, as two bullets slam into the pole 
just above THORNHILL’s head.

THORNHILL reacts to this new peril, sees the plane banking for another run at him. A car is 
speeding along the highway from the west. THORNHILL dashes out onto the road, tries to flag 
the car down but the driver ignores him. He dives into a ditch and rolls away as another series 
of SHOTS are HEARD and bullets rake the ground that he has just occupied.

He gets to his feet, looks about, sees a cornfield about fifty yards from the highway, glances 
up at the plane making its turn, and decides to make a dash for the cover of the tall-growing corn.

Much of the success of this movie is due 

to Grant’s engaging performance as 

Roger O. Thornhill (the “O” stands for 

nothing), who’s a little too slick for his own 

good. Only an actor of Grant’s great skill could 

handle the comedy of his role without 

sacrificing credibility as a person who is being 

put through a living hell.  (MGM)
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9–11  NORTH BY NORTHWEST 
(U.S.A., 1959) with Cary Grant, screenplay 

by Ernest Lehman, directed by  

Alfred Hitchcock.
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SHOOTING DOWN FROM A HELICOPTER about one hundred feet above the ground, WE SEE

THORNHILL running toward the cornfield and the plane in pursuit.
SHOOTING FROM WITHIN THE CORNFIELD, WE SEE THORNHILL come crashing in, scuttling to 

the right and lying flat and motionless as WE HEAR THE PLANE ZOOM OVER HIM WITH A BURST OF

GUNFIRE and bullets rip into the corn, but at a safe distance from THORNHILL. He raises his head 
cautiously, gasping for breath, as he HEARS THE PLANE MOVE OFF AND INTO ITS TURN.

SHOOTING DOWN FROM THE HELICOPTER, we see the plane leveling off and starting a run over 
the cornfield, which betrays no sign of the hidden THORNHILL. Skimming over the top of the 
cornstalks, the plane gives forth no burst of gunfire now. Instead, it lets loose thick clouds of 
poisonous dust, which settle down into the corn.

WITHIN THE CORNFIELD, THORNHILL, still lying flat, begins to gasp and choke as the  poisonous 
dust envelops him. Tears stream from his eyes but he does not dare move as he HEARS THE PLANE

COMING OVER THE FIELD AGAIN. When the plane zooms by and another cloud of dust hits him, 
he jumps to his feet and crashes out into the open, half blinded and gasping for breath. Far off 
down the highway to the right, he SEES a huge diesel gasoline-tanker approaching. He starts 
running toward the highway to intercept it.

SHOOTING FROM THE HELICOPTER, WE SEE THORNHILL dashing for the highway, the plane level-
ing off for another run at him, and the diesel tanker speeding closer.

SHOOTING ACROSS THE HIGHWAY, WE SEE THORNHILL running and stumbling TOWARD CAMERA,

the plane closing in between him, and the diesel tanker approaching from the left. He dashes 
out into the middle of the highway and waves his arms wildly.

The diesel tanker THUNDERS down the highway toward THORNHILL, KLAXON BLASTING

IMPATIENTLY.

The plane speeds relentlessly toward THORNHILL from the field bordering the  highway.
THORNHILL stands alone and helpless in the middle of the highway, waving his arms. The 

plane draws closer. The tanker is almost upon him. It isn’t going to stop. He can HEAR THE

KLAXON BLASTING him out of the way. There is nothing he can do. The plane has caught up 
with him. The tanker won’t stop. It’s GOT to stop. He hurls himself to the pavement directly in 
its path. There is A SCREAM OF BRAKES AND SKIDDING TIRES, THE ROAR OF THE PLANE ENGINE, and 
then a tremendous BOOM as the diesel truck grinds to a stop inches from Thornhill’s body just 
as the plane, hopelessly committed and caught unprepared by the sudden stop, slams into the 
traveling gasoline tanker and plane and gasoline explode into a great sheet of flame.

In the next few moments, all is confusion. THORNHILL, unhurt, rolls out from under the 
wheels of the diesel truck. The drivers clamber out of the front seat and drop to the highway. 
Black clouds of smoke billow up from the funeral pyre of the plane and its cremated occupants. 
We recognize the flaming body of one of the men in the plane. It is LIGHT, one of THORNHILL’s 
original abductors. An elderly open pickup truck with a second-hand refrigerator standing 
in it, which has been approaching from the east, pulls up at the side of the road. Its driver, a 
FARMER, jumps out and hurries toward the wreckage.

FARMER: What happened? What happened?
The diesel truck drivers are too dazed to answer. Flames and smoke drive them all back. 

THORNHILL, unnoticed, heads toward the unoccupied pickup truck. Another car comes up from 
the west, stops, and its driver runs toward the other men. They stare, transfixed, at the holo-
caust. Suddenly, from behind them, they HEAR THE PICKUP TRUCK’S MOTOR starting. The FARMER

who owns the truck turns, and is startled to see his truck being driven away by an utter stranger.
FARMER: Hey!
He runs after the truck. But the stranger—who is THORNHILL—steps harder on the accelera-

tor and speeds off in the direction of Chicago.

This sequence can be accessed on YouTube, showing how Hitchcock broke down this screen-
play into individual shots.



Figurative Comparisons
In his essay “La Caméra-Stylo,” Alexandre Astruc observed that one of the traditional prob-
lems of film has been its difficulty in expressing thoughts and ideas. The invention of sound, 
of course, was an enormous advantage to filmmakers, for with spoken language they could 
express virtually any kind of abstract thought. But film directors also wanted to explore the 
possibilities of the image as a conveyor of abstract ideas. Even before the sound era, filmmakers 
had devised a number of nonverbal figurative techniques.

A figurative technique can be defined as an artistic device that suggests abstract ideas 
through comparison, either implied or overt. There are a number of these techniques in both 
literature and cinema. The most common are motifs, symbols, and metaphors. In actual 
practice, there’s a considerable amount of overlapping between these terms. All of them are 
“symbolic” in the sense that an object or event means something beyond its literal significance. 
Perhaps the most pragmatic method of  differentiating these techniques is their degree of ob-
trusiveness. Instead of locking each term into an airtight compartment, however, we ought 
to view them as general demarcations, with motifs representing the least obtrusive extreme, 
metaphors representing the most conspicuous, and each category overlapping somewhat with 
its neighbor.

Written by Zach Helm, this movie features a witty interplay 

between the real world and the imagined world of fiction. Harold 

Crick (Ferrell), an uptight IRS auditor, wakes up one morning hearing 

a woman’s voice in his head “narrating” his life as if it were a novel. The voice 

belongs to Karen Eiffel (Emma Thompson), an author who is suffering from 

writer’s block and doesn’t know how to end her novel. She finally decides that 

her protagonist, Harold Crick, must die. Needless to say, the real Harold Crick 

is not thrilled with her decision. Reminiscent of the plays of Pirandello, who 

also enjoyed mixing up the world of the imagination with the “real” world 

(Pirandello would insist on the quotation marks around “real”), Stranger 

Than Fiction manages to be funny, touching, and intellectually provocative at 

the same time.  (Columbia Pictures/Mandate)

9–12  STRANGER THAN FICTION 
(U.S.A., 2006) with Will Ferrell, directed by 

Marc Forster.
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Motifs are so totally integrated within the realistic texture of a film that we can almost refer 
to them as submerged or invisible symbols. A motif can be a technique, an object, or anything 
that’s systematically repeated in a movie yet doesn’t call attention to itself. Even after repeated 
viewings, a motif is not always apparent, for its symbolic significance is never permitted to 
emerge or detach itself from its context (9–14).

The power of metaphor. Sometimes a 

movie’s main thematic concept is embodied 

in the symbolism of a central metaphor. For 

example, in Australia lantana is a tropical plant with 

colorful blossoms that hide a thick, thorny 

undergrowth. A psychological thriller, the movie 

opens with a dead body lying in a dense growth of 

lantana. The flower metaphor also symbolizes the 

shadowy, twisted tangle of anger and resentment 

that afflicts the five sad couples of the movie. As we 

can see from this shot, this central metaphor can 

also be embodied in the mise en scène.  (MBP/Jan 

Chapman Films/AFFC. Photo: Elise Lockwood)

Film titles are chosen with great deliberation 

because they usually embody the central 

concept behind a movie. Film titles, in short, 

are symbolic. The original-language title of this film is 

La Nuit Américaine, “The American Night.” It reflects 

Truffaut’s great love for American culture, especially its 

cinema, and deals with the making of an “old-

fashioned” kind of movie—the kind they made in 

Hollywood in the 1940s. (Truffaut even includes a 

tender homage to Citizen Kane.) “La nuit américaine” is 

also what the French call the day-for-night filter, which 

converts sunlit scenes into nighttime scenes. The filter 

transforms reality—makes it magical. For Truffaut, 

cinema is magic.  (Les Films Du Carosse/PECF/PIC)

9–13  DAY FOR NIGHT (France, 1973)

with Jean-Pierre Léaud and François 

Truffaut, directed by Truffaut.

9–14a  LANTANA (Australia, 2002)

with Rachel Blake, directed by  

Ray Lawrence.

(a)
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Like most of Aronofsky’s movies, Black Swan might 

well be entitled Obsession—his recurrent theme. The 

film centers on a ballerina, Nina Sayers (Portman), 

who is chosen to play the Swan Queen in Tchaikovsky’s 

difficult Swan Lake. The role is difficult because the dancer 

must play two characters—the White Swan, representing 

innocence and beauty, and the Black Swan, representing 

danger and sensuality. In Freudian terms, one represents the 

controlling Superego, the other the wild Id. Goaded by a 

stage mother from hell, and taunted by her director for being 

a professional virgin (and hence, way over her head in 

playing the sexualized Black Swan), Nina begins to crack 

under the strain. Aronofsky uses the recurring motif of 

mirrors to suggest her increasingly fragmented psyche. Like 

the heroine of The Red Shoes, another famous ballet film, 

Nina’s obsession with her career takes a terrible toll on her 

sense of personal identity, and she becomes a sacrificial 

victim of her art.  (Fox Searchlight)

9–14b, c, d  BLACK SWAN 
(U.S.A., 2010) with Natalie Portman, 

directed by Darren Aronofsky.

(d)

(b)

(c)
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Symbols can also be palpable things, but they imply additional meanings that are relatively 
apparent to the sensitive observer. Furthermore, the symbolic meanings of these things can 
shift with the dramatic context. A good example of the shifting implications of a symbol can 
be seen in the uncut version of Kurosawa’s The Seven Samurai (9–15). In this movie, a young 
samurai and a peasant girl are attracted to each other, but their class differences present in-
surmountable barriers. In a scene that takes place late at night, the two accidentally meet. 
Kurosawa emphasizes their separation by keeping them in separate frames, a raging outdoor 
fire acting as a kind of barrier (a and b). But their attraction is too strong, and they then appear 
in the same shot, the fire between them now suggesting the only obstacle, yet paradoxically 

Symbolism is not always constant in a scene and may change meaning as 

the dramatic context changes. The fire in this sequence is strongly sexual 

in its implications. As Sigmund Freud once pointed out: “The warmth 

that is radiated by fire calls up the same sensation that accompanies a state of 

sexual excitation, and the shape and movements of a flame suggest a phallus in 

activity.” Of course dramatic context always determines symbolic content. To 

many realist filmmakers, who tend to use symbols less densely than formalists, 

a fire—to paraphrase Freud—is sometimes just a fire.  (Toho Company) (a)

(c)

(g) (h)

(d)

9–15  THE SEVEN SAMURAI 
(Japan, 1954) directed by Akira Kurosawa.
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also suggesting the sexual passion they both feel (c). They draw toward each other, and the fire 
is now to one side, its sexual symbolism dominating (d). They go inside a hut, and the light 
from the fire outside emphasizes the eroticism of the scene (e). As they begin to make love in a 
dark corner of the hut, the shadows cast by the fire’s light on the reeds of the hut seem to streak 
across their bodies (f). Suddenly, the girl’s father discovers the lovers, and the billowing flames 
of the fire suggest his moral outrage (g). He is so incensed that he must be restrained by the 
samurai chief, both of them almost washed out visually by the intensity of the fire’s light (h). It 
begins to rain, and the sorrowful young samurai walks away despondently (i). At the end of the 
sequence, Kurosawa offers a close-up of the fire as the rain extinguishes its flames (j).

(i)

(b)

(e) (f)

(j)
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A metaphor is usually defined as a comparison of some kind that cannot be literally true. 
Two terms not ordinarily associated are yoked together, producing a sense of literal incongru-
ity. “Poisonous time,” “torn with grief,” “devoured by love” are all verbal metaphors involving 
symbolic rather than literal descriptions. Editing is a frequent source of metaphors in film, for 
two shots can be linked together to produce a third, and symbolic, idea. In 2001: A Space Odys-

sey, director Stanley Kubrick joined two shots that are separated by millions of years to create 
a startling metaphor of human intelligence. In one sequence depicting “the dawn of man,” we 
see a tribe of apes attacking another tribe. One ape picks up a thigh bone and uses it to kill his 
enemy. It is, in effect, a primitive weapon, a kind of machine. The victorious ape triumphantly 
hurls the bleached-out thigh bone in the air. As it falls back to earth in slow motion, Kubrick 
cuts to a shot of a white spaceship, shaped like the bone, floating effortlessly through space, in 
the year 2001. The bone-cudgel and the spaceship are being compared: Both are machines, and 
both represent giant leaps in human intelligence.

There is usually a sense of shock in metaphorical comparisons. Two traits are  violently 
joined together, often in violation of common sense. For example, in Trainspotting (5–29a), 
which explores the desperate lifestyle of several Scottish heroin addicts, the protagonist (Ewan 
McGregor) is forced to satisfy his drug habit anally, with a heroin suppository. While sitting 
on “the filthiest toilet in the world,” he accidentally expels the suppository. In desperation, 
he literally dives into the toilet and swims frantically through a quagmire of urine and feces, 
while he retrieves his suppository. Obviously, the  sequence—which is shocking, disgusting, 
and funny at the same time—is not meant to be taken literally. His swimming through his own 
fetid waste is a metaphor to dramatize how all-consuming his addiction is. This is also a good 
illustration of the power of metaphors: We are not likely to want to try using heroin after see-
ing this stomach-churning scene, which is more effective than ten sermons on the dangers of 
drugs. Another striking use of metaphor is found in American Beauty, where the hero’s sexual 
fantasies are associated with red rose petals (1–21a).

Cinematic metaphors can be created 

through the use of special effects, as in 

this dissolve, which yields the final shot 

of the film—the dredging up of a car from a 

swamp. Three images are dissolved: (1) a shot 

of a catatonic youth (Perkins) looking directly at us; (2) a duplicate shot of his mother’s 

skeleton, whose skull flickers briefly beneath her son’s features and whose personality 

he has now assumed; and (3) a heavy chain that seems anchored to his/her heart, 

hauling up the murder victim’s car, which contains her corpse.  (Paramount Pictures)

9–16  PSYCHO (U.S.A., 1960)

with Anthony Perkins, directed by 

Alfred Hitchcock.



There are two other kinds of figurative techniques in film and literature: allegory and al-
lusions. The first is seldom used in movies because it tends toward simplemindedness. What’s 
usually involved in this technique is an avoidance of realism. A correspondence exists between 
a character or situation and a symbolic idea or complex of ideas (9–17). One of the most 
famous examples of allegory is the character of Death in Bergman’s The Seventh Seal. There’s 
not much ambiguity involved in what the character is supposed to symbolize. Allegorical nar-
ratives are especially popular in the German cinema. For example, virtually all the works of 
Werner Herzog deal with the idea of life in general, and the nature of the human condition in 
broadly symbolic terms.

An allusion is a common type of literary analogy. It’s an implied reference, usually to a well-
known event, person, or work of art. The protagonist of Hawks’s Scarface was modeled on the 
gangster Al Capone (who had a well-publicized scar in the shape of a cross on his cheek), an 
allusion that wasn’t lost on audiences of the time. Filmmakers often draw on religious mythol-
ogy for their allusions. For example, the Judeo-Christian myth of the Garden of Eden is used in 
such disparate works as The Garden of the Finzi-Continis, Days of Heaven, How Green Was My 

Valley, The Tree of the Wooden Clogs, and Brokeback Mountain.

In the cinema, an overt reference or allusion to another movie, director, or memorable shot 
is sometimes called a homage. The cinematic homage is a kind of quote, the director’s graceful 
tribute to a colleague or established master (9–18). Homages were popularized by Godard and 
Truffaut, whose movies are profuse in such tributes. Bob Fosse’s All That Jazz contains many 
homages to his idol Fellini, and especially to 81⁄2. Steven Spielberg often pays tribute to his 
three idols, Walt Disney, Alfred Hitchcock, and Stanley Kubrick.

Not all allegories are self-consciously 

symbolic: some are slyly so. Strawberry 

and Chocolate seems to be a realistic 

study of life in contemporary Havana, but the 

movie is also a thinly veiled political allegory—

sadly, an honorable genre in communist and 

ex-communist countries. The film explores an 

unlikely friendship between Diego (Perugorría) 

and David (Cruz). Diego is gay, artistic, and a 

“freethinker”—all dangerous traits in Castro’s 

Cuba. David is straight, sober, and a committed 

communist zealot. Alea, one of Cuba’s most 

respected filmmakers, pointed out that the 

movie is really about living under the rule of a repressive 

government: “As a society we are becoming aware of the mistakes 

we have made over the years, and it’s time for a change,” Alea has 

said. “Strawberry and Chocolate points out a basic problem within 

Cuban society—our inability to accept others who are different 

from ourselves.”  (ICAIC/IMCINE/Telemadrid/Miramax)
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9–17  STRAWBERRY AND CHOCOLATE 
(Cuba, 1994) with Jorge  Perugorría and Vladimir 

Cruz, directed by Tomás Gutiérrez Alea (with 

Juan Carlos Tabío).
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An allusion is an indirect reference, 

sometimes respectful, other times 

scornful, to an artist or work of art. This 

movie is filled with comical film allusions, some 

of which are recognizable only to the 

cognoscenti—hard-core film fans. For example, 

this shot is a playful allusion to a scene from 

the Disney animated romance, The Lady and the 

Tramp, in which two moonstruck canines share 

a platter of spaghetti.  (20th Century Fox)

Before he became a filmmaker, 

Quentin Tarantino worked in a video 

store as a young man, and his 

knowledge of film history is immense. Most of 

his movies are filled with loving allusions to 

other movies, both high brow and (mostly) 

low brow. Inglorious Basterds is a cornucopia 

of such references. The title is a takeoff on Enzo Castellari’s Italian war film, 

Inglorious Bastards. The plot—about a group of American G.I.s who are 

dropped behind enemy lines—owes a lot to Robert Aldrich’s World War II 

classic, The Dirty Dozen. Tarantino’s opening written title, “Once Upon a Time 

in Nazi-Occupied France” is a homage to Sergio Leone’s spaghetti westerns, 

especially Once Upon a Time in the West. Brad Pitt plays Lt. Aldo Raine, an 

allusion to Aldo Ray, who played a number of American G.I.s in the post-war 

era, though Pitt plays his character in a swaggering Clark Gable mode, with a 

Southern accent, no less. Like most of Tarantino’s movies, this one is a 

preposterous wish-fulfillment fantasy—quirky, absurd, and thoroughly 

entertaining.  (Universal Pictures)

9–18b  INGLORIOUS BASTERDS 
(U.S.A., 2009) with Eli Roth and Brad Pitt, 

written and directed by Quentin Tarantino.

9–18a  HOT SHOTS! PART DEUX 
(U.S.A., 1993) with Charlie Sheen and 

Valeria Golino, directed by Jim Abrahams.
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Point of View

Point of view in literary fiction generally concerns the narrator, through whose words the 
events of a story are understood. The ideas and incidents are sifted through the consciousness 
and language of the storyteller. He or she may or may not be a participant in the action, and 
may or may not be a reliable guide for the reader to follow. There are four basic types of point of 
view in literary fiction: (1) the first person, (2) the omniscient, (3) the third person, and (4) the 
objective. In movies, point of view tends to be less rigorous than in novels, for although there 
are cinematic equivalents of the four basic types of narration, fiction films tend to fall naturally 
into the omniscient form.

In the most general sense, point of view concerns how the 

story is shaped to reflect the values of a given character or 

group of characters. For example, this film deals with an 

iconic event for most Americans: the raising of the American flag 

on the crest of a hill during the famous Battle of Iwo Jima in World 

War II. Photographer Joe Rosenthal  captured this shot with his 

camera, and it subsequently became one of the most famous 

photos in the world, replicated in thousands of newspapers and 

magazines. But in Eastwood’s sister film, Letters from Iwo Jima (see 

1–22d), which is told from the Japanese point of view, the very 

same event barely registers on the screen. To the doomed Japanese 

soldiers defending the island, the event is meaningless, assuming 

any of them even noticed.  (Dreamworks/Warner Bros. )

The French filmmaker Jean Renoir once observed: “It is the same 

with art as with life. One enjoys a story because one is in 

sympathy with the storyteller. The same tale, told by someone 

else, would be of no interest.” Well, not always. Sometimes one enjoys a 

story because the storyteller is evil—though 

undeniably fascinating. This movie explores the 

relationship of two high school teachers, one  

an adulterous wife and mother of two 

(Blanchett), the other a repressed lesbian 

(Dench), whose caustic journal entries provide 

the narration (and hence, the point of view) of 

the story. The older woman desperately wants 

to escape the loneliness of her life, the 

“no-end-in-sight” solitude. We’re sucked into 

the story because we want to know how far the 

malevolent narrator will go to get what she 

wants. Pretty far, as it turns out. Everybody 

loses. (Fox Searchlight. Photo: Clive Coote)

9–19b  NOTES ON A SCANDAL 
(Britain/U.S.A., 2006) with Cate Blanchett 

and Judi Dench, directed by Richard Eyre. 

9–19a  FLAGS OF OUR FATHERS 
(U.S.A., 2006) directed by Clint Eastwood.
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The first-person narrator tells his or her own story. In some cases, he or she is an objective 
observer who can be relied on to relate the events accurately. Nick Carraway in Fitzgerald’s The

Great Gatsby is a good example of this kind of narrator. Other first- person narrators are sub-
jectively involved in the main action and can’t be totally relied on, like the immature teenager 
in The Catcher in the Rye.

Many films use first-person narrative techniques, but only sporadically. The cinematic 
equivalent to the “voice” of the literary narrator is the “eye” of the camera, and this difference is 
an important one. In literature, the distinction between the narrator and the reader is clear: It’s 
as if we were listening to a friend tell a story. In film, however, the viewer identifies with the lens, 
and thus tends to fuse with the narrator. To produce first-person narration in film, the camera 
would have to record all the action through the eyes of the character, which, in effect, would 
also make the viewer the protagonist.

The omniscient point of view is often associated with the nineteenth-century novel. Gen-
erally, such narrators are not participants in a story but are all-knowing observers who supply 
readers with all the facts they need to know to appreciate the story. Such narrators can span 

Throughout the 1970s, Altman revolutionized filmmaking with his improvisational 

techniques. Though the screenplay to Nashville is credited to Joan Tewkesbury, in 

fact she never wrote a conventional script. As she explained, “What you have to do 

for a director like Bob is to provide an environment in which he can work.” For example, 

Nashville is structured mosaically, tracing the activities of twenty-four eccentric characters 

over a five-day period in the city of Nashville, the heart of the country music industry. One 

wag referred to the film as “twenty-four characters in search of a movie.” Tewkesbury  

created many of the characters in sketch form, then mapped out what each major character 

would be doing at any given time. Most of the dialogue and details for the actions were 

created by the actors. They even composed their own songs. “It’s like jazz,” Altman explained. 

“You’re not planning any of this that you film. You’re capturing.”  (Paramount Pictures)

9–20  NASHVILLE 
(U.S.A., 1975) directed by 

Robert Altman.
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Formerly a superficial jerk who valued 

women solely for their looks, the callow 

protagonist of this comedy (Black) is 

hypnotized into seeing a woman’s inner beauty 

rather than her actual physical appearance. Thus, 

we are given two points of view at the same time, 

one objective, the other subjective—the source of 

much of the humor in the film. In this shot, for 

example, we see his 300-pound-plus girlfriend 

through his adoring eyes; but in the canoe’s 

precarious tilt, we also see the physical effects of 

her actual heroic girth.  (20th Century Fox. 

Photo: Glenn Watson)

Woody Allen has been a stand-up 

comedian, a musician, an actor, and a  

movie director. But above all, he’s a writer. 

He’s also a compulsive workaholic. Midnight in Paris, 

which won a Best Screenplay Academy Award, is his 

41st film. A whimsical fantasy about a burned-out 

Hollywood screenwriter (Wilson) who is attempting 

to write his first novel, the movie is set in Paris—

Paris of today, and Paris of the Jazz Age, the 1920s. 

This was a golden age for the city, bursting with 

creativity, avant-garde experimentation, and above all, 

great writers, including F. Scott Fitzgerald and Ernest 

Hemingway, who were at the peak of their powers 

during this period. Other characters who appear in 

the hero’s fantasy excursions to the Jazz Age are 

Gertrude Stein, Salvador Dalí, Cole Porter, and Luis Buñuel. The protagonist also meets an alluring 

woman (Cotillard) who was formerly the mistress of Braque and Modigliani, and is currently the 

lover of Picasso. The hero is clearly falling in love with her, even though he’s engaged to a prosaic 

bore whose only enthusiasm seems to be shopping. Woody Allen is the godfather of the literary 

branch of the American cinema. He has mastered a variety of genres, styles, and periods. He has 

won many awards for his literate, sophisticated screenplays. He has conquered the New York stage 

on numerous occasions, and has been a prolific contributor to the pages of the prestigious New 

Yorker. Writing is his life. See The Films of Woody Allen, edited by Charles L. P. Silet (Lanham, MD: 

The Scarecrow Press, 2006), an excellent anthology.  (Gravier Productions)

9–21a  SHALLOW HAL (U.S.A., 2001)

with Gwyneth Paltrow and Jack Black, 

directed by Bobby and Peter Farrelly.

9–21b  MIDNIGHT IN PARIS 
(U.S.A./Spain, 2011) with Marion Cotillard 

and Owen Wilson, written and directed by 

Woody Allen.
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many locations and time periods and can enter the consciousness of a number of different 
characters, telling us what they think and feel. Omniscient narrators can be relatively detached 
from the story, as in War and Peace. Or they can take on a  distinct personality of their own, as in 
Tom Jones, where the amiable storyteller amuses us with his wry observations and judgments.

Omniscient narration is almost inevitable in film. Each time the director moves the cam-
era—either within a shot or between shots—we are offered a new point of view from which to 
evaluate the scene. The filmmaker can cut easily from a subjective point-of-view shot (first per-
son) to a variety of objective shots. He or she can concentrate on a single reaction (close-up) or 
the simultaneous reactions of several characters (long shot). Within a matter of seconds, film 
directors can show us a cause and an effect, an action and a  reaction. They can connect various 
time periods and locations almost instantaneously (parallel editing), or literally superimpose 
different time periods (dissolve or multiple  exposure). The omniscient camera can be a dis-
passionate observer, as it is in many of Chaplin’s films, or it can be a witty commentator—an 
evaluator of events—as it often is in Hitchcock’s films or those of Lubitsch.

In the third person, a nonparticipating narrator tells a story from the consciousness of a 
single character. In some novels, this narrator completely penetrates the mind of a character; 
in others, there is virtually no penetration. In Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice, for example, we 
learn what Elizabeth Bennet thinks and feels about events, but we’re never permitted to enter 
the consciousness of the other characters. We can only guess what they feel through Elizabeth’s 
interpretations—which are sometimes inaccurate. Her interpretations are not offered directly 
to the reader as in the first person, but through the intermediacy of the narrator, who tells us 
her responses.

In movies, there is a rough equivalent to the third person, but it’s not so rigorous as in 
literature. Usually, third-person narration is found in documentaries where an anonymous 
commentator tells us about the background of a central character. In Sidney Meyer’s The Quiet 

One, for example, the visuals dramatize certain traumatic events in the life of an impoverished 
youngster, Donald. On the soundtrack, James Agee’s commentary tells us some of the reasons 
why Donald behaves as he does, how he feels about his parents, his peers, and his teachers.

The objective point of view is also a variation of the omniscient. Objective narration is the 
most detached of all: It doesn’t enter the consciousness of any character, but merely reports 
events from the outside. In fact, this voice has been likened to a camera in that it records events 
impartially. It presents facts and allows readers to interpret for themselves. The objective voice 
is more congenial to film than to literature, for movies literally do use a camera.

Literary Adaptations
A great many movies are adaptations of literary sources. In some respects, adapting a novel or 
play requires more skill and discipline than working with an original screenplay. Furthermore, 
the better the literary work, the more difficult the adaptation. For this reason, many film ad-
aptations are based on mediocre sources, for few people will get upset at the modifications re-
quired in film if the source itself isn’t of the highest caliber. There are many adaptations that are 
superior to their originals: The Birth of a Nation, for instance, was based on Thomas Dixon’s 
trashy novel The Klansman, which is more blatantly racist than the film. Some commentators 
believe that if a work of art has reached its fullest artistic expression in one form, an adaptation 
will inevitably be inferior. According to this argument, no film adaptation of The Catcher in the 

Rye could equal the original, nor could any novel hope to capture the richness of Persona, or 
even Citizen Kane, which is a rather literary movie. There’s a good deal of sense in this view, for 
we’ve seen how literature and film tend to solve problems differently, how the true content of 
each medium is organically governed by its forms.
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Much is usually eliminated from a novel as complex as 

Horace McCoy’s grim masterpiece about a 1930s 

marathon dance contest. The novelist can focus on 

only a few details at a time in a linear sequence. Movies can 

bombard us with hundreds of details simultaneously, as Leo 

Braudy has pointed out: “The muted emphasis on gesture, 

makeup, intonation, and bodily movement possible in film can 

enrich a character with details that would intrude blatantly if 

they were separately verbalized in a novel.” For example, in 

the novel, McCoy can tell us what was going on in the grueling 

race pictured, but only selectively, with a few telling details. 

The movie version, shot partly in slow motion, shows us all the 

agonized faces and twisted bodies of the contestants, who are 

exhausted to stupefaction, as they doggedly trudge forward, 

supporting and even hauling their collapsed partners, while 

the cheering spectators urge on their favorites. It is a 

choreographed vision of Hell.  (Palomar/ABC)

9–22a  THEY SHOOT HORSES, 
DON’T THEY? (U.S.A., 1969) with  Bonnie 

 Bedelia, Bruce Dern, Jane Fonda, and Red 

Buttons; directed by Sydney Pollack.

9–22b  ROAD TO PERDITION 
(U.S.A., 2002) with Tom Hanks and Tyler 

Hoechlin, directed by Sam Mendes.

A recent trend in the American  cinema is the adaptation of comic books 

and graphic novels. Most of these films have been comedies, action 

films, and fantasies, geared to a predominantly juvenile audience. A 

few, like Road to Perdition, are more somber, even philosophical. The movie 

explores the relationship of fathers and sons among Irish American gangsters 

living in the Midwest during the  Depression in the 1930s. David Self’s 

screenplay is based on the serialized graphic novels written by Max Allan 

Collins and illustrated by Richard Piers Rayner. A work of striking visual poetry, 

the movie was photographed by the great Conrad Hall.  (20th Century Fox/

Dreamworks. Photo: Francois Duhamel)
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The real problem of the adapter is not how to reproduce the content of a literary work (an 
impossibility), but how close he or she should remain to the raw data of the subject matter. This 
degree of fidelity is what determines the three types of adaptations: the loose, the faithful,
and the literal. Of course, these classifications are for convenience only, for in actual practice 
most movies fall somewhere in between.

The loose adaptation takes a few general 

ideas from an original source, then develops 

them  independently. Kurosawa’s film is  

one of the greatest of all Shakespearean adaptations 

precisely because the filmmaker doesn’t attempt to 

compete with Macbeth. Kurosawa’s samurai movie 

is a cinematic masterpiece, owing relatively little 

to language for its power. Its similarities to 

Shakespeare’s literary masterpiece are superficial, just 

as the play’s similarities to Holingshed’s Chronicles

(Shakespeare’s primary source) are of no great artistic 

significance.  (Toho Co. /Kurosawa Prods. )

A modern loose adaptation of Jane 

Austen’s beloved novel, Pride and 

Prejudice, Chadha’s movie is an attempt 

to blend the plot of a nineteenth-century  English 

classic with the characters of modern India, 

featuring many Bollywood-style songs and dances. The stunning 

Aishwarya Rai plays the Elizabeth Bennet role, and like her English 

counterpart, she’s smart, funny, and independent.  (Pathé) 

9–23a  THRONE OF BLOOD 
(Japan, 1957) based on Shakespeare’s 

Macbeth, directed by Akira Kurosawa.

9–23b  BRIDE &  PREJUDICE 
(U.S.A./Britain, 2004) with Aishwarya Rai, 

directed by Gurinda Chadha.
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The loose adaptation is barely that. Generally, only an idea, a situation, or a character is 
taken from a literary source, then developed independently. Loose film adaptations can be lik-
ened to Shakespeare’s treatment of a story from Plutarch or Bandello, or to the plays of ancient 
Greek dramatists, who often drew on a common mythology. A film that falls into this class 
is Kurosawa’s Ran, which transforms Shakespeare’s King Lear into quite a different tale set in 
medieval Japan, though the filmmaker retains several plot elements from Shakespeare’s original 
(see also 9–23).

Faithful adaptations, as the phrase implies, attempt to re-create the literary source in filmic 
terms, keeping as close to the spirit of the original as possible (9–24). André Bazin likened the 
faithful adapter to a translator who tries to find equivalents to the original. Of course, Bazin 
realized that fundamental differences exist between the two mediums: The translator’s prob-
lem in converting the word road to strada or strasse is not so acute as a filmmaker’s problem in 
transforming the word into a picture. An example of a faithful adaptation is Tom Jones. John 
Osborne’s screenplay preserves much of the novel’s plot structure, its major events, and most 
of the important characters. Even the witty  omniscient narrator is retained. But the film is not 
merely an illustration of the novel. In the first place, Fielding’s book is too packed with inci-
dents for a film adaptation. The many inn scenes, for example, are reduced to a central episode: 
the Upton Inn sequence.

Faithful adaptations try to be true to the spirit of a literary work by 

preserving most of the important characters and scenes as well as the 

tone of the original. J. K. Rowling’s Harry Potter books have sold over 

250 million copies, in 60 languages. The books are beloved by children all 

over the world. Producer David Heyman promised Rowling that he would be 

true to her vision and would hire a director who felt the same. Enter Chris 

Columbus, who also promised Rowling he would protect the integrity of her 

work. “I told her how I wanted to keep the darkness and the edge of the 

material intact. I was adamant about being incredibly faithful to the books, 

which means shooting the films in England, with an all-British cast.” Rowling 

was very pleased with the results, as were millions of youngsters who 

thronged to the movie. See also Bob McCabe, Harry Potter—Page to Screen: 

The Complete Filmmaking Journey (New York: Harper Design, 2011). 

Copiously illustrated.  (Warner Bros. )

9–24 Publicity photo of director 
Chris Columbus talking to actors 
Rupert Grint (left) and Daniel 
Radcliffe in HARRY POTTER AND THE 
SORCERER’S STONE (U.S.A./Britain, 2001).
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Literal film adaptations are pretty much restricted 

to stage plays. Both the language and the actions 

transfer easily to the movie screen. Eugene 

O’Neill’s Long Day’s Journey into Night is one of the 

crowning achievements of the American theater, and a 

masterpiece of artistic compression. Its title is symbolic, 

but it’s also literal: The action takes place in a single 

location within a single day, beginning in the morning 

and ending deep in the bowels of the night. Instead of 

“opening up” the play, Lumet retained virtually all the 

dialogue and confined the action to the home of the 

doomed Tyrone family, where they are trapped together 

like guilty creatures in Purgatory. It’s a thinly disguised 

portrait of O’Neill’s own tragic family. The mother of the 

family is a hopeless morphine addict, and when she 

indirectly alludes to her fatal condition, she might also be 

speaking of her husband and two sons: “None of us can 

help the things life has done to us. They’re done before 

you realize it, and once they’re done, they make you do other things until at 

last, everything comes between you and what you’d like to be and you’ve lost 

your true self forever.” Several critics complained that the movie was merely a 

photographed stage play. “But the critics were incapable of seeing one of the 

most complex camera and editing techniques of any picture I’ve done,” Lumet 

observed. See also Sidney Lumet: Film and Literary Vision, by Frank Cunningham 

(Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 1991).  (Embassy)

Writers have probably never been so undervalued 

in the American cinema as they are today. The 

majority of mainstream movie characters talk in 

monosyllables, or grunts. Dialogue consists mostly of a 

few terse lines, the fewer the better. Presumably actions 

speak louder than words, even four-letter words. But there 

are always exceptions. Some film artists are unusually 

literate—like Alexander Payne, for example. Sideways was 

written by Payne and his longtime writing partner Jim 

Taylor, based on a novel by Rex Pickett. The movie is a 

road picture and a buddy film combined, and deals with a 

failed novelist (Giamatti) and his old college roommate, a 

failed actor (Church), when they take one final trip 

together to the California wine country before the actor 

settles down in marriage. On the road, they meet two 

alluring women (pictured). Suddenly, their lives get a lot 

more complicated. The movie is funny, romantic, and very 

well written.  (Fox Searchlight. Photo: Merie W. Wallace)

9–25  LONG DAY’S JOURNEY INTO 
NIGHT (U.S.A., 1962) with Katharine 

Hepburn and (left to right) Dean Stockwell, 

Ralph Richardson, Jason Robards, Jr.; 

directed by Sidney Lumet.

9–26  SIDEWAYS (U.S.A., 2004)

with Virginia Madsen, Paul Giamatti, 

Thomas Haden Church, and Sandra Oh; 

directed by Alexander Payne.
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Literal adaptations are usually restricted to plays (9–25). As we have seen, the two basic 
modes of drama—action and dialogue—are also found in films. The major problem with stage 
adaptations is in the handling of space and time rather than language. If the film adapter were 
to leave the camera at long shot and restrict the editing to scene shifts only, the result would be 
similar to the original. But we’ve seen that few filmmakers would be willing merely to record 
a play, for in doing so they would lose much of the  excitement of the original and contribute 
none of the advantages of the adapting medium, particularly its greater freedom in treating 
space and time.

Movies can add many dimensions to a play, especially through the use of close-ups and 
edited juxtapositions. Because these techniques aren’t found in the theater, even  “literal” adap-
tations are not strictly literal; they’re simply more subtle in their modifications. Stage dialogue 
is often retained in film adaptations, but its effect is different on the audience. In the live the-
ater, the meaning of the language is determined by the fact that the characters are on the same 
stage at the same time, reacting to the same words. In a movie, time and space are fragmented 
by the individual shots. Furthermore, because even a literary film is primarily visual and only 
secondarily verbal, nearly all the dialogue is modified by the images.

A systematic analysis of the writing in a movie would explore the following questions. How 
“literary” is the film? Is there an emphasis on lengthy speeches, verbal wit, or talky scenes? 
How articulate are the characters? If not very, how do we get to know what’s bothering them? 
Who contributed what to the screenplay? (This is not easily  determined information, except 
for the most critically admired movies, which have been researched more exhaustively than 
routine pictures.) Is the dialogue stylized or does it aim to sound like realistic speech? Does the 
movie contain any figurative tropes: motifs, symbols, metaphors? How do these deepen and 
enrich the movie? Or do they? Whose point of view is the film told from? Is there a voice-over 
narrator? What kind of rapport does the narrator establish with us? If the movie is a literary 
adaptation, is it loose, faithful, or literal?

Further Reading

Bluestone, George, Novels into Film (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1957). Classic 
study, with a valuable introductory essay.

Brady, John, The Craft of the Screenwriter (New York: Touchstone, 1982). Interviews with six 
American screenwriters, including Chayefsky, Goldman, Lehman, and others.

Creative Screenwriting is the leading American journal devoted to television and movie writing. It
features critical articles, script excerpts, and interviews with writers.

Goldman, William, Adventures in the Screen Trade (New York: Warner Books, 1983). Personal 
account by a respected Hollywood screenwriter.

Horton, Andrew, Writing the Character-Centered Screenplay (Berkeley: University of California Press, 
1994). Practical advice on building characters.

Leitch, Thomas, Film Adaptation and Its Discontents: From Gone with the Wind to The Passion of the 

Christ (Baltimore: the Johns Hopkins University Press, 2007).

Literature/Film Quarterly is the leading scholarly journal devoted to the relationship between these two 
art forms.

McGilligan, Patrick, ed., Backstory 4 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2006). Interviews 
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Naremore, James, ed., Film Adaptation (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 2000).  A collection 
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! Identify the three broad categories 

of ideological explicitness, and 

explain how ideology serves as a 

“disguised language” in film.

! Illustrate how a film’s ideology 

can be differentiated and divided 

into the left-center-right model 

traditionally used by journalists 

and political scientists.

! Contrast the ideologies found in 

the bipolar categories listed in the 

chapter, and position them on the 

left-center-right model.

! Explain how a culture, religion, 

and ethnicity influence the 

ideology and presentation of 

values in film.

! Summarize the achievements of 

the Women’s Movement within 

the field of cinema, both on screen 

and behind the scenes.

! Evaluate the history of 

homosexuality in cinema, both on 

screen and off screen, and explain 

why the progress of gay rights has 

varied from the advancements of 

other rights groups.

! Describe the importance of tone 

on a movie, and describe how 

elements like genre, narration, and 

music contribute to the tone.

Learning ObjectivesA Better Life (U.S.A., 2011)

The history of all human society, past and 

present, has been the history of class  struggle.

Karl Marx, Philosopher and Political Scientist

(Depth of Field/Summit Entertainment) 

IDEOLOGY 10
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Ideology is usually defined as a body of ideas reflecting the social needs and aspirations of an 
individual, group, class, or culture. The term is generally associated with politics and party plat-
forms, but it can also mean a given set of values that are implicit in any human enterprise—in-
cluding filmmaking. Virtually every movie presents us with role models, ideal ways of behav-
ing, negative traits, and an implied morality based on the filmmaker’s sense of right and wrong. 
In short, every film has a slant, a given ideological perspective that privileges certain characters, 
institutions, and behaviors as attractive, and downgrades an opposing set as repellent.

Since ancient times, critics have discussed art as having a double function: to teach and 
to provide pleasure. Some movies emphasize the didactic, the teaching function. How? The 
most obvious method is simply to preach at the audience. Such movies try to sell us a bill of 
goods, like TV commercials or propaganda films such as October (10–6) or Triumph of the Will

(10–12). At the opposite  extreme, the abstract wing of the avant-garde cinema, the pictures 
seem totally devoid of moral values, because in effect they have no subject matter other than 
“pure” forms. Their purpose? To provide pleasure.

The tradition of classical cinema avoids the extremes of didacticism and pure abstraction, 
but even light entertainment movies are steeped in value judgments. “Classical cinema is the 
ventriloquist of ideology,” states critic Daniel Dayan. “Who is ordering these images and to 
what purpose? are questions classical filmmakers wish to avoid, for they want the movie ‘to 
speak for itself.’ ” Viewers can absorb the ideological values without being aware of it, as in Tal-

ladega Nights (10–1a).
In actual practice, movies are highly variable in their degree of ideological explicitness. For 

purposes of convenience, we can classify them under three broad  categories:

Neutral. Escapist films and light entertainment movies often bland out the social en-
vironment in favor of a vaguely benevolent setting that allows the story to take place 
smoothly. The emphasis is on action, pleasure, and entertainment values for their own 
sake. Issues of right and wrong are treated superficially, with little or no analysis, as in 
Bringing Up Baby (10–33a). The most extreme examples of this category are nonrep-
resentational avant-garde films like Allures (1–7) and Fugue (4–7), which are virtually 
devoid of ideology. Their values are mainly aesthetic—a color, a shape, a kinetic swirl.

Implicit. The protagonists and antagonists represent conflicting value systems, but 
these are not dwelled on. We must infer what the characters stand for as their tale un-
folds. Nobody spells out “the moral of the story.” The materials are slanted in a par-
ticular direction, but transparently, without obvious  manipulation, as in Late Autumn

(10–16a) and L’Avventura (4–13).

Explicit. Thematically oriented movies aim to teach or persuade as much as to enter-
tain. Patriotic films, many documentaries, political films like Oliver Stone’s JFK (8–20), 
and movies with a sociological emphasis, such as John  Singleton’s Boyz N the Hood

(10–20a), fall under this category. Usually an admirable character articulates the values 
that are really important, like Bogart’s famous speech at the end of Casablanca (9–5b). 
The most extreme examples of this category include propaganda films, which repeat-
edly advocate a partisan point of view with an overt appeal to our sympathy and sup-
port. Serious film critics often zap hard-sell movies like these, but a few—like Michael 
Moore’s Fahrenheit 9/11 (10–2a)—are admired for their wit or their stylistic panache.

Perhaps the most famous—or rather, infamous—example of explicit moviemaking was the 
school of Socialist Realism that prevailed in the former Soviet Union, especially during the 
brutal totalitarian regime of Josef Stalin. Socialist Realism was strongly propagandistic: mov-
ies, books, and other media were required by law to “educate” the masses. Creative artists were 
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Even a light entertainment film like this, 

a joint project between Ferrell and his 

longtime writing partner McKay, is 

steeped in ideological values. A parody of 

sports films, the movie satirizes the 

testosterone-driven world of NASCAR racing. 

More importantly, it criticizes the win-at-any-

cost mentality that is often the undoing of a 

sports champion.  Ferrell, who is an avid sports 

fan, explained: “Ricky is a typical sports movie 

character. He came from simple beginnings 

and, as a boy, enjoyed the need for speed. His motto became 

‘If you ain’t first, you’re last’—something his daddy taught 

him early in life. That meant either winning or wrecking, a 

go-for-broke attitude that eventually would lead to his 

downfall.”  (Columbia Pictures. Photo: Suzanne Hanover)

Cinema can be a powerful force of moral 

persuasion—assuming that people are 

willing to listen. But sometimes denial is 

an even more powerful force. For example, no 

film dealing with the U.S. Iraq War was a 

box-office success in the United States. The war 

was not popular with the majority of Americans, 

many of whom believed that the United States 

initiated the conflict under false pretenses (i.e., 

that Saddam Hussein’s Iraq was a sponsor of 

terrorism and that the country held weapons of 

mass destruction). Both charges proved to be 

false. This movie deals with the Bush 

administration’s policy of “extraordinary rendition,” which justified abducting 

foreigners and naturalized Americans who were deemed a security threat, and 

then sending them to overseas prisons where they were tortured by “friendly” 

regimes. The protagonist (Metwally), an Egyptian American who came to the 

United States as a boy, is mistakenly thought to be an Islamic extremist by some 

perfunctory government bureaucrats who condone his imprisonment and 

torture in the name of national security.  (New Line. Photo: Sam Emerson)

10–1a  TALLADEGA NIGHTS: THE 
BALLAD OF RICKY BOBBY  
(U.S.A., 2006) with John C. Reilly and Will 

Ferrell, directed by Adam McKay.

10–1b  RENDITION (U.S.A., 2007)

with Yigal Naor (full front) and Omar 

Metwally, directed by Gavin Hood.
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None of the Hollywood studios wanted to produce this Mel Gibson 

project, which they regarded as box-office poison. The fact that the 

picture’s dialogue is entirely in Latin and Aramaic (the language 

spoken by Jews at the time), and therefore required subtitles, merely 

confirmed the industry consensus that the film—dubbed “Gibson’s 

Folly”—was hopelessly uncommercial. 

Stubborn, determined, and driven by an intense 

religious fervor, Gibson financed the movie with 

his own money. The picture inspired 

denunciations from liberal and Jewish 

organizations, and enthusiastic support from 

conservatives and evangelical Christians—to 

whom the film was shrewdly marketed. It ended 

up grossing $675 million worldwide, and is one 

of the top grossing pictures in history. Gibson 

infused this bloody, lascerating account of the 

last twelve hours of Jesus with an intense, 

emotional conviction.  (Icon Productions. 

Photo: Phillipe Antonello)

Culture Wars. The political polarization 

of America in recent years—left-wing 

versus right, blue states versus red 

states—extended into the world of movies. 

Michael Moore’s left-wing attack on President 

George W. Bush and his policies grossed an 

astonishing $123 million domestically, and $220 

million worldwide. The documentary won the 

prestigious Palme d’Or at the Cannes Film Festival, 

in addition to many other international awards. 

Moore shrewdly premiered the movie during the 

2004 presidential campaign, and released the DVD 

version right before the election, obviously hoping 

to influence the outcome. Like his other controversial documentaries, Fahrenheit 

9/11 is frankly one-sided, in-your-face, and occasionally manipulative. It’s also 

compassionate, insightful, and very funny. In this scene, for example, he corners 

a U.S. Representative and tries to get him to enlist his son to go fight in Iraq, a 

military engagement the Representative voted for in  Congress. The Representative 

demurs, squirms, and wriggles free. Touché: It’s easy to vote for war when 

someone else’s children are fighting it.  (Dog Eat Dog/Miramax)

10–2a  FAHRENHEIT 9/11 (U.S.A.,

2004) with Michael Moore (wearing cap), 

directed by Moore.

10–2b  THE PASSION OF THE 
CHRIST (U.S.A., 2004) with Jim Caviezel 

(front center), directed by Mel Gibson.
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severely restricted in what they could and could not include in their works. Art had to be opti-
mistic and hopeful. Negative traits—especially individualism—had to be confined to villains. 
Protagonists had to be heroic, with no serious moral failings. Artists were mandated to keep 
their style simple and unadorned—no “decadent” experimentation was tolerated. Narratives 
had to center on communal enterprises, not individual goals: the wider social good had to be 
emphasized above solitary striving. Romance and private feelings, if present at all, always had 
to yield to the public good. In short, the individual was de-emphasized, and the communal 
was privileged. Happily, all these draconian requirements were scrapped with the collapse of 
communism in 1989, through in present-day Russia and some of its former satellites, artists are 
still not totally free to pursue whatever subjects they wish. And it’s very dangerous to criticize 
the politicians who run the country.

The overwhelming majority of fiction films fall into the implicit category. In other words, 
because the characters don’t talk at length about what they believe in, we’ve got to dig beneath 
the surface and construct their value systems on the basis of what their goals are, what they 
take for granted, how they behave with others, how they react to a crisis, and so on. Filmmakers 
create sympathetic characters by dramatizing such traits as idealism, courage, generosity, fair 
play, kindness, and loyalty.

In the American cinema especially, the star system is often a clue to values, especially when 
the protagonist is played by a personality star like John Wayne (10–3a). Actor stars are less 
likely to be ideologically weighted. For example, Daniel Day-Lewis has played villainous char-
acters as well as admirable men.

Personality stars frequently convey a 

ready-made ideology—a set of values that are 

associated with a given star because of his or 

her previous film roles. Their personas often 

incorporate elements from their actual lives as well. 

For example, John Wayne was associated in the 

public mind with a right-wing ideology. Most of his 

roles were military commanders, western heroes, 

law-and-order advocates, and authoritarian 

patriarchs. In private life, he was a political activist 

and an outspoken conservative, an America-first 

patriot who championed respect for authority, family 

values, and military supremacy. Even during the 

Vietnam War era, when most Americans had grown 

disenchanted with war, Wayne remained a champion 

of the military, incurring considerable flak from the political left and 

center. He also put his money where his mouth was, producing, directing, 

and starring in The Green Berets (1968), a nationalistic salute to the 

Special Forces in Vietnam.  (Warner Bros. /Whitney Pictures Inc. )

10–3a  THE SEARCHERS 
(U.S.A., 1956) with John Wayne, 

directed by John Ford.



Good looks and sex appeal are compelling traits, predisposing us in favor of a given char-
acter. Sometimes an actor’s appeal is so strong that he or she can win over an audience even in 
ideologically opposite roles, like Tom Cruise in the right-leaning Top Gun or the left-wing Born 

on the Fourth of July. Similarly, Julia Roberts’s performance in Pretty Woman is so spontaneous 
and charismatic that she can almost make us forget that her character as written is little more 
than a compendium of sexist clichés, a distressed Cinderella in need of being rescued by a man.

There are a variety of other methods to enlist our sympathies. Underdogs almost auto-
matically win us over to their side. Emotionally vulnerable characters appeal to our protec-
tive instincts. People who are funny, charming, and/or intelligent are similarly winning. In 
fact, these traits can do much to soften our dislike of an otherwise negative character. In The

Silence of the Lambs, the character of Hannibal the Cannibal (Anthony Hopkins) is a psychotic 
killer, but because he’s also witty and imaginative, we are oddly attracted to him—at least from  
a distance.

Negatively drawn characters incorporate such traits as selfishness, meanspiritedness, greed, 
cruelty, tyrannical behavior, disloyalty, and so on. Villains and other repellent characters are 
often played by actors who are made to look unattractive. The more explicit the ideology, the 
more such traits are portrayed without mitigation. However, except for melodramas, in which 
good and evil are usually treated in black-and-white terms, most film characters combine posi-
tive and negative traits. This is especially so in movies that aspire to be lifelike and realistic, like 
Story of Women (10–4).

At the opposite end of the ideological spectrum, 

Gregory Peck conveyed a left-wing ideology in 

most of his movies. His most celebrated 

performance was as the small-town Southern lawyer, 

Atticus Finch, in To Kill a Mockingbird. Like most 

ambitious actors, Peck didn’t like to be typecast, and he 

occasionally attempted to play morally flawed characters 

and even outright villains. But audiences loved Peck in a 

more heroic mold—heroic, that is, without making a big 

deal about it. It’s tough to embody such sterling virtues as 

compassion, decency, and tolerance without coming off 

as a sanctimonious prig, yet Peck managed to play 

variations of the good liberal for most of his career, 

combining strength with gentleness, principle with 

flexibility. In real life, too, he was an outspoken champion 

of liberal values and a political activist. Himself a father 

of five, the actor was often at his best playing fathers, and 

the strong emotional rapport between him and his screen 

children was probably based on life: “Love and marriage 

and kids—those are the moments of all happiness and 

fulfillment,” he once remarked. In an American Film 

Institute poll taken in 2003, Atticus Finch was named the 

most admired hero of the American cinema. Said Harper 

Lee, the writer of the Pulitzer Prize–winning novel that 

the movie is based on: “Gregory Peck was a beautiful 

man. Atticus Finch gave him the opportunity to play 

himself.”  (Universal Pictures)

10–3b  TO KILL A MOCKINGBIRD 
(U.S.A., 1962) with Gregory Peck and Mary 

Badham, directed by Robert Mulligan.
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Analyzing a character’s ideological values is often a difficult task precisely because many 
characters are a fusion of contradictory sentiments. To further complicate the issue, a charac-
ter’s ideological values are not necessarily those of the filmmaker. For example, the movies of 
the French director Jean-Luc Godard often feature characters of various ideologies, and we can 
never be entirely certain whether Godard agrees with them or to what extent.

Some filmmakers are so technically skillful that we can be swept up by a character’s values 
even when we don’t hold them in actuality. For example, many of the positive values of D. W. 
Griffith’s The Birth of a Nation are embodied in the character of “the little colonel”—one of the 
founders of the Ku Klux Klan. Few of us would applaud the racist values of the Klan in real 
life, but while watching the movie, it’s necessary to suspend our personal beliefs in order to 
enter the worldview of the protagonist and the  filmmaker. For those who cannot, the film must 
remain a moral failure, notwithstanding its stylistic brilliance.

In short, ideology is another language system in film. But it’s an often disguised language 
that usually speaks in codes. We have seen how dialects can be ideological, as in All Screwed 

Up (5–28) and Trainspotting (5–29a). Editing styles—especially a manipulative style like So-
viet montage—can be profoundly ideological, like the Odessa Steps sequence from Potemkin

(4–23). Costumes and décor can suggest ideological ideas, as can be seen in movies like The

Leopard (7–25a). Even space is ideologically charged in such films as The Grifters (2–19b), 
Henry V, and Dances with Wolves (10–13a & 10–13b). In other words, political ideas can be 
found in form as well as content.

A lot of people claim that they’re not interested in politics, but virtually everything is ulti-
mately ideological. Our attitudes toward sex, work, power sharing, authority, the family, reli-
gion—all of these involve ideological assumptions, whether we’re conscious of the fact or not. 

In realistic films especially, characterization is 

generally complex and ambiguous, filled with the 

contradictions of life. Based on an actual series of 

events that took place in France during the Nazi occupation, 

Story of Women deals with a working-class housewife 

(Huppert) who comes to the aid of a desperate girlfriend 

who feels trapped by an unwanted pregnancy. The Huppert 

character helps her by performing an illegal abortion. Later 

she helps another despairing woman who has had six 

offspring in seven years and is wracked with guilt because 

she no longer loves her children. Soon the protagonist is 

running a profitable abortion business, becoming coarser 

with each transaction. Eventually, she is arrested, tried, and 

executed for her crimes by an all-male system of justice. 

Our sympathies are torn both ways. On the one hand, the 

protagonist is strong and independent, a loyal friend and a 

shrewd critic of the old-boy network that forces women to 

be baby machines for the state. On the other hand, as a 

result of her greed, she wrecks her marriage and destroys 

the lives of her own children, not to speak of her sleazy 

association with a Nazi collaborator who becomes her 

lover.  (Mk2/Films A2/Films du Camelia)
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10–4  STORY OF WOMEN 
(France, 1988) with Isabelle Huppert, 

directed by Claude Chabrol.
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In movies, too, characters rarely articulate their political credos, but in most cases, we can piece 
together their ideological values and assumptions on the basis of their casual remarks about 
these topics.

A word of caution. Ideological labels are just that—labels. Seldom do they approach the 
complexity of human beliefs. After all, most of us are liberal about some matters and con-
servative about others. The same can be said about movies and the characters in them. The 
following value systems are merely road maps that can be helpful in determining a movie’s 
ideology, but unless they’re applied with sensitivity and common sense, these labels can be 
crudely simplistic.

The Left-Center-Right Model
Traditionally, journalists and political scientists have used the tripartite left-center-right model 
in differentiating political ideologies. In actual practice, these orientations can be broken down 
even further, as in Figure 10–5. An example of the extreme leftist position would be commu-
nism under Stalin (10–6); at the extreme right, the Nazi empire under Hitler (10–12). Both 
extremes are totalitarian systems, of course.

We can differentiate a film’s ideology by focusing on some key institutions and values and 
analyzing how the characters relate to them. Some of these key elements are presented next in 
bipolar categories. Neither the left nor the right is necessarily better or worse than the other. 
There have been eloquent proponents for each side. However, the totalitarian extremes have 
produced few rational enthusiasts.

10–5  Ideology spectrum. 
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Democratic versus Hierarchical

Leftists tend to emphasize the similarities among people. We all eat about the same amount of 
food, breathe the same amount of air. Likewise, leftists believe that a society’s resources should 
be distributed in roughly equal portions, as is implied in The Human Condition (10–7) and 
Pixote (10–14). Authority figures are merely skilled managers and not intrinsically superior to 
the people they are responsible to. Important institutions should be publicly owned. In some 
societies, all basic industries such as banking, utilities, health, and education are operated for 
the equal benefit of all citizens. The emphasis is on the collective, the communal.

Rightists emphasize the differences between people, insisting that the best and the brightest 
are entitled to a larger share of power and the economic pie than less productive workers, as 
is implied in Henry V (10–13a). Authority should be respected. Social institutions are guided 
by strong leaders, not the rank-and-file or even average citizens. Most  institutions should be 
privately owned, with profit as the main incentive to productivity. The emphasis is on the indi-
vidual and an elite managerial class.

Also known as Ten Days That Shook the 

World, Eisenstein’s movie is a celebration 

of the 1917 Russian Revolution. Frankly 

propagandistic, the film is filled with hope for 

the future as well as contempt for the czarist 

past, which is portrayed as a Dark Age. An epic

requires an epic hero—in this case, Lenin 

(pictured), the Father of the Soviet Revolution. 

He is seen here dramatically highlighted by 

smoke and lightbeams, like a god rising from the 

ashes of battle. Though the movie is crudely 

explicit ideologically, it contains images of 

striking beauty, boldly juxtaposed in Eisenstein’s 

dialectical style of editing.  (Sovkino)

10–6  OCTOBER (Soviet Union, 1928)

directed by Sergei Eisenstein.



Environment versus Heredity

Leftists believe that human behavior is learned and can be changed by proper environmental 
incentives. Antisocial behavior is largely the result of poverty, prejudice, lack of education, and 
low social status rather than human nature or lack of character, as in The Chant of Jimmie 

Blacksmith (10–19).
Rightists believe that character is largely inborn and genetically inherited. Hence the em-

phasis of many right-wingers on lineage and the advantage of coming from “a good family,” as 
in Late Spring (8–15) and Late Autumn (10–16a). In some Asian societies  especially, ancestor 
worship is common.

Relative versus Absolute
People on the left believe that we ought to be flexible in our judgments, capable of adjusting 
to the specifics of each case. Children are characteristically raised in a permissive environment 
and encouraged in self-expression, as in My Life as a Dog (8–9a). Moral values are merely 
social conventions, not eternal verities. Issues of right and wrong must be placed in a social 
context, including any mitigating circumstances, before we can judge them fairly.

Rightists are more absolute in judging human behavior. Children are expected to be disci-
plined, respectful, and obedient to their elders. Right and wrong are fairly clear-cut and ought 
to be evaluated according to a strict code of conduct, as in Pinocchio. Violations of moral prin-
ciples ought to be punished to maintain law and order and to set an example for others.

Kobayashi’s The Human Condition trilogy 

(1959–1961) is a scathing indictment of the 

atrocities committed by the Japanese 

Imperial Army during World War II. The trilogy 

stirred up a fierce controversy with its depictions of 

torture, persecution, and kidnapped Chinese 

civilians forced to become slave laborers in a 

Japanese prisoner-of-war camp. The other two 

installments are entitled A Soldier’s Prayer and The 

Road to Eternity. Each film of the trilogy is over 

three hours long and is told from the point of view 

of its idealistic hero (Nakadai), a socialist who 

romanticizes the Soviet Union as a Promised Land 

of human fellowship. Ironically, in the final installment of the  trilogy, 

he is captured by the Soviets, interred in a brutal prisoner-of-war 

camp, and killed by his Russian captors. As critic Joan Mellen has 

noted, the hero comes to realize that political tyranny—whether 

fascist or communist—has the same face: cruel authoritarian rule, 

hierarchies elevating a privileged few, contempt for foreigners, and a 

deep hostility toward the individual.  (Shochiku Eiga)

10–7  THE HUMAN CONDITION—
NO GREATER LOVE (Japan, 1959)

with Tatsuya Nakadai (left), directed by 

Masaki Kobayashi.
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Secular versus Religious

Leftists believe that religion, like sex, is a private matter and should not be the concern of gov-
ernments. Some left-wingers are atheists or agnostics, although some of the most famous have 
been members of the clergy, like the leaders of the American Civil Rights Movement in the 
1960s. Most leftists are humanists. Religious skeptics frequently invoke the authority of science 
to refute traditional religious beliefs. Others are openly critical of organized religion, which 
they view as simply another social institution with a set of economic interests to protect, as  
in Aguirre, the Wrath of God (6–23). Leftists who are religious tend to be attracted to “progres-
sive” denominations, which are more democratically organized than authoritarian or hierar-
chical religions.

Rightists accord religion a privileged status, as in The Virgin Spring (10–11). Some authori-
tarian societies decree an official faith for all their citizens, and nonbelievers are sometimes 
treated as second-class citizens, if they are tolerated at all. The clergy enjoy a prestigious status 
and are respected as moral arbiters. Piety is regarded as a sign of superior virtue and spirituality.

Future versus Past
In general, leftists view the past with disdain because it was dominated by ignorance, class 
conflict, and exploitation of the weak. The future, on the other hand, is filled with hope, with 
infinite promise of improvement, as can be seen in High Hopes (10–8). The optimism that typi-
fies many left-wingers is based on the idea of progress and evolution toward a more just and 
equitable society.

British society has always been class 

conscious, especially during the 1980s 

under Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher. 

She dominated this decade in the United 

Kingdom just as her friend and fellow 

conservative Ronald Reagan dominated the 

political climate in America. Like many liberal 

artists of his generation, Mike Leigh was sickened 

by the materialism of British society during this 

era. His satirical targets range over a wide 

spectrum and are richly deserving of their 

skewering. Only an eccentric hippie couple 

(Sheen and Davis) provide an island of decency 

in this sea of greed, pretentiousness, and 

conspicuous consumption.  (Portman/Film 4)

10–8  HIGH HOPES (Britain, 1988)

with Ruth Sheen, Edna Doré, and Philip 

Davis; directed by Mike Leigh.
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People on the right have a deep veneration for the past, for ancient rituals, and especially for 
tradition. Virtually all of the films of Yasujiro Ozu typify these traits. Rightists tend to disdain 
the present as a corruption of a lost golden age, like John Ford’s The Man Who Shot Liberty 

Valance. They view the future with skepticism, for it holds only more change—and change 
is what trashed the glories of the past. Consequently, rightists tend to be pessimistic about 
the human condition, citing the laxness of standards and crumbling morality of modern life. 
Many of the films of Ingmar Bergman reflect this pessimistic view.

This movie is told in flashbacks, from the point of 

view of a successful middle-aged film director who 

recalls his childhood and adolescence in a Sicilian 

village. The flashback strategy provides an ironic double 

perspective, contrasting Then with Now. When he is a boy 

(pictured), his mentor and surrogate father (Noiret) hires him 

as an assistant movie theater projectionist. The child’s life as 

a result is emotionally rich and communal, for the theater is 

the social center for the townspeople. But life in this 

conservative village is class-bound and provincial, and his 

mentor advises the youth to leave if he wishes to have a 

better life. The filmmaker’s present-day lifestyle in Rome is 

artistically satisfying and financially secure, but perhaps a bit 

lonely, notwithstanding the succession of pretty women who 

have shared his bed. The movie is quintessentially centrist.

Tornatore is saying that we need to strike a balance between 

the past and the present, emotion and thought, nurturance 

and independence.  (Cristaldifilm/Films Ariane/RAI/TF1)

10–9  CINEMA PARADISO (Italy,

1988), with Philippe Noiret and Salvatore 

Cascio, directed by Giuseppe Tornatore.

Capra was the foremost American film 

spokesman for a conservative ethic, 

stressing such traditions of Americana as 

good neighborliness, faith in God, committed 

leadership, and family values. He championed 

such middle-class ideals as hard work, frugality, 

and healthy competition, but also generosity and 

wit. A character’s wealth is measured not by 

income, but in terms of his or her family and 

friends. Capra’s ideal was a romantic past of small 

towns, Christian values, close-knit families, and 

supportive neighbors.  (RKO)

10–10  IT’S A WONDERFUL LIFE 
(U.S.A., 1946), with James Stewart and 

Donna Reed (both on the left), directed 

by Frank Capra.
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Cooperation versus Competition

People on the left believe that social progress is best achieved by a cooperative effort on the 
part of all citizens toward a common goal, as in October (10–6). The role of government is to 
guarantee the basic needs of life—work, health, education, and so forth—and this can be most 
efficiently accomplished if everyone feels he or she is contributing to the common good.

Rightists emphasize open market principles and the need for competition to bring out the 
best in everyone, as in Safety Last (4–28), a classic film text of the American “go-getter” phi-
losophy of the 1920s. Social progress is fueled by ambition and a strong desire to win, to domi-
nate, as in Mildred Pierce (11–13a) and Without Limits (3–31a). The role of government is to 
protect private property, provide security through a strong military, and guarantee maximum 
freedom in the economic realm.

Outsiders versus Insiders
Leftists identify with the poor, the disenfranchised. They often romanticize rebels and outsid-
ers, like Bonnie and Clyde (1–12a) and Robin Hood: Prince of Thieves. Leftists are pluralistic in 
the sense that they respect and value ethnic diversity and are sensitive to the needs of women 
and minorities. Left-leaning movies often feature protagonists who are ordinary people, espe-
cially working-class characters, peasants, and laborers, such as those in Bicycle Thieves (6–33a)
and Open City (11–2b).

Bergman’s movie, set in the medieval period, 

validates the Christian faith of the 

characters with a miracle, which concludes 

the story. But faith does not come easily, for 

Bergman’s God is inscrutable, beyond reason, as 

critic Lloyd Rose pointed out: “Bergman is the son 

of a severe, distant, often wrathful Lutheran 

minister, a real Old Testament God of a father, and 

he absorbed his chill upbringing into his marrow. 

There’s never been a director more Protestant. . . . 

Carried to its (theo)logical extreme, Protestantism is 

as absurd as something out of Beckett. It completely 

jettisons cause and effect. God may save you or He may damn you, but 

your actions have nothing to do with it; you depend on His grace. You’re 

born stained with sin but there’s nothing you can do to erase it and if 

God—by an act of divine judgment totally beyond your comprehension—

decides to let you burn, tough luck.”  (Svensk Filmindustri)

10–11  THE VIRGIN SPRING 
(Sweden, 1959) with Max von Sydow 

(center), written and directed by  

Ingmar Bergman.
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Rightists tend to identify with the Establishment—the people in power, the people who 
run things. They emphasize the importance of leadership in determining the main course of 
history, as in the Rambo films and Henry V (10–13a). Right-leaning movies tend to feature 
protagonists who are authority figures, patriarchs, military commanders, and entrepreneurs, as 
in The Searchers (10–3a).

International versus Nationalistic
Leftists are global in their perspective, emphasizing the universality of human needs irrespec-
tive of country, race, or culture, as in Hearts and Minds (1–3). They often refer to “the family of 
man” as a more appropriate perspective than the narrow limits of the nuclear family.

Right-wingers tend to be strongly patriotic, often regarding people from other countries as 
vaguely inferior. “Family, Country, and God” is a popular slogan in many right-wing societies. 
It might well represent the credo of the great American director John Ford, whose epic west-
erns are fervently nationalistic—Wagon Master, My Darling Clementine, and Fort Apache, to 
name just three. Unlike leftists, who believe that criticism makes a country stronger and more 
flexible, right-wingers believe that criticism weakens a nation, making it more vulnerable to 
outside attack.

Hitler himself commissioned Riefenstahl to direct this three-hour-long 

documentary celebrating the Nazi’s first party convention at Nuremberg in 

1934. Thirty cinematographers were assigned to photograph the event, 

which was staged especially for the cameras. Not surprisingly, she presents Hitler 

as a virtual deity, the charismatic master of a master race. Riefenstahl’s stylistic 

virtuosity is dazzling, so aesthetically compelling that the Allies banned the film 

from circulation for several years after the Nazi defeat. After the war, Riefenstahl 

served four years in prison for her participation in the Nazi propaganda machine. 

She claimed she was just trying to earn a living.  (NSDAP/Leni Riefenstahl)

10–12  TRIUMPH OF THE WILL 
(Germany, 1935) directed by 

Leni Riefenstahl.



Dances with Wolves is liberal in its values. The story deals 

with the gradual assimilation of a U.S. Army officer 

(Costner) into the Sioux Indian tribe during the Civil War 

era. In this photo, he is placed at the edge of the composition, an 

invited guest who is respectful of his hosts, whom he comes to 

admire more and more as he realizes that the Sioux have a 

culture morally superior to his own.  (Orion. Photo: Ben Glass)

10–13b  DANCES WITH WOLVES 
(U.S.A., 1990), with Kevin Costner (far left), 

directed by Costner.

Form is the embodiment of content. In these 

two photos, we can see how mise en scène

embodies ideology. Henry V, based on 

Shakespeare’s play, is monarchist in its values, like the 

original source. The story deals with a rite of 

passage—how the former hell-raiser, Prince “Hal,” 

proves himself as a great leader in battle and a worthy 

king. His army, although not anonymous, is kept in the 

background. Henry is in the foreground, centered in 

the composition at the full-front position, charging 

toward the camera, his sword held high. He is flanked 

by two lieutenants, the Dukes of Gloucester and 

Bedford, his brothers. Shakespeare would have 

approved.  (Renaissance Films/BBC/Curzon Films)

10–13a  HENRY V (Britain, 1989),

with Kenneth Branagh (center),  directed 

by Branagh.
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Sexual Freedom versus Marital Monogamy

Leftists believe that who you have sex with is nobody else’s business. They often accept ho-
mosexuality as a valid lifestyle, and they reject attempts to regulate sexual behavior among 
consenting adults, as in Seven Beauties (10–22a). In the area of reproduction, too, leftists em-
phasize privacy, personal choice, and noninterference. Birth control—including abortion as 
well as contraception—is regarded as a basic right.

Rightists regard the family as a sanctified institution, and anything that threatens the family 
is viewed with hostility, as in Ford’s The Grapes of Wrath (10–15). Premarital sex, homosexu-
ality, and extramarital sex are condemned. Similarly, right-wingers tend to oppose abortion, 
which they consider a form of infanticide. In some societies, sex is justified only as a means of 
procreation, and contraception is forbidden. Heterosexual monogamy within the institution of 
marriage is the only acceptable expression of sexuality, as can be illustrated by most American 
mainstream movies before the 1960s.

Even ideologically explicit movies don’t hit on all of these value structures, but virtually 
every fiction film deals with some of them.

Culture, Religion, and Ethnicity
A social culture encompasses the traditions, institutions, arts, myths, and beliefs that are char-
acteristic of a given community or population. In heterogeneous societies such as  Israel and the 
United States, many cultural groups coexist within one national boundary. In homogeneous 
nations such as Japan or Saudi Arabia—which are ethnically uniform—a single cultural hege-
mony tends to be the rule.

Cultural generalizations—like most generalizations—are true most of the time. But there are 
many exceptions, especially in the arts, which often go against the grain in terms of generally ac-
cepted cultural norms. Without a knowledge of these norms, however, it’s hard to relate to some 
movies—especially foreign films—because their cultures are radically different from our own.

Filmmakers in emerging societies are often 

left-wing in their orientation, championing the 

cause of the poor, the forgotten, and the 

despised. Babenco’s film explores the culture of poverty 

by focusing on the violent life of Pixote (Peewee), a 

lonely youth who is typical of millions of abandoned 

street urchins. In a country of 184 million, over 95 

percent live in desperate poverty, forced to scratch out a 

meager survival by whatever means they can. Fernando 

Ramos da Silva, who plays Pixote, was one of a family 

of ten children who grew up in the dog-eat-dog ghettos 

of São Paulo. Seven years after this movie was made,  

he was shot and killed in an attempted armed robbery. 

He was 19.  (HB Filmes/Embrafilme)

10–14  PIXOTE (Brazil, 1981) with 

Fernando Ramos da Silva, directed by 

Hector Babenco.
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Cultural generalizations can easily degenerate into stereotypes unless they’re applied judi-
ciously, with respect for nuances. For example, Japanese movies, like Japanese society in general, 
tend to be ideologically conservative, stressing such values as social conformity, the supremacy 
of the family system, patriarchy, and the wisdom of consensus. The movies of the Japanese 
master Ozu typify these values best, most notably Late Spring (8–15) and An Autumn After-

noon (11–21). Most Japanese people view nonconformity and individualism with abhorrence, 
a ridiculous form of egotism and arrogance. Yet the works of Kobayashi (10–7) and Naruse 
(10–24a) side with protagonists who are oppressed by their cultures.

For people who haven’t been exposed to alternative cultures, their own norms might seem 
universal. Their knowledge of other cultures is often derived from movies. For example, Ameri-
can films typically sympathize with the individual versus society. Most movies romanticize un-
derdogs, rebels, outlaws, and mavericks, especially in such genres as gangster films, westerns, 
and action movies, which stress violence and extremes of individuality. American films are also 
strongly sexual and fast-paced compared with most foreign movies. Typically, many people 
stereotype Americans as lawless, sex-obsessed, and “fast.”

Likewise, American audiences are often puzzled by foreign movies because they’re looking 
for familiar (that is, American) cultural signposts. Failing to find them, they  dismiss the movie 
rather than their irrelevant cultural assumptions. For example, characters in Japanese movies 
seldom disagree publicly. This would be considered rude. Consequently, we must read between 
the lines to discover what they’re really thinking (see 9–8b).  Similarly, Japanese characters 
rarely look each other steadily in the eyes when conversing, unless they are interacting with in-
timates or social equals. In America, maintaining eye contact is considered sincere, forthright, 
and honest. In Japan, it’s considered impertinent and disrespectful.

Every nation has a characteristic way of looking at life, a set of values that is typical of a 
given culture. The same can be said of their movies. For example, because of England’s glori-
ous literary heritage and international preeminence in the live theater, British movies tend to 
be strongly literary, with an emphasis on polished scripts, literate dialogue, urbane acting, and 
lavish costumes and décor. Many of the best English movies are literary and theatrical adapta-
tions—most notably, the works of Shakespeare (10–13a).

Charting a movie’s ideological values can be a 

labyrinthine exercise. Widely regarded as the greatest 

film dealing with the Depression of the 1930s, The 

Grapes of Wrath centers on a dispossessed family of “Okies” 

and their odyssey from the drought-stricken plains of 

Oklahoma to the Promised Land of California. In adapting 

John Steinbeck’s famous book, Ford transformed the Marxist

outrage of the novel into a masterpiece of Christian 

humanism, emphasizing the  indomitability of the Joad family, 

who are held together by the powerful matriarch, Ma Joad 

(Darwell). Like many conservatives, Ford believed that the role 

of women in society is a noble one—to uphold the values of home and hearth, to preserve 

the institution of the family above all others. See also Steven J. Ross, Hollywood Left and 

Right (Oxford University Press, 2012). Ross’s history covers the connection between politics 

and Hollywood film production, from the silent era to the present.  (20th Century Fox)

10–15  THE GRAPES OF WRATH 
(U.S.A., 1940) with Jane Darwell (center) 

and Henry Fonda, directed by John Ford.
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But there is always The Other—a countertradition that’s dialectically opposed to what 
might be considered the dominant strain in a culture. In the British cinema, this countercul-
ture is represented by a left-wing school of filmmaking that emphasizes working-class life, 
contemporary settings, regional dialects, loose scripting, a more emotional Method-oriented 
style of acting, and a strong anti-establishment ideology. Movies like High Hopes (10–8) are 
typical of this countertradition.

Similarly, the cinema of Sweden is dominated by the austere Lutheranism that underlies 
the psychology of many Swedish movies, especially those of their greatest filmmaker, Ingmar 
Bergman (10–11). Films from developing countries tend to be preoccupied with issues such as 
neocolonialism, underdevelopment, the oppression of women, and especially poverty (10–14,
10–25b).

Sometimes religious values are presented so subtly 

that they don’t seem apparent to outsiders. In the 

films of Ozu, the style is spare, understated. The 

camerawork is spartan in its austerity, the editing clean 

and functional. “Less is more” might well serve as his 

artistic credo. Critic Donald Richie has pointed out that 

Ozu’s style embodies the Buddhist ideals of simplicity, 

restraint, and serenity. His movies have been compared to 

haiku poems, which consist of only a few lines 

encapsulating a striking image, or to a sumi-e ink drawing, 

which evokes its subject through a few strokes of the pen 

or brush. The fragment symbolizes the whole; the 

microcosm evokes the macrocosm. For an excellent 

analysis of Ozu’s art, see Ozu, by Donald Richie (Berkeley: 

University of California Press, 1974).  (Shochiku Eiga)

In Europe and the United States, the Roman Catholic Church 

tends to be a conservative institution in which women play 

only a minor role in determining church policies. However, this 

old-boy club has been challenged in recent years by such 

unconventional nuns as Sister Helen Prejean (Sarandon), whose book 

formed the basis of Dead Man Walking. In offering spiritual comfort to 

a vicious convicted killer (Penn), she went against the wishes of several 

of her (male) superiors, who considered her behavior  unseemly and 

inappropriate. She didn’t pay much attention to them and followed 

her conscience instead. The late Christopher Hitchens wrote a scathing 

indictment of all forms of organized religion, God Is Not Great: How 

Religion Poisons Everything (New York: Hachette Book Group, 2007). 

Hitchens’s arguments are powerful, but the main shortcoming of his 

critique is his failure to do justice to how most religions provide 

comfort—both material and spiritual—to people in need, the sick,  

and the desperate.  (Working Title/Havoc. Photo: Demmie Todd)

10–16b  DEAD MAN WALKING 
(U.S.A., 1995) with Sean Penn and Susan 

Sarandon, directed by Tim Robbins.

10–16a  LATE AUTUMN 
(Japan, 1960) with  Setsuko Hara, 

directed by Yasujiro Ozu.
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In culturally diverse countries like the United States, there are many subcultures—pockets 
of cultural values that coexist within the dominant ideology. Movies that explore subcultures 
generally emphasize the fragile balance between conflicting cultural values, like the Okies of 
The Grapes of Wrath (10–15) and the hostility they encounter when they try to integrate with 
established communities in California. Other American movies emphasize lifestyle subcul-
tures, like the military personnel of Three Kings, the hippies of Easy Rider, the junkies of Drug-

store Cowboy, and the gay friends of Longtime Companion.

An added complication of any ideological analysis involves period and historical context. 
For example, American films made during the Depression in the 1930s reflect many of the left-
wing values of Roosevelt’s New Deal. During the turbulent Vietnam-Watergate era (roughly 
from 1965 to 1975), the American cinema became increasingly violent, confrontational, and 
antiauthoritarian. During the Reagan era of the 1980s, American movies turned to the right, 
like American society in general. Many movies made during that period emphasize military 
supremacy, competition, power, and wealth.

Religious values involve many of the same complexities. Even religions that purport to be 
universal, like Roman Catholicism, are radically different from country to country. These dif-
ferences are reflected in their movies. For example, in Europe the Church is regarded as a pillar 
of conservatism. French Catholicism is strongly influenced by Jansenism, an austere, quasi-
deterministic sect that somewhat resembles Calvinism or Scandinavian Lutheranism. Many of 
the films of Robert Bresson reflect these Jansenist values.

In Italy, on the other hand, Catholicism takes on a more theatrical, aesthetic flavor—as in 
the movies of Federico Fellini. Italy’s rich heritage in the decorative and fine arts was largely 

Sex and violence have always been the two most 

popular themes of the American cinema. Only the 

degree of explicitness has varied from period to 

period. Even in the silent film era, South Sea Islanders 

classified American movies into two genres: Kiss-Kiss and 

Bang-Bang. In this zesty musical set in the Jazz Age of the 

1920s, sex and violence are combined with generous 

dollops of comedy, a witty Kander and Ebb score, and some 

spectacular dancing based on the choreography of the 

great Bob Fosse. Zowie! See also Violence and American 

Cinema, edited by J. David Slocum (London and New York: 

Routledge, 2000).  (Miramax)

10–17 Publicity photo for CHICAGO
(U.S.A., 2002) with Catherine Zeta-Jones, 

Richard Gere, and Renée Zellweger, guns by 

Smith & Wesson,  directed by Rob Marshall.
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Church-sponsored during the medieval period and the Renaissance. In much of Catholic Latin 
America, the Liberation Theology movement is strongly left-wing and even revolutionary in 
its orientation.

Protestantism too is a virtual smorgasbord of religious diversity. There are vast differences 
between the joyous black fundamentalism of The Preacher’s Wife and the stern, born-again 
faith of the protagonist of Tender Mercies (11–20), who is white, Southern, working class, and 
“country.” Most religions can be divided into liberal and conservative wings, each with its own 
agenda of priorities. Fundamentalist sects are right-wing in their values, emphasizing strict 
conformity to a body of religious and moral beliefs, usually based on a traditional holy book. 
Protestant fundamentalists can further be differentiated by race. White fundamentalists are 
deeply conservative on virtually all matters. But African American religious groups tend to be 
liberal politically. They were in the forefront of the Civil Rights Movement of the 1960s, and its 
leader, of course, was a clergyman, the Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr. However, black funda-
mentalists tend to be staunchly conservative in matters of faith and morals.

Sometimes one religious sect strongly objects to the portrayal of a revered figure in the arts. 
For example, Martin Scorsese’s The Last Temptation of Christ, based on the Greek novel by 
Nikos Kazantzakis, portrays Jesus from a humanist perspective. All Christians believe in the 
divinity of Jesus, but most denominations emphasize the god rather than the man. Hence the 
fierce outcry from Christian fundamentalists about Scorsese’s movie, which portrays Jesus as 
flawed, tormented with doubt. Critic Scott Eyman responded to these attacks:

In daring to give us a Christ of flesh and blood, Scorsese has violated what protesters, in 
their mad, delusive certainty, believe to be their copyright on  Jesus. But simply because 
their minds are most comfortable with, and are probably only capable of encompassing 
a dashboard Jesus, is no reason for those terms to define the limits of public discussion.

Ethnic groups are distinct social communities within a larger cultural system that claim or 
are accorded special status (usually inferior) on the basis of such considerations as religion, 
language, ancestry, and race—in short, what we call minority groups. In the United States, 
such groups include African-Americans, Hispanics, Native Americans, and of course the many 
waves of immigration from abroad, especially those who have not been fully integrated into 
the American mainstream, like the Chinese Americans of The Joy Luck Club.

Movies with an ethnic slant usually dramatize the tensions between the dominant culture 
and the beleaguered values of a minority community. For example, in the  Australian cinema, 
a number of movies have dealt with the clash between the predominantly white, Anglo-Saxon 
power structure and the dark-skinned aboriginal peoples, who have a long heritage of oppres-
sion and exploitation, as in The Chant of Jimmie Blacksmith (10–19). Similarly, Come See the 

Paradise deals with the forced evacuation of Japanese Americans into “relocation camps” dur-
ing World War II. America was also at war with Germany and Italy during this era, but no one 
suggested that people of German and Italian descent might constitute a security risk. Germans 
and Italians are Caucasians.

African American film historians have chronicled the sad, shameful treatment of blacks 
in American movies—a mean-spirited reflection of their treatment in American society as a 
whole. For the first fifty years of the American cinema, black characters were usually relegated 
to demeaning stereotypes (10–21).

In the 1950s, actor Sidney Poitier rose to the top ten not as a singer, dancer, or comedian, but 
as a straight leading man. Poitier’s wholesome good looks and all-American sense of decency 
were admired by white and black audiences alike. Poitier’s enormous popularity was an open-
ing wedge in the treatment of African American characters in movies: Images of blacks im-
proved steadily (but slowly) after the 1950s. However, even today racist stereotypes are hardly 
unusual in American films and television.
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Spike Lee might almost be viewed as the godfather of 

the ethnics, a pioneer in bringing African American 

stories to the screen. He opened the door of opportunity 

to a floodgate of talent, especially among artists of color. 

Working out of New York rather than Hollywood, Lee’s style has 

a distinctly hard-edged, gritty Brooklyn flavor. He is especially 

strong in highlighting three traditional strongholds of black 

American culture—sports, entertainment, and politics. For 

example, all four of these stand-up comedians went on to greater 

fame and success. It was Lee’s documentary that introduced 

them to a wide audience.  (40 Acres And A Mule/Latham/MTV)

The two goofball heroes of this film 

(pictured) are classic American slackers, in 

sharp contrast to their stereotypically 

overachieving Asian families, who are appalled by 

the total lack of ambition and drive in their 

hedonistic sons, who just wanna have fun, preferably 

stoned, and preferably with a bellyful of junk 

food.  (New Line Cinema. Photo: Sophie Giraud)

A cliché of American culture is the metaphor of the melting pot—a 

tendency for the children of foreign-born American citizens to bland 

out, to intermarry with other ethnicities, producing a kind of 

natural-selection hybrid. In actuality, many ethnic subcultures have retained 

their separate identities, and the result has been a patchwork quilt of 

diversity, a source of considerable cultural richness in the United States. 

10–18 Ethnic Variations.

10–18b  HAROLD &  KUMAR 
GO TO WHITE CASTLE  
(U.S.A./Canada, 2004) with John Cho and 

Kal Penn, directed by Danny Leiner.

10–18a Publicity photo for 
THE ORIGINAL KINGS OF COMEDY 
(U.S.A., 2000) with Bernie Mac, Cedric 

the Entertainer, D. L. Hughley, and Steve 

Harvey; directed by Spike Lee.
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Hispanics are the largest ethnic minority 

in the United States, but their culture is 

rarely represented in American movies, 

and then often negatively. A Better Life is an 

exception. It’s a sympathetic portrayal of a decent 

Mexican gardener and his teenage son (pictured). 

The father, an illegal alien, works hard to protect 

his son from the criminal gangs of East L.A., not 

to speak of the immigration officials who are 

constantly hovering on the periphery of their 

lives.  (Depth of Field/Summit Entertainment)

Jews are probably the most successful assimilators of all the ethnic 

groups that came to  America. Their contributions to the arts and 

entertainment fields have been enormous. The Broadway stage musical 

is overwhelmingly a Jewish stronghold. Cole Porter was the only  Gentile among 

the top ranks of American musical composers and lyricists, which include such 

famous names as Rodgers and Hammerstein, Stephen Sondheim, Leonard 

Bernstein, Lerner and Loewe, Kurt Weill, Lorenz Hart, and George Gershwin, to 

mention only a few. This movie, a first-rate adaptation of the smash Broadway 

hit, is based on the short stories of Sholem Aleichem, the Yiddish chronicler of 

life in the villages of czarist Russia in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries. The musical was the creation of playwright and librettist Joseph Stein, 

 lyricist Sheldon Harnick, and composer Jerry Bock.  (United Artists)

10–18c  A BETTER LIFE 
(U.S.A., 2011) with José Julián and 

Demián Bichir, directed by Chris Weitz.

10–18d  FIDDLER ON THE 
ROOF (U.S.A., 1971) directed by 

Norman Jewison.
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In the contemporary cinema, no African American filmmaker has provoked more contro-
versy than Spike Lee (10–18a). Much of Lee’s criticism has been directed at people of his own 
race. In Do the Right Thing, he explores the smoldering tensions between black ghetto dwellers 
and an Italian American family that owns a pizzeria in an inner-city neighborhood (5–14a). 
In Jungle Fever, Lee dramatizes the problems of an interracial couple. The story ends with the 
lovers calling it quits—defeated by the prejudices of their own communities as well as their 
personal failings.

Ethnic filmmakers tend to favor realism as a style (10–20a). In the first place, realism is 
cheaper. Scenes can be shot in the streets, without the need for expensive studio sets. Such 
filmmakers often must work with small budgets, and consequently they rarely include costly 
special effects or elaborate equipment. Realism also excels in portraying the actual textures and 
sociological details of authentic locations.

This film is based on an actual series of events that took place around 

1900. Jimmie Blacksmith (Lewis), half white and half Aborigine, is 

rescued from a life of misery by a Caucasian missionary couple. They 

raise him to be docile and respectful, to admire all that is white, despise all 

that is black. The Reverend Mrs. even advises the youth to marry a white farm 

girl, produce children, who in turn will produce children who would be 

“scarcely black at all.” The roots of racism, Schepisi demonstrates, are both 

economic and sexual. Whites exploit Jimmie and other Aborigines as cheap 

labor and fear them as sexual threats.  (Victoria Film/Film House)

10–19  THE CHANT OF JIMMIE 
BLACKSMITH (Australia, 1978) with 

Tommy Lewis, Jack Thompson, and Julie 

Dawson; directed by Fred Schepisi.
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Films with an ethnic slant are generally 

mounted in a realistic style to depict the 

authentic textures of everyday life. Boyz 

N the Hood is a powerful coming-of-age drama 

set on the mean streets of the black ghettos of 

Los Angeles. Director John Singleton made this 

debut film on a small budget when he was only 

22 years old. He was the youngest director in 

history to be nominated for an Academy Award 

in directing. See also Contemporary African 

American Cinema, by Sheril D. Antonio (New 

York: Peter Lang, 2002).  (Columbia Pictures. 

Photo: Darren Stevens)

“America is another word for opportunity,” 

Ralph Waldo Emerson observed. No other 

country has been so hospitable to foreign 

talent. Since 1927, the first year that the Academy 

Awards were given, a staggering 43 percent of the 

Best Picture Oscars have been won by foreign-born 

directors, including such major figures of the 

American cinema as Frank Capra, Alfred Hitchcock, 

William Wyler, Michael Curtiz, Billy Wilder, Elia 

Kazan, Fred Zinnemann, Milos Forman, Peter 

Jackson, and Ang Lee, among others. Breaking Away,

a coming-of-age story set in Bloomington, Indiana, is 

a slice of pure Americana. Interestingly, it was 

written by a Yugoslavian immigrant, Steve Tesich, 

and directed by an Englishman. Charles Chaplin, the most famous immigrant of his era, 

said of his adoptive country: “I felt at home in the States—a foreigner among foreigners.” 

See also Passport to Hollywood: Hollywood Film, European Directors, by James Morrison 

(Albany: State University of New York Press, 1999).  (20th Century Fox)

10–20a  BOYZ N THE HOOD 
(U.S.A., 1991) with Cuba Gooding, Jr., 

Larry Fishburne, and Ice Cube; written 

and directed by John Singleton.

10–20b  BREAKING AWAY 
(U.S.A., 1979) with Dennis Christopher, 

directed by Peter Yates.
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Throughout the big-studio era, African American 

performers were almost invariably stereotyped as 

mammies, maids, Uncle Toms, or sinister “bucks.” 

Hattie McDaniel was usually cast as a mammy, but within that 

narrow range, she was superb, especially in comic roles. She 

was the first black performer ever to win an Oscar—as best 

supporting actress in Gone With the Wind. She wasn’t even 

invited to attend the gala premiere in  Atlanta, because in 1939, 

parades down Peachtree Street were segregated. To add insult 

to injury, she was also criticized by many African Americans for 

perpetuating racial stereotypes. “I’d rather play a maid and make $700 a week than be a maid and make $7,” she responded. In fact, 

she had worked as a maid before becoming a film actress, with over seventy movies to her credit. 

 The legendary Paul Robeson was treated even more shabbily. A four-letter athlete at Rutgers, he was also a Phi Beta Kappa scholar 

and later graduated from Columbia’s law school with honors. The dramatist Eugene O’Neill persuaded Robeson to star in several of 

his plays, including The Emperor Jones, which was later made into a highly acclaimed movie, with Robeson in the title role. Robeson 

was also a gifted singer and gave many recitals in the United States and Europe, including the newly formed Soviet Union, where 

Robeson was lionized. His famous rendition of “Ol’ Man River” in Show Boat was considered his signature song for decades. His 

performance as Othello on the New York stage was strongly praised by critics. The Shakespearean tragedy was a box-office success as 

well, and later toured the country. But Robeson became increasingly critical of the racism in America and was drawn to far-left-wing 

politics, rendering him a controversial figure during the “Red Scare” of the post–World War II era. Federal authorities persecuted 

him for his outspoken condemnation of the discriminatory “Jim Crow” laws of his native land. In 1950 the U.S. State Department 

revoked his passport, preventing him from working abroad. Long before the Civil Rights Movement of the 1960s, Paul Robeson was 

admired as a symbol of black pride and outstanding achievement in the face of fierce hostility from the status quo.

 Lena Horne began her career as a blues and jazz singer. A striking beauty, she possessed a sultry singing voice and sleek sex appeal 

that eventually led to a Hollywood contract with prestigious MGM. But the studio didn’t know what to do with her. Usually she 

made a cameo appearance as a nightclub singer who performs in front of the main characters, who duly applaud, then immediately 

return to the plot. “They didn’t make me into a maid, but they didn’t make me into 

anything else, either,” Horne complained. Perhaps the biggest insult of her career 

came when MGM decided to remake the Jerome Kern musical Show Boat in 1951. 

The character of Julie is a beautiful, light-skinned mulatto who passes for white in 

the post–Civil War South. It was an ideal role for Horne, who fit the part perfectly, 

in addition to being a great singer and an accomplished actress. MGM decided that 

casting Horne was too risky, so they used Ava Gardner instead. (Ironically, Gardner 

and Horne were friends.) Unfortunately, Gardner couldn’t sing, and she was a less 

gifted actress than Horne. But she had the indisputable advantage of being white. 

Like her friend Paul Robeson, Horne was blacklisted during the Red Scare of the 

1950s—like him, for being an outspoken critic of institutionalized racism in America. 

In the 1980s, still gorgeous, still in excellent voice, she triumphed on Broadway 

with her one-woman show, Lena Horne: The Lady and Her Music, for which she won 

a prestigious Tony Award. She later toured the country with the show. She was 

also honored in 1984 with a Lifetime Achievement Award at the Kennedy Center in 

Washington, D.C. Lena had finally come home.

 For a sad history of the treatment of artists of color in the American cinema, see 

Donald Bogle’s Toms, Coons, Mulattoes, Mammies, and Bucks: An Interpretive History 

of Blacks in American Films (New York: Continuum, 1989).

10–21b MGM Publicity photo of 
Lena Horne in TILL THE CLOUDS 
ROLL BY (U.S.A., 1946) directed by 

Richard Whorf. (MGM)

10–21a  SHOW BOAT (U.S.A., 1936)

with Paul Robeson and Hattie McDaniel, 

directed by James Whale. (Universal Pictures. 

Photo: Roman Freulich)
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Feminism

The late 1960s was an era of intense political turmoil, not only in America but also in much 
of Western Europe. Feminism—also known as the Women’s Liberation Movement, or simply 
the Women’s Movement—was one of several militant ideologies that emerged during this pe-
riod. In the field of cinema, the achievement of the Women’s Movement has been considerable, 
though most present-day feminists would insist that there is still much to be accomplished in 
the battle against patriarchal values (10–22a). The Hollywood Reporter recently pointed out 
that only 7 percent of Hollywood film directors are women.

During the heyday of the big Hollywood studios—and especially the 1930s through the 
1950s—the status of women within the industry was dismal. There were no women in the up-
per echelons of management. Out of the thousands of movies  produced by the studios, only a 
handful were directed by women, and virtually none were produced by them. The unions also 
discriminated against females, allowing very few to enter their ranks.

True, there were some women in the areas of screenwriting, editing, and costuming, but 
only in the field of acting did women enjoy a degree of prominence. After all, it was simply not 
economically feasible to exclude women from in front of the camera. To this day, most of the 
powerful women in Hollywood have come from the  acting ranks.

Even female stars were treated like second-class citizens during the big-studio era. Rarely 
did the leading lady get top billing over the male lead. Females usually received smaller salaries 
than males—a pattern that still persists. Females usually had shorter careers because they were 
thought to be too old for leading roles once they were past 40. Male stars like Cary Grant, 
Gary Cooper, and John Wayne were still playing leads in their 60s. They were often paired with 
women twenty or thirty years younger than themselves, a pattern rarely permitted for those few 
female stars who somehow managed to hold on past 40. For example, actresses like Joan Craw-
ford and Bette Davis spent the final twenty years of their long careers playing mostly grotesque 
caricatures—it was the only work they could get.

Lina Wertmüller was criticized by some feminist 

film critics for featuring vulgar, garrulous female 

characters who look like Rubens and Titian 

nudes—put together. Indeed, one critic headlined her 

review: “Is Lina Wertmüller Really Just One of the 

Boys?” Wertmüller delights in irony, in paradoxes. She’s 

a consistent champion of the cause of women, but she’s 

not a propagandist. However funny her women 

characters are (and the men are just as funny), 

Wertmüller’s females are usually strong, with a surer 

sense of personal identity than the males. In this World 

War II film, perhaps her greatest work, she satirizes the 

macho “code of honor” by equating a bullying older 

brother (pictured) with the institutions of patriarchy, 

the Mafia, and fascism itself.  (Medusa/Jadran Film)

10–22a  SEVEN BEAUTIES 
(Italy, 1976) with Giancarlo Giannini and 

Elena Fiore, directed by Lina Wertmüller.
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Feminists rarely object to portraying women as 

sexually attractive; they merely insist that other 

aspects of their humanity also be dramatized. 

Perhaps nothing angers them so much as reducing 

women to sex objects. In this photo, for example, five 

young women are reduced to buxom bimbos who 

encircle the James Bond character like matching 

baubles around his neck. The title of the film drips with 

condescension and sexist innuendo. Feminists argue 

that popular entertainments such as the James Bond 

series validate for millions of impressionable young 

males that it’s okay to view women merely as pleasure 

machines.  (EON/Danjaq)

The conventional wisdom within the 

movie industry has always been that love 

stories, domestic dramas, and women’s 

pictures are made primarily for female 

audiences, while action films, adventure stories, 

and all-male genres are strictly for the boys. But 

times change. Kathryn Bigelow’s movies are 

mostly action genres, and her best-known work, 

The Hurt Locker, is a war movie with an almost 

exclusively male cast. It deals with an adrenaline 

junkie (Jeremy Renner) who belongs to a bomb 

disposal unit in Baghdad during the Iraq War. A 

reckless risk-taker, his swaggering bravado 

endangers his military teammates to the point 

that they think he’s going off the deep end. The film went on to win the Academy Award for Best 

Picture as well as Best Director for Bigelow, two firsts for a female director. Interestingly, at the 

2010 Awards ceremony, she was competing with her former husband, James Cameron, whose 

Avatar was also in contention. When Bigelow won the two top awards, Cameron rushed to her side 

and gave her a congratulatory hug. Though not a militant feminist, Bigelow is well aware of the 

industry prejudice against female directors: “If there’s specific resistance to women making 

movies, I choose to ignore that as an obstacle for two reasons: I can’t change my gender, and I 

refuse to stop making movies. It’s irrelevant who or what directed a movie. The important thing is 

that you either respond to it or you don’t. There should be more women directing. l think there’s 

just not the awareness that it’s really possible. It is.”  (Firstlight Productions/Kingsgate Films)

10–22b  OCTOPUSSY (Britain,

1983) with Roger Moore, directed by 

John Glen.

10–22c  THE HURT LOCKER 
(U.S.A., 2009) with Jeremy Renner, 

directed by Kathryn Bigelow.
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Within the movies themselves, women were usually socially constructed as “the other” or 
“the outsider” in a male-dominated world, as feminist critic Annette Kuhn has pointed out. 
Women didn’t get to tell their own stories because the images were  controlled by men. Gener-
ally, women were treated as sex objects—valued primarily for their good looks and sex appeal. 
Their main function was to support their men, seldom to lead a fulfilling life of their own. 
Marriage and a family were their most frequent goals, rarely a meaningful career.

In the majority of studio-produced films, female characters were marginalized, seldom at 
the center of the action. The heroine’s function was to cheer from the sidelines, to wait passively 
until the hero claimed her for his reward. Certain characteristics were regarded as intrinsi-
cally “masculine”: intellect, ambition, sexual confidence, independence, professionalism—all 
of these traits were generally presented as inappropriate and unseemly in women.

Certain Hollywood genres were more hospitable to women—love stories, domestic fam-
ily dramas, screwball comedies, romantic comedies, and musicals. The most important 
genre was the women’s picture—usually domestic melodramas emphasizing a female star 
and focusing on “typical” female concerns such as getting (or holding on to) a man, raising 
children, or balancing a career with marriage. Marriage was almost invariably presented as 
the wiser choice when a woman was confronted with a conflict between her career and her 
man. Women who chose otherwise usually suffered for their folly—like the heroine of Mildred 

Pierce (11–13a). It was in such genres as these that some of the studio era’s greatest actresses 
flourished—Bette Davis, Katharine Hepburn, Claudette Colbert, Barbara  Stanwyck, Carole 
Lombard, Marlene Dietrich, and Greta Garbo, to name a few.

Today there are about two dozen women directors working in the mainstream  Hollywood 
film industry, and their presence has made a difference: The range of female roles has broad-
ened considerably since the 1960s.

Outside of North America and Europe, however, sexism is as dominant as ever, especially 
in developing countries, where the oppression of women is harshest, both in films and in the 
larger society. Women in poorer countries are often denied equal nutrition and healthcare be-
cause they are valued less than men. In southern Asia and sub-Saharan Africa, females lag 
behind males at all levels of achievement, power, and status.

The protagonists of action-

adventure films are almost 

always males, but the main 

character of this film, Katniss Everdeen 

(Lawrence), is an exception. Like the 

ancient Greek goddess Diana, Katniss is 

an expert archer and a skillful survivalist. 

The movie is a faithful adaptation of a 

best-selling novel (part of a series of 

futuristic novels aimed at teens) written 

by Suzanne Collins. Collins also wrote the screenplay, along with Billy Ray 

and director Ross. Because of its PG-13 rating, the graphic violence of the 

novel had to be muted, but the movie was still a spectacular success, grossing 

an astonishing $152.5 million for its first weekend gross receipts. Its 

worldwide grosses have exceeded $648 million, according to Hollywood.com, 

a website that compiles box-office statistics. Needless to say, there will be 

sequels, based on the other novels of the series.  (Lionsgate)

10–22d  THE HUNGER GAMES 
(U.S.A., 2012) with Jennifer Lawrence, 

directed by Gary Ross.
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Female infanticide is common in many parts of China and India, especially in rural areas. 
Traditional rituals, including female circumcision, are practiced throughout much of Africa 
and parts of the Middle East, contributing to poor reproductive health. In Africa alone, 80 mil-
lion women undergo circumcision, which involves removing a female’s clitoris, thus depriving 
her of one of the main sources of sexual pleasure. Many African cultures regard this as a “puri-
fying” practice, deadening a woman’s interest in sex. Sexual pleasure is regarded as appropriate 
only in males. Women are their sexual objects, a view not entirely foreign in the West (10–22b).

Zhang Yimou is China’s foremost film artist, 

and most of his works to date have dealt with 

the problems of women in Chinese society, both 

past and present. The beautiful Gong Li has played the 

leading roles in many of his movies. See also Feminist 

Film Theory: A Reader, edited by Sue Thornham (New 

York University Press, 1999), and Feminism and Film, 

edited by E. Ann Kaplan (Oxford University Press, 

2000), two respected anthologies.  (Era International/

Salon Films)

Set in 1938 in India, Water is the third part of 

Mehta’s trilogy—the others are Fire (1996) and 

Earth (1998)—when the country was still under 

British colonial rule. Following a Hindu  tradition of that 

era, the marriage of very young girls to older men was 

common. When the husband died, his young widow would 

often be forced to spend the remainder of her life in an 

ashram, a home for impoverished widows, where she would 

make amends for the sins of her previous life—presumably 

the cause of the husband’s death. It was also a convenient 

way of getting rid of an inconvenient female. Chuyia 

(Kariyawasam), an 8-year-old widow, is sent to such a place 

to expiate the bad karma around her dead husband, as well 

as to relieve her family of any financial burdens. Deepa 

Mehta was harshly criticized by the right-wing press of India 

for portraying Hindu traditions in a negative—if accurate—

manner.  (Echo Lake Productions) 

10–23a  RAISE THE RED LANTERN 
(China/Hong Kong, 1991) with Gong Li, 

written and directed by Zhang Yimou.

10–23b  WATER (Canada/India,

2005) with Sarala Kariyawasam (left), 

directed by Deepa Mehta.



According to the Worldwatch Institute, reproductive problems are the leading killer of 
women of childbearing age throughout the developing world. At least 1 million females die 
each year and more than 100 million suffer disabling illnesses from circumcision, unsafe abor-
tions, pregnancy complications, and childbirth. AIDS claims 100,000 women’s lives annually, 
mostly in Africa. Out of 854 million illiterate adults in the world, 543 million are women.

The status of women in most—not all—Islamic societies is deplorable. True, two women 
have even risen to the rank of prime minister in predominantly Islamic countries, but such 
examples are freak occurrences. Islamic religious codes allow a man to have up to four wives, 
which is not allowed for females. In effect, the law says that it takes four women to equal one 
man. The right to vote, drive, work, walk in public without a male family member, or even to 
receive a meaningful education are denied or curtailed in most Muslim societies, according 
to author Frida Ghitis. Where there is more education, women tend to have more rights, as in 
Jordan, Iran, Morocco, and Turkey.

The most extreme form of female oppression was in Afghanistan under the rule of the 
notorious fundamentalists, the Taliban. Prior to their takeover, 40 percent of the workforce was 
female, including over 50 percent of the teachers and physicians. The  Taliban prevented women 
from working anywhere but in the home. Girls did not attend school.

Iranian filmmakers have received considerable 

international acclaim for their sensitive portrayal of 

children. Their movies about grownups—especially 

women—are so crippled by censorship that it’s virtually 

impossible for these artists to explore mature themes without 

appearing downright silly. According to Iranian Islamic codes 

a woman can be intimate only with the immediate members 

of her family. Therefore, strict dress codes require women to 

cover their hair in public, and wear loose-fitting outer 

garments to cloak their body curves. Needless to say, realistic 

portrayals of women have suffered. Actors playing husband 

and wife cannot have any physical contact on the screen unless they’re married in real life. Even in the private 

setting of a home, female characters’ hair must remain covered, since the audience will not be intimate with the 

actress playing the part. That’s why scenes of female characters sleeping with their head scarves on, or family 

dining scenes showing women with covered hair, are commonplace in the post-revolutionary cinema. Even when 

a movie’s plot is set before the 1979 revolution, female characters’ heads still must be covered. The restrictions 

have made contemporary American or European films, with their more permissive themes and enticing looks, 

virtually impossible to import, for movie imports are entirely controlled by government censors.

 In 2010, several Iranian filmmakers, including Panahi, were harassed and persecuted by the religious 

censors, who control most of the industry. Panahi was banned from shooting movies or even writing scripts 

for twenty years—despite the fact that he is a world-class auteur who has brought international fame to the 

respected Iranian cinema. Iran’s Culture Ministry also dissolved the House of Cinema, the only independent 

film organization in the country. Their offense? The filmmakers did not follow the strict Islamic guidelines and 

politically permissible subjects sanctioned by the government. Many movies are banned in Iran for the same 

reason. Panahi defied the authorities by making This Is Not a Film in 2012. Sentenced to house arrest, Panahi 

used his home, an iPhone, and a smuggled digital camera to make a sly political commentary on the cultural 

gestapo of his native land. The movie itself was smuggled out of the country hidden inside a cake! Like many of 

his brothers and sisters in the trade, Panahi is an artist of exceptional courage and daring.  (CMI/Farabi/Ferdos)

10–23c  THE WHITE BALLOON 
(Iran, 1995) with Aida Mohammadkhani, 

 directed by Jafar Panahi.
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In Pakistan, the situation for women is often barbaric. A woman who reports that she has 
been raped is liable to be arrested for adultery or fornication—since she admits to sex outside 
of marriage—unless she can provide four male eyewitnesses to the rape. Dr. Shershah Syed, a 
prominent gynecologist in Karachi, told the New York Times: “When I treat rape victims, I tell 
the girls not to go to the police, because if she goes to the police, the police will rape her.” The 
Pakistani Human Rights Commission estimated that 70 to 90 percent of women in this coun-
try of 145 million suffer some kind of domestic violence at the hands of their husbands, fathers, 
and brothers. If these women dare to complain to the authorities—few of them do—they’re 
often told to go home and keep quiet.

The situation is even worse in Afghanistan. According to Medica Mondiale, a nonprofit 
women’s organization, an estimated 60 to 80 percent of Afghan marriages are forced. More 
than half of Afghan girls are married before they turn 16, and many of them are married to men 
several decades older. The exchange of girls to resolve a crime, debt, or household dispute is 
also common. These practices are the ultimate in women as property.

In Japan there has been a long tradition of women’s pictures that characteristically center 
on the injustices of the ubiquitous family system. Filmmakers such as Kenji  Mizoguchi and 
Mikio Naruse (10–24a), both men, specialized in women’s genres. There is an old Confucian 
adage that a female should obey her father when she is a girl, her husband when she is mature, 
and her son when she is old. This has been the prevailing view in Japan throughout most of 
its history.

The Japanese cinema abounds in female 

genres. Two great film artists excelled at 

women’s  pictures—Kenji Mizoguchi and 

Naruse. “The Naruse heroine can be seen as a 

symbol for everyone who has ever been caught 

between ideals and reality,” critic Audie Bock has 

noted. “Women alone: widows, geisha, bar 

hostesses, young women from poor families with 

poor marriage prospects—all those who are not 

favored by the traditional family system form the 

essential material of the Naruse film.” Naruse once 

commented, “From the youngest age I have 

thought that the world we live in betrays us. The 

thought still remains with me.” Feminism has had 

relatively little impact in Japan, and Naruse’s heroines—like Japanese 

women in general—rarely organize to protest their lot. As Bock has 

pointed out, Naruse’s protagonists “are outsiders, and they feel their 

exile keenly. But they do not blame society, or the system, or men in 

general for their deprivations. Naruse’s heroines accept exploitation 

by men as part of what life brings.” In this scene, an old lover of a 

retired geisha returns for a visit. She tries to remain calm, even 

though he may be her last chance for a respectable life. As it turns 

out, he has come to borrow money.  (Toho Co. )

10–24a  LATE CHRYSANTHEMUMS 
(Japan, 1954) with Haruko Sugimura and 

Ken Uehara, directed by Mikio Naruse.
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Japanese girls are brought up to believe that marriage and motherhood are the most re-
warding achievements in life; a career and economic independence are poor substitutes. Wom-
en constitute only about 20 percent of the university population, and they are still discrimi-
nated against in the job market, where they aren’t taken seriously. Women almost never hold 
upper management positions.

The divorce rate in Japan is still only about one-eighteenth of that in America, in part be-
cause older women find it virtually impossible to make a decent living wage. In  present-day 
Japan, the lot of women is improving, but they are still an oppressed group compared with their 
Western counterparts. The sympathy of filmmakers like Mizoguchi and Naruse was based not 
on sentimentality, but on hard social realities.

Despite attempts by the unsympathetic to reduce the Women’s Movement to trivialities like 
bra burning, contemporary feminists have concentrated on such fundamentals as equal pay 
for equal work, adequate prenatal care for pregnant women, domestic violence, abortion rights, 
child care, sexual harassment on the job, date rape, and female solidarity (10–25a).

Not all women filmmakers are feminists (and not all feminists are women). Lina Wertmül-
ler’s movies usually feature male protagonists (10–22a). The films of Kathryn Bigelow and 
many of those of Penny Marshall, like Big and Awakenings, are gender neutral. However, most 
women directors tend to favor female protagonists.

Feminist filmmakers—both male and female—are attempting to overcome prejudice 
through their movies by providing fresh perspectives (10–26). “What do women want?” Freud 
once asked in exasperation. Film critic Molly Haskell has answered succinctly: “We want noth-
ing less, on or off the screen, than the wide variety and dazzling diversity of male options.”

Economic desperation is the fate of many women in much of Latin 

America. In this film, the protagonist, a pregnant 17-year-old girl 

who has been deserted by her loutish boyfriend, is anxious to help 

her impoverished family. She decides to become a “mule”—a drug 

smuggler who must ingest sixty-two latex-wrapped pellets of heroin, 

destined for the United States. If one of the pellets should burst, she would 

die an agonizing death. The movie is as taut as a thriller, but photographed 

and edited as though it were a documentary.  (Fine Line Features)

10–24b  MARIA FULL OF GRACE 
(Colombia, 2004) with Catalina Sandino 

Moreno, written and  directed by  

Joshua Marston.
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Feminism was one of many liberation 

movements that rose to prominence in America 

and Europe during the 1960s. Virtually every 

powerful woman in the Hollywood film industry today 

has been influenced by the movement—not to speak 

of many male allies. Thelma & Louise explores the 

intimate bond between two best friends (pictured) 

whose weekend getaway unexpectedly takes them on 

an adventure across America. The movie explores such 

themes as marriage, work, independence, female 

bonding, and male chauvinism, often from a 

humorous perspective. Interestingly, the movie’s 

structure is indebted to two traditionally male 

genres—the buddy film and the road picture. See also 

Chick Flicks, by B. Ruby Rich (Durham, NC: Duke 

University Press, 1999).  (MGM/Pathé)

After decades of brutal civil war and clan 

warfare, after mass starvations that killed 

tens of thousands of Afghans, after a 

grinding, long, bitter guerrilla war against the 

mighty Soviet Union, after its fragile infrastructure 

was pulverized by bombs and more bombs, 

Afghanistan—or what was left of it—was taken 

over by the Taliban. Brutal, strict, and ferocious, 

these Islamic extremists gripped the country like a 

clenched iron fist. Their treatment of women was 

unbelievably cruel, though they always justified 

their restrictions as a way of “protecting” women. Over 98,000 war widows were suddenly told 

they couldn’t work out side the home to support their families. The best they could hope for 

was to be allowed to beg by the sides of the roads. Osama is about a mother whose husband 

and brother were killed in war. Forbidden to hold a job, in desperation she disguises her 

12-year-old daughter (Golbahari) as a boy so the child can support them both. The movie is 

fraught with suspense, for the terrified girl is constantly fearful of discovery, which would be 

very harshly punished. Beautifully photographed, acted, and edited, the film won the Golden 

Globe as Best Foreign Language Film.  (NHK/Barmak Films. Photo: Wahid Ramaq)

10–25a  THELMA & LOUISE 
(U.S.A., 1991) with Susan Sarandon and 

Geena Davis, directed by Ridley Scott.

10–25b  OSAMA (Afghanistan,

2003) with Marina Golbahari, written 

and directed by Siddiq Barmak.
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This film is the improbable but true 

tale of Waris Dirie, who was born in 

Somalia, Africa, earned her keep as a 

goat herder (a), and became a top fashion 

model in Europe (b). At the age of 3, she was 

forced to endure genital mutilation, also known as female 

circumcision. When she was being pressured into an arranged marriage 

at the age of 13, she fled across the desert on foot. Eventually she 

landed in London. While employed as a restaurant worker, she was 

discovered by a photographer, who introduced her to the world of high 

fashion, where she appeared as a model in ads for Chanel, L’Oreal, 

and others. After a time, she gave up modeling and became a United 

Nations ambassador, working for the abolition of female genital 

mutilation. Her autobiography became an international best seller. 

Spoken in English, Somali, and French, the film version of her story 

(with the stunning Ethiopian model Liya Kebede in the leading role) is 

an inspiring story of how a determined girl refused to remain a victim, 

and became her own woman—strong, articulate, and independent. 

(Desert Flower Filmproductions)

A number of feminist film critics have written about “the male 

gaze,” sometimes known simply as “the gaze.” The term refers 

to the voyeuristic aspects of cinema—sneaking furtive glances 

at the forbidden, the erotic. But because most filmmakers are males, 

so too is the point of view of the camera: Everyone looks at the action 

through male eyes. The gaze fixes women in postures that cater to 

male needs and fantasies rather than allowing women to express their 

own desires and the full range of their humanity. When the director is 

a woman, the gaze is often eroticized from a female point of view, 

offering us fresh perspectives on the battle between the sexes. Becky 

Sharp, the heroine of Thackeray’s nineteenth-century English novel, 

Vanity Fair, is a calculating, manipulative social climber, determined to 

enter the world of the rich and powerful no matter what the cost. This 

movie version is more sympathetic, more feminist: Becky is portrayed 

as a shrewd exploiter of the British class system, which is male-

dominated, imperialistic, and hostile to women. A gutsy, clever woman 

like Becky (Witherspoon) clearly deserves to triumph over such a rigid 

and corrupt social system.  (Focus Features/Mirabai Films)

10–26a & b  DESERT FLOWER 
(Britain/Germany/Austria, 2009) 

directed by Sherry Hormann.

10–26c Publicity photo of Reese 
Witherspoon in VANITY FAIR (Britain,

2004) directed by Mira Nair.
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Queer Cinema

The Gay Liberation Movement drew much of its inspiration from other revolutionary groups 
of the 1960s, especially feminism and the Black Liberation Movement. There was a difference, 
however. Whereas women and people of color could not pretend to be “the other,” most homo-
sexuals could pass for straight. They often did—and still do—because of the social prejudice 
against them. Hence the phrase “in the closet”—when a gay person conceals his or her sexual 
identity from the outside world and passes for straight.

Sexual researchers are by no means in agreement on what causes homosexuality.  Following 
the lead of Freud, such researchers as Kinsey and Masters and Johnson regard all sexual behav-
ior as learned, not innate. Freud believed that the libido—sexual energy—is nondiscrimina-
tory, amoral, and channeled by social conventions. In short, we have to learn what’s “normal” 
sexually. Other researchers believe that homosexuality is inborn, like other genetic characteris-
tics. Recent medical findings on the structure of the brain tend to support a physiological basis 
for homosexuality.

Both groups agree that gender identity is formed before puberty, before a person has any 
conscious sense of his or her sexuality. Hard-core heterosexuals who view lesbians and gays as 
“not natural” are missing the point, these researchers insist. A person’s same-gender  orientation 
is not something he or she chooses. Rather, it chooses them. Their  sexuality is as natural to 
them as that of heterosexuals.

The Kinsey Institute has found that homosexuality is more  widespread than is generally 
believed. In a variety of scientific surveys, researchers have estimated that roughly 10 percent of 
the American population is homosexual. A much larger percentage—as high as 33 percent—
have had at least one homosexual experience. Many commentators believe that sexual labels 
are convenient fictions, that all of us have our masculine and feminine sides.

“The big lie about lesbians and gay men is that we do not exist,” noted film historian Vito 
Russo. Because of their long history of persecution, homosexuals until the 1960s kept a low 
profile. A hundred years ago, homosexuality was punishable by death in Britain. In many soci-
eties, it is still a prisonable offense, even between consenting adults. The Nazis incarcerated in 
concentration camps hundreds of thousands of homosexuals along with Jews, gypsies, Slavs, 
and other “undesirables.”

Homosexuality is commonplace in the arts and entertainment fields, where it’s not re-
garded as relevant to talent. Bisexuality is even more common. In the larger society, however, 
the hostility toward gays has been so strong that most artists—especially  actors—have gone to 
considerable lengths to conceal their sexual identity. Bisexual film stars like Marlene Dietrich, 
Cary Grant, Katharine Hepburn, and James Dean were regarded as straight in their own day. 
Very few people outside of show business knew that  Montgomery Clift and Rock Hudson 
(10–27b) were gay. Such public knowledge would undermine their credibility as romantic 
leading men, they believed.

Of course, this secrecy also made them easy prey to blackmail—one of the main reasons 
militant gays insist on the need to acknowledge their sexuality publicly. Interestingly, androgy-
nous traits in such female stars as Dietrich, Garbo, and Mae West seemed to make them popu-
lar, but seldom were male stars allowed any sexual ambiguity on the screen.

Homophobia, like racism and sexism, was widespread in the cinema until recently. Gay 
men were characteristically stereotyped as “sissies” and “pansies.” Lesbians were portrayed as 
mannish “bull dykes.” There were some exceptions, however, most notably in the avant-garde 
cinema and the pre-Nazi German cinema of the 1920s. In the 1970s and after, the films of Fran-
çois Truffaut featured characters who happen to be gay but don’t make a big deal out of it.

The bisexual writer Gore Vidal, who wrote several Hollywood screenplays, stated, “As for 
overt homosexuality in pre-1960 films, it was not attempted and not  possible . . . but subtexts 
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Dietrich came of age during the heady 1920s 

in Berlin, which was then the sexiest, most 

tolerant city in Europe. Her open bisexuality 

created something of a scandal when she first arrived 

in Hollywood, but filmmakers often exploited her 

ambiguous sexuality with great success. Her career 

spanned an amazing six decades. She was 48 when 

she made this movie, and as this photo irrefutably 

documents, the famous Dietrich gams still looked 

sensational.  (Paramount Pictures)

Throughout most of his lengthy career, Rock 

Hudson was an action/adventure hero, a 

romantic leading man, and a deft light 

comedian (pictured). His striking good looks and 

masculine manner made him a favorite with both 

women and men. Within the film industry, it was 

common knowledge that Hudson was gay, but he was 

well liked in Hollywood, and the public for the most 

part was unaware of his  sexual identity—until he 

contracted AIDS. When he finally went public with his 

illness shortly before his death in 1985, he created a 

new sympathetic climate of opinion in the United 

States. Americans finally began to take the AIDS 

epidemic seriously. Even in our own time, many actors 

remain closeted because of widespread homophobia 

among the public. Rupert Everett, a British actor of 

stage, screen, and television, who publicly 

acknowledged his homosexuality as a young man, said 

recently: “I would not advise any gay actor to go public 

if he was really thinking of his career.” In the live theater, Everett has not 

suffered any discrimination, but his roles in film have been almost exclusively 

as gay characters. See also Steven Paul Davies, Out at the Movies (Harpenden, 

England: Kamera, 2008), an in-depth look at homosexuality in the cinema 

from The Wizard of Oz to Brokeback Mountain. (Universal Pictures)

10–27a  A FOREIGN AFFAIR 
(U.S.A., 1948) with Marlene Dietrich, 

directed by Billy Wilder.

10–27b  PILLOW TALK (U.S.A., 1959) 

with Doris Day and Rock Hudson, directed 

by Michael Gordon.
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In more recent times, a number of actors have 

publicly come out of the closet, most notably  

Sir Ian McKellen, one of Britain’s most celebrated 

Shakespearean actors. He has performed on  radio and 

television, in movies, and on stage. He has won a Tony on 

Broadway, and has been nominated several times for Oscars 

and Emmys. He usually plays heterosexuals, usually with 

great distinction. His most famous role is probably as the 

wizard Gandalf in The Lord of the Rings trilogy. McKellen is 

a leading gay activist, outspoken and witty. He said recently 

about coming out in 1988: “I’ve had enough of being a gay 

icon! Since I came out, I keep getting all these parts and  

my career’s taken off. I want a quiet life. I’m going back  

into the closet. But I can’t get back into the closet, because 

it’s absolutely jam-packed full of other actors.”  (New Line/

Saul Zaentz/Wing Nut. Photo: Pierre Vinet)

Queer cinema was a term coined by (mostly) gay film artists and critics in 

the 1990s. But you don’t have to be gay to belong. For example, all the 

major talent of this movie was heterosexual, and proud of it. Nor was 

the picture marketed to a narrow niche audience. The movie was a surprise 

mainstream success, grossing over $165 million worldwide. It became a cultural 

phenomenon, providing a seemingly inexhaustible source of material for 

late-night comedians (who referred to it as “the gay cowboy movie”) as well as 

countless op-ed commentaries by cultural journalists. It was the most critically 

and commercially successful movie ever to deal with the subject of 

homosexuality. The picture was the recipient of many honors, including twelve 

Academy Award nominations. It received universally favorable reviews and won 

many prizes, including a Best Director Oscar for Ang Lee and one for Best 

Adapted Screenplay for Larry McMurtry and Diana Ossana.  (Focus Features)

10–27c  BROKEBACK MOUNTAIN 
(U.S.A., 2005) with Jake Gyllenhaal and 

Heath Ledger, directed by Ang Lee.

10–28  THE LORD OF THE RINGS: 
THE FELLOWSHIP OF THE RING 
(U.S.A., 2002) with Ian McKellen and Elijah 

Wood, directed by  Peter Jackson.
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did occasionally insert themselves.” Vidal was referring to movies that seem heterosexual on 
the surface, but homosexual undertones are implied. No one says outright that the characters 
played by Elisha Cook, Jr., and Peter Lorre in The Maltese Falcon are gay, but the film is strewn 
with hints to that effect. Other movies with gay subtexts include Queen Christina, Ben-Hur

(both versions), Gilda, The Outlaw, Rope, Rebel Without a Cause, Strangers on a Train, Spartacus, 

Mean Streets, Midnight Cowboy (10–30a), and most buddy films.
After the 1960s, movies dealing overtly with gay themes became more common,  especially 

in America and Europe. In part this was because the old Production Code, the Hollywood 
film industry’s censorship arm, was scrapped in favor of the present-day rating system. Many 

One of the most original same-sex married 

couples on film, Nic (Bening) and Jules 

(Moore) are totally committed to each other 

and their two teenaged children. Well, nearly totally 

committed. Each woman gave birth to one of their 

kids, thanks to the same anonymous sperm donor, 

who turns out to be Paul, a chef (Ruffalo). When the 

children are curious about their biological father, 

they look him up, and he becomes friends with the 

family. Soon, there’s trouble in paradise. The movie 

is funny, bittersweet, and ultimately reaffirming. It 

turns out that there’s a lot more to human sexuality 

than the labels, “gay” and “straight.”  (Mandalay)

Like many gay artists, Almodóvar has demonstrated great 

insight into the complexities of the female psyche. In this 

Oscar-winning movie, he is able to show women in their 

infinite variety—passionate, tough, sexy, loyal, funny, vulnerable, 

endearing, resilient, and altogether fabulous. He also pays homage 

to two great American works of art—the Joseph Mankiewicz film 

All About Eve and the Tennessee Williams drama A Streetcar Named 

Desire—both of them iconic works in gay  culture.  (El Deseo S.A. /

Renn Productions/France 2 Cinema. Photo: Teresa Isasi)

10–29a  THE KIDS ARE ALL RIGHT 
(U.S.A., 2010) with (left side) Annette 

Bening, Julianne Moore, Josh Hutcherson, 

(right) Mark Ruffalo and Mia Wasikowska; 

directed by Lisa Cholodenko.

10–29b Publicity photo of Pedro Almodóvar and 
his fabulous babes: (center row, from left to right) 
Marisa Paredes, Penélope Cruz,  Cecilia Roth, (back 
row) Candela Peña, Rosa María Sardá, and  Antonia 
San Juan, in ALL ABOUT MY MOTHER (Spain, 1999)

written and  directed by Almodóvar.
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Sometimes there’s a homoerotic subtext in 

movies that superficially appear to be about 

friendship. The scruffy, ill-matched main 

characters of this movie often vent their virulent 

homophobic prejudices. Yet there’s an odd tenderness 

that develops between them, a kind of loving bond. 

Not a hint of anything physical, of course. Well, 

maybe a hint. But that’s all.  (United Artists)

This cheerfully outrageous comedy about three lip-synch 

performers (two drag queens and a transsexual) is a 

quintessential example of campy humor, demonstrating 

the eternal adage that yes, “good taste is timeless.” See also 

The Politics and Poetics of Camp, by Morris Meyer (London: 

Routledge, 1994).  (Polygram. Photo: Elise Lockwood)

10–30a  MIDNIGHT COWBOY 
(U.S.A., 1969) with Jon Voight and Dustin 

Hoffman, directed by John Schlesinger.

10–30b  THE ADVENTURES OF 
PRISCILLA, QUEEN OF THE DESERT 
(Australia, 1994) with Guy Pearce, Terence 

Stamp, and Hugo Weaving; written and 

directed by Stephan Elliott.



of these movies portrayed gays as deeply neurotic, sex-obsessed, and self-loathing. Often they 
ended with the gay character committing suicide. Nonetheless, such important movies as Dog

Day Afternoon, Cabaret, Another Country, Sunday Bloody Sunday, My Beautiful Laundrette, 

Working Girls, Performance, La Cage aux Folles, Mona Lisa, Longtime Companion, Philadelphia,

and many of the works of  Germany’s Rainer Werner Fassbinder and Spain’s Pedro Almodóvar 
are multidimensional in their treatment of gay characters.

The camp sensibility is especially associated with the culture of male homosexuals, though 
it’s not their exclusive province. Heterosexual Johnny Depp enjoys inserting campy touches in 
his performances, especially in the Pirates of the Caribbean series. Female heterosexuals like 
Mae West, Carol  Burnett, and Bette Midler are strongly campy in their work. Nor is it neces-
sarily typical of all male gays. For example, Eisenstein, Murnau, Jean Vigo, and George Cukor 
were all homosexuals, but there’s nothing campy about their movies. (Well, perhaps Cukor’s 
The Women.) Pedro Almodóvar is the supreme master of the camp sensibility in such contem-
porary social comedies as Matador, Women on the Verge of a Nervous Breakdown, and All About 

My Mother (10–29b).
Comic mockery is a pervasive trait in camp movies, especially when it involves  anything 

bizarre and outrageous, like the characters in the cult classic The Rocky Horror  Picture Show

(6–25). Camp delights in artistic excess, anything artificial, kitschy, and florid—like Carmen 
Miranda’s garish banana dance in The Gang’s All Here, choreographed by a grand master of 
camp, Busby Berkeley.

Camp frequently uses theatrical metaphors: role-playing, hammy performances, and life-
as-theater comparisons, like Sonia Braga’s “tormented heroine” in Kiss of the Spider Woman.

Lavishly gaudy costumes and sets—anything in really bad taste—are also campy (10–30b). 
Camp favors certain female stars as cult idols, especially plastic performers like Joan Crawford 
and Lana Turner, whose glossy women’s pictures were originally intended to be taken seriously. 
These martyrs love not wisely but too well. They suffer. They survive. But mostly they suffer. 
And they do it all in glitzy designer clothes and sumptuously appointed dwellings.

Analyzing a film’s portrayal of key social 

institutions like the family is a useful entry 

into the movie’s ideological underpinnings. 

Cinderella Man is based on the true story of Jim 

Braddock, an American boxing champion during the 

Great Depression of the 1930s. A gentle, loving man, 

he fought out of desperation, to feed his family 

during a time of great trouble and hardship. In the 

process, he became a national hero to millions of 

people, a symbol of grace under pressure. The movie 

solidly endorses the family as a pillar of strength, 

love, and comfort.  (Miramax/Universal Pictures. 

Photo: George Kraychyk)
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10–31  CINDERELLA MAN 
(U.S.A., 2000) with Russell Crowe, 

 directed by Ron Howard.
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Tone
A movie’s tone refers to its manner of presentation, the general atmosphere that a filmmaker 
creates through his or her attitude toward the dramatic materials. Tone can strongly affect our 
responses to a given set of values. Tone can also be elusive in movies, especially in those works 
in which it deliberately shifts from scene to scene.

The tone of this film is tense and suspenseful, in 

part because the movie was shot in real time, thus 

increasing the urgency of the dramatic conflict. The 

picture was also shot with no official permits from the cultural 

gestapo, which would almost certainly never allow such a 

controversial subject to be filmed. The main character is a 

college student who becomes pregnant after having an affair 

with her astronomy professor. When he refuses to marry her, 

she must take desperate measures to maintain her viability as a 

potential mate in this deeply conservative Muslim society. The 

professor sets up a secret meeting with a back-alley doctor who 

offers to solve her problem in addition to “restitching” her 

sexual organs, thus in effect re-virginizing her, at least in the 

eyes of the outside world. What follows is horrifying and appalling, a sad instance 

of how the religious police crush the souls of anyone who dares to violate the 

commandments of Official Morality.  (Ali Zamani Esmati Productions)

British culture, both popular and elite, 

has long been intensely class-conscious. 

This movie, a faithful adaptation of Ian 

McEwan’s celebrated best-selling novel, explores 

an inconvenient love affair between a wealthy 

sophisticate (Knightley) and the penniless son of 

the family’s housekeeper (McAvoy). The story is 

set in the period just before, during, and after 

World War II. Prior to the war, Britain was still a 

major world power; after the war, it had lost 

much of its international clout. The doomed love 

affair gets lost in the ashes of war, another 

casualty in the conflagration.  (Focus Features) 

10–32a  THE ORION (Iran,

2010) directed by Zamani Esmati.

10–32b  ATONEMENT 
(Britain, 2007) with James McAvoy and 

Keira Knightley, directed by Joe Wright.
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The tone of this movie—like that of most 

screwball comedies—is zany, silly, and fun. 

Grant plays an absentminded professor 

type whose absorption in his work is so obsessive 

that he neglects other important facets of his 

life—especially excitement and romance. These 

are provided by a high-spirited, flighty heroine 

(Hepburn) who reduces her swain to a state of 

thralldom. No one was funnier than Grant in 

conveying the impotent exasperation of the polite 

male who does try to be understanding. His scenes 

are profuse in rituals of masculine humiliation, in 

which he’s virtually (and sometimes literally) 

stripped of his stodgy identity.  (RKO)

Even before a movie is seen on the big screen, 

its tone is established by its publicity 

emphasis, its cast, and its title. This picture’s 

playful, glamorous tone is captured by this poster 

photo of its two romantic leads. They exchange wry, 

suspicious glances as their sleek bodies lean against 

each other. The title is ironic, colloquial, and 

fun-sounding.  (Paramount Pictures)

10–33a  BRINGING UP BABY 
(U.S.A., 1938) with Cary Grant and 

Katharine Hepburn, directed by 

Howard Hawks.

10–33b Publicity photo of Kate 
Hudson and Matthew McConaughey 
in HOW TO LOSE A GUY IN 10 DAYS 
(U.S.A., 2003) directed by Donald Petrie.



In movies like David Lynch’s Blue Velvet, for example, we can never be sure of what to make 
of the events, because Lynch’s tone is sometimes mocking, other times bizarre, and occasionally 
terrifying. In one scene, an innocent high school girl (Laura Dern)  recounts to her boyfriend 
(Kyle MacLachlan) a dream she had about a perfect world. With her blonde hair radiating with 
halo lighting, she seems almost angelic. In the background, we hear organ music emanating 
from a church. The music and lighting subtly mock her naiveté as a form of stupidity.

The tone of a film is not always easy to pinpoint, and sometimes it can 

shift considerably even within the same movie. For example, the tone of

The Descendants is constantly veering toward comedy, even though the 

picture’s subject matter is adultery and marital betrayal—not exactly knee-

slappers. Clooney is a master of shifting tones, from pathos to farce, without 

breaking the illusion of reality. Often compared with Cary Grant, who was also a 

gifted comedian as well as a dramatic performer, Clooney enjoys trashing his 

movie star good looks and nothing delights him more than making a fool of 

himself on camera.

 Unlike Grant, who rarely lent his prestige to further social causes, Clooney is 

famous for his humanitarian work, especially for the cause of South Sudanese 

independence. Composed primarily of Christians, the Southern Sudanese were 

constantly attacked and harassed by the militant Islamic North. Clooney used 

his star power to publicize these genocidal atrocities. He traveled to Sudan 

(sometimes with his activist father, journalist Nick Clooney), accompanied by 

members of the press. Clooney spoke before the United Nations, championing 

the cause of South Sudan. He even set up his own satellite to monitor 

compliance with the peace deal brokered by the U.N. “We’ve had incredible 

success in photographing mass atrocities,” Clooney said. “We’ve found mass 

graves when they were trying to quickly bury them. We have photographs of 

tanks and helicopters and planes where there was supposed to be just tribal 

fighting. We’ve been able to give these to the U.N.,” the actor explained. “The 

referendum would not have taken place without his involvement,” a Sudanese 

refugee said, referring to the division of the two regions into separate countries. 

“He saved millions of lives.”  (Ad Hominem/Fox Searchlight)

10–34  THE DESCENDANTS (U.S.A.,

2011) with George Clooney and Shailene 

Woodley, directed by Alexander Payne.
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A film’s tone can be orchestrated in a number of ways. Acting styles strongly affect our 
response to a given scene. In The Orion (10–32a), for example, the tone is objective, matter-of-
fact. The acting style by the largely nonprofessional cast is scrupulously realistic. They don’t 
exaggerate the desperation of their situation with heightened emotional fervor.

Genre also helps determine a film’s tone. Epic films are generally presented with a dignified, 
larger-than-life importance, as in The Searchers (10–3a) or October (10–6). The best thrillers 
are usually tough, mean, and hard-boiled, like Double Indemnity (1–17a) and The Grifters

(2–19b). In comedies, the tone is generally flip, playful, and even silly.
A voice-over narrator can be useful for setting a tone that’s different from an objective 

presentation of a scene, creating a double perspective on the events. Voice-overs can be ironic, 
as in Sunset Boulevard (5–30a); sympathetic, as in Dances With Wolves (10–13b); paranoid, as 
in Taxi Driver (6–12); or cynical as in A Clockwork Orange (5–8a), which is narrated by a thug.

Music is a common way to establish a movie’s tone. A music track consisting primarily of 
rock ’n’ roll will be very different in tone from a picture that’s accompanied by Mozart or Ray 
Charles. In Spike Lee’s Jungle Fever, the Italian American scenes are accompanied by the bal-
lads of Frank Sinatra; the African American scenes are underscored by gospel and soul music.

Without taking a film’s tone into account, a mechanistic analysis of its ideological values 
can be misleading. For example, Howard Hawks’s Bringing Up Baby (10–33a) might be inter-
preted as a leftist critique of a decadent society. Set in the final years of the Great Depression, 
the movie deals with the desperate schemes of an idle society woman (Katharine Hepburn) in 
luring a dedicated scientist (Cary Grant) away from his work—to join her in amorous frolic. 
This is hardly a goal that would be applauded by most leftists, who tend to disapprove of 
frivolous play.

But the movie’s tone says otherwise. In the first place, the Grant character is engaged to be 
married to a prim, sexless associate who is utterly devoid of humor. She regards their work as 
all-important—even to the exclusion of taking a honeymoon or eventually having children. 
She is the Work Ethic incarnate. Enter the Hepburn character—flighty, beautiful, and rich. 
Once she discovers that Grant is about to be married, she determines that only she must have 
him and she contrives a series of ruses to lure him away from his fiancée. Hepburn’s character 
is exciting and exasperating—but fun. Grant is forced to shed his stodgy demeanor merely to 
keep up with her desperate antics. She proves to be his salvation, and they are united at the 
film’s conclusion. Clearly, they are made for each other.

In short, the charm of Hawks’s screwball comedy lies precisely in what critic Robin Wood 
described as “the lure of irresponsibility.” The middle-class work ethic is portrayed as joyless—
as dry as the fossil bones that Grant and his fiancée have devoted their lives to.

Is the film devoid of ideology? Certainly not. During the 1930s, there were many American 
movies that dealt with the style and glamour of the rich, who were often portrayed as eccentric 
and good-hearted. Hawks’s film is very much in this tradition. The hardships of the Depression 
are not even alluded to in the movie, and the film’s settings—expensive  nightclubs, swanky 
apartments, gracious country homes—are precisely what audiences of that era craved in order 
to forget about the Depression.

But the movie is not overtly political. The emphasis is on the charisma of the leading play-
ers and the madcap adventures they pursue. The luxurious lifestyle of the heroine  enhances 
her appeal, and the fact that she doesn’t have a job (nor seem to want one) is simply not rel-
evant. Bringing Up Baby is a comedy and a love story, not a social critique.

The ideologies outlined in this chapter are conceptual models that can be helpful in un-
derstanding what a given movie seems to be saying (consciously or unconsciously) in terms 
of values. But they are merely formulas and clichés unless they seem relevant to our emotional 
experience of a movie.

In analyzing a film’s ideology, we need to determine its degree of explicitness. If the values are 
implicit, how do we differentiate the good guys from the bad? Do the stars embody ideological 
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values or were the actors cast precisely because they don’t convey a ready-made set of moral 
assumptions? Are the cinematic techniques ideologically weighted—the mise en scène, the 
editing, costumes, décor, dialects? Is the protagonist a spokesperson for the filmmaker? How 
do you know? Is the protagonist primarily a leftist, centrist, or rightist? What cultural values 
are embodied in the film? What role—if any—does religion play? Are there any ethnic values 
present? What about sexual politics? How are women portrayed? Any gay characters? Does the 
movie adhere to the genre’s usual conventions or are they subverted? What is the film’s tone? 
Does the tone reinforce or mock the values of the characters?
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King Kong (U.S.A., 2005)

Surely there are no hard and fast rules: It all 

depends on how it’s done.

Pauline Kael, Film Critic

! Name the three categories of 

people who critique movies, and 

list the three areas of inquiry on 

which critics and theorists focus 

their attention.

! List the five ideological 

characteristics and six stylistic 

features of the neorealist style  

of film.

! Describe how formalist film 

theories approach space, time, and 

reality in film.

! Explain what makes an auteur, 

and describe how auteur theory 

revolutionized film criticism.

! Identify what it means to be an 

eclectic critic, and describe the 

benefits and faults of an eclectic 

approach to film criticism.

! Summarize the techniques of 

structuralism and semiology, and 

explain their relation to various 

scientific disciplines.

! Define historiography and outline 

the four types of film history.

Learning Objectives

(Universal Pictures/Wing Nut)

CRITIQUE 11
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This chapter devotes itself to how film critics and  theorists have responded to movies—how 
they evaluate them and how they place them in a wider intellectual context. People who cri-
tique movies fall into three general classes:

1. Reviewers are generally journalists who describe the contents and general tone of a 
movie, with only incidental emphasis on aesthetic evaluation. Often such writers point 
out whether a given film is suitable for children or not.

2. Critics are also journalists for the most part, but their emphasis is more on evaluation 
than on mere content description. Nationally known film critics can have considerable 
influence on the commercial success or failure of a given movie.

3. Theorists are usually professional academics, often the authors of books on how mov-
ies can be studied on a more philosophical level.

Most theorists are concerned with the wider context of the medium—its social and politi-
cal implications. Theorists have also explored the essential nature of cinema—what differenti-
ates it from other art forms, what its basic properties are. For the most part, film theory has 
been dominated by Europeans, especially the French and British. The tradition of criticism in 
the United States has been less theoretical and more pragmatic in its thrust. In recent times, 
however, American movie critics have shown a greater interest in the theoretical implications of 
the medium, though the bias in favor of practical criticism remains strong.

Theory is the handmaiden of art, not vice 

versa. Movies can be explored from a variety 

of theoretical perspectives, each with its own 

set of values and parameters of inquiry. Your 

theoretical orientation will depend in large part on 

what you’re looking for. For example, The Maltese 

Falcon can be placed in at least seven theoretical 

contexts: (1) An auteur critic would regard it as a 

typical Huston film. (2) It could also be analyzed as 

a Bogart vehicle, exploiting and expanding the star’s 

iconography. (3) An industry historian would place 

the picture within its commercial context—as a 

superior example of the Warner Brothers product of 

this era. (4) A genre theorist would be interested in 

it as a classic example of the detective thriller, and 

one of the first of the so-called deadly female 

pictures that were so popular in the United States 

during the 1940s. (5) A theorist interested in the relationship of movies to 

literature might focus on Huston’s script, based on Dashiell Hammett’s 

celebrated novel of the same title. (6) A stylistic critic would analyze the 

picture within the context of film noir, an important style in the American 

cinema of the 1940s. (7) A Marxist might interpret the movie as a parable 

on greed, an implicit condemnation of the vices of capitalism. Each 

theoretical grid charts a different cinematic topography.  (Warner Bros. )

11–1a  THE MALTESE FALCON 
(U.S.A., 1941) with Humphrey Bogart, Peter 

Lorre, Mary Astor, and Sydney Greenstreet; 

directed by John Huston.



Masterpiece is a term that’s too loosely 

used by some film critics, yet it’s an 

undeniably useful concept, signifying 

an artistic work of the highest value. 

Responsible film critics are reluctant to call a 

recently released movie a masterpiece because 

generally a film must survive the test of time in 

order to qualify. For example, On the 

Waterfront is almost universally regarded as a 

masterpiece. Who decides whether a movie is 

great or not? Generally, influential film critics, 

film festival judges, industry leaders, and other 

professionals who are widely respected for 

their taste and judgment. Of course no one is 

obliged to agree with them. What makes a movie a masterpiece? Usually, 

significant innovations in subject matter or style, or both. Also, a richness 

and complexity in the treatment of characters and story.  Often a 

masterpiece provides us with a valuable insight of some kind, a revelation of 

the human condition. But in the end, masterpiece is a subjective term. Film 

critics and scholars are by no means in total agreement about what movies 

are masterpieces and what movies aren’t. Such commentators often refer to 

“the canon”—that is, a loose consensus of individual films that are widely 

regarded as privileged works, superior to the rest. In other words, a 

collection of masterpieces.  (Columbia Pictures)

Virtually any movie, even one so original and brilliant as 

Last Tango, contains scenes that just don’t work, or 

feature  embarrassing lapses in taste or execution. In this 

film, the central character (Schneider) is engaged to a young 

filmmaker who seems very lightweight compared to her  secret 

lover (Brando), whom she meets for anonymous, passionate sex 

in a rented apartment. The subplot about the filmmaker is 

shallow and conventional, but the story about her secret lover is 

fascinating. Thematically rich and complex, Last Tango is about 

sex and love and the differences between them. “I didn’t make an 

erotic film,” Bertolucci  explained, “only a film about eroticism.” 

His main concern in the movie is to show how sex is used to 

satisfy subconscious needs that are only superficially related to 

sex: “Things are ‘erotic’ only before relationships develop,” he 

pointed out. “The strongest erotic moments in a relationship are 

always at the beginning, since relationships are born from animal 

instincts. But every sexual relationship is condemned. It is 

condemned to lose its purity, its animal nature. Sex becomes an 

instrument for saying other things.” Sex can morph into love, 

which is a lot more complicated.  (PEA)

11–1b  ON THE WATERFRONT 
(U.S.A., 1954) with Eva Marie Saint and 

Marlon Brando,  directed by Elia Kazan.

11–1c  LAST TANGO IN PARIS 
(Italy/France, 1972) with Maria Schneider 

and Marlon Brando, directed by  

Bernardo Bertolucci.
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A theory is an intellectual grid, a set of aesthetic generalizations, not eternal verities. Some 
theories are more useful than others in understanding specific movies. No single theory can 
explain them all. For this reason, recent developments in the field have stressed an eclectic ap-
proach, synthesizing a variety of strategies.

Traditionally, critics and theorists have focused their attention on three areas of inquiry: 
(1) the work of art, (2) the artist, and (3) the audience. Those who have stressed the work of art 
have explored the inner dynamics of movies—how they communicate, the language systems 
they use. Film theorists can be divided into realists and formalists, just as filmmakers tend to 
favor one style or the other. The most important artist-oriented approach is the auteur theory,
the belief that a movie is best understood by  focusing on its artistic creator, presumably the 
director. Structuralism and semiology were the dominant theories after 1970, and both tend to 
emphasize a synthetic approach, combining such concerns as genre, authorship, style, iconog-
raphy, social context, and ideology. In the area of historiography—the theoretical assumptions 
underlying film history—recent trends have also emphasized an integrated  approach.

A serious problem of film criticism is its 

inadequate response to comedy, which has 

always occupied a déclassé status among most 

critics and scholars. True, a few comic geniuses have 

been allowed into the rarefied enclaves of Parnassus—

Chaplin, Billy Wilder, Woody Allen, a few others—but 

in general, comic artists continue to occupy a stepchild 

status in the snootier branches of film criticism. Brilliant 

comic artists like Will Ferrell have produced an 

impressive body of work (in television as well as film), 

but for the most part, Ferrell’s work has been valued 

more by the public than the critical establishment, for 

his movies have enjoyed good box-office returns. Blades 

of Glory, a sports film parody, delights in spoofing the 

haughty divas—both male and female—of figure 

skating. As might be expected, the film is profuse in 

crotch jokes. Ferrell was awarded the prestigious Mark 

Twain Prize for American Humor in 2011. The ceremony 

was held at the Kennedy Center in Washington, D.C., 

before a large audience of friends, family, and important 

dignitaries. While he was handed a bronze-colored bust 

of Twain, Ferrell began his acceptance speech: “As I stare 

at this magnificent bust of Mark Twain, I’m reminded of how humbled I am to receive 

such an honor and how I vow to take very special care of it.” While he was talking, the 

statue slipped from his hands and fell to the floor, splintering into a thousand pieces as 

the audience gasped in horror. Of course, the dropped statue was a joke on the audience. 

The real statue was safely stowed backstage.  (Dreamworks. Photo: Suzanne Hanover)

11–1d  BLADES OF GLORY (U.S.A.,

2007) with Jon Heder and Will Ferrell, 

directed by Josh Gordon and Will Speck.
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Theories of Realism

Most theories of realism emphasize the documentary aspects of film art. Movies are evalu-
ated primarily in terms of how accurately they reflect external reality. The camera is regarded 
as essentially a recording mechanism rather than an expressive medium in its own right. The 
subject matter is paramount in the cinema of realism; technique its discreetly transparent 
handmaiden. As we have seen in the case of André Bazin (Chapter 4), most theories of real-
ism have a moral and ethical bias and are often rooted in the values of Islamic, Christian, and 
Marxist humanism.

Realist theorists like Cesare Zavattini and Siegfried Kracauer believed that cinema is es-
sentially an extension of photography and shares with it a pronounced affinity for recording 
the visible world around us (11–2a). Unlike other art forms, photography and cinema tend 
to leave the raw materials of reality more or less intact. There is a minimum of interference 
and manipulation on the artist’s part, for film is not an art of invention so much as an art of  
“being there.”

Roberto Rossellini’s Open City (11–2b) inaugurated the Italian neorealist movement, one 
of the triumphs of the cinema of realism. The movie deals with the collaboration of Catholics 
and Communists in fighting the Nazi occupation of Rome shortly before the American army 
liberated the city. Technically, the film is rather crude. Good-quality film stock was impossible 
to obtain, so Rossellini had to use inferior newsreel stock. Nevertheless, the technical flaws and 
the resultant grainy images convey a sense of journalistic immediacy and authenticity. (Many 
neorealists began their careers as journalists, and Rossellini himself began as a documentarist.) 

Police stories, thrillers, stories of 

contemporary urban life—all these 

genres tend to favor realism as a style. 

Realism insists that truth lies on the surface of 

life, and the function of the artist is to mirror 

this surface accurately, without bias or 

distortion. Realism is especially effective in 

revealing the darker side of human nature. 

Sentimentality, wishful thinking, and glib 

certainties about right and wrong are regarded 

as a kind of moral virginity. A Screaming Man is a fictionalized tale of 

revolutionary change in the African country of Chad, where rebels are battling 

the government, and civil war seems inevitable. The film, which is harshly 

realistic in its portrayal of violent social upheaval, won the Jury Prize at the 

Cannes Film Festival. Haroun left Chad during the civil war of the 1980s and 

relocated to France. Much of what is included in this film is based on his 

experiences during that violent era in his native country.  (Pili Films)

11–2a  A SCREAMING MAN 
(France/Belgium/Chad, 2010) written and 

directed by Mahamat-Saleh Haroun.
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Virtually all the movie was shot at actual locations, and there are many exterior shots in which 
no additional lights were used. With the exception of the principal players, the actors were 
nonprofessionals. The structure of the movie is episodic—a series of vignettes showing the 
reactions of Roman citizens to the German occupation.

Open City is saturated with a sense of unrelenting honesty. “This is the way things are,” 
Rossellini is said to have declared after the film premiered. The statement became the motto 
of the neorealist movement. The film provided a rallying point for an entire generation of 
Italian filmmakers whose creative talents had been stifled by the repressive Fascist regime of 
the prewar era. Within the next few years, there followed an astonishing series of movies that 
catapulted the Italians into the front ranks of the international cinema. The major filmmak-
ers of the movement were Rossellini, Luchino Visconti, and Vittorio De Sica and his frequent 
scriptwriter Cesare Zavattini.

There are considerable differences between these men, and even between their early and 
later works. Furthermore, neorealism implied a style as well as an ideology. Rossellini empha-
sized the ethical dimension: “For me, Neorealism is above all a moral position from which to 
look at the world. It then became an aesthetic position, but at the beginning it was moral.” 
De Sica, Zavattini, and Visconti also stressed morality as the touchstone of neorealism.

The main ideological characteristics of the movement can be summarized as follows: (1) 
a new democratic spirit, with emphasis on the value of ordinary people such as laborers, 
peasants, and factory workers; (2) a compassionate point of view and a refusal to make facile 
moral judgments; (3) a preoccupation with Italy’s Fascist past and its aftermath of wartime 

The torture scenes of this famous 

Resistance film were so realistic that 

they were cut out of some prints. In 

this episode, a Nazi S.S. officer applies a 

blowtorch to the body of a Communist partisan in an effort to force him to reveal 

the names of his comrades in the underground. The Crucifixion allusion is deliberate, 

even though the character is a nonbeliever. It parallels the death of another partisan, 

a Catholic priest, who is executed by a military firing squad. The French critic André 

Bazin was a  champion of Italian neorealism, applauding its moral fervor even more 

than its technical restraint. “Is not neorealism primarily a kind of humanism, and 

only secondarily a style of filmmaking?” he asked.  (Excelsa Film)
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11–2b  OPEN CITY (Italy, 1945) 

with Marcello Pagliero, directed by 

Roberto Rossellini.
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devastation, poverty, unemployment, prostitution, and the black market; (4) a blending of 
Christian and Marxist humanism; and (5) an emphasis on emotions rather than abstract ideas.

The stylistic features of neorealism include (1) an avoidance of neatly plotted stories in 
favor of loose, episodic structures that evolve organically from the situations of the charac-
ters; (2) a documentary visual style; (3) the use of actual locations—usually  exteriors—rather 
than studio sets; (4) the use of nonprofessional actors, sometimes even for principal roles; 
(5) an avoidance of literary dialogue in favor of conversational speech, including dialects; 
and (6) an avoidance of artifice in the editing, camerawork, and lighting in favor of a simple 
“styleless” style.

Realists have shown a persistent hostility toward plot and neatly structured stories. For 
example, Cesare Zavattini defined the ordinary and the everyday as the main business of the 
cinema. Spectacular events and extraordinary characters should be avoided at all costs, he be-
lieved. He claimed that his ideal movie would consist of ninety consecutive minutes from a per-
son’s actual life. There should be no barriers between reality and the spectator, no directorial 
virtuosity to “deform” the integrity of life as it is. The artistry should be invisible, the materials 
“found” rather than shaped or manipulated.

Suspicious of conventional plot structures, Zavattini dismissed them as dead formulas. He 
insisted on the dramatic superiority of life as it is experienced by ordinary people. Filmmakers 
should be concerned with the “excavation” of reality. Instead of plots, they should emphasize 
facts and all their “echoes and reverberations.” According to Zavattini, filmmaking is not a 
matter of “inventing fables” that are superimposed over the factual materials of life, but of 
searching unrelentingly to uncover the dramatic implications of these facts. The purpose of 
the cinema is to explore the “dailiness” of events, to reveal certain details that have always been 
there but had never been noticed.

In his book Theory of Film: The Redemption of Physical Reality, the German-trained theorist 
Siegfried Kracauer also attacked plot as a natural enemy of realism. According to Kracauer, the 
cinema is characterized by a number of natural affinities. First of all, it tends to favor “unstaged 
reality”—that is, the most appropriate subject matter gives the illusion of having been found 
rather than arranged. Second, film tends to stress the random, the fortuitous. Kracauer was 
fond of the phrase “nature caught in the act,” meaning that film is best suited to recording 
events and objects that might be overlooked in life. The realistic cinema is a cinema of “found 
moments” and poignant revelations of humanity. A third affinity that Kracauer noted was in-
determinacy. The best movies suggest endlessness. They imply a slice of life, a fragment of a 
larger reality rather than a self-contained whole. By refusing to tie up all the loose ends at the 
conclusion of the movie, the filmmaker can suggest the limitlessness of reality.

Kracauer was hostile toward movies that demonstrated a “formative tendency.” He regarded 
historical films and fantasies as tending to move away from the basic concerns of the medium. 
He also dismissed most literary and dramatic adaptations because he believes that literature 
is ultimately concerned with “interior realities,” what people are thinking and feeling, whereas 
movies explore surfaces, exterior reality. He regarded all stylistic self-consciousness as “uncin-
ematic,” because instead of emphasizing the subject matter, the filmmaker calls attention to 
how it is presented.

Theories of film realism are not very helpful in understanding the complexities of  formalist 
movies—the works of a Sergei Eisenstein or a Steven Spielberg. On the other hand, they do 
help to explain the raw emotional power of such masterpieces of realism as Bicycle Thieves,

which was directed by Vittorio De Sica and scripted primarily by  Zavattini (6–33a).
Bicycle Thieves was acted entirely by nonprofessionals and consists of simple events in the 

life of a laborer (played by Lamberto Maggiorani, who was an actual factory worker). In 1948, 
when the film was released, nearly a quarter of the workforce in Italy was unemployed. At the 
opening of the movie, we are introduced to the protagonist, a family man with a wife and two 
children to support. He has been out of work for two years. Finally, a billboard-posting job 
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Scripted by Cesare Zavattini, Umberto D

concentrates on “small subjects,” ordinary 

people, and the details of everyday life. The 

story  explores the drab existence of a retired 

pensioner who’s being forced out of his modest 

apartment because he can’t afford the rent hike. His 

only comfort is his adoring pet dog who accompanies 

him in his desperate attempts to come up with the 

necessary cash.  (Rizzoli/De Sica/Amato)

“Everyone has his reasons,” Jean Renoir once observed of his 

characters. In this wise and profound comedy of manners, Renoir 

refuses to divide people glibly into good guys and bad, insisting 

that most people have logical reasons for behaving as they do. Sometimes 

good people commit horrible deeds—like this enraged working-class 

husband who blasts away with a shotgun at the man he thinks has seduced 

his wife. Incongruously, he does so in the middle of a luxurious salon filled 

with (mostly) innocent bystanders.  (Nouvelles Éditions de Films)

11–3 De Sica, Renoir, and Ray were 
world-class cinematic realists, and 
these three movies are among their 
most celebrated masterpieces. 

11–3a  UMBERTO D (Italy, 1952)

with Carlo Battisti, directed by  

Vittorio De Sica. 

11–3b  THE RULES OF THE GAME 
(France, 1939) directed by Jean Renoir.



opens up, but to accept it, he must have a  bicycle. To get his bike out of hock, he and his wife 
pawn their sheets and bedding. On his first day on the job, the bicycle is stolen. The rest of the 
movie deals with his attempts to recover the bike. The man’s search grows increasingly more 
frantic as he crisscrosses the city with his idolizing son, Bruno. After a series of false leads, the 
two finally track down one of the thieves, but the protagonist is outwitted by him and humili-
ated in front of his boy. Realizing that he will lose his livelihood without a bike, the desperate 
man—after sending his son away—sneaks off and attempts to steal one himself. But the boy 
observes from a distance as his father pedals frantically to escape a pursuing mob. He is caught 
and again humiliated in front of a crowd—which includes his incredulous son. With the bit-
terness of betrayed innocence, the youngster suddenly realizes that his dad is not the heroic 
figure he had formerly thought, but an ordinary man who in desperation yielded to a degrad-
ing temptation. Like most neorealist films, Bicycle Thieves doesn’t offer a slick solution. There 
are no miraculous interventions in the final reel. The concluding scene shows the boy walking 
alongside his father in an anonymous crowd, both of them choking with shame and weeping 
silently. Almost  imperceptibly, the boy’s hand gropes for his father’s as they walk homeward, 
their only comfort a mutual compassion.

Like his idols De Sica and Renoir, Ray was a humanist, exploring a wide range 

of emotions. Pather Panchali is a study of grinding poverty in a remote Indian 

village. It packs a powerful emotional punch. Terrible catastrophes seem to 

strike out of nowhere, almost crushing their victims and plunging them into 

unspeakable grief. Surviving this squalor and desperation is  human hope, flickering 

like a candle against the wind, refusing to be extinguished.

 Why should we watch such depressing stories? Hedonists might well complain that 

movies like these bring you down, that they’re painful to watch, a kind of cinema 

for masochists. The answer is complex. Such movies often are painful to watch. But 

they’re also insightful, dramatizing what it’s like to be up against the wall, to be really 

desperate. They show us the toughness and resilience of our brothers and sisters. 

At their best, movies like these can be profoundly spiritual—offering us privileged 

glimpses into the nobility of the human spirit.  (Government of West Bengal)

11–3c  PATHER PANCHALI 
(THE SONG OF THE ROAD)

(India, 1955) with Kanu Bannerjee, 

directed by Satyajit Ray.
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As a movement, Italian neorealism was 

pretty much over by the mid-1950s, but 

as a style and an attitude toward reality, 

its influence spread to many other countries. A 

number of Italian filmmakers continued in the 

tradition of neorealism. For example, Olmi’s 

movies are steeped in the values of Christian 

humanism. In this film, he celebrates the 

everyday lives of several peasant families around 

1900. For them, God is a living presence—a 

source of guidance, hope, and solace. Their faith 

is childlike, trusting, like that of St. Francis of 

Assisi. In a series of documentary-like vignettes, 

Olmi unfolds their gentle drama, extolling their 

patience, their tough stoicism, their dignity. For 

Olmi, they are the salt of the earth.  (RAI)

Winner of the Palme d’Or (top prize) at the Cannes Film Festival, Taste 

of Cherry demonstrated to the world that neorealism was alive and 

thriving in Iran. Shot on actual locations with a nonprofessional cast, 

the movie poetically validates the sacredness of life, from an Islamic–humanist 

perspective. The plot is episodic and loosely structured, allowing maximum 

space to explore philosophical and religious themes, but in a simple, 

unpretentious way. It’s a movie of considerable wisdom. For a good collection 

of essays exploring the renaissance of Iranian movies, see The New Iranian 

Cinema: Politics, Representation and Identity, edited by Richard Tapper 

(London and New York: I. B. Tauris, 2002).  (Abbas Kiarostami Productions)

11–4a  THE TREE OF THE 
WOODEN CLOGS (Italy, 1978)

directed by Ermanno Olmi. 

11–4b  TASTE OF CHERRY (Iran,

1998) with Homayoun Ershadi, written 

and directed by Abbas Kiarostami. 



Kamikaze realism. European cineastes have a 

long tradition of making pontifical 

pronouncements and publishing strident 

manifestos. Like Dogma 95, for example. That’s their 

real name, their chosen name. In 1995, a group of 

Danish filmmakers issued a list of strict rules about 

movie making. The most famous of these directors are 

Lars von Trier, Thomas Vinterberg, and Lone Scherfig. 

Presumably by following these rules, movies could be 

really realistic, and not faux realistic, like everyone else’s 

so-called realistic movies. Some of these rules: Only real 

locations can be used as sets. Props also have to be 

found on the location. Sound must always be diegetic—

sourced from within the image. No music, unless you 

can see the musicians in the shot. The camera must be 

handheld. The film must be in color: no artsy black and 

white. No unusual lights can be set up: available lighting is best. No special 

effects—they’re not real. Not even any filters: Reality should not be modified or 

prettified. No melodramatic or extraordinary events: just everyday life. Movies 

should always stay in the present: no flashbacks, no dream or fantasy  sequences. 

Finally, the director must not be credited. Needless to say, very few of the 

filmmakers have been able to obey all these draconian injunctions. Most of the 

commercially or critically successful works by these artists have been admired not 

because they followed the rules, but because their characters are genuinely 

compelling. In this movie they all have a story, they all have a need. Needs. 

Scherfig’s dialogue is fresh and spontaneous sounding, often wryly funny. And her 

ensemble cast is first-rate. It’s not her technique that makes the movie engrossing, 

it’s the human interaction.  (Danish Film Institute/DR/Zentropa)

Too much realism? When film realism 

is too close to reality, problems often 

arise. Jarhead is a movie about military 

combat, but the main characters, highly trained 

marine snipers, never get a chance to exercise 

their skills. They never even get to see a war—in 

this case, the first American invasion of Iraq, 

dubbed Desert Storm. Based on the memoirs of 

marine Anthony Swofford, the film spends most 

of its time waiting, waiting to head toward the 

combat zone. Meanwhile, they train, they drink 

and smoke, train some more, clown around, 

and wait some more. They’re all pumped up 

with nowhere to go. While they’re waiting, the 

war comes to an end. No pay-off scene. The movie was a box-office disappointment, 

despite its excellent cast. Why? Perhaps cultural critic Frank Rich said it best:  

“A long attention span has never been part of the American character. We like 

fast-paced narratives with beginnings, middles, and ends. We like an upbeat final 

curtain.” In short, we don’t like our realism to be too real.  (Universal Pictures)

11–5a  ITALIAN FOR BEGINNERS 
(Denmark, 2002) written and directed 

by Lone  Scherfig. 

11–5b  JARHEAD (U.S.A., 2005)

directed by Sam Mendes. 
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Formalist Film Theories

Formalist film theorists believe that the art of cinema is possible precisely because a movie 
is unlike everyday reality. The filmmaker exploits the limitations of the medium—its two-di-
mensionality, its confining frame, its fragmented time–space continuum—to produce a world 
that resembles the real world only in a superficial sense. The real world is merely a repository 
of raw material that needs to be shaped and heightened to be effective as art. Film art doesn’t 
consist of a reproduction of reality, but a translation of observed characteristics into the forms

of the medium.
Rudolf Arnheim, a gestalt psychologist, put forth an important theory of cinematic formal-

ism in his book Film As Art, which was originally published in German in 1933. Arnheim’s 
book is primarily concerned with the perception of experience. His theory is based on the 
different modes of perception of the camera on the one hand and the human eye on the other. 
Anticipating some of the theories of the communications specialist  Marshall McLuhan, Arn-
heim insisted that the camera’s image of a bowl of fruit, for instance, is fundamentally different 
from our perception of the fruit bowl in actual life. Or, in McLuhan’s terms, the information we 
receive in each instance is determined by the form of its content. Formalist theorists celebrate 
these differences, believing that what makes photography fall short of perfect reproduction is 
also what makes cinema an art, not just a species of xerography.

Realistic critics and theorists tend 

to underestimate the flexibility of 

an audience’s response to 

nonrealistic movies. Of course, it’s easier 

for a filmmaker to create the illusion of 

reality if the story deals with everyday 

events, for the world of the movie and the actual world are essentially the same. 

A movie like Ugetsu, which is set in the remote past and features spirits and 

demons, presents us with a self-contained magical universe that we are able to 

enter by temporarily forgetting the outside world of reality. In short, audiences 

are highly sophisticated in their responses to nonrealistic films. We can almost 

totally suspend our disbelief, partially suspend it, or alternate between extremes 

according to the aesthetic demands of the world of the movie.  (Daiei Studios)

11–6  UGETSU (Japan, 1953)

with Masayuki Mori and Machiko Kyo, 

directed by Kenji Mizoguchi. 



Formalism luxuriates in the artificial. 

“I don’t think we’re in Kansas anymore, 

Toto,” Dorothy observes to her dog when 

they are whisked into an enchanted place where 

nothing looks real. The wondrous world of the 

MGM musical was a triumph of artifice: lions that 

talked (and cried), flying creatures in the sky, 

scarecrows that danced (beautifully), swaying 

fields that sparkled like diamonds, and a superb 

musical score by E. Y. Harburg and the great 

Harold Arlen.  (MGM)

11–7a  THE WIZARD OF OZ 
(U.S.A., 1939) with Judy Garland and Ray 

Bolger, directed by Victor Fleming.

11–7b  THE LORD OF THE RINGS: 
THE FELLOWSHIP OF THE RING 
(U.S.A., 2001) directed by Peter Jackson.

Gifted filmmakers can create a believable world even with fantasy 

materials. Jackson’s Lord of the Rings trilogy was shot in his native 

New Zealand, but many of the sets and locations were enhanced by 

computer-generated imagery to capture the fertile imagination of the trilogy’s 

original novelist, J. R. R. Tolkien. Jackson hired the well-known Tolkien 

illustrators, Alan Lee and John Howe, to supervise much of the “look” of the 

trilogy. Weta Workshop was entrusted to design and manufacture the armor, 

weapons, prosthetics, makeup, creatures, and miniatures in the films. Grant 

Major was the production designer and Don Hennah the art director for the 

series. The visual effects of all three of the movies received Academy Awards. 

The trilogy also established Peter Jackson as a world-class auteur, and one of 

the most commercially successful filmmakers in history.  (New Line/Saul 

Zaentz/Wing Nut. Photo: Pierre Vinet)
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If realism tends to favor the didactic, the 

teaching function of art, then formalism tends 

to favor the pleasure principle. Implicit in the 

concept of formalism is the supremacy of pattern over 

life, of aesthetic richness over literal truth. Even in 

movies that attempt a superficial realism, like the 

sci-fi classic, Alien, the emphasis is on the appeal of 

the shapes, textures, and colors of the visuals. This 

image might very well be an abstract painting. It’s 

also a high-angle long shot of an astronaut (Hurt) 

inside an alien spacecraft, amidst a colony of sinister 

throbbing eggs.  (20th Century Fox)

Independent filmmaker Spike Jonze believes that modern movies have 

become slaves to boring reality. Even fanciful genres like science fiction 

contain recognizable character types and situations from other movies. 

Written by the always strange Charlie Kaufman and his brother Donald, 

Adaptation is about a screenwriter named Charlie Kaufman and his brother 

Donald, both played by the fearless Nicholas Cage. (The “real” Donald Kaufman 

is given a credit as co-writer, but he, in fact, is also a fictional character.) The film 

is an exploration of the creative process, with all its frustrations, digressions, and 

spectacular highs. Said actor Cage about the experience: “Adaptation was an 

opportunity to do something totally brand new, to really transform myself. I’m 

playing the writer of the movie in which I’m appearing, and his brother. It’s a 

Cubist thing, very exciting.”  (Columbia Pictures)

11–8a  ALIEN (U.S.A., 1979) with

John Hurt, directed by Ridley Scott. 

11–8b  ADAPTATION (U.S.A., 2002) 

with Nicolas Cage and Nicolas Cage, 

directed by Spike Jonze. 



A scene can be photographed in 

literally hundreds of different ways, 

but the formalist selects the camera 

setup that best captures its symbolic or 

psychological implications. In this shot, for 

example, a young woman (Wendy Craig) 

suddenly realizes the enormous power a valet (Bogarde) wields over her weak 

fiancé (James Fox). She is isolated on the left, half-plunged in darkness. A 

curtained doorway separates her from her lover, who is so stupefied with 

drugs he scarcely knows where he is, much less what’s really going on. The 

servant cooly turns his back on them, the camera’s low angle further 

emphasizing his effortless control over his “master.”   (Associated British)

A scene can be lit in many different 

ways, and the lighting key can strongly 

affect our emotional response. Mona 

Lisa was photographed by the great British 

D.P., Roger Pratt. He lit the domestic scenes  

of the movie in sunny high-key, but whenever 

the gruff protagonist (Hoskins) descends into 

the sleazy underworld of an alluring prostitute  

he’s obsessed with (Tyson), the lighting 

 becomes stylized, noirish, and sinister. Her 

world is a city of dreadful night, where 

nothing is as it  appears, where everything is 

for sale.  (Handmade/Palace Production)

11–9a  THE SERVANT (Britain, 1963)

with Dirk Bogarde (foreground), directed 

by Joseph Losey. 

11–9b  MONA LISA (Britain, 1986) 

with Cathy Tyson, Michael Caine, and Bob 

Hoskins; directed by Neil Jordan. 
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A common misconception about formalistic movies is that they’re 

merely light entertainment, far removed from serious concerns. This 

belief is especially common about films that include supernatural 

elements, which are widely thought to be “unrealistic,” and hence not very 

helpful in understanding everyday life. J. K. Rowling, the author of the Harry 

Potter books, has said that the main theme of her series is death and various 

people’s adjustment to this eternal verity. She has also claimed that the 

books—and the faithful film adaptations of the books—are “a prolonged 

argument for tolerance, a prolonged plea for an end to bigotry.” Of course the 

books and movies are also about the value of friendship and loyalty, especially 

among young people. The series clearly deals with what’s right versus what’s 

easy, as well as the need to question authority. These themes are hardly “light 

entertainment” concerns, especially for the predominantly juvenile readers and 

ticket buyers who constituted the principal audiences of the books and movies.

 See also Bob McCabe, Harry Potter—Page to Screen: The Complete 

Filmmaking Journey (New York: Harper Design, 2011). How the books were 

transformed into movies.  (Warner Bros. )

The most extreme branch of the formalist cinema is 

the avant-garde, and David Lynch is one of its most 

audacious artists. In this movie, he explores bizarre 

rituals, subconscious fears and desires, nightmares, and 

sexual fantasies—the eerie, urgent world of the Id, Freud’s 

label for all that is ferociously hungry in the human psyche. 

Jeffrey (MacLachlan), the film’s naive main character, is 

both transfixed and repelled by the kinky, dark world he 

senses beneath the cheerful banality of everyday reality: 

“I’m seeing something that was always hidden,” he tells his 

girlfriend (Laura Dern), who’s even more  innocent and 

ignorant than he.  (De Laurentiis Entertainment Group)

11–10a  HARRY POTTER AND THE 
DEATHLY HALLOWS: PART 2 (U.S.A./

Britain, 2011) with Daniel Radcliffe and 

Ralph Fiennes, directed by David Yates.

11–10b  BLUE VELVET 
(U.S.A., 1986) with Kyle MacLachlan and 

Isabella Rossellini, written and directed  

by David Lynch.
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Formalists have pointed out many instances where divergences exist between the camera’s 
image of reality and what the human eye sees. For example, film directors must choose from 
which viewpoint to photograph a scene. They don’t necessarily choose the clearest view, for 
often this does not emphasize the major characteristics of the scene, its expressive essence. In 
life, we perceive objects in depth and can penetrate the space that surrounds most things. In 
movies, space is an illusion, for the screen has only two dimensions, permitting the director to 
manipulate objects and perspectives in the mise en scène. For example, important objects can 
be placed where they are most likely to be noticed first. Unimportant objects can be relegated 
to inferior positions, at the edges or “rear” of the image.

In real life, space and time are experienced as continuous. Through editing, filmmakers can 
chop up space and time and rearrange them in a more meaningful manner. Like other artists, 
the film director selects certain expressive details from the chaotic plenitude of physical reality. 
By juxtaposing these space and time fragments, the filmmaker creates a continuity that doesn’t 
exist in raw nature. This, of course, was the basic position of the Soviet montage theorists 
(Chapter 4).

Formalists are always concerned with patterns, methods of restructuring reality into aes-
thetically appealing designs. Patterns can be expressed visually, through the photography and 
mise en scène; or aurally, in stylized dialogue, symbolic sound effects, and musical motifs.
Camera movements are often kinetic patterns superimposed on the visual materials, com-
menting on them in some heightened manner.

The problems with most formalist theories are the same as with realist theories: There are 
too many exceptions. They are certainly useful in an appreciation of Hitchcock’s works, for ex-
ample, or Tim Burton’s. But how helpful are these theories in explaining the films of Spike Lee 
or De Sica? We respond to their movies because of their similarities with physical reality, not 
their divergences from it. Ultimately, of course, these are matters of  emphasis, for films are too 
pluralistic to be pigeonholed into one tidy theory.

The Auteur Theory
In the mid-1950s, the French journal Cahiers du Cinéma revolutionized film criticism with its 
concept of la politique des auteurs. This committed policy of authors was put forth by the pug-
nacious young critic François Truffaut. The auteur theory became the focal point of a critical 
controversy that eventually spread to England and America. Before long, the theory became 
a militant rallying cry, particularly among younger critics, dominating such lively journals 
as Movie in Britain, Film Culture in America, and both French- and English-language edi-
tions of Cahiers du Cinéma. Although a number of writers rejected the theory as simplistic, 
auteurism dominated film criticism throughout the 1960s, and is still a prominent approach  
among critics.

Actually, the main lines of the theory aren’t particularly outrageous, at least not in retro-
spect. Truffaut, Godard, and their critical colleagues proposed that the greatest movies are 
dominated by the personal vision of the director. A filmmaker’s “signature” can be perceived 
through an examination of his or her total output, which is characterized by a unity of theme 
and style. The writer’s contribution is less important than the  director’s because subject matter 
is artistically neutral. It can be treated with brilliance or bare competence. Movies ought to be 
judged on the basis of how, not what. Like other formalists, the auteur critics claimed that what 
makes a good film is not the subject matter as such, but its stylistic treatment. The director 
dominates the treatment, provided he or she is a strong director, an auteur.

Drawing primarily from the cinematic traditions of the United States, the Cahiers critics 
also developed a sophisticated theory of film genre. In fact, André Bazin, the editor of the 
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journal, believed that the genius of the American cinema was its repository of ready-made 
forms: westerns, thrillers, musicals, action films, comedies, and so on. “The tradition of genres 
is a base of operations for creative freedom,” Bazin pointed out. Genre is an enriching, not a 
constricting, tradition. The auteurists argued that the best movies are dialectical, in which the 
conventions of a genre are held in aesthetic tension with the personality of the artist.

The American auteurs that these critics praised had worked within the studio system, which 
had broken the artistic ambitions of many lesser filmmakers. What the auteurists especially 
admired was how gifted directors could circumvent studio interference and even hackneyed 
scripts through their technical expertise. The subject matter of Hitchcock’s thrillers or Ford’s 
westerns was not significantly different from others working in these genres. Yet both auteurs 
managed to create great films, precisely because the real content was conveyed through the 
mise en scène, the editing, and all the other formal  devices at the director’s disposal.

Above all, the auteurists emphasized the personality of the artist as the 

main criterion of value. François Truffaut, who originally formulated la 

politique des auteurs, went on to create some of the most distinctively 

personal movies of the New Wave. His Doinel series is one of the crowning 

achievements of the nouvelle vague. These semiautobiographical movies trace 

the adventures (mostly amorous) of its likable but slightly neurotic hero, 

Antoine Doinel. Truffaut’s protégé Léaud was the best-known actor of the 

French New Wave.  (Les Films Du Carrosse)

11–11 Photo montage of Jean-Pierre Léaud 
as Antoine Doinel in (left to right) Love on the Run

(1979), Stolen Kisses (1968), “Antoine et Colette” (an 

episode in the anthology film, Love at Twenty, 1962), 

and the drawing from The 400 Blows (1959). Missing 

from the Doinel series is Bed and Board (1970).



The sheer breadth of their knowledge of film history permitted these critics to reevaluate 
the major works of a wide variety of directors. In many instances, they completely reversed 
previous critical judgments. Before long, personality cults developed around the most popular 
directors. On the whole, these were filmmakers who had been virtually ignored by the critical 
establishment of the previous generation: Hitchcock, Ford, Hawks, Lang, and many others. 
The auteur critics were often dogmatic in their dislikes as well as their likes. Bazin expressed 
alarm at their negativism. To praise a bad movie, he felt, was unfortunate; but to condemn a 
good one was a serious failing. He especially disliked their tendency to hero worship, which 
led to superficial a priori judgments. Movies by cult  directors were indiscriminately praised, 

After five Oscar nominations as Best 

Director, Martin Scorsese finally won 

for this gangster film about Irish 

American mobsters in South Boston. Although 

he is a much-loved and respected auteur, the 

Academy members previously believed that 

the bloody violence and vitriolic swearing in 

most of Scorsese’s movies prevented them 

from taking the Best Picture trophy. 

Apparently the Academy members finally 

decided that Scorsese was long overdue to be honored by the industry’s most prestigious 

award, notwithstanding the fact that The Departed is also bloody, violent, and strewn with 

swearing. Oscars are sometimes awarded to artists who have been neglected or underrated in 

the past, or to people who are popular favorites within the industry, even if their work is not 

world-class. Martin Scorsese won because he is arguably America’s greatest living filmmaker. 

(An equally convincing case could be made for Spielberg, Woody Allen, Francis Coppola, and 

Clint Eastwood.)  When Scorsese’s name was announced on his winning night, there was a 

huge roar of applause in the audience as he received a standing ovation. He might just as easily 

have won for such masterpieces as Taxi Driver; New York, New York; Raging Bull; The King of 

Comedy; GoodFellas; The Age of Innocence; and Casino. Better late than never. See also 

Scorsese, by Roger Ebert (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2008).  (Warner Bros. )

11–12 Publicity photo of director 
Martin Scorsese and actors Leonardo 
DiCaprio and Matt Damon in THE
DEPARTED (U.S.A., 2006).
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During the golden age of the big-studio era 

(roughly from 1925 to 1955), most American 

mainstream movies were dominated by the 

imprimatur of the studio rather than the director. 

The director was regarded more as an executor of a 

collaborative enterprise rather than a creative artist 

in his own right. Mildred Pierce has “Warner 

Brothers” written all over it. Typically tough and 

proletarian in emphasis, the movie features Joan 

Crawford as a self-made woman who is accused of 

killing a man. It was regarded as her comeback 

performance after many years as a glamorous star at 

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. The movie, based on James 

M. Cain’s hard-boiled novel, was adapted by Ranald MacDougall, a studio 

scribe. It was directed by Michael Curtiz, Warners’ ace director, who was known 

for his speed, efficiency, and versatility. He was also able to control Warners’ 

feisty stars, who were known to be difficult and rebellious. Even Bette Davis, 

the gutsiest of them all, was cowed by Curtiz. When she complained that he 

hadn’t allowed her any break for lunch, he replied magisterially, “When you 

work for me, you don’t need lunch. You just take an aspirin.”  (Warner Bros. )

In the contemporary American cinema, most 

mainstream movies are still collaborative 

enterprises, with the director—even one as brilliant 

as Mike Nichols—serving as a coordinator of talent. The 

film is based on a political novel by “Anonymous”—

actually journalist Joe Klein. The book is a thinly disguised 

account of the first presidential primary of Bill Clinton, his 

wife Hillary, and their political organization. The smart and 

wickedly funny screenplay was written by Elaine May. A 

first-rate cast is headed by Travolta, who does an uncanny 

impersonation of the gregarious and charismatic Clinton, 

who is at once a genuine democrat, a dedicated public 

servant, and a womanizing opportunist. The miracle of the 

movie is that it’s so seamless, with its multiple individual 

contributions blended into a unified artistic whole. That

was Mike Nichols’s contribution.  (Universal Pictures. 

Photo: Francois Duhamel)

11–13a  MILDRED PIERCE 
(U.S.A., 1945) with Joan Crawford, 

directed by Michael Curtiz. 

11–13b  PRIMARY COLORS 
(U.S.A., 1998) with John Travolta, 

directed by Mike Nichols. 
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whereas those by directors out of fashion were automatically condemned. Auteurists were 
fond of ranking directors, and their listings could be bizarre. Perfectly routine commercial 
directors like Nicholas Ray were elevated above such important masters as John Huston and  
Billy Wilder.

The principal spokesman for the auteur theory in the United States was Andrew Sarris, 
the influential critic of the Village Voice. More knowledgeable about the complexities of the 
star and studio system than his French counterparts, Sarris nonetheless defended their basic 
argument, especially the principle of tension between an artist’s personal vision and the genre 
assignments that these directors were given by their Hollywood bosses.

Quite correctly, these critics insisted that total artistic freedom isn’t always a virtue. After 
all, Michelangelo, Dickens, and Shakespeare, among others, accepted commissioned subjects. 
Though this principle of dialectical tension is a sound one—in the other arts as well as cin-
ema—some auteurists carried it to ridiculous extremes. In the first place, there is the problem 
of degree. It’s doubtful that even a genius like Bergman or Kubrick could do much with the 
script and stars of Abbott and Costello Meet the Mummy. In other words, a director’s got to have 
a fighting chance with the material. When the subject matter sinks beneath a certain potential, 
the result is not tension but artistic annihilation.

The most gifted American directors of the studio era were producer-directors who 
worked independently within the major studios. These tended to be the same artists the auteur 
critics admired most. But the lion’s share of American fiction movies produced during this era 
were studio films. That is, the director functioned as a member of a team and usually had little 
to say about the scripting, casting, or editing. Many of these directors were skillful technicians, 
but they were essentially craftsmen rather than artists.

Michael Curtiz is a good example. For most of his career, he was a contract director at 
Warner Brothers. Known for his speed and efficiency, Curtiz directed dozens of movies in a 
variety of styles and genres. He often took on several projects at the same time. Curtiz had no 
“personal vision” in the sense that the auteur theory defines it: He was just getting a job done. 
He often did it very well. Even so, movies like Yankee Doodle Dandy, Casablanca, and Mildred 

Pierce (11–13a) can be discussed more profitably as Warner Brothers movies rather than Mi-
chael Curtiz movies. The same principle applies to most of the other Hollywood studios. In 
our day, it applies to films that are dominated by producers and financiers rather than artists.

Other films have been dominated by stars. Few people would think of referring to a Mae 
West movie as anything else, and the same holds true for the W. C. Fields comedies and the 
works of Laurel and Hardy. The ultimate in the star as auteur is the so-called star vehicle, a 
film specifically tailored to showcase the talents of a performer (11–15).

The auteur theory suffers from a number of other weaknesses. There are some excellent 
films that have been made by directors who are otherwise mediocre. For example, Joseph H. 
Lewis’s Gun Crazy is a superb movie, but it’s atypical of his output. Conversely, great directors 
sometimes produce bombs. The works of such major filmmakers as Ford, Godard, Renoir, 
and Buñuel are radically inconsistent in terms of quality, and some of their movies are out-
right awful. The auteur theory emphasizes history and a director’s total output, which tends 
to favor older directors at the expense of newcomers. Some artists have explored a variety of 
themes in many different styles and genres: David Lean, Sidney Lumet, and Ang Lee are good 
examples. There are also some great filmmakers who are crude directorial technicians. For 
example, Chaplin and Herzog in no way approach the stylistic fluency of Michael Curtiz, or a 
dozen other contract directors of his era. Yet there are very few artists who have created such 
distinctively personal movies as Chaplin and Herzog.

Despite its shortcomings and excesses, the auteur theory had a liberating effect on film criti-
cism, establishing the director as the key figure at least in the art of cinema, if not always the 
industry. To this day, the concept of directorial dominance remains firmly established, at least 
with films of high artistic merit (11–14).
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Independent filmmakers have much more control over 

their product than most mainstream directors, in part 

because independent movies are usually made on low 

budgets. Most of the people involved are working for free, or very 

little, compared to Hollywood studio personnel. These alternative 

artists can also explore unusual or unfashionable subjects. For 

example, though more than 40 percent of Americans attend 

religious services weekly, this fact is rarely acknowledged in 

mainstream movies. Higher Ground is unusual in that it explores 

the beliefs and doubts of its evangelical Christian characters in a 

psychologically complex manner, without condescension, and 

without reducing the characters to stereotypical right-wing 

rednecks. (BCDF Pictures/Sony Pictures Classics)

The protagonists of mainstream movies are 

almost exclusively heterosexual, and rarely  

do they suffer from any sexual problems. 

Independent films can be more real. This film’s gay 

protagonist (Donovan) has just had his lover stolen 

from him by his manipulative 16-year-old half sister 

(Christina Ricci at her most evil). His best friend 

(Kudrow) is sexually repressed and hopelessly in love 

with him. That’s just part of their problems. 

Mainstream movies are rarely as witty and bitchy and 

shrewd about the subject of sex. Nor do they usually 

offer such juicy roles for women, who are every bit  

as neurotic as the men.  (Rysher Entertainment. 

Photo: Meila Penn)

Today, the term auteur is commonly used to designate a film artist, an 

individual whose personality is indelibly stamped onto his or her work. 

An auteur controls the major modes of expression—script, performance, 

execution—whether working within the commercial industry, like a Spielberg,  

a Scorsese, or a Spike Lee, or working outside the studio system, in what has 

been called the independent cinema. See also Cinema of Outsiders, by Emanuel 

Levy (New York: New York University Press, 1999), a study of the American 

independent cinema movement. Indiewire.com is a website devoted to 

independent cinema. See also Geoff King, American Independent Cinema: 

An Introduction (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2005).

11–14

11–14a  HIGHER GROUND 
(U.S.A., 2011) with Vera Farmiga, 

directed by Farmiga.

11–14b  THE OPPOSITE OF SEX 
(U.S.A., 1997) with Martin Donovan and 

Lisa Kudrow, written and directed by  

Don Roos. 



Mainstream movies tend to reaffirm conventional 

morality. They also tend to be highly predictable. 

Within the first ten minutes of watching a typical 

genre film, we can usually guess how it’ll end. The good guys 

will triumph, decency will be restored, blah blah blah. 

Independent movies can be more perverse. Like this deadpan 

exploration of teenage dorkdom, which turned out to be a 

box-office hit. The movie centers on an endearingly awkward, 

frizzy-haired high school geek (Heder) and his equally dorky 

family and friends. It was warmly  received at the Sundance 

Film Festival, which is still the preferred place to premiere an 

indie film. The movie became a cult favorite and grossed over 

$44 million. It’s wickedly funny.  (Access Films/MTV Films. 

Photo: Aaron Ruell)

Many movies are dominated by stars rather than directors, studios, 

or genres. This film is a sequel to Legally Blonde (2001), a popular 

comedy that ushered Reese Witherspoon into stardom. She was 

executive producer to the sequel, virtually guaranteeing her control over how 

the movie would be made. The story is specifically tailored to showcase her 

comic abilities as well as her good looks. She is rarely off-camera and the plot 

is pretty much more-of-the-same but more of what made the first movie a 

commercial hit. The film is competently directed, but the dominant personality 

is clearly in front of the camera, not behind it.  (MGM/Type A Films)

11–14c  NAPOLEON DYNAMITE 
(U.S.A., 2004) with John Gries, Jon Heder, 

and Aaron Ruell, written and directed by 

Jared Hess. 

11–15  LEGALLY BLONDE 2: RED, 
WHITE & BLONDE (U.S.A., 2003)

with Bob Newhart and Reese Witherspoon, 

directed by Charles Herman-Wurmfeld. 
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Eclectic and Synthesizing 
Approaches

Eclecticism is the favored approach of many film critics in the United States, such as the former 
critic of the New Yorker, Pauline Kael. She once wrote, “I believe that we respond most and best 
to work in any art form (and to other experience as well) if we are pluralistic, flexible, relative 
in our judgments, if we are eclectic.” Such critics place a movie in whatever context seems most 
appropriate, drawing from diverse sources, systems, and styles. Actually, almost all critics are 
eclectic to some degree. For example, although Andrew Sarris was identified with the auteur 
theory, he was equally at home approaching a movie in terms of its star, its period, its national 
origin, or its  ideological context.

11–16b  UNDERTOW (Peru, 2009) 

with Manolo Cardona and Cristian 

Mercado, directed by Javier Fuentes-

León. (Elcavo Films/Dynamo)

11–16a  MAMMA GÓGÓ (Iceland/

Norway/Sweden/Germany/Britain, 2010) 

with Kristbjorg Kjeld, written and directed by 

Fridrik Thor Fridriksson. (SVT)
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One of the major functions of the film critic 

is to address a movie’s style, beyond such 

broad categories as realism and 

expressionism. For example, Mama Gógó is strongly 

indebted to the style of surrealism, an avant-garde 

movement of the 1920s that stressed irrational 

combinations—like an elderly woman standing in a 

toilet, poised to flush herself down, like a worthless 

piece of waste material, which is what she feels like.

Undertow exploits the style called magic realism 

(aka magical realism), which is especially popular in 

the arts of Latin America. Magic realism combines perfectly ordinary events and details with 

the supernatural or the fantastic. In this film, for example, a peasant fisherman (Mercado) 

in a remote Peruvian village has a love affair with a man (Cardona), an artist who is from a 

distant city. The protagonist is married and conducts his illicit affair in secret, far from the 

prying eyes of his judgmental neighbors. When the artist dies suddenly, he returns as a ghost, 

unseen by all except for his grieving lover. Hamlet-like, the ghost explains that his soul will 

never rest in peace until his living lover publicly acknowledges his sexuality. A similar ghostly 

device is used in the Brazilian sex comedy, Dona Flor and Her Two Husbands (see 7–3a).

Seven Days in Heaven is a black comedy, emphasizing the incongruous, the ludicrous, 

and the grotesque. An elderly Taiwanese man dies and his family embarks on a series of 

elaborate funeral rituals. The film opens with a recording of Harry Belafonte singing the 

Jewish tune, “Hava Nagila.” A professional mourner weeps and grovels in the dust behind 

the funeral cortege. Soon she takes a break for a soda, asking “Who am I crying for again?” 

The dead man’s children are told to surround the corpse with some of the father’s favorite 

things, and they respond by bringing cigarettes and soft-core porn magazines. A marching 

band contributes some bizarrely inappropriate tunes, and a stack of decorative canned goods 

suddenly start to explode in the hot sun. The old guy no doubt would consider his funeral a 

wonderful send-off.

Drive is a classic film noir. All the standard elements are there: The dark, predominantly 

nighttime setting in Los Angeles, the sinister air of crime and depravity, the alienated 

mysterious protagonist who conceals a dark past, the sense of a hostile fate, and an air of 

hopelessness, of no exits.  (Bold Films)

11–16c  SEVEN DAYS IN HEAVEN 
(Taiwan, 2010) with Pong-Fong Wu, 

directed by Yulin Wang and Essay Liu. 

(Magnifique Creative Media)

11–16d  DRIVE (U.S.A., 2011) 

with Ryan Gosling, directed by 

Nicholas Winding Refn. (Marc Platt/

Odd Lot Productions)
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Eclecticism is sometimes called the tradition of sensibility because a high value is placed 
on the aesthetic discriminations of a person of taste and discernment. Such critics are often ur-
bane, well educated, and conversant in the other arts. The cultural cross-references in the writ-
ings of such critics as Roger Ebert, David Denby, and Frank Rich range over a wide spectrum, 
including literature, drama, politics, and the visual arts. They frequently allude to the ideas 
of such seminal thinkers as Freud, Marx, Darwin, and Jung. Sometimes  critics combine an 
ideological perspective—such as feminism—with practical criticism, sociology, and history, 
as in the criticism of Molly Haskell and B. Ruby Rich. The best eclectic critics are gifted writ-
ers, including such distinguished prose stylists as James Agee, Pauline Kael, and Roger Ebert, 
whose film criticism has won a Pulitzer Prize. Polished writing is valued as writing, in addition 
to the ideas it conveys.

Eclectic critics reject the notion that a single theory can explain all movies. They regard this 
as a cookie-cutter approach to criticism. Most of them insist that an individual’s reaction to a 
film is deeply personal. For this reason, the best a critic can do is explain his or her personal 
responses as forcefully as possible. But it’s just an opinion, however well founded or gracefully 
argued. The best criticism of this type is informative even if we don’t agree with its conclusions. 
Because personal taste is the main determinant of value in eclectic criticism, these commenta-
tors often admit to their blind spots—and all critics have blind spots. Everyone has had the 
experience of being left totally cold by a movie that’s widely hailed as a masterpiece. We can’t 
help the way we feel, however much our feelings go against popular sentiment. Eclectic critics 
usually begin with their feelings about a movie, then work outward, trying to objectify these 
instincts with concrete arguments. To guard against personal eccentricity, they implicitly place 
a film within the context of a canon, a tradition of masterpieces—that is, those works that have 
stood the test of time and are still considered milestones in the evolution of the cinema. This 
great tradition is constantly under reevaluation. It’s a loose critical consensus rather than an 
ironclad body of privileged works.

“Nobody ever went broke 

underestimating the intelligence of the 

American public,” observed the famous 

journalist, H. L. Mencken. (The quote has also 

been attributed to the showman, P. T. 

Barnum.) This movie was a huge commercial 

hit, gobbling up over $300 million domestically 

and close to $490 million in foreign markets. It 

also generated $500 million in so-called 

ancillary revenues, including video and 

television rights. Twentieth Century Fox spent 

$30 million on advertising alone—an 

investment that obviously paid off. The film’s 

special effects constituted its main box-office 

appeal. In this sequence, for example, the U.S. 

White House is attacked by an alien force of incredible magnitude. Serious film 

critics either ignored the movie or dismissed it as drivel. So who’s right, the public 

or the “experts”? It depends on how you look at it. The mass audience tends to 

seek escapist entertainment: Movies are a way of forgetting their troubles. Film 

critics must endure a constant barrage of such pictures in their daily line of work. 

Hence, they tend to get bored with anything that treads the tried (and tired) and 

true. What they seek in movies is something unusual, challenging, and daring. 

Independence Day did not meet these expectations.  (20th Century Fox)

11–17a  INDEPENDENCE DAY 
(U.S.A., 1996) directed by 

Roland  Emmerich.



“Small” movies like this (they’re called “specialty pictures” 

in the trade) can easily get lost among all the noise and 

glitter and clamor of the mainstream industry. Despite its 

unfortunate title and its sober, downbeat materials—the collapse of 

a marriage and the effects on the children—excellent movies like 

this are precisely the kind that can be brought to the public’s 

attention by influential film critics.  (Seven Hills Pictures)

Stephenie Mayer’s four Twilight novels have been 

adapted with great commercial success into five 

movies, each with the same youthful, dewy-eyed 

cast. The novels and films were especially popular among 

young females. Basically, the movies are variations on most 

high school dramas—forbidden love, bad boys, jealous 

boyfriends, extreme escalations of testosterone, and so on. 

But, as the famous Stephen Sondheim song advises, “You 

Gotta Have a Gimmick.” The gimmick here is that some of 

these tormented young souls are vampires. Vampires 

always make everything sexier.  (Summit Entertainment)

11–17b  THE SQUID AND THE 
WHALE (U.S.A., 2005) with Jeff Daniels 

and Laura Linney, written and directed by 

Noah Baumbach. 

11–17c  THE TWILIGHT SAGA: 
BREAKING DAWN—PART 2  
(U.S.A., 2012) with Robert Pattinson and 

Kristen Stewart, directed by Bill Condon.
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Eclecticism has been faulted on a number of counts. There’s an old Latin saying, De gusti-

bus non est disputandum; “there’s no disputing taste.” Some people might prefer one film over 
another, but often the choice is a matter of taste, not absolute value. If we’re in the mood for a 
comedy, even a somber masterpiece like The Godfather is not going to satisfy us. Taste is highly 
personal, subject to a variety of factors that have nothing to do with external considerations of 
excellence. Because of its extreme subjectivity, this approach has been criticized as mere impres-
sionism by more rigorously systematic critics. They insist that aesthetic evaluations ought to be 
governed by a body of theoretical principles rather than a critic’s unique sensibility, however re-
fined. Eclectic critics often disagree because each of them is reacting to a movie according to his 
or her own tastes rather than a larger theoretical framework, with its built-in system of checks 
and balances. For all their vaunted expertise and cultural prestige, eclectic critics have track re-
cords that don’t always bear close scrutiny. For example, when Fellini’s 81⁄2 was released in 1963, 
many critics in America and Europe dismissed the movie as self-indulgent, formless, and even 
incoherent. Yet in a 1972 survey of international critics, 81⁄2 ranked among the ten greatest films 
of all time. In 2012, it was still in the top ten. Conversely, even good critics have pronounced a 
film an instant masterpiece—only to regret their impetuosity in the cool distance of time, after 
the movie has been long forgotten.

Eclectic critics tend to be stoical about these matters, accepting them as perils of the trade. 
Perhaps Pauline Kael expressed their attitude best:

The role of the critic is to help people see what is in the work, what is in it that shouldn’t 
be, what is not in it that could be. He is a good critic if he helps people understand more 
about the work than they could see for themselves; he is a great critic, if by his under-
standing and feeling for the work, by his passion, he can excite people so that they want 
to experience more of the art that is there, waiting to be seized. He is not necessarily a 
bad critic if he makes errors in judgment. (Infallible taste is inconceivable; what could 
it be measured against?) He is a bad critic if he does not awaken the curiosity, enlarge 
the interests and understanding of his audience. The art of the critic is to transmit his 
knowledge of and enthusiasm for art to others. (Quoted from I Lost It at the Movies;

New York: Bantam, 1966.)

Structuralism and Semiology
Eclectic critics celebrate the subjective, individual element in film criticism. Others have la-
mented it. In the early 1970s, two interrelated cinematic theories developed, partly in response 
to the inadequacies of the criticism of personal sensibility. Structuralism and semiology were 
attempts to introduce a new scientific rigor to film criticism, to allow for more systematic and 
detailed analyses of movies. Borrowing their methodology from such diverse disciplines as 
linguistics, anthropology, psychology, and philosophy, these two theories first concentrated on 
the development of a more precise analytical terminology.

Structuralism and semiology have also focused intently on the American cinema as the 
principal area of inquiry, for a number of reasons. In the first place, these theories have been 
dominated by the British and French, traditionally the most enthusiastic foreign admirers of 
the cinema of the United States. American movies also provided these critics with a stylistic 
norm—the classical paradigm. Marxists among this group have explored the implications of 
the capitalistic mode of production of American films. Cultural commentators have concen-
trated on characteristically American myths and genres.

Semiology (or semiotics, as it’s also called) is a study of how movies signify. The manner in 
which information is signified is indissolubly linked with what’s being signified. The French 
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theorist Christian Metz was at the forefront of developing semiotics as a technique of film 
analysis. Using many of the concepts and much of the terminology of structural linguistics, 
Metz and others developed a theory of cinematic communication founded on the concept of 
signs or codes. The language of cinema, like all types of discourse, verbal and nonverbal, is 
primarily symbolic: It consists of a complex network of signs we instinctively decipher while 
experiencing a movie (11–18).

In most discussions of film, the shot was generally accepted as the basic unit of construc-
tion. Semiotic theorists rejected this unit as too vague and inclusive. They insisted on a more 
precise concept. Accordingly, they suggested that the sign be adopted as the minimal unit of sig-
nification. A single shot from a movie generally contains dozens of signs, forming an intricate 
hierarchy of counterpoised meanings. In a sense, this book, and especially the earlier chapters, 
can be viewed as a classification of signs.

Semiologists believe that the shot—the 

traditional unit of construction in film—is 

too general and inclusive to be of much use 

in a systematic analysis of a movie. The symbolic 

sign, they argue, is a more precise unit of 

signification. Every cinematic shot consists of 

dozens of signifying codes that are hierarchically 

structured. Using what they call the “principle of 

pertinence,” semiologists decode cinematic 

discourse by first establishing what the dominant 

signs are, then analyzing the subsidiary codes. This 

methodology is similar to a detailed analysis of 

mise en scène, only in addition to spatial, textural, 

and photographic codes, semiologists would also 

explore other relevant signs—kinetic, linguistic, 

musical, rhythmic, and so forth. In this shot, a 

semiologist would explore the symbolic significance of such major signs as Dietrich’s white suit. 

Why a masculine suit? Why white? What does the papier-mâché dragon signify? The distorted 

perspective lines of the set? The “shady ladies” behind the archways? The symbolism of stage and 

audience? The tight framing and closed form of the image? The protagonist’s worldly song? Within 

the dramatic context, semiologists would also explore the rhythms of the editing and camera 

movements, the symbolism of the kinetic motions of the performer, and so on. Traditionally, 

critics likened the cinematic shot to a word, and a series of edited shots to a sequence of words in 

a sentence. A semiologist would dismiss such analogies as patently simpleminded. Perhaps an 

individual sign might be likened to a word, but the equivalent to a shot—even a lousy one—

would require many paragraphs if not pages of words. A complex shot can contain a hundred 

separate signs, each with its own precise symbolic significance.  (Paramount Pictures)

11–18  BLONDE VENUS 
(U.S.A., 1932) with Marlene Dietrich, 

directed by Josef von Sternberg. 
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For example, each of these chapters is concerned with a kind of master code, which can be 
broken down into code subdivisions, which themselves can be reduced to even more minimal 
signs. Thus, Chapter 1 might be called a photography master code. This master could be broken 
down into subdivisions: shots, angles, lighting keys, colors, lenses, filters, optical effects, and 
so on. Each of these, in turn, could be subdivided again. The shots, for example, could be bro-
ken down to extreme long, long, medium, close-up, extreme close-up, deep focus. This 
same principle could be applied to other master codes: spatial codes (mise en scène), kinetic 
codes (movement), and so on. Codes of language would be as complex as the entire discipline 
of linguistics; acting codes would involve a precise breakdown of the various techniques of 
signification used by players.

Semiotics can help critics to isolate and identify signs in 

a movie, but not to show how skillfully they function 

within the film. Because the theory stresses 

quantification, it tends to be more effective in analyzing 

formalist films, which contain more classifiable signs. But 

different types of signs or codes are not compatible, and hence 

qualitative judgments are difficult to make on strictly 

quantitative data. For example, the shot from Troy contains 

many different signs, which are structured into an image of 

great visual complexity. This epic recreation of the famous 

Trojan horse episode from The Iliad is an example of 

contemporary studio craftsmanship at its best. The image is 

dense with detailed visual information. Chaplin’s medium-close 

shot, on the other hand, is relatively simple and contains very 

few signs other than the expression on the tramp’s face. (And 

how do you quantify something so ineffable?) 

Wolfgang Petersen is an artist of considerable skill, 

but he’s not in Chaplin’s class. Yet a semiotic analysis 

of these two works might lead to the conclusion that 

Petersen is the superior filmmaker, because he used 

more signs in his movie.  

11–19b  THE BANK 
(U.S.A., 1915) with Charles Chaplin, 

directed by Chaplin. (Essanay)

11–19a  TROY (U.S.A., 2004)

directed by Wolfgang Petersen. 

(Warner Bros.)
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Semiotic techniques can be valuable in aiding film critics and scholars to analyze movies 
with more precision. But the theory suffers some defects. For one thing, these are descriptive 
classifications only, not evaluative. In other words, semiotics will permit a critic to discern a 
sign, but it’s still up to the critic to evaluate how effective any given sign is within an artistic 
context. Formalist movies seem to lend themselves to easier classification than realistic movies. 
For example, it’s much simpler to describe the complex mise en scène of Troy than to explicate 
the meanings of Chaplin’s expression in The Bank (11–19a & b). These signs aren’t really 
comparable. They exist on incompatible levels, like different language systems of a computer. 
Because formalist signs are easier to quantify, some critics tend to value films with a greater 
number of signs (or at least a greater number of classifiable signs) as more complex than, and 
hence aesthetically superior to, a film with a lower density of signs.

Another serious problem with this theory is its awful jargon, which sometimes verges on 
self-parody. All specialized disciplines—including cinema—have a certain number of neces-
sary technical terms, but semiotics often chokes on its own “scientific” wordiness. Even within 
the field, one commentator pointed out that referring to a perfectly ordinary phenomenon as 
“signifier” or “signified,” “syntagm” or “paradigm” doesn’t in itself  advance social knowledge to 
any particular degree.

As Metz pointed out, semiology is concerned with the systematic classification of types of 
codes used in the cinema; structuralism is the study of how various codes function within a 
single structure, within one movie. Structuralism is strongly eclectic and often combines the 
techniques of semiotics with other theoretical perspectives, such as auteurism, genre studies, 
ideology, stylistic analyses, and so on. For example, Colin McArthur’s Underworld USA is a 
structuralist analysis of gangster and crime films and the style known as film noir. McArthur 
uses semiotic classifications in exploring the iconography of the genre films of such artists as 
Billy Wilder (1–17a) and others.

Structuralists and semiologists have been fascinated by the concept of a deep  structure—an
underlying network of symbolic meaning that is related to a movie’s surface structure but 
is also somewhat independent of it. This deep structure can be analyzed from a number of 
perspectives, including Freudian psychoanalysis, Marxist economics, Jungian concepts of the 
collective unconscious, and the theory of structural anthropology popularized by the French-
man Claude Lévi-Strauss.

A crucial shortcoming of semiotic methodology is its 

failure to deal with nonmaterialist values in cinema. 

For example, this movie explores how a drunken 

country music star (Duvall) finds spiritual redemption in the 

born-again Christian faith of the woman he loves. A strictly 

semiotic analysis of the film would prove inadequate in 

exploring these spiritual  values.  (EMI/Antron Media)

11–20  TENDER MERCIES 
(U.S.A., 1983) with Robert Duvall and  Allan 

Hubbard, directed by Bruce Beresford.
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The methods of Lévi-Strauss are based on an examination of regional myths, which he 
believed express certain underlying structures of thought in codified form. These myths exist 
in variant forms and usually contain the same or similar binary structures—pairs of opposites. 
By collapsing the surface (narrative) structure of myths, their symbolic motifs can be analyzed 
in a more systematic and meaningful manner. These polarities are usually found in dialectical 
conflict: Depending on the culture analyzed, they can be agricultural (for example, water ver-
sus drought), sexual (male versus female), conceptual (cooked versus raw), generational (youth 
versus age), and so on. Because these myths are expressed in symbolic codes, often their full 
meanings are hidden even from their creators. Lévi-Strauss believed that once the full implica-
tions of a myth are understood, it’s discarded as a cliché.

These structural techniques can be used to analyze a national cinema, a genre, or a specific 
movie. For example, the conflict between “traditional” and “modern” values can be seen in vir-
tually all Japanese movies, and in Japanese society in general (11–21). The roots of this conflict 
extend back to the later nineteenth century, when Japan transformed itself from a feudal coun-
try to a modern technological society patterned after the Western industrial states, especially 
Britain and the United States. The Japanese are simultaneously repelled and attracted by both 
sets of polarities:

The films of Ozu were not widely 

seen in the West until the 1970s. 

Prior to this time, his movies were 

regarded as “too Japanese” to be 

appreciated by foreign audiences because he 

was a champion of traditional values—

particularly that quintessential Japanese 

institution, the family. If Kurosawa is the 

artistic spokesman for modern values and 

the anguished individual, then Ozu speaks for the conservative majority, 

especially parents. But his movies are not mindless endorsements of family 

life, for Ozu was also an ironist, well aware of the gap between reality and 

the ideal—the principal source of his irony. In this film, for example, the 

protagonist (Ryu) is a gentle, aging widower who lives with his unmarried 

daughter in mutual devotion. His loneliness is assuaged by a few drinking 

buddies who spend much of their free time at the local bar. After hearing of 

the marriage of a friend’s daughter, the widower decides that it’s time for his 

daughter to move on as well. He arranges a marriage with a decent young 

man recommended by his friends. The movie ends on a bittersweet note of 

irony as the father muses contentedly on the success of his arrangements. He 

also realizes he’s getting on in years. And he is alone.  (Shochiku Eiga)

11–21  AN AUTUMN AFTERNOON 
(Japan, 1962) with Shima Iwashita and 

Chishu Ryu (right), directed by  Yasujiro Ozu.
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Traditional  Modern 
Japanese  Western 
Feudal  Democratic 
Past Future 
Society  Individual 
Hierarchy  Equality 
Nature  Technology 
Duty Inclination 
Self-sacrifice  Self-expression 
Consensus Diversity 
Age  Youth 
Authority  Autonomy 
Conservative  Liberal 
Fatalism  Optimism 
Obedience  Independence 
Form  Substance 
Security  Anxiety 

A number of structuralists have explored genre films in a similar manner. For  example, Jim 
Kitses, Peter Wollen, and others have pointed out how westerns are often vehicles for exploring 
clashes of value between East and West in American culture. By clustering the thematic mo-
tifs around a “master antimony” (a controlling or dominant code), a western can be analyzed 
according to its deep structure rather than its plot, which is often conventionalized (and less 
meaningful) in genre films. Such critics have demonstrated how each cultural polarity symbol-
izes a complex of positive and negative traits:

West  East
Wilderness  Civilization 
Individualism  Community 
Self-interest  Social welfare 
Freedom  Restriction 
Anarchy  Law and order 
Savagery  Refinement 
Private honor  Institutional justice 
Paganism  Christianity 
Nature  Culture 
Masculine  Feminine 
Pragmatism  Idealism 
Agrarian  Industrial 
Purity  Corruption 
Dynamic  Static 
Future  Past
Experience  Knowledge 
American  European

Semiotics and structuralism expanded the parameters of film critique considerably. Their plu-
ralistic approach allows for much more flexibility, complexity, and depth in the critical enter-
prise. But these theories are merely tools of analysis. By themselves, they can tell us nothing of 
the value of signs and codes within a film. Like every other theory, then, these are only as good 
as their practitioners. The writer’s intelligence, taste, passion, knowledge, and sensitivity are 
what produce good criticism, not necessarily the theoretical methodology used.
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Historiography

Historiography deals with the theory of history—the assumptions, principles, and methodolo-
gies of historical study. Film history is a relatively recent area of inquiry—120 years is not a 
very lengthy period of study compared to that of the traditional arts. Much of the best work in 
film historiography has taken place during the past two decades.

Film historians scoff at the naive notion that there is a film history. Rather, they insist that 
there are many film histories, and each is defined by the historian’s particular interests, biases, 
and prejudices. Theorists have charted four different types of film history, each with its own set 
of philosophical assumptions, methods, and sources of evidence: (1) aesthetic film histories—
film as art; (2) technological film histories—motion pictures as inventions and machines; (3) 
economic histories—film as industry; and (4) social  histories—movies as a reflection of the 
audience’s values, desires, and fears.

Most film historians regard cinema as too sprawling and complex to be covered by any 
single history. They view the field as a vast, infinite mass of data that needs to be sifted through 
and organized to be made coherent. Each historian concentrates on a given type of evidence, 
highlighting its significance while de-emphasizing or ignoring “irrelevant” data. Critics some-
times refer to this process of selection and emphasis as foregrounding—isolating fragments 
of evidence for the purpose of closer study. Foregrounding is always an implicit value judg-
ment. Each type of film historian necessarily wrenches these fragments from their ecological 
context, thus presenting us with a somewhat skewed view of the whole. Each type of historian 
will also choose to focus on different movies, personalities, and events.

Aesthetic film historians and elitist 

critics tend to concentrate on such 

movies as Short Cuts because of 

their cultural prestige. The late Robert 

Altman is regarded as one of the great 

artists of the American cinema, creator of 

such movies as M*A*S*H, McCabe and Mrs. 

Miller, Nashville, and The Player. Based on 

the short stories of Raymond Carver, Short 

Cuts is faithful to its source, including its 

tone of cynicism and bitterness. The film features an embarrassment of 

riches in the cast, many of them important stars who would have worked for 

Altman for nothing because of his enormous prestige within the world film 

community. Though widely praised by critics and nominated for a number of 

awards, the movie failed to arouse much interest with the general public, 

and its box-office revenues were small.  (Spelling/Fine Line)

11–22a  SHORT CUTS 
(U.S.A., 1993) with Lily Tomlin and 

Tom Waits, directed by Robert Altman.
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Aesthetic film historians concern themselves with a tradition of masterpieces and great 
filmmakers. Constantly subject to reevaluation, this tradition encompasses a broad consensus 
of critics, historians, and scholars. This is an elite form of history, ignoring the vast majority 
of motion pictures to concentrate on a relative handful of important works of art that have 
endured the test of time—that is, movies that are still great  despite our viewing them in a 
totally different context. Aesthetic historians value a work primarily for its artistic richness, 
irrespective of whether the film was commercially successful. Thus, in most aesthetic histories, 
a hugely popular success like Independence Day receives much less discussion than Citizen 

Kane, which failed at the box office.  Opponents of this type of history have scoffed at its “Great 
Man” assumptions—that is, film history is largely the study of a few gifted individuals, not 
the dynamic matrix of social, industrial, and technological influences that inevitably affect all 
filmmakers, gifted or not.

The American scholar Raymond Fielding put forth the philosophy of technological histo-
rians succinctly: “The history of motion pictures—as an art form, as a medium of communi-
cation, and as an industry—has been determined principally by technological innovations.” 

A common misconception among many filmgoers is the glib 

distinction between art and entertainment, as though the two 

wouldn’t be caught dead in the same movie. In fact, the two are often 

combined. Charles Chaplin was the most popular film artist of the silent era, 

and he was also a darling of the critics. He still is. Long before movies were 

even invented, William Shakespeare was the most popular playwright in 

history. He still is. The first two Godfather films are excellent examples of this 

artistic–commercial fusion. Serious film critics almost universally regard them 

as among the greatest works in the history of cinema. The movies were also 

enormously popular throughout the world, breaking virtually every 

attendance record. They are still among the top  box-office champions of all 

time. Entertaining? Of course. Art? Indubitably.  (Paramount Pictures)

11–22b  THE GODFATHER 
PART II (U.S.A., 1974) with Giuseppe 

Sillato and Robert De Niro, directed by 

Francis Ford Coppola.
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Historians of this type are also concerned with “Great Men,” such as W. K. L. Dickson, Thomas 
Edison, George Eastman, and Lee de Forest—inventors and scientists rather than artists or 
industry moguls. Technological historians are concerned with the implications—artistic, com-
mercial, and ideological—of such innovations as portable cameras, synchronous sound, col-
or, improved film stocks, 3-D, stereophonic sound, steadycams, computer-generated imagery, 
and so on (11–23).

Cinema is the most expensive artistic medium in history, and its development has been 
largely determined by its financial sponsors—this is the thesis of most economic film histories, 
such as Benjamin B. Hampton’s History of the American Film Industry from Its Beginnings to 

1931 and Thomas H. Guback’s The International Film Industry: Western Europe and America 

Since 1945. In most European countries, the cinema in its early stages of development fell into 
the hands of artists who shared most of the values and tastes of the educated elite. In the former 
Soviet Union and other ex-communist countries, film production was carefully regulated by 
the government, and the movies produced in those countries reflected most of the values of the 
political elite.

In America, the film industry developed within a capitalistic system of production. The Hol-
lywood studio system was an attempt on the part of a handful of large corporations—MGM, 
Paramount, Warner Brothers, and so forth—to monopolize the production of fiction films, 
and hence maximize their profits. For about three decades—roughly from 1925 to 1955—the 
major studios succeeded, producing about 90 percent of the fiction films in America, largely 
because the companies were vertically integrated. That is, they controlled all three phases of 
the industry: (1) production—the Hollywood studios; (2) distribution—financial headquar-
ters in New York; and (3) exhibition—the large chains of big-city first-run theaters owned by 
the company.

During the era of studio dominance, virtually every filmmaker had to come to grips with 
this economic reality. The studio system was the only ballgame in town, and the majors were 
in business to make profits—the bigger the better. In short, the profit motive has been the 
main driving force in the evolution of the American film industry, and movies tend to reaffirm 

Technological film histories stress the 

importance of mechanical innovations in the 

evolution of the cinema. New technologies 

create new aesthetics. For example, in the late 1950s, 

television journalists needed simple, lightweight 

equipment to capture news stories quickly, while they 

were actually happening. The development of the 

so-called handheld camera (actually, usually mounted 

on a shoulder harness or tripod), portable sound 

equipment, zoom lenses, and more light-sensitive fast 

film stocks was in response to this need. In the 1960s, 

this new technology was appropriated by fiction 

filmmakers, allowing them to shoot movies more 

spontaneously and in actual locations, thus creating a 

more authentic style of realism.  (Paramount Pictures)
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11–23  MEDIUM COOL (U.S.A., 1969)

with Peter Bonerz (sound) and Robert 

Forster (at camera), directed by  

Haskell Wexler.



The Anglo-American poet T. S. Eliot once explored 

the place of belief in the field of literary criticism.  

As a devout Anglican (a convert), he wondered if such 

masterpieces of Christian literature as Dante’s Divine Comedy

and Milton’s Paradise Lost would be more meaningful to a 

religious believer than to a non-Christian. He concluded that, 

yes, such works are more powerful if the person shares the 

religious convictions of the artist. But nonbelievers can also 

be moved by such works, though perhaps not in so personal 

a manner. After all, there are very few people today who 

believe in the deities of ancient Greece—Apollo, Athena,  

and so on—yet we can all enjoy the enduring artistic 

masterpieces of the great Greek masters. So too, modern 

spectators can experience the emotional power of The 

Passion of the Christ, whether they’re Christian or not. But 

to a believer, the film necessarily evokes a deeper emotional 

response. The same can be said of other religions.   

(Icon Productions. Photo: Phillipe Antonello)

Pity the poor film critic who must render 

judgment on both The Passion of the Christ and

Superman Returns. Clearly this is a classic case 

of apples and oranges. Yet film critics must switch gears 

in this manner all the time. Of course, he or she can 

weasel out of the dilemma by glibly pronouncing one 

film as art, the other as entertainment, a time-honored 

evasion. But these are mere labels. Surely most 

examples of art are entertaining, in the sense that they 

appeal to our emotions and intellect, and stimulate our 

senses. Similarly, a great many entertainments are 

undeniably artistic, like the polished and engaging 

Superman Returns, which treats the dramatic materials 

like familiar myths, much like the ancient Greeks 

exploited variations on the mythological characters and 

events of their culture.  (Warner Bros. /DC Comics) 

11–24a  THE PASSION OF THE 
CHRIST (U.S.A., 2004) with Jim Caviezel, 

directed by Mel Gibson.

11–24b  SUPERMAN RETURNS 
(U.S.A., 2006) with Brandon Routh, 

directed by Bryan Singer.
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the ideological values of their sponsors. However, even economic historians would concede  
that other motives have also figured in the production of American movies—the desire for 
prestige, artistic integrity, and so on. Likewise, movies made in communist countries were oc-
casionally critical of the social system that produced them. History—of any kind—is filled 
with contradictions.

Social histories are mainly concerned with the audience. They emphasize film as a collective 
experience, as a reflection of mass sentiments during any given era. These sentiments can be 
overtly articulated or subliminally insinuated by appealing to our subconscious desires. Social 
historians often turn to statistics and sociological data for supporting evidence. Books like 
Robert Sklar’s Movie-Made America and Garth Jowett’s Film: The Democratic Art are filled with 
revealing statistics about audience likes and dislikes.

Social historians have also devoted a great deal of attention to the American star  system, 
arguing that popular stars are usually a reflection of audience values and anxieties. Unfortu-
nately, these concerns do not lend themselves to quantitative analysis, and social historians are 
sometimes criticized for their intuitive leaps in logic. Historians of this sort are also interested 
in social stereotypes—how a movie portrays blacks, women, authority figures, and so on.

The technology of digital video has totally changed the accessibility of 

the medium to aspiring young filmmakers. Unlike the expensive, 

cumbersome technology of film, digital video is cheap, fast, and 

(relatively) easy-to-use. Even professional filmmakers, like the visually 

sophisticated Michael Mann, shot Collateral on digital video, just to prove that 

first-class cinema can result from such modest means. The sleek thriller is 

noirishly atmospheric and very polished visually. In the past, aspiring filmmakers 

have been intimidated by the sheer complexity and expense of becoming a film 

artist. Today, with a technology that’s much more accessible, who knows how 

many aspiring Spielbergs and Scorseses are waiting in the wings, waiting to shoot 

their own stories.  (Dreamworks/Paramount Pictures. Photo: Frank Connor)

11–25a  COLLATERAL (U.S.A., 2004) 

with Tom Cruise and Jamie Foxx, directed 

by Michael Mann.



In Film History: Theory and Practice, Robert C. Allen and Douglas Gomery set forth the 
principal advantages and shortcomings of the various types of film history, arguing that a 
more integrated approach would minimize the dangers of distortion. As in other areas of film 
theory, film history is increasingly being viewed as a monolithic ecological system that must be 
studied from various perspectives to be comprehensively understood.

Different film commentators ask different types of questions. Those interested in the essen-
tial nature of the medium would probably focus on such traditional concerns as the realism–
formalism dichotomy. The auteur theory is helpful if you want to ask questions about how a 
particular movie typifies the filmmaker’s thematic and stylistic traits. Obviously, this approach 
is not a very fruitful technique for exploring movies like Mildred Pierce or Independence Day,

pictures that were constructed by committee for the purpose of maximizing profits. Eclectic 
critics ask whatever questions they think will help people understand and appreciate the movie 
better. Why is this film good (or bad, or mediocre)? How could it be better? What brings 

Modern digital technology has allowed film artists to create wondrous 

worlds of startling realism, like this quiet, magical moment of 

communion, high above the sound and fury of the city. The love-smitten 

ape seems so human we can read his thoughts and fears on his face—complex 

emotions created entirely by computers. Technology is not the enemy of human 

imagination but its tool, yet another language through which film artists can 

convey thought and emotion as well as action. Confronted with such marvels, 

we might well exclaim, like Miranda in Shakespeare’s The Tempest:

        O wonder!

How many goodly creatures are there here!

How beauteous mankind is! O brave new world

That has such people in’t. 

(Universal Pictures/Wing Nut)

11–25b  KING KONG (U.S.A., 2005)

with Naomi Watts and friend, directed by 

Peter Jackson.
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it down? And so on. Structuralists ask questions about a movie’s underlying infrastructure: 
What thematic motifs are explored in the film’s narrative? What are its mythic elements? What 
kind of codes—both thematic and  stylistic—does the movie favor? How does the its genre 
influence the particulars of this specific movie? Does it invent, reinforce, subvert, or ridicule 
the genre’s conventions?

Depending on their orientation, historians also ask different types of questions. The arty 
ones are concerned with a movie’s aesthetic worth and why attention should be paid. The te-
chies are more likely to ask questions about the film’s special effects, any outstanding technical 
achievements, such as the huge, near-scale proportions of the doomed ship in James Cameron’s 
Titanic. Industry historians tend to ask questions concerning a movie’s production expendi-
tures and practices, how it was promoted, and what kind of tie-in products it generated. Social 
historians mostly ask questions about the audience. Why did the public love one movie and 
hate another? How does a film appeal to the public’s subconscious fears and yearnings? What 
does a given movie say about its era? About its icons?

In short, there are literally thousands of questions that could be asked concerning a movie’s 
implications. What you yourself are looking for will determine most of your questions and 
how to  focus them.
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! Show how Citizen Kane ushered in 

a revolution in photography and 

how Welles dynamically staged 

complex actions within each shot.

! Give examples of how Welles used 

the moving camera to embellish 

the story line of Citizen Kane.

! Describe how Welles coordinated 

the editing techniques and sound 

within the film to create a rich, 

symbolic film experience.

! Evaluate the quality of actors in 

Citizen Kane, and assess the art 

direction tricks that Welles learned 

from working in theater and radio.

! Diagram the plot units of Citizen

Kane and explain why the director 

chose to use the flashback 

structure in the film.

! Illustrate the thematic complexity 

of Citizen Kane by addressing 

the film’s storytellers, narrative 

strategy, and symbolic motifs.

! Defend the idea of Orson Welles 

as a film auteur.

Learning Objectives

Citizen Kane (U.S.A., 1941)

The motion-picture medium has an extraordinary 

range of expression. It has in common with the plastic 

arts the fact that it is a visual composition projected 

on a two-dimensional surface; with dance, that it can 

deal in the arrangement of movement; with theatre, 

that it can create a dramatic intensity of events; with 

music, that it can compose in the rhythms and phrases 

of time and can be attended by song and instrument; 

with poetry, that it can juxtapose images; with 

literature generally, that it can encompass in its sound 

track the abstractions available only to language.

Maya Deren, Filmmaker and Theorist

(RKO. Photo: Alex Kahle)

SYNTHESIS 12
Cit izen Kane
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Citizen Kane is the life story of a powerful newspaper magnate, Charles Foster Kane, who is 
as contradictory as he is controversial. The film is a fictionalized biography of the ruthless 
publishing baron William Randolph Hearst (1863–1951). Actually, the characters in the movie 
are composites, drawn from the lives of several famous American tycoons, but Hearst was the 
most obvious.  Herman Mankiewicz, the coauthor of the screenplay, knew Hearst personally 
and was a friend of the old  yellow journalist’s mistress, screen star Marion Davies. Davies was 
among the best-liked personalities in the film industry, and except for her fondness for alcohol 
and jigsaw puzzles, was quite unlike the Susan Alexander character in Citizen Kane.

The movie recounts the major events of the protagonist’s lengthy life. Born in compara-
tive obscurity, 8-year-old Charles is sent away to boarding school after his mother inherits a 
huge fortune through a fluke. Kane’s guardian throughout his youth is the banker Walter P. 
Thatcher, a pompous blowhard and political reactionary. After living a life of frivolous self-
indulgence, Kane decides in his mid-twenties to become a newspaper publisher. Along with his 
close associates, the doggedly loyal Bernstein and the suave Jed Leland, he dedicates himself to 
championing the cause of the underprivileged and attacking corrupt institutions of power. At 
the height of his career, Kane marries the refined Emily Norton, niece of the president of the 
United States. But the marriage eventually turns stale, then rancid. In middle age, Kane con-
soles himself by secretly taking a mistress,  Susan Alexander, a pretty but rather empty-headed 
shopgirl with vague aspirations of becoming a singer.

Buoyed by his fame and popularity, Kane runs for governor of New York. His opponent, 
Boss Jim Gettys, attempts to blackmail him into withdrawing from the race by threatening to 
go public with the hypocrisy of Kane’s marriage and to expose his cozy arrangement with Su-
san. Outraged, Kane refuses to capitulate, even though he knows that the scandal will publicly 
humiliate his wife, his son, and Susan. Kane loses the election and the respect of his best friend, 
Jed Leland. Emily divorces Kane, taking their young son with her.

Kane redirects his energies toward the career of a proxy, his new young wife, Susan Alexan-
der Kane. He is determined to make her into a great opera star, despite the inconvenient fact 
that she has no discernible talent. Ignoring her objections, indifferent to her public mortifica-
tion, Kane pushes the talentless Susan to the brink of suicide. Thwarted again, he finally agrees 
to give up on his scheme to make her an opera star.  Instead, he builds an enormous, isolated 
palace, Xanadu, where he and Susan retire  into semiseclusion. After years of being bullied into 
submission by Kane, Susan rebels and walks out on him. Finally, alone and embittered, the old 
man dies amidst the empty opulence of Xanadu.

Photography
Cinematographer Gregg Toland considered Citizen Kane the high point of his career. The 
veteran cinematographer thought he might be able to learn something from the “boy genius,” 
whose accomplishments were mostly in radio and the Broadway theater. Welles, used to setting 
up his own lights in the live theater, thought that movie directors were also responsible for the 
lighting. Intrigued, Toland let him go ahead, allowing Welles to determine the design of most of 
the lights but quietly instructing the camera crew to make the necessary technical adjustments.

Everyone saw at once that Citizen Kane didn’t look like most American movies of its era. 
There is not an indifferently photographed image in the film. Even the exposition scenes—
normally dispatched with efficient medium two-shots—are startlingly photographed 
(12–2). Not that the techniques were new. Deep-focus, low-key lighting, rich textures, 
audacious compositions, dynamic contrasts between foregrounds and backgrounds, back-
lighting, sets with ceilings, side lighting, steep angles, epic long shots juxtaposed with 
extreme close-ups, dizzying crane shots, special effects galore—none of these was new. 
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Toland, the most admired cinemato grapher of 

his generation, asked Welles if he could 

photograph the young director’s first feature 

film. He was fascinated by Welles’s bold theatricality, 

and he often suggested more effective ways of shooting 

scenes. They discussed each shot in the movie, which is 

eclectic in its visual style, integrating a variety of 

influences. Welles was strongly drawn to the lighting 

theories of such theatrical designers as Gordon Craig 

and Adolphe Appia and to many of the techniques of 

the German  Expressionist movement. Welles was also 

influenced by the moody low-key photo graphy of John 

Ford’s Stagecoach. Welles was so grateful for the help of 

the veteran cinematographer that he gave Toland a 

conspicuous credit title—unusual in this era.  (RKO)

Kane ushered in an era of flamboyant visual 

effects in the American cinema, and as such 

represented an assault on the classical ideal of 

an invisible style. Lights are often from below or other 

unexpected sources, creating startling clashes and 

abstract patterns and infusing the photographed 

materials with a sense of visual exuberance. There’s 

nothing invisible about the lighting of this shot, for 

example. As written, the scene is merely exposition, 

setting up the movie’s narrative premise. Some 

reporters are talking in a screening room, and while 

they talk, the light from the projection booth splashes 

into the darkened auditorium, flooding the silhouetted 

figures in a sea of undulating luminescence.  (RKO)

12–1 Publicity photo of  Orson 
Welles and cinematographer Gregg 
Toland during the production of 
CITIZEN KANE (U.S.A., 1941).

12–2  CITIZEN KANE
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But no one had previously used them in such a “seven layer-cake profusion,” to quote critic  
James Naremore.

Photographically, Kane ushered in a revolution, challenging the classical ideal of a trans-
parent style that doesn’t call attention to itself. In Citizen Kane, the stylistic virtuosity is part of 
the show. The lighting is generally in moderate high key in those scenes depicting Kane’s youth 
and those dealing with his years as a crusading young publisher. As he grows older and more 
cynical, the lighting grows darker, more harshly contrasting. Kane’s home, the palatial Xana-
du, seems steeped in perpetual night. Only spotlight patches of light penetrate the oppressive 
gloom, revealing the contours of a chair, a sofa, yet another piece of heroic sculpture. But the 
pervasive atmosphere is dank, impenetrable. The darkness shrouds an unspeakable evil.

Spotlights are also used in closer shots for symbolic effects. The mixture of decency and 
corruption in Kane is suggested by the contrasting lights: Sometimes his face seems split in 
half, with one side brightly illuminated, the other hidden in darkness. What is concealed is 
often more important than what’s revealed. In an early scene between the idealistic Kane and 
his two associates, for example, the protagonist tells Bernstein and Leland of his intention to 
publish a “Declaration of Principles” on the front page of his newspaper, promising his readers 
that he will be an honest and tireless champion of their rights as citizens and human beings. 
When Kane bends down to sign the document, however, his face is suddenly plunged in dark-
ness—an ominous foreshadowing of Kane’s later character.

Gregg Toland had often experimented with deep-focus photography during the 1930s, 
mostly while working with director William Wyler (see 1–20b). But the deep  focus in Kane is 
more flamboyant than Wyler’s use of this technique (12–3). Deep-focus photography involves 
the use of wide-angle lenses, which tend to exaggerate the distances between people—an 
appropriate symbolic analogue for a story dealing with separation, alienation, and loneliness.

Welles’s deep-focus photography is meant 

to be admired for its virtuosity as well as its 

functionalism. André Bazin, an enthusiastic 

champion of deep-focus techniques, believed that 

it reduces the importance of editing and preserves 

the cohesiveness of real space and time. Many 

spatial planes can be captured simultaneously in a 

single take, maintaining the objectivity of a scene. 

Bazin felt that audiences were thus encouraged to 

be more creative—less  passive—in understanding 

the relationships between people and things. In 

this photo, for example, we are free to look at the 

faces of over two dozen characters. “The public 

may choose, with its eyes, what it wants to see of  

a shot,” Welles said. “I don’t like to force it.”   

(RKO. Photo: Alex Kahle)

12–3  CITIZEN KANE with Orson 

Welles and (at far end of the table) 

Everett Sloane and Joseph Cotten.
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Deep focus also tends to encourage the audience to actively mine a shot for its  information. 
In a scene involving Susan Alexander’s suicide attempt, for example, a cause–effect relationship 
is suggested in the opening shot. Susan has taken a lethal dose of  medication and lies comatose 
on her bed in a semidarkened room. At the bottom of the screen, in close-up range, stands 
an empty glass and a bottle of medication; in the middle of the screen, in medium range, lies 
Susan, wheezing softly; in the upper portion of the screen, in long-shot range, is the door to 
the room. We hear Kane banging on the door. He then forces it open and enters the room. The 
layering of the mise en scène is a visual accusation: (1) the lethal dose was taken by (2) Susan 
Alexander Kane because of (3) Kane’s inhumanity.

Special effects are used throughout the movie for a variety of reasons. In some  settings—
such as the exterior shots of Xanadu—the special effects lend the locale a slightly phantas-
magorical quality. In other scenes, such as the political rally, special effects provide a realistic 
facsimile of large crowds and a huge auditorium (12–4).

The American cinema of the 1940s was to grow progressively darker, both thematically 
and photographically, thanks in part to the enormous influence of Citizen Kane. The most 
important style of the decade was film noir—literally, “black cinema.” It was a style suited to 
the times. Welles’s style continued in a noir vein, especially in such movies as The Lady from 

Shanghai and Touch of Evil. Toland’s death in 1948 at the age of 44 was an irreparable loss to 
the American cinema.

RKO’s highly respected special effects 

department consisted of thirty-five people, 

most of whom worked on Kane. Vernon L. 

Walker was in charge. Over 80 percent of the 

movie required some kind of special effects work, 

such as miniatures, matte shots, and double and 

multiple exposures. Many scenes required 

reprinting—that is, combining two or more 

separate images onto one through the use of the 

optical printer. For example, this shot combines 

three separately photographed images—Boss Jim 

Gettys (Collins) standing on a balcony 

overlooking Madison Square Garden, with Kane down below delivering a campaign 

speech to a huge audience. The frame of the balcony masks the dividing line between 

the two areas. The auditorium area combines live action (stage) with a matte painting 

(audience); the balcony set consists of two walls. Welles was thus able to give the 

movie an epic scope, while keeping production costs relatively low. Total cost of the 

picture: just under $700,000—not lavish by the standards of 1941.  (RKO)

12–4  CITIZEN KANE
with Ray Collins.
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Mise en Scène

Coming from the world of live theater, Welles was an expert at staging action dynamically. 
Long shots are a more effective—and more theatrical—medium for the art of mise en scène, 
and hence the movie contains relatively few close shots. Most of the images are tightly framed 
and in closed form. Most of them are also composed in depth, with important information 
in the foreground, midground, and background. The proxemic ranges between the charac-
ters are choreographed balletically, to suggest their shifting power relationships. For example, 
an early scene in the movie shows Kane, Bernstein, and Leland taking over the staid offices 

Almost all of the compositions in Kane are intricate and richly 

textured, at times baroquely ornate. But the visual complexity is not 

mere rhetorical ornamentation. The images are designed to reveal a 

maximum of information, often in an ironic manner. In this scene, for 

example, 8-year-old Charles plays with his sled outside in the snow while 

his future is being determined indoors by his mother and Thatcher. The 

boy’s father watches impotently, sputtering a few feeble protests. The mise 

en scène is compartmentalized into twos: Kane senior and young Charles 

are grouped to the left of the frame; Thatcher and the severe Mrs. Kane 

dominate the right poised to sign the contract that will soon separate 

Charles from his parents. Ironically, Mrs. Kane is motivated by love and 

self-sacrifice. She is sending Charles away to protect him from his father, a 

swaggering lout whose treatment of his son veers from forced jocularity to 

unpredictable outbursts of anger.  (RKO)

12–5  CITIZEN KANE with Harry 

Shannon, Buddy Swan (in window), 

George Coulouris, and Agnes Moorehead.
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of The Inquirer, the conservative newspaper young Kane has just bought because he thinks 
it might be fun to run a newspaper. While workers and assistants stream in and out of the 
frame, carrying equipment,  furniture, and personal belongings, Kane carries on a whimsical 
conversation with the stuffy, soon-to-be ex-editor, Mr. Carter, a Dickensian study in spluttering  
comic  exasperation.

Perhaps the best way of understanding the complexity of Welles’s mise en scène is to ana-
lyze a single shot. The dramatic context of Figure 12–5 is offered in the caption.

1. Dominant. Because of his central position within the frame and the high contrast be-
tween his dark clothes and the glaring snow, Charles tends to attract our eye first. He 
is also the subject of controversy in the foreground.

2. Lighting key. The interior is photographed in moderate high key. The exterior—con-
sisting mostly of blinding white snow—is in extreme high key.

3. Shot and camera proxemics. This is a deep-focus shot, extending from a medium range 
in the foreground to an extreme long-shot range in the background. The camera is at 
a personal distance from Thatcher and Mrs. Kane, a social distance from Kane senior, 
and a public distance from Charles. The boy is playing happily, shouting disconnected 
phrases like “The Union forever!” Kane senior is stubbornly resisting their plans, while 
Thatcher and Mrs. Kane, more frigid than the outside weather, listen wearily.

4. Angle. The camera is at eye level with the foreground characters.
5. Color values. Not applicable: The film is in black and white.
6. Lens/filter/stock. A wide-angle lens is used to capture its depth of field. The lens exag-

gerates the distances between the characters. No apparent filters. Probably slow stock 
requiring lots of lights.

7. Subsidiary contrasts. Our eye travels from Charles (the dominant) to Kane senior to 
Thatcher, Mrs. Kane, and the spotlighted document they are preparing to sign. On the 
small TV screen, Charles would probably be lost and Kane senior would then consti-
tute the dominant.

8. Density. The image is densely packed with information, thanks to the high-key lighting 
and the richly textured details of the set and costumes.

9. Composition. The image is split vertically in half, a tug of war, with two figures on the 
left, two on the right. The composition segments and isolates the characters.

10. Form. The image is in closed form, its carefully coordinated components suggesting 
the self-containment of a stage setting enclosed by a proscenium arch.

11. Framing. The shot is tightly framed, with little latitude for movement. Each charac-
ter seems confined to his or her own space cubicle. The excluded Charles is impris-
oned within the frame of the window—an enclosure within an enclosure. His freedom  
is illusionary.

12. Depth. The image is photographed in four depth planes: (a) the foreground table and 
its occupants; (b) Kane senior; (c) the rear portions of the parlor; and (d) Charles play-
ing outside in the distance.

13. Character placement. Charles and Kane senior occupy the upper portions of the im-
age, Thatcher and Mrs. Kane the lower—an ironic placement, because those in the 
“inferior” positions actually control the situation. Husband and wife are maximally 
separated at the opposite edges of the composition, forcing Charles to be coupled in 
the center with Thatcher—an intimacy both come to regret.

14. Staging positions. Kane senior is in the full-front position, relatively intimate vis-à-vis 
the spectator. Thatcher is also at full front, but his eyes are lowered, avoiding our gaze. 
Mrs. Kane is in the profile position, preoccupied with the contract.

15. Character proxemics. Thatcher and Mrs. Kane are in intimate proximity. They are at 
an aloof social distance from Kane senior, and a remote public distance from Charles.
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Movement

From the very beginning of his film career, Welles was a master of the mobile camera. In Citizen 

Kane, camera movements are generally equated with the vitality and energy of youth. A static 
camera, on the other hand, tends to be associated with illness, old age, and death. These same 
kinetic principles apply to Kane’s movements. As a young man, he is a whirlwind of energy, 
playfully gliding through life with scarcely enough breath to  finish his sentences before his 
attention is distracted and he sweeps to another location. As an old man, however, he almost 
groans with each calculated step. Often he is photographed in stationary positions or sitting 
down. He seems bored and  exhausted, especially in the Xanadu scenes with Susan (see 12–6).

No one has used crane shots so spectacularly as Welles. But once again, the  virtuosity is 
rarely indulged in for its own sake. The bravura crane shots embody important symbolic ideas. 
For example, after learning of Kane’s death, a reporter attempts to interview Susan Alexander. 
The sequence begins in a torrential rainstorm. We see a poster and picture of Susan, advertis-
ing her engagement as a singer in a nightclub. As the soundtrack shudders with a rumble of 
thunder, the camera cranes up, up through the rain, up to the roof of the building, then plunges 
through a garish neon sign, “El Rancho,” descends to the skylight where a blinding flash of 
lightning masks the camera’s passage through the window itself, and sweeps down to the de-
serted nightclub, where Susan is hunched at a table in a drunken stupor, prostrate with grief. 
(She is the only character in the film who is devastated by the news of Kane’s death.) Both the 
camera and the reporter encounter numerous obstacles—the rain, the sign, the very walls of 
the building must be penetrated before we can even see Susan, much less hear her speak. The 
crane shot embodies a brutal invasion of privacy, a disregard for the barriers Susan has placed 
around her in her misery.

In scenes depicting Kane as an old man, 

the camera is often far away, making him 

seem remote, inaccessible. Even when he is 

closer to the lens, as in this shot, the deep-focus 

photography keeps the rest of the world at a 

distance, with vast empty spaces between him and 

other people. We are often forced to search the mise 

en scène to locate the characters. In this photo, for 

example, Susan is dwarfed into insignificance by the 

enormous fireplace and the heroic sculpture behind 

her. She is a mere subsidiary contrast, not even so 

important as the statuary and much less important 

than the dominant, Kane. These static shots are so 

totally drained of intimacy and spontaneity that 

they’re almost funny, if they weren’t so sad.   

(RKO. Photo: Alex Kahle)

12–6  CITIZEN KANE with

Dorothy Comingore (at lower left base 

of fireplace) and Orson Welles.



As a young man, Kane is a dynamo of energy, and his youthful 

high spirits are often conveyed kinetically—with brisk traveling 

shots that parallel the protagonist’s movements. In this scene, 

for example, he comically lurches forward and backward, then forward 

again, the camera retreating and lunging back with him, as he 

nervously tries to announce his engagement to Emily Norton.  (RKO)

In many respects, Kane is structured like a 

mystery story, a search to penetrate a great 

enigma. Welles is able to suggest this idea in 

the very opening  sequence, through a series of 

dissolves and traveling shots. The movie begins with 

a sign: NO TRESPASSING. Ignoring it, the camera 

cranes up over the sign and over a wire fence. We 

dissolve from an ornate grillwork to an iron gate 

showing the letter “K.” Xanadu is in the background, 

suffocating in mist and darkness. Here lies the 

mystery. Here the search begins.  (RKO)
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12–8  CITIZEN KANE with

Everett Sloane, Orson Welles, and 

Joseph Cotten.
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In Susan’s opera debut, a traveling shot is used for comic effect, its payoff a virtual punch 
line. As she begins her first aria, the camera begins to rise, as if to ascend to the heavens. While 
she continues singing, her thin, watery voice grows progressively more feeble as the camera 
continues its upward journey, past sandbags, ropes, and platforms, until it finally comes to rest 
on two stagehands on the catwalk, looking down at the performance. They listen for a moment 
longer, then turn to face each other. One stagehand waggishly pinches his nose, as if to say, “She 
really stinks.”

Like all movies—like every human enterprise—Citizen Kane is flawed. A number of scenes 
in the film are merely adequate, nothing more. One such scene, singled out by  several critics, 
appears late in the movie, when Susan finally walks out on Kane forever. Enraged, the old man 
tears up Susan’s bedroom, scattering its contents and demolishing its furnishings. Welles obvi-
ously wanted to convey Kane’s fury through the sheer kinetic energy of the old man destroying 
the room. But the shots tend to be too lengthy and the camera too distant from the action. The 
violence of Kane’s rage would be more effectively communicated if Welles had kept the camera 
closer in, so that the movements would dominate more. He also should have edited more, to 
convey the idea of fragmentation and confusion. As played, the scene works well enough, but 
for many viewers it seems somewhat anticlimactic. Kinetic energy must parallel its subject 
matter or the motion can seem too much—or too little.

Editing
The editing in Citizen Kane is a calculated display of virtuosity, leaping over days, months, even 
years with casual nonchalance. John Spalding has pointed out that Welles often used several 
editing styles in the same sequence. When Susan recalls her opera career, for example, the sing-
ing lesson with her exasperated voice teacher is photographed in a lengthy take. The backstage 
chaos prior to the curtain going up is edited in short bursts of fragmentary shots to emphasize 

Welles frequently used lengthy takes in his 

staging, choreographing the movements of the 

camera and the characters rather than cutting 

to a series of separate shots. Even in relatively static 

scenes such as this, these lengthy takes provide the 

mise en scène with a sense of fluidity and dynamic 

change, while still entrapping the three characters 

within the same space. The setting is a large office in 

1929. The Great Depression has dealt Kane a severe 

setback, forcing him to relinquish control over his 

publishing empire. The sequence begins with a close 

shot of a legal document, while off-camera Bernstein 

recites its contents. He lowers the document, thus 

revealing Thatcher, now an old man, presiding over the 

dissolution. The camera adjusts slightly, and we then 

see Kane, listening grimly.  (RKO. Photo: Alex Kahle)

12–9  CITIZEN KANE with

George Coulouris, Orson Welles, 

and Everett Sloane.
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the utter confusion of her opera debut. Welles used parallel editing to contrast Susan’s terror 
on stage with Leland’s contemptuous boredom in the auditorium. Kane’s argument with Susan 
over her disastrous reviews is cut according to classical conventions. Thematic montage is used 
to condense her national tour on the road (12–13). The final scene of the sequence, Susan’s 
suicide attempt, opens with a deep-focus lengthy take, as Kane crashes into Susan’s hotel room 
and discovers her comatose in bed.

It’s difficult to isolate the editing in this film because it often works in concert with the 
sound techniques, not to speak of the fragmentation of the story. Often Welles used editing to 
condense a great deal of time, using sound as a continuity device. For example, to demonstrate 
Kane’s gradual estrangement from his first wife, Emily, Welles features a series of breakfast 
scenes, using only a few lines of dialogue with each brief episode.  Beginning with some honey-
moon sweet-talk, the mood quickly shifts to slight irritation, then strained annoyance, bitter 
resentment, and finally silence and alienation. The  sequence begins with the lovers sharing the 
intimacy of the same medium shot. As the marriage deteriorates, Welles cross-cuts to separate 
shots of each, even though they are sitting at the same table. The one-minute sequence ends 
with a long shot of the two at opposite ends of a lengthy table, each reading a different news-
paper (12–10).

Welles used a similar technique in showing how Susan Alexander eventually becomes 
Kane’s mistress. The first time he meets her, he is splashed with mud on the street. She  offers 
him some hot water, if he wants to come up to her small apartment for it. While there, they 
become friends. She admits that she sings a little and he asks her to perform for him. While she 
begins to sing her song at an old piano, the image dissolves to a parallel shot, only now she 
is in a large, handsomely decorated apartment, where she finishes the song at a grander piano, 
dressed in an elegant gown. We don’t need to be shown what happened “between” these two 
shots. We can infer what happened by Susan’s much  improved wardrobe and living quarters.

Welles often combined editing with 

another technique, which he used as a 

payoff. In the famous breakfast montage 

sequence portraying the disintegration of Kane’s 

marriage to Emily, for example, he concluded 

with this final shot. The distance between the 

two says it all: They have nothing to say to each 

other. Notice how the arches in the ceiling 

reinforce their separate worlds.  (RKO)

12–10  CITIZEN KANE with

Orson Welles and Ruth Warrick.
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Sound
Coming from the world of live radio drama, Welles was often credited with inventing many 
film sound techniques when in fact he was primarily a consolidator, synthesizing and expand-
ing the piecemeal accomplishments of his predecessors. In radio, sounds have to evoke images. 
An actor speaking through an echo chamber suggests a visual context—a huge auditorium, 
for example. A distant train whistle suggests a panoramic landscape, and so on. Welles applied 
this aural principle to his movie soundtrack. With the help of his sound technician, James G. 
Stewart, Welles discovered that almost every visual technique has its sound equivalent. Each 
of the shots, for example, has an appropriate sound quality involving volume, degree of defini-
tion, and texture. Long and extreme long-shot sounds are fuzzy and remote; close-up sounds 
are crisp, clear, and generally loud.  High-angle shots are often accompanied by high-pitched 
music and sound effects;  low-angle shots by brooding and low-pitched sounds. Sounds can be 
dissolved and overlapped like a montage sequence.

Welles frequently cut from one time period or location to another with a shocking sound 
transition. For example, the film’s opening prologue concludes with Kane’s death, which is ac-
companied by the gradual snuffing out of the sound. Suddenly, we are almost assaulted with a 
Voice-of-God narrator booming out “NEWS ON THE MARCH!”—the beginning of the newsreel se-
quence. In another sequence, Jed Leland is delivering a campaign speech, in which he describes 
Kane as “the fighting liberal, the friend of the workingman, the next governor of this state, who 
entered upon this campaign . . .” Cut to Kane in Madison Square Garden, continuing “. . . with 
one purpose only . . .”

Welles frequently overlapped his dialogue, especially in the comical sequences where sev-
eral people are trying to speak at the same time. In Xanadu, the rooms are so huge that Kane 

Budgetary considerations often 

determined the cunning editing 

strategies of the film, which was 

edited by Robert Wise. In the political 

campaign sequence, for example, Welles 

cut from long shots of Kane delivering his 

speech to closer shots of his family and 

associates listening in the audience. These 

isolated fragments are intercut with 

reestablishing shots of the entire 

auditorium (see 12–4). The huge hall and 

its thousands of inhabitants weren’t real: 

The cutting makes them seem real—by 

association.  (RKO. Photo: Alex Kahle)

12–11  CITIZEN KANE
with Orson Welles.
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and Susan must shout at each other to be heard, producing an incongruous  effect that’s both 
sad and funny (12–6). The Madison Square Garden facsimile is convincing in part because 
we hear the shouts and cheers of the enormous crowds and hence imagine that we see them 
as well.

Bernard Herrmann’s musical score is similarly sophisticated. Musical motifs are  assigned to 
several of the major characters and events. Many of these motifs are introduced in the newsreel 
sequence, then picked up later in the film, often in a minor key, or played at a different tempo, 
depending on the mood of the scene. For example, the poignant Rosebud motif is introduced 
in the opening sequence, and when Rosebud is brought up during the course of the investiga-
tion, a variation of the musical motif often underlines the dialogue. When Welles finally reveals 
to us—but not to the characters—the mystery of Rosebud, the musical motif swells powerfully 
into prominence, producing one of the most thrilling revelations in all of cinema.

Herrmann’s score often parallels Welles’s visuals. For instance, in the montage of breakfast 
scenes between Kane and his first wife, the disintegration of the marriage is  paralleled by the 
variations in the music. The sequence opens with a soft romantic waltz, tenderly underscoring 
the fascination each feels for the other. This is followed by a slightly comical musical variation. 
As the relationship becomes more strained, the orchestration becomes harsher, more disso-
nant. In the final scene, neither one bothers to speak anymore. Their silence is accompanied by 
a brooding, neurotic variation on the opening musical theme.

Composer Howard Shore has pointed out how Herrmann’s scores are brilliant in portray-
ing the psychology of the characters. In addition to using musical motifs to signal the reappear-
ance of a character or thematic idea, Herrmann was also fond of the ostinato technique—short, 
repeated phrases of a few notes, a device he used throughout his career. Although he was 
seriously ill at the time, Herrmann agreed to compose the moody score to Martin Scorsese’s 
film noir masterpiece, Taxi Driver. Herrmann’s music uses muted trumpets and snare drums 

Herrmann was the composer for Welles’s 

Mercury Theatre of the Air, and when Welles 

went to Hollywood, he took Herrmann with 

him. Citizen Kane was his first movie score. The two 

worked closely together, Welles often cutting his film to 

accommodate the musical numbers, rather than vice 

versa, which was usually the case in Hollywood. 

Herrmann was present throughout the production, 

taking twelve weeks to compose the score—an 

unusually lengthy period of time. Difficult, intensely 

egotistical, an uncompromising perfectionist, Herrmann 

did most of his best work for Welles and Alfred 

Hitchcock, including the scores for The Magnificent 

Ambersons, Vertigo, North by Northwest, Psycho, and 

many  others.  (RKO Radio Pictures)

12–12 Publicity photo of Orson 
Welles and composer-conductor 
Bernard Herrmann during a recording 
session for CITIZEN KANE.
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to reinforce the psychology of its gradually unhinging protagonist (Robert De Niro) as he 
descends into an explosion of violence. Herrmann died shortly afterwards, and Scorsese dedi-
cated the film to him.

In many scenes, Welles used sound for symbolic purposes. For example, he used a dis-
solve and montage sequence to show Susan on her disastrous operatic tour (12–13). On the 
soundtrack, her aria can be heard, distorted into a screeching, dismal wail. The sequence ends 
with the gradual dimming of the light, to symbolize Susan’s increasing despair. On the accom-
panying soundtrack, we hear her voice winding down to a wounded moan, as though someone 
pulled the plug on a record player in the middle of a song.

Acting
Welles had his own stable of writers, assistants, and actors, who worked with him in both ra-
dio and the New York live theater. When he went to Hollywood, he took many of them with 
him, including fifteen actors. Except for Welles, none of these players was well known, and 
even Welles was known primarily as a radio performer. (He captured the imagination of the 
mass audience when his notorious War of the Worlds broadcast of 1938 panicked thousands of 
Americans, who believed that they were actually being invaded by creatures from Mars. Welles 
was delighted, of course. As a result of this cause célèbre, he got his picture on the cover of Time

when he was only 22 years old.)
Citizen Kane boasts a first-rate cast. There are a few so-so performances, but not one is 

weak, and several are outstanding, most notably those of Welles, Dorothy Comingore, Joseph 
Cotten, Everett Sloane, and Agnes Moorehead. Like most performers who are used to acting 
repertory-style, members of the cast work as an ensemble; the  total effect is one of dramatic 

Kane demonstrates that virtually every kind of visual has its aural 

counterpart. This montage sequence is reinforced by an aural 

montage of Susan Alexander’s shrieking arias, orchestral music, 

popping flashbulbs, and the percussive sounds of newspaper presses rolling. 

The pounding sounds are machinelike and inexorable, battering their 

sacrificial victim until she is stupefied by terror and exhaustion.  (RKO)

12–13  CITIZEN KANE
with Dorothy Comingore.



scenes that mesh seamlessly. The Mercury players look like seasoned film performers, not the 
young neophytes they actually were. For most of them, this was their first movie, yet they are 
always natural, sincere, and believable.

Even some of the cameo roles are performed with distinction. Because these parts are lim-
ited to only a few lines of dialogue, the actors had to be able to convey the complexity of their 
characters—who are often contradictory—without appearing inconsistent. For example, Ray 
Collins performs Boss Jim Gettys as a cunning survivor. Streetwise and cynical, he is a man 
who has seen it all. Or at least he thought he had seen it all until he came up against Kane. Get-
tys seems quietly shocked that Kane, a supposedly high-class opponent, would be so low-class 
as to publish a doctored photo of Gettys “in a convict suit with stripes, so his children could 
see the picture in the paper, or his mother.” We can’t help but sympathize with Gettys’s outrage, 
notwithstanding the fact that otherwise he is a creep.

Although she appears in only one scene, Agnes Moorehead as Kane’s mother leaves an in-
delible impression. (Moorehead was to go on to an even more brilliant performance in Welles’s 
next movie, The Magnificent Ambersons.) Moorehead’s Mary Kane might almost have stepped 
out of a tale by Hawthorne: stern, puritanical, joyless. She is a woman who found out too late 
that she has married a fool. Trapped, she will endure the humiliation of her marriage, but she 
will not subject her son to the same fate. In her mind, he is meant for better things, even if 
that means she must part with the only person she loves. Mrs. Kane is a woman of few words, 
but her determination is communicated by her steely stoicism, her decisive movements, her 
ramrod-straight back. This is not a lady to mess with.

Comingore’s brilliant performance as 

Susan provides considerable warmth  

to an otherwise cold and intellectual 

film. The few close-ups in the movie are 

reserved primarily for her, forcing us to become 

more involved with Susan’s feelings. Like most 

of the major characters, she’s a study in 

contradiction, screechy and pitiful at the same 

time. She can also be very funny. “A person can 

go crazy in this dump,” she complains in her 

typical whining monotone. “Nobody to talk to, 

nobody to have any fun with. Forty-nine 

thousand acres of nothing but scenery and 

statues.”  (RKO. Photo: Alex Kahle)
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Everett Sloane and Joseph Cotten are flawless as Bernstein and Leland. Bernstein’s uncriti-
cal hero-worship of Kane establishes him as the less intelligent of the two, a man who—unlike 
Leland—puts friendship above principle. But the endearing Bernstein is something of a comic 
innocent, so blinded by loyalty that he is incapable of seeing Kane’s flaws, much less his vices. 
As an old man, Bernstein is still funny, a successful businessman, but no shallow materialist. 
“It’s no trick to make a lot of money,” he scoffs, “if all you want is to make a lot of money.” He 
recognizes that Kane’s motives ran deeper than the crassly entrepreneurial. He is still awed by 
the mysterious depths of Kane’s inner spirit. And perhaps a bit saddened by the contrast with 
his own ordinary soul.

Welles’s performance as Kane was lavishly praised. John O’Hara, reviewing the movie for 
Newsweek, said, “There has never been a better actor than Orson Welles.” D. W. Griffith de-
scribed it as the greatest film performance he had ever seen. Tall and  imposing, with a deep, 
flexible voice capable of a wide spectrum of nuances, Welles was an astonishing technician, 
equally convincing as a brash young man, a rigid  autocrat in middle years, and a burned-out, 
hulking septuagenarian. At 25, Kane is charming and charismatic, with an insolent skepti-
cism toward all forms of authority. In fact, he is so charming that we hardly notice some of 
his questionable methods, his insistence on having everything his way. As a middle-aged man, 
Kane is more somber. The element of threat is more brazenly paraded. He no longer argues 
that the end justifies the means—he automatically assumes it, expecting others to acquiesce 
to his views. As an old man, Kane is among the walking wounded, a man who has repeatedly 
fought and lost.

Dramatization
The live theater was Welles’s first love. As a youth, he attended a progressive prep school, where 
he directed and acted in over thirty plays. Shakespeare was his favorite dramatist. In 1930, at 
the age of 15, Welles left school permanently. With money left from an inheritance, he traveled 
to Europe, where he bluffed his way into the Gate Theatre in Dublin, claiming to be a well-
known Broadway star. The managers didn’t believe him but were impressed nonetheless, and 
they hired him. For about a year, Welles directed and acted in many stage classics, mostly of 
the Elizabethan period.

When he returned to America in 1933, he finagled an acting job touring with Katherine 
Cornell, one of the major stage stars of that era. They performed mostly Shakespeare and Shaw. 
In 1935 in New York, Welles joined forces with the aspiring theatrical producer (and later actor 
and director) John Houseman.

In 1937, Welles and Houseman formed their own company, the Mercury Theatre. Several 
of their productions were hailed for their brilliance, most notably a modern-dress, antifascist 
production of Julius Caesar. Welles not only starred and directed but also designed the sets, 
costumes, and lighting. The influential theater critic John Mason Brown pronounced it “a pro-
duction of genius.” Critic Elliot Norton described it as “the most compelling Shakespeare of 
this generation.”

Welles financed his theater with his earnings as a radio star. During his halcyon years in 
the late 1930s, he was earning $3,000 per week in radio, two-thirds of which was plowed back 
into the Mercury Theatre. The company was a shoestring operation, constantly on the brink 
of collapsing. In 1939, after its first flop, the Mercury Theatre folded. Welles originally went to 
Hollywood with the intention of earning some quick cash so he could return to New York and 
revive the Mercury.

Welles’s experience in the live theater proved invaluable when he turned to making movies. 
He regarded film as essentially a dramatic rather than literary medium. As we have seen, the 
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In the area of set design and décor, Welles was fortunate in 

his choice of studio, for RKO’s art director, Van Nest 

Polglase, was among the best in the industry. Perry 

Ferguson, who actually designed the sets under Polglase’s general 

supervision, shared his boss’s preference for monumental sets with 

unusual sources of lighting and richly textured details.  (RKO)

The mist-shrouded tropic setting groans 

under the weight of the sprawling, 

towering Xanadu, unfinished and already 

beginning to decay, like a rotting mausoleum 

from the pages of Edgar Allan Poe. Although the 

palm trees sway as the wisps of fog drift past 

dreamily, the set was actually a matte painting, 

only a few feet high. Compared to today’s far 

more realistic special effects, shots like these 

look dated, almost quaint. In 1941, they were 

convincing facsimiles of the real thing.  (RKO)

12–15 Artist’s rendering of 
the interior set of Xanadu for 
CITIZEN KANE.

12–16 Exterior set of 
Xanadu for CITIZEN KANE.
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lighting style of Citizen Kane is more indebted to the stage than the screen, and Welles’s use 
of lengthy takes is similarly derived from the need in the live theater to stage the action in a 
unified space.

In the area of art direction too, Welles was able to save hundreds of thousands of dollars 
by showing only parts of sets rather than entire rooms. For example, the office set consisted 
only of a desk and two walls, yet we seem to be in a huge luxurious office (12–9). Similarly, 
in the Xanadu scenes, Welles spotlit an oversized piece of furniture, a sculpture, or a fireplace, 
leaving the rest of the room in darkness—as though it were too enormous to be adequately 
illuminated. (The rooms are actually sparsely furnished.) When these techniques were insuf-
ficient, Welles was able to count on the RKO special effects department to create an epic canvas 
through such techniques as animation, matte shots, and miniatures.

Edward Stevenson’s costumes adhere closely to the actual styles of each period.  Because 
the movie traverses nearly seventy years and the events are not chronologically presented, the 
costumes had to be instantly recognizable for the audience to know the  period of each scene. 
Kane’s childhood has a nineteenth-century flavor—a cross between Charles Dickens and Mark 
Twain. The former can be seen in Thatcher’s stiff collar and stovepipe hat; the latter in the plain 
frontier simplicity of the clothes of Mary and Jim Kane.

Costumes are symbolic as well as functional. As a crusading young publisher, Kane favors 
whites. He often removes his jacket and tie while working. Later in life, he is almost always 
in black business suits and ties. Emily’s clothes look expensive, but with an understated el-
egance. She always looks like a well-bred young matron—fashionable, modest, and feminine. 
Susan favors simple clothes before meeting Kane. After meeting him, she is generally dressed 
in ritzy patterned dresses, sometimes sprinkled with  sequins—like an aging showgirl parading  
her loot.

Welles was required to age about fifty years during the course of the 

story. Thanks in part to the makeup artistry of  Maurice Seiderman, 

Welles is completely convincing, whether playing Kane at 25 (a), 45 (b),

or 75 (c). As Kane grows older, his hair grays and recedes, his jowls sag, his 

cheeks grow puffier, and the bags beneath his eyes grow more pouchy. 

 Seiderman also created a synthetic rubber body suit to suggest the increasingly 

flabby torso of an older man.  (RKO/ (12–17a) RKO. Photo: Alex Kahle)

12–17 Three photos of Orson 
Welles as Charles Foster Kane at 
various periods in his life.
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(a) (c)(b)
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The following is an analysis of Susan’s opera costume (12–18), a triumph of irony and wit:

1. Period. Ostensibly nineteenth century, though in fact an amusing pastiche of various 
periods and “Oriental” influences.

2. Class. Royalty. The costume is profusely festooned with pearls, precious jewels, and 
other queenly niceties.

3. Sex. Female, with an emphasis on curved, swaying lines and peekaboo slits in the skirt. 
Only the turban provides a masculine touch, though it is whimsically inflected with 
fluffy white feathers.

4. Age. The costume is designed for a woman in her twenties, at the peak of her physical 
attractiveness.

5. Silhouette. Formfitting, unabashedly highlighting the wearer’s curvacious contours.
6. Fabric. Silks, beaded ornamentation encrusted with jewels.
7. Accessories. Turban, pearl strands, incongruous Joan Crawford–style ankle-strap shoes.
8. Color. The film is in black and white, but most of the fabric has a metallic sheen, sug-

gesting gold and ebony.
9. Body exposure. The costume reveals and highlights such erotic areas as the breasts, 

midriff, and legs.
10. Function. The costume is totally without utility, difficult even to walk in. It is  intended 

for a person who does not work, but is displayed.
11. Body attitude. Tall and proud, with head and breasts held high, like a Vegas  showgirl 

flashing her gaudy plunder.
12. Image. Every inch the opera queen.

Bernard Herrmann composed the 

film’s opera, Salommbô, in the style of 

nineteenth-century French “Oriental” 

operas. Edward Stevenson’s costumes are in  

this same campy style of mockery. For example, 

Susan’s outlandish regalia is a send-up of what 

the well-dressed French-Oriental opera queen 

might wear while suffering the agonies of 

 unrequited love, torment, and despair.   

(RKO. Photo: Alex Kahle)

12–18 Publicity photo of 
Dorothy Comingore in opera 
costume for CITIZEN KANE.
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Story

The differences between story and plot can best be illustrated by comparing the narrative in 
chronological order with the restructured sequence of the plot. When Herman Mankiewicz 
approached Welles with the idea of the story, Welles was concerned that the materials would be 
too sprawling, too unfocused. To sharpen the story line and infuse it with more dramatic ur-
gency, he suggested scrambling the chronology of events through a series of flashbacks, each 
narrated from the point of view of the person telling the story. Welles had used this multiple 
flashback technique in a number of his radio dramas.

He and Mankiewicz also introduced a note of suspense. In his final moments of life, Kane 
mumbles the word Rosebud (12–19). No one seems to know what it means, and its signifi-
cance piques the curiosity of a newspaper reporter, Thompson, who spends the remainder of 
the movie questioning Kane’s former associates about this mystery, which he hopes contains 
the key to Kane’s conflicting character.

Welles claimed that the Rosebud motif was merely a plot gimmick, intended to hook the 
audience on a dramatic question that’s really a wild goose chase. But the gimmick works. Like 
the hopeful reporter, we too think that Rosebud will unlock Kane’s ambiguous personality. 
Without this gimmick, the story would have remained rambling and unfocused. The search 
for the meaning of Rosebud shapes the narrative, providing it with a forward thrust, with a 
dramatic question we all want answered. This is what foreign critics mean by the American 
genius for storytelling.

The flashback structure of Citizen Kane allows Welles to leap through time and space, cut-
ting to various periods of Kane’s life without having to adhere to a strict chronology. To provide 
the audience with an overview, Welles introduced most of the major events and people of 
Kane’s life in a brief newsreel shown early in the film. These events and people are explored in 
more depth in the individual flashbacks that follow.

Like a number of Welles’s other movies, 

Kane begins with the end—the death of 

its protagonist when he is about 75. In 

his final moments of life, the old man holds a 

small crystal ball containing a miniature scene 

that flurries with artificial snow when shaken. 

With his last dying breath, he utters the word 

Rosebud. Then the glass ball crashes to the floor, 

splintering into a thousand fragments. The plot 

of the movie is structured like a search—for the 

meaning of this final utterance.  (RKO)

12–19  CITIZEN KANE
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Many critics have marveled at the intricate, jigsaw-puzzle structure of the movie, with its 
interlocking pieces that don’t click together until the final scene. The following plot outline 
sets forth the main structural units of the film and the principal characters and events of each:

1. Prologue. Xanadu. Kane’s death. “Rosebud.”
2. Newsreel. Death of Kane. Enormous wealth and decadent lifestyle. Contradictory po-

litical image. Marriage to Emily Norton. Exposé of “love nest.” Divorce.  Marriage to 
Susan Alexander, “singer.” Political campaign. Opera career. The Great Depression and 
Kane’s financial decline. Lonely, secluded old age in Xanadu.

3. Premise. Thompson is instructed by his editor (12–2) to discover the mystery of Rose-
bud by questioning Kane’s former associates. “It will probably be a very simple thing.” 
False step: Susan refuses to speak to Thompson.

4. Flashback: The Memoirs of Walter P. Thatcher. Kane’s childhood. Thatcher becomes 
guardian. Kane’s first newspaper: The Inquirer. Introduction of Bernstein and Leland. 
Newspaper crusading years. Kane’s financial decline in the 1930s.

5. Flashback: Bernstein. Early days at The Inquirer. “Declaration of Principles.” Building a 
publishing empire. Engagement to Emily Norton.

6. Flashback: Jed Leland. Disintegration of marriage to Emily. Kane meets Susan. Politi-
cal campaign in 1918. Exposé, divorce, remarriage. Susan’s opera career. Final break be-
tween Kane and Jed.

7. Flashback: Susan Alexander Kane. Opera debut and career. Suicide attempt. Years of 
semiseclusion with Kane at Xanadu. Susan leaves Kane.

8. Flashback: Raymond, butler at Xanadu. Kane’s final days. “Rosebud.”
9. Coda. Revelation of Rosebud. Reverse of opening Prologue, producing closure.

10. Cast and credits.

The ten sections of the film vary in length. A diagram charting the approximate proportion of 
each section is shown in Figure 12–20.

12–20 Approximate
proportion of each plot 
unit in CITIZEN KANE.
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Writing

Citizen Kane is often singled out for the excellence of its screenplay—its wit, its taut construc-
tion, its thematic complexity. The script’s authorship provoked considerable controversy, both 
at the time of the movie’s release and again in the 1970s, when critic Pauline Kael contended 
that Welles merely added a few polishing touches to Herman Mankiewicz’s finished product. 
Mankiewicz was a Hollywood regular, a notorious drunk—charming, witty, and almost totally 
unreliable. When he approached Welles with the original idea for American (it was later called 
John Citizen, U.S.A., and finally Citizen Kane), Welles asked his former partner, John House-
man, to help Mankiewicz write the screenplay, preferably in an isolated place, far removed  
from temptation.

Welles made extensive revisions on the first few drafts of the screenplay—so extensive that 
Mankiewicz denounced the movie because it departed radically from his  scenario. Nor did 
he want Welles’s name to appear on the screenplay credit, and he took his case to the Writers 
Guild. At this time, a director was not allowed any writing credit unless he or she contributed 
50 percent or more of the screenplay. In a compromise gesture, the guild allowed both of them 
credit, but with Mankiewicz receiving top billing.

When the controversy resurfaced in the 1970s, the American scholar Robert L.  Carringer 
settled the case once and for all. He examined the seven principal drafts of the screenplay, plus 
many last-minute revision memoranda and additional sources. Carringer’s conclusion: The 
early Mankiewicz drafts contain “dozens of pages of dull, plodding material that will eventu-
ally be discarded or replaced altogether. And most tellingly, there is virtually nothing in them of 
that stylistic wit and fluidity that is the most engaging trait of the film itself.” In short, Mankie-
wicz provided the raw material; Welles provided the genius.

A number of commentators have noted that Welles was always at his best when he was 
writing with someone else, someone who could provide him with a narrative structure. 
Sometimes these structures were provided by the novels or plays that he was adapting—as 
in The Magnificent Ambersons or Othello. When he was the sole author of a screenplay—like 
Mr. Arkadin—the resulting film tended to be rambling and episodic. Welles always rebelled 
against restrictions. Simon Callow, one of his best biographers, put it this way: “Any form of 
limitation, obligation, responsibility, or enforced duty was intolerable to him, rendering him 
claustrophobic and destructive.” But without these limits, Welles’s genius tended to lose itself 
in a welter of details—however brilliant—at the expense of overall coherence.

The script sparkles with surprises. The main characters are a far cry from the tired stereo-
types of most movies of this era. Only Thatcher seems conventional, a variation of the 1930s 
tycoon. The writing is often tersely funny. During Kane’s noisy marriage to  Susan, for example, 
the couple is surrounded by pushy reporters. When asked what he’s going to do now, Kane re-
plies, “We’re going to be a great opera star.” Susan chimes in: “Charlie said if I didn’t, he’d build 
me an opera house.” The gallant Kane demurs: “That won’t be necessary.” Cut to a newspaper 
headline: KANE BUILDS OPERA HOUSE.

There are also moments of pure poetry, like Bernstein’s surprising reply to Thompson after 
the reporter scoffs at Bernstein’s suggestion that Rosebud might be a long-lost love. “You take 
me,” the old retainer explains. “One day, back in 1896, I was crossing over to Jersey on the ferry, 
and as we pulled out, there was another ferry pulling in, and on it there was a girl waiting to get 
off. A white dress she had on. She was carrying a white parasol. I only saw her for one second. 
She didn’t see me at all, but I’ll bet a month hasn’t gone by since, that I haven’t thought of that 
girl.” Welles always loved that speech—and wished that he had written it.

Thematically, Kane is so complex that only a brief itemizing of some of its themes is pos-
sible within these few pages. Like most of Welles’s other movies, Citizen Kane might well be en-
titled The Arrogance of Power. He was attracted to themes traditionally associated with classical 



tragedy and the epic: the downfall of a public figure because of arrogance and pride. Power and 
wealth are corrupting, and the corrupt devour themselves. The innocent usually survive, but 
they are severely scarred. “All of the characters I’ve played are various forms of Faust,” Welles 
stated. All have bartered their souls and lost.

Welles’s sense of evil is mature and complex, seldom conventionalized. He was one of the 
few American filmmakers of his generation to explore the darker side of the human condition 
without resorting to a simplified psychology or to moralistic clichés. Though his universe is 
essentially doomed, it’s shot through with ambiguities, contradictions, and moments of tran-
sient beauty. Welles considered himself a moralist, but his movies are never priggish or sanc-
timonious. Instead of facile condemnations, Kane laments the loss of innocence: “Almost all 
serious stories in the world are stories of a failure with a death in it,” Welles stated. “But there 
is more lost paradise in them than  defeat. To me that’s the central theme in Western culture, the  
lost paradise.”

Morally speaking, Charles Foster Kane is hard to pigeonhole. Our feelings for him are al-
ways ambivalent, rarely just sympathetic or contemptuous. Welles refuses to place his protago-
nist in a tidy moral category, as he pointed out: “Kane, we are told, loved only his mother—only 
his newspaper—only his second wife—only himself. Maybe he loved all of these, or none. It is 
for the audience to judge. Kane was selfish and selfless, an idealist, a scoundrel, a very big man 
and a very little one. It depends on who’s talking about him. The point of the picture is not so 
much the solution of the problem as its presentation.”

When a story isn’t told in a straightforward, chronological manner, something is lost and 
something is gained. What’s lost is the suspense of any conventionally told tale, which usually 
asks, What does the protagonist want and how is he or she going to get it? In Citizen Kane,

the protagonist is dead almost from the start. We are forced to piece  together his life from the 
points of view of others. This technique of multiple narration forces us to gauge the biases and 
prejudices of each narrator. Citizen Kane is their story, too.

Welles used low-angle shots as a motif 

throughout the picture, especially to 

emphasize the awesome power of the 

protagonist. In this scene, the angle is so low that 

the floorboards of the set had to be torn away to 

allow for the camera’s placement. Combined with 

the  perspective-distorting  wide-angle lens, such 

low-angle shots portray Kane as a towering 

colossus,  capable of crushing anything that gets 

in his way.  (RKO. Photo: Gaston Longet)

12–21 Production photo of Orson 
Welles (in middle-aged makeup) 
and Gregg Toland lining up a shot 
for the postelection scene between 
Kane and Jed Leland.
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There are five different storytellers, and each tells us a different story. Even when the events 
overlap, we view them from a different perspective. For example, Leland’s account of Susan’s 
operatic debut is colored by his condescending attitude toward her. Her performance is viewed 
primarily from the audience, where Leland is sitting. When Susan recounts the same event, the 
camera is primarily on stage, and the tone of the sequence is no longer comic but agonized.

Welles’s narrative strategy is something like a prism: The newsreel and the five interviewees 
each offer a unique view of the same man. The newsreel offers us a quick tour of the highlights 
of Kane’s public life. Thatcher’s account is tainted by his absolute confidence in the moral supe-
riority of the rich and powerful. Bernstein’s story is steeped in the gratitude and loyalty he felt 
for Kane when they were young. Leland offers a more rigorous perspective: He judges Kane by 
what he actually does, rather than what he says.  Susan is the most victimized of the storytellers. 
Yet she is also the most compassionate and sensitive. Raymond, the butler, pretends to know a 
lot more than he does. His brief flashback merely concludes Thompson’s investigation.

There are literally dozens of symbolic motifs in the movie. Some of them are technical, such 
as the film’s predominantly low camera angles (12–21). Others are more content oriented, such 
as the series of fences the camera must penetrate before we are able to see Kane. There are also 
persistent motifs of stillness, decay, old age, and death. The two most important motifs in the 
movie are Rosebud and the fragmentation motif.

Rosebud turns out to be a favorite childhood possession. Scholars and critics have argued 
about Rosebud for decades. Welles himself described it as “dollar-book Freud”—that is, a con-
venient symbol of childhood innocence. The ideas of Freud gained wide currency in the Amer-
ican cinema of the 1940s, especially the centrality of a child’s prepubescent life in determining 
his or her later character.

Near the end of the movie, Thompson (Alland) admits defeat. He 

never does find out what Rosebud means, and he describes his 

investigation as “playing with a jigsaw puzzle,” while the camera 

cranes back and up, further and further away, revealing thousands of 

crates of artwork, memorabilia, and personal effects—the fragmented 

artifacts of a person’s life. “I don’t think any word can explain a man’s 

life,” Thompson continues. “No, I guess Rosebud is just a piece in a 

jigsaw puzzle, a missing piece.”  (RKO. Photo: Alex Kahle)

12–22  CITIZEN KANE with

William Alland and Paul Stewart.
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But Rosebud is also a more generalized symbol of loss. Consider: Kane is a man who lost 
his parents when he was a child. He was brought up by a bank. He lost his youthful idealism as 
a publisher. He lost in his bid to be governor. He lost his first wife and son. He lost in his efforts 
to make Susan an opera star. He lost Susan. Because it’s much more than a mere object, more 
even than a symbol of Edenic innocence, the revelation of Rosebud to the audience delivers a 
powerful emotional impact.

The fragmentation motif acts as a foil to the simpleminded notion that any single word 
could “explain” a complex personality. Throughout the movie, we are presented with images 
that suggest multiplicity, repetition, and fragments of a larger whole. Examples of this motif 
are the jigsaw puzzles, the profusion of crates, boxes, and artwork. The very structure of the 
movie is fragmented, with each narrator providing us with only a partial picture. In Raymond’s 
flashback at the end of the film, the elderly Kane mutters “Rosebud” when he discovers a glass 
globe. Dazed, he walks down a corridor, the globe in his hand. As he passes a set of facing mir-
rors, we see his image multiplied into infinity. All of them are Kane.

Ideology
Welles was a lifelong liberal, firmly committed to the values of the moderate left. The New 
York theater scene of the 1930s was intensely political and left-wing in its leanings. Like most 
intellectuals of that era, Welles was a Roosevelt enthusiast, strongly pro–New Deal in his sym-
pathies. In fact, he helped write several of President Roosevelt’s famous radio speeches.

Not surprisingly, Citizen Kane can be classified as liberal in its ideological slant. However, 
the movie is definitely in the implicit range in terms of its bias. It refuses to be the purveyor of 
glib certainties about its values: The characters are too complex, often paradoxical. The film is 
filled with the messy contradictions of life.

The protagonist is a “fighting liberal” as a young editor. Jed Leland is his comrade in arms, his 
conscience figure (12–23). But as he grows older, Kane moves further to the right, ending finally 
as an authoritarian bully. Kane also believes that environment is a stronger force than heredity. 
In one scene, he says that he might have become a really great man if he hadn’t grown up rich.

Jed Leland (Cotten) represents the moral 

conscience of the film, Kane’s idealistic alter ego. 

Roles like this are difficult to play well, because 

they can easily degenerate into sentimental clichés of 

piety. Cotten toughens up the role by refusing to make 

Leland too likable. Although sensitive and intelligent, 

Leland is also a bit of a prig, “a New England 

schoolmarm,” to use his own phrase. Like Bernstein, he 

loves Kane and is loyal to him when they are all young 

and committed to social reform. But when he finally 

recognizes Kane’s ego for the destructive force it is, Jed 

pulls back, disillusioned.  (RKO. Photo: Alex Kahle)

12–23  CITIZEN KANE with 

Orson Welles and Joseph Cotten.
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Kane is a relativist in terms of his morality. When he no longer loves his wife, Emily, he 
forms an adulterous liaison with Susan. To him, his marriage certificate is merely a document, 
something that bears no relation to his feelings. Nowhere in the film does Kane express an 
interest in religion. He is a thorough secularist.

As a young man, Kane displays nothing but contempt for tradition, the past, and  authority 
figures. Well into middle age, he is oriented more toward the future—building up his newspa-
per, courting Emily, expanding his empire, running for governor, guiding Susan’s career. Only 
as an old man does he withdraw from the arena of life, shutting himself off from the outside 
world, “lording it over the monkeys” in Xanadu.

Similarly, as a young man, Kane emphasizes the communal. His newspaper is a  collaborative 
effort, with him at the helm, flanked by his two faithful lieutenants, Bernstein and Leland. As 
he grows older, he no longer consults his colleagues. He issues them orders, brooking no dis-
agreements. As a young editor, he identifies with common workingpeople, promising to be-
come their spokesman. As an older man, he seeks out the company of important world leaders, 
shakers, and movers. He surrounds himself with yes-men.

Citizen Kane is also strongly feminist in its sympathies. The three main female characters 
are all victimized. Mary Kane is trapped in a loveless marriage and feels she must sacrifice rais-
ing her son to get him away from his bullying father.

Emily Norton Kane is a decent if somewhat conventional young woman. She has been 
raised by the book and obviously takes seriously her duties as a wife and mother. She is pro-
priety incarnate. Kane betrays her faith and love through no apparent fault of her own. He got 
bored with her.

Susan Alexander Kane is the most sympathetic of the three and the most ill-used. She en-
dures great suffering and spiritual anguish, all in the name of love. She doesn’t care much about 
money or social position, which merely complicate her life. She is one of the few characters 

Kane’s rampant consumerism is best illustrated by his mania 

for collecting European art treasures. Not because he enjoys 

art—indeed, he scarcely ever mentions it—but because of its 

value as a status symbol. His conspicuous consumption becomes a 

habit rather than a passionate interest. After a while, no one even 

bothers to uncrate his purchases—they’re simply stored away with 

all his other possessions.  (RKO)

12–24  CITIZEN KANE with

Joseph Cotten and Everett Sloane.
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capable of forgiveness. After the reporter Thompson listens to her sad tale of humiliation and 
loneliness, he says, “All the same, I feel kind of sorry for Mr. Kane.” Blinking back her tears, 
Susan replies, “Don’t you think I do?”

Critique
Citizen Kane is a masterpiece of formalism. True, there are some realistic elements in the 
film—its basis in fact, the newsreel sequence, the deep-focus photography that was so highly 
praised by realist critics like André Bazin. For the most part, however, it’s the bravura sequenc-
es that are most memorable in the movie. Welles was one of the great lyricists of the cinema, 
and his stylistic rapture is best illustrated by the ornate visuals, the dazzling traveling shots, 
the richly textured soundtrack, the kaleidoscopic editing style, the highly fragmented narrative, 
and the profusion of symbolic motifs. The movie is brazen in its technical audacity.

Then as now, a studio’s 

advertising emphasized a 

picture’s commercial appeal. 

Then as now, sex and violence were the 

most common ploys to lure the mass 

audience. The promotional campaign for 

Citizen Kane was somewhat classier. It 

stressed Welles’s box-office appeal as the 

film’s star and the controversy surrounding the picture’s release. 

Posters and lobby displays also exaggerated the love angle, 

presumably to appeal to women patrons: “I hate him!” Susan 

proclaims. “I love him!” Emily counters. (Neither statement is in the 

movie, of course.) Interestingly, this poster crudely parallels the 

multiple points of view found in the film itself.  (RKO)

12–25 Promotional poster 
for Citizen Kane.
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Kane is the work of an indisputable auteur. Welles not only produced the film, he also 
coauthored its script, selected the cast and crew, starred in its leading role, and  directed the 
entire production without interference. The movie is also typical in that it explores a complex 
of characteristic Wellesian themes and is executed in a showy style that became a virtual signa-
ture of its author. Welles was always generous in his praise of his coworkers, especially actors 
and cinematographers, but there is no question that he was totally in command during the 
production of this film.

The commercial and critical history of Citizen Kane is a fascinating story in its own right. 
Shortly after the collapse of the Mercury Theatre, RKO offered the 24-year-old Welles an un-
heard-of contract: He was to be paid $150,000 per picture, plus 25 percent of the gross receipts. 
He could produce, direct, write, or star in any of his films, or function in all four capacities if he 
wished. He was granted total artistic control, answerable only to George Schaefer, the enlight-
ened head of the studio.

RKO was in financial distress, as it had been throughout most of its brief existence. The 
studio was founded in 1928 by the financier Joseph P. Kennedy (the father of President John 
Kennedy) and by David Sarnoff, the head of RCA and later NBC. Sarnoff hoped that the stu-
dio would become an “NBC with pictures.” Kennedy soon withdrew, with a profit of some $5 
million. After a promising start, RKO fell on hard times, primarily because of the constant 
reshuffling of management, which gave it no continuity. Unlike the other majors, RKO had no 
consistent identity or characteristic style.

Sarnoff and his new partner, Nelson Rockefeller, wanted RKO to produce sophisticated 
and progressive films, but they discovered that artistic worth and box-office  success were not 
easily united. Rockefeller and Sarnoff were pleased with Schaefer’s idea to hire Welles, for they 
reasoned that if anyone could produce quality movies that also made profits, surely it was the 
boy genius, fresh from his Broadway and radio triumphs.

Like most of Welles’s movies, this, his favorite work, deals 

with the theme of a lost paradise. Unlike Kane, however, the 

tone is warm and nostalgic, the images more softly lyrical. 

Welles does not appear in the film, though he does narrate the story 

off screen. He concludes with a shot of a microphone on a swinging 

boom, accompanied by his spoken credit: “I wrote the picture and 

 directed it. My name is Orson Welles.”  (RKO)

12–26  THE MAGNIFICENT 
AMBERSONS (U.S.A., 1942) with Dolores 

Costello, Agnes Moorehead, Joseph Cotten, 

and Ray Collins; directed by Orson Welles.
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When Welles arrived in Hollywood in 1939, the resentment against him was  immense. Most 
directors considered themselves lucky if they were permitted to direct an A-film before they 
were 35, yet here was a mere stripling, an outsider at that, who was given total autonomy on 
his first time out. “This is the biggest electric train a boy ever had,” he quipped when he saw 
the production facilities at RKO. The flamboyant Welles was regarded as arty, supercilious, 
and arrogant by most industry regulars. He didn’t help matters by openly sneering at the film 
community: “Hollywood is a golden suburb, perfect for golfers, gardeners, mediocre men, and 
complacent starlets,” he announced with obvious amusement. He was an incorrigible smart-
ass. He paid dearly for the flippant wit of his youth.

Almost from the start, the production of Citizen Kane was sparked by controversy. A mas-
ter publicist, Welles had the film colony buzzing with speculation. The movie was shot in 
“absolute secrecy.” Rumors were rife about the identity of the leading character, and when the 
syndicated Hearst gossip columnist, Louella Parsons, heard that the picture was to deal with 
her boss’s private life, a campaign against the movie was launched by La Parsons, with Hearst’s 
blessings and full cooperation.

As the film neared completion, Hearst’s campaign got ferocious. He threatened the indus-
try with a series of scandals and exposés unless the picture was destroyed before  release. His 
stooge, MGM’s Louis B. Mayer, the most powerful man in the industry, offered to reimburse 
RKO’s costs, plus a tidy profit, if the studio would destroy the negative. Hearst pressured the 
other studios to refuse to book the film in their theaters. His newspapers attacked Welles as a 
Communist and suggested he was a draft dodger. (Welles was rejected for military service for 
medical reasons.) RKO stalled, paralyzed with indecision. Welles threatened to sue unless the 
movie was released. Finally, the studio decided to take the risk.

In 1948, Welles, discouraged by a string of 

box-office failures, left for Europe and 

Africa, where he hoped to work as an 

independent producer-director. His first movie 

was this adaptation of Shakespeare. The project 

was a nightmare. It was over three years in the 

shooting, and Welles had to interrupt production 

many times to seek additional funding. He lost 

several players in the process. There were three 

Desdemonas, four Iagos. Sequences had to be 

reshot time and again. But finally the movie was 

finished. On the Continent, it was enthusiastically 

praised and took the Grand Prix at the Cannes 

Film Festival. But British and American critics 

complained about its crude soundtrack. This was to be the 

pattern of virtually all his subsequent work outside 

America. (Les Films Marceau/Mercury Prods. )

12–27  OTHELLO (Morocco, 1952)

with Orson Welles and Suzanne Cloutier, 

directed by Welles.
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With only a few exceptions, Citizen Kane received rave reviews. Bosley Crowther of the
New York Times called it “one of the greatest (if not the greatest) films in history.” It won the 
New York Film Critics Award as Best Picture of 1941, which was a very good year for American 
movies. It received nine Academy Award nominations, but at the  ceremonies, Welles was booed 
whenever his name was mentioned. Significantly, the only Oscar that the movie won was for its 
screenplay. Pauline Kael suggested that this was intended as a gesture of support for Mankie-
wicz, the Hollywood regular, and as a rebuke to Welles, the upstart, who lost out on the Acting, 
Directing, and Best Picture awards.

Incredibly, Citizen Kane failed at the box office. It was the beginning of the end for Welles 
in Hollywood. When it failed to please several sneak-preview audiences, his next masterpiece, 
The Magnificent Ambersons (1942), was cut by RKO from its 131-minute length to 88 minutes, 
and a happy ending was tacked on. It too failed at the box office. Shortly afterward, there was 
a management shuffle at RKO and both Welles and Schaefer were ousted.

Welles was always a favorite with critics, especially in France. As early as the 1950s, excerpts 
from his scripts appeared in such journals as Image et Son and Cinéma  d’Aujourd’hui. Welles 
was an idolized source of inspiration for the critics at Cahiers du Cinéma, who spearheaded 
the French New Wave. “All of us will always owe him everything,” gushed Jean-Luc Godard. 
Truffaut claimed that Citizen Kane inspired the largest number of French filmmakers to begin 
their own careers, and he included a tender tribute to this famous movie in La Nuit Américaine

(literally, “The American Night,” but  released in the United States as Day for Night).

The gaudy, honky-tonk setting of this classic film noir is exaggerated by D.P. 

Russell Metty’s moody cinematography. Less compromised than most of 

Welles’s later works, the film is now considered a flawed masterpiece. When 

it was originally released, it took the Grand Prix at the Cannes Film Festival, where 

it created a sensation with audiences and critics. Welles was virtually deified by the 

French critical establishment, which almost routinely praised his films as the work 

of a master. In the United States, Touch of Evil failed at the box office. Most 

American critics treated it as a cheap exploitation film.  (Universal Pictures)

12–28  TOUCH OF EVIL 
(U.S.A., 1958) with Orson Welles, 

directed by Welles.
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Welles took considerable liberties with 

Franz Kafka’s famous novel, though he 

preserved its allegorical emphasis and 

its atmosphere of dread and paranoia. Its 

striking visual style is surrealistic, with bizarre 

landscapes, weird disjunctions in scale, and a 

rich symbolic texture. The plot is a virtual 

labyrinth, in which the terrified protagonist 

(Perkins) stumbles from one disjointed 

location to another in an effort to exonerate 

himself from a nameless crime by nameless 

accusers. In the United States, the movie was 

virtually  ignored.  (Paris Europa/FICIT/Hisa)

“I am one of those who plays kings,” 

Welles once remarked. Jean Renoir said of 

him: “When he steps before a camera, it is 

as if the rest of the world ceases to exist. He is a 

citizen of the screen.” Welles exerts an immensely 

powerful presence on the screen: intimidating, 

mocking, theatrical. He is rarely at his best unless 

there is a larger-than-life quality to his role. 

Originally made for French television, this film 

barely caused a ripple in the country of his birth. 

He was far better known in America for his TV 

wine commercials.  (ORTF/Albina Prods. )

12–30  THE IMMORTAL STORY 
(France, 1968) with Orson Welles, 

directed by Welles.

12–29  THE TRIAL (France/Italy/

West  Germany, 1962) with Anthony 

Perkins, directed by Orson Welles.
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Welles’s critical reputation continued to rise. In the year of his death, 1985, three books were 
published about him. In a poll of international film critics, conducted every ten years by the 
prestigious British journal Sight and Sound, Citizen Kane consistently topped the list of the ten 
greatest films of all time (in 2012, Kane ranked second, displaced by Hitchcock’s Vertigo). The 
filmmaker who consistently  receives the most votes as the greatest director in the history of the 
cinema: Orson Welles.
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(C) predominantly critical term

(T) predominantly technical term

(I) predominantly industry term

(G) term in general usage

A
actor star. See star.

aerial shot (T). Essentially a variation of the crane shot, though

restricted to exterior locations. Usually taken from a helicopter.

aesthetic distance (C). Viewers’ ability to distinguish between an 

artistic reality and external reality—their realization that the events

of a fiction film are  simulated.

A-film (I). An American studio-era term signifying a major 

production, usually with important stars and a generous budget. 

Shown as the main feature on  double bills.

aleatory techniques (C). Techniques of filmmaking that depend 

on the element of chance. Images are not planned out in advance 

but must be composed on the spot by the camera operator. 

Usually used in documentary situations.

allegory (C). A symbolic technique in which stylized characters 

and situations represent rather obvious ideas, such as Justice, 

Death, Religion, Society, and so on.

allusion (C). A reference to an event, person, or work of art, 

usually well known.

angle (G). The camera’s angle of view relative to the subject 

being photographed. A high-angle shot is  photographed from 

above, a low angle from below the subject.

animation (G). A form of filmmaking characterized by 

photographing inanimate objects or individual drawings frame by

frame, with each frame differing minutely from its predecessor. 

When such images are projected at the standard speed of twenty-

four frames per second, the result is that the objects or drawings 

appear to move, and hence seem “animated.”

anticipatory camera, anticipatory setup (C). The placement of 

the camera in such a manner as to anticipate the movement of an 

action before it occurs. Such setups often suggest predestination.

archetype (C). An original model or type after which similar 

things are patterned. Archetypes can be well-known story 

patterns, universal experiences, or personality types. Myths, fairy 

tales, genres, and cultural heroes are generally archetypal, as are 

the basic cycles of life and nature.

art director (G). The individual responsible for designing and 

overseeing the construction of sets for a movie, and sometimes its 

interior decoration and overall visual style.

aspect ratio (T). The ratio between the horizontal and vertical 

dimensions of the screen.

auteur theory (C). A theory of film popularized by the critics of 

the French journal Cahiers du Cinéma in the 1950s. The theory 

emphasizes the director as the  major creator of film art, stamping 

the material with his or her own personal vision, style, and 

thematic obsessions.

available lighting (G). The use of only that light which actually 

exists on location, either natural (the sun) or artificial (house

lamps). When available lighting is used in interior locations, 

generally a sensitive fast film stock must also be used.

avant-garde (C). From the French, meaning “in the front ranks.” 

Those minority artists whose works are  characterized by an 

unconventional daring and by obscure, controversial, or highly 

personal ideas.

B
backlighting (G). When the lights for a shot derive from the 

rear of the set, thus throwing the foreground  figures into 

semidarkness or silhouette.

back-lot sets (I). During the studio era, standing exterior sets of 

such common locales as a turn-of-the-century city block, a frontier 

town, a European village, and so on.

B-film (G). A low-budget movie usually shown as the second 

feature during the big-studio era in America. B-films rarely 

included important stars and took the form of popular genres,

such as thrillers, westerns, or horror films. The major studios used 

them as testing grounds for the raw talent under contract.

bird’s-eye view (G). A shot in which the camera photographs a 

scene from directly overhead.

GLOSSARY
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blimp (T). A soundproof camera housing that muffles the noise of 

the camera’s motor so sound can be clearly recorded on the set.

blocking (T). The movements of the actors within a given 

playing area.

boom, mike boom (T). An overhead telescoping pole that carries 

a microphone, permitting the synchronous recording of sound 

without restricting the movement of the actors.

buddy film (G). A male-oriented action genre, especially popular 

in the 1970s, dealing with the adventures of two or more men, 

usually excluding any significant female roles.

C
camp, campy (C). An artistic sensibility typified by comic 

mockery, especially of the straight world and conventional 

morality. Campy movies are often ludicrously theatrical, stylistically 

gaudy, and gleefully subversive.

cels, also cells (T). Transparent plastic sheets that are 

superimposed in layers by animators to give the illusion of depth 

and volume to their drawings.

centrist (C). A political term signifying a moderate ideology, 

midway between the extremes of the left and right wings.

CGI (G) stands for computer-generated imagery—digital software 

to create special effects.

cinematographer, also director of photography or D.P. (G).
The artist or technician responsible for the lighting of a shot and 

the quality of the photography.

cinéma vérité, also direct cinema (C). A method of documentary 

filming using aleatory methods that don’t interfere with the 

way events take place in reality. Such movies are made with a 

minimum of equipment,  usually a handheld camera and portable 

sound  apparatus.

classical cinema, classical paradigm (C). A vague but 

convenient term used to designate the style of mainstream fiction 

films produced in America, roughly from the midteens until the 

late 1960s. The classical paradigm is a movie strong in story, star,

and production values, with a high level of technical achievement, 

and edited according to conventions of classical cutting. The

visual style is functional and rarely distracts from the characters in 

action. Movies in this form are structured narratively, with a clearly 

defined conflict, complications that intensify to a rising climax, and 

a resolution that emphasizes formal closure.

classical cutting (C). A style of editing developed by D. W. 

Griffith, in which a sequence of shots is determined by a scene’s 

dramatic and emotional  emphasis rather than by physical action 

alone. The sequence of shots represents the breakdown of the 

event into its psychological as well as logical components.

closed forms (C). A visual style that inclines toward  self-

conscious designs and carefully harmonized  compositions. 

The frame is exploited to suggest a self-sufficient universe 

that encloses all the necessary visual information, usually in an 

aesthetically appealing manner.

close-up, close shot (G). A detailed view of a person or object. A 

close-up of an actor usually includes only his or her head.

continuity (T). The kind of logic implied between edited shots, 

their principle of coherence. Cutting to continuity emphasizes

smooth transitions between shots, in which time and space are 

unobtrusively condensed. More complex classical cutting is the 

linking of shots according to an event’s psychological as well 

as logical breakdown. In thematic montage, the continuity is 

determined by the symbolic association of ideas between shots, 

rather than any literal connections in time and space.

convention (C). An implied agreement between the viewer 

and artist to accept certain artificialities as real in a work of art. 

In movies, editing (or the juxtaposition of shots) is accepted as 

“logical” even though a viewer’s perception of reality is continuous

and unfragmented.

coverage, covering shots, cover shots (T). Extra shots of a scene 

that can be used to bridge transitions in case the planned footage 

fails to edit as planned. Usually long shots that preserve the 

overall continuity of a scene.

crane shot (T). A shot taken from a special device called a crane,

which resembles a huge mechanical arm. The crane carries the 

camera and the cinematographer and can move in virtually 

any direction.

creative producer (I). A producer who supervises the making of 

a movie in such detail that he or she is virtually its artistic director. 

During the studio era in America, the most famous creative 

producers were David O. Selznick and Walt Disney.

cross-cutting (G). The alternating of shots from two sequences, 

often in different locales, suggesting that they are taking place at 

the same time.

cutting to continuity (T). A type of editing in which the shots are 

arranged to preserve the fluidity of an action without showing all 

of it. An unobtrusive condensation of a continuous action.

D
day-for-night shooting (T). Scenes that are filmed in daytime 

with special filters to suggest nighttime  settings in the 

movie image.

deep-focus shot (T). A technique of photography that permits 

all distance planes to remain clearly in focus, from close-up ranges 

to infinity.
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dialectical, dialectics (C). An analytical methodology, derived 

from Hegel and Marx, that juxtaposes pairs of opposites—a thesis 

and antithesis—to arrive at a synthesis of ideas.

dissolve, lap dissolve (T). The slow fading out of one shot and 

the gradual fading in of its successor, with a superimposition of 

images, usually at the midpoint.

distributor (I). Those individuals who serve as go-betweens in 

the film industry, who arrange to book the product in theaters.

dolly shot, tracking shot, trucking shot (T). A shot taken from a 

moving vehicle. Originally, tracks were laid on the set to permit a 

smoother movement of the camera.

dominant contrast, dominant (C). That area of the film image 

that compels the viewer’s most immediate  attention, usually 

because of a prominent visual  contrast.

double exposure (T). The superimposition of two  literally 

unrelated images on film. See also multiple  exposure.

dubbing (T). The addition of sound after the visuals have been 

photographed. Dubbing can be either synchronous with an image 

or nonsynchronous. Foreign language movies are often dubbed in 

English for release in this country.

E
editing (G). The joining of one shot (strip of film) with another. 

The shots can picture events and objects in different places at 

different times. In Europe, editing is called montage.

epic (C). A film genre characterized by bold and sweeping 

themes, usually in heroic proportions. The protagonist is an ideal 

representative of a culture—national, religious, or regional. The 

tone of most epics is dignified, the treatment larger than life. The 

western is the most popular epic genre in the United States.

establishing shot (T). Usually an extreme long or long shot 

offered at the beginning of a scene, providing the viewer with the 

context of the subsequent closer shots.

expressionism (C). A style of filmmaking emphasizing extreme 

distortion, lyricism, and artistic self-expression at the expense 

of objectivity.

extreme close-up (G). A minutely detailed view of an object or 

person. An extreme close-up of an actor generally includes only 

his or her eyes or mouth.

extreme long shot (G). A panoramic view of an exterior location, 

photographed from a great distance, often as far as a quarter- 

mile away.

eye-level shot (T). The placement of the camera  approximately 

five to six feet from the ground,  corresponding to the height of an 

observer on the scene.

F
fade (T). The fade-out is the snuffing of an image from normal 

brightness to a black screen. A fade-in is the opposite.

faithful adaptation (C). A film based on a literary  original that 

captures the essence of the original, often by using cinematic 

equivalents for specific  literary techniques.

fast motion (T). Shots of a subject photographed at a rate slower 

than twenty-four fps, which, when projected at the standard rate, 

convey motion that is jerky and slightly comical, seemingly out  

of control.

fast stock, fast film (T). Film stock that’s highly sensitive to 

light and generally produces a grainy image. Often used by 

documentarists who wish to shoot only with available lighting.

fill light (T). Secondary lights that are used to augment the 

key light—the main source of illumination for a shot. Fill lights 

soften the harshness of the key light, revealing details that would 

otherwise be obscured in shadow.

film noir (C). A French term—literally, “black cinema”—referring 

to a kind of urban American genre that sprang up after World War 

II, emphasizing a fatalistic, despairing universe where there is no 

escape from mean city streets, loneliness, and death. Stylistically, 

noir emphasizes low-key and high-contrast lighting, complex 

compositions, and a strong atmosphere of dread and paranoia.

filters (T). Pieces of glass or plastic placed in front of the camera 

lens that distort the quality of light entering the camera and 

hence the movie image.

final cut, also release print (I). The sequence of shots in a movie 

as it will be released to the public.

first cut, also rough cut (I). The initial sequence of shots in a 

movie, often constructed by the director.

first-person point of view. See point-of-view shot.

flashback (G). An editing technique that suggests the 

interruption of the present by a shot or series of shots 

representing the past.

flash-forward (G). An editing technique that suggests 

the interruption of the present by a shot or series of shots 

representing the future.

focus (T). The degree of acceptable sharpness in a film image. 

“Out of focus” means the images are blurred and lack acceptable 

linear definition.

Foley artist (I). The sound technician in charge of sound effects 

after the principal photography has been completed.

footage (T). Exposed film stock.
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foregrounding (C). When a critic isolates and heightens 

one aspect of a work of art from its context to analyze that 

characteristic in greater depth.

formalist, formalism (C). A style of filmmaking in which 

aesthetic forms take precedence over the subject matter as 

content. Time and space as ordinarily perceived are often 

distorted. Emphasis is on the essential,  symbolic characteristics 

of objects and people, not necessarily on their superficial 

appearance. Formalists are often lyrical, self-consciously

heightening their style to call attention to it as a value for its  

own sake.

frame (T). The dividing line between the edges of the screen 

image and the enclosing darkness of the theater. Can also refer to 

a single photograph from the filmstrip.

franchise (G). A series of films on the same subject, usually 

copyrighted by an artist, a studio, or commercial organization. The 

Harry Potter films and Lord of the Rings trilogy are franchises.

freeze frame, freeze shot (T). A shot composed of a single 

frame that is reprinted a number of times on the filmstrip; when 

projected, it gives the illusion of a still photograph.

f-stop (T). The measurement of the size of the lens  opening in 

the camera, indicating the amount of light that’s admitted.

full shot (T). A type of long shot that includes the human body 

in full, with the head near the top of the frame and the feet near 

the bottom.

F/X (T). Industry slang for special effects.

G
gauge (T). The width of the filmstrip, expressed in millimeters 

(mm). The wider the gauge, the better the quality of the image. 

The standard theatrical gauge is 35mm.

genre (C). A recognizable type of movie, characterized by certain 

preestablished conventions. Some common American genres are 

westerns, thrillers, sci-fi movies, etc. A ready-made narrative form.

H
handheld shot (G). A shot taken with a moving camera that is 

often deliberately shaky to suggest documentary footage in an 

uncontrolled setting.

high-angle shot (T). A shot in which the subject is  photographed 

from above.

high contrast (T). A style of lighting emphasizing harsh shafts 

and dramatic streaks of lights and darks. Often used in thrillers 

and melodramas.

high key (T). A style of lighting emphasizing bright and even 

illumination, with few conspicuous shadows. Used mostly in 

comedies, musicals, and light entertainment films.

homage (C). A direct or indirect reference within a movie to 

another movie, filmmaker, or cinematic style. A respectful and 

affectionate tribute.

I
iconography (C). The use of a well-known cultural symbol or 

complex of symbols in an artistic representation. In movies, 

iconography can involve a star’s persona, the preestablished 

conventions of a genre (like the shootout in a western), the use of 

archetypal characters and situations, and such stylistic features as 

lighting, settings, costuming, props, and so on.

independent producer (G). A producer not affiliated with a 

studio or large commercial firm. Many stars and directors have 

been independent producers to  ensure their artistic control.

intercut (T). See cross-cutting.

intrinsic interest (C). An unobtrusive area of the film  image that 

nonetheless compels our most immediate attention because of its 

dramatic or contextual importance.

iris (T). A masking device that blacks out portions of the screen, 

permitting only a part of the image to be seen. Usually, the iris is 

circular or oval in shape and can be expanded or contracted.

J
jump cut (T). An abrupt transition between shots, sometimes 

deliberate, which is disorienting in terms of the continuity of 

space and time.

K
key light (T). The main source of illumination for a shot.

kinetic (C). Pertaining to motion and movement.

L
leftist, left-wing (G). A set of ideological values, typically liberal 

in emphasis, stressing such traits as equality, the importance 

of environment in determining human behavior, relativism in 

moral matters, emphasis on the secular rather than religion, 

an optimistic view of the future and human nature, a belief 

in technology as the main propellant of progress, cooperation 

rather than competition, an identification with the poor and the 

oppressed, internationalism, and sexual and reproductive freedom.
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lengthy take, long take (C). A shot of lengthy duration.

lens (T). A ground or molded piece of glass, plastic, or other 

transparent material through which light rays are refracted so they 

converge or diverge to form the photographic image within  

the camera.

linear (C). A visual style emphasizing sharply defined lines rather 

than colors or textures. Deep-focus lenses are generally used 

to produce this hard-edged style, which tends to be objective, 

matter-of-fact, and antiromantic.

literal adaptation (C). A movie based on a stage play, in which 

the dialogue and actions are preserved more or less intact.

long shot (G). A shot that includes an area within the image that 

roughly corresponds to the audience’s view of the area within the 

proscenium arch in the live theater.

loose adaptation (C). A movie based on another medium in 

which only a superficial resemblance exists between the  

two versions.

loose framing (C). Usually in longer shots. The mise en scène is

so spaciously distributed within the confines of the framed image 

that the people photographed have considerable freedom of 

movement.

low-angle shot (T). A shot in which the subject is photographed 

from below.

low key (T). A style of lighting that emphasizes diffused 

shadows and atmospheric pools of light. Often used in mysteries 

and thrillers.

lyrical (C). A stylistic exuberance and subjectivity, emphasizing 

the sensuous beauty of the medium and producing an intense 

outpouring of emotion.

M
majors (I). The principal production studios of a given era. In the 

golden age of the Hollywood studio system—roughly the 1930s 

and 1940s—the majors consisted of MGM, Warner Brothers, RKO, 

Paramount Pictures, and Twentieth Century Fox.

Marxist (G). An ideological term used to describe any person or 

film that is biased in favor of left-wing values, particularly in their 

more extreme form.

masking (T). A technique whereby a portion of the movie image 

is blocked out, thus temporarily altering the dimensions of the 

screen’s aspect ratio.

master shot (T). An uninterrupted shot, usually taken from a 

long- or full-shot range, that contains an entire scene. The closer 

shots are photographed later, and an edited sequence, composed 

of a variety of shots, is constructed on the editor’s bench.

matte shot (T). A process of combining two separate shots on 

one print, resulting in an image that looks as though it has been 

photographed normally. Used mostly for special effects, such as 

combining a human figure with giant dinosaurs, etc.

medium shot (G). A relatively close shot, revealing the human 

figure from the knees or waist up.

metaphor (C). An implied comparison between two otherwise 

unlike elements, meaningful in a figurative rather than  

literal sense.

Method acting (C). A style of performance derived from the 

Russian stage director Stanislavsky, which has been the dominant 

acting style in America since the 1950s. Method actors emphasize 

psychological intensity, extensive rehearsals to explore a character, 

emotional believability rather than technical mastery, and “living” 

a role internally rather than merely imitating the external behavior 

of a character.

metteur en scène (C). The artist or technician who creates the 

mise en scène—that is, the director.

mickeymousing (T). A type of film music that is purely 

descriptive and attempts to mimic the visual action with musical 

equivalents. Often used in cartoons.

miniatures, also model or miniature shots (T). Small-scale 

models photographed to give the illusion that they are full-

scale objects. For example, ships sinking at sea, giant dinosaurs, 

airplanes colliding, etc.

minimalism (C). A style of filmmaking characterized by austerity 

and restraint, in which cinematic elements are reduced to the 

barest minimum of information.

mise en scène (C). The arrangement of visual weights and 

movements within a given space. In the live theater, the space is 

usually defined by the proscenium arch; in movies, it is defined 

by the frame that encloses the images. Cinematic mise en scène 

encompasses both the staging of the action and the way that it’s 

photographed.

mix, mixer (T). The process of combining separately recorded 

sounds from individual soundtracks onto a master track. The 

individual who performs this task is called a sound mixer or a 

Foley artist.

montage (T). Transitional sequences of rapidly edited images, 

used to suggest the lapse of time or the passing of events. Often 

uses dissolves and multiple exposures. In Europe, montage means 

the art of editing.

motif (C). Any unobtrusive technique, object, or thematic idea 

that’s systematically repeated throughout a film.
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motion capture (I) aka performance capture. A special effects 

technique in which an actor is wired up with glass beads so 

that his gestures and facial movements can be transferred to a 

computer which plasticizes the image to resemble an animated 

figure (see fig. 3–27a).

multiple exposures (T). A special effect that permits the 

superimposition of many images simultaneously.

N
negative image (T). The reversal of lights and darks of the 

subject photographed: blacks are white, whites are black.

negative space (C). Empty or unfilled space in the mise en 

scène, often acting as a foil to the more detailed elements in 

a shot.

neorealism (C). An Italian film movement that produced its best 

works between 1945 and 1955. Strongly realistic in its techniques, 

neorealism emphasized documentary aspects of film art, stressing 

loose episodic plots, unextraordinary events and characters, 

natural lighting, actual location settings, nonprofessional actors, a 

preoccupation with poverty and social problems, and an emphasis 

on humanistic and democratic ideals. The term has also been 

used to describe other films that reflect the technical and stylistic 

biases of Italian neorealism.

New Wave, nouvelle vague (C). A group of young French 

directors who came to prominence during the late 1950s. The 

most widely known are François Truffaut, Jean-Luc Godard, and 

Alain Resnais.

nonsynchronous sound (T). Sound and image that are not 

recorded simultaneously, or sound that is detached from its 

source in the film image. Music is usually nonsynchronous in a 

movie, providing background atmosphere.

O
oblique angle, tilt shot (T). A shot photographed by a tilted 

camera. When the image is projected on the screen, the subject 

itself seems to be tilted on a  diagonal.

oeuvre (C). From the French, “work.” The complete works of an 

artist, viewed as a whole.

omniscient point of view (C). An all-knowing narrator who 

provides the spectator with all the necessary  information.

open forms (C). Used primarily by realist filmmakers, these 

techniques are likely to be unobtrusive, with an emphasis on 

informal compositions and apparently haphazard designs. The 

frame is exploited to suggest a temporary masking, a window that 

arbitrarily cuts off part of the action.

optical printer (T). A machine used to create special  effects in 

movies. Today many of these effects are produced with digital 

computer technology.

outtakes (I). Shots or pieces of shots that are not used in the 

final cut of a film. Leftover footage.

overexposure (T). Too much light enters the aperture of a 

camera lens, bleaching out the image. Useful for fantasy and 

nightmare scenes.

over-the-shoulder shot (T). Usually a medium shot of two 

people, with the camera placed just behind the shoulder of one 

character, directed at the face of the opposite character.

P
painterly (C). A visual style emphasizing soft edges, lush 

colors, and a radiantly illuminated environment, all producing a 

romantic lyricism.

pan, panning shot (T). Short for “panorama,” this is a revolving 

horizontal movement of the camera from left to right or  

vice versa.

parallel editing. See cross-cutting.

performance capture. See motion capture.

persona (C). From the Latin, “mask.” An actor’s public image, 

based on his or her previous roles, and often incorporating 

elements from their actual personalities as well.

personality star. See star.

pixillation, also stop-motion photography (T). An animation

technique involving the photographing of live actors or objects 

frame by frame. When the sequence is  projected at the standard 

speed of twenty-four fps, the actors or objects move abruptly and 

jerkily, like cartoon  figures.

point-of-view shot, also pov shot, first-person camera, 
subjective camera (T). Any shot that is taken from the vantage 

point of a character in the film, showing what the character sees.

process shot, also rear projection (T). A technique in which a 

background scene is projected onto a translucent screen behind 

the actors so it appears that the actors are on location in the  

final image.

producer (G). An ambiguous term referring to the individual or 

company that controls the financing of a film, and often the way 

it’s made. The producer can concern himself or herself solely with 

business matters, or with putting together a package deal (such 

as script, stars, and director), or the producer can function as an 

expeditor, smoothing over problems during production.
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producer-director (I). A filmmaker who finances his or her 

projects independently, to allow maximum creative freedom.

production values (I). The box-office appeal of the physical 

mounting of a film, such as sets, costumes, props, etc.

prop (T). Any movable item that is included in a movie: tables, 

guns, books, etc.

property (I). Anything with a profit-making potential in movies, 

though generally used to describe a story of some kind: a 

screenplay, novel, short story, etc.

proxemic patterns (C). The spatial relationships among 

characters within the mise en scène, and the apparent distance of 

the camera from the subject photographed.

pull-back dolly (T). Withdrawing the camera from a scene to 

reveal an object or character that was previously out of frame.

R
rack focusing, selective focusing (T). The blurring of focal 

planes in sequence, forcing the viewer’s eyes to travel with those 

areas of an image that remain in sharp focus.

reaction shot (T). A cut to a shot of a character’s reaction to the 

contents of the preceding shot.

realism, realistic (G). A style of filmmaking that attempts to 

duplicate the look of objective reality as it’s commonly perceived, 

with emphasis on authentic locations and details, long shots,

lengthy takes, and a minimum of distorting techniques.

reestablishing shot (T). A return to an initial establishing shot 

within a scene, acting as a reminder of the physical context of the 

closer shots.

reprinting (T). A special effects technique in which two or more 

separately photographed images are rephotographed onto one 

strip of film.

reverse-angle shot (T). A shot taken from an angle 180° opposed 

to the previous shot. That is, the camera is placed opposite its 

previous position.

reverse motion (T). A series of images are photographed with 

the film reversed. When projected normally, the effect is to 

suggest backward movement—an egg “returning” to its shell,  

for example.

rightist, right-wing (G). A set of ideological values, typically 

conservative in emphasis, stressing such traits as family values, 

patriarchy, heredity and caste, absolute moral and ethical 

standards, religion, veneration for tradition and the past, a 

tendency to be pessimistic about the future and human nature, 

the need for competition, an identification with leaders and elite 

classes, nationalism, open market economic principals, and  

marital monogamy.

rite of passage (C). Narratives that focus on key phases of 

a person’s life, when an individual passes from one stage of 

development to another, such as adolescence to adulthood, 

innocence to experience, middle age to old age, and so on.

rough cut (T). The crudely edited footage of a movie  before the 

editor has tightened up the slackness between shots. A kind of 

rough draft.

rushes, dailies (I). The selected footage of the previous 

day’s shooting, which is usually evaluated by the  director and 

cinematographer before the start of the next day’s shooting.

S
scene (G). An imprecise unit of film, composed of a number of 

interrelated shots, unified usually by a  central concern—a location, 

an incident, or a minor dramatic climax.

screwball comedy (C). A film genre, introduced in the 1930s 

in America and popular up to the 1950s, characterized by zany 

lovers, often from different social classes. The plots are often 

absurdly improbable and have a tendency to veer out of control. 

These movies usually feature slapstick comedy scenes, aggressive 

and charming heroines, and an assortment of outlandish 

secondary characters.

script, screenplay, scenario (G). A written description of 

a movie’s dialogue and action, which occasionally  includes  

camera directions.

selective focus. See rack focusing.

sequence shot, also plan-séquence (C). A single lengthy shot, 

usually involving complex staging and camera movements.

setup (T). The positioning of the camera and lights for a 

specific shot.

shooting ratio (I). The amount of film stock used in 

 photographing a movie in relation to what’s finally included in the 

finished product. A shooting ratio of 20:1 means that twenty feet 

of film were shot for every one used in the final cut.

shooting script (I). A written breakdown of a movie story into its 

individual shots, often containing technical instructions. Used by 

the director and his or her staff during the production.

short lens. See wide-angle lens.

shot (G). Those images that are recorded continuously from the 

time the camera starts to the time it stops. That is, an unedited 

strip of film.
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slow motion (T). Shots of a subject photographed at a faster rate 

than twenty-four frames per second (fps), which when projected 

at the standard rate produce a dreamy, dancelike slowness  

of action.

slow stock, slow film (T). Film stocks that are relatively 

insensitive to light and produce crisp images and a sharpness 

of detail. When used in interior settings, these stocks generally 

require considerable artificial illumination.

soft focus (T). The blurring out of focus of all except one desired 

distance range. Can also refer to a glamorizing technique that 

softens the sharpness of definition so facial wrinkles can be 

smoothed over and even eliminated.

special effects (G). Supernatural settings, events, and  images 

that are created by skilled technicians using mostly computer and 

digital technology. Known as F/X within the film industry, special 

effects tend to be expensive, labor intensive, and marvelous  

to behold.

star (G). A film actor or actress of great popularity. A personality

star tends to play only those roles that fit a preconceived public 

image, which constitutes his or her persona. An actor star can play 

roles of greater range and variety. Eddie Murphy is a personality 

star; Nicole Kidman is an actor star.

star system (G). The technique of exploiting the charisma of 

popular performers to enhance the box-office appeal of films. The 

star system was developed in America and has been the backbone 

of the American film industry since the mid-1910s.

star vehicle (G). A movie especially designed to showcase the 

talents and charms of a specific star.

stock (T). Unexposed film. There are many types of movie stocks, 

including those highly sensitive to light (fast stocks) and those 

relatively insensitive to light (slow stocks).

storyboard, storyboarding (T). A previsualization technique in 

which shots are sketched in advance and in sequence, like a comic 

strip, thus allowing the filmmaker to outline the mise en scène 

and construct the editing continuity before production begins.

story values (I). The narrative appeal of a movie, which can reside 

in the popularity of an adapted property, the high craftsmanship 

of a script, or both.

studio (G). A large corporation specializing in the production 

of movies, such as Paramount, Warner Brothers, and so on; any 

physical facility equipped for the production of films.

subjective camera. See point-of-view shot.

subsidiary contrast (C). A subordinated element of the film 

image, complementing or contrasting with the dominant contrast.

subtext (C). A term used in drama and film to signify the 

dramatic implications beneath the language of a play or movie. 

Often, the subtext concerns ideas and emotions that are totally 

independent of the language of a text.

surrealism (C). An avant-garde movement in the arts stressing 

Freudian and Marxist ideas, unconscious  elements, irrationalism, 

and the symbolic association of ideas. Surrealist movies were 

produced roughly from 1924 to 1931, primarily in France, though 

there are surrealistic elements in the works of many directors, and 

especially in music videos.

swish pan, also flash or zip pan (T). A horizontal movement of 

the camera at such a rapid rate that the subject photographed 

blurs on the screen.

symbol, symbolic (C). A figurative device in which an object, 

event, or cinematic technique has significance beyond its  

literal meaning. Symbolism is always determined by the  

dramatic context.

synchronous, synchronized sound (T). The agreement or 

correspondence between image and sound, which are recorded 

simultaneously, or seem so in the finished print. Synchronous 

sounds appear to derive from an obvious source in the visuals.

T
take (T). A variation of a specific shot. The final shot is often 

selected from a number of possible takes.

telephoto lens, long lens (T). A lens that acts as a telescope, 

magnifying the size of objects at a great distance. A side effect is 

its tendency to flatten perspective.

thematic montage (C). A type of editing propounded by the 

Soviet filmmaker Eisenstein, in which separate shots are linked 

together not by their literal continuity in reality but by symbolic 

association. A shot of a preening braggart might be linked to 

a shot of a toy peacock, for example. Most commonly used in 

documentaries, in which shots are connected in accordance to the 

filmmaker’s thesis.

three-point lighting (T). A common technique of lighting a 

scene from three sources. The key light is the main source of 

illumination, usually creating the dominant contrast, where we 

look first in a shot. Fill lights are less intense and are generally 

placed opposite the key, illuminating areas that would otherwise 

be obscured by shadow. Backlights are used to separate the 

foreground elements from the setting, emphasizing a sense of 

depth in the image.

three-shot (T). A medium shot, featuring three actors.
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tight framing (C). Usually in close shots. The mise en scène is so 

carefully balanced and harmonized that the people photographed 

have little or no freedom of movement.

tilt, tilt shot (T). See oblique angle.

tracking shot, trucking shot. See dolly shot.

two-shot (T). A medium shot featuring two actors.

V
vertical integration (I). A system in which the production, 

distribution, and exhibition of movies are all controlled by the 

same corporation. In America, the practice was declared illegal in 

the late 1940s.

viewfinder (T). An eyepiece on the camera that defines the 

playing area and the framing of the action to be photographed.

voice-over (T). A nonsynchronous spoken commentary in a 

movie, often used to convey a character’s thoughts or memories.

W
wide-angle lens, short lens (T). A lens that permits the camera 

to photograph a wider area than a normal lens. A side effect is 

its tendency to exaggerate perspective. Also used for deep-focus

photography.

widescreen, also CinemaScope, scope (G). A movie image 

that has an aspect ratio of approximately 5:3, though some 

widescreens possess horizontal dimensions that extend as wide as 

2.5 times the vertical dimension of the screen.

wipe (T). An editing device, usually a line that travels across the 

screen, “pushing off” one image and revealing another.

women’s pictures (G). A film genre that focuses on the 

problems of women, such as career versus family conflicts. Often, 

such films feature a popular female star as protagonist. 

Z
zoom lens, zoom shot (T). A lens of variable focal length that 

permits the cinematographer to change from wide-angle to

telephoto shots (and vice versa) in one continuous movement, 

often plunging the viewer in or out of a scene rapidly.
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Dial M for Murder, 84
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stage vs. screen, 227, 229, 289
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Digital editing, 38, 185, 259
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153, 160, 161
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stage vs. screen, 3, 287, 288, 296, 299, 302
and the star system, 251, 263, 264, 266, 276
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writer-directors, 102, 291, 369, 376, 378, 

380, 381
Director’s cuts, 159
Directors of photography (D.P.). See 
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Dirie, Waris, 437
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Divine Comedy (Dante), 485
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Do the Right Thing, 208, 426
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vérité
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artifice in, 172, 175
in Citizen Kane, 498–500
for comedy, 162
continuity, 136–139, 140, 142, 144–145, 153, 

168, 176, 184, 465
conventions, 136, 144–145, 147, 151, 160, 499
defined, 136
dialectical, 168
digital technology, 38, 185, 259
documentaries, 140, 142, 175
editing styles, 139
emotion conveyed, 141, 144, 154–155, 157, 

165, 167, 168, 169
eyeline match, 144
fantasy inserts, 151, 153, 156, 163
financial issues, 161, 178
formalist, 139, 160, 162–171, 465
and ideology, 169, 172, 175, 410, 412
to improve the film, 159, 183
“jumpy” style, 165, 173
juxtapositions, 164, 165, 168, 175, 239, 

240–241, 245, 289, 403
matching action, 145
meaning conveyed, 136, 151, 152, 154–155, 

162, 164
and metaphor, 169, 194, 392
and montage, 162–171, 172, 410, 465, 502
and music, 151, 158, 160, 206
180˚ rule, 144, 145
parallel editing, 147, 153, 160, 398, 499
realist, 139, 168, 172–191, 455
sequence shots, 139, 140, 144, 177, 180
in silent cinema, 139–141, 144, 147, 153, 160, 

161, 162, 168–171, 194
and sound, 194, 201, 499
styles, 139, 192
subjectivity issues, 138, 139
syntax of, 136, 139
tact in, 153
thematic, 139, 142, 150, 153, 162, 166–167, 

169, 172, 499
time manipulation, 139, 141, 147, 150, 152, 

160, 168, 173, 465
used to deceive, 158
women in, 173

Editors Guild magazine, 181
Edson, Richard, 180
Edward Scissorhands, 218, 304
Ehle, Jennifer, 150, 328
8 1/2, 121, 335, 393, 476
Eisenberg, Jesse, 381
Eisenstein, Sergei, 64, 111, 168–171, 172, 194, 

205, 210, 276, 281, 302, 303, 313, 369, 412, 
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443, 455
Ekerot, Bengt, 7
Eldard, Ron, 53
Electra complex, 365
Eliot, T. S., 485
Elliott, Marianne, 294
Elliott, Stephan, 442
Elswit, Robert, 256
The Emigrants, 41
Emmerich, Roland, 474
Emotion, conveying

acting, 234, 237, 239, 245, 254, 268, 274, 
275, 281

editing, 141, 144, 154–155, 157, 165, 167, 168, 
169

mise en scène, 15, 61, 65, 71, 74, 75, 77, 
82–84, 85, 92

movement, 96, 104, 109, 111, 119, 121, 123, 
272

music, 185, 205, 207–208, 212
narrative structures, 354, 356, 455, 457
photography, 4, 11, 12, 15, 23, 30, 37, 45, 463
in silent cinema, 82–84, 85, 198, 243
sound, 196, 200, 203, 204, 205, 499
writing, 371, 376, 377, 378, 382

The Emperor Jones, 428
The End of August at the Hotel Ozone, 59
The End of Summer, 274
Englund, Robert, 91
Enright, Ray, 3
Ensemble casts, 236, 502–503
Enter the Dragon, 101
Ephron, Nora, 214
Epic films, 10, 101, 106, 302, 306, 328, 447
Epstein, Philip and Julius, 375
Erin Brockovich, 185, 282
Ermey, R. Lee, 14
Eroticism, 44, 111, 118, 120, 127, 317, 451
Ershadi, Homayoun, 458
Esmati, Zamani, 444
Establishing shots, 10, 138, 139, 500
Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind, 252
Ethnicity, 416, 419, 423–428
E.T.:The Extra-Terrestrial, 35, 335, 363
The Europeans, 371
Evans, Bruce A., 19
Everett, Rupert, 439
The Exorcist, 35, 203
Explicit ideology, 405, 407, 408, 409, 412, 

417, 427
Expressionism, 2, 8, 17, 196. See also German 

Expressionism
Extras, 233
Extreme close shots, 32, 82
Extreme close-ups, 9, 10, 11, 82, 111, 239, 285, 

490
Extreme long shots, 9, 10, 82, 99, 101, 106, 147, 

285, 289, 292
Extremely Loud & Incredibly Close, 256
Eye-level shots, 12, 13, 14, 16, 116

Eyeline match, 144
Eyman, Scott, 423
Eyre, Richard, 395

F
Fabray, Nanette, 217
Fadden, Tom, 146
Fade-outs, 140
Fahrenheit 9/11, 405, 407
Faithful adaptations, 294, 371, 400
Fallen Angel, 362
The Family Stone, 146
Fantasia, 205
Fantastic Voyage, 287
Fantasy films, 2, 7, 304, 346, 461
Fantasy sequences, 23, 100, 151, 153, 156, 163
Farber, Stephen, 378
Fargo, 358
Farhadi, Asghar, 373
Faris, Valerie, 236
Farmiga, Vera, 470
Farnsworth, Richard, 181
Farrell, Colin, 245
Farrelly, Bobby and Peter, 374, 397
Farrow, Mia, 325, 334
Fassbinder, Rainer Werner, 276, 443
Fast film stock, 32–33, 350, 484
Fast motion, 124, 127, 129
Fat City, 143
Faulkner, William, 153
Feig, Paul, 333
Fellini, Federico, 121, 207, 208, 244, 305, 308, 

310, 312, 328, 335, 369, 376, 393, 422, 476
Feminism, 258, 295, 429–437, 514–515
Feore, Colm, 142
Ferguson, Perry, 505
Ferrell, Will, 387, 406, 452
Ferrer, Miguel, 43
Fiction films, 4, 5–6, 8, 33, 142, 226, 348, 355
Fiddler on the Roof, 425
Field of Dreams, 366
Field, Syd, 338–339
Field, Todd, 55, 370
Fielding, Henry, 226
Fielding, Raymond, 483
Fields, W. C., 469
Fiennes, Ralph, 328, 464
Fight Club, 137
The Fighter, 303
Figurative techniques, 387–394
Fill lights, 18
Film As Art (Arnheim), 460
Film Culture magazine, 465
Film History (Allen and Gomery), 487
Film history and historians, 452, 482–488
Film noir, 20, 27, 162, 362, 450, 473, 479, 493
Film stock, 17, 32–33, 92, 93, 286, 453

fast, 32–33, 350, 484
light-sensitive, 17, 32–33, 484

slow, 32, 93
Film: The Democratic Art (Jowett), 486
Film theory and theorists, 450, 452, 453–470
Film titles, 335, 344, 388, 445
Filters, 22, 28, 29, 31, 32, 92, 93, 388
Final Cut Pro (Apple), 185
Final cuts, 144, 159
Finch, Jon, 63
Finch, Peter, 271
Fincher, David, 38, 77, 137, 184, 381
Finding Neverland, 51
Finney, Albert, 129
Fiore, Elena, 266, 429
First cuts, 144
First person narration, 331, 395, 396, 398
Firth, Colin, 199
Fischer, Gunnar, 7
A Fish Called Wanda, 242
Fishburne, Larry, 427
Fish-eye lenses, 32
Fitzgerald, F. Scott, 397
Fitzgerald, Thom, 242
Flags of Our Fathers, 26, 395
Flash pans, 116
Flashbacks, 131, 153, 160, 226, 285, 335, 415, 

508
Flashdance, 158
Flash-forwards, 153
Flawless, 238
Fleischer, Richard, 287
Fleming, Victor, 119, 321, 461
Flight, 277
Flores, Rosario, 301
Flyboys, 124
Foley artists, 200
Foley, Jack, 200
Follow the Fleet, 108, 217
Fonda, Henry, 16, 245, 258, 272, 346, 420
Fonda, Jane, 253, 255, 258, 399
Fontaine, Joan, 281
Footage, 40, 175, 183
Footlight Parade, 217
For Whom the Bell Tolls, 249
Ford, Glenn, 66
Ford, Harrison, 110, 288, 314
Ford, John, 15, 64, 145, 184–185, 207, 266, 293, 

302, 305, 311, 315, 356, 369, 408, 415, 417, 
419, 420, 466, 467, 469, 491

Foregrounding, 482
A Foreign Affair, 439
Foreshadowing, 207, 209, 335, 492
Form and content, 2, 5–8, 12, 41, 53, 92, 175, 

294, 332, 353, 398, 418, 460
Formalism, 2–8

in acting, 239, 265
angles in, 12, 463
defined, 2, 342
and design, 63, 460, 461, 462, 515
documentaries, 346, 349, 351
and editing, 139, 160, 162–171, 465
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formalist directors, 2, 7, 12, 19, 21, 29, 239, 
306, 307, 308, 463, 465

and lighting, 19, 21, 463
musicals, 215, 217, 461
narrative and narrative structures, 332, 

338, 342, 345–348, 349
open and closed forms, 86, 88
and patterns, 3, 7, 342, 462, 465
sets and décor, 304, 306, 307, 308, 311
Soviet tradition, 168, 172, 351
theories of, 452, 460–465

Forman, Milos, 132, 213, 358, 427
Forrest Gump, 116
Forster, E. M., 371
Forster, Marc, 387
Forster, Robert, 484
Fort Apache, 417
Fosse, Bob, 100, 117, 217, 393, 422
Foster, Jodie, 159
The 400 Blows, 71, 132, 276, 466
4 Months, 3 Weeks and 2 Days, 214
Four Weddings and a Funeral, 27
The 4th Man, 156
Fox, Edward, 359
Fox, James, 463
Foxx, Jamie, 219, 286, 486
Frain, James, 328
Frame(s), 9

as aesthetic devices, 53
and character placement, 50, 68, 69, 71, 72, 

79, 92, 93
and composition, 47, 50, 56, 57, 59, 60, 

66, 88
constant size, 50
freeze frames, 124, 132–133, 205
loose framing, 74, 77, 87, 92, 107, 115
and mise en scène, 47–61, 181, 285, 287, 

495
and movement, 96, 97, 99, 104, 107
off-frame areas, 53, 55–56, 59, 61, 88
in open and closed forms, 88, 90, 494
symbolic, 53, 55, 71, 74, 77, 79
territorial space in, 68, 69, 71, 72, 77, 79
tight framing, 71, 74, 77, 79, 93, 107, 115, 495
and use of space, 49, 51, 53, 79, 88, 110, 115

Franchises, film, 201, 250, 364
Francis, Kay, 320
Frantic, 110
Frears, Stephen, 69, 260, 380
Freeman, Morgan, 197, 298, 331
Freeze frames, 124, 132–133, 205
The French Connection, 32, 113, 203
Fresnay, Pierre, 74
Freud, Sigmund, 274, 362, 365, 389, 390, 438, 

464, 474, 479
Freytag, Gustav, 337, 339
Friday comedy series, 262
Fridriksson, Fridrik Thor, 472
Friedkin, William, 32, 113, 115, 203
Friedlander, Liz, 120

Fritz the Cat, 126
Fuentes-León, Javier, 472
Fugue, 139, 142, 405
Fukada, Koji, 89
Full Metal Jacket, 90
Full shots, 9, 10, 82, 108, 292
Full-front position, 74, 75, 76, 91, 130, 157
The Furious Force of Rhymes, 212
F/X. See Special effects

G
Gabin, Jean, 74, 348
Gable, Clark, 198, 249, 251, 262, 355
Gaeta, John, 36
Gance, Abel, 54
The Gang’s All Here, 443
Gangs of New York, 123
Gangster films, 17, 195, 230, 310, 361–362, 420
Garbo, Greta, 41, 257, 268, 311, 325, 431, 438
Garbuglia, Mario, 316
Garcia, Andy, 303
García, Rodrigo, 180
The Garden of the Finzi-Continis, 23, 87, 

372, 393
Garden State, 80
Gardner, Ava, 428
Garfield, Andrew, 381
Garland, Judy, 215, 216, 217, 461
Garmes, Lee, 43
“The Gaze,” 437
Gedeck, Martina, 13
The General Line, 111
The General: plot structure, 339–341
Genet, Jean, 72
Genre(s), 354, 356. See also specific types of 

genre films
classical, 356, 358
conventions, 6, 96, 328, 354, 356, 357, 360, 

362, 466
lighting in, 17, 20
and myths, 354–367, 480
parodic, 162, 356, 360, 406, 452
primitive, 356
revisionist, 20, 218, 356, 358, 378
sociopsychic approach, 361–367
and tone, 267, 447

George A. Romero’s Land of the Dead, 76
Gere, Richard, 422
German Expressionism, 125, 265, 266, 306, 

307, 308, 311, 491
Gershwin, George, 100, 425
Getino, Octavio, 4
The Ghost Writer, 56
Giamatti, Paul, 402
Giannini, Giancarlo, 266, 429
Gibbons, Cedric, 310, 311
Gibson, Mel, 22, 107, 111, 407, 485
Gigi, 217, 275, 302
Gilbert, John, 198

Gilda, 441
Gilliam, Terry, 169
Gilroy, Tony, 70
Gimme Shelter, 219
Gingrich, Newt, 258
Girard, François, 142
The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo, 77
Girls, 333
Gish, Lillian, 265
Gladiator, 149
Glanzelius, Anton, 336
The Glass Menagerie, 289
Gleason, Jackie, 52
Glen, John, 430
Glintenkamp, Pamela, 39
Glory, 131
God Is Not Great (Hitchens), 421
Godard, Jean-Luc, 184, 204, 276, 330, 335, 

346, 393, 410, 465, 469, 518
The Godfather trilogy, 25, 41, 207, 362, 483
Golbahari, Marina, 436
Gold Diggers of 1933, 3, 217, 311
The Gold Rush, 85, 243
Goldwyn, Samuel, 249
Golino, Valerie, 394
Gomery, Douglas, 487
Gondry, Michel, 252
Gone with the Wind, 35, 119, 321, 428
Gong Li, 98, 432
Good Night and Good Luck, 256
The Good Thief, 50
Goodfellas, 149, 467
Gooding, Cuba, Jr., 250, 427
Gordon, Josh, 452
Gordon, Michael, 439
Gorney, Karen Lynn, 206
Gosling, Ryan, 297, 473
Gould, Glenn, 142
Goulding, Edmund, 27, 311
Gowland, Gibson, 58, 265
The Graduate, 32, 69, 79
Grand Hotel, 102, 311
“Grand Hotel formula,” 102, 334, 337
Grand Illusion, 74, 79, 92
Grandinetti, Dario, 301
Grant, Cary, 262, 263, 277, 281, 383, 385, 429, 

438, 445, 446, 447
Grant, Hugh, 27
The Grapes of Wrath, 369, 419, 420, 422
Graphic novels, adaptations, 125, 363, 399
Grayson, Kathryn, 217
The Great Gatsby (Fitzgerald), 396
The Great Train Robbery, 356
Greed, 41, 58, 265
The Green Berets, 408
The Green Wave, 34, 125
Greene, Graham, 373
Greengrass, Paul, 165, 201
Greenstreet, Sydney, 450
Grey, Joel, 117
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Gries, John, 471
Griffith, D. W., 50, 97, 169, 265, 302, 304, 369, 

410, 504
and classical cutting, 139–161

The Grifters, 69, 410, 447
Grint, Rupert, 401
Grot, Anton, 310, 311
Gruault, Jean, 346
Guback, Thomas H., 484
The Guest, 119, 121
Guest, Christopher, 377
Guevara, Ernesto “Che,” 341
Guiry, Tom, 309
Gun Crazy, 362, 469
Gutiérrez Alea, Tomás, 393
Guzmán, Luis, 43
Gyllenhaal, Jake, 137, 269, 379, 440

H
Hackford, Taylor, 219
Hackman, Gene, 113
Haggis, Paul, 330
Hair, 132
Hajdu, Szabolcs, 72
Hale, Georgia, 85
Hall, Conrad, 399
Hall, Edward T., 68, 81
Hall, Lee, 294
Hallström, Lasse, 336
Halo effect, 21, 22, 28
Halprin, Daria, 81
Halsman, Philippe, 40
Hamlet (Branagh), 252, 268, 269
Hamlet (Olivier), 106, 107, 215, 227
Hamlet (Zeffirelli), 106–107
Hammer, Armie, 221
Hammerstein, Oscar, 425
Hammett, Dashiell, 450
Hampton, Benjamin B., 484
Handheld cameras, 42, 43, 107, 114, 121, 122, 

350, 484
Handspring Puppet Company, 294
Hanks, Tom, 116, 126, 214, 255, 256, 257, 263, 

309, 399
Hannah and Her Sisters, 334
Happiness, 238
Hara, Setsuko, 344, 421
Haranda, Mieko, 202
Harburg, E. Y., 461
A Hard Day’s Night, 293
Hardy, Oliver, 74, 75, 109, 267, 276, 469
Harlan County, U.S.A., 352
Harlow, Jean, 251, 257, 320, 325
Harnick, Sheldon, 425
Harold & Kumar Go To White Castle, 424
Haroun, Mahamat-Saleh, 453
Harrelson, Woody, 351, 358
Harring, Laura Elena, 343
Harris, Julie, 273, 274

Harry Potter films, 364, 401, 464
Hart, Lorenz, 425
Harvey, Steve, 424
Haskell, Molly, 435, 474
Hatami, Leila, 373
Hathaway, Henry, 132–133
Hawks, Howard, 195, 375, 393, 445, 447, 467
Hazanavicius, Michel, 76
Head, Edith, 321
Hearst, William Randolph, 490, 517
Hearts and Minds, 4, 417
Heavy Traffic, 126
Hecht, Ben, 375
Heder, Jon, 452, 471
Hedges, Peter, 91
The Heiress, 172
Helland, J. Roy, 222
Hellman, Lillian, 297
Helm, Zach, 387
The Help, 232, 261
Hemingway, Ernest, 131, 397
Henn, Carrie, 28
Hennah, Don, 461
Hennesy, Dale, 287
Henreid, Paul, 373
Henry V, 412, 417, 418
Hepburn, Audrey, 255, 262, 271
Hepburn, Katharine, 176, 272, 282, 402, 431, 

438, 445, 447
Heraclitus, 168
Herrmann, Bernard, 207, 501–502
Hershey, Barbara, 334
Hersholt, Jean, 58
Herzog, Werner, 266, 369, 393, 469
Heslov, Grant, 256
Hess, Jared, 471
Heyman, David, 401
The Hidden Dimension (Hall), 81
High and Low, 265
High angles, 12, 13, 16, 59, 88, 93, 110
High Hopes, 414, 421
High Noon, 147, 173, 356
High-contrast lighting, 17, 21
High-definition video, 34, 36
Higher Ground, 470
High-key lighting, 12, 17, 22, 92, 492
Highmore, Freddie, 51
Hill, Jonah, 333, 366
Historiography, 452, 482–488
History of the American Film Industry .. 

(Hampton), 484
A History of Violence, 70
Hitchcock, Alfred, 17, 40, 49, 53, 59, 84, 89, 

119, 151, 163, 194, 207, 263, 264, 281, 295, 
345–346, 369, 372, 392, 393, 398, 427, 462, 
466, 467, 501, 520

North by Northwest screenplay, 383–386
Rear Window sequence, 166–167
Sabotage sequence, 239, 240–241

Hitchcock (Truffaut), 241

Hitchens, Christopher, 421
Hitler, Adolf, 411, 417
Hoechlin, Tyler, 399
Hoffman, Dustin, 69, 295, 442
Hoffman, Philip Seymour, 238
Hogan, P. J., 44
Holden, Stephen, 355
Holden, William, 185, 187, 191, 226, 281
Holmes, Ashton, 70
Holmes, Katie, 91
Homages, 67, 169, 303, 348, 388, 393, 394, 441
The Home and the World, 329
Home by Christmas, 115
Home dramas (Japanese), 344, 354, 413, 480
The Homecoming, 224
Homolka, Oscar, 240, 241
Homosexuality, 221, 379, 380, 419, 438–443, 

470, 473
The Honeymooners, 52
Hong Kong action films, 36, 118, 316
Hood, Gavin, 406
Hooper, Tom, 199
Hoosiers, 366
Hope, Bob, 255
Hopkins, Anthony, 409
Horatio Alger myth, 360, 361
Hormann, Sherry, 437
Horne, Lena, 428
Horror films, 121, 180, 302
Hoskins, Bob, 463
Hospitalité, 89
Hot Shots! Part Deux, 394
Hounsou, Djimon, 122
The Hours, 237
House of Sand and Fog, 53
House of Wax, 84
Houseman, John, 504, 510
How Green Was My Valley, 15, 310, 311, 393
How To Lose a Guy in 10 Days, 445
Howard, Leslie, 278
Howard, Ron, 30, 443
Howard, Terrence, 80, 330
Howards End, 371
Howe, John, 461
Hubbard, Allan, 479
Hudson, Jennifer, 58
Hudson, Kate, 445
Hudson, Rock, 438, 439
Hughes, Robert, 1
Hughley, D. L., 424
Hugo, 46, 67
Hulce, Tom, 213
The Human Condition trilogy, 412, 413
Human Desire, 362
Humanism, 346, 372, 414, 420, 453, 454, 455, 

457, 458
The Hunger Games, 431
Hunnam, Charlie, 359
The Hunted, 115
Huppert, Isabelle, 410
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Hurt, John, 372, 462
The Hurt Locker, 430
Hussey, Olivia, 278
Hustle & Flow, 80
Huston, Anjelica, 69, 294
Huston, John, 61, 143, 176, 253, 266, 281, 294, 

301, 306, 369, 450, 469
Hutcherson, Josh, 441
Hyams, Peter, 287

I
Ice Cube, 262, 357, 427
Ichikawa, Kon, 138
Iconography, 94, 247, 251, 253, 257–258, 263, 

265, 276, 282, 319, 450
Ideology, 404–448

analyzing, 410, 422, 447–448
categories, 405, 408
in Citizen Kane, 513–515
cooperation vs. competition, 416
culture, 419–422
defined, 405
democratic vs. hierarchical, 412, 514
and editing, 169, 172, 175, 410, 412
environment vs. heredity, 413, 513
ethnicity, 416, 419, 423–428
explicit ideology, 405, 407, 408, 409, 412, 

417, 427
feminism, 258, 295, 429–437, 514–515
future vs. past, 414–415, 514
implicit ideology, 405, 408, 421
international vs. nationalistic, 417
left-center-right model, 258, 407, 408, 409, 

411–419, 421, 422, 454–455, 513
of neorealism, 454–455
neutral ideology, 405, 445
outsiders vs. insiders, 416–417, 420
queer cinema, 438–443, 470
relative vs. absolute, 413
religion, 393, 407, 414, 415, 416, 420, 421, 

422–423, 432, 433, 436
secular vs. religious, 414, 415, 416, 421, 514
sexual freedom vs. monogamy, 419, 514
spectrum, 411
and spoken language, 220, 224, 225, 410
of stars, 255, 256, 258, 282, 408, 409, 446
tone, 20, 267, 335, 443, 444–447

If I Want to Whistle, I Whistle, 280
Ikiru (To Live), 205, 300
Il Posto, 205
The Iliad (Homer), 225, 478
IMAX Corporation, 84
IMAX format, 35
The Immortal Story, 519
Implicit ideology, 405, 408, 421
Improvisation, 270, 276, 297, 330, 340, 369, 

396
In Cold Blood, 238
In the Land of Blood and Honey, 300

Iñárritu, Alejandro González, 29, 382
Inception, 1, 16
Independence Day, 474, 483, 487
Independent cinema, 462, 470, 471
The Indian in the Cupboard, 57
Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystal 

Skull, 49, 288
Industrial Light & Magic, 39, 363
The Informer, 310
Inglorious Bastards, 394
Inglorious Basterds, 394
Ingres, Jean-Auguste-Dominique, 22
The Innocents, 182
Intercutting, 117, 153, 158, 159, 162, 169, 194, 

245, 250, 500
Interlenghi, Franco, 372
The International Film Industry (Guback), 

484
Intimate distances, 80, 81–82, 85
Intolerable Cruelty, 336
Intolerance, 50, 153
Intrinsic interest, 54, 64
Invasion of the Body Snatchers, 361
Invictus, 185
Iris, 52
The Iron Lady, 193, 222
It Happened One Night, 355
Italian for Beginners, 459
It’s a Wonderful Life, 146, 264, 415
It’s Always Fair Weather, 118
Ivory, James, 371
Iwashita, Shima, 480

J
J. Edgar, 221
Jackass the Movie, 377
Jackman, Hugh, 103
Jackson, Peter, 37, 427, 440, 461, 487
Jackson, Samuel L., 21
Jacob, Irène, 18
Jacquet, Luc, 353
James Bond films, 364, 430
James, Henry, 182, 371
Jannings, Emil, 265
Jarhead, 269, 459
Jarmusch, Jim, 72, 180
Jaws, 35
The Jazz Singer, 177, 194, 195
Jenkins, Richard, 275
Jenson, Vicky, 129
Jerry Maguire, 250, 366
Jeunet, Jean-Pierre, 179, 182
Jewison, Norman, 425
JFK, 332, 349, 405
Jhabvala, Ruth Prawer, 371
Joan of Arc, 249
John Wayne’s America (Wills), 258
Johnson, Ben, 185
Johnson, Nunnally, 369

Johnson, Tim, 230
Johnstone, Anna Hill, 318
Jolie, Angelina, 127, 257, 259, 263, 300
Jolson, Al, 195
Jones, Doug, 318
Jones, James, 370
Jones, Jennifer, 321
Jones, Tommy Lee, 115
Jonze, Spike, 357, 462
Jordan, Neil, 50, 159, 280, 463
Jourdan, Louis, 275
Jowett, Garth, 486
The Joy Luck Club, 423
Jules et Jim, 67
Julia, 258
Julián, José, 425
Jump cuts, 138
Jung, Carl, 362, 365, 474, 479
Jungle Fever, 426, 447
Juno, 10, 366
Juran, Nathan, 311
Juxtapositions

in editing, 164, 165, 168, 175, 239, 240–241, 
245, 289, 403

sound and image, 121, 194, 205, 209, 224

K
Kael, Pauline, 260, 449, 472, 474, 476, 510, 518
Kafka, Franz, 519
Kaige, Chen, 98
Kandahar, 323
Kander, John, 218, 422
Kariyawasam, Sarala, 432
Kaufman, Charlie and Donald, 462
Kazan, Elia, 239, 273, 274, 298, 427, 451
Kazantzakis, Nikos, 423
Keach, Stacy, 143
Keaton, Buster, 61, 267, 276, 302, 339, 340, 

341, 354
Keaton, Diane, 48, 86, 146, 183
Keaton, Michael, 37, 79
Kebede, Liya, 437
Keel, Howard, 217
Keitel, Harvey, 230
Kelly, Gene, 96, 100, 117, 118, 217, 272, 291
Kelly, Grace, 166, 281
Kemper, Ellie, 333
Kennedy, Joseph P., 516
Kentis, Chris, 180
Kermode, Mark, 256
Kerr, Deborah, 182
Key lighting, 12, 17, 18, 44, 92, 495. See also 

High-key lighting; Low-key lighting
Kiarostami, Abbas, 458
Kidd, Michael, 100, 217
Kidman, Nicole, 164, 204, 254, 276
The Kids Are All Right, 441
Kieslowski, Krysztof, 18
Kilcher, Q’orianka, 245
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Kill Bill films, 118
Kilmer, Val, 317
Kinetics, 96–114, 115, 118, 201, 272, 289, 496, 

497, 498
The King and I, 109, 111
King Kong (1933), 310
King Kong (2005), 37, 449, 487
King Lear (Shakespeare), 202, 401
King, Martin Luther, Jr., 423
The King of Comedy, 467
The King’s Speech, 199
Kingsley, Ben, 53
Kinnear, Greg, 236
Kinski, Klaus, 265, 266, 276
Kirkpatrick, Karey, 230
Kishi, Keiko, 138
Kiss Kiss Bang Bang, 20
Kiss of the Spider Woman, 443
Kitses, Jim, 481
Kjeld, Kristbjorg, 472
The Klansman (Dixon), 398
Klee, Paul, 124
Klein, Joe, 468
Klute, 258
The Knack, 131–132
Knightley, Keira, 378, 444
Knowles, Beyoncé, 58
Kobayashi, Masaki, 413, 420
Koch, Howard, 375
Koch, Sebastian, 13
Konstantine, Leopoldine, 49
Kopple, Barbara, 352
Kostić  ,  Goran, 300
Kovacs, Laszlo, 41
Krabbé, Jeroen, 156
Kracauer, Siegfried, 453, 455
Kramer, Wayne, 30
Krauss, Werner, 306
Kubrick, Stanley, 56, 90, 121, 201, 209, 314, 

346, 392, 393
Kudrow, Lisa, 470
Kuhn, Annette, 431
Kuleshov, Lev, 162, 164–165, 167, 168
Kureishi, Hanif, 373, 380
Kurosawa, Akira, 111, 112, 131, 144, 193, 202, 

205, 265, 266, 300, 302, 328, 369, 390–391, 
400, 401

Kyo, Machiko, 460

L
La Cage aux Folles, 443
“La Caméra-Stylo” (Astruc), 387
La Notte, 151
La Nuit Américaine (Day for Night), 388, 518
La Strada, 208, 244, 310
La Vie in Rose, 215, 219
Laban, Joseph Israel, 59
Laborit, Dr. Henri, 346, 348
LaBute, Neil, 150

Ladd, Alan, 244
Ladies in Retirement, 111
The Lady and the Tramp, 394
The Lady from Shanghai, 362, 493
Lane, Diane, 234
Lang, Fritz, 43, 93, 307, 362, 467
Lang, Walter, 109, 111
Langdon, Harry, 267, 272
Lantana, 388
Lanza, Mario, 217
The Last Command, 265
Last Holiday, 322
The Last of the Mohicans, 130, 252
The Last Picture Show, 154–155, 208, 260, 

379
Last Supper (Leonardo), 133
Last Tango in Paris, 451
The Last Temptation of Christ, 423
Late Autumn, 344, 405, 413, 421
Late Chrysanthemums, 434
Late Spring, 344, 413, 420
Lau, Laura, 180
Laurel, Stan, 75, 109, 267, 276, 469
L’Avventura, 152, 405
Law and Order, 352
Law, Jude, 259
Lawrence, Francis, 8
Lawrence, Jennifer, 431
Lawrence of Arabia, 52, 173, 185
Lawrence, Ray, 388
Le Million, 194
Le Motta, Jake, 8
Lean, David, 52, 185, 469
Léaud, Jean-Pierre, 71, 266, 276, 330, 388, 

466
LeBeouf, Shia, 254
Ledger, Heath, 317, 379, 440
Lee, Alan, 461
Lee, Ang, 118, 427, 440, 469
Lee, Bruce, 101
Lee, Harper, 409
Lee, Jason Scott, 44
Lee Jeong-Beom, 110
Lee, Spike, 208, 424, 426, 447, 462
Left-wing ideology, 258, 341, 407, 409, 411–

419, 421, 422, 513
Legally Blonde 2: Red, White & Blonde, 471
Legend 3-D Corporation, 84
Léger, Ferdinand, 126
Lehman, Ernest, 383–386
Leigh, Janet, 281
Leigh, Mike, 78, 243, 270, 414
Leigh, Vivien, 119, 298, 321
Leiner, Danny, 424
Lemmon, Jack, 263, 381
Lengthy takes, 99, 172, 176, 177, 178, 180, 239, 

350
Lens charts, 42
Lens plots, 42
Lenses, 9, 17, 22, 29–32, 92, 93, 99, 103. See 

also specific lenses
six degrees of exaggeration, 30–31

Leonard, Robert Sean, 79
Leonardo da Vinci, 133
Leone, Sergio, 362, 394
The Leopard, 316, 410
Lerner, Alan Jay, 425
LeRoy, Mervyn, 3, 311
Lester, Richard, 131–132, 293
Leterrier, Louis, 54
The Letter, 362
“Letter-boxing,” 52
Letteri, Joe, 37
Letters from Iwo Jima, 26, 395
Lévi-Strauss, Claude, 365, 479–480
Levy, Eugene, 377
Lewis, Joseph H., 469
Lewis, Michael, 366
Lewis, Tommy, 426
Li, Jet, 54, 287
Liebesman, Jonathan, 14
Life is Beautiful, 23, 26
Lifeboat, 163
Lighting, 12, 15, 17–23, 306

available, 17, 36, 43, 44
backlighting, 14, 18, 21, 22, 490
in Citizen Kane, 490, 491, 492, 495, 506
fill lights, 18
formalist, 19, 21, 463
high-contrast lighting, 17, 21
key, 12, 17, 18, 44, 92, 495 See also High-key 

lighting; Low-key lighting
realist, 17, 63
spotlights, 17, 21, 492
symbolic, 17, 19, 492
three-point lighting, 18

Light-sensitive film, 17, 32–33, 484
Lightworks, 185
Lincoln, 252
Linear style, 22, 33
Linklater, Richard, 209
Linney, Laura, 475
The Lion King, 291
Liotta, Ray, 149
Lip-synching, 206, 216, 219, 442
Litefoot, 57
Literal adaptations, 289, 400, 402, 403
Literary adaptations, 226, 359, 371, 378, 

398–403, 455, 464
Little Caesar, 311, 361
Little Children, 55, 370
The Little Foxes, 172, 297
Little Miss Sunshine, 236
Little Shop of Horrors, 219
Liu, Essay, 473
The Lives of Others, 13
Lloyd, Harold, 67, 176, 272
Lloyd, Phyllida, 222
Lloyd Webber, Andrew, 161
Loewe, Frederick, 425
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Logan, Joshua, 255
Lombard, Carole, 257, 263, 375, 431
Lombardo, Lou, 185
The Loneliness of the Long Distance Runner,

132
Lonesome Dove, 379
Long Day’s Journey into Night, 238, 402
Long lenses. See Telephoto lenses
Long shots, 9, 10, 29, 59, 82, 106–107, 109, 224, 

239. See also Extreme long shots
as alternative to editing, 176, 179
in classical cutting, 141, 147, 162
stage vs. screen, 10, 109, 285, 289, 292, 299

Longtime Companion, 422, 443
Looking for Richard, 175
Loose adaptations, 219, 400, 401
Loosely framed shots, 74, 77, 87, 92, 107, 115
Lopez, Jennifer, 253
Lopez, Maria Isabel, 59
The Lord of the Rings trilogy, 38, 287, 364, 

440, 461
Lord, Peter, 128
Loren, Sophia, 229, 273
Lorenz, Konrad, 68
Lorre, Peter, 92, 93, 441, 450
Losey, Joseph, 293, 313, 463
Love at Twenty, 466
Love, Courtney, 358
Love on the Run, 466
The Love Parade, 217
Low angles, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 49, 244, 511
Low-budget films, 38, 44, 178, 256, 296, 361, 

470
Low-key lighting, 17, 18, 25, 41, 42, 92, 490
Loy, Myrna, 22
Lubitsch, Ernst, 119, 194, 196, 217, 310, 320, 

369, 398
Lucas, George, 39, 73
Luhrmann, Baz, 120, 164
Luketic, Robert, 253
Lukyanenko, Sergei, 355
Lumet, Sidney, 16, 42, 131, 153, 173, 402, 469
Lumière, Louis and Auguste, 2, 67, 140, 302
Lupino, Ida, 111
Lurie, John, 180
Lynch, David, 181, 343, 446, 464
Lyne, Adrian, 158, 234
Lyricism, 15, 21, 42, 45, 96, 100, 136, 147, 198, 

515

M
M, 92–93
Mac, Bernie, 424
MacArthur, Charles, 375
Macbeth (Polanski), 63
Macbeth (Shakespeare), 400
Macbeth (Welles), 63
MacCann, Richard Dyer, 95
MacDonald, Jeanette, 194

MacDougall, Ranald, 468
MacDowell, Andie, 27
Macfadyen, Matthew, 378
MacLachlan, Kyle, 446, 464
MacMurray, Fred, 20
Madagascar, 228
Madame Bovary, 321
Madsen, Dan, 37
Madsen, Virginia, 402
Maggiorani, Lamberto, 277, 281, 455, 457
“Magic hour,” 45, 128
Magic realism, 473
The Magnificent Ambersons, 196, 199, 501, 

503, 510, 516, 518
Magnolia, 251
Magnum Force, 292
Maguire, Tobey, 246, 272
Major, Grant, 461
The Majors, 249, 310, 484
Makeovers, 322
Makeup, 235, 270, 315, 317, 318, 325, 506

and digital technology, 38
stage vs. screen, 295, 325

Makhmalbaf, Mohsen, 198, 323
Making Movies (Lumet), 16
The Makioka Sisters, 138
Malick, Terrence, 44–45, 228, 245, 346, 370
Malinger, Ross, 214
Mallet-Stevens, Robert, 310
The Maltese Falcon, 61, 281, 362, 441, 450
Mamma Gógó, 472
The Man from Nowhere, 110
The Man Who Shot Liberty Valance, 415
The Manchurian Candidate, 75
Mangold, James, 213
Manhattan, 48
Mankiewicz, Herman, 490, 508, 510, 518
Mankiewicz, Joseph L., 253, 291, 369, 

376–377, 441
Mann, Michael, 36, 130, 486
Manning, Taryn, 80
Manville, Leslie, 243
Mara, Rooney, 77
Marais, Jean, 348
Marceau, Marcel, 96
Marceau, Sophie, 22
March, Frederick, 22
March of the Penguins, 353
Margin Call, 279
Maria Full of Grace, 435
Marinca, Anamaria, 214
Marjanović  ,  Zana, 300
Marquand, Richard, 21
Marshall, E. G., 16
Marshall, Penny, 435
Marshall, Rob, 324, 422
Marston, Joshua, 435
Martial arts films, 54, 118
Martin Lawrence Live: Runteldat, 290
Martin, Steve, 162

Martinez, Olivier, 234
Martynov, Dima, 355
Marx, Karl, 404, 474
Marxism, 169, 341, 372, 420, 450, 453, 455, 

476, 479
Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein, 9
Masculine-Feminine, 204, 330
M*A*S*H, 344, 482
Masina, Giulietta, 208, 244
Masking, 50, 88, 90
Mason, James, 281
Mast, Gerald, 196
Master and Commander: The Far Side of the 

World, 3
Master shots, 144. See also Sequence shots
Masterpieces, evaluating, 451, 474, 476, 483
Mastroianni, Marcello, 121, 335
Matador, 443
Matching action, 145
The Matrix trilogy, 36, 118
Matte shots, 493, 505, 506
Maura, Carmen, 157
May, Elaine, 468
Mayer, Louis B., 256, 517
Mayer, Stephenie, 475
Maysles, Albert, 175
McAdams, Rachel, 105, 146
McArthur, Colin, 479
McAvoy, James, 444
McCabe and Mrs. Miller, 32, 223, 356, 482
McCarthy, Joseph, 256
McCarthy, Melissa, 333
McConaughey, Matthew, 315, 445
McCoy, Horace, 399
McDaniel, Hattie, 428
McDormand, Frances, 358
McDowell, Malcolm, 201
McEnery, John, 223
McEwan, Ian, 444
McGrath, Douglas, 359
McGrath, Tom, 228
McGregor, Ewan, 164, 225, 392
McKay, Adam, 406
McKean, Michael, 377
McKellen, Ian, 234, 440
McLendon-Covey, Wendy, 333
McLuhan, Marshall, 5, 460
McMurtry, Larry, 379, 440
Mean Streets, 441
Meaning

camera angles, 12–17, 99, 463, 511, 512
and color, 23–26
and editing, 136, 151, 152, 154–155, 162, 164
and movement, 99, 109, 114, 123, 136

Medium Cool, 484
Medium shots, 9, 10, 61, 77, 87, 99, 107, 109, 

141, 147, 157, 239
Meet Me in St. Louis, 217
Mehta, Deepa, 432
Meirelles, Fernando, 345
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Melancholia, 348
Méliès, Georges, 2, 23, 67, 128, 131, 133, 140, 

302, 306
Mellen, Joan, 413
Memoirs of a Geisha, 324
Mencken, H. L., 474
Mendes, Sam, 24, 269, 399, 459
Mendonça, Mauro, 288
Mercado, Cristian, 472
Mercurio, Paul, 120
Mercury Theatre, 501, 502, 503, 504, 516
The Merry Widow, 198
Metaphors, 24, 102, 132–133, 169, 194, 387, 

388, 392
Method acting, 273–274, 276, 421
“The Metro look,” 310, 311
Metty, D. P. Russell, 518
Metwally, Omar, 406
Metz, Christian, 477, 479
Meyer, Sidney, 398
Mezrich, Ben, 381
MGM, 217, 247, 249, 251, 256, 262, 310, 311, 

320, 321, 428, 484, 517
Michael Clayton, 70
Michel, Dominique, 65
Michelangelo, 101
Michele, Michael, 30
Mickeymousing, 205, 211
Microcinematograpy, 287
Midler, Bette, 443
Midnight Cowboy, 441, 442
Midnight in Paris, 368, 397
A Midsummer Night’s Dream, 310
Mifune, Toshiro, 111, 112, 265, 266
A Mighty Wind, 377
Mildred Pierce, 416, 431, 468, 469, 487
Miles, Vera, 346
Miller, Ann, 217
Miller, Arthur, 15, 264
Miller, Bennett, 238, 366
Miller, Chris, 236
Miller, George, 323
Miller, Jason, 203
Miller, Penelope Ann, 287
Million Dollar Baby, 229
Milo, Sandra, 335
Mime, 96
Mimesis, 328
Miniatures, 287, 306, 461, 493, 506
Minimalism, 114, 301
Minnelli, Liza, 218
Minnelli, Vincente, 100, 217, 275, 302, 321
Miracle in Milan, 372
Miranda, Carmen, 443
Mirren, Helen, 260
Mise en scène, 46–94

analyzing, 92–94, 495
backgrounds, 67, 68, 91
in Citizen Kane, 493, 494–495, 496
composition in, 47, 57, 59, 61–67, 88, 93

defined, 47
design in, 58, 61–67, 86, 87, 92
and directors, 45, 296, 299, 302
and dominance, 52, 54–55, 288
dramatic context, 41, 47, 49, 61, 63, 64, 65, 

71, 92
emotion conveyed, 15, 61, 65, 71, 74, 75, 77, 

82–84, 85, 92
four elements of, 48
and framing, 47–61, 181, 285, 287, 495
180˚ rule, 144, 145
open and closed forms, 86–92, 93, 122, 

285, 494
positions of actors, 74–79, 92, 93, 180, 288, 

302, 495
proxemic patterns, 80, 81–84, 85, 92, 93, 

494–495
in silent cinema, 47, 52, 54
stage vs. screen, 47, 285, 287, 288, 505
territorial space, 67–79, 465

Misery, 261
Mission: Impossible Ghost Protocol, 250
Mission: Impossible III, 137
Mizoguchi, Kenji, 172, 177, 434, 435, 460
Moadi, Payman, 373
“Mockumentaries,” 377
Moews, Daniel, 339
Moggach, Deborah, 378
Mohammadkhani, Aida, 433
Molière, 368
Mon Oncle d’Amérique, 346, 347, 348
Mona Lisa, 50, 443, 463
Monaghan, Michelle, 137
Monet, Claude, 22
Moneyball, 366
Monologues, 226–227
Monroe, Marilyn, 40, 239, 253, 255, 257, 262, 

264, 265, 272, 282, 291, 315, 319, 325
Monster, 366
Monster-in-Law, 253, 258
Montage

and editing, 162–171, 172, 410, 465, 502
sound, 196, 500, 502
Soviet, 153, 162–171, 410, 465
thematic, 139, 142, 153, 162, 166–167, 169, 

172, 499
Monte Carlo, 194, 196, 217
The Moon is Down, 311
Moore, Julianne, 441
Moore, Mary Tyler, 205
Moore, Michael, 405, 407
Moore, Roger, 430
Moorehead, Agnes, 494, 502, 503, 516
Moreno, Catalina Sandino, 435
Moresco, Bobby, 330
Mori, Masayuki, 460
Morice, Tara, 120
Morin, Edgar, 265
Morris, Julian, 97
Morris, Tom, 294

Morrissey, John, 286
Mortensen, Viggo, 70
Moss, Carrie-Ann, 254
Motifs, 20, 160, 341, 365, 387, 388, 389, 501, 

508, 511, 512–513
Motion. See Movement
Motion capture technology, 35
Motion Picture Association of America, 38
Motola, Greg, 333
The Motorcycle Diaries, 341
Moulin Rouge, 164
Movement, 95–133, 99, 103. See also Stasis

analyzing, 133
of the camera, 97, 98, 99, 114–124, 496
in Citizen Kane, 496–498
emotion conveyed, 96, 104, 109, 111, 119, 121, 

123, 176, 272
and framing, 96, 97, 99, 103, 104, 107
and kinetics, 96–114, 115, 118, 201, 272, 289, 

496, 497, 498
meaning conveyed, 99, 109, 114, 123, 136
mechanical distortions, 124–133
sound relationship, 119, 121, 206
and time, 13, 15, 114, 117, 130, 132–133 See 

also Fast motion; Slow motion
Movie magazine, 465
Movie-Made America (Sklar), 486
Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus, 213
Mr. Arkadin, 510
Mr. Brooks, 19
Mr. Deeds Goes to Town, 4, 6
Mrs. Soffel, 86
Much Ado About Nothing, 79
Mulholland Drive, 343
Mullan, Peter, 293
Mulligan, Robert, 409
Multiple exposures, 398, 493
Multiplicity, 37
Mumolo, Annie, 333
Mungiu, Cristian, 214
Muni, Paul, 195
Murch, Walter, 84, 207
Muriel’s Wedding, 44
Murnau, F. W., 114, 172, 443
Murphy, Cillian, 105
Murphy, Eddie, 75, 359
Murray, Bill, 72
Murray, Chad Michael, 31
Murray, Mae, 198
Murrow, Edward R., 256
Music, 205–215

and animation, 205, 219
characterization relationship, 208–209, 

501–502
and dialogue, 194, 204, 215
diegetic and nondiegetic, 200, 335, 501
directors’ choices, 206–207, 208, 209, 211
drama combined, 206–208, 209, 210–211, 

212, 214, 215, 219
in editing, 151, 158, 160, 206
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emotion conveyed, 185, 205, 207–208, 212
and irony, 207–208, 209
lip-synching, 206, 216, 219
in musicals, 206, 215–219
representational, 205, 211
scored (nondiegetic), 200, 335, 501
in silent cinema, 194, 195
source (diegetic), 200
and spoken language, 215, 224, 239
and suspense, 200, 205, 207
and tone, 335, 447

Musicals, 96, 160, 194, 195, 196, 215–219, 302, 
346, 425, 461

Must-do scenes, 174
My Beautiful Laundrette, 252, 380, 443
My Darling Clementine, 315, 417
My Fair Lady, 219
My Family/Mi Familia, 253
My Friend Irma Goes West, 43
My Left Foot, 252
My Life as a Dog, 336, 413
My Week with Marilyn, 264
Mystic River, 60
Myth and mythology, 251, 253, 265, 354–367, 

370, 393, 480, 485

N
Nair, Mira, 120, 437
Nakadai, Tatsuya, 413
Naked City, 41
Naked Gun 33 1/3 : The Final Insult, 169
Naor, Yigal, 406
Napoleon, 54
Napoleon Dynamite, 471
Naremore, James, 492
Narration

first person, 331, 395, 396, 398
monologues, 226–227
objective, 395, 396, 397, 398, 447
off-screen, 226, 331, 351, 352
omniscient, 226, 395, 396, 398, 401
third person, 395, 398
and tone, 447
voice-overs, 226, 227, 228, 331, 351, 447

Narrative and narrative structures, 327–367. 
See also Narration; Writing

analyzing, 345, 367
and the audience, 332–337
character-driven, 330
Citizen Kane, 508–509
classical paradigm, 4, 337–342, 476
conventions, 328, 332, 338, 342
eight-sequence structure, 342
emotion conveyed, 354, 356, 455, 457
fiction films, 4, 5–6, 8, 33, 142, 226, 348, 355
formalism, 332, 338, 342, 345–348, 349
in The General, 339–341
genre and myth, 354–367, 480
multiple narratives, 334, 348, 382

narratology, 328–332
nonfictional narratives, 348–354
pace in, 137, 181, 201, 329
points of view, 395–398, 511–512
pseudo-narratives, 334
realism, 331, 338, 341, 342–345, 349, 455
story vs. plot, 332, 508
three-act structure, 338–342

Naruse, Mikio, 420, 434, 435
Nashef, Kais, 5
Nashville, 396, 482
The Natural, 366
Neeson, Liam, 31
Neorealism, 125, 179, 453, 454–455, 457, 458
Neutral ideology, 405, 445
New Wave, 133, 184, 276, 466, 518
The New World, 245
New York, New York, 215, 218, 467
Newell, Mike, 27
Newman, Paul, 133, 255, 273
Newmeyer, Fred, 176
Newton, Thandie, 330
Nicholas Nickleby, 359
Nichols, Mike, 32, 69, 468
Nicholson, Jack, 263, 272, 343
The Night of the Shooting Stars, 151
Night Watch, 355
A Nightmare on Elm Street, 91
The Nights of Cabiria, 305
Nijinsky, Vaslav, 267
Nilsen, Vladimir, 5
Nine Lives, 180
The Ninth Gate, 103
No Country for Old Men, 174
No Man’s Land, 313
Noda, Kogo, 380
Noiret, Philippe, 415
Nolan, Christopher, 14, 16, 97, 317, 364
Nolte, Nick, 50, 370
Nonfictional narratives, 348–354. See also 

Avant-garde films; Documentaries
Nonprofessional performers, 165, 233, 277, 

280, 281–282, 325, 455, 458
Nonsynchronous sound, 194, 289
Normatova, Tahmineh, 198
North by Northwest, 281, 501

screenplay, 383–386
North Country, 275
North, Oliver, 258
Northam, Jeremy, 150
Norton, Elliot, 504
Notes on a Scandal, 395
Notorious, 49, 59
Nouvelle vague. See New Wave
Novak, Kim, 264
Novelizations, 376
Now, Voyager, 322
Nude scenes, 234, 242, 285, 288
The Nun’s Story, 271
Nureyev, Rudolf, 108

O
Oates, Warren, 185, 191
Objective narration, 395, 396, 397, 398, 447
Oblique angles, 13, 16, 17
Oceans Twelve, 334
O’Connor, Donald, 217
October, 405, 412, 416, 447
Octopussy, 430
“Odessa Steps” sequence from Potemkin,

169, 170–171, 303, 410
O’Donnell, Chris, 317
The Odyssey (Homer), 341
Oedipus complex, 69, 365
Of Gods and Men, 62
Oh, Sandra, 402
O’Halloran, Brian, 178
O’Hara, Catherine, 377
O’Hara, John, 504
O’Keeffe, Georgia, 353
Oklahoma!, 100
Old and New, 111
Oldman, Gary, 372
Olivier, Laurence, 106, 107, 184, 215, 220, 227, 

229, 255, 264, 268, 269, 270, 325
Olmi, Ermanno, 205, 458
Omniscient narration, 226, 395, 396, 398, 401
On Aggression (Lorenz), 68
On the Waterfront, 273, 315, 318, 377, 379, 451
Once Upon a Time in America, 362
Once Upon a Time in the West, 394
One Hour With You, 217
180˚ rule, 144, 145
O’Neill, Eugene, 402
Online movies, 61
Open and closed forms, 86–92, 93, 122, 285, 

494
Open City, 416, 453, 454
Open forms, 86–92, 122
Open Range, 356
Ophüls, Marcel, 175
The Opposite of Sex, 470
Optical printers, 493
Ordinary People, 205
The Original Kings of Comedy, 424
The Orion, 444
Orpheus, 132
Orry-Kekky, 321
Osama, 436
Osborne, John, 221, 226, 373, 401
Ossana, Diana, 379, 440
Othello, 121, 229, 428, 517
“The Other,” 421, 431, 438
The Others, 204
O’Toole, Peter, 52
Out of Sight, 253
Out of the Past, 162
The Outlaw, 441
Over the Hedge, 230
Overexposure, 23
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Over-the-shoulder shots, 10
Oz, Frank, 57
Ozu, Yasujiro, 14, 114, 274, 281, 344, 380, 415, 

420, 421, 480

P
Pacific Data Images, 129
Pacino, Al, 98, 173, 175
Page, Ellen, 10
Pagliero, Marcello, 454
Painterly style, 22, 33
Paltrow, Gwyneth, 150, 259, 397
“Pan and scan,” 52
Pan, Hermes, 108, 217
Panahi, Jafar, 433
Panning and pan shots, 79, 108, 114, 116, 176, 

239
Pan’s Labyrinth, 318
Pantomime, 96
Parades, Marisa, 441
Paradise Lost (Milton), 485
Paradise Now, 4, 5
Parallel editing, 147, 153, 160, 398, 499
Parallelism, 66
Paramount, 217, 249, 310, 484
Park, Nick, 128, 374
Parodic genre(s), 162, 169, 356, 360, 362, 406, 

452
Paronnaud, Vincent, 125
Parrott, James, 109
Parson, Louella, 517
The Passion of the Christ, 407, 485
Patel, Dev, 271
Pather Panchali (The Song of the Road), 457
Pattinson, Robert, 475
Paull, Lawrence, G., 314
Pavlov, Ivan, 164
The Pawnbroker, 42, 131, 153, 173
Payne, Alexander, 261, 402, 446
Pearce, Guy, 442
Peck, Gregory, 409
Peckinpah, Sam, 131, 185, 186–191
Pedersen, Janus Metz, 202
Peña, Candela, 441
Penn, Arthur, 12, 205
Penn, Kal, 424
Penn, Sean, 60, 255, 421
The People vs. Larry Flynt, 358
Père Goriot (Balzac), 313
Perelman, Vadim, 53
Performance, 443
Performance capture, 126, 127, 312
Period films, 36, 86, 150, 252, 302, 308, 315, 

316
Perkins, Anthony, 392, 519
Perotta, Tom, 370
Persepolis, 125
Persistence of vision, 124
Persona, 398

Personal distances, 70, 81, 82, 84, 495
Personality stars, 257–258, 262, 280, 281, 332, 

335, 376, 408
Perugorria, Jorge, 393
Pesci, Joe, 272
Peter Pan (Barrie), 51
Petersen, Wolfgang, 225, 478
Petrie, Donald, 445
Pfeiffer, Michelle, 25
The Phantom of the Opera, 161, 219
The Phenix City Story, 362
Philadelphia, 443
Phoenix, Joaquin, 213
Photography, 1–45

angles in, 12–17, 93, 99, 463, 495, 511, 512
and cinematographers, 9, 17, 36, 40–45
in Citizen Kane, 27, 490–493, 495, 496, 

498, 511
color, 23–29
documentaries, 4, 32–33, 41, 42, 121, 350
emotion conveyed, 4, 11, 12, 15, 23, 30, 37, 

45, 463
film stocks, 17, 32–33, 92, 93, 286
filters, 22, 28, 29, 31, 32, 92, 93
lenses, 9, 22, 29–32, 92, 93
lighting, 17–22
photogenic faces, 40, 237, 244, 255
realistic vs. formalistic, 2–8
shots in, 9–11, 12, 82–84, 477
special effects, 35, 36, 37, 39, 57, 67, 102, 118, 

129, 179, 259, 287
and stars, 40
studio vs. location, 17

Piaf, Edith, 215
The Pianist, 212
Pickering, Marc, 307
Pickett, Rex, 402
Pickford, Mary, 247, 257
Pickpocket, 290
Pieces of April, 91
Pillow Talk, 439
Pinocchio, 367, 413
Pinsent, Gordon, 81
Pinter, Harold, 119, 223–224, 373
Pinto, Freida, 271
Pirandello, Luigi, 387
Pirates of the Caribbean series, 364, 443
Pistereanu, George, 280
Pitt, Brad, 38, 225, 257, 334, 346, 366, 382, 

394
Pixels, 34, 36
Pixote, 412, 419
A Place in the Sun, 321
Places in the Heart, 116
Planet Hong Kong, 118
Plastic surgery, 235
Platoon, 309
The Player, 482
Plays, adaptations, 202, 289, 293, 295, 297, 

298, 402, 403, 517

Plot(s), 332, 336, 337, 338–341, 344, 350, 455, 
508

Plunckett, Walter, 321
The Poetics (Aristotle), 300, 328, 337, 354
Point-of-view dolly shot, 117
Point-of-view shots, 17, 116, 117, 160, 182, 246, 

398
Points of view in writing, 395–398, 511–512
Poitier, Sidney, 257, 423
Polanski, Roman, 56, 63, 103, 110, 212, 343
The Polar Express, 9, 126
Polglase, Van Nest, 310, 311, 505
Polito, Jon, 308
Pollack, Jeff, 286
Pollack, Sydney, 153, 295, 399
Pollak, Kevin, 227
Polley, Sarah, 81
Pontecorvo, Gillo, 33, 306
Portal, Louise, 65
Porter, Cole, 425
Porter, Edwin S., 356
Portman, Natalie, 80, 255, 389
Posey, Parker, 377
Possession, 150
Post, Ted, 292
The Postman Always Rings Twice, 362
Potemkin, 169, 170–171, 303, 410
Potente, Franka, 104, 165
Pratt, Roger, 463
The Preacher’s Wife, 423
Presley, Elvis, 42
Preston, Gaylene, 115
Pretty Woman, 409
Pride and Prejudice (Austen), 378, 398, 400
Pride & Prejudice, 378
Primary Colors, 468
Prime Suspect, 260
Primitive genres, 356
The Prince and the Showgirl, 255, 264
Prince, Harold, 161
Prince of the City, 42, 173
Prince, Stephen, 37, 39
Process shots, 305
Producer-directors, 159, 469, 517
Production Code (1934), 197, 441
Production values, 310, 311
Profile position, 74, 77, 93
Prokofiev, Sergei, 210–211
Propaganda films, 15, 168, 351, 405, 412, 417
Proulx, Annie, 379
Proust, Marcel, 153
Proxemic patterns, 80, 81–84, 85, 92, 93, 

494–495
Psycho, 53, 200, 207, 281, 392, 501
Psychological films, 29, 101, 106–107, 114, 137, 

152, 182, 204, 227
Public distances, 81, 82, 495
Publicity material, 60, 79, 167, 249, 445, 515
Pudovkin, V. I., 135, 162, 163, 164, 165, 167, 168, 

169, 172, 176, 205, 241
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Pull-back dolly shots, 117, 119
Pulp Fiction, 148, 362
The Pumpkin Eater, 119
Punch-Drunk Love, 207–208, 238
Puppets, 124, 128, 294

Q
Quaid, Dennis, 43
Quarter-turn position, 74, 75, 77, 93
The Queen, 260
Queen Christina, 268, 441
Queer cinema. See Homosexuality
The Quiet One, 398
Quiz Show, 200

R
Rack focusing, 30, 32
Radcliffe, Daniel, 401, 464
Raging Bull, 8, 173, 366, 467
Rai, Aishwarya, 400
Raimi, Sam, 246
Rains, Claude, 49, 59
Raise the Red Lantern, 432
Rambo films, 417
Ramis, Harold, 37
Ramos da Silva, Fernando, 419
Ramsaye, Terry, 136
Ran, 202, 401
Rashomon, 111
Ratner, Brett, 66
Ray, 215, 219
Ray, Aldo, 394
Ray, Billy, 431
Ray, Nicholas, 469
Ray, Satyajit, 329, 456, 457
Rayner, Richard Piers, 399
Razor Blades, 353
Rea, Stephen, 280
Reaction shots, 114, 141, 143, 146, 159, 169, 224, 

286, 398
The Reader, 252
Reagan, Ronald, 255, 258, 414
Realism, 2–8, 41

in acting, 239, 245, 265, 269, 275, 276
costume and makeup, 315, 318
defined, 2, 342
and design, 63, 86, 87
documentaries, 4, 305, 349, 453 See also 

Cinéma vérité
and editing, 139, 168, 172–191, 455
in ethnic films, 426
and lighting, 17, 63
narrative and narrative structures, 331, 

338, 341, 342–345, 349, 455
open and closed forms, 86, 87
realist directors, 2, 12, 17, 29, 41, 42, 239, 

309, 312, 453–457
reality compared, 2, 41, 168, 344

sets and décor, 304–306, 309, 310, 311, 
312, 315

and sound, 177–178, 196, 198
superficial, 86
theories of, 452, 453–459

Reality, 2, 5, 41, 49, 53, 86, 122, 156, 168, 172, 
174, 350

Rear Window, 53, 166–167, 281
Rebel Without a Cause, 441
Red, 18
Red Desert, 78
Red Eye, 105
“Red Scare” (1950s), 256, 361, 428
The Red Shoes, 389
Redford, Robert, 133, 205
Redman, Joyce, 129
Reed, Donna, 415
Reestablishing shots, 139, 500
Reeves, Keanu, 8, 36, 79, 329
Reeves, Matt, 163
Reid, Carl Benton, 297
Reilly, John C., 406
Reimann, Walter, 306
Reiner, Carl, 162
Reinhardt, Max, 307
Reitman, Jason, 10, 366
The Relic, 287
Religion, 393, 407, 414, 415, 416, 420, 421, 

422–423, 432, 433, 436
Rembrandt, 17
Remember the Titans, 366
Rendition, 406
Renner, Jeremy, 430
Renoir, Jean, 74, 79, 92, 230, 302, 395, 456, 

469, 519
Renoir, Pierre Auguste, 22
Reprinting, 132, 493
Reservoir Dogs, 230, 379
Resnais, Alain, 346, 347, 348
The Return of the Jedi Special Edition, 21
Reverse dolly shots, 116, 117
Reverse motion, 124, 131–132
Reverse-angle shots, 147
Reviewers, 450
Revisionist genres, 20, 218, 356, 358, 378
Reynolds, Ryan, 114
Rhames, Ving, 30
Rhys Meyers, Jonathan, 120
Ricci, Christina, 307, 470
Rich, B. Ruby, 474
Rich, Frank, 459, 474
Richardson, Ralph, 402
Richardson, Tony, 129, 132, 221, 325
Richie, Donald, 421
Richter, Hans, 7, 142, 355
Richter, Paul, 307
Riefenstahl, Leni, 417
Right-wing ideology, 258, 407, 408, 411–419, 

422, 513
Rioux, Geneviève, 65

Riskin, Robert, 355
Rites of passage films, 344, 418
RKO, 217, 249, 310, 321, 346, 493, 505, 506, 516, 

517, 518
Road movies, 181, 341, 402, 436
Road to Perdition, 399
The Road Warrior, 323
Robards, Jason, Jr., 402
Robbins, Jerome, 108, 160
Robbins, Tim, 331, 421
Roberts, Julia, 247, 282, 409
Robeson, Paul, 428
Robin Hood: Prince of Thieves, 416
Robinson, Edward G., 311, 362
Robinson, Phil Alden, 197
Rock, Chris, 228
Rock of Ages, 251
Rockefeller, Nelson, 516
Rocky, 360
Rocky Balboa, 145
The Rocky Horror Show, 267, 443
Rodgers, Richard, 425
Rodrigues, Alexandre, 345
Rogers, Ginger, 108, 217, 346
Röhrig, Walter, 306
Romeo and Juliet (Cukor), 278, 289
Romeo and Juliet (Zeffirelli), 207, 223, 278, 

289, 315
Romeo Must Die, 287
Romero, George A., 76
A Room With a View, 252, 371
Rooney, Mickey, 217
Roos, Don, 470
Rope, 441
Rose, Anika Noni, 58
Rose, Lloyd, 416
Rosemary’s Baby, 325
Rosenblum, Ralph, 183
Rosenthal, Joe, 395
Rosman, Mark, 31
Ross, Gary, 431
Rossellini, Isabella, 464
Rossellini, Roberto, 179, 249, 453, 454
Rossum, Emmy, 161
Rota, Nino, 207, 208, 310
Roth, Cecilia, 441
Roth, Eli, 394
Rotha, Paul, 205
Rotunno, Giuseppe, 312
Rouch, Jean, 226
Rough cuts, 206
The Roundup, 327, 350
Routh, Brandon, 485
Rowling, J. K., 364, 401, 464
Royal Wedding, 156
Rubin, Michael, 39
Rudolph, Maya, 333
Ruell, Aaron, 471
Ruffalo, Mark, 441
Rule of Three, 58
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The Rules of the Game, 456
Rumble in the Bronx, 31
Run Lola Run, 104
Running Scared, 30
Rush, Geoffrey, 199
Rush Hour, 66
Rush, Richard, 106
Russell, David O., 303, 357
Russell, Harold, 22
Russell, Kurt, 44
Russia. See Soviet cinema
Russo, Vito, 438
Ryan, Meg, 214
Ryder, Winona, 272
Ryu, Chishu, 344, 480

S
Sabotage, 239, 240–241
Sachiko, Teinosuke, 138
Sadoul, Georges, 302, 304
Safety Last, 67, 176, 416
Saint, Eva Marie, 451
Salles, Walter, 341
Sammy and Rosie Get Laid, 335
San Juan, Antonia, 441
Sánchez, Jaime, 185, 186, 187
Sanda, Dominique, 87
Sanders, George, 253, 291, 376
Sandler, Adam, 207–208
Sandoval, Che, 57
Sandrew, Dr. Barry, 84
Sandrich, Mark, 108, 217
The Sands of Iwo Jima, 258, 305
Sarandon, Susan, 222, 421, 436
Sardá, Rosa Maria, 441
Sarnoff, David, 516
Sarris, Andrew, 376, 469, 472
Satrapi, Marjane, 125
Saturday Night Fever, 206
Satyricon, 308
Saura, Carlos, 365
Savage Nights, 24
Saverin, Eduardo, 381
Saving Private Ryan, 38, 309
Scarface, 195, 393
Scarlet Street, 362
Scène à faire, 174
Schaefer, George, 516, 518
Schepsi, Fred, 426
Scherfig, Lone, 459
Schickel, Richard, 328
Schindler’s List, 31
Schlesinger, John, 442
Schmidt, Jan, 59
Schneider, Maria, 451
School of Rock, 209
Schoonmaker, Thelma, 173
Schrieber, Liev, 75
Schulberg, Budd, 377, 379

Schumacher, Joel, 161, 317
Schwartz, Arthur, 217
Schwarzenegger, Arnold, 239, 276
Schwimmer, David, 228
Science fiction films, 163, 312, 346, 348, 355, 

361, 363
Scored music (nondiegetic), 200, 335, 501
Scorsese, Martin, 8, 25, 67, 84, 123, 149, 173, 

185, 218, 248, 266, 276, 423, 467, 501–502
Scott, George C., 272
Scott, Ridley, 149, 277, 309, 314, 436, 462
A Screaming Man, 453
Screen Digest, 84
Screenplays, 376–386, 510
Screenwriters, 369–376
Screwball comedy films, 355, 431, 445, 447
Scripts, 183, 350, 369, 373, 375–376. See also 

Screenplays
Seabiscuit, 366
The Searchers, 408, 417, 447
Secrets & Lies, 270
The Seduction of Mimi, 266
Segal, Peter, 169
Seiderman, Maurice, 506
Seiter, William, 75
Selective focusing, 29, 32
Selena, 253
Self, David, 399
Selznick, David O., 249
Sembene, Ousmane, 221
Semiology, 452, 476–479, 481
Semiotics. See Semiology
Sense and Sensibility, 252
A Separation, 373
Sequence shots, 139, 140, 144, 177, 180
Serban, Florian, 280
Serna, Assumpta, 365
Serna, Rodrigo de la, 341
Serpico, 42, 173
The Servant, 293, 313, 463
Sets, 48, 302–314, 505, 506
Setups, camera, 13, 71, 96, 99, 147, 463. See 

also Anticipatory setups
Seven Beauties, 419, 429
Seven Brides for Seven Brothers, 100
Seven Days in Heaven, 473
The Seven Samurai, 61, 144, 200, 390–391
The Seven Year Itch, 319
The Seventh Seal, 4, 7, 393
Shakespeare, William, 175, 220, 229, 268–269, 

278, 289, 316, 400, 401, 418, 420, 469, 483, 
504, 517

Shall We Dance?, 102, 217
Shallow Hal, 397
Shame, 296
Shamroy, Leon, 43
Shanghai Express, 235
Shannon, Harry, 494
Sharaff, Irene, 321
Sharif, Omar, 52

Sharits, Paul, 353
Sharman, Jim, 267
Shaw, George Bernard, 257, 267, 373
Shaw, Robert, 119, 121
The Shawshank Redemption, 331
She Done Him Wrong, 197
Shearer, Norma, 278
Sheen, Charlie, 394
Sheen, Ruth, 414
Shelton, Ron, 30, 222
Shepherd, Cybill, 154, 155, 208
Sherman, Lowell, 197
Shimura, Takashi, 300
The Shining, 121
Shoeshine, 372
“Shoot out” sequence from The Wild Bunch,

186–191
Short Cuts, 482
Short lenses. See Wide-angle lenses
Shot/reverse shot (shot/countershot) 

technique, 146, 148, 163
Shots, 9–11, 12, 477. See also specific types 

of shots
components, 92–94
director’s choice of, 84, 90, 99
and proxemic patterns, 82–84, 92, 93, 495

Show Boat, 428
Shrek films, 38, 129, 236
Sideways, 402
Sidney, Sylvia, 239, 240, 241
Siegel, Don, 361
Siegfried, 307
Sight and Sound magazine, 520
The Silence, 198, 293
Silence in films, 205
The Silence of the Lambs, 409
Silent cinema

acting, 198, 243, 265, 267, 268, 276
editing in, 139–141, 144, 147, 153, 160, 161, 

162, 168–171, 194
emotion conveyed, 82–84, 85, 198, 243
film speed, 127, 267
improvisation, 276, 340, 369
mise en scène, 47, 52, 54
and music, 194, 195
titles, 178, 196

Silent House, 180
The Silent Language (Hall), 81
Silhouettes, 19, 199, 491
Sillato, Giuseppe, 483
Sillitoe, Alan, 373
Simpson, Russell, 369
Sinatra, Frank, 184, 217, 447
Singer, Bryan, 103, 227, 485
Singin’ in the Rain, 96, 118, 219, 291
Singleton, John, 405, 427
Skinner, B. F., 348
Sklar, Robert, 486
Sky Captain and the World of Tomorrow, 259
Slapstick comedy films, 26, 109, 333, 354, 355
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Sleepless in Seattle, 214
Sleepy Hollow, 307
Sloane, Everett, 492, 497, 498, 502, 504, 514
Slow film stock, 32, 93
Slow motion, 36, 111, 124, 130, 131, 132, 185
Slumdog Millionaire, 38, 153, 160, 271
Smith, Charles Martin, 303
Smith, Jack Martin, 287
Smith, Jada Pinkett, 228
Smith, Kevin, 178, 378
Smordoni, Rinaldo, 372
Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, 35
Snow White and the Three Stooges, 43
Snyder, David, 314
Sobocinski, Piotr, 18
Social distances, 81, 82
The Social Network, 184, 381
Socialist Realism, 405, 408
Soderbergh, Steven, 43, 89, 185, 282, 334
Soft-focus photography, 8, 22, 28, 30, 32
Solanas, Fernando, 4
Soldier, 44
Some Like It Hot, 381
Sommers, Robert, 68
Sondheim, Stephen, 218, 425
Sons of the Desert, 75
Sorkin, Aaron, 184, 381
The Sorrow and the Pity, 175
Sorry, Wrong Number, 162
Sound. See also Dialogue; Music; Sound 

effects; Spoken language
and acting, 239, 244
analyzing, 231
in Citizen Kane, 499, 500–502
and continuity, 194, 226, 499
diegetic and nondiegetic, 200
dubbing, 177, 194, 229, 239, 244
and editing, 194, 201, 499
emotion conveyed, 196, 200, 203, 204, 205, 

499
historical background, 194–196, 199
and irony, 194, 205, 226
mixing, 200, 207
montage, 196, 500, 502
movement relationship, 119, 121, 206
and musicals, 194, 195, 196
nonsynchronous, 194, 289
off-screen, 203, 204
pitch, 200, 203, 500
realist, 177–178, 196, 198
silence relationship, 205
symbolic, 203, 205, 499, 502
synchronous, 177, 194, 195, 229, 350, 484
synthesized, 200, 207, 244
tempo, 195, 200, 203, 383, 384
texture, 199, 500, 515
volume, 197, 199, 200, 201, 203, 205, 239, 

384–385, 500
Sound effects, 177, 180, 200–205, 224
The Sound of Music, 35

The Sound of Trumpets, 205
Source music (diegetic), 200
Soviet cinema

formalist tradition, 168, 172, 351
montage, 153, 162–171, 410, 465

Space
Bergman’s use of, 83
conventions, 61, 68, 71, 81, 82
framing, 49, 51, 53, 79, 88, 110, 115
negative, 110, 157
and proxemic patterns, 80, 81–84, 85, 92, 

93
stage vs. screen, 161, 285, 287, 289, 292–

293, 297, 298, 299, 300
territorial space, 67–79, 465
time relationship, 67, 99, 132, 138, 139, 141, 

152, 465
unity of, 116, 144, 173, 176, 178, 179, 285, 506

Spacek, Sissy, 228, 275
Spacey, Kevin, 24, 227
Spalding, John, 498
Spall, Timothy, 78, 359
Spartacus, 441
Special effects, 35, 36, 37, 39, 118, 179, 259, 287, 

306, 392, 474
in Citizen Kane, 493, 505, 506

Specialty pictures, 475
Speck, Will, 452
Speed, 256, 329
Spider-Man films, 246, 364
Spielberg, Steven, 11, 31, 38, 49, 122, 252, 288, 

294, 309, 335, 363, 372, 393, 455, 467
Spoken language, 220–231, 387. See also 

Dialogue
accents and dialects, 220, 222, 224, 225, 

270, 410
articulation, 227, 229, 292
class issues, 220, 221, 224, 225, 231
expressiveness, 229, 233, 239
and ideology, 220, 224, 225, 410
monologues, 226–227
and music, 215, 224, 239
stage vs. screen, 224, 227, 229, 233, 289, 

292, 403
tone of voice, 197, 220, 222
vs. literature, 220, 224

Sports films, 366, 406, 452
Spotlights, 17, 21, 492
Spottiswoode, Raymond, 147
The Squid and the Whale, 475
Stafford, Nick, 294
Stage vs. screen

acting, 233–234, 237, 239, 244–246, 268, 
276, 278, 288, 292

and action, 3, 285, 286, 289, 291, 292–293, 
298, 300

the audience, 47, 84, 227, 285, 287, 288, 289
close-ups, 196, 224, 237, 285, 287, 289–290, 

292, 294, 299, 403
conventions, 47, 227, 229, 289, 292–293, 

294, 295, 299, 302
costume and makeup, 295, 325
directors, 3, 287, 288, 296, 299, 302
long shots, 10, 109, 285, 289, 292, 299
mise en scène, 47, 285, 287, 288, 505
musicals, 161, 217, 219
nude scenes, 285, 288
sets and décor, 302, 307, 312, 313, 314
space, 161, 285, 287, 289, 292–293, 297, 298, 

299, 300
spoken language, 224, 227, 229, 233, 289, 

292, 403
time depiction, 237, 285

Stagecoach, 293, 356, 491
Stahl-David, Michael, 163
Staiola, Enzo, 277
Stallone, Sylvester, 145, 360
Stamp, Terence, 442
Stanislavsky, Constantin, 273, 274, 276
Stanley, Kim, 233
Stanwyck, Barbara, 20, 184, 431
Stapleton, Maureen, 255
A Star Is Born, 76, 215, 216
Star system, 233, 236, 247–265, 276, 486
Star Wars films, 35, 39, 364
Stark, Cecillia, 180
Starman, 28
Stars, 40, 233. See also Star system

actor stars, 257, 262, 325, 335, 408
character actors, 218, 260, 263, 276, 359
cosmetic surgery, 235
costume and makeup, 315, 317
as cultural archetypes, 265
humanitarian work, 255, 256, 257, 260, 

264, 446
iconography, 247, 251, 253, 257–258, 263, 

265, 276, 282, 450
ideology, 255, 256, 258, 282, 408, 409, 446
personality stars, 257–258, 262, 280, 281, 

332, 335, 376, 408
personas, 247, 249, 408
private lives of, 247, 249, 255
professional actors compared, 263, 265, 

280
and public opinion, 247, 249, 251, 253, 255, 

256, 263, 267
sexuality, 438, 439, 440
star vehicles, 469, 471
and the studio system, 217, 249, 253
and television, 233, 252, 260, 262, 268, 270
values, influence on, 256, 258, 265, 282, 

408
Stasis, 111, 112, 114, 122, 205
Steadicam, 121, 484
Steiger, Rod, 377
Stein, Joseph, 425
Steinbeck, John, 369, 420
Sten, Anna, 249
Stereotyping, 265, 266, 281, 420, 423, 428, 

438, 470, 486
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Stevens, George, 321
Stevenson, Edward, 506, 507
The Stewardesses, 84
Stewart, James, 146, 166, 167, 262, 264, 281, 

415
Stewart, James G., 500
Stewart, Kristen, 475
Stewart, Patrick, 366
Stewart, Paul, 512
Still photos, 47, 64, 87, 89, 92, 103, 124
Stiller, Ben, 228, 255, 360
Stock. See Film stock
Stockwell, Dean, 402
Stolen Kisses, 466
Stone, Oliver, 60, 98, 122, 309, 332, 349, 405
Stone, Sharon, 72
Stop-action animation, 126, 128
Storey, David, 373
Story. See Narrative and narrative structures
Story of Women, 409, 410
Story, Tim, 262
Storyboarding, 40
The Straight Story, 181
Stranger Than Fiction, 387
Stranger Than Paradise, 180
Strangers on a Train, 281, 441
Strasberg, Lee, 258, 273
Strathairn, David, 256
Strawberry and Chocolate, 393
Streep, Meryl, 75, 136, 220, 222, 237, 261
A Streetcar Named Desire, 298, 441
Streisand, Barbra, 255, 272
Strictly Ballroom, 120
Strike, 169
Stroheim, Erich von, 41, 58, 74, 198, 369
Structuralism, 353, 452, 476, 477, 479–481, 

488
Studio system, 217, 249, 263, 296, 310, 315, 

369, 468, 484, 486
The Stunt Man, 106
Sturges, Preston, 369
Subsidiary contrasts, 64, 92, 93, 495, 496
Subtexts, 221, 223–224, 271, 274, 380, 438, 

441, 442
Subtitles, 197, 229, 231
Sugimara, Haruko, 434
Suliman, Ali, 5
The Sum of All Fears, 197
Sunday Bloody Sunday, 443
Sunset Boulevard, 226, 281, 447
Sunshine, 328
Suo, Masayuki, 102
Superbad, 333
Superman, 66
Superman Returns, 485
Surrealism, 118, 203, 311, 343, 473, 519
Suspense and suspense films, 114, 151, 163, 

203, 204, 205, 207, 332, 336, 343
Suspicion, 162
Suvari, Mena, 24

Swain, Mack, 243
Swan, Buddy, 494
Swank, Hilary, 229
Swanson, Gloria, 226
Sweeney Todd, 218, 219
Sweet Hours, 365
Swish pans, 116
Swofford, Anthony, 459
Syed, Dr. Shershah, 434
Sykes, Wanda, 230
Symbolism, 7, 29, 363, 387, 496, 506, 512

and color, 23, 24, 315
and composition, 65, 66, 67, 79
film titles, 388
and framing, 53, 55, 71, 74, 77, 79
kinetic, 96, 109, 111, 112, 113, 496, 497, 498
and lighting, 17, 19, 492
metaphoric, 24, 132–133, 388
sexual, 24, 111, 390–391
and sound, 203, 205, 499, 502

Symbols, 20, 365, 387, 390. See also 

Symbolism
Synchronous sound, 177, 194, 195, 229, 350, 

484
“The System.” See Method acting
Szabó, István, 328
Szpilman, Wladyslaw, 212

T
Tabio, Juan Carlos, 393
Tagore, Rabindranath, 329
Taine, Hippolyte, 361, 362
Take the Lead, 120
Takes, 17, 184, 245

brief, 99
lengthy, 99, 172, 176, 177, 178, 180, 239, 350

Talk To Her, 301
Talkies, 177–178, 194, 195, 198
Talladega Nights, 405, 406
Tandy, Jessica, 298
Tanović  ,  Danis, 313
Tarantino, Quentin, 148, 185, 230, 362, 379, 

394
Taste of Cherry, 458
Tattersall, David, 44
Tautou, Audrey, 179
Taviani, Paolo and Vittorio, 151
Taxi Driver, 248, 447, 467, 501–502
Taylor, Elizabeth, 255, 321
Taylor, Jim, 402
Taylor, Rod, 81
Taylor, Sam, 176
Taylor, Tate, 261
Telephoto lenses, 9, 29, 30, 32, 42, 99, 350
Television

acting and stars, 233, 252, 260, 262, 268, 
270

aspect ratio, 47, 52
Temple, Shirley, 255

Temptress Moon, 98
The Ten Commandments, 35
Ten Days That Shook the World, 304
Tender Mercies, 423, 479
Terminator 2: Judgment Day, 200
Territorial space, 67–79, 465
Tesich, Steve, 427
Tewkesbury, Joan, 396
The Texas Chainsaw Massacre: The 

Beginning, 14
Thackeray, William, 437
Tharp, Twyla, 132
Thatcher, Margaret, 222, 414
Thelma & Louise, 436
Thematic montage, 139, 142, 153, 162, 166–

167, 169, 172, 499
Theory of Film (Kracauer), 455
There Will Be Blood, 252
There’s Something About Mary, 374
Theron, Charlize, 275, 366
Theroux, Justin, 360
They Shoot Horses, Don’t They?, 153, 258, 399
The Thin Red Line, 370
Third Cinema, 4
Third person narration, 395, 398
Thirty-Two Short Films about Glenn Gould,

139, 142
This Is Elvis, 42
This Is Not a Film, 433
Thomas, Henry, 363
Thompson, Emma, 79, 387
Thompson, Jack, 426
Three Kings, 357, 422
3-D technology, 35, 67, 84–85, 484
Three-point lighting, 18
Three-quarter position, 74, 77, 78
Three-shots, 10, 169
Thrillers, 110, 137, 201, 203, 204, 227, 264, 447, 

450, 466, 486
Throne of Blood, 400
Thurman, Uma, 148
THX 1138, 73
Tightly framed shots, 71, 74, 77, 79, 93, 107, 

115, 495
Till the Clouds Roll By, 428
Tilt shots, 16, 17, 108, 114, 116, 176
Time

manipulation of, 139, 141, 147, 150, 152, 160, 
173, 465

and movement, 13, 15, 114, 117, 130, 132–133 
See also Fast motion; Slow motion

screen and real time conform, 147, 173
space relationship, 67, 99, 132, 138, 139, 141, 

152, 465
stage vs. screen, 237, 285
subjective treatment of, 139, 141, 147, 153

Tinker Tailor Soldier Spy, 372
Tippett, Phil, 258
Titanic, 35, 252, 325, 488
To Die For, 254
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To Kill a Mockingbird, 409
To Live, 205, 300
Tokyo Story, 380
Toland, Gregg, 22, 490, 491, 492, 493, 511
Tolkien, J. R. R., 461
Toll, John, 22
Tolstoy, Leo, 3
Tom Jones, 129, 132, 206, 221, 226, 325, 401
Tom Jones (Fielding), 226, 398, 401
Tomlin, Lily, 482
Tone, 20, 267, 335, 443, 444–447
Tong, Stanley, 31
Tootsie, 295
Top Gun, 409
Top Hat, 217, 310
Tornatore, Giuseppe, 415
Tosi, Peiro, 316
Totheroh, Rollie, 42
Touch of Evil, 493, 518
Tout va bien, 258
Towne, Robert, 130
Toy Story films, 38
Tracking shots. See Dolly shots
Tracy, Spencer, 272
Traffic, 43, 89
Training Day, 277
Trainspotting, 225, 392, 410
Transformers, 363, 364
Transitional cues, 156
Traveling shots. See Dolly shots
Travers, Henry, 146
Travolta, John, 148, 206, 468
The Treasure of the Sierra Madre, 281
The Tree of Life, 346
The Tree of the Wooden Clogs, 393, 458
Tremaine, Jeff, 377
The Trial, 519
Trintignant, Jean-Louis, 18
A Trip to the Moon, 2, 67, 139, 140
Triumph of the Will, 405, 417
Trnka, Jiř  í, 124
Troell, Jan, 41
Tropic Thunder, 251, 360
Trouble in Paradise, 310, 320
Troy, 225, 478, 479
Trucking shots. See Dolly shots
True Grit, 132–133, 260
True West, 238
Truffaut, François, 52, 67, 71, 106, 132, 154, 

184, 241, 266, 276, 328, 369, 372, 388, 393, 
438, 465, 466, 518

Trumbull, Douglas, 314
Tucker, Chris, 66
The Turn of the Screw (James), 182
Turner, Lana, 443
Turner, Ted, 258
Turturro, John, 308
12 Angry Men, 16, 42
Twentieth Century, 375

Twentieth Century Fox, 249, 253, 310, 311, 474
21 Grams, 382
Twilight films, 364, 475
2001: A Space Odyssey, 56, 209, 314, 346, 

355, 392
Two Tars, 109
Two Women, 229, 273, 372
Two-shots, 10, 141, 146, 197, 239
Tykwer, Tom, 104
Tyler, Parker, 251, 253
Tynan, Kenneth, 268
Typecasting, 262, 276, 277, 278, 281, 409
Tyson, Cathy, 463

U
U Turn, 253
Uehara, Ken, 434
UFA studio, 310
Ugetsu, 460
Uhry, Alfred, 298
Ullmann, Liv, 19, 41, 83, 266, 286, 296
Umberto D, 372, 456
Undertow, 472
Underworld, 361
Underworld USA, 479
Unfaithful, 234
Unforgiven, 358
Unleashed, 54
The Untouchables, 169, 303
The Upside of Anger, 279
The Usual Suspects, 227
Utamaro and His Five Women, 177

V
Vadim, Roger, 258
Van Sant, Gus, 254
Vanity Fair, 120, 437
Varda, Agnès, 147
Vasiliu, Laura, 214
Vaughn, Vince, 263, 272
Veidt, Conrad, 265, 306
Vera-Ellen, 217
Verbinski, Gore, 87
Verhoeven, Paul, 156
Vermeer, Jan, 101
Vertigo, 264, 501, 520
Vertov, Dziga, 351
A Very Long Engagement, 182
Vidal, Gore, 438, 441
Video, 52, 286. See also Digital video
Vidor, Charles, 111
Vidor, King, 151
Viewfinders, 40, 49, 54
Vigo, Jean, 443
Vinterberg, Thomas, 459
Violence and choreography, 36, 54, 96, 101, 
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